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ABSTRACT

An account of social attitudes towards bl:ind and deaf

children in the 19th Century shows how the social conscience was

slowly awakened to the necessity for action on behalf of these

youngsters. However, nothing was done until all normal children

were cmipulaorily educated after which legislation on behalf of

various handicapped pupils was gradually enacted. Many philanthropic

bodies agitated on behalf of the groups in which they were interested

and their influence on the eventual Parliamentary Acts is examined.

The actions and motives of the Civil Service bureaucrac r in

its originaL endeavours to secure sane uniformity in the provision

of special schools is also examined. Then after the 19l4-l8 War the

economic measures of the Depression Years seriously hindered the

expansion of Special Education. Again, the actions of the bureaucracy

are examined as they strove to secure the most efficient use of

available monies and yet, at the same time, by the rigidity of their

approach they hampered the achievement of their own goals. Sane

Civil Servants, by the strength of their own personalities or their

obvious administrative talents, managed to put wmin1strative

convenience second to huina considerations, and the actions of such

men are further analysed.

Again, sa individuals exerted enormous influence on the Board

of Education and utilised this power to forward the claims of children

with handicaps in which they were interested. Special Education in the
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first half of the 20th Century possessed a tremendous attraction

for social workers especially when, as Was usually the case, they

were women. Mrs. Humphry Ward, the Novelist, 13 a good exanpie

of the first type, whilst Evelyn Fox represents the social workers.

The work of these people is examined. in detail.

Finally, after a consideration of all these factors, an

attenqt is made to analyse sone of the main influences on British

Special Education as it is today.
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1.

IWLODUC TION

La) Ideas of the Enlightenment

Th.ring the second half of the 18th Century ideas were in a state

of fexnt and the consequent upheaval of traditionally acceptable

notions was largely due to the eminent philosophers David flume (1711-1766),

Bishop Berkeley (1685-1753) and Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1776) backed,

educationally, by a number of practising teachers whose philosophies of

education were based on the new ideas, such pedagogues as Froebel,

Fellenberg and Pesta2ozzi. The movement of this new radicalism was a

counter to the reactionary elements in control in many of the more

backward countries of Europe and has been called the Enlightenment.

The watchwords of this new movement have been analysed as a demand for

rationality as opposed to tradition; happiness in this life, not

salvation for the next and an insistence upon the revaluation of all

the then existing social institutions.1

Basically, the philosophy of the Enlightenment was rationalistic

for it thought of Man as a rational animal and, therefore, looked to

abstract ratiocination for the answer to all human problems, great and

small. This notion of Man ignored those basic frailities which, of

themselves, make Homo Sapiens such an inconsistent creature, his non-

rational elements, the power of sentiment and passion, the glory of the

imaginative faculties and the need to confront and., indeed, to accept

the mysteries of ezistence which surround us on all sides.2

1The New Cambridge Modern Histp, Vol. viii, p.55.
2The New Cambridge Modern His tory, op • cit., p • 55.
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The main ideas of the philosophers of the Enlightenment influenced

the educational thinkers who became convinced of the value of the use of

Reason. It appeared to these educationists that a new technique of the

uses of the individual's mental resources had. been postulated by which

the evidence of facts could be analysed without bias, and generalised

new truths ascertained.3

It was left to David Hume to produce a philosophical theory of how

this goal was achieved and. this he did. in his work PhilosoDhical Essays

Concerning Human Understanding, an epitomised revision of his earlier

work A Treatise of Human Nature published in 1738-4.0. In this work he

put forward his theory of the Association of Ideas, a phrase first

utilised by John Locke in his n Essay Concerning Human Understanding

published in 1690. Hume asserted that those perceptions which entered

the mind with the most force and violence were impressions whilst ideas

were only faint images of these in thinking and reasoning. Furthermore,

once the mind had received these impressions they could re-appear in two

ways, the first of which was with a degree of vividness intermediate

between the impression and the faintness of the idea, the faculty utilised

to repeat the impressions in this manner being the memory. Secondly,

the impressions could re-appear as ideas, faint copies of images or

impressions, the faculty utilised in this instance being the imagination.

He therefore contended that although the imagination could freely combine

ideas it usually worked according to some general principles of association,

a gentle force by which one idea naturally introduced another. Hume did

3The New Cwnbridge Modern History, op. cit., pp. l4.3-].1i4.
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not attempt to explain what this gentle force was but he asserted that the

qualities from which this association arose and by which the mind was

conveyed from one idea to another were three - Resemblance, Contiguity

in Time or Space and, thirdly, Cause and Effect.

David Hartley (1705-1757) substantiated the theories of Hu in his

work Observations Upon Man published in 17.9 which was the first scientific

treatise on psychology. In this book, Dr. Hartley described Associationiani

as a basic process of learning, and for the second half of the 18th Century

the influence of these two writers, Hume and Hartley, was most profound.

Although the old Endowed Grammar Schools were, with very few

exceptions, sunk in a torpor during this period, the Dissenting Academies,

untrammelled by historical traditions, had been providing extremely

progressive education with a particular bias towards science and

mathematics. The greatest of the Non-Conformist schoolmasters was

Joseph Priestley (1733-180t3.), the discoverer of oxygen, who was a tireless

woxcer on behalf of educational progress and who was mainly responsible

for Hartley' a work beccining known to the wider public, including Europe.

In himself, Priestley epitomised the new belief in science so prevalent

during the latter half of the 18th Century, a belief exemplified by the

foundation of so many scientific associations, the Linnaean and the

Lunar Society being two examples of the most prominent of these bodies

with the Literary & Philosophical Society of Manchester, founded in 1785,

as the most famous. This practice of establishing provincial societies

copied the example set by the French, who had probably reacted against

the policy of confining such societies to the metropolitan area of

Paris. The latter part of the 18th Century had witnessed through the
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work of Priestley, Lavoisier and others, the foundation of the modern

study of chemistry, whilst the quantitive study of' the three major

departments of physics, heat, electricity and magnetism was also fixnly

established during the same period. There was then, at this tune,

considerable justification for the belief, generally held, that given a

certain interval, science in a].]. its complexities could solve any problems.

A third philosophical influence of the era and probably the greatest

educations], one, was Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) whose publication

of Emile in 1762 summarised his educational ideas, the main strain of

which was his great emphasis upon the child and. his nature. He advocated

a careful study of the child before any attempts were m1e to teach him

and, in thus expressing his point of view, he may be regarded as the

initiator of child psychology and. its concomitant study, child development.

However, this was not his only contribution for he was the first

educationist to stress the vital part to be contributed by play in the

education of young children and. that curiosity and utility were the basis

of the school curriculum. Freedom and discovery, which he particularly

emphasised, were virtually unknown words at that time as applied to

education. However, when the French Revolution followed in 1789,

eleven years after Rousseau' s death, the ideas of Freedom, Equality and.

Fraternity became a watchword to express the hopes of many of the

downtrodden masses of Europe and in education, especially, the

implication of these sentiments was that every child was entitled, as

of right, to be educated.
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(b) Public Health

Parallel with the developments in philosophy of the Enlightenment

era there were some intere sting improvements in the social field,

especially in medicine, a form of applied science. During the late

18th Century the Death Rates in England were exceptionally high,

especially in London. Medical practitioners, most could certainly not

be called doctors, knew little about many non-epidemic diseases and.

surgery was restricted by the fact that there were no anaesthetics

apart frczn strong drink and, even then, complicated operations were not

possible because hospitals were rare and extremely insanitary. The

medical profession was despised, being virtually restricted to

apothecaries who were semi-'quacks' and barber-surgeons, a most brutal

and ignorant roup. Basically, it was almost impossible to train

doctors and surgeons because there was a general public objection to the

dissection of bodies, whilst the national lack of hospitals meant that

it was almost impossible to compile careful reconds from the observation

of diseases and, without these statistics, the doctors just could not

distinguish the different illnesses. Thus, there was, in the United

Kingdom, no Doctors' Register before 1858 - a sufficient comment upon

the disorganisation of the medical profession in this country.

However, as the great towns grew these diseases becwne blatantly

more obvious and hospitals began to be built wherein clinical records

were compiled. Unhappily, during the late 18th Century, there were no

sensational developments in medicine or matters of health, although

there were some important social changes which laid the basis for their

growth. In the field of medicine, a grc1p of physicians arose who were
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more scientific in their attitudes than any of their predecessors, a

reflection of the tremendous belief in the potentialities of science at

this period. Such men as the surgeon John Hunter (1728-1793) and the

trainer of London' s doctors and midwives, William Smellie (1697-1763),

developed methods based upon observation, and then in 1798 Edward Jenner

discovered vaccination as the cure for smallpox.

Changes produced by the Industrial Revolution also opened the way

to better health for the new textile mills produced cheap new garments

which meant, in turn, that the working poor could purchase more clothes

which resulted in an improvement in the general cleanliness of their

garments. The new chemical industries produced more soap at lower

prices, whilst the large scale production of household bricks and. the

manufacture of cd-iron pipes meant better houses and improved drains.

Enclosures and other advances in agriculture meant that greater

food production was possible and. that prices were lower, although there

were several scarcity periods when bread was 30 expensive that it was

virtually beyond the means of the working classes, but these were

political manouevres to maintain high prices after the Napoleonic Wars

as had existed during the emergency.

Watt's invention of the steam-engine had also caused a revolution

in transport, whilst other technical improvements had assisted this

progress. In addition, there were advances in the types of heating

devices available, but many of these improvements took a generation to

take effect so that it was probable that their benefits were not felt

before 1800.

Unfortunately, the disadvantages of the Industrial Revolution
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became obvious almost immediately, one notorious example being Joseph

Bramah' s patented inroved V.C. of 1778, which rapidly cansed the

contamination of the River Thames, the source of London' s water supply.

Other more obvious effects were the unhealthy factories and the

overcrowding of the large industrial towns, particularly Liverpool and

Manchester, which were overwhelmed with huge numbers of Irish immigrants.

There were also frequent fever epidemics, especially of typhus and

typhoid, which were so bad that the decreased Death Rate figures of

c. 1800 had been reversed by about 1810, statistics affected adversely

by the fact that tuberculosis was increasing rapidly at this time due

to the bad housing conditions.

However, on the credit side, between 1700 and. 1825, 15/^ hospitals

and dispensaries were founded in Britain, mainly through private

beneficence or chaty. It certainly seemed that a national crisis was

needed in the early 19th Century to destroy the cnplacency of the

ruling classes and to develop a public health movement. This incentive

duly arrived in 1831 when the Great Asiatic cholera epidemic struck

Western Europe, for this disease, which occurred suddenly and killed in

a few hours, was totally incomprehensible to the medical practitioners of

the era who knew no remedies to control the epidemic, although it was

certainly obvious to them that it struck hardest in the slum areas of

the great cities.

It was when Dr. Kay, the Medical Officer for Manchester, inspected

the slum areas of that city during the cholera outbreak in 1832 that he

was prompted to inquire about the welfare and education of children in

such districts, because his observations led him to believe that the
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Report of the Kerry Committee, which claimed to prove that the

educational facili1es provided throughout the entire country were

adequate for the children requiring them, was not only wrong but over-

complaisant. This was not a totally unjustified conclusion for the

Kerry Committee had, in actual fact, never stirred from London for they

made their investigation on the basis of written reports submitted to

them with no efforts to check the validity of any figures provided.

Dr. Kay' a deep conceni for the poor children of the urban areas and his

actions as the consequence of his social conscience were the immediate

cause of the foundation of the Manchester Statistical Society which, in

a series of investigations, provided enough reliable figures to

repudiate, in their entirety, the findings of the Kerry Committee.

The Great Asiatic Cholera had. caused complete panic, with the

result that the next 4.0 years saw a great extension of the efforts of

national and local authorities to formulate and implement ru].es for

public health. All these endeavours were punctu.ated by frequent out-

breaks of cholera and other fevers, all of which were very difficult to

cure so that it meant that the emphasis had to be placed upon prevention

rather than cire. Such a policy necessitated a huge programme of social

reform providing pure water, effective sanitary drainage and the

destruction of the slums with their consequent replacement by well-built

and well-ventilated houses. However, the immediate results of the

cholera, after 1831, were a series of public inquiries into the health

and. living conditions of the working classes, promoted by such pioneers

as Edwin Chadwick (1800-1890), the Poor Law reformer, and. by energetic

doctors of the calibre of Dra. Kay and Southwood Smith. In 1834., the
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Poor Law ipartment was set up and Chadwick' a first Report on the Poor

law was published, raising the question of the health of the population

of this country. All the Poor Law Commissioners claimed that they could

not administer the deterrent Poor Law successfully unless preventitive

measurers were taken against dirt and disease.

Three of these Poor Law inquiries were especially notable, the

first of which resulted in a report upon a fever outbreak in Whitechapel

in 1828, in the course of which Dr. Southwood Smith produced facts about

the disease arid the water supply which horrified the nation. Later,

in 1842, Chadwick's report on The Sanitary Conditions of the Labouring

Populations of Great Britain included information provided by all Poor

Law doctors in the country regarding the health conditions in 'their

unions', a document which was the first attent at a comprehensive

survey of national health. Finally, Peel' a Tory Ministry of 184l-li.6

appointed a Royal Commission to investigate the state of 'large Towns

and Populous Districts', which resulted in two huge reports in 1844 and

1845. In these two contemporary reports it was proved conclusively that

the appalling social conditions of the period were largely suffered solely

by working class parents and their children, for it was asserted that the

average age at death of workers in Rutlandshire was 38 years old and,

in Manchester 17 years, compared with figures of 52 and 58 years

respectively for the gentry in the same areas.

Modern research has, however, thrown new light upon the topic

of death rates arid has shown that the continued growth of population

after 1837 was partly due to an excess of births over deaths established

by that year and partly due to a further decline in mortality. It has
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been further claimed that with the notable exception of vaccination

against smallpox, specific preventitive or curative measures could have

had no significant influence on mortality before the 20th Century.

In order of relative importance the influences responsible for the

decline of mortality in the second half of the 19th Century were, firstly,

a rising standard of living, of which the most significant feature was

improved diet. This improved food, in turn, was responsible for the

decline of tuberculosis and, to a lesser degree, typhus. Secondly,

there were the hygienic changes introduced by the sanitary reformers

which caused a decline in diseases of the typhus-typhoid and. cholera

groups. Thirdly, there was a favourable trend in the relationship

between infectious agent and the human host and this accounted for a

decline of mortality from scarlet fever and also possibly from typhus,

tuberculosis and. cholera.,5

Such grim statistics by these researches revealed a dreadful state

of affairs and led to action which during the ensuing years eliminated

the worst abuses, improved the general standards of health arid laid down

guide lines for future advance. Most of the really effective action

was local and concentrated upon the construction of water and sewage

systems whereby fresh running water and sanitation were provided whilst,

nationally, the results were disappointing, although Parlisment did pass

the Public Health Act of l8L8 which was permissive and operative for

L. and 
5T. McKeown & R.G. Record, "Reasons for the Decline of Mortality

in England and Wales During the 19th Century", in Population Studies,
November 1962, pp. 924122.
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only five years. A national Board of Health was established and

empowered to Create local Boards of Health wherever 10 per cent of the

local. inhabitants requested them, but the Board encountered fierce

opposition from the owners of slum properties and others whose financial

interests were threatened by reform. The Board was finally dissolved

in 1858, although its work continued, but between lB5i. and 1869 piece-

meal legislation dealt with sewers, common lodging-houses and contaious

diseases when they became particularly virulent. However, the passage

of separate Acts constituting separate authorities to deal with these

problems resulted in utter administrative chaos for, in effect, the

health in the towns was no particular authority's responsibility, so

that not only were individual Acts of Parliament required for each

improvement but Treasury approval was also necessary for the requisite

loans.

Nevertheless, some progress was made and in 1866 the Sanitary Act

compelled local authorities to appoint sanitary inspectors, and it also

empowered the Government to constrain these authorities to act on

questions of water supplies, sewerage arid other nuisances. This

legislation was followed by the Royal Sanitary Cornniission of 1869 which

investigated the problems of public health once again and. reiterated the

recommendations that water supplies, proper drainage, the removal of

hygienic nuisances such as smoke, healthy houses, clean streets, the

inspection of food and adequate cemeteries were vital for civilised life.

This report led to the establishment of the Local Government Board in 1871,

a department of State which was entrusted with the responsibility for

public health and of which Sir John Simon was the Permanent Secretary
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but subordinate to the Poor Law Secretary, a most unhappy ranking for it

implied that the basis of the new policy was deterrence not prevention.

The Liberal Government of 1875 immediately passed another Public

Health Act which consolidated all the existing regulations and laws upon

public health into a single code, a document which incorporated standards

which all local authorities had to attain. Medical Officers had to be

appointed by all these local authorities but, despite this Act, many of

them had to be goaded to imp1ennt the provisions of the legislation

because the costs of local sewerage systems were expensive and had to be

borne by the local rate-payers. Improvements in housing were much

slower especially in the industña]. towns for there was, during this era,

no conception of town-planning.

Nevertheless, slowly Parliament began to deal with the problems,

firstly by a more vigorous policy after the Reform Act, 1867, which was

quickly followed by the Torrens Act, 1868, which empowered the local

authorities to pull down insanitary dwellings and improve the slums.

Then came the Artisans' Dwellings Act, 1875, which extended these powers

so that local authorities 'were permitted to demolish whole districts

and erect new accommodation for the inhabitants.

After 1870, the progress of medical science was extremely rapid

and was aidSd by the co-operation of doctors and scientists from many

countries. In the late 19th Century the science of bacteriolor

°G.D.H. Cole & R. Postgate, The Common People, l76-194,
London 1961, pp. 3i8-367.
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developed especially quickly, largely due to the researches of Louis

Pasteur and Robert Koch. Broadly, these two eminent scientists set

out to elucidate the mysteries of bacteria along three successive lines

of development, the first of which was the search for pzof that bacteria

were, indeed, responsible for a large range of contagious diseases.

Secondly, they sou,ht to identify and isolate the particular bacteria

responsible for each disease and, finally, they desired to devise the

means to tend to and prevent such diseases.

Prom 1870, a most significant date, the death rates began to fali

rapidly due to these startling discoveries which were further assisted by

the detection, in 1895, of X-Rays by William Rontgen. Moreover,

another significant advance was the greater quantities of basic foods,

including milk, which became available - meat especially being cheaper

after the introduction of refrigeration ships c. 1870 and the completion

of the Trans-U.S.A. railway link which opened the way for exports of

wheat in bulk shipments. English railways, also, about this time, began

to take people to the sea-side for their annual holidays, whilst bicycles

enabled young persons to leave the towns and, in addition, caused women's

clothes to become simpler. Other types of recreation were provided by

organised games which spread from the Public Schools c. 1870 whilst,

at the same time, begrudgingly, working hours began to decrease thus

giving the masses of the people greater leisure.

Finally, in 1888, cajne the Local Government (County Councils) Act

setting up the modern organisation of local authorities under whom child

welfare became increasingly important, particularly as the prevention of

diseases was, at last, recognised as better than their cure. Around
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1900, milk dispensaries were established for poor mothers, with infant

welfare centres a little later, advances which were reduced in value

because the local authorities, in genera]., demolished old houses but

were most reluctant to build new accommodation owing to the prohibitive

costs. Furthermore, the old slum dwellers were, in many cases, totally

unable to afford the rents of the new houses.

(c) Educations]. Mvances

Alongside the multifarious changes in social conditions and the

new political philosophies, were the new educational ideas of Priestley,

Erasmus Darwin (1731-1802), Richard Edgeworth (171+4.-1817) and Thomas

Day (174.8-1789) which were based firmly on a definite conception of the

kind of people education should produce and of the moral qualities it

should endeavour to inculcate. Secondly, the possibility of shaping

young people by education was affirmed in the light of the psychological

theory of associationism which provided a rational explanation of the

learning process so that the idea arose that education itself could

becozx a science. Thirdly, depending upon both these standpoints, a

curriculum was outlined and methods of teaching were advocated of a

kind adapted both to the subject matter proposed and to the needs of

the child.7

7B. Simon, Studies in the History of Education, 1780-1870, pp. 38 if.
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To men fully involved in the scientific and industrial, the social,

religious and philosophical issues of the time, life had many facets.

What drew all these together was, above all, science. In all the writings

which were produced during the era of the Enlightenment, the emphasis

upon science - the understanding of Nature and its laws - is

all-pervading. This stress extended to an attempt to comprehend the

nature of children and then to a search for means to develop that nature

in a human and moral direction. Here, the influence of Rousseau' s

works, which expressed a point of view diametrically opposed to that of

prevailing educational practice, was at first, decisive. To Edgeworth,

the child needed to be reared to be pure, honest, truthful, inventive

and self-reliant, interested in the world around him, usefully engaged

and concerned with his own improvement. He was to be capable of hard

work, perseverance and concentration, able to utilise his hands and to

unite theory and practice; he should also develop an affection for

humanity and be interested in bettering the human condition.

However, the educational ideas would have fallen upon barren

ground had. not other changes occured at about the same time, ideas

advanced by Thomas Paine (1737-1809) in his Rights of Man which promoted

radical views and gained currency in the upheavals accompanying the

Prench Revolution. In this work, Paine, drawing upon the experiences

of the French Revolution, stressed that all men were born equal and

free, and that all power must be derived from the people; in so doing

he laid the foundation of a new democratic outlook. In his ge of Reason

he followed this up with a trenchant criticism of prevailing religious

beliefs, a publication which freed the workers from their respect for
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the Established Church and the aristocracy and opened their eyes to the

religious and political indoctrination and control exercised to bar the

way to social change. Thus, the ideas which inspired Priestley and

his contemporaries penetrated to the workers - the fervent belief in

the power of reason, the significance of science, the need for the

freedom of thought - and influenced them to study the works of Paine

and the philosophers of the Enlightenment.

Hence, the beginnings of modern progressive education date frc*n

the last quarter of the 18th Century when educational thought arid

practice became polarised round the classical-Christian and what could be

called the natural scientific standpoints. The former had the weight

of social approval behind it, the inertia of established practice, and

deep roots in the political and religious esta1ishments, and it was a

long time before it was dislodged. Despite the fact that the pure

gospel of Rousseauism was, in many cases, modified on the one hand into

a Spartan-like regime and on the other into a moral tale, nevertheless

there remained a noticeable shift on emphasis in the thinking d a

significant minority of people. This was towards a greater respect

for the personality of the child and for his ability often to initiate

his own learning, and away from the mastery of the Latin and Greek

languages and. literature, enforced by corporal punishment, as the ideal

of education. This change of emphasis occurred decisively in the

period 1760-1800, but it did not establish itself in England until

the 19th Century and then but rarely when the radical minority at

various levels in Society tried the ideas out.8

8WSA.C. Stewart & V.P. McCann, The Educational Innovators, 1750-1880,
Vol. 1, p. 35.
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Amongst other educational radicals there arose a few who

vigorously espoused the causes of the hitherto oppressed or neglected

groups - slaves, prisoners, the insane, the blind and the deaf.

Frequently, these persons were enthusiastic young men in their twenties,

most of whom were not exactly encouraged by the establithed authorities.

Often, the goals which these youthful experimenters had postulated were,

in themselves, sufficient to arouse scepticism for they were far too

unreal and, in fact, the young men often failed to achieve these goals

but, in at least attempting to attain them had initiated methods and

ideas which were, later, widely adopted in Western Europe.9

It is, therefore, no coincidence that the first two English

schools for poor handicapped children were opened in the last decade

of the 18th Century, the School of Instruction for the Indigent Blind,

Liverpool in 1791, and the Asylum for the Support and Education of

the Deaf & Dumb Children of the Poor, Bermondsey in 1792. From

these early beginnings residential institutions for the blind and deaf

were founded periodically during the first half of the 19th Century and

served as a refuge for handicapped children whose parents regarded them

as a social stigma and welcomed the opportunity of having them removed

from the public view by incarceration in these institutions.

Moreover, other handicaps were not as easily diagnosed as were

blindness and deafness, mental deficiency, in particular, being

especially difficult to ascertain. It was this peculiar defect which

ushered in the era of rigid classification during which various research

9L. Kariner, A Eistory of the Care & Study of the Mentally Retarded, p. 9.
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workers, especially doctors, attempted to analyse the characteristics of

each type of handicap. Basically, the idea was to produce a schemata

whereby hard and fast lines could be drawn between those who were

afflicted and those who were not. Duncan and Millard, in the mid-1850' s,

initiated this phase in the treatment of handicapped persons and

Dr. Warner was probably the most famous researcher. However, in

mitigation of the system of rigid classification it can be claimed that

such a scheme is certainly essential whenever a new category of handicap

is introduced in order that the individuals qualifying for special

treatment can be ascertained, the problem is how long the system should

be continued.

Finally, there was a third period which began in the closing years

of the 19th Century and the early years of the 20th Century, an era which

may be termed the Eugenics Scare, during which various eminent and

influential persons such as Dr. Tredgold claimed that they had detected

trends in the population statistics which sugested that handicapped

individuals, especially mentally deficient persons, were reproducing at

a rate well above the national average, thus posing the horrible threat

to posterity of a population with a large section of mentally defective

citizens. Harsh repressive measures followed with attempts to prevent

afflicted persons from inter-marrying, in England by dissuasion and in

the U.S.A. by actual legislation.

It is extrenly difficult to unravel the multifarious influences

affecting the development of Special Education in the United Kingdom,

but emphasis must be placed upon the significance of French arid German

contributions, especially the former. Both of these nations provided
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major thinkers of the Enlightenment and yet, at the same time, neither

was industrialised until well into the 19th Century so that they

possessed child populations for which there was no great demand for

labour from the factories. They therefore never faced the peculiarly

English problem that before there could be compulsory education the

children had to be freed from the factories, a move strenuously opposed

by the industrial interests in Parliament for many years.

Consequently, the Western European countries, Frai ce and Germany

particularly, were able to concentrate upon educating their child

populations. Matthew Arnold, H.M.I., was able to report that France

had established a complete primary school system under Daunous' law, 1795,

and. that during Napoleon' s Consulate, Foureroy' s Law of 1802 had resulted

in the establishment of a complete system of French secondary schools,

all education being compulsory. In Germany, the reforms of

Von Humboldt and his immediate predecessors had resulted in that country

possessing a complete secondary education system by 1817, again with all

education compulsory.1°

It is axiomatic that until all normal children were in school

the abnormal children were barely noticed, but when compulsory education

was enforced these afflicted pupils were blatantly obvious either because

they attended school and were most conspicuous there or, alternatively,

because they did not go to school and were thus conspicuous in the

streets or at home while other children were away at school.

With France arid Germany having their child populations

compulsorily educated by the first decades of the 19th Century, and thus

Inquiry Commission, 1868, Vol. VI, pp. )58 fT.
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gaining valuable experience of teaching methods, it is not surprising that

all the early innovations and ideas on the education of handicapped

children originated in one of these two countries. Valentin Hauy, at

the Institution Nationale des Jeunes Aveugles, Paris, being the first

to educate the blind; Abbe De L'Epee first taught sign language to deaf

French children, whilst Samuel Heinicke developed oral teaching for deaf

German children; in fact, the two systems of tuition were known

respectively as the French and German systems and, furthermore, the

method finally adopted of teaching blind people to read was invented by

yet another Frenchman, Louis Braille; Jean-Marc-Gaspard. Itard by his

work with Victor, the feral boy of Aveyron, inaugurated the work of

educating mentally deficient children, individually, and was succeeded

by Edouard Seguin, whilst Johann Jacob Guggenbuhi, at the Abendberg,

near Interlaken, Switzerland, founded the first residential institution

for educating cre tins, a type of mentally retarded child.

Finally, throughout the 19th Century can be traced an increasing

interest in young children, their social conditions and their health.

The reasons for the development of this interest are extremely varied

but the main contributory factors were, firstly, the work of Robert

Owen (1771-1858) whose pioneer work at his New Lanark cotton mills

where he provided free schools for children of his workers. Education

was available for these children between the ages of 5 and 10 years,

but it was the work in the classes for the youngest children in his

infants' school, which he opened in 1816, which became world famous

and attracted visitors from many countries. Basically, Owen believed

that the ideas practised at New Ienark were correct because they were
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based upon philosophical and. educational theories to which he adhered.

A few years after Owen' s first infant classes, Samuel Wilderspin

(1792-1866) took charge of an infants' school in Spitalfields, London,

in 1820. Although both Owen and Wi]LIerspin agreed in their belief

that very young children should be educated and both established

international reputations, they differed in their basic philosophies of

infant school, for compared. with Owen, Wild.erspin believed that the

essence of such schools lay in the manner in which the curriculum,

teaching and organisation were systematised and not in any theories.

Secondly, as the study and knowledge of preventitive medicine

developed, doctors and others engaged in public health work gradually

accepted the principle that prevention was better than cure, Once

this basic fact was realised a necessary corollary was that the earlier

individuals were treated. the greater likelihood there was of successful

outcomes of the treatment. Thus it became the established policy to

deal with young children first whenever attempts were made to prevent

the ravages of any disease or affliction, the treatment of tuberculosis

being a good example of the evolution of this policy.

Thirdly, there was present as a component of human nature a basic

tenderness which was manifested in the treatment of children in particular,

for by their very immaturity they exacted sympathy from the reformers.

When, in addition to being young they were also handicapped, they evoked

an even greater concern in the hear of the progressive section of the

c oxnmunity.

These then accounted for three of the main causes for the

increased interest in young children and their welfare during the

19th Century.
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CH1PTER 1

T Ffl?.ST LEGISLATION

1. 19th Century Social Attitudes Towards the Blind

During the mid-1830s the Abbe Carton, the Director of the Deaf,

Thmb & Blind Institution of Bniges, had visited England, and in 1838

his report to his superior, the Minister of the Interior and of Foreign

Affairs, was published. In this report the Iibbe distinguished the

French system of education for the blind from the English system

because, he asserted, the former system gave them an intellectual

education whilst the English system concentrated upon instructing them

in manual labour so that they could earn their livelihood when they

left the institutions, and not become a charge upon the Poor Law.

Furthermore, the bbe believed that the English idea had originally

been pursued too rigorously and intellectual education had been

completely ignored. However, in Scotland this diligent investigator

found what, in his opinion, was an ideal combination of industrial

and intellectual education, with the former type always predominant,

but not to the exclusion of instruction in reading and writing which

occupied l hours daily.1

Again the Abbe found differences in the subsequent employment

of blind persons between Scottish and English institutions because,

in Scotland, the students were retained in the homes and employed on

the trades for which they had been trained., whilst in England the

1Abbe C. Carton, The Establishments for the Blind in England,
Bruges 1838, pp. 8 ff.
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blind pupils left the schools immediately after their courses of

instruction finished and were, thereafter, individuals on their own.

The benefits of the Scottish system were manifest for the sales of the

products of Scottish homes were, on the average, double the amounts of

sales at English institutions and, as a result, the Scottish homes

were far less dependent upon philanthropic charity. Furthermore,

whenever there were trade slumps the Scottish homes, with their stable

staffs, regular markets and consistent quality of their products, were

usually less affected than the English schools which had constantly

changing staffs coupled with unreliable quality and quantity of

products due to the fact that as soon as students became proficient

they left and were replaced by novices.2

However, the Abbe's inspection of various institutions for the

blind and. his comments on the ideas of the persons responsible for the

education 4ven in these schools were not representative of the

attitudes towards the blind of the general population, because the

persons organising this education were an extremely small minority of

progressive citizens. Some idea of the paucity of educational

provision for the blind can be b*ged by the Abbe's estimate that there

were 6,000 blind children below the age of ten years in England, and

10,000+ children of all ages receiving no instruction whatsoever,

compared with only 553 blind puplis in various institutions.3

2Abbe '. Carton, op. cit., p. 10.

3Abbe C. Carton, op. cit., p. 18.
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Only in 1791 was the first English school for the hLind, the

British Asylum for the Blind, opened at Liverpool, and this institution

was the first concrete evidence of a philosophy which believed that the

education of the blind could be left to philanthropic bodies and was

no concern of the community as a whole. As a result, England tolerated

a situation in which only half the blind received any educational

assistance at all. England was unique in this respect because all

European institutions were wholly or partly aided by their governments,

and similar institutions in the U.S.A. were aided by the respective

States.

The best formulation of the ideas of the general public towards

the blind was provided by Henry Mayhew as a result of his extensive

investigations into the social conditions of the poor working classes

in London during the middle years of the 19th Century, during which he

came into contact with many blind street traders. In his discussions

with them Mayhew found that many were, in actual fact, not attempting

to sell any articles from their stands or trays, but were blatantly

begging. Articles displayed were on show merely to deceive officers

of the Mendicity Society into thinking that blind traders concerned were

earning their livelihoods by street trading because these officials, not

the police, were the ones who were feared by the beggars of London5

4T. Anderson, Observations on the Employment 1 Education & Habits of
the B1i4, London 1837, p. 36.

5H. Mayhew, London Labour & the London Poor, London 1851, Vol. 1, pp. 3J.5 ff.
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Mayhew's reaction to his discoveries was to assert that, in his

opinion, the blind had a right to solicit charity from those who were

not so afflicted, and this right was based upon their helplessness,

although it was a right which lapsed if it became a mere business with

all the attendant trickiness by which some street businesses were

characterised. Later he re-emphasised his views by classifying most

of the blind as 'Those who cannot Work'. That Mayhew's opinion was not

held in isolation and was typical of the literate layman is proved by

the fact that some of the blind street beggars actually admitted that

the police did not bother them when they were begging, although it was

against the law, but tacitly acknowledged the right of the blind to

solicit charity by ignoring even the most obvious cases of mendicity.b

It was officially admitted in 1851 that one of the major reasons

for the poor philanthropic response to requests to assist the blind was

the fact that there were no reliable statistics of the numbers of blind

persons, and so the extent of the magnitude of the problem was not

generally realised. Yet there was, nevertheless, a great interest in

the social and physiological problems of this afflicted class of the

population but, unsupported by facts illustrative of the numbers and

conditions of the blind, all appeals to philanthropy were fairly

ineffectual.7

The Census returns of 1851 showed that 21,4 .87 persons were blind,

and of these 2,929 were returned as being under 20 years of age, so that

Mayhew, op. cit., p. 34.6.

7 "Population Tables", Census of Great Britain, 1851, Vol. 1, p. cviii.
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blindness at birth appeared to be uncommon. 8 It was concluded from the

figures produced by the Census that there was no adequate provision for

blind persons when they were young, nor any asylum but the workhouse

9, 10when they were old.

Blindness as an affliction appeared to be an infirmity of old age,

especially in rural districts, because one half of all blind persons

were over 60 years of age and caine predominantly from agricultural areas.

However, the agricultural population was considerably older than the

industrial population of the urban centres, probably because the younger

section of the rural populace was frequently lured to the cities by the

prospects of the higher wages in industry.11

Ten years later another Census observed that the previous Census

had rendered an inestimable service to the lund by proving that their

numbers were larger than had been expected and the officials claimed that,

as a result, the flow of private charity had received a fresh impetus.

Whilst admitting that blindness was the greatest misfortune which could

afflict humanity, and conceding that private benevolence had extended

aid and sympathy to this afflicted section of the community, the Report,

8Census of Great Britain, 1851, op. cit., p. cxi.

9Certsus of Great Britain, l85L op. cit., p. cxii.

l0 the 19th Century, the main cause of child blindness was Infantile
Opthalmia, but during the 20th Century the numbers of blind children
have tended to decrease, except for the period l9Li-8 to 1954. when
RetrolentaJ. Fibroptasia in babies born prematurely caused figures to
rise. In January 1968 there were 1,025 pupils in Special Schools for
the blind, 1,539 pupils in Special Schools for the partially sighted, and
211 in other Special Schools. 	 Education & Science in l968 H.N.S.0. 1969,
p. 4.6.

11Census of Great Britain, 1851, op. cit., p. cx.
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nevertheless, concluded that the efforts made to assist the blind by

improving their conditions had not been commensurate with the

necessities of the situation. Therefore, philanthropists had urged

that it was the duty of the State to offer its protection to blind.

persons by providing facilities for their education and industrial

training so that these unfortunate people could support themselves.

Opponents of State aid, however, asserted that such aid. would check

the flow of private charity to blind institutions. Then the official

responsible for the report lamely avoided giving any opinion upon the

vexed question of State aid by remarking that, in England, it was the

custom to inquire fully into any circumstances under which State aid

was awarded, and it was not surprising, therefore, that the G.oven-ilnent

had not, by 1861, taken any action, because until 1851 no trustworthy

information had been available to them regarding blind persons.12

Efforts made by philanthropic bodies were classified by the

Census under four headings, the first of which was schools and

institutions designed to afford them mental culture and the means of

learning a trade. Secondly, there were institutions which were merely

manufacturing establishments, and which provided regular employment to

blind workers, most of whom lived at home. Then there were the

societies which specialised in visiting the poor blind and aiding by

supplying home teaching and embossed books and, finally, relief funds

and charities for granting small annuities to aged blind persons.

Although inadequate, there was thus, by 1861, some provision to cater

l2nsus of England & Wales, 1861, Vol. III, pp. 4-2 ft.
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for a minority of blind persons throughout their lives.13

However, even with such an affliction as blindness, the

predilection with social class was most evident, for the writers of the

times often describe the blind as either the Rich Blind or the Poor

Blind, and whereas the Rich Blind were continually praised for their

persistent efforts by private acts of chirity on behalf of their poor

blind fellow citizens, it was emphasised that, due to their awn

blindness, their assistance was usually limited to the narrow circle

of their immediate nei c hbourhood. It was acknowledged that a much

greater measure of effort in a larger field was necessary.

As children were not normally initted to institutions until

they were eleven or twelve years of age, parents were faced with the

problems of caring for them until they reached this age. All parents

of poor blind children were exhorted to rear their children by teaching

them menial tasks such as cleaning cutlery, and generally utilising

the advice contained ki many booklets available from various philanthropic

bodies, of which the most active was the Association for Promoting the

(eneral Welfare of the Blind. On the other hand the parents of rich

blind children were encouraged to give their children an extra good

education to counteract the limitations caused by the affliction of

their offspring.	 equently the namee of famous blind men who had

made noteworthy contributions to scientific and social progress in

England were mentioned in an attempt to inspire both the parents and

13Census of En].and & Wales, 1861, op. cit., pp. 50 ff.

E.C. Johnson, The Blind of London, London 1860, p. 1.
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the blind children with the desire to emulate such characters as

John Metcalf, the road builder, and John Gough, the scientist.

However, despite all these excellent sentiments the opportunities in

England for this intellectual education were strictly- liiaited, even

though Worcester College for the Blind Sons of Gentlemen was founded

in 1866, to provide a good public school education prior to passing its

best pupils on to the universities. For many blind children the fees

of £80-lO0 per annum placed the school well beyond the reach of their

parents. 15

Scotland, which had led the way to the establishment of

institutions which were almost self-supporting financially, and which

also supplied a reasonable general education for the blind, made the

next great advance in the teaching of the blind when the Greenock

Society for Teaching the Blind to Read conducted an experiment in which

they taught blind children alongside sighted pupils. At a meeting of

the Society in December, 1870, the Secretary reported that, after the

experiment had been running for two years, it could be considered that

it was a successful innovation. To the great surprise of all the

members of the Society, the Secretary revealed that in the examinations

which ensued the blind scholars had held their own in every respect.

The effects of the Greenock experiment, both as regard.s the social

attitudes towards the blind and the methods of teaching employed, were

outstanding and included the insertion of one clause in the Scottish

5S.S. Forster, What Shall We Do With Our Blind Boys, London 1878, p. 5.
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Education Bill and the adoption of the ideas in England and elsewhere)

No account of the development of social attitudes towards the

blind, in the 19th Century would be complete without reference to the

wonderful work of Dr. Thomas R. Armitage 17 who gradually became totally

blind over a period of several years. He turned his attention to the

problems of the hind and his researches resulted in his fervent

advocation of their cause. After practising as a physician in London

from 1857-1860 Armitage concentrated his efforts on the welfare of the

blind and founded the British & Foreign Blind Association for promoting

the education and employment of the blind, in 1868. This, however,

was not sufficient for this indefatiguab].e worker for he then completely

re-organised the Indigent Blind Visiting Society and became its

greatest benefactor. Armitage then founded the Royal Normal College

and Academy of Music for the Blind in 1872, and to this institution alone

he donated over Lu.0,000 of his own money. His constant campaigns to

raise funds for the printing of books in embossed types for the blind,

and his advocacy of the use of Braille resulted in so much publicity

that the social conscience of Victorian society was aroused.18

Armitage believed, and he propagated his opinions in various

publications, that a good general education improved the capacity of

blind workers in manual trades. He emphasised that his own increasing

blindness qualified him to be somewhat dogmatic, because he needed,

16A Barnhill, A New Era in the Education of Blind Children, Glasgow 1875.

17	 Thomas Rhodes Annitage,(l82ii.'-l89O) The Time, 27th October 1890, p. 10.

Boase, Modern English Biography, Vol. IV, p. 161.
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himself, to use books with embossed type and so touch was his yardstick

when he recommended Braille. Although he could, and would, not conceal

his disappointment at being unable to continue his career in medicine

he was partially reconciled to the abandonment of his profession by the

opportunity to participate in the canaign to rovide, educationally

and socially, for the blind. If more educated blind men realised what

happiness could be attained in pursuing the work of the amelioration of

the conditions of the blind, then Armitage believed there would be no

lack of intelligent workers for the cause.19

In 1878, Armitage summed up the position in papers which he read

to the Paris Congress, where he asserted that apart from the Royal

Norma]. College at Norwood, which ecialised in high quality musical

teaching in conjunction with a good general education, and the Worcester

College, which prepared pupils for the liberal professions, institutions

for the blind in England taught trades, the principal ones being basket-

making, brush-making, weaving arid chair-caning. However, even such an

enlightened worker as Armitage then announced that the main social

problem of the blind was to prevent inter-marriage, and he castigated

schools where, in his view, supervision was so lax that this evil

occurred. Particularly did the learned doctor censure the Spitalfields

workshops where nn and women were permitted to work side by side, and

another unnamed workshop where preference was actually given to married

couples. 20

Armitage, The Eduoation& Employment of the Blind, London 1386,
p. viii.

Armitage, The Means for Ailioratipg the Condition of the Blind
of Great Britain & N. Ireland, London 1878, pp. 3 ft.
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In yet another paper devoted to the subject of teaching of blind

children in school alongside sighted children, Axmitage categorically

stated that all the available evidence suggested that, provided the

supervision was good, blind pupils actually benefited from the

experience because it had been found children so taught had better

21
developed faculties.

At the first European Congress of Teachers of the Blind, held

at Vienna in August, 1373, Great Britain was represented by only two

members, Mr. A. Buckle, Superintendent of the Wilberforce School for

the Blind at York, and Mr. Martin, Superintendent of the Edinburgh

Institution. The general lack of interest in the subject of the

education of the blind resulted in Mr. Buckle having to write a brief

summary of the Congress in the annual report of his school, which had

a rather restricted circulation, instead of disseminating the

information to a more widespread audience. Fortunately, two years

later the Charity Organisation Society ensured that the work of the

Congress secured wider publicity, in the report of a special committee.22

In 1876, another special committee of the Society presented a

most valuable report to the Council which had asked it to inquire into

"what more could be done to promote the welfare of the blind, and

especially their industrial training". This Special Committee stated,

during the course of their report, that there were three institutions

at which industrial training as well as mental education was given, in

21
Op. cit.

22	 .
Charity Orgaiusation Society, The Training of the Blind, London 1875.
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the itropolitan area, to blind children who numbered 292. These

three institutions were the School for the Indigent Blind, St. George's

Fields; the School for the Blind, Upper Avenue Road; and the Royal

Nonal College, Upper Norwood, but even they did not make any special

efforts to educate the infant blind who were completely neglected

throughout the United Kingdom. Members of the Committee were satisfied

that, in London, the intellectual education of blind pupils was

adequately catered for but industrial training did not, as a rule,

begin until fourteen years of age.23

Jmong their recommendations, many of which covered adults, the

Special Committee suggested that the general training of the blind

should begin almost from infancy, and should include the development

of both physical and mental powers. Furthermore, the Committee

asserted that children above five years of age should, if at all

possible, be educated alongside sighted children in ordinary

elementary schools, and. remain there until they reached the age of

fifteen years when their industrial training should begin. Blind

children under five years of age should be taught at home by visitors

of the various agencies but, to assist parents to co-operate, simple

instructions on management and child-rearing were to be issued to all

homes with blind children. If home tuition was not possible then the

Committee recommended that special preparatorj schools should be founded

23Report of a Special Committee of the Charity Organisation Sociy,
London, 1876, pp. 6-8.



for blind infant children, or they should have a year's training in blind

institutions to fit them to enter public elementary schoo].s.2

Despite all the progressive ideas postulated by the Committee,

their report still shows evidence of the old mentality that feared the

burden of the unemployed upon the Poor Rate if they were unable to

support themselves. Even later, in 1883, a Jubilee Conference of the

Blind, held at York, ad epitomised for the Charity Organisation Society,

in l88L., was dominated by the theme of the shortage of workshops for

providing industrial training for the blind and the difficulties of

finding markets for completed products.25

Interest in the education of the blind received a tremendous

fillip in early 1879 when the will of Hairy Gardner was published.

This Clerkenwell brewer had left the huge sum of £300,000 to the blind,

to be operated by a Trust set up under the terms of the will and to be

available for the use of blind persons in England and Wales. In

addition to this major bequest, Henry Gardner also left three bequests

of £10,000 to each of the three London institutions for the blind, the

school at St. George's Fields, Southwark; the Association for Promoting

the General Welfare of the Blind, Euston Road, and the London Society

for Teaching the Blind to Read, Regent' a Park. Although Henry Gardner

remains sc*xiewhat of a vague figure personally, the publication of the

terms of the will created an interest which his death had not. It

cit., pp. 8-9.

25fieport of the Special Conference held at York in July, 1883, London 1839.
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appears that he himself was not blind but that one of his brothers was

and this latter fact accounts for his tremendous concern for the

•	 26
blind.

However, despite all the philanthropic work and the propaganda

of Armitage and other8, the greatest boost given to the efforts of the

pioneers for the education of the blind children of Britain was

undoubte&ly the passing of the Elementary Education Act, 1870.

2. Social Attitudes Towards the Deaf & Dumb in the 19th Century

Although blind people generally, and blind children in particular,

had always received a certain amount of sympathy, because blindness was

usually regarded as the greatest of the afflictions, there was no

similar sympathy for deafness, which was often considered to be

extrenly amusing. The Royal Commission on the Blind, the Deaf and

the Dumb, 1889, had recognised that much of the opprobrium associated

with deafness arid dumbness was caused by their confusion, up to the end.

of the 16th Century, with iccy because the lack of hearing had prevented

kindly provided by the Secretary, Ganiner' s Trust for the
Blind.
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sufferers from receiving instruction or speaking.

In November, 1792, at a small house in Grange Road, Bermondsey,

the Asylum for the Support arid Education of the Deaf and Dumb Child.ren

of the Poor was opened through the exertions of Rev. John Townsend27

and Rev. Henry Cox Mason. This foundation, the first British

institution for educating the deaf and dumb, was originally opened

with four deaf and dumb pupils, but two more were admitted before the

end of the year. However, rapidly increasing numbers soon necessitated

a larger building and this was provided in the Old Kent Road, being

officially opened by H.R.H. the Duke of Gloucester on July 11th, 1807.28

From 1807, annual applications for admission numbered about 150,

of whom 65 to 70 were usually accepted. The entrants, who had to be

of sound mental capacity, remained for five years during which they were

wholly clothed and maintained by the Committee. This institution was

strictly an educational establishment with no handicrafts taught,

although apprenticeship fees were often paid for children who were

leaving. With its liberal rules of management and excellent feeding

29of the pupils, this institution was unsurpassed in the world.

The second institution for the deaf and dumb to be founded in

England was the establishment at Edgbaston, Birminghan, which was

established in 1812 but commenced its work in 18114. and. moved to its

present site a year later. At the first site the premises had been

27Rev. John Townsend (1757-18214.), DNB, Vol. XD(, p. 1033.

28Rev J. Townsend, Memoirs of the Reverend John Townsend, London 1828,
p 14.1.

29J. Hawkins, The Physical, Lioral and Intellectual Constitution of
the Deaf and D.mib, London 1863, pp. 101 ff.
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large enough to accommodate only 15 day pupils, but when the move was

made to the new buildings there was residential accommodation for

175 children.30

By 1820, there thus were two institutions for the deaf and dumb

in England, those at Bii-mingha.m and London, of which only the latter

was thriving and able to offer a limited number of places to provincial

children. However, the half-yearly applications were so numerous that

even then there was likely to be a waiting period of 2 to 3 years before

a country child was admitted and, unfortunately, this admission did not

usually coincide with the optimum age at which a deaf and dumb child

should have begun its education.31

In early June, 1823, a meeting was held at the Exchange Dining

Rooms, Manchester, to rally support for the foundation of a local school

for the deaf and dumb children of the area. At this meeting it was

asserted that the deaf and dumb had the greatest claims upon the

attention of society because to possess a mind without the power of

mental communication was one of the heaviest afflictions encountered

by human nature. Rather surprisingly the convenors of the meeting

averred that there was no necessity to convince the British populace

that deaf and. dumb children could be educated because it was widely

known how much had been achieved by education in mitigating the

sufferings and privations of these unfortunate children in Prance by

the Abbe Sicard, and his predecessor, Abbe de L'Epee, plus the early

30T. Arnold, Education of Deaf Mutes, Vol. 2, Hazell, Watson & Viney,
London 1889, pp. 201-203.

31Report of the Manchester School for the Deaf and Dumb, 1828-29,
pp. 10-11.
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successes of the English institutions. 	 Iherefore it was presumed that

all that was necessary was t' convince the public that such an institution

was needed in the Northern Counties of England because there was always

a proportionate number of such afflicted persons in a given popuiation.32

Sufficient support was obtained for the institution to be opened in

Manchester in 1826.

Meanwhile, in 1825, William Corner had opened an institution for

the education of the deaf and dumb at Liverpool, in premises which he

specially purchased. He continued to supply the finaice for the

establishment until 1828 when he pronounced himself satisfied with the

experimental plan, whereupon he handed the property over to trustees.

Immediately, these trustees appealed for subscriptions and donations

which were so successfully obtained that there was sufficient money for

the enlargement and improvement of the premises. Corner hnd obviously

been a person of unusual foresight because he anticipated later

developments by insisting, from the earliest days of his institution,

that the handicapped pupils should not be secluded to form a separate

community by being boarded arid lodged upon the eriises, but should be

accommodated by their friends and thus retain daily communication with

normal members of the community. The institution, conducted along

the lines of a Charity Day School, catered for L.7 pupils, of which

31 were boys.33

32Report of the Manchester School for the L
Manchester 1 , p. 5.

33Report of a Committee of the Manchester Statistical Society on the
State of Education in the Borough of Liverpool, 1835-3, p.48.
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Dr. C.E.H. Orpen travelled around England in the early 1820s and

visited all the English institutions for the deaf and dumb, preparatory

to supervising the establishment of a series of such institutions in

Ireland. His writings reveal him as a most sympathetic observer and

his comments upon the condition of uneducated deaf arid dumb persons

show a deer insight into their needs and inneiost thoughts. He

emphasises the complete and utter isolation of this Class of sufferer,

even within his or her own family, where the affliction was regarded,

as a general rule, as shame upon the whole family. 	 To such a handi-

capped individual the future was dark, and life ahead seemed to be a

melancholy journey from infancy to manhood, a journey made at an almost

immeasurable distance from other men. 	 In such a conditior1 the afflicted

person was entirely dependent upon those around him for preservation from

innumerable evils, many of thich could not be anticipated nor guarded

against. Orpen continued by inveighing against the circumstances

which had combined to prevent such persons from an acknowledgement of

the presence of God, for the hopes, prospects and comforts of religion

were thus denied to them.3

The total isolation of the uneducated deaf and. dumb person in

the 19th Century was also emphasised br another speaker, in 1829, when

William Bateman, the Secretary of the Manchester Institution, commented

upon the changes he had observed in the attitudes of the first pupils

3 C.E.H. Orpen, The Contrast Between itheisra, Paganism and Christianit
Illustrated OR The Uneducated Deaf and ]lunb, as Heathen, Compared wi
Those who have been Instructed in Language and Revelation and Taugit
y the Holy Spirit as Christian, L. Goodwin, Diblin 1823, pp. 7 ff.



of the Manchester school who were leaving that year. When these early

pupils had first entered the school they had been igrorant, dark and,

due to their affliction, almost separated from their fellows, but

after their education they possessed enlightened minds and a store of

useful knowledge. Included within this store of knowledge was one

supreme asset, an acquaintance with the vital subject of religion which

had imbued them with the fear of God, and had implanted the seeds of

virtue in their hearts. Thus fortified these children were equipped

to earn their own livelihoods in that state of life to which it had.

pleased God to call them. Purther.iore, it was so easy to obtain

charitable donations for blind and cripples' schools or institutions

because their afflictions were visible to the eyes of passers-by, but

the deaf and dumb roamed solitary unheeded because they did not out-

wardly manifest their disability. Bateman continued by asseverating

that there was a section of the population which advocated that deaf

and dumb children should be taught with nonnal children in the public

schools with the result that the extra expense of providing special

establishments for them was unnecessary. 	 To such people he replied

that this had been tried in Liverpool, and it had failed so badly that

the responsible committee was then engaged upon providing a day school

for the exclusive use of deaf and dumb children. He concluded by

maintaining that it was only when the institution had been opened that

the Manchester populace really became acquainted with the inensity of

the calamity posed by the deaf and dumb children of the locality because

there were always more applicants for admission than there were

vacancies, and, already before 1830, new premises and extra accommodation
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were required.35

Dr. W.R. Scott, the Principal of the West of England Institution

for the Deaf and Dumb at Exeter, also cited the inability of deaf and

dumb persons to demonstrate their affliction outwardly as a reason

why they did not receive the sympathy of the general public as did the

blind. He also emphasised their total isolation in Society, and

commented that they were generally inferior in their intellectual and

moral powers to those who were not so afflicted, but that this

inferiority was solely the reslt of their position in society.

According to Scott, the greatest blessing bestowed on Man was

Sociality because through social intercourse an individual got to know

himself, and learnt the will of God - and from Sociality all deaf and

du.ib persons were debarred if they remained uneducated. The first

visible effect of deafness was to deprive the person concerned of

language, the greatest loss of all because if the individual remained

uneducated he remained ignorant of all the benefits which language

bestowed upon an individual within society.°

In his capacity as the Principal of an institution, Scott had

noticed the effects of the attitudes of society upon the new entrants

to his school. Young pupils who went b Exeter displayed no confidence

at all in their teachers, a reaction to the cruel treatment of heartless

men and, in turn, they had become suspicious and cunning with selfishness

35Report of the Manchester School for the Deaf Dumb, 1828-29,
op. cit., pp. 10-11.

3bWR Scott, The Deaf and Dum, Joseph Graham, London l84, pp. 9 ff.
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a prevalent characteristic.	 It was usually a considerable time before

the effects 0± kindness and education :roduced in these children some

degree of open communication. However, there was another aspect of

pre-institutional training which was most important, the question of

maternal love which, to be best applied, had to be guided by

intelligence. Unfortunately, the abuse of love was more often in

evidence than its sensible plication, mainly because afflicted children

evoked more than normal maternal affection which frequently resulted in

parental indulgence to every whim of the deaf child. So it was, in

Scott's opinion, necessary to emphasise to parents that before five years

of age they should concentrate upon the attention necessary for the

development of the bodily organs, and the formation of good moral habits,

Academic lessons should not be attempted before the age of seven years.37

Perhaps the most poignant of the material available to describe

the social attitudes of people in the 19th Century towards deafness is

the essay written by one of the scholars at the Manchester Institution

mid-way through the Century. He describes how, before he entered the

establishment, his life was a torment because ñienever he ventured

outside his home a troop of roguish urchins followed him about

continually taunting him with threats of vengeance, mischief and assault.

Apparently the reason for this anti-social activity was the fact that

the mob wanted to provoke the unfortunate lad so that he would become

sufficiently agitated to attempt to communicate, which he was forced to

do by 'quaint gesticulations'. To the rabble this method of

communication appeared to be a species of frenzy, and so they

immediately designated the afflicted youth maLl. Then the writer

37w.R. Scott, op. cit., pp. 74. ff.
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revealed the effects of whats virtually the religious indoctrination

of the education afforded in the institutions, when he proclaimed that his

thoughts, prior to being educated, were frequently of the more disgusting

figures which he witnessed in pictures, especially of Satan with his

diverse portrayals. In fact, because pictures of Hell always showed

the fiends laughing the youth believed that it was rather a jolly place,

and worthy of consideration, whilst Heaven seend undesirable to him

because it appeared to be a place where the only concern was for singing

and harp playing. As he was both deaf and dumb he was, therefore, not

attracted to such a place until, with education, he had found comfort

and. encouragement in re]ion. Also, with education, deaf and dumb

persons no longer followed their debasing passions, and they secured

the respect and attention of society, because they rejected every branch

of vice that disgraced the public, such evils as pugnacity,

drunkenness, riotousness and slanderous lying.38

jnother important writer claimed that the deaf and dumb posed a

problem necessitating the ecia1 attention of philanthropists, and

the protection of the State, because of the forlorn condition to which

they were brought by their infirmity and the difficult which they

experienced in asserting their needs. Furthermore, such persons were

unable to educate themselves nor were they able to receive instruction

through the normal channels and so, due to their ignorance of the

difference between right and wrong, they becan exposed constantly to

the temptations of crime. Such handicapped individuals became degraded

38Report of the Manchester School for the Deaf & Dumb, l84., pp. I f6 ff.
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by their uncontrolled passions, a situation enhanced by their being

frequently the victims of cruelty and injustice on the part of normal

citizens.	 Irreligious, due to the lack of suitable instruction, the

deaf and. dumb person was alone in the world with his faculties

undeveloped, and so, without education he remained unable either to

communicate his ideas to others or receive ideas from others.39

By 1854, it was contended, the claims of the deaf and dumb were

fully acknowledged by the British public although the legislature had

not, by then, been activated sufficiently to provide State facilities

for them, but their cause had not been pleaded in vain, especially

since the French experiments had shown that they were, in fact, educable.

However, despite the fact that many continental countries had been

persuaded that ecial instruction was required for these children,

Britain obdurately remained unconvinced of the necessity for State

action with the result that, dependent upon sources of private Christian

beneficence, the provision for these pupils in Britain was not as

extensive as in other European countries, nor were the institutions

so munificently endowed.

This author continued bj postulating a classification of the

'true and uncomplicated mutisxn'. He considered that sufferers could

be divided into two classes, the first of which was congenital, and

which could be either functional or organic. In the latter case,

William R. Wilde, On the Physical, LIoral and Social Condition
of the Deaf and Dumb, John Churchill, London 1854, p. 5.

Br. William R. Vvilde, op. cit., p. 1
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mutism was usually caused by physical defects in the mechanical

apparatus of hearing, the auditory nerve of the central nervous system

itself. The second class of mutism was that where the handicap was

caused by disease occurring subsequent to birth, but before the thud

had begun to acquire speech. Furthermore, there were three special

causes which seemed to influence the production and propagation of

mutism - fright experienced by the mother when she was pregnant;

family peculiarity or hereditary taint, and too close consanguity,

or the inter-marriage of near relations.

Dr. Buxton, the principal of the Liverpool School for the Deaf

and Dumb, was a very influential figure and a prolific writer of essays

upon various topics connected with the education of his pupila.4.2

In one paper he fulminated against t.he inter-marriage of deaf and

dumb persons because, he asserted, the union of two deaf-mutes not

only doubled the liability of the children suffering from the same

defect, it tended to increase the seriousness of this defect. 	 In

fact, the researches of' Dr. Peet had established that the probability

of congenital deafness in the children was seven times greater when

both parents were deaf than when only one parent was deaf, and so,

although he believed that there should be no discouragement of marriages

between the hearing and the deaf, he emphasised the inexpediency of the

deaf and dumb marrying each other. Buxton was actuaUy one of the

great protagonists of the ideas of harsh repressive measures for

Dr. William R. Wilde, op. cit., p. 32.

Dr. David Buxton (1821-1897), Head of Liverpool Deaf & Dumb School,
1851-77, (RNTh Biography Cards).
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dealing with what he considered the growing social menace of high

fertility rates amongst abnormal citizens when they inter-married.3

Another philanthropist noted, in l884, that there were frequent

cases of distress, even starvation, among the deaf and dumb persons of

London. Basically, the reason was that they could not obtain

sufficient employment because the competition was too reat in the

London area and other large cities, and even when they were employed the

wages they could. obtain were low because their need was exploited. The

unusual solution proposed was the total emiration of the whole family

of the deaf and. dumb workman to the underdeveloped areas of Canada where,

it was su< gested, the Canadian Government should make a grant of from

50 to 160 acres for each family for the purposes of cultivation. 	 The

first party taken by Miss Groom to Canada consisted of ten men and two

boys, all deaf and dumb, and these were settled in Manitoba as farmers

and business men.	 A campaign of vituperation which followed in the

local Canadian press, when Miss Groom's plan was announced, provided

evidence that the prejudice of the Canadian societj was far in excess

of anything that deaf and dumb persons had experienced in England,

although the subsequent success of one of the immigrants considerably

reduced the strength of the case of the comp1ainants.5

Many institutions, even with the most charitable of intentions,

3Dr. David ixton, On the Marriage and Intermarriage of the Deaf : Dumb,
W. Pernal]. & Co., Liverpool 1857, pp. hi- ff.

J. Grow, A Future for the Deaf & Dumb in the Canadian North-7est,
Potter, London 1884, pp. 9 ff.

5j. C-row, op. cit., p. 17.
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were the agents whereby deaf-mute children were removed from their

families and transferred to a world of their own, where they lived an

isolated and imperfect existence.	 In fact, the alacrity with which

many children were enrolled in institutions by their parents sugested

that sone people still considered that deaf-mute children were born

under a curse. Until 1871, the system of instruction employed

throughout England had been, in general, the Sign method, and this,

in the opinion of one acute observer, had agravated the inhumanity

of the separation from parents and normal home life because after sane

years the pupil was once again released upon the world and was able

only t o communicate with gestures. Dr. Dasent, the observer in

question, asserted that although these unfortunate children had been

born deaf, it was society, and the institutions founded by that society,

which had kept them dumb.°

However, after having made such enlightened remarks, Dr. Dasent

then denounced institutions which catered for both sexes because, he

believed, they encouraged pupils of opposite sexes to become closely

acquainted and permitted love to develop. This love often resulted

in marriage, which he deprecated because the infirmities of the parents

were often inherited by the children. Thus, he believed, institutions

which existed to alleviate suffering were, indirectly, perpetuating

deafness within the conunity. He concluded by stating that whilst

he admitted that institutions had been a very definite advance upon

earlier isolated work by individual philanthropists, they were

of the Royal Society of i.rts, January 19th, 1871, pp. 155 ff.
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outmoded in the late 19th Century. The most desirable solution socially

to the problems of deaf-mute children was to restore them to family life

by founding sufficient day schools where they could be educated in the

ora]. method by trained teachers. 7 Dasent' s views are extremely

irrrportant as his article was one of the first written texts to formulate

the ideas of the phase of harsh control measures for har.icapped

children as a means to restricting their numbers by forbidding

inter-marriage.

The 1851 Census showed that 12,553 persons were returned as

deaf and dumb, but the Report added a word of caution that it was

difficult to ascertain the existence of deafness, and so the figures

obtained were probably less than the true numbers. In direct contrast

to the incidence of blindness the highest proportions of deaf and dumb

persons were aged between the ages 5 to 25 years, after which the

numbers diminished as the age advanced. London, in particular, showed

a higher proportion of deaf and dumb children aged 5-15 years than

anywhere else, a fact which the Report attributed to the larger number

of institutions in the Lietropolis than anywhere else. 	 Only 1,100

persons were returned as inmates of schools or asylums, so it was

obvious that the existing provisions for the education of these

afflicted persons were seriously inadequate. Furtherox, it was

remarked that deaf-mutes without education were frequently dangerous

to society.	 s for blindness the incidence of deaf and dunth persons

7Journal of the Royal Society of rts, op. cit., p. 155.



was greater in the rural areas than in the industrial cities.

By 1861, the number of deaf and dumb was 12,2.36, of which 5,611

were under 20 years of age compared with )+,960 in 1851. 	 The report

castigated the paucity of educational provision for these unfortunate

children, and. recommended that they be educated in ordinary day schools

where they would acquire habits of good der and learn to copy letters

and write the names of many common objects. All guardians were

reminded that they had a moral duty, if not a legal obligation, to send

poor deaf ariö. dumb children to the special schoo1s.9

The ;bbe Carton was an extremely vocal exponent of the use of

ordinary day schools for the education of deaf and dumb pupils, at

least in their early years. 	 ny deaf-mute children in normal schools

would help to accustom normal children to communicate with them and

thus their isolation would cease. Teachers in normal schools needed

only about an hour' s discussion in order to equip them to undertake

to provide a few minutes daily special instruction for deaf and dumb

pupils.50

4 "Popu1ation Tables II", Census of Great Britain, 1851, Vol. I, p. cxiii ft.

9Census of England & Wales, 1861, Vol. III, p. 62.

50The Social Science Reviw, July 23rd, 1863, pp. L.96 ff.

N.B. Special Footnote

Blindness: Royal Commission Report p. xiv: Granular opthalmia is°frequent
cause of blindness and is very infectis, occurs in cas of
those who live in badly ventilated dwellings and badly
lighted rooms. Another cause, inflammation of eyes of new-
born infants, which can be prevented and, if taken in time,
cured. 30 per cent of irmates of asylums are blinded from
purulent opthalmia in early life. Injuries to the eyes in

males are chiefly accidents occuring while at work, in women
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3. The Legal Position under the 1870 Education Act

Despite the enhanced interest on the part of the lay population

which the devoted work and propaganda of the philanthropists achieved

it was not until the 1870 Education Act was passed that any substantial

advances were made in the work of securing edu.cational facilities for

blind and deaf children. The growth of compulsory school attendance

caused the identification and classification of an increasing proportion

of handicapped children. The fact that many of the milestones in the

development of a system of special education possess dates which were

post-1870 bears eloquent testimony to this - the Association for the

Oral Instruction of the Deaf Dumb was founded in 1871; the Society

for the Training of Teachers of the Deaf and the Diffusion of the

German System in the United Kingdom was founded in 1877, and from these

bodies originated the first two training colleges for teachers of the

deaf, the ssociation's college being at Fitzroy Square, London, Wi.,

N.B. Special Footnote (cont. from p. 4.9.)

and children mostly purely accidental, or produced by
willful violence. Burns from fire, acids, corrosives
and lime may be held to cause 12 per cent of all injuries
and accidents from flying pieces of stone, or chips of
metal, cause 58 per cent.

Deafness: Joseph Toynbee, The Deaf and Dumb: Their Conditiop,,
Education and Medical Tea, John Churchill,
London, 1858, pp. 7 ff. mentions 4.11 cases of deaf and
dumb children examined at the Deaf & Dumb Asylum,
Old Kent Road, of which 313 were congenital, the causes of
which he was unable to comment upon. Of the other 98,
36 were caused by scarlet fever, 23 by fever, 4. by measles
arid 35 by various diseases such as fits, convulsions, etc.
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and the Society' s college being at Ealing; arxa the Royal Normal College

& Academy of Music, the first training college for teachers of the

blind, was fcunded in 1872.

The Education ct, 1870, was ajermissive Act which authorised

School Boards to frame bye-laws macing attendance at school compulsory

for children between the ages of 5 and 13 years, but these bye-laws,
51when nude, were subject to many exceptions. Another clause of the eCt

stated that each school district should be provided with sufficient

accommodation in public elementary schools for all the children resident

in that district who were not otherwise receiving elementary education

due to inadequate educational faci].ities.52

It has been asserted that "the 1870 Education Act,

contained no exceptions, and probably none were intended. Certainly

the deaf and the blind were neither specifically included nor

excluded	 However, if the School Board passed a bye-law

enforcing the school attendance of all children aged. 5 to 13 years,

with only three main categories of exce p tions - those children who were

receiving elementary education elsewhere; those children who were

medically unfit, and thosechildren who lived more th three miles

from the nearest public elementary school - then blind and deaf children,

unless medically unth, were legally inc1uded.

51Education Act, 1870, Clause 71k.

52Ed.ucation Act, 1870, Clause 5.
53Pritchard, op. cit., p. 76.

5 Charity Reform Papers, io. 3, London, February, 1880, p. 2.
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That School Boards and School ttendance Committees were, in

fact, evading their statutory duties towards deaf and dumb children

and other handicapped children was certainly the opinion of those

interested in these afflicted youngsters.	 There was, for example,

a distinct decrease in the financial contributions made by the public

towards the upkeep of these institutions in the years after 1870.

One speaker, at the Conference at Manchester in Jaivary, 1885, claimed

that only the words t unless reasonable excuse can be shown for non-

attendance' (Section 74., Elementary Education ct, 1870) permitted the

local authorities to relieve themselves of this legal obligation.

However, he asserted that the physical infirmity of these children was

not a sufficient reason and Lord Egerton of Tatton, Ii.P. 5 later the

Chairman of the Royal Commission, agreed that the Act was riot being

carried out.

Even W.E. Porster the Vice-President of the Committee of Council

on Education, considered that there was nothing in the Act to prevent

School Boards providing educational facilities for the blind and deaf-

mute children of their areas. 57 Some years later, in March, 1885, the

then Vice-President of the Committee of Council, A.J. Mundella,Sb defined

the legal position when. he asserted that the Act made it obligatory that

every child should be educated. Furthermore, he maintained, the Act

55Wilbraham Egerton, 2nd Baron Egerton of Tatton (1832-1909),
Who was 7ho, l897-19, p. 222.

5°William Edward Forster, I..P. (1818-1886), Vice-President of the Committee
of Council of Education, November 1868-1874., DNB, Vol. VII, p. 4.65 if.

57File Ed. 50/9

58Anthony John Mundel].a (1825-1897), Vice-President of the Committee of
Council on Education, 1880..1885, WB, Supplement Vol. xxii, pp. 1081-
1O8..
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also made provisions as to the mode in which all children should be

educated, but the provisions were not suitable to the blind, the deaf

and the dumb. Therefore, the compulsory powers existed for these

handicapped children but there was no provision for them.59

So a situation arose in which large School Boards, such as the

London School Board, had sufficient numbers of afflicted children to

justify at least special classes for them, *iilst other School Boards

had isolated numbers of these unfortunate chi idren. Usually small

School Boards dealt with the problem of their education in one of two

ways - firstly, they could refer the case to the guardians who were

empowered to assist such children to be educated by making financial

grants for maintenance and education in various boarding schools under

the provisions of several tcts of Parliament. The Local Government

Board acknowledged to the Royal Commission on the Blind, the Deaf and

the Duixib, that they understood that Boards of Guardians were legally

entitled to send afflicted children of non-pauper parents to suitable

schools and to defray the expenses if the parents were unable to

contribute to the costs.°1

Secondly, some School Boards legally complied with the .ttCt by

ensuring that the handicapped children attended school, and then they

did nothing to enable such childri to learn anything. 	 One solicitor,

acting for the father of three afflicted children, actually asserted

59File Ed.. 50/9.
6OReport of the Royal Commission on the Blind, the Deaf and the Dumb, 1889,
pp. xv-xvi.

OlReport of the Royal Commission, op. cit., p. xri.
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that the attitude of the School Authorities in KendaJ. was that deaf arid

dumb children could be sent to school but, by virtue of their affliction,

they would not be tau.ght anything and they would have to sit apart from

the normal pupils. Neither the School Board nor the Education

Department found it possible to refute this contention in the acrimonious

correspondence which ensued. 62

Glainorgan School Board found themselves in the invidious position

that a blind class which they started in 1885 with 9 pupils had become

uneconomic four years later when numbers dropped to 4 . pupils, so they pro-

posed that they could save money by the transfer of the children

concerned to a local institute to which they were prepared to contribute

a certain sum annually. In this way the £70 salary of the mistress in

charge of the class would have been saved in theory, but the legal

position did. not permit so simple a solution because there was no

provision in the Education Act, 1870, under which a School Board could

contribute funds to any educational institution not under their direct

control. However, in the last resort, the decision as to whether any

part of the expenditure of a School Board was legal lay with the Local

Government Board representative, the District uditor, and many members

of School Boards were reluctant to risk any expenditure which might

secure his disapproval and result in his surcharging the particular

expense to them.6

However, the Education Department, although not empowered to make

62F11 Ed. 50/9

O3Fiie Ed. 50/9
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special ,rants, were willing to recognise classes for blind, deaf arid

dumb children for ordinary grants provided that certain conditions were

found to be practicable by School Boards, These conditions were that

the name of the afflicted pupils should be included on the registers of

the departments of the schools to which their classes were attached so that

their attendances could be included in the total number of attendances

made, and thus the average attendances calculated. Any members of the

special classes who were sufficiently advanced were to be examined by

I-I.M.Is. who were to be assisted by the teachers, but any children unable

to undertake Standards work could be treated as exceptions and entered

upon the Exceptions Schedule. Finally, the Inspector was to see the

classes at work and add to his report his opinions on the efficiency

of the instruction provided.

Li. The Blind Schools of the London School Board Prior to 1893

The population Census of 187]. showed that there were 425 blind

children under the age of 15 years in London. Of these, 275 pupils

were in blind institutions and of the 150 remaining only about 100 were

File Ed. 50/9.
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of school age and many of this 100 were receiving tuition in their

homes by the itinerant teachers allocated by the Society for Providing

Home Teaching for the Blind. Nevertheless, despite the excellent work

of their teachers the members of the Society believed that blind

children should. be encouraged to attend the ordinary public elementary

day schools with children of normal sight because in this way their

education would be more effective than if they were isolated in special

schools. Provided that the London School Board could ensure the

attendance of some blind children at their day schools the Society

offered to send. teachers to instruct them, in Moon's type, twice a

week, an arrangement desired. by the Society because t ensured that some

pupils would always be present, whereas in their homes, the blind

65
children were most unreliable.

The School Board for London haa begun investigating the problem of

their blind children as early as January, 1872, but references to

various committees had delayed any decisions until March, 18714..

However, London possessed a considerable number of afflicted children

and so could mace arrangements for the education of relatively large

numbers of blind pupils, but it was not until April, 1875 that the first

teacher of blind children was appointed. at a salary of 30/- per week,

and he was assigned to give technical instruction to pupils already

attending Board schools. ill other instruction for the blind was given

in Board schools by teachers assigned to these schools by the Society

for Providing Home Teaching for the Blind which was, for the first five

6 Minutes of the School Board for London, Vol. DT, pp. 4.83 ff.
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years, the systerll of education adopted for the blind by the Board.

It was not a very successful scheme because the Board never had direct

control over the teachers, and could contact them solely through the

66
Society.

A purely fortuitous occurrence led to the Board increasing their

own teaching staff for blind children, when Miss Louisa Palmer, a

sighted teacher, who worked in Bermondsey, contracted measles at school

and, subsequently, becne blind. The Board acknowledged that her

affliction had been occasioned by the normal discharge of her routine

duties at her school, and so, after she had qualified as a teacher of

the blind, the Board appointed her as an assistant of the official

Instructor of the Blind, at a salary of £50 per annum.6 	 In a

subsequent kindly gesture the Board passed a motion to increase her

salary to £63 per annum on the grounds that she needed a guide to

t8
assist her to her place of work.°

Meanwhile, the Board. had become very concerned about the various

controversies which were raing over the question of the best methods

of embossed type used in instructing the blind to read.	 In an attempt

to enlighten themselves as to the best available ideas the Board

summoned a conference to which they invited Dr. Moon of Bristol and

the secretaries of the British Foreign Blind ssociation and of the

Yorcester College for the Blind Sons of Gentlen, in addition to tI

66
Op. cit., Vol. V, pp. i4 33 ff.

° ' Op. cit., Vol. VII, pp. 208 ff.
68
Op. cit., pp. 66L4 fT.
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members of the Board itself. The Conference took place on

July 21st, 1876, and the School Management Committee of the Board, in

their report to the main body recommended that, firstly, one system only

of reading books for the blind was desirable because the various systems

then extant caused confusion and diverted into minor channels the

financial contributions froii philanthropists whch alone maintained the

production of books for the blind. As the supply of these books was

already very limited the result of this vaation in types was to cause

all books produced to fall into two categories, as far as the individual

blind person was concerned - a small number which were in the embossed

tpe which he could read, and a much larger number which he could not

read. Therefore, the Committee believed that the system adopted by

the Board should be the same, with suitable modifications, as that

utilised by norznally-sihted people, the Roman type. 	 If their

recommendation was accepted the Committee believed that many advantages

would accrue to blind pupils, one of which was the obvious fact that

ordinary teachers would be able to assist them, for the Roman type

was the common type of the whole country and its adoption for blind

children would be conducive to unity.	 rther..ore, it appeared to the

Committee that children nore easily acquired and retained into manhood

their ability to read this specific type. However, the Committee

concurred in believing that the powers of the Board were restricted to

recording their conclusions and, in addition, there were many books in

the Moon type already in use in the Board t s schools, and these books

should be retained with the proviso that the Board should purchase some

new books in the Roman type for experimental purposes.6

69	 cit., Vol. VI, pp. 1419 ff.
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It was not until May, 1878 that the Board requested their

Inspector, Mr. T.M. Williams, to inquire into the methods of instruction

used in the Board' s schools, and also into the results that the two

teachers of the blind were achieving. In his report to the authority

the Inspector sugested that the numbers of teachers of the blind

employed by the Board should be increased to four, the minimum necessary

to ensure that every blind child in the London schools received at least

one lesson per day from Special Instructors. In addition, he

recommended that a sighted teacher of great diplomacy who was well-

acquainted with the most modern methods of teaching should be appointed

as Superintendent of the work of the Special Instructors, at a salary

of £120 per annum and the responsibility of organising the work.

Other points that Williams advocated were the provision of suitable

appliances in all schools at which blind scholars attended, and that

blind classes should be established in certain centres and that as many

blind children as possible ought to be talcen to them for special lessons

with the proviso that arrangexnts should be made for the continuance

of this special tuition by teachers of the classes of normal children,

in whose charge there were blind pupils.70

In February, 1882, the Board received a letter from the trustees

of Gardner's Trust for the Blind offering two scholarships to the value

of £30 per annum, which were to be awarded to the best boy and st

girl pupils attending the Board' s elementary schools.	 These scholar-

ships were to be granted upon the results of examinations held under

70Op. cit., Vol. IX, pp. 64-0 ff.
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the auspices of the School Board for London.71

Dr. F. Campbell, the Principal of the Royal Normal College for

the Blind, 72 was requested by the School Board for London, in Iovember

1883, to report upon the work with the blind which was being conducted

in the Londo schools. Although his report was extremely favourable

to the Board's teachers there is, nevertheless, a distinct criticism

of the unsatisfactory methods of inspection employed by the central

authority which always insisted upon inspection as a condition of the

award of their grants. Dr. Campbell reported that the necessity to

pass the Standards at inspections was the cause of a restricted.

curriculum and the complete omission of geography. Furthermore, he

thought that the concentration upon the Standards resulted in an

emphasis in the teaching upon memorising rather than upon the much

more desirable attribute of reasoning.73

Despite the Board's provision for blind pupils they were still

experiencing considerable difficulty in persuading parents to send

their children to school when i\iiss greene, the Superintendent of the

Blind, reported to the Board, in November 1886. In her report she

estimated that the number of blind children or those having

chronically diseased eyes which precluded their use in schools, was

268, of whom 144 were receiving instruction in the schools of the Board

and 76 were in various institutions for the blind. There remained

Op. cat., Vol. XVI, pp. 4-98 ff.

72Sir Francis Campbell (1832-1914.), Principal, Royal Normal College
for the Blind, 1872-1912, Who was Tho, 1897-1916 , p. 114-.

730p. cit., Vol. XX, pp. 4-12 ff.
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52 who were unfit for instruction at the time of the report arid 7 other

children who had removed house and whose whereabouts were unknown to

the authorities. Thus there were 30 children not receiving any

education despite the fact that extensive pressure had been exerted upon

the parents by the Superintendent, althouh s1 believed that 20 were on

the verge of attending for the first time. The main reasons why parents

did not want their children to attend schools were, firstly, religious

prejudice; secondly, prejudice against the Board schools and, finally,

a general indifference to the welfare of their children.7

The quality of the work done by the teachers of the blind in

London continued to improve as did their devotion to their charges, but

paradoxically this success was detrimental to the schools because the more

intelligent pupils quickly secured scholarships to institutions of higher

education such as the Royal Noxnal College & Academy of Music for the

Blind, or else they were transferred to other schools. Thus, the

least promising pupils were left in the Board's schools, and results, as

judged from examination successes, were poor, for pupils who remained

were difficult to teach and came from the worst homes. Yet, in the

opinion of Dr. Campbell, in 1886 a figure of international repute in this

field of education, the Board's pioneer work was of the higiest quality.75

By December, 1886, there were 139 blind children receiving

instruction in the Board's classes for blind pipils, but there were

actually 272 children who were scheduled as blind, so that only 51 per cent

Op. cit., Vol. G(IV, pp. 1156 ff.

7 Op. cit., Vol. XXIV, pp. 1156 ff.
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of the blind children of London were being educated by the Board.

Blind scholars were being taught in Qiasses in any available

spaces such as teachers' rooms, managers' rooms or any empty classrooms,

and, if ecial circumstances such as long distances from the nearest

special classes rendered it desirable, then arrangements were made to

give pupils concerned individual tuition in the ordinary day schools of

the Board. Instruction was provided at the special blind centres on

certain days which veried from half a day to five half-days per week and.,

as a general nile, when not attending the special centres the blind

pupils returned to their public elementary schools, in the relevant

Standards, and were taught alongside normally sighted pupils. By

special arrangement with the Education Department, attendances at the

blind, centres counted as atteuidances at the ordinary schools provided

that the blind pupils were presented for exanination in the Standards.

By 1886 also, the teaching staff for the blind centres had increased to

five teachers, all trained at the Royal Normal College f the Blind,

Upper Norvod, plus Miss Greene, the Superintendent of the Blind.

Reading and writing were taught by means of the Braille system and

Moon's type; written arithmetic was taught by the use of Taylor's

arithmetic boards, and geography by means of relief maps and globes.

Special attention was given to mental arithmetic, and Ling's gymnastics

together with knitting were other subjects of the curriculum. On the

average, only about two or three blind children left school each year

with their futures unprovided for by the Board, but it was recognised

that this minority ran the risk of becoming paupers or beggars unless

private individuals, to whom the Superintendent should be allowed to
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refer, exerted their influence.	 In the report, made in March, 1887,

the Board asserted that the methods used in their schools compared very

favourably with the methods used in the better institutions throughout

the country, except that in these institutions some form of industrial

training was usually provided.. 76

One point about the policy is of the ,reatest importance for the

history of the provision of educational facilities and that is that as

early as February, 1879, the School Board for London acknowledged that

they were responsible for the education of blind children under the

Education Act, 1870. This was undoubtedly a historic announcement of

the greatest significance.77

With their wealth of experience in conducting special classes for

blind pupils it was a matter of little surprise to the School Board for

London when the members of the Royal Commission on the Blind, the Deaf

and the Dumb, acting upon suggestions by A.J. Mundella, M.P., decided

to seek the appointment of an investigating team of H.L.Is. to inquire

into the curriculum for blind children as pursued in London, and also

into the possibility of ma1dn arrangements for training teachers of

the blind. The Inspectors reported that, in actual fact, their report

would refer to children of the same classes as those ordinarily found

in elementary schools, because blindness and partial blindness were far

more prevalent among the poorer section of the poulace. If blindness

was occasioned during infancy it was usually caused by purulent

76	
cit., Vol. XXVI, pp. 757 ff.

cit., Vol. X, pp. s.95 ff.
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opthalmia which was easily amenable to treatment undertaken with good

medical supervision, a course which was never adopted by parents of the

lower classes. From their investigations the H.ii.Is. ascertained that

there were about twice as many partially blind children in London as

there were totally blind pupils, but of the former Class, most of the

578 were not receiving either education or public sympathy and attention.

In general, the Inspectors highly commended the work of the Board, and

especially the spirit in which the challenge of these afflicted children

had been accepted by the authority, but they also stressed the

difficulties which the Board had encountered from recalcitrant parents

who Just would not send their children to school. lowever, although

the officials commended the rmpathy and understanding with which the Board

had arranged special individual instruction for blind children who were

unable to attend the special classes, they re unable to advocate this

method of dealing with such isolated cases, and suggested instead that

thesep.ipils should be collected together in institutions where treatment

would be more effective because it was continuous. 	 This investigating

team recommended that School Boards should be given powers to establish

such institutions, and that they should be paid an annual grant which

would. compensate for the differences between what the guardians were

permitted to pa legally and the cost of annual maintenance at some

institution, which they estimated at £10 per annum. They further

asserted that this grant should be paid upon the certificate of an

H.L.I. given under some principles such as those in the Education Codes.79

79File Ed. 50/9.
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An additional weakness of the system of the education of the

blind then prevalent in London was detected by the H.M.Is. when they

visited the Royal Normal College for the Blind, for they found that

although the standard of teaching there was excellent the College

authorities did not separate potential teachers from normal students

and train them especially for teaching. The normal practice was,

from time to time, to invite all students on the ordinary courses to

teach and ask questions and whenever the School Board for London, or

any other authority, informed the Principal that a vacancy had

occurred. for a teacher of the blind, then he recommended a promising

stuient to fill it. Under this system of supplyin, trained teachers,

the Inspectors considered that the needs of blind pupils, as they

existed in 1886, could be satisfactorily catered for, but any increased

attention given to the education of the blind in the near future would

emphasise the shortcomings of the scheme then extant. Thus, the

H.1:.Is. felt bound to recommend that a more definite plan for training

teachers should be prepared for future implementation. However, in

suggesting methods of financing the education of blind children in

institutions the Inspectors had exceeded their terms of reference and

all of them were censured.79

79PiJ.e Ed. 50/9.
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5. The Work of the School Board for London in the Education of
Deaf and Dumb Children Prior to 1893.

Right from the very beginning the School Board for London had

controlled their own staff enaged in the education of deaf and dumb

children. Their organisation of their own system began in Iovember,

1873, when the Board delegated its Bye-Law Committee to report upon t1

provision of educational facilities for deaf and duirb children under

13 years of age in London. The Committee sought the advice of the

Rev. William Stainer, 8° the East London Missionary of the Association

in Aid of the Deaf c Dumb, ani from his information they ascertained

that there were about lj.50 deaf and. dumb children in the Metropolis who

were aged between 5 and 13 years of age. Of these 14.50 children, 150

were in institutions whilst all the remainder were completely unprovided

for educationally. It was recognised that these children constituted

a major problem educationally because they could not be efficiently

instructed in their own homes, but neither could they be trusted too

far from their own homes for the purpose of attending schools.

Despite the obvious difficulties inherent in the problem the Board

decided to set up an experimental class at Wilmot Street Board School,

Bethnal Oreen, and so they asked the Hackney Divisional Committee to

collect information about the numbers of deaf and dumb children in the

vicinity of this school. Furthermore, they arranged. that a teacher

from the Association in Aid of the Deaf Dumb should initiate the

80Rev, William Stainer (1823-1898), Quarterly Review of the Deaf-Lute
Education, July 1898, pp. 75 ff.
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instruction in the new class, but they emphasised that afterwards the

tuition would be continued by the Board's own teachers. 	 .t the same

time, they also recommended that a second experiment should be started

at the Henry Street Board School, Marylebone, and that tentative

arrangements should be prepared for the establishment of similar classes

in other parts of London.81

In September, 18Th., Stainer was offered, and accepted, a temporary

appointment for 3 months with the Board at a salary of £10 per month,

and the task of opening the Bethnal Green School to deaf-mute pupils

for five days per week from 10 a.m. until noon daily. 82 As early as

ioveuer, l87L., the Board had decided to re-new Stainer' s appointment

for another three months.

When the Bethnal Green class opened, 11 children attended, but

Stainer was soon complaining that the effect of the specialised

training afforded these unfortunate children was being wasted because

the pupils were being left during the play hours after noon, arid all

afteitioon from 2 until ). p.m. in thea care of a child who was aed about

13 years, and so the deaf-mute ohildren were virtually unsupervised.

The Board acted swiftly and appointed a Miss Jane E. Groom of the

British Asylum for Deaf )imb Fema, Lower Daiston, as a temporary

assistant to Stainer who had stron1y recommended her.	 In the first

place her appointment was for three months at a salaiy calculated upon

cit., Vol. IV, pp. )^8 ff.
82o	 cit., p. 1029.
83	 cit., Vol. IV, p. 1029.
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a sum of £80 per annum, and at the same meeting at which this appointment

was approved the Board extended Stainer' s appointment for another

three months.

A second centre for deaf and dumb pupils followed in January,

1875, and was sited in the King' s Cross area. 	 To staff this new centre

another teacher was appointed upon the personal recommendation of Stainer

whose emoluments re increased, at about the same time, to £25 per

month coipared with his assistant's £50 per annum. 35 In October of the

same year a third class began in the Fuiham district. 86 Then, in May,

1876 , a fourth centre fo1lovd at Bell Street, just off the Edgware Road,

and thus was completed the Board' s plans for a deaf ailci dumb centre in

87the north, south, east axidst of London.

In early 1877 the London School Board deputed a committee to visit

the premises of the Institution for the Oral Instruction of the Deaf &

Dumb in Fitzroy Scjuare, and the Deaf & Dumb Home in WaJiner Road, otting

Hill 'ate •	 This scheme of inq'ing into the methods of teaching

available for instricting afflicted pupils was a continuance of the

policy of personal involvement in their schools for handicapped children

which the Board had initiated in July, 1876, when they had summoned a

conference to discuss embossed tyDes for the blind. After a meticulous

investigation at the institutions visited the committee reported, that

in their opinion, and judging fro:: results obtained at examinations,

Op. cit., pp. 1075 and 124.0.
85	 cit., Vol. V, p. 18.
86	 cit., Vol. V, p. 1265.
87	 cit., Vol. VI, p. 682+.
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the Oral method of teaching the deaf and dumb was the most satisfactory

of the methods they had seen because it afforded these unfoxtnate

children the oportunity to communicate with their friends. 	 s a

result of this report the Board ordered that as soon as sufficient

trained teachers were available the Bethnal Green and Edgware Road

schools were to adopt the Oral method comp1etely.

When the Board, in July 1878, decided to open yet another centre

for the deaf and dumb children of London they adopted an unusual

procedure in that they did riot ask the Rev. Stainer to recimiend a

teacher for the appointment, as had been their usual custom, mainly

because he was basically an exponent of the manual system of

instruction a1thouh he always ,ave some oral tuition. 	 Instead of

seeking Stainer's advice the Board wrote straight to Mr. Vi. Van Praagh8

the Principal of the Fitzroy Square Institution, and requested that he

would oblige them by recommending the name of a suitable student of his

for appointment to the new class in the Southwark area, in which it was

intended that Oral teaching alone would be given ight from its

inception. The salary proosed for Miss Emma Denton, Van Praagh' s

nominee, was the astonishing figure of £14-O per annum paid by the Board,

plus £30 paid by the Association for the Oral Instruction of the Deaf

and Dumb, and the Board justified this large sum, treater th the

£120 salary for the Superintendent of the Blind, by asserting that the

position required high technical qualifications and, furthermore, the

Op. cit., Vol. VII, p. 995.

89Viilliam Van Praa-i (181+5-1907), The Tim 13th July, 1907, p. 12.
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payment had to be commensurate with the high salaries which such

teachers could obtain as private tutors. In addition, the Board

resolved that the salary would be reviewed after twelve months in the

light of the ability of Miss Denton and the quality of the work she

90was doing.

The policy pursued by the Board subsequent to this time was to

appoint only teachers of the oral system as the older teachers, all of

whom were manualists, left the service of the authority. However,

in the schools t'rmselves the situation was rather difficult because

in the King's Cross school especially, some children had been taught

by the oral method whilst other children had learnt the manual system.91

Thus, it was essential to have two sections at this school and,

at the same time, to ensure that teachers of the two different methods

were always available. 92 Nevertheless, the general policy of the Boax

was to replace teachers of the manual system when they resigned of their

own free will by teachers of the oral system. The two subsequent

appointments to Miss Denton's, at £50 per annum, were not paid so high

a salary, and. both were obtained, at Stainer' s recommendation, from the

College at Ealing.93'

900p. cit., Vol. X, p. 4.9.

910p. cit., Vol. XIV, p. 936

920p. cit.

93 0p. cit., Vol. XV, p. 4.02.

94.The Royal Commission on the blind, the Deaf and the Dumb, 1889,
defined the methods of teaching dumb children as follows:

"The sign and manual system specially trains the deaf to
communicate and associate with their fellow deaf. The
pure oral system specially trains the deaf to communicate
and associate with the hearing and speaking world. cent...
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However, ever-increasing numbers of deaf and dumb children began

to attend for education, and. Stainer was constantly requesting the Board

to provide extra teachers for the classes and this position was

exacerbated by the fact that the oral system was suited only to a

maximum of 12 children for each instructor.	 In August, 1881, the

Board agreed to Stainer's suggestion that un-indentured pupil-teachers

should be employed to assist in the teaching of deaf and dumb children,

provided that certain conditions were complied with. The salary of

these appointed pupil-teachers was to be £20 per annum, increasing by

£5 to £Z-0, upon satisfactory reports from the Superintendent, and they

were to spend half the day in the deaf and dumb classes and the other

half day at the College at Ealing to continue their training. In

addition to the obvious economies in the salaries of the instructors,

the scheme was also beneficial to the Board because the authorities at

Ealing College had actuafly offered to provide free training of the

pupil-teachers.

Later resolutions of the Board increased the minimum salary of

the pupil-teachers to £25 per annum, as it was found that the attendance

at the Ealing College had entailed. considerable expense to the students.

At the same time, another esolution altered their conditions of seivice

to half their time in the Board' s service during the first and second

years of their training, and full time work in the schools during the

94. (cont.)
"The combired system, as its name implies, tries to combine
the two former, the result being that, with few exceptions,
signs and the manual alphabet prevail and cause the pupils to
relinquish the use of speech, and to seek the society of deaf
and dumb peoDle.", Report - paragraphs 382-385)
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third and fourth years of their training.95

A great step forward in the education of the deaf and dumb pupils

occurred in Juary, 1883, wIn the first purpose-built school for these

children was opened at the Suxnrnerford Street site, Bethnal Green. The

new school possessed four classrooms in each of which ten children were

to receive instruction, and it was such an immediate success that the

Board resolved to build another similar school in South London at a
p

cost of £94.0. 
b

Just after this the Board accepted the fact that the oral system

could not be efficiently taught to classes of more than ten pupils.97

As the number of deaf and dumb pupils increased, the rising

costs of this specialised. education, for which no State rants were

received, began to cause great concern to the Board, especially as

the blind scholars in the Board's schools were obtaining some State

grants. It was, therefore, decided to write to the Education Department

requesting that a substantial grant be paid for deaf and. dumb children

per head, in addition to the normal attendance grants. 98 Subsequently,

a conference was held in whitehall between representatives of the Board

and of the Education Department, at which the Central Authority agreed

that grants might be made to deaf and dumb classes subject to the usual

conditions - (i) that the afflicted children should be included on the

registers of the schools at which their classes were held, and their

950p. cit., Vol. XVII, p. 785.
cit., 11o1. XVIII, p. 198.

970p. cit., Vol. XVIII, p. 502.
98

Op. cit. , Vol. )O, p. 732.
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attendanoes included in the total attendances for the purpose of

assessing averages; (ii) that any children who were sufficiently advanced

should be presented for examination and the H.1.Is. were to be assisted

by the teacher to do this; (iii) that any children who were not able to

undertake the Standard work were to be treated as exceptions and entered

under the exemptions schedule, and, (iv) that the H.1.I. was also to see

the class at wox and was to add to the official report his opinion as

to whether the class was receiving efficient instruction. 99 The

School Management Committee of the Board carefully considered the

Education Department' s conditions and proved themselves considerably

more enlightened than was the Central Authority when they asserted that

the acceptance of such stringent conditions would cause such practical

difficulties that the advantages would be outweighed by the obvious

disadvantages, and therefore they recommended that the Board inform the

Education Department that they withdraw their application for State

grants for deaf and dumb classes.100

Thus, the Board was placed in the invidious position that whilst

they were being cited by the Education Department as examøs to other

School Boards which were either in the process of founding schools for

blind and deaf and dumb children or, alternatively, considering methods

of securing an education for them, they were at the same time having to

provide such education for deaf and dumb children entirely from the

rates. Furthermore, the Education Department had actually defined the

99Cp. Cit., Vol. XXI, p. 1332.
a1up. cit., p. ci
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legal position in a letter to i'Iewcastle-under-Lyme School Board in

March, 1881, when they asserted that, in their opinion, it was the duty

of School Boards to provide for the education of deaf and dumb children

but if such classes could not be provided without unreasonable expense

then the afflicted children should be permLtted to attend ordinary

elementary sthool classes. With what appears to 20th Century eyes as

utter callousness, the letter continued by stating that such childxen

should be able to learn writing anC drill, and would benefit from

subjection to school discipline, D a good teacher ought to be able

to check any disorder in the class that was caused by amusement at the
101mistakes of deaf children.

As a part of the inquiries conducted by the Royal Commission,

three H.i:.Is. were asked to investigate and mport upon the education of

deaf and dumb children in the Metropolitan, Manchester and Swansea

districts. The Inspectors were asked to comment on two questions -

firstly, how far the Elementary Education Acts had failed to meet the

needs of deaf and dumb children ath, secondly, what steps were being

taken to provide elementary education for such children. Unfortunately,

the London inquiry was conducted by Rev. T.W. Sharpe, HiT 102 whose

petulant reports, highly critical of all aspects of education, with few

constructive proposals for improvement, are frequent at this tiu.

His report, in a few curt lines, and in direct contrast to the more

detailed, and sympathetic accounts of his two colleagues, castigated the

'° 1'File Ed. 50/9.

102Rev. Thomas Wethered Sharpe (1829-1905), Chief Inspector 1876-90,
Who Was Who, 1897-1916, pp. 64.2 fT.
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London School Board for providing comparatively few centres for London,

many of which were not easily accessible for afflicted children.

Furthermore, he complained, the Board made no provision for visitors

to call regularly at tie homes of deaf and dumb children in order to

advise the parents how to assist their handicapped offspring.

Ievertheless, the three reports did at least show that London had made

real and substantial efforts to deal with the educational problems

posed by these handicapped children, whilst both Manchester and Swansea

Scnool Boards had been virtually inactive. However, the publication

of Sharpe's censorious report considerably annoyed the London School

Board and a strongly-word-ed letter of complaint was imndiately

despatched to the Education Department. After Sharpe had excused his

report by statiug that it applied only to the City and. Westminster

districts, the officials at the Education Department decided that the

remonstrances of the London School Board were justified and, instead

of asking Sharpe to report upon the whole of the London provision of

educational facilities for deaf and dumb pupils, as the School Board

had suggested, the Central Authority requested the Board, itself, to

provide a ieport upon its com plete facilities. Ythen this report was

received from the School Board for London it was aibmitteI to

Parliament, together with Sharpe's report and an explanatory note, as

evidence for the Royal Conunission)03

In their report to the Government, the London School Board

'°3File Ed. 50/9.
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described their complete provision for deaf and dumb children in

considerable detail. By 1886, the year of this account, the Board

conducted nine centres of which two were one-storey buildings with

four classrooms, each accommodating twelve children. At the centres

the school day was from 9.15 a.rl. to 12.30 p.m., followed by one hour

for lunch, and then an afternoon session from 1.30 to 3.L.5 p.m.

London, according to the Board's most reliable estimates, contained

about 500 deaf and dumb children and, of these, educational provision

had been made for 313, or 60 per cent, who were taught in classes of

a maximum of ten pupils. Tuition fees were 2d. per week and all

scholars were taught by the oral system with a curriculum which began

with articulation and speaking followed, as far as possible, by reading,

writing, arithmetic and geography.	 Special desks were provided which

could be arranged so that all pupils were in a position to observe

the lip movements of their teachers. As an abrupt reminder that this

valuable work was completely unaided by the State, the Board ended its

report by remarking that no Government grant had been received for the

classes which they conducted, as far as possible, as public elementary

102.4-
schools.

By 1393, the year of the first legislation on blind and deaf

children' s education, the Board was becoming disconcerted about the

value of the education provided in their centres for the deaf and dumb

children of London. In a confidential report for that year to the

Board from its Sub-Committee on Special Schools, it was suggested that

102.4-Fiie Ed. 50/9.
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the authority should set up a residential institution for the deaf and.

dumb pupils at a site possessed at nerley. idthou bh the site was

intended for an Industrial School, the Sub-Committee recommended that

with a few alterations it could become a fine residential institution

as it was spacious, with separate playgrounds, and was very convenient

for the railway station, from which there was a good service to London.

In the opinion of the Sub-Committee, the building needed to contain

classrooms which were accessible from both the boys' and the girls'

dormitories by different staircases; a large dining-room with easily-

moved tables and benches so that the area could easily be used for

P.E.; good washing facilities, including baths and, in addition,

cookery, laundry and manual-training rooms. These suggestions were

most enlightened and. were based upon the deficiencies of the education

provided in the Board's day centres whi.ch were, according to the Sub-

Committee, firstly, the age at which the pupils were admitted to the

centres, which made it diffcult to provide satisfactory teaching for

them. Furthcr:ore, many of the children were also physically

defective and were absent whenever there vas bad weather, but a more

serious defect was that the oral method of instruction depended for

its success upon the astance given in their homes by the children's

relatives and friends. Ihany of the pupils came from homes where the

vocalar; was limited and also where patience with the handicapped

child's efforts was strictly limited, with the result that derogatory

remarks were frequently made for what, to the pupils, were meritorious

attempts at speech.	 In effect then, in the Sub-Committee's opinion,

the influence of the homes of these afflicted children was often
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opposed to any educational proress.	 final point made by the report

was that the Board could riot be expected to provide day centres within

easy reach of every deaf an dumb pupil in Lodon because there were

not enough of these children, in sone areas, to justify opening new

centres.	 It therefore followed that sce children would be faced

with long journeys daily unless they could enter boarding schocls.i05

6. The Royal Commission on the Blind, the Deaf & Dumb, 1385-1888.

The original Commission to investigate the condition of the

Blind in the United Kingdom was issued to the Duke of westminster

on 21st July, 1885 but, due to the uressure of persons interested in

the education of deaf snd dumb children, the Commission was extended

on January 20th, 1386, to include not only deaf and dumb but also such

other cases as from special circumstances would seem to require

exceptional methods of education.

In their preliminary remarks the members of the Royal Commission

asserted that the blind and deaf and dwsb forued a distinct roup

which should be educated, because if they re left ignorant they

lO5	 cit., Vol. XXXIX, u. 14.13 ff.

l06parijajntaiy Papers, 1339, Vol. 19, p. xi.
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automatic.ly became a burden to themselves and the State. 	 Thus if the

State undertook the responsibility for the education of these unfortunate

persons the degree of pauperism in Britain would be reatly reduced

because so many of the afflicted people came from the social class of

the population which was so near to iridience that the handicap itself

was enough to inflict pauperism on the sufferer. The Commission then

proceeded to exonerate the afflicted roup from all blame for their

impoverishment and recommended that they be dealt with liberally in

matters of education and outdoor relief but, to conciliate conservative

opinion, the Re p ort contended that such social measures were not rewards

for vice, folly or improvidence because this afflicted section of the

populace was as distinct from paupers as paupers were distinct from

criminals. Purthermore, the Commissioners believed that these

handicapped iersons should not be subject to any legal disqualification

on account of their affliction and infirmities. Then the Commissioners

expatiated upon the expected objections of opponents of State

intervention in the education of the handicapped, that State aid would

diminish the amount of philanthropic donations to the caase which had,

in the past, achieved so much for the afflicted roup.	 Their

investigations had shown them just how much still remained to be done

for the afflicted section of the populace, and it was &ivious to them

that even If the State rants were made there would still be adequate

scope for judiciously iven private charity which was usu.ally stimulated,

107
and not discouraged, by State ala.

107
Op. cit., pp. xii fT.
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Between the ages of 5 and 15 years, the Commi3sion reported, there

were, in England	 fales, 1,710 blind children of whom 1,544 were at

school, but as proof of the poular belief that blindness waa a disease

of old age, the members asserted that in England & Wales the average age

for blind persons was ^9 years, whilst the average age for the

commencement of blindness was 31 years. Despite obvious deficiencies

which the Commissioners acknowledged, they insisted categorically that

the condition of the blind had iiproved consierab1y since the times

when it was believed that nothing could be done for them, but the

occasion had arrived to ihiprove their condition and give them an

education and technical training to Qualify them to earn their own

living, as far as possible, and thus become useful members of society.

After paying tribute to the reat contribution to the education of the

blind made by private charity auented by parochial assistance, and the

recently-established school board classes, the Commissioners recommended

that th condition of the blind should be ameliorated by legislation and

the improvement of existing orgarisations.108

Blindness was caused by many agents, among which was purulent

opthalmia, the main scourge which accounted for 30 per cent of those

blinded in early life, but the majority of blindness encountered ongst

older people was originally caused by industrial accidents. 	 The Royal

Commission was not satisfied that optha]mic knowledge among doctors was

sufficiently advanced to deal adequately with specific cases, and so it

thoroughly approved of the increase in the teaching of opthaLnics which

108
Op. cit., pp. xiv ff.
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had recently occurred in doctor& professional education, and the

increased importance assigned to treatment of opthalraic diseases in

general infirmities and special hospitals in Britain.109

From their investigations the Commissioners found that throughout

the country there was general agreement that there ought to be

compulsory education for the blind and that the blind should be forced to

attend at the same ages as other pupils, but there were considerable

differences regarding what blind children should be taught. In Scotland

and Northern England it was believed that blind children should be

taught in Board schools beside sighted children and that education should

be separated from technical instruction. Incjuiries by the Charity

Organisation Society had also concluded that blind children needed to

spend some part of their time at school in classes with seeing children

by the time they were 10 years of age and, in their evidence to the

oyal Commission, the London Home Teaching for the Blind Society

concurred with these findings. This inter-mixing with sighted pupils,

in the opinion of many witnesses before the Commission, gave courage and

self-reliance to the blind and gave them a stimulus which, in later

life, enabled them to compete more successfully with sighted rivals than

did blind children who had spent all their time in blind institutions.

In the light of these testimonials the Commissioners felt obliged to

recommend that the provisions of the Education cts should be extended

to the blind, and that compulsory attendance at a school or an

109Op. cit., pp. xiv ff.
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institution should be enforced up to the age of 16 years, in either of

110
two possible ways.

Firstly, the blind children could be taught in day schools which

could be in either the town or the country, each of which posed its own

problems. In n.iral schools it was recommended that the teacher should

have some knowledge of Braille or any other raised type, whilst the

child should also have acquired a similar knowledge from parents or any

in
other available sources.

In towns, Board schools were suitable for all children who were

in good health and who lived a convenient distance from the school,

provided that satisfactory arrangements were made for the assistance of

guides to conduct the children to their schools. 	 If, however, any

blind children lived outside the statutory two niiles' limit, then the

Commissioners recommended that this limit should be extended, and. for

112children of necessitous parents, travelling expenses should be paid.

Blind children who suffered from physical weakness, delicacy of

constitution and/or other causes were, in the opinion of the Commission,

best suited to institutional care because in an institution blind

children were given a special training in the sense of touch which was

lacking in day schools. The powers of guardians to send blind children

to institutions had only been permissive, and. it had been noticeable that

full use had not been made of these powers by many Boards of Guardians,

so that the Royal Commission felt obliged to recommend that these powers

should be nade compulsory and transferred to the local authorities as

111
Op. cit., pp. xvii If.

112
Op. cit., p. xviii.
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soon as there were sufficient day schools or institutions available for

blind children.113

The evidence taken by the Royal Commissioners showed that there

was no common agreement among witnesses regarding the age at which

industrial training should begin and, in fact, there was some confusion

between a gerera]. technical training which, the Commissioners felt,

should be given in all schools, and teaching of specific trades which

should be restricted to workshops. 	 Unfortunately, the Commissioners

believed, the results of this blurred distinction was that the general

public were ofteu prejudiced against the work of the blind when the

real reason for unsatisfactory work was the inefficient instruction given

to blind students. Therefore, the members reconimended that after

passing through t he ordinary Standards blind children should receive

technical training in an institution or any other suitable centre from

the age of 12 years to the age of 16 years, although slight variations

were recommended if the future trade was to be either music or basket-

making. Wherever an institution had a combined sdiool and work

department then it was strongly recommended that t 1e re should be a

complete separation of the two departments because it was, in the view

of the Commission, undesirable that boys of 12 and 13 years of age

should mix with older boys and men. A& many blind persons left b1nd

institutions with inadequate industrial training they were frequently

unle to earn their livings nor i,ere they able to continue after the

age of 16 years at some educational establishment at which they could

113Op. cit., p. xviii.
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thoroughly learn their trades, and when these blind persons were

added to the numbers of blind who could not obtain arry education

whatsoever, there was a very large number of persons who were

educationally incapacitated from earning an adequate livelihood.	 So to

remedy the social problem of large numbers of blind beggars, the Royal

Commission suggested that the school authorities should have the powers

and duties of liberally assisting all necessitous blind persons to
111+

maintain themselves whilst they were learning trades.

Next, the Commissioners turned to the question of the

qualifications of the teachers of blind children and they recommended,

irrespective of whether the teachers themselves were blind or not, that

all teachers of the blind should be certificated and Diaced under the

sie regulations as the sighted teachers in public elementary schools

before they were permitted to teach. Fartheziore, they should also,

where necessary, be given such assistancekr sighted persons as would

ensure the efficiency of their teaching. These suggestions were, in

themselves, most beneficial to teachers of the blind because they

ensured that in the future they would be better paid. Thus the inquiry

condemned the system existing in the iBSOs whereby in board schools it

was not necessary for teachers of the blind to be certificated provided

that the Ilead Teacher of the school was qualified. Then the Commission

dealt with the contentious question as to whether teachers of the blind

should themselves be blind, and they noted that there was great demand

amongst blind persons to become teachers of the blind because it was the

chance to take up a rerunerative occupation and, in addition, blind

11L4
Op . cit., p. xix.
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teachers were popular with blind pupils.	 1hilst recognising the

admirable qualities that blind teachers could offer to blind pupils,

the Commissioners felt that it was most advantageous if schools had

staff s containing some blind and sorle sighted teachers, but that

wherever a school had one teacher only then that teacher should be

sighted.	 Ordinary certificated teachers could, it was believed, learn

how to teach the blind without much trouble or any special training

provided that they took the trouble to learn the system of reading and

•	 115writing.

On the question of the curriculum the Report emphasised the

iniportance of the fact that the blind have lower vitality than the

sighted and so they required a major effort to assist their physical

development through the media of bathing, sunlight and air, plus

gymnastic exercises. ;t Horvood, investigations had shown that a wide

variety of games was available and included skating, rowing and. cycling
116

whilst Henshaw's offered many gymnastics' appliances.

The Victoriane-occupation with inspection as a necessary

prerequisite of the award of any State grants was evident in the section

of the Report which considered the question of the qualifications of the

Inspectors of the blind. 	 It was suggested that these Iriectors ought

to be selected from among the elementar, school inspectors, but that

those chosen would have had to have made themselves filiar with the

methods, types and appliances utilised in the instruction of the blind.

5Op. cit., p. xxxiv.

6 o	 cit., p. yjjVj.
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Although blind witxsses had. urged that at least one Inspector should

himself be blind, the Report was non-committal upon this point, but it

did eniphasise that schools without certificated teachers, which were then

free from inspection, should be inspected, as should all industrial

117workshops.

The Royal Commission esti::ated that there were 3,138 blind

children at school in the United Kingdom, but they asserted that L,5OO

was a more adequate assessment of the number for which school

acconinodation should be provided.	 Although various witnesses gave a

number of suggestions about the categories into thich the deaf could be

divided, the Commissioners finally recommended that the deaf could be

classified into three categories - firstly, those who were congenitally

deaf; secondly, those who had become deaf after birth, and this group

could be divided again into (a) those who had become deaf after acquiring

speech, and (b) those who had become deaf before acquiring speech, and

thirdly, those children who had some hearing power.118

In reviewing the past history of the education of the deaf and

dumb, the Commissioners found that the old story of the education of

handicapped children was repeated in that private benevolence had been

the sole source of funds for this socially necessary service until 1870

when some school boards had supplied the instruction for this class of

child.	 Nevertheless, in the view of the investigators, there was

still, by 1886, a gross lack of provision for afflicted children although

117	 cit.
1l8	 cit., p. xlv.
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it was estimated, facilities had doubled in the previous thirty-seven

years.	 The Report then paid. tribute to the pioneering work of the

London School board which had accepted their duty towards these

handicapped children at an early date, and had been the example which

other school boards ha later emulated when Sheffield started a class

in 1879, followed by Ieds in 1881, and Nottingh in 1883. Vlith

few exceptions, the Commission noted, pupils were taught by the Oral

system at an average cost of £7 19s. lOd. per head. Unhappily, in

all the Provinces there were only 176 deaf anJ dumb pupils receiving

instruction and only 19 teachers providing this tuition.'19

According to the members of the Commission, deaf and dumb

children could not be taught in classes with hearing children, and this

placed them at a disadvantage then compared with the blind. In

addition, deaf and dumb pupils requ.red special training right

throughout their schooling and, irrespective of the system employed to

educate them, they reguired separate scuools or classes and special

teachers, which could be provided in either day schools or institutions.

Until school boards started d schools after 1370 there were only

institutions to cater for the educational needs of deaf and db

children. In these institutions board and lodging were provided for

three cateories of pupils - (a) those whose parents could pay suitable

fees; (b) those children who were elected 'oy the votes of the

subscribers, and (c) those who were sent there by the Boards of

Guardians and were assisted by them financially, the amount depending

upon the contribution that the prents could make to the cost of their

119Op. cit., p. liii ff.
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education and maintenance. With the exception of the deaf and dumb

children who were also pb j sica11y weak, the Report asserted that these

handicapped children were better off at home provided that their parents

were capable of taking an interest in their education. ?urtherore,

a day school had the incomparable advantage that pupils in daily

attendance were bound to rret strangers and play with hearing scholars,

an experience which had a widening and invgorating influence upon

their minds with the result that these flicted children mixed with the

general popilation, in direct contrast to the institution children who,

largely due to their experiences in school, remained aloof and mixed

120
almost exclusivel with other deaf anu. dumo children.

The relatively small numbers of deaf and dumb children in rural

districts and small towns often prevcnted the formation of special

classes and was used as an argument in favour of residential institutions

but these arguments could be effectively silenced by the adoption of a

system similar to that in use at Schleswig where children living at a

considerable distance from the rural schools were boarded out with

families of siuilar social class to their own families. 	 Loreover, if

imerican experience could be observed it appeared that day schools plus

a boarding-out system led eventually to the foundation of an institution

in all population centres except for large tovrns.121

1l the evidence whic the Commissioners heard led thc tc believe

that seven years v,as the age at which the systematic instruction in

l.nguage could Drofitabl, begin, aui so the; recoamended that this should

120
OL. cit., p. lvi.

121
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be the age at which deaf anc dumb children should begin their ection,

anl th.t 13 yeais of age should be the age at which they finished their

schooliri.	 Until 1336, most deaf aiJ dumb children were taught only

two subjects, a knowledge of language id general knowledge, but some

progressive establishments had introduced manual instruction of various

types for boys whilst other centres equipped themsclves ;vith facilities

for teachinç girls laundry and cookery. The only subject which had

been added to the nonnal curriculum of schools was d.rawing and the reason

for its inclusion in the timetable was that it was considered

essential jreli mary to such desirable fture occupations as

draughtsman, designer and engraver, for aU of which deaf an0 dumb

122
children vre fitted.

'jhen it came to consideration of the method of instruction to be

employed the members of the Royal Commission pronounced their' ip1icit

faith in the oral method, despite the fact that this method had not

achieved the success in Britain that it had in Germany.	 In the cinion

of the Commiusioners, this lack of success was entirely due to the fact

that the system had not been long established in the United Kingdom and,

furthermore, there had been a lack of well-trained teachers. 	 However,

there was a minority report disserltin from the views of the majority of

103
the Coarissioners which favoured the manual system.

The basic reasons for the dearth of good teachers were that rates

of pay were low compared with the salaries obtained by qualified teachers

122
Op. cit., p. lix.
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in ordinaxr public elementary schools for hearin childre, and there

was also a lack of suitable training colleges eligible for Government

inspection, examinations and certificates. 	 3oth of the existing

colleges, Fitzroy Square and Ealing, conducted their own exarriinations

and awarded their own certificates, whilst the new college at Paddington

Green was an examining body and not a training college. In the opinion

of the lembers of the Commission both of the training colleges could be

criticised for failing to produce an adequate number of qualified

teachers of the deaf and, as they existed in 1886, they did not fulfil

all the conditions which should be required by the Education Department.

In their defence the managers of the colleges asserted that they failed

to produce the necessary numbers of teachers because the preseiit and

future financial inducements were inadequate to attract students,

e specially men.	 In their re cor:imendati ons the Commissioners emphasised

that the colleges coild never achieve the desired standards without

Government assistance and inspection plus a compulsory course of

training extending over two years, following a course of training at an

oIinary training college.

Unless the sign and manual system was the method of instruction

being used it was recommended that all teachers of the deaf and dumb

should, themselves, be in possession of all their faculties, and also

have had previous experience with hearing scholars.125

The greatest unanimity amongst the variety of witnesses before the

l21	 cit., pp. Lccvi ff.
125Op. cit.
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Royal Commission was that expressed on the question of State aid for the

education of deaf and dumb children, for l witnesses were agreed that

substantial assitance was vital. These opinions were demonstrated to

be justified when various reports from the Foreign Office itemised the

responsibilities accepted and the assistance given by the governments of

several .'1est European countries and the U.S.ii.. to deaf education. The

Royal Commission accepted that the responsibility for ensuring that deaf

children were well-educated lay with the State, and so the members

recommended that school authorities should receive from the Imperial

Exchequer for each deaf and dumb child attending an elementax r school a

grant not less than half the cost of such a child, to a maximum of £10

plus the defrayal of any travelling expenses. No parents should be

expected to pay higher fees for deaf children than they would for normal

hearing children. 0-rants should also be payable to the training

colleges for 75 per cent of the total costs of the training of all

126
students.

Among a number of miscellaneous recommendations made by the Royal

Commission was a suggestion that the admission of children should be

limited to once annually because this rule would ease the problems of

teaching these children. Fears of inter-marriage of the congenitally

deaf prompted the Commission to recommend that the mixture of the sexes

was to be deprecated)27

The absence of medical inspection was noted with concern because

the value of good eyesight to the children afflicted with deafness was

126
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inestimable, and there seemed to be little attempt to test the eyesight

of these children and to remedy any defects by the provision of

spectacles or any other metods. Deaf children also commonly suffered

from defects of the throat and palate and so the need for regular medical

inspections was reiterate.l2d

Upon the problem posed y the deaf-mute who was also blind, the

Commissioners stated that, in their opinion, such children should be

educated in schools for the blind in preference to schools for the deaf

because experience showed that in cases where deaf and dumb children and

blind children were educated together, it was usually the education of

the blind pupils that was neglected.129

7. The Elementary Education (Blind Deaf Children) ;ct, 1893

In the opinion of the administrators at the Education Department

the objects of the 1890 Biliwere two-fold. Firstly, it was intended

that it should compel the attendance of blind and deaf-mute children

at school arid, secondly, as a consequence of the first object, provision

should be made for their attendance at schools by the local education

1.30authorities.

128
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When it came to the preparation of the Bill it was decided that

it should be based upon the resolutions passed at the Conference held

at Manchester on October 29th, 1889131 and so Lord Egerton's hope,

eressed at that Conference, that it would mark a substantial beginning

towards wiping out a blot upon the social record of England, the neglect

of the Education of the deaf, was realised. However, the passage of the

legislation was not smooth, and the original Bill, introduced in 1390, was

withdrawn the same year, mainly because the officials at the Education

Department were unhappy about .t and their misgivings were confirmed by

objections raised by a number of school boards, particularly those of

London and Birmingham.132

William Wheelhouse, M.P. for leeds from November 1868 until Liarch

1880 had, since 1870, annually introduced into Parliament a Bill which

aimed to provide for the education of blind and deaf-mute children.

Despite many unsuccessful attempts he persevered with his efforts but

he died whilst the Royal Commission was sit.ng and thus never saw the

passing of the legislation for which he }d done such valuable pioneer

work. Nevertheless, he is well worthy of mention because the publicity

he obtained for this cause and the education he gave his fellow L.Ps. on

this topic were invaluable to the eventual triumph.133

However, the revised Bill was introduced into Parliament on

1Iay 31st, 1893, by	 cland, the Vice-President of the Committee of

Council on Education, and received a comfortable passage through both

131Fi1e Ed. 31/8.

132File Ed. 50/9.

133F. Boase, Op. cit., Vol. III, p. 1300
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Houses) 3	So quickly was the new legislation enacted that the

C-overrmient were able to obtain the Royal Assent on September 12th, 1893,

and thus the £ct became operative from January 1st,

Under the Act parents of Blind children and deaf and dumb children

were compelled to obtain sitable elementary education for their children,

and the fact that there were no schools for blind children within

convenient distance of the child's home was not an acceptable ecuse for

the child's non-attendance at school. 	 Clause 14. of the tct nominated the

School Authority arid imposed upon them the duty of ensuring that blind

pupils received efficient elementary education in temporary accommodation,

if no other suitable faci1iies were available. 	 These school authorities

were ernowered to acquire or establish suitable premises for the education

of blind pupils or, alternatively, they could contribute financially,

on terms approved by the Education Department, to the enlargement,

alteration and maintenance of an established certified school.136 however,

if the certified school was not managed by a School Authority then

Clause 7 of the Act stipulated that it would not be officially certified

unless a minimum of one/thix of its annual maintenance expenses came

from sources other than the rates, payments by parents or Parliamentary

137grants.

Whenever a School Authority incurred any expenses in respect of

blind or deaf children, the parents of the children concerned were

legally responsible for paying a weekly sum to the school authority, the

13 House of Commons Journal, 31st 1iay, 1893, Col. 1692.

1350p. cit., 12th Septetaber, 1893, Col. 937.
13Gpariientary Papers, 1393-914., Vol. III, Clause 2, p. 1.
137	 cit.
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amount to be mutu.ly agreed upon, as a contribution to the expenses of

the education provided.	 1:i the case of disputes about the aniount of

the parental contributions either party could ipeal to a court of suirnary

jurisdiction, whereupon the suni decided by the court was recoverable from

138the parents as a cLvil debt.

Another important clause of the tct stipulated that compulsory

attendance at school for deaf and. blind children should extend to the

age of sixteen years without any total or partial exemptions from

attendance in pursuance of bye-laws. 139 For the purposes of the Act a

blind child was defined as 'being too blind to be able to read the

ordinary school books used by children', whilst deafs defined as 'too

deaf to be taught in a class of hearing children in an elementary

school'.	 Other definitions given were that school was to be interpreted

as any institution in which blind or deaf children were boarded or

lodged as well as taught; maintenance was to include clothing, and. the

term 'expense' was to include the cost incidental to the child's

attendance at school, the costs of maintenance and board.ing-out whilst

attending school, plus travelling expenses.

Liany of the other clauses merelr conferred the benefits and

obligations of previous Education Acts upon blind and deaf children.

Clause 1, for example, made it obligatory upon the parents of blind and

deaf children to ensure that their offspring received efficient

elementary education according to the Elementary Education Act, 1370,

a
Op. cit., Clause l, p. 5.
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cit., Clause L1, p. 2.
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provided that it was compatible with the needs of their children.

The only blind and deaf children excluded from the Act were those

who were resident in a workhouse or anj other institution to which they

had been sent from a workhouse by a Board of Guardians, andose children

142who were boarded-out by the guardians.

In their evidence before the Royal Commission, two H.1i.Is. had

recommended that the State rant for blind scholars sent to institutions

should cover the difference between the contribution which the Guardians

were permitted to pay in 1893, and the total cost of the maintenance, a

sum they estimated as £10 per annum. 	 However, the Commissioners

recommended that for blind children up to the age of 16 years the grant

should depend upon the merits of each individual scholar :lus the

aggregate proficiency of the blind pupils, and should be awarded upon the

certificate of an

Moreover, for deaf and dumb children the Commissioners recommended

that independently of the position of the parents, a capitation grant

not less than half the cost of the education of the child, with a mimum

of £10 should be given for all deaf children, and parents should

contribute according to their ability.5

Nevertheless, when the Education Department received the decision

of the Committee of Council on Education on the subject of the amount of

the grant payable to blind and deaf and dumb schools, it was quickly

obvious that all the advice of the Royal Commission regarding the

cit., Clause 2.

cit., p. xxxix.
lL1J+0	

cit., p • )0CXV11.
L1#50	

cit., p . xc.
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liberality of the grants had been ignored. The Linute of the Committee

revealed that a much more parsimonious grant than £10 was envisaged.

These grants were to be paid upon a monthly basis for all blind or deaf

children who had attended certified schools for not less than one month

during the school year, and were to be paid for each completed month of

attendance by these children. If a child had attended regularly and had

received efficient elementary education other than manual instruction or

industrial training, and his attainments were tisfactory after

allowances had been made for his infirmities, then grants would be paid

for him at a rate of £3 3s. Od. per annum. On the other hand, if the

pupil had regularly received satisfactory teaching arid had made good

progress in courses of either manual instruction or industrial training

then grants were to be paid at the rate of 2 2s. Od. per annum. io

child could earn grants as an elementary school pupil and as a certified

blind or deaf scholar. Thus the biggest grant that blind and deaf

scholars could earn was £5 5s. Od. per annum each, a sum slightly above

half of that recomnnded by the Royal Coission.

8. The working of the tct, 189 L - c. 1900

The passing of the ct was immediately followed by the issue of

various explanatory circulars by the Education Department, oe of the

first being concerned with the buildings in which blind and deaf children

Pile Ed. 50/20.
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were to be educated. Rules as to drainage, warming and ventation were

to be the same as for the other schools coming under the Day School Code,

but it was categorically stated that schools for blind and deaf children

should not be held in the same building. Io reason was given for this

assertion but possibly the reason was that blind pupils attended school

froi 5 years of age, deaf pupils from 7 years)2^7

There a school possessed no playing field or other larger space

then it was laid down that the superficial area of the site had to be

a minimum of 30 square feet per child, and that recreation grounds for

boys and girls should be separate.	 In addition there was to be a

covered gymnasium, or large shed open on one side, which wan to be well-

lit so that both boys and girls could use it together, under supervision&8

All schoolrooms were to be well-lit with a minimum of 20 square

feet per child, and a capacity of 22^0 cubic feet per room. 	 They were

to be sited on the ground floors of schools, near the playgrounds, and

if the classes were mixed the boys and girls had to have separate exits.

It was further laid down that, as a general rule, the pupils were to be

arranged in a semi-circle around the teacher because when haricped.

children were thus seated the teachers could observe every change of

facial eression by blind pupils or, alternatively, deaf scholars could

read the lip aovements of the teachers. Day rooms were to be of the

same size as the school rooms whilst dining rooms were to be sufficientl-.-

spacious to seat each child comfortably with a minimum of 6 square feet

per pupil plus adequate space for waiters to i;iOVe freely.

'47File Ed. 50/n.
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In Loardi schools the doiiitories had to be a minimum wdth

of 18 feet with a IunieflLa area er child of 36 square feet plus a

minimum capacity of 3C cubic feet per boaxer. Each child was to have
1 Oa separate bed an there war to ue aJe:uate space between the •beds.

Rules as to supervision were also included in the schedule of

rebliatlons, and these niles stipulated that each dormitory should be in

the charbe of an officer who could supervise fro a window in his (her)

bedroom.	 If the ho!1e had small bedrocmz then the teacher ias expected

to have a bedroom adjoinind, on the sarse floor, id the pupils' bedroom

doors were to be left open at nibhts.	 It was permissible to have boys

under nine years of abe lodged with iris, but they were compelled to

have separate s1eepir1 rooms.	 In cases kre boys of over nine years of

ae had to be lodged with bins, then the Education Department insisted

that the boys werc to be in a distinct wiri which as approacheu by a

separate staircase.	 ll teachers were expected to have separate rooras)

Finally, there were subgestions for sick rooms, the first of which

was that these should be separate for the sexes, and corisiat of two rooms

per unit, one for the patient and one for the nurse. 	 Unless there vias

a hos1itl for inectious cases within reasonable distance of the school,

the school authorities were urbed to urovide a detached bU±ldjflb for

152sucn Cases.

Baths were to be provided iu all homes and they uere o have .oth

hot and cold -;ater.	 It was comuulsory that the capacity of the bath

0Fiie Ed. 50/il
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shouli e sufficient to j . ormit each child to have a bath once per week

in winter, and twice per week ix the summer. ill children were to have

in3ivjdual towels, anci were to wash daily at lavatory basins which were

to be sufficiently commodious to allow each pupil to wash hands, face

and the upper rts of the od j each ornirig and evening.	 wo children
lzwere forbidden to use the same basin at the same time.

Latrines were to be provided for day-time use, upon a scale of a

number of closets equal to 10 per cent of the number of boys, plus a

urinal; and closets provided for the girls at a rate of 15 per cent of

the total numbers of them. At niht times there were to be one or two

closets near the doxnitories, but there was to be a lobby between the

sleeping section and the closets, and this lobby was to have windows on

each side so that there was always to be a current of air throukh

All staircases and corridors were to be fireproof, an wherever

there was only one staircase, or the doxmitories were a lonL way from

155the staircase, then lire escapes were to be provided.

A subseauent circular stressed various sections of the new law

and explained any points which appeared to the Education Departhient to

need clarification.	 It was emphasised that, unlike all other children,

the education of the deaf child began at seven years of age. Accordiri

to the circular the best method of inauurating the administration of

the new ct in a School Authority area was for the :thority to ascertain

the numbers of blind and deaf children resident in their area, and then

to discover what education these children were receiving. Secondly, the

1530p. cit.

cit.

cit.
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School .Luthority should assess the numbers of suitable schools in the

district for those blind and. deaf children who were not receiving an

adequate education. Once these available facilities had been investi-

bated then the 3chool Authority could make the major decision whether to

start special schools of their own or to make other arrangements to

educate their afflicted children, and thus comply with the ct.	 iong

these alternative arranements that were legally permissible was the

co-operation with a neihbouririg authority to found a joint establishment

for handicapped pupils.	 :Iov;ever, the circular strorily recommended that

before the School Authority took any action at all its members should

hold consultations with the I3oards of Guardians to determine future lines

of progress.15°

In an additional circular to the H.i.Is. the Education Department

laid down the i;ode of instection for these ecia1 schools which were

to be inspected and examined in the same way as schools for sighted

scholars, except for written exercises in Braille or other types.

These exercises were to be sent via the iducation Department to the

Chaplain for the School for the Indigent Blind, Southwark, for his

exination ar report.157

The document continued by dividing the education of deaf scholars

into three sections; tnose which taught the Dure oral system; those which

taught the sign system, and those which taught the combined sjstem. This

specialist assistance was available to all H.L.Is. and was obtainable

through the offices of the Department.158

156F.l Ed. 50/12. Circular 3.7.
157Fi1e Ed. 50/12.
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It was stipulated that the schools were to be visited, annually in

February, March, Aj il,Ly and June, and that the experts would give at

least six weeks' notice of convenient dates to the H.L.I. so that the

inspection could take place with the least possible expense. 	 However,

it was suggested that the Inspectors should not interpret the building

rules too strictly because they really contained only ideal conditions

which could not be insisted upon unless new premises were being erected

in the future)59

Originally when the Act CaI into force there were l elementary

schools which were certified as efficient and these schools accommodated

970 boarders and 50 day scholars, or 1,030 pupils under the age of

16 years.	 By 1913, twenty years after the 1ct was passed, the number of

certified elementary schools had risen to L1..1, and the number of pupils

catered for had increaed to 2,2.i.31+.	 A certain impetus to provide

educational opportunities for the blind was given by the 1902 Education

Act which extended the facilities available for all pupils over sixteen

years of a,e with the reu1t that the first school to be recognised as

efficiently catering for the needs of technical education for blind

students of this age was the Royal Midland Institution for the Blind,

Nottingi, which received its official recognition on August 1st, 1905.

By 1913, there were eigit more schools of a similar type officially

160
recognised, and 4.32+ pupils were receiving technical instniction.

However, the position by 1913 of secondary schools for the blind

was not so encouraging because, b that year, not one secondary school

159File Ed. 50/12.
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for the blind had been recognised. 	 In actual fct, the board of

Education was, at just that time, in the first stage of considering

whether the worcester College for the Blind Sons of Gentlemen could be

recojiised as an efficient secondary school.161

The situation as regards the training of teachers for the blind

had improved considerably although the Royal ioxual College at Norwood

remained the sole recognised training centre. In addition there had

been one irnortant development, in 1907, when the Board recognised the

College of Teachers of the Blind as an exanining body for granting

diplomas in the professional aspects of blind education. 	 By 1913,

there were 90 teachers who possessed the diploma of the College, and

there were, at the same time 210 full-time teachers in full-time

positions in certified schools for the blind of whom 20-25 percent were
162themselves blind.

Nevertheless, despite these ildprovements there were many

unsatisfactory features revealed, directly or indirectly, by the operation

of the 1893 Act. Firstly, the parents were not the least appreciative

of the extended education, to sixteen years of age, for their children,

and grumbled incessantly at the expense of the fees although they re

a very small contribution, in aeneral, and were assessed after a due

consideration of the parental income.1°3

In 1899, the Board of Education deend it necessary to inform

local authorities that, in the future, they would refuse to recognise as

efficient any residential institution, planned or built after that year,

161Op. cit.

162F.1 d. 50/e4.
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unless the institution concerned was built upon the Cottage Homes

system.	 This particular system stipulated that not more than 15

children were to occupy one building, and not more than four such

buildings were, together, to comprise the institution. 	 In actual fact,

this innovation was entirely due to the experence of the Board in its

regulations for defective and epileptic children's homes.16

However, the most disquieting feature of the 1893 ct, according

to Dr. Eicholz, H.L.I., was C1	 7(b) which laid down that one/third

of the annual expenses of the institution were to be defrayed from private

sources.	 Ten years after the ct was passed all institutions were still

managing to make their contributions, but many of them were utilising

capital resources for the payments or, alternatively, they were

manipulating their accounts by placing rent charges upon both sides of

their ledgers, as rent on one side and as subscriptions on the other.

In this way they benefited because subscriptions had double the value,

under Clause 7, when appearing upon the income side. Purthennore, the

financial strain was increasing because old subscribers were dying and

were not being r1aced, for the prevalent belief was that donations

were not needed since 1893 when State aid was introduced. Another

reason was that expenses continued to rise as teachers with higher

qualifications were engaged, new equipment was needed and feeding

arrarigeents improved. The financial difficulties of some schools,

notly the Bast London Blind Home and the Brighton Deaf Home, were

placing their futures in jeopardy, whilst the Blind Schools at Lorwich,

Nottingham and St. George's, London, hai already closed to children,

l61^l Ed. so/u.
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All these closures reduced the provision of school places for afflicted

children and thus immediate action was necessary.°5

Thus the continued existence of some of these schools was in

danger as they strove to maintain the standards set by some of the new

schools set up by large local authorities.°°

Such national bodies as the Association of Teachers of the Deaf

confirmed the impressions expressed by Eicholz, as regaxüed Clause 7,

but they also had other complaints, among which was their demand for the

Board of Education to compel the roper enforcement of compulsory school

attendance of deaf children. The Association also wanted the State

grant to be raised to the figure recommended by the Royal Commission,

namely £10 per

Many L.E.As. sent blind and deaf chiidren to Voluntary Institutions

in order that, in thus doing, they were saving themselves the expense of

providing their own premises.	 In this manner they avoided the investment

of large &ims of capital.	 It was nationally recoised that the educaton

provided in residential institutions was costly as it involved snail

classes, highly skilled teachers, expensive measures to maintain high

standards of physical fitness and costly manual trainng workshops.

ihe East Anglian authorities were particularly remiss in administering

the Act and their sloth led the Board to believe that many other

authorities would refuse to implement the Act, despite its compulsory

nature, if they had to spend their own money upon the requisite buildings

168
and equipment.

lG5piie Ed. 31/151.
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Fairly early in the operation of the 1893 act, officialdom

decided to differentiate four classes of blindness so that blind

children could be classified for training Durposes. 	 These categories

were totally blind; partially blind (the two modern cateories);

myopic children and mentally defective and blind children. Nevertheless,

there were ominous signs that, even by 1913, all afflicted children were

not attending s;ecial schools.	 The 1911 Census had shown that there

were 1,384- blind children between the ages of 5 and 15 years of age,

and if one/tenth of this number was added to the total to account for

the extra children up to the age of 16 years, the figure arrived at

was 1,522. However, there were at that time 1,939 children receiving

instruction in schools for the blind, so that 4.17 children in excess of

the Census included only totally blind children whereas partially blind

children were also attending the blind schools, and there were another

4. officially certified day schools exclusively for partially blind

children. Added to this there were another nine schools which provided

sDeoial instruction for partiafly blind children as well as for totally

blind children. Proof that the 1893 Act was not being rigorously

enforced, at least for children under 10 years of age, was evident when

it was seen that in the age group 13-14 . years, there were 307 pupils

attending schools whilst there were only 384. children aged 5-9 years at

school arid, of these, only 34. were aged 5-6 years. Parents were

obviously reluctant to part with very young children, but there was,

undoubtedly, real laxity on the part of some L.E.Ls. in the enforcement

of the 1893 Act.169

l09Fil Ed. 50/84..
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This atterxt at a rigid classification of blind pupils is typical

of the rigid classification phase in the evolution of social treatment

of afflicted children. Basically, the classification was so rigid

because it was intended to draw a definite boundary line between children

eligible for special treatment and those who were not.

9. The First Official Reports on the Blind and Deaf : Dumb School8,
1896-1900.

Rev. T.. Sharpe, the Senior Chief Inspector, was responsible for

the first official report made upon the blind and deaf and dumb schools

after the passing of the 1893 Act.	 In general, he reported that the

managers of the new schools h co-operated well with officials of the

Central Authority although there had been cases where some objections

had been raised to the rules requiring a separate room for all classes.170

In some of the older institutions there had been some difficulties

in adapting the available accommodation to the standards required by the

Education Department, particularly with regd to the provision of

facilities for the chi]dren to wash in the mornings. Sharpe was at

pains to emphasise that the four chief factors, in his opinion, which

conduced to the happiness and comfort of the inmates of an institution

were the schoolroom, the playroom, the dormitories and the dining-room,

and that each these features should bear a certain proportion to the

170Report of the Committee of Council on Education on Schools for the
Blind & Deaf, 1895-96, p. 1.
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others for satisfactory accommodation)71

then deaf schools were compared ;rth three years Lreviously,

Sharpe felt that the most impressive feature was that in 1896 the

institutions were filling with youn children aed about seven years who

presented bright and happy faces, compared with 1893 when all the pupils

had been aged 12 or 13 years and had possessed dull and heavy expressions

and carriage.	 These older pupils had been sent to the institutions

because the homes were unable to care for them rather then because the

parents had any great belief that their condition could be improved.

However, the advantages of the institutions were that they not only

extended the period of education from L- or years to B or 9 years, but

they also provided more substantial work. This improved education,

in turn, would lead to demands in the near future for good secondary

schools for deaf scholars)72

Unfortunately, Sharpe could see no possibility of general advances

in the education of deaf pupils until a more enlightened opinion had been

formed upon the subject among the general populace. 	 4.s long as parents

agitated for their deaf children to be -r;ermitted to leave school before

they were 16 years of age, in order to benefit fro their earnings,

which the did by paying the small fine for the non-attendance at school

of their offspring, there could be no real .meli.ration of the situation.

Nowhere had Sharpe found any demand for an earlier age cf admission to

the schools than 7 years, mainly because the general consensus of opinion

0-u. ci., p. 1.
l72	
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favoured a domestic training in clean and orderly habits plus the

learning to move about and observation of the irnrne2iate env:roruaent

for these tender jears. It was further generally agreed that children

were not ready to be educated until the age of 7 years, because any

premature teaching could, it was thouht, lead to the 1iCOITCCt

acquisition of the essential elementary sounds, with a resultant

formation of mispronunciation.173

Many of the classes for deaf pupils conducted by the School Boards

contained from 16 - 20 pupils in every stage of progress, with each stage

recuiring a great deal of individual attention. Often there vre classes

where a single teacher had 10 or 1 pupils in sevec or eight stages of

progress. The Examiner of deaf classes deprecated the ouality of the

education provided in such cases, and when roor condtions were allied to

the want of proper food which ja'oduced defectjve lung power, the result

was poor articulation.	 In the light of these strictures by one of his

subordinates, Sharpe recomreeaaed that the numbers of pupils in articulation

classes shold not exceed 3, whilst in the other classes 12 should he the

-	 p	 -	 (Li.maximuio, aitnough he preferred the numbera to cc o en• lc respectxvol1.

Teachers of the deaf were in short supoly and those who were

1:roperl qualified needed, in Sharpe' s opinion, to pursue their general

education b selective readia, a articalarly in zoology and botany, with

a view to 0eveloi±ng greaer illustrative power. The usage of the

blackboards was another feature cf deaf education whcP could be imuroved75

1730p. cit., p. 2.
l7 cit., p. 3.
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The treat object of all instruction of the deaf was the

acquisition of lanuae, whether	 oral or manual teaching was

immaterIal, because throuji lari age aa ' the route to comsunication

between the deaf and others. Yet it was cost uoticeable that whilst

the sense of hearing in an uneducated blind child was retl develoed,

the sense of sight in on uneducated deaf child was developed onl to the

ghtest degree. Thus, at the age of 11 or 12 years the deaf child's

command of language roughly equalled that of an ordinary child, of

7 years.	 Therre, Sharpe reconmended that it was desirable to restrict

all arithmetic teaching for blind scholars to such processes as were

1•'readily illustrated by visual methods, and concrete realities. '

In the blind schools, Share again noticed that the advent of

younger pupils had enlivened the general impressions that visitors

obtained, of the blind pupils in that the year o]s were by far the

merriest of the chi]dren in the blind institutions. He was even

complimentary about the quality of the care which the young children

obtained in the institutions, pticu1arly the way they vre taught to

acclimatise themselves to the shocks and troubles which would befall

them in their later lives.

A major drawback in the education of blind chiidren was the

unsatisfactox	 ippiy of good objects to 'be handled in the classrooms.

This shortage was partly caused by the conaratively small demand and

partly by the expense of such objects. 	 iihilst praising the blind

scholars for their reading and recitation, Sharpe regretted that they were,

l76	
cit., pp. 1,. ff.
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as should be expected, backward in manual work with the exception of

piano-tuning. Thus thece re few avenues of employrnt open to the

blind scholars as they vre restricted in the manual work they could

undertake, but he believed that for their own good, young blind persons

shou.li not be allowed to become an entire charge upon the community.

However, he felt that no objections could be raised by any reasonable

people if the low wages of industrious blir persons were auented by

some payments from public funds28

One of the main objects of the education of blind children was

to preserve their delicacy of touch and develop their strength of

hearing.	 ½nother aim was to supervise the general health of the blind

pupils, which was best achieved by the adoption of some form of

gymnastic exercises wherever gymnasia were available,179

A year later, Sharpe reported thnt the year had been marked by

steady progress, escially in centres of great population where the

philanthropic agencies could most easily reach the afflicted children.

However, some school authorities had done very little by the end of 1897,

and although, undoubtedly, sorae of the authoritie s were unaware of their

statutory duties and powers, the majority had not acted through apathy.

School Attendance Committees soon forgot the names of a few afflicted

children in the widely scattered areas, and 80 to remedy this state of

affairs the Department had decided to callthr certain returns to be made.

The returns called for each School Authority to give the name of every

blind and deaf child in their district between 5 and 16 years of age or

178
Op. cit., p. 7.
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7 and i6 years respectively. In addition, the address of the parent

or guardian was required and a note on the educational Provision made
180for each pupil.

The nunber of certified schools had risen during the year from

84- to 91 and these schools were educating 1,4-76 blind and 3,004- deaf

pupils. When Sharpe came to consider the relative merits of day

classes or boarding institutions for educating these afflicted children

he asserted that in the small centres of pop ilation, the institutions

were the only places where they could be properly trained for earning

their future livelihood.	 In the large centres of population, however,

the Senior Chief Inspector believed that all children who came from good

homes where the rents sported the efforts of the teachers, should

attend day classes. If, however, the afflicted children came from bad

or unsynathetic homes, then the institutions were the answer and, in

such cases, the voluntary agencies could be utilised to secure the

consent of parents, either by warning of the possible legal implications

or by the stressing of the advantages of instituonalisation)8l

The experience of the gducation Department since the passing of

the Education ct of 1870 had led the Inspectorate to accept, as a

regular weekly attendance for normal children in the London area, an

average of 7 or 8 appear&lces out of a possible 10, and any pupils falling

below this average qualified for visits by the Attendance Officers.

In the case of blind or deaf pupils, and especially the latter, anything

less than full regular attendance was to be severely deDrecated because

Th0Reportof the Coittee of Council on School for the Blind and af,
2.L P . 5.
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any lessons missed resulted in the complete dislocation of the school

progranine. Language lessons for the deaf pupils were particularly

susceptible to lack of continuity for the whole process was most tedious.

Therefore, Sharpe recommended that school authorities and magistrates

should deal with irregular attendances by blind and deaf pupils more

strictly th in the case of nomal children.l82

During the period April 189G to March 1897, the London School

Board had taken over from the authorities at the Royal Normal College

for the Blind, Upper Norwood, the work and that part of the premises

which catered for children of school nge. 	 In addition, the State h.

off iciafly recoised the Smith Training College at Norwood as a normal

college for training blind teachers of the blind. Sharpe considered that

these were two great steps of progress and he maintained that blind

teachers of the blind were invaluable in large schools which had several

blind classes and in smaller classes, provided that such items as the

preservation of order, and cleanliness, and the prevention of danger

were attended to by responsible rnonitors)8

Teachers of the blind and deaf required the knowledge of special

science, unusual patience and devotion, qualities which were needed to

cope with the special difficulties of the task of educating afflicted

children. Such teachers ought to receive special rates of remuneration,

and so Sharpe pleaded for higher salaries for teachers of blind and deaf
181fcnildren.

182	 cit., p. 6.
3 Op. cit., pp. 6-7.
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To the advocates of raising the school leaving age to 18 years

for blind and deaf scholars, Sharpe answered by asserting that insufficient

experience had been accumulated to show whether a longer period of

education was really necessary after the age of 1 years, for children

who were, by 1896, entering the ecial schools at the earliest

opportunity (5 or 7 years of age). Schooling should not, in his opinion,

be extended beyond the age at which pupils possessed sufficient manual

dexterity to learn some handicraft. As soon as the scholars could

partially support themselves, then the parents, and not the State, should

bear the extra costs of maintenance, and. if the scholar had no friexs

or relatives then voluntary agencies could render assistance. Thus,

Sharpe having alleged that the British public was slow to realise that

the work of educating blind and deaf pupils was no longer a mere

philanthropic wk on behalf of a very humble class to enable them to

earn a scanty living, but was a work of a far higher character, was

himself slow to realise that this essential work could not be abruptly

terminated at an arbitrary age just to save the State some expense.

He did, hovver, make exceptions in the cases of children who had become

blind through accidents at later ages or those who h. been reglected

by the school authorities. These children could seek the assistance of

the Guardians - because they could tot be rnae the aibjects of hard and

fast lines drawn by the strict provisions of an Act of Parliament$8

As regards deaf children, there were two very pressing problems

at this time, the first of which was the provision of properly trained

l5Op. cit., p. 7.
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teachers. Possible candidates were deterred by various circumstances,

including noor prospects of promotion and unattractive salaries.

Originally it had been hoped that ordinary teachers trained for two years

would volunteer for a third year' s train±ng in a ecial college for

teachers of the deaf, but these hopes had not been realised because

candidates needed to begin work as soon as possible to earn salaries,

arid also they disliked the prospect of learning a new arid difficult

system of teaching. Sharpe recommended that a system of pupil-
186teacherships would remedy the situation.

The second problem concerned deaf children who re being tauht

by the oral system, because it appeared to Sharpe that in some schools

they were not receiving adequate opportunities for practising their

speech, either in the 1ayrooms or the playgrounds, with the result that

unless something was done about it the oral system would become
187discredited.

By the time the rext Report was due, Sharpe had retired and had

been succeeded by Thomas King 188who nude the General Report for 1397-96.

i'our more schools for blind and/or deaf pupils had been certified during

the year, and the total numbers of afflicted children bein educated was

1,616 blind arid 3,123 deaf scholars. host of the Report was a

reiteration of Sharpe s comments from the previous year, to which King

added remarks upon general policy designed to show that the Department

186Op. cit., p . 15.
l87o	 cit., p. 15.

Thomas King (18L.2-19O3), Senior Chief Inspector, 1898,
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was willing to express no opinions as to the respective merits of the

oral and manual methods of teaching deaf children, but it ipported both

•	 l91 p art ally.

King submitted. the General Report in the following year, by which

time there had been an increase from 95 to 101 in the number of certified

schools, and an increase in the accommodation provided in these schools

to 1,702 for blind and 3,4-58 for deaf children. Nevertheless, there

were still areas in England where the arrangements m1e were

190
unsatisfactory, East tnglia being particularly b..

Firstly, King considered the problems of chilth'en who possessed

more than one defect, in addition to blindness or deafness. He then took

the opportunity to make a special plea for the separate consideration and

educational provision for the feeble-minded, and surmd up by asserting

that the education of the blind was cheaper than that of the deaf but,

afterwards, the deaf could earn their own livelihoods whilst the blind

needed some support from Society all through their 1ives2 91 King's

report, which raised the question of multiple defects was, in effect, a

criticism of rigid classification systems.

Two practical points worthy of mention were emphasised by the

managers of all institutions, and these were, firstly, that the condition

that institutions should provide one-third of their income from voluntary

sources was Causing considerable hardships to many institutions,

18 ReDort of the Committee of Council on Education on Schools for the
Blind c 1af, 1897-98, p. 3.

190
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particularly the smaller ones. Secondly, all Lianaers complained that

afflicted children were not sent to them early enough. In the schools

for the deaf, King felt that any observant visitors would be impressed

by two features, the intensity of the affliction which the children bore,

and the a±nirable patience and devotion of the teachers.192

King's Final Report on Blind Deaf Schools was for the two years

ending on 31st August, 1900, a period which he described as years of

quiet, persevering work during which children who were previously helpless

or secluded from their contenraries, had begun to exercise their

faculties usefully. However, the progress of the two years was blighted

by the fact that nothing had been done for two classes of afflicted

children, those who were both blind and deaf, and those who were mentally

and. physically defective. Furthermore, there appeared to be areas where

not all blind or deaf children had been compelled to attend schools,

despite inquiries, arid so the Board of Education exhorted persons who

knew of blind or deaf children of school age who were not at school to

inform the authorities, or the Board. Then inquiries could be made as

to the existence of the defect, and its extent. During the two years

since the previous Report no increase in the numbers of either blind or

deaf schools had been reported.193

This series of reports, the first on schools for hax.icapped

children since the 1893 Act, is important as a summation of the progress

made in the first seven years after this legislation. In addition, they

cit., p. 15.

193Board of Education, General Renort on Schools for the Blind & Deaf,
for the two years ending 31st Auist, 1900, pp. 1-4..
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also show that despite ring's warning in his first report of problems

posed by children with multiple aefects, nothin had been done, mainly

because the period was the era of riid classification procedures and

the bureaucratic system of educational adzninistration was in its early

stages of development. 	 These two factors militated against recognition

of any handicaps which did not core within rigidly defined categories.
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CHIPTER 2

Th EDtTI0N OP DEC?IVE EFfl.EPTIC OHIIREi c. 1350-1900

1. Social Attitudes Towards Defective Children (a)L:entally Defective

The expression 'Defective Children' as used in the 19th Century

included the two main categories of handica pred children, as defined OJ

the 194.5 Special choo1s' regu1ations, known as Educationally Sub-:orma].

and Physically Handicapped. It is rcessary, therefore, to exaraine

social attitudes towards 19th Century children who came within either of

these two categories, although it could be argued that two other classes

of handicapped children, as defined by the sane Regulations - Delicate

and Diabetic - are also included, in the two major sub-divisions,

However, Physically Defective children in Victorian times were usually

so 'oaaly crippled that it can be claimed that it was not until the turn

of the century that such aiLaerita as arthritis, rheumatism, consurnntion

and bronchitis began to receive attention.
1Dr. andrew Reed , a non-Conformist :aannster, one ot the greatest

philanthropists roduced 'uy Victorian societ: , and. ailost c:aiiparable

with Loid Shaftesbnr in stJure, was reat1y affected by the Tlijit of

idiots whom he had obseved un his travels.	 He reported tht these

wretched individuals were frecuent1 chained like criminals or maniacs

and. then incarcerated in th coiaor. nounds or look-ups on vil1oge greens

or, alternatively, chased and abused ever:here 	 the outcasts of rural

society. Prc. his observations leed conclded that an as: lum was

1Dr. ndrew Reed, D.D., (1787-1862), DHB, Vol. XVI, p. 831.
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badly needed for ml ent idiots, and ho encreJ ito direct

communication with the Duke of ellinton on the subject.

Reed was one of those idividuals who believed in doing everthinj

he arderco1: in a tho cah fashion, and so he immediately corresjornled

with ;aanj Joctors in foreign countries who had n.de detailed studies of

the tretient of iJiocj. Furthen:ore, he read with meticulou 5 care the

works o' It.rd of ris and $aeert of .Jerlin, both of whom had cofirroed

3euin' s ertion that idiots could be educated and thus rescued from the

doom of a life of utter vacuity. 	 To obtain some practical experience

he then travelled abroad to visit various Continental schools where he

made careful personal iiivestiations.3

Upon his return to Eiland, T.eed Wa still ot satisfied that he

knew sufficient about idiocy to initiate an moves for the rrovisjon of

such accommodation as was desirable for thca, so he contnued his

researches by investiatind the actual condtions enocunterea b the

idiot in the viorkhouses and lunatic asylums of Britain.	 Tth the aid

of L. Talot Bairies, 1.P., the President of the Poor Law Board, he

obtained fiJures which showed hL that there were 1L1.,000 lunatics and

19,000 idiots in England and Jaies in 131^7 and. that no special

consideration wa iven to the idiot s distiruished from the imbecile

or lunatic.

Early in 1847, certain eriodicals jnthlished articles which

2 Reed and C. Beed, Memoirs of the Life and Fhilantopic Labours
of andrew eed, D.D., Strahan Co., London, 1363, p. 331..

30. cit., p. 386.

cit., p. 388.
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described an establishment at at for idiots and children of weak mind,

but a1thou,h this 'school' afforded some protection for afflicted

children the ladies w10 codcted it made no effort to educate their

p up i is.5

In July, l3-7, Reed convened a meeting in the Citj of London to

consider the founding of a home for mentally defective children and

adults.	 t this meeting it was decided that the members should adjourn

until the ensuing September in order that Reed could re-visit Berlin and

Paris to study the facilities provided there. 	 1hen he returned from

Euroj e the meeting was reconvened and it was agreed that an asylum should

be established

"to take care of, and, by skilful and earnest application of the
best means, to prepare, as far as possible, for the duties and
enjoyments of life, the IOT who, not being a mere pauper, was
likely to derive benefit from the treatient; and this without
restriction as to age, sex or country".°

The first premises taken for this interesting experiment was a

large mansion situated at Park House, Highgate Hill, with ten acres of

grounds. Reed then spent all his time for the rext few roontis upon

the business of the new Asylum, half of his work being at :-Iighgate

preparing for the reception of the 27 child patients, and the other in

seeking funds and donations to ensure that the new establishment began

its work without any financial troubles. His endeavours were so

successful that the sy1um was able to open its gates on Aoril 26th, 11h

for the reception o the first inmates.	 In his personal diary Reed

mentioned that this was the most disturbing day of the whole venture, and

50p. cit., p. 38.
6	 cit., p. 89.
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it completely discouraged some of his most ardent supporters. 	 Self-

control was non-existent and d.airtage was widespread, but Reed remained

sanguine and received considerable support from William ial1ard, the

first Superintendent of the new institution.7

Soon the new establishment began to attract attention and, in

some ways, this was detrimental to the institution because it came under

the unwelcome scrutiny of H.L. Commissioners of Lunacy who had ruled

that idiots were lunatics within the meaning of the Lunacy Acts. This

necessitated the registration of the sylum and consequent delays and

obstructions caused by the bureaucratic organization of the Central

: OVerfleflt. Nevertheless, the number of patients increased so fast

that extra accommodation was required within two years of the opening

of the institution, so it was decided to take over Essex Hall,

Coichester, as the second premises and to restrict the inmates to the

younger section of patients. Despite the damage done by a tremendous

stonn on February 7th, 1850, the new accommodation opened within the

first few months of 1350 when Reed reported to his Organizing Committee
Bthat the number of cases provided for was :145.

However, even the new premises could not cope with the demands

f or admission to the .sylum, and. by 1851 Reed was again searching for

extra accommodation, but by this time he was coirunitted to the building

of a new tsy1um which would contain 2+00 beds. With the co-operation

of the benevolently-disposed owner, he purchased Earlswood, an estate

70p. cit., p. 39L.

80p. cit., p. 392+.
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near Reigate, Surrey, and the Prince Consort laid the Foundation Stone

on 16th July, 1852. The actual building took nearly three years and

Prince .1bert opened the new Asylum on April 15th, 1855.

At the same time Reed was engaged upon the supervision of the

multifarious tasks connected with the new edifice he was also deeply

embroiled with the affairs of the Asylum at Coichester, because he had

decided that he wanted it to remain open despite great financial

difficulties, even when Earlswood was completed, so that the Eastern

counties would have an asylum of their own. Excellent publicity was

given to the Asylum by the report of a clergyman, Mr. Sydney, who

visited Essex Hall, to examine the education ,iven there. He found

that the children who, by 1851, numbered 250 were taught numbers, writing

and drill and. their revolting appearance had altered considerably.

By strenuous exertions, Reed convinced the local magnates that the

retention of Essex Hall was conducive to the good of the area, and after

much discussion they agreed to take over the financial responsibilities

of the establishment, newly-entitled the Eastern Counties Idiot Asylum)0

An acute observer, writing in 1371, described Earlswood as the

only establishment in England which provided a special systematic course

of training for mentally defective children because it catered for 2+96

pupils. Earlswood dealt with several classes of patients, many of whom

were adults sent by their relatives who paid the couplete costs of their

care and maintenance. There were also patients who were partially paid

for by private individuals, and all the others were elected by ballot by

90p. cit., pp. 2^11 ff.

100p. cit., pp. 2^13 ff.
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the subscribers to the insttution. Patients in this latter group ;vere

not permitted to be paupers, and when they were admitted they were

supported entirely by private charity. 	 Of the 1f96 inhabitants in

Lrch, 1869, there were 291 children of whom 16L4. were boys and 127 girls.

The greater number of the free cases, those elected by ballot, remained

for five years, nd could then be re-elected for a further five years or

for life, or they were sent back to their friends, which occurred in most

cases. The education provided consisted of an intellectual, a physical

and an industrial training, and frequently a half-time system was utilised

with school in the morning and industrial training in the afternoon, or

11
the converse.

The subjects provided for the education of the inhabitants were

proper articulation, reading, arithmetic, shopkeeping - which gave

practice in using money - drawing, telling the time b the clock, and

the learning of their own names in addition to dressing, finger ssons

and, where necessary, the deaf and dumb signs. Despite what appears to

be a diverse list of subjects in was found necessary in the Asylum to

consider reading, writing and count ng as subordinate subjects of

instxiction because the majority of the pupils needed to devote

considerable periods of time to the practice of co-ordination of muscular

movements, an essential preliminary to attempts to provide an industrially-

biassed training for the boys add, to a lesser extent, the girls. 	 :do'ever,

despite the undoubted benefit of the educational subjects to the pupils it

was, in the opinion of this observer, the discipline of the Asylum which

O-.C.T. Bartley, (Examiner, Science & Art Department), The Schools for

the People, Bell & Daldy, London, 1871, p. 301.
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was one of the main assets of the training because the enforcement of

order, regular habits and. systematic obedience were considered to have

an extremely powerful influence on the weak intellect of the inmate s.12

It appears from the comments of this observer that it was fairly

unusual for patients to be re-elected for a second period of five years

once they had corapleted the first five years. He eaks of the usual

period ent as five years and, aairi, refers to those who secured a

further five years as those who had the good fortune to be re-elected

for another term at the Asylum. Unfortunately, most of the good work

of the institution was probably wasted when the inmates were sent back

to their friends for no ascertainment of the permanent value of the

education provided was possible. Admittedly it was conceded that

whilst at the institution the children were very happy, and. this fact

alone meant that they obtained at least five years of happiness, but

it was contended the results of the training could be of little

permanent value if the children vre sent back dependent upon their

friends or the parish. Even if they obtained employment, and that was

unusual in itself, it was often tenorary and so they were forced to

live at home in idleness which, again, was a situation detrimental to

the retention of any part of their Earlswood training.	 Then a most

revealing statement was made by the author regarding the attitude of

the general public towards the education of idiots ien he maintained

that if the public were more fully convinced that by judicious training

12Op. cit., p. 303.
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many idiots in Britain could become useful citizens, and their labour made

remunerative if not fully self-supporting, then sufficient funds would

soon become available for enlarging Earlswood and building other

13insttutions educate all the other idiots.

It was left to Dr. P. Martin Duncan, the Consulting 3urgeort to the

Eastern Counties Asylum for Idiots c Intheciles, to attempt the first full

classification of the degrees of mental afflictions. Duncan began by

asserting that the increase in the nunbers of mental d.efectives was

caused by the errors of our civilisation, because such persons were rarely

noticed in races leading a natural life and whose physical powers were

superior to their menta1.

In Duncan' s classification the first four classes were grouped

together as congenital idiots. Class 1 conrised those children who were

congenital idiots with malformations and disabilities of various parts

of the body, as well as deficiencies of mental powers. 	 In addition, they

displayed a marked inability to co-ordinate their muscular movements)5

Class 2 comprised children possessing a sli dht amount of

intelligence who were able to,lk a little and. absorb some instruction.

The next Class, the third, showed an ability to walk and. run and utilise

their fingers. It was also possible to make them pay some attention to

tuition and do easy mechancial work, in addition to feeding themselves.

However, their memories and perception were very weak, and variable in

power and, despite their greater abilities this class of idiots lacked

130p cit., p. 305 ff.

P. Martin Duncan c: W. Millard, Manual for the Classification,
Training and Education of the Feeble-Minded., Imbecile and Idiotic,

Longmans, Green c Co., London, 1866, p. viii.

' 50p cit., p. 12.
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grace and ease in walking and possessed defective voices, with the result

that automatic movements were common. Furthermore, they rarely possessed

the power of a'ostract reasoning. 	 Class , the final class of idiots,

consisted of feeble-minded children, adolescents and adults, many of

whom had been born in Class 1 and who had attained Class L- by growth and

training.	 Altogether, persons in this class possessed defective voices

and powers of movement, and they lacked foresight, common-sense and self-

16
control.

The next category, that of imbeciles, was created by non-congenital

causes and comprised four sub-sections, the first of v.rhich, Class was

not congenital but was born with perfect intelligence, and had attained

the same condition as some of the idiots through diseases of the brain,

epileptic fits, water on e brain or injuries to the head. Class 6

comprised identical cases to the preceding class except that, in this

class, evidence of permanent damage to the brain existed in the form of

epileptic seizures and paralysis.

Congenital cases of hydrocephalus formed Class 7 of the classifica-

tion, with the reservation that the disease hnd been arrested after it

had destroyed, to soite degree, the power of the brain.	 Finally, Class 8

comprised perfect individuals who had been educated and. had become debased

in mind and body as a result of vice in early youth. 18

The authors then consdered the type of education suitable for

these children in great detail, taking each of the eight classes in turn.

l p0Op. cit., p. 12.

cit.,	 . 13.
l8	

cit., p. 13.
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For general mental training they advocated a 1owledge of the alphabet

and reading, writing, arithmetic, geography and object lessons.19

Despite all that could be doite for these unfortunate children

there yet remained a distinct social class difference tyriified by

Duncan' s contention that the mentally defective children of wealthy

rarents would, of necessity, usually grow up to be amiable, gentle and

affectionate unless they were neglected or tended by incompetent nurses.

:iorking class children were not so lucky because they had Orly two

alternatives, the first of which was removal to a workhouse where, even

if they were treated kindly, they encountered squalor, misery and

doubtful company. Alternatively, they could remain at home where once

they were recognised, a life of torment began.20

Idiots, according to Duncan, possessed a peculiar smell, and so

for the most backvard children he advocated a cottage apart from the main

buildings, especially if them children were uncleanly.21

In the second part of the 19th century, various writers foretold,

with dire prophecies of impending disaster, that marriages between

mentally defective persons could produce social calamities. At the same

time the ount of voluntary charity increased rapidly as the centuxr

progressed, for several reasons, according to Dr. Kathleen Heasman, a

modern authority. 	 Pirstly, there was a growing awareness of the

exiEtence of social rob1ems, most of theL arisian from the change from

Op. cit., pp. 1

Op. cit., pp . l5 fi.
"1Op. cit., pp. 9 ff.
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a rural to an urban, industrialised society ihch occurred 1r1 the

19th Century, the insanitary coridi tions of the towns caused by the infiw':

of population fron the rw.'al areas into the idustrial centres, and the

consequent over-crowiin ot' the available accommodation, conditions

which were further worsened b the iairni ration of thousands of Irish

peasa-its into such cities as Liverpool and Lianchester as a result of the

various Irish potato famines of the mid-century. Sectrdly, Feassian

detects a deeperth sense of ui1t at the inequality of wealth and the

appalli% conditions of existence endured by a considerable proportion

of the population, because even thoh the more affluent citizens never

visited the slunis, they -.-re, nevertheless, frekuently brouht into

contact with the inhabitants of these yhastly areas. 	 Finally, there

Was also a less worthy motive for donatint lare sums to charity, but

it was a motive which e 1 itokaised the prevalent naterialisrs of Vctorisn

nlan3, the lust fo: ower over lesser mortals and the ieaire for

tublicity. The subscribers of larde sins to various charities were

frequently elected to honcrar, o'2 cs ant h'1 their names published

prominently in annual rep ort S.

Daniel Hack ?uke	 robably the nest dstinuished mem r of a

most remarkable family, was natiotiallj recojuisei .s he jetest ritish

authoty on mental deficiency iuriup the latter part ct the cent'aç.

he believeri that an idiot was a person at the very bottom of the sce

Dr. Kathleen Heasman, Evaelica1s in ction, geoffrey Lies,
London, 12, p. 13.

I
Danie1 hack Tuke, ( 1827-1895), LPh, Tol. XD(, p. 1223.
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of beings born with defective sental powers, and an inoecile as afl

individual nuch less complotely derived of j o.;er, .nd he vehestly

asserte that idiocy was not conenita1, and neither ;-hn. iibeci1ity

riecessari1 iion-conenital, as Duncan had stated. 2^

The scLool or, reforab1y, Hone for idiots opened aL Lath in

1346, by the hisses rnite, with only purils, was credited by Tuke

with being the first esta'bUshment to be opened in Eng1	 for the

care of mentally defective pupils. 	 part from Earlswood, he cited

the foundation of the institutions at Starcross, near Exeter, in 1362+,

for idiots of the 7Testeru Counties, and the Horthern Counties Asylum

at Lancaster in the same year, as the two nost recent establishments,

but he alsO mentioned DoxTidge rove sy1um at linowle, which catered

for the iJidlands, ond was the smallest of the major institutions.

However, he contended that these establishments were originally intended

f or the upper lower classes and the lower middle classes, but because

the State had failed to provide for the education and. training of idiots

and irnbeciles, the institutions 1 become filled disproportionately by

individuals of a different class from that which ;vas intended.	 lU

addition, the monifold difficulties encountered when seeidng admission

had baITed many of those members of the classes intecded from taking up

the acconiodation nrovided for theni. Altngether, Hack estimated, that

in 1882, the major asyl.ms educated 89 persons under 20 years of nge

and, furthenoore, there was a private institution at Honanfield, near

Hpton 7iick, which had out 100 patients, whether adults or children

24Daniel Hack Tuke, Chapters in the Histo of the Insane in the
British Isles, H.P. Trench Co., London, 1832, pp. 330 ft.
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was not mentioned, and a colony for the imbeciles of London, at Darenth,

25which accommocated 500 pupils.

Having obtained these figures, Tuke attnpted to ascertain how

far the provision of asylums met the demands for places in them and,

also, what happened to idiots and irnbeciles who secured rio education.

He sugested that the Census of 1871 showed 29,4 .52 idiots in ngland

and [ales, but that it was necessary to increase this figure by one

quarter because parents and other relatives were reluctant to admit that

there was a case of mental defect in a family and he therefore concluded

that there were l4.,369 idiots under twenty years of age. Without

distinguishin adults from children, he concluded that about two-thiDds

of the idiots and irabeciles were directly chargeable to the Poor Rates.2°

Tuke' s views, being those of an established authority on mental

deficiency, were nevertheless merely his own opinions because he had no

generally accepted mental tests available.	 However, he did have the

benef it of experience and hindsight denied to Duncan and Liillard.

Whereas the latter authors, writing in 1866, could draw upon roughly

two decades of experience at Earlswood and the Eastern Counties Asylum,

they had experienced many years of restricted activities at these

establishments as Reed struggled to obtain tiie funds to expand the work.

In addition, various improvements in the environment as described by

LicKe own id Record27 had not really had time to affect the problem

whilst Tuke, writing in 1882, had nearly forty years experience of

25	 cit., pp. 305 ff.
26	

cit., pp. 310 ff.
97
'- 1:K y & Record, op. cit.
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institutional care to draw upon and, furthermore, these environmental

improvements were becoming effective as witnessed bi the declining

mortality and better general health of the population. Thke may,

therefore, be considered as a more authoritative source of ideas than

Duncan and Millard for these reasons, but he was also one contemporary

19th Century expert who represented in his ideas a link in the evolution

of classification theories which began, in Britain, with Duncan and

Millard and ended with the Binet-Simori modified tests.

A most important development in the education of society in its

attitudes towards mentally deficient persons was the Committee set up

to inquire into the subject by the Charity Organisation Society in

June, 1375, a Committee which included such famous figures as Sir James

Kay-Shuttleworth, Sir Charles Ieve1yan and Doctors Tuke, Ireland and

Fletcher Beach, in addition to William 1illard.28

The first important conclusion reached by the Committee was that

a small proportion of idiots could be made self-supporting by education

and training. They continued by asserting that a further large

proportion could be trained to do some useful work, and contended that

in general the habits of the remainder could be improved to the extent

that their lives would be happier and they would be less burdensome to

others.	 Once these conclusions had been accepted it was the task of

the Committee to recommend the metods by which these aims could be

achieved	 They therefore recommended that idiots and imbeciles should

28	 Ireland was Medical erintendent of the Scottish Institution for
the Education of Imbecile Children, and. Dr. Fletcher Beach was Medical
Superintendent at the Darenth Asylum.

29	 .Report of a Special Committee Oi tne Charity Organisation Society,
Longmans, Green Co., London, 1877, p. 5.
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be treated distinctively from others and. should not be associated with

lunatics in asylums nor, as a rule, with paupers in Union Houses.

However, they believed that idiots and imbeciles should be given

a specialised treatment suited to them collectively, especially in the

earlier stages of education, which should be based upon physical

considerations, and which should begin as soon as it was possible to

dispense with their mother's care. These afflicted children should not,

under any circumstances, be associated with normal children in 'dinary

schools, and neither would tieir improvement be assisted by boarding

them out, although some harmless lunatics would benefit by this if

they were adequately supervised. In the subsequent stages of their

education the capacity of each individual pupil should condition the

teaching, but they should receive a thorough industrial training in

order that they should, as far as possible, be able to support themselves

or, at least, be able to contribute to that support. Finally, the

Committee recommended that all idiots arid imbeciles should be encouraged

to develop any particular interest or faculty they possessed.

Alternatively, they should. be given such employment as would assist them

to promote self-respect, or to feel that they were of some use in the

world, but if this was impossible, they ought to be employed pleasantly.30

Meanwhile, in the strictly medical world, with far less publicity

than the Charity Organisation Society had achieved, advances were being

made in the researches into mental retardation. One of the great

30	 .	 -Op. cit., p. 0
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pioneers in this work was Dr. Langdon Down31 who investigated many cases

of mentally handicapped children and adults over a number of years and

finally produced a report in which he outlined the characteristics of

the ongol child32 as one of the forms of mental deficiency. This was

vital pioneering work in the analysis of various types of mental

retardation occurring within what had been recognised, up to the last

decade of the 19th Century, as an all-embracing category within which

all afflicted persons were suffering from the s ane defect, except in

the degree to which they were affected. Later medical researches,

particularly in the U.S.A., were to diagnose the characteristics of the

Moron, but Langdon Do was the instigator of ths type of work which,

in itself, gave greater hope for mentally handicapped children in that

it suggested that different medical and educational approaches were

necessary for dealing with different types of mental affliction.

The members of this Committee had all been sympathetic towards

the idiots and imbeciles of Britain, but there was a strong body of

opinion that favoured harsh repressive measures against this unfortunate

section of the population. Representative of this group was

Dr. S.A.K. Strahan, an influential Merxüer of the biedico-Psychological

Association of Great Britain and. Ireland, who advocated a policy of

preventing the inter-marriage of handicapped persons as a method of

reducing, if not eliminating, the complaints. He believed tI.t the

doctrine of the hereditary transmission of family characteristics,

31Dr. John Haydon Langdon Down (l323-189), iodern En1ih BioraT:hv,
F. Boase, Vol. V, p. 146.

32The Lancet, 17th October, 1396, pp. 1004-5.



pathologicaJ. and physiological, was incontestably established, but that

it had not, by 1892, been accorded the recognition which its importance

demanded.	 There was little doubt, in his view, that iuch of the disease,

both physical and mental, in the world was largely caused by the

hereditary transmission of various weaknesses of the constitutions of

different persons, and these weaknesses, in turn, were the result of the

unsatisfactory influences of civilised life. Furthermore, the prevalent

tendency of the age was to increase the dissemination of these hereditary

diseases because the customs of modern society ensured that the course

of Nature was interrupted, and thus not only the fittest survived, but

also those who were abnormal or diseased, a class which the natural laws

had previously exterminated.'3

With scathing content Strahan denounced a system whereby

weaklings, cripples and diseased persons were surrounded by an artificial

environment designed to permit them to live and, if they were fertile,

to procreate and produce unsatisfactory offspring. The only course open

to society, in his opinion, was to pursue a definite policy of eugenics,

the breeding from the best stock only, as Man himself did with animals.

Marriage was permissible but it was necessary to make wise marriages in

order that faulty characteristics would be modified and, provided that

medical treatment was continued for generations, if necessary, to

eradicate the affliction eventually.	 In the case of the impotent and

sterile idiot and cretin, however, it was obvious that Nature had decided

that reversion to the hea'thy type was impossible, and society recognised

33Dr. S...K. Strahan, Marriage and Disease, Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner
: Co., London, 1392, pp. 3 ff.
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this for these obvious cases. Nevertheless, it appeared that society

did not, and would not, recognise the fact that Nature had. reached her

limit in other instances until several bad marriages had occurred, and

a nuiither of wea1y children had died,

Dr. Alfred Tredgold35 who became accepted as an authority on

mental retardation as the result of his work a the medical expert of

the Royal Conmilasion on the Feeble-Minded., 1904-1906, was the main

English protagonist of this theory of racial degeneration and the

projected solution of harsh repressive measures to prevent inter-breeding

of handicapped persons, especially of those with mental handicaps. In

a series of articles in various learned journals he propagated the views

that mental deficiency was the result, not of chance, but of law and

that it was due to certain varied definite antecedent conditions of

which alcoholism and consumption were the main two. Mental changes

caused began mildly with migraine, hysteria and mild epilepsy, but later,

in subsequent generations, there was progressive deterioration to mental

deficiency. In his experience, the family histories of criminals and

paupers frequently revealed cases of mental deficiency whilst, conversely,

in investigating case histories of feeble-minded persons he had often
36

encountered criminals, prostitutes, paupers or ne er-do-wells.

According to Tredgold, the average number of births to a marriage

in the population of the U.K. was 4.63, whilst in the degenerate families

0p. cit., pp. 6 ft.

35Dr. Alfred Prank Tred.gold (1870-1952), Who Was Who, 1951-60, p. 1097.
(Expert to Royal Commission on Care and Control of the Feeble-Minded, 1905.
Member of Board. of Education, Mental Deficiency Committee 1927.)

Ed. 24./167.
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the figures were 7.3. Thus, he believed, unless the propagation of

these defective persons was checked, a time would cone when a

preponderance of the nation' a population was mentally deficient.

Whereas in the animal world only the fittest survived due to the

unhindered operations of Nature, amongst human populations the advances

of medical science had. assisted 'sore defective individuals to live than

ever before. Then these defective individuals not only inter-married

and produced afflicted offspring but many married healthy members of

society and thus caused deterioration in good stock. His solution was

to establish suitable farm and industrial colonies which would isolate

these defective persons frciii society and, at the same time, eiable them

to contribute to their own support.37

The first recorded legislation embodying the ideas of the late

19th Century 'repressionist' school of thought upon the topic of

haxx1iapped persons and the restriction of their marriages, was the

enactment passed by the State of Connecticut on July Li.th, 1895, which

stated:-

"No man or wcaan either of whom is epileptic, or imbecile, or
feeble-minded, shall inter-marry, or live together as husband
and wile when the woman is under 4.5 years of age. Any person
violating or attempting to violate any of the provisions of
this section, shall be imprisoned in the State prison not less
than 3 years.

"Any man who shall carnally know any female under the age of 4.5
years who is epileptic, imbecile, or feeble-minded, or pauper,
shall be imprisoned in the State prison not less than 3 years.
Every man who is epileptic who shall carnally know any female
under the age of 4.5 years, and every female under the age of

37Pi].e Ed. 24/167.
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.5 years who shall consent to be carnally known by azy man
who is epileptic, imbecile, or feeble-minded, shall be
imprisoned in the State prison not less than 3 years." 38

This law, in the opinion of one influential American writer, did

not really cover all possible alliances between individuals who were

'festering sores in the life of society'. He advocated that the

surgeon' a knife should be used in order to secure the maximum protection

for society because it achieved two direct results - firstly, the

prevention of the transmission of the defect and, secondly, it peruiittod

both sexes to mingle in large communities where they could be best be

trained, without fear of procreation.39

Dr. William Ireland, a member of the original Charity Organisation

Society Coiiunittee, writing in 1900, nmintained that children of

epileptics were frequently insane, idiotic or hysterical, whilst the

descendants of the insane menbers of t community were often epileptic,

idiotic or insane. Various disorders of the nervous systeni occasionally

occurred in the descendants, possibly as the result of inherent neurotic

tendencies in the heredity of the family. Furthermore, most imbeoiles

were not married whilst most male idiots were agamous, and many female

idiots were, undoubtedly, sterile, yet the facts rernai.ned that there

were still too mary instances recorded where idiot or imbecile mothers

had. had babies.°

He contended that idiocy was the most frequent of all mental

38Quoted in MW. Barr, Medical Defeotives, Their History, Trea1nent
and Trainj, Bebxaan Ltd., London, l90,., pp. 189 ft.

390p. cit., pp. 190 if.

%r. William W. Ireland, The Mental Affections of Children : Idiocy,
Imbecility & Insanity, J. & A. Churchill, London, 1900, p. hi..
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derangements propagated by descent, an assertion that had been coh19.xd

by investigations which had found that hereditary predispositions had

been noted in from 20 per cent to 50 per cent of all idiots and imbeci1es.1

Ireland' a writings are yet another example of the confusion existing

in the minds of many medical men over the definitions of the two termB

'idiot' and 'imbecile'. All that Can be claimed with any degree of

assurance is that Idiocy' was recognised as a 6reater degree of mental

deficiency than was 'Imbecility'.

It is significant of the confusion existing amongst members of

the medical profession over the definition of the various terms denoting

mental deficiency of different degrees that, in a Memorandum prepared

by the School Board for London, it is claimed that doctors regarded

idiots, imbeciles, mentally feeble or defective and feeble-minded, as

gradations between which there were no precise lines of demarcation.

Another prominent writer, a decade later, stated that in his

extensive experience, any reformer acting on behalf of the feeble-minded

had to contend with ignorance and superstition, in addition to a more

subtle sentiment, that of shirking responsibility and leaving others to

bear the brunt, becauae any anelioration of the plight of the feeble-

minded demanded some sacrifice on the part of the other members of society

which, in many cases, they had not been prepared to pay. An interesting

example was given of some feeble-minded persons who, having been educated

within the limits of their capacity, pursued occupations which relieved

1 Op. cit., p. 16,

Pile Ed. 11*./4.3.
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the oommunity of the burden of their upkeep, but fellaw-workers resented

their intrusion and placed obstacles in their y whenever pOS8ible.3

A].thougli this author was writing in 191]., years after legislation

had been passed to cater for defective and epileptic children' a education,

and a Royal Commission had examined the whole question of inta1

deficiency amongst the whole population, acme of his comments are most

revealing as an indication of the attitudes of the genera]. public

regarding defective persons. lie described a certain group of persons

who preached a war of extermination against the inefficient and then he

considered the demands of those who advocated building lethal chambers

to eliminate defective persons, two outrageous opinions held by a section

of the public.

A further point raised by one critic, as early as 1876, for

explaining why so few defective children had been educated, was his

contention that no indigit children who were handicapped in any fashion

should have been denied education in schools or institutions which were

especially adapted to their wants. The Guardians had been given the

power to provide such e&ication but, by and large, they had failed,

basically for three reasons. Firstly, the Boards of Guardians, in

general, knew very little about the 1868 Act; secondly, if they knew

about the Act they feared the cost to the rates of imp1einting it and,

finally, mngers of suitable institutions needed the publicity of such

events to attract charity and publicise their electiona.5

3Dr. LB. Sherlock (Superintendent of the Belmont Asylum for Idiots),
The eblo-Minded, Macmillan & Co., London, 1911, p. 265.

cit., pp. 266 ft.

5G.C.T. Bartley, A Randy Book for the Guardians of the Po, Chapman
& Hall, London, 1876, pp. 223 ft.



Meanwhile, in early 1898, an extremely important event had

occurred, an event which, at the time, had seemed of only minor

importance - the appointment of Dr. Alfred Eioholz as H.M.I. 	 Thua

began an association with the Central Authority for Education which

ended only on Eioholz' s retirement in 1930. This appointment was the

first of two which were to place two men, Eioholz and Newman, in the

senior positions from which they nurtured the development of 'ecial

education' from the beginning of the century until almost the outbreak

of World War II.

Already, in early 1899, he had submitted a major Memorandum to

his sqeriors axiaiysing the educational provision for physically and

mentally defective children in the London area and offering hia

suggestions for future lines of efficient development of the system.

Basically, he maintaiied, these Special Schools had been sited in

geographicafly determined centres where they were accessible to the

pupils' homes and to the large school areas providing their intake.

This had caused asseiiblagea of children who were afflicted in diverse

wa.ys, mentally and physically, their only common characteristic being

their low educational attainments. Lack of proper classification had,

in his view, prevented the use of ecial methods suitable for individual

handicaps in addition to placing severe strain on school staffs.47

He postulated four categories of defect which he believed could

Alfred Eioholz (1869-1933), Who Was Who, 1929-194Q, A. & C. Black,
London, p. 409.

47File Ed. :1)4/11.3.
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be educated in three different ways. Firstly, there were children of

pronounced mental deficiency, bordering on imbecility, who exhibited

depravity of morals or conduct and possessed no idea of responsibility

with a minimum of intelligent response. This was the most difficult

group and he recommended that these children should be placed in cottage

homes in the country where agricultural, garden or farm work should be

provided for them. In his opinion, such children should be barred from

Special Schools as they were totally unsuitable for any normal school work.

Eicholz'& second and third categories were epileptics and physically

handicapped children whom he wanted tau&it together. For these pupils,

site selection was important and ought, in his view, to be in semi-rural

areas under new cottage homes or boarding-out principles. His reasons

for this policy were the opportunities for outdoor manual training,

fresh air, dietary supervision and. periodical medical inspection.

Fourthly, there was a group of children who 'were physically and

morally heal thy but backward educationally. These pupils, in Eicholz t s

opinion, should continue in the day Special Schools as then sited and

returned as soon as possible to the normal day schools.9

The importance of Eicholz's Memorandum was that it exemplified

the basic principles of the classification era and yet, at the same time,

suggested remedies in the different types of educational treatment suitable

for each category of handicapped child.

Pile Ed. llf/ii.3,

9Fi1e Ed. 14./2+3.
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2. Social Attitudes Towards Defective Children (b) Physically Defective

Not until the Ragged Schools' Union established its schools for

the children of the poor was any attempt made to improve the conditions

under which crippled children lived. Airong the children who attended

these schools it was noticed that many were physically infirm, arid this

class of child outnumbered those children who were semi-idiot. It was

freely admitted that most of these crippled children came from the

families of the lor classes, with the main cause of their affliction

as malnutrition arid a subsidiary cause the early age at which many

youngsters were sent out to work to aid. the family income.

Another reason postulated for the number of cripples was that

mothers who went to work left their babies in the care of older siblings

who were too young themselves to prevent their charges from frequent

falls which resulted in spinal troubles, the moat common complaint among

crippled children. Philanthropists were greatly concerned with the

limited prospects available for these children in later life, especially

for girls who were, by their afflictions, automatically debarred from

dome stic service, the main source of employment for young females from

the lower classes. The concern expressed by these social workers was,

in actual fact, aimed at preventing these cripples becoming pests to

society, and a charge upon the Poor Law, and was an early example of

the work of the then emerging Evangelical movement.°

50Ragged Schools' Union Magazine, 1855, Vol. VII, pp. 69 ft.



Dr. Thomas Barnado51 writing in 1877, estimated that there were,

in 1851, in England and Ytales, about 100,000 cripples, of whom 30,000

were females. He further postulated that 50,000 of these cripples were

under 20 years of age, and then asserted that there were only three

institutions in England which catered for these unfortunate individuals.

However, before anything could be done for them it was necessary to

ascertain their whereabouts. Firstly, in Barnado's opinion, even when

the utmost allowance had been made for circumstances over which Man had

no control, he could only deplore the mge caused before and after

birth by parental indulgence in alcohol, and regret the ravages of other

prevalent preventible diseases.32

As to the whereabouts of these crippled children, Barnado main-

tamed that they were to be found, "crouching in vile dens, reeking with

filth and the fumes of drink; hud].led in coiners of wretched rooms up

still more loathsome courts; in pestiliferous cellars and draughty

garrets - wherever they could be stowed away by besotted parents".

Although such children were abused and scorned by night, in the day-time

they became of great importance to their parents because they were then

dragged through the streets to strike observers with pity and thus

secure, for their guardians, substantial sums in money.

Barnado' s comments were substantiated by another very reliable

observer, John Groom, who found young children assembling at four, five

or six o' clock in the morning, depending upon the time of the year, to

5 ir. Thomas John Barnado (184.5-1905), ILB, Supplement 1901-1911, p. 99.

52Night & Day, 1st August, 1877, Naughton & Co., London, pp. 88 ff.

530p. cit., pp. 90 if.
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purchase watercress at Farringdon Watercress Market. Some of these

veritable babes were dwarfs who were deformed, and who were using rough

crutches. After buying the watercress, the children returned to their

own districts of London to sell their wares in time for breakfast, after

which they returned to Farringdon to obtain fresh supplies for sale for

tea-time. Finally, at night, they sold. flowers outside theatres and

public-houses unless, as in winter, flowers were scarce, whereupon they

sold. oranges. However, Groom noted, some children were too crippled to

participate in this hard trade, and so these poor youngsters were utilised

in various begging roles. Crippled, children placed in carts by certain

unscrupulous women were a lucrative source of income for 'guardians',

who resented any attempts to rescue or care for the children. To arch

parents or 'guardians' the child, represented a means to an end - alcohol

Once drunk, such individuals were oblivious to the sufferings, cries and

neglected condition of the afflicted children in their care.54.

The Cripples' Home was founded, in 1851, with two poor destitute

girls, in Hill Street, Dorset Square, London, but the origins of the idea

of the Home were to be discovered in the work of some teachers who had.

established a small mission in Dorset Square about lSii-7. To assist

mothers who wanted. to go out to work, an infants' nursery was subsequently

set up to care for very young children and, later, a laundry was added.

However, by early 1851, a misshapen female child had appeared, and this

creature plied for a2.mz in a shrill, whining voice, so that during a week

'John Groom (184.5-1920), the Pounder of John Groom' s Crippleage.
John Groom, The Romance of John Groom's Crippleae & Flower Girls'
Mission, 1866-1919, pp. 14. :rf.
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she accumulated a good sum from passers-by. One of the workers at the

Mission investigated the home circumstances of this particular girl and

found them to be so bad that all the teachers discussed the matter and

decided to permit one room over the Ragged School to be used for her,

and one other crippled girl who was persuaded to accept sanctuary. As

these two cripples could neither scrub nor wash, there was some

controversy over the matter of their employment, but it was finally

decided to teach them how to make mats.55

By 1855, the Home accommodated 16 girls, five of whom had severe

spinal disease caused by falls during childhood; one girl possessed a

carious foot-bone, one was crippled by continuous rheumatic fever, and.

four more were debilitated, by scrofula. In addition, there were five

girls who were destitute but able-bodied, and these girls assisted with

the chores which their less fortunate companions could not nienage.

The average age of the girls was 15 years and the o)dest was 17 years,

but prior to their admission to the Home, two had. been notorious

beggars and all the others had been rescued from squalor. As the girls

were unsuited for domestic labour the Committee employed an instructor

to teach the inmates how to manufacture straw hats and bonnets, In this

manner the pupils were taught the merit of industry and they also

contributed to the costs of the Home by the sales of their work6and,

incidentally, although the mmentator does not mention this, they must

have gained in self-respect.

55Night & Da.v, 1st August, 1877, Naugiton & Co., London, p. 89.

6Rgged Schools' Union Magazine, 1855, Vol. VtI, pp. 70 ff.
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By 1677, when. Barnado described, it, the Cripps' Home accommodated

100 destitute and crippled girls, of whom 25 were able-bodied. These

fit girls did the general household work which the cripples could not

manage, and which included cooking and bread-making, and thus they were

directly trained for domestic duties. 	 In addition, these 25 girls

carried in the meals to their afflicted comrades and assisted them to

exercise in clement weather when there were 20 peranibulators available

for the morning promenade from 9 until 10 a.m. daily. At 10 a.m.

industrial training began, in the laundry for the healthy girls, and in

either millinery or dress-making for the crippled girls, and this work

continued until tea-time usually, although scuetirnes t' hours' education

intervened in the afternoons.57

In 1862, near Quebec Street, by the Marble Arch, a Cripples'

Nursery was established by some ladies, but the premises soon became too

small and so the Committee decided to bid for a tavern which was for

sale fairly cheaply because it possessed such a notorious reputation

that the Committee felt that even a Nursery for Cripples would not be

deprecated by the neighbours - a most revealing comment on social

attitudes towards crippled children. Admission to the Nursery wa by

rotation, a payment of £12 per annum having to be guaranteed and paid

quarterly in advance.. The age limits for admission were from 3 years

to 8 years, but no incurable cases of idiocy and epilepsy were accepted

nor were incurable cases of spinal affection and paralysis. All the

57NigIit& Day, 1st August, 1877, Naughton& Co., London,W. 89ff.
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children appeared to come from the lower classes, and the causes of the

troubles seemed to be, firstly, insufficient nourishment, and then

careless nursing, sitting about on daap floors, falls and fits

accompanying d.entition, in that order. In addition, there were

permanently crippled victims of road accidents. Most of the children

were suffering from paralysis of the lower limbs, but hip disease and

curvature of the spine were also common.58

After the foundation of two Homes for Cripples, one for girls and

one for infants, it was, perhaps, inevitable that a Home for boys should

follow fairly quickly and, in 1866, this new Home was duly opened in

Kensinton for three boys. These three boys were originally accommodated

in the upper part of a dwelling house, but the numbers of inmates

increased until there were 4.0 lads, when it was decided to purchase

Woolthorpe House, a property on land which formerly belonged to Sir

Isaac Newton at Wright's Lane, Kensington. Although the new premises

cost £6,000 there was soon a need for extensions which were added as the

necessary funds were amassed, and this expansion culminated on 26th June,

1877, when Princess Louise accompanied by her husband, the Marquis of

Lorne, and the Archbishop of Canterbury, laid the Foundation Stone of the

nekxildings in the presence of the President of the Home, Lord

Shaftesbury. From 1877 the old premises were utilised for official

purposes whilst the majority of the boys slept in the rrw wing which was

really the preliminary section of extensive new buildings.59

58Night & Day, 1st November, 1877, pp. 146 ft.

59Nigt & Day, 1st September, 1877, pp. 118 ft.
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Under the constitution of the Home the purpose of the institution.

was to receive destitute, neglected or ill-used crippled, boys for three

years, during which they re to be boarded, clothe4 and educated on

Christian principles, in addition to being taught trades. On admission

boys were to be aged at least 12 years and not more than 18 years, and.

there was to be an annual payment of £10. Furthermore, able-bodied

boys, equal to one/third of the number of crippled boys, could also

be admitted upon payment of £10 per annum for the first two years with

the third year free, all admissions to be recommended after inspections

by the Home's medical officers. The great object of the Home was to

train the inmates to sport themselves, and so no cases re accepted

where the crippling was so severe that future employment was imp ossible.60

Despite all the exertions of the workers of the Evangelical

movement there was still extensive preju ce against crippled children in

187k when Barnado was seeking a little house for the reception of maimed

children whom he had discovered among the waifs and strays applying for

admission into his Homes. After great care he selected a house in the

healthiest section of Bow, but when the owner was apprised of the intention

to open a Cripples' Home he declined to permit his premises to be used

for such a purpose, arid so Barnado decided to seek other accommodation

rather than to hold. this individual to his legal contract, and thus

commence such a laudable undertaking in inauspicious circumstance •6i

GONjt & Dy, 1st September, 1877.

GlBescue the Perishin 9th Annual Report of the East End Juvenile
Mission, l872p-75, p. C.
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In 1878 Barnad.o opened the Infirmary for Sick Children in Stepney

Causeway and here he attempted to remedy the defects of the other three

institutions which existed for crippled children by asserting that, in

his institution, no crippled child was ever refused admission, however

deformed or defective. A total of thirty beds was provided in these

premises originally, but these filled immediately the Infirmary opened,

and remained occupied almost without respite until, in 1886, it was

decided to demolish the old premises and erect a new and larger

establishment. 62

The education offered in the Barnado Homes was 'the training of the

hands proceeding co-ordinately with the education of the heads'. Only

the rudiments of a very plain English education were given, for Barnado

had no time 'in the interests of the children themselves, to attend to

the ornamental adjuncts of an advanced education'. Cnly a little

granunar, geography and history were taught in addition to the three Rs,

plus the necessary 19th Century concomitant of the Scriptures read and

taught daily. A minor concentration upon music and singing was

another feature of the education provided. To a certain extent this

limited tuition was largely the direct result of circumstances, because

the frequent emigration of pupils ruthlessly broke up the school work

and, in addition, new scholars, all at different stages of development,

were added at all times to the o1azses.6

62 Annual Report of the East End Juvenile Mission, 1877-78, p. x.

Dr. Thomas John Barnado, Something Attempted - Something Done,
D.P. Shaw, London, 1888, pp. 175 ff.
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However, after the Education Act of 1870, the interest in the

education of handicapped pupils increased greatly, and the social

reformers of the Evangelical Movement were widening their field of

charitable work to include aspects of life upon which they had merely

touched previously.

In London in June, 1888, Allen Graham an early member of the

Cha'ity Organisation Society, had founded the Invalid Children' a Aid

Association which carried on the work which the larger organisation had

begun, largely at Graham's instigation, in early 1887. Under their

Administrative Committee which had appointed a Medical & Convalescent

Sub.-Cornniittee, the Charity Organisation Society had begun, after careful

organisation, the care and visitation of invLid children. Graham had

given a large amount of financial aid. to the cause so the Society

undertook to bear all the administrative expenses for six months in

order that the new body should commence its activities in a condition

of so1vency.6

In very quick time the new Association had over 4.00 children upon

its books, and it saw its tasks as the providing of two benefits for

cripples: firstly, the advantages of the personal attentions of visitors

and, secondly, the improvements obtained by the expenditure of free time

and money. This latter category included nursing care, special medical

advice, food, surgical appliances, expensive dressings and the loan of

spinal carriages. Despite the urgency of the work, the Association was

Al1en Graham ('i - 1905), Obituary, The Times, 17th July, 1905, p. 7.
Chi1drn's Aid Association (I.C.ii.A.) Minute Book, 22nd June, 1888.
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short of visitors, and it considered that this was because normal people

did not realise how much they could do to improve the condition of the

young sufferers.66

It was stipulated that the primary object of the Association was to

find, for every thild upon its books, a friend who would give, so far as

possible, unatinted personal service which consisted in doing for the

cripple, or getting done, all that was needed. In the beginning many

of the children referred to the Association were so ill that only

skilled nursing was stxLable, and this the normal visitors could not

provide, and even the placing of qualified, nurses in the homes was not

a solution because so many of the homes were filthy. So the patients

had to be sent to hospitals, and it was there that main expenses were

incurred, with the Association having to find three/fifths of the total

costs compared to the two/fifths shared by the Charity Organisation

Society and the parents.6

With the incidence of crippled children so high, especially in the

big cities of England, it is possible to obtain from various reports of

interested bodies, an idea of the complaints which were most common.

Between 1880 and 1910 the malnutrition diseases were prevalent, and so,

in 1890, the I.C.A.A. reported that, of their 327 cases, 67 suffered

from Hip Disease; 36 from diseased bones, abscesses, etc.; 23 from

Rickets; 37 from paralysis; 39 from diseases of the chest; 11 from

66 1.C.A.A., 1st Annual Report, 1888-89, p. 3.

°71.C.A.A., Supplement, 1889, p. 2.
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deformities and 11 from various diseases, plus some blind, dumb and

imbecile cases. 68 One of the first reat paediatricians, Dr. Henry

asserted that hip disease and the other bone infections were

caused by tubercu].ous joints, and the former was met with more frequently

amongst children from the poorer classes.70

Barnado's Homes tabulated the types of diseases from which their

inmates suffered upon their admission, from 1895 to 1905, and found that

Catarrhal 0pthmia provided 1,684. cases compared with 4.09 cases of

tubercular diseases, 72 cases of lateral curvature, 190 cases of

paralysis and 34.0 cases of Rickets. The real interest in these figures

is that they concern solely the Stepney Home, and include mainly the

normal children.71

An as8ociate of Ashby', writing in 1910, looked back to the

19th Century and asserted that any defects then were too often tacitly

accepted as an excuse for complete illiteracy, so that any child who

could not be fitted into the routine of an ordinary elementary school was

left to his own devices, to grow up a burden to his friends or the

community. He then attempted to classify crippled children into two

groups; the 'medically unfit', the province of the physician and,

secondly, the section of physically unfit. However, he did not stop

there because he then asserted that there were two categories of

crippled children who were suitable for surgical treatment during periods

68ICA Annu.aJ. Report, 189Q, p. 7.
69	 Henry Ashby (1846-1908), DNB Supplement, 1901-1911, P. 64..

Ashby & G.A. Wright, The Diseases of Childhood, Lougmans, Green & Co.,
London, 1889, p. 536.

71These Forty Years, Barnado's Homes, 1905, pp. 20 ff.
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spent in residential schools. His first class was the 'Stationary'

Class in which the deformity was the result of sane illness or disease

in early childhood, the damage from which remained. Immediately the

causal disease had abated there was often sonic improvement, but this

quickly ceased, and if there was no further treatment the damage

crystallised. The second class of affliction was named the 'Progressive'

Class because many of the sufferers could be given hopes of complete

cures, various types of tuberculosis covered nost of the cases in this

group • 72

A great fillip was given to the activities of philanthropists

campaigning for educational facilities for defective children, when the

1893 Elementary Education (Blind and Deaf Children) Act was passed, but

probably the greatest contribution to the awakening of the public to

the size of the problem was made by the newspaper, The Daily Telegraph

in Autumn, 1895. Early in October of that year an article in its

columns appeafled for contributions so that some bedridden, crippled

children who had not been able to go to the seaside on a trip organised

by the paper in the previous summer, would be compensated by the present

of a Christmas hamper filled with good things. As an aid to his

appeal the writer maintained that the crippled children of London amounted

to several thousands.73

Although the writer had envisaged that he would be able to provide

about 30 hampers for his worthy cause, the appeal was so readily answered

72E.D. Telford (Surgeon at the Manchester Hospital for Sick Children),
The Problem of the Crippled School. Child, Sherratt & Hughes, London, 1910,

pp. 5 if.

The Daily Telegraph, 23rd October, 1895, p. 8.
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that a week later he announced that he was able to provide more hampers

than had originally hoped for, and that he would welcome, what he had

previously refused, any reconmiendations from clergymen for recipients

of these gifts. 74 Later, it was reported that John Kirk, the Secretary

of the Ragged School Union, had provided lists of 1,400 crippled children

in all districts of London. 75 At the end of November over £5,000 had

been contributed and the newsper promised to supply a minimum of

5,000 haznpere. 6 By the time the appeal closed over £8,000 had been

received plus large free donations of their proprietary products from

many manufacturers.

During his investigations of the circumstances of families upon

the list for hampers, the reporter noted the heavy burden placed upon

poor families by crippled children, but when he inquh'ed about the causes

of the crippling, he received no answers. However, he conjectured from

his tours of poor areas of London that sinai]. injuries, neglected in

infancy, were responsible for the eventual crippling. A further

possibility that he postulated was that mothers who had to work, left

infants at home unattended, and falls occurred when these youngsters

played on the stairs. Returning mothers were often unacquainted with

any accidents, and so the injuries were, through ignorance, ignored

with disastrous results.'

The social consequences of this act of charity were remarkable for

many reasons. Firstly, the volun of work caused by the tremendous

74The Daily Telegraph, 29th October, 1 895, p. 7.
75The Daily Telegraph, 2nd November, 1895, p. 7.

Daily Telegraph, 30th November, 1895, p. 7.
77The Daily Telegrph, 3rd December, 1 895, p. 7.
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response to the appeal was well beyond the capabilities of the staff

of The Daily Telegraph, so the workers of the Ragged Schools' Union

'were invited to participate in the scheme, and accepted the offer.

When the work was completed, the rn.bers of crippled children upon the

books of the Union had more than doub.i.ed, from about 3,000 to 6,000.

This was a sure indication that parents had not wished to incur the

odium attached to having a crippled child, by giving their names to the

Union, yet they were willing to do this when there were prospects of

obtaining charity. However, the newspaper's effort was unique with no

prospect of repetition, despite the fact that the Union was left with

all the new names upon its lists. 78 That the findings of this appeal

were most opportune was proved by the fact that the Government actually

set up the Inter-Departmental Committee about a year later, in December

1896.

By the end of the 1890s there was also a greater tendency towards

a working co-operation between the various organisations catering for

disabled children, so that much of the previous duplication was eliminated,

The Ragged Schools' Union undertook the spiritual, mental, social and

physical care of the home cripples whilst the I.C.A.A. attended them in

sickness, and. the Charity Organisation Society assisted. in cases of

distress and need.79

However, the real stimulus for action on behalf of educational

facilities for physically handicapped children came from a most remarkable

78 His Name, The Record of the Ragged Schools' Union & Sb.aftesbury Society,
Vol. IX 1897, p . 85.

cit., Vol. X, p. 59.
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and nationally famous woman, Mary Augusta Ward (Mrs. Humphry Ward)8°

the novelist. Originally she had assisted in the foundation of the

University Hal]. Settlement in London in 1890 where evening and. Saturday

clubs and classes were conducted by various workers, a strong unsectarian

religious bias permeating all the teaching. Passmore Edwards 8 the

great philanthropist, began to visit the dingy premises near Tavistock

Square in London and. he was so impressed with the work that he offered

to finance the building of new premises in Tavistock Place, which were

82
opened in 1898.

Since the summer of 1892, Mrs. Ward had been affected by an bJMWl*C

ailment which had seriously damaged the nerves of her right leg and from

which she was never aain entirely free. Thus, physically handicapped

herself, she followed up her interest in children with similar afflictions,

which had originated when her house in Russell Square had. backed on to the

Alexandra Hospital for Diseases of the Hip. When she observed the

emptiness of the rooms at the Passmore Edwards Settlement during the

daytime, she decided to utilise the accommodation for the benefit of

physically handicapped children as had been done at a similar Settlement

in Southwark and, also, in stepney.8

The Progressive Party was in power on the London School Board &id

it included, several friends of Mrs. Ward - Lyu].ph Stanley ana Graham

Wallas in particular. She formed a Sub-Committee of the Settlement

Augusta Ward (Mrs. Humphry Ward) (1851-1920), DNB, 1912-1921, p. 551.
81John Passmore Edwards (1823-1911), DNB, 1901-1911, p. 612.

Humphry Ward, A Writer' a Recollections_, 1856-1900,
London, 1918, pp. 290-293.

83Pi].e Ed. 14A.3.
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Council which prepared a Memorandum for the School Board in which

statistics of physically handicapped children suitable for attendance at

a special centre in the neighbourhood of Tavistock Place were provided

from three sources; School Board visitors, the I.C.A.A., and Out-

Patients Departments of local children' s hospitals. Mrs. Ward

suggested two classrooms could be provided in the settlement and that

her Sub-Committee would raise funds to supply a Nurse-Superintendent and

transport for the worst cases, provided that the School Board paid. for

furniture and a suitable certificated teacher for the schoo1,

The vita]. £220 was soon raised, the School Board agreed to

co-operate and the Board of Education gave its prompt approval, so that

it was possible toqen the school, the first of its kind, on

February 28th, 1899, with 25 children. From this small beginning there

rapidly developed a number of these Special Schools in London, with

Bristol quickly following the exwx1e.8

J.P. Trevelyan, The Life of Mrs. Humph.ry Ward, London, 1923, pp. 104.-]Jf2.

85File Ed, 50/152.
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3. Social Attitudes Towards Epileptic Children

A great modern authority, in a most sympathetic approach to the

problems of epilepsy, has contended that the epileptic' a most serious

and implacable handicap is secrecy, and that the unit of treatment is

the family. Furthermore, so many of the emotional and psychological

problems of the epileptic are connected with social adjustments that

the two must be considered together. If the sufferers are to be

released from their torment then two thing are essential, the first of

which is ndica1. in that it requires the ability to control brain

rhythms and seizures. In addition, it is vital that the popular

attitudes towards epilepsy are changed.86

An epileptic patient has a feeling of inferiority which is the

most common and hardest to bear of his afflictions especially, as in

some cases, belief is not based on fact. Even when a young person is

possessed of some ability he may begin to feel inferior when he is

restricted in his social activities over a period of years. On the

other hand, the inferiority of the epileptic is often real enough, and

consists of slowness of perception and, perhaps, an uncertainty of

temper or persistence, but these defects must, of necessity, be

accentuated by social ostracism.8

Epilepsy is predominantly a disease of youth, and approximately

three/quarters of all cases occur before the age of 20 years, and. in

more than a half of these cases the epilepsy is only temporary. Yet,

Lennox, Epilepsy and Related Disorders, J. & A. Churchill,
London, 1960, Vol. II, pp. 919 ff.

87	 cit., pp. 930 ff.
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nevertheless, the possibility that a teacher will know of an epileptic

child in his class is rare, mainly because parents fear to reveal that

their children are sufferers from epilepsy. Lennox believes that the

reasons for this parental secrecy are varied but may include a dread that

their child's illness will be exposed with either social reactions or

expulsion from the school.	 Lternative1y, they may consider that as a

child mends, over a year, 6 hours out of 7 outside the school, it ia

unnecessary to inform the school authorities and, furthermore, attacks

are less likely to occur in the classroom when minds are occupied, for

most attacks occur when the sufferers are idle or asleep.88

If this is the plight of the epileptic as seen by a distinguished

doctor, in the second half of the 20th Century, then pitiful indeed was

his situation in the first part of the 19th Century, an era of general

callousness and brutality. An early 19th Century authority described

epilepsy as the disease of humanity which had, perhaps, attracted the

greatest share of attention and research, and had remained largely

incomprehensible because these inquiries bad been less successful than

most. Deite a plethora of writings upon the topic by both ancient

and modern authorities, the writer doubted whether epilepsy was more of

a mystery in the time of Hippocrates or in the first part of the

19th Century. At least, in the time of Hippocrates, epilepsy had been

divided into Idiopathic Epilepsy in which the cause of the disease was

reputed to be in the brain, and Sympathetic Epilepsy in which the cause

Op. cit., pp . 937 ft.
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was believed to be an irritation in some other organ which then affected

the brain by sympathy.89

The greatest of a.0 modern authorities upon epilepsy has detected

three distinct periods in the 19th Century, in the history of epilepsy.

Firstly, between 1800 and 1833, he recognises a period when epileptics

were being specially isolated from other patients in separate wards of

lunatic asylums. This movement he associates with the name of

Esquiro]. (1772-184.0) who believed that lunatics, who were otherwise

healthy, would be liable to epilepsy if they witnessed epileptic attacks.

Once epileptic patients were housed in separate wards of lunatic asylums

it was but a short step to demand special institutions for them, but

although these demands were made repeatedly the scheme was slow to

materialise for not until 1849 did Prussia establish the first European

centre, and not until 1859 was the National Hospital for the Paralysed

& Epileptic, Queen Square, London, founded.9°

The promoters of the scheme for the National Hospital experienced

the same apathy that promoters of other charitable causes met, so that

a few good friends, most of whom had had some contact with the ailment

and its terrors, provided the basis for the start of the work in that

they strove, by extra endeavours, to atone for the indifference of the

general public. For the remainder of the Century the hospital suffered

from the lack of public knowledge of the diseases treated, with the

reailt that there was a general inability to appreciate the gravity of

89John Jackson, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of Epilepsy,
Whittaker & Co., London, 184.2, pp. 1 ff

900 Temkin, The Falling Sickness, Johns' Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1945,
pp. 24-5 ft.
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of the illnesses. &tch was the ignorance of the genera]. public that no

impression was made upon them by the ravages of the8e severe maladies

whilst, at the same time, simple injuries evoked their sympathy.9

Lady Palmerston actually visited the hospital and conveyed her

illustrious husband's belief that the chief danger treatening the new

foundation would be an almost irrestible tendency to make it an asylum

f or chronic and. hopeless cases. However, the trustees had already,

prior to this visit, passed a rule that excluded sufferers of this class

and, also, had not given the governors the power, as was the accepted

custom, to recommend patients for treatment. It was laid. down that all

patients should originally attend as out-patients, and then the actual

physicians of the hospital would select those who were to be admitted as

inmates. Originally the hospital possessed 10 beds which were increased

to 20 in 1862 and 35 in 1865 during which year over 2,000 out-patients

were treateä.92

By the middle of the 19th Century it was commonly acknowledged that

epilepsy was a most distressing disease, but it was generally believed

that epileptics were, of necessity, dull of inteLlect and usually of a

violent and vicious disposition. It was admitted, and accepted, that

there was an element of heredity about the occurrence of the disease,

arid that frequently there was more than one case in a family.93

Another modern writer has detected two schools of thought among

19th Century theologians regarding epilepsy, because he believed that

wlings, A Hospital in the Making, Pitman, London, 1913, pp. 7 ff.
92o,. cit., pp. 11 ff.

0p. cit., pp. 167 ff.
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'humane moralists' felt that many crimes were the result of epileptic

equivalents, and should be treated lightly, whilst 'punishing moralists'

argued that epileptics should be exterminated, especially if they were

criminals.94.

In 1801.., the Frenchman, Maisonneuve, had asserted that epilepsy,

like all other chronic diseases, could be studied properly only in

hospitals. Once the special hospitals for epileptics had been founded,

there emerged, slowly at first, several classical studies of epilepsy,

all written by physicians who were closely connected with hospitals for

the insane, epileptic asylums or epileptic wards of general hospitals.

These studies of themselves were responsible for the establishment of a

fixed terminology, the increasing use of statistics and an interest in

the psychiatric aspects of epilepsy.95

It is not by accident that the terms 'grand mal' and 'petit mal',

both still used today, are French, because the earliest authoritative

writings of the 19th Century were French, and the terms were used in

French hospitals by the early 19th Century, so that they became utilised

in general medical literature, for the developments in the study and.

research upon epilepsy in this first period were mainly in France and,

96
to a lesser extent, Prussia.

The second period, 1833 to 1861, was the era of the dominance of

the Reflex Theory of causation, a theory postulated by Marshall afl,97

Hoch & R.P. Knight (Editors), Epilepsy, Psychiatric Aspects of
Convulsive Disoiiiera, Oruner Stratton, New York, 1914.7, pp. 77 ff.

O. Temkin, The Palling Sickness, Johns' Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 194.5,

p. 24.7.
96	 cit., pp. 24.7 ft.

97Marshail Hall (1790-1857), DIB, Vol. VIII, pp. 96 ff.
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who maintained that epilepsy took two forms, the first of which had a

centric origin in the medulla itself, and the second of which, his own

discovery, was an affection of the reflex function, the exciting cause

being eccentric, and acting upon the nerves of the stomach or intestines

which, in turn, form the first part of the reflex arc. However, this

diagnosis was merely a re-statement, upon a new physiological basis of

apparent solidity, of the synathetic form of epilepsy.98

Although the writings upon epilepsy which had appeared during the

first third of the century had all been valuable contributions to the

medical history, the physicians responsible had all been associated with

hospitals and lunatic asylums. During the 'Reflex period', 1833-1861,

a reaction set in when it was gradually realised that observations made

in hospitals alone did not give a true picture. Marshall Hal]. was one

of the first critics of the early work which had been published, but

another feature which aided the critics was the increased use and

publication of statistics. Especially valuable were the figures

available for military conscripts in France, Britain and other countries,

and from these figures, aided by the statistics from Registrars, it

became possible to estimate the incidence and mortality among the whole

populations of various countries. 99 Sieveking, in England, estimated

100
that four out of every 3,000 British soldiers were epileptics,	 and he

98o Temkin, The Fa]ing Sickness, Johns' Hopkins Press, Baltimore, l95,
pp. 267 ff.

990p. cit., pp. 275 if.

100E.H. Sieveking, On Epileps & Epileptiform Seizures, John Churchill,
London, 1858, p. 79.
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101
advocated that the whole traditional classification should be abandoned.

102
Russell Reynolds,	 believed that it was merely necessary to change

the old classification, and this he did by writing upon considerable

length upon idiopathic epilepsy only, for he believed that only

idiopathic convulsions could be truly called epilepsy. 103 Despite their

opposing views, Reynolds arü Sieveking both agreed that attacks of a

certain form, particularly where the convulsions were localised and

consciousness preserved, were not epilepsy.1

However, the greatest advance during this period occurred in the

treatment of epilepsy by the prescription of bromide of potassium.

The efficacy of this form of treatment was first pu.blicised by Sir Charles

Locook105 who announced his successful experiments to the Royal Medical

& Ghirurgical Society of London, in the discussions following the reading

of a paper by Sieveking, in May, 1857. It was rumoured that he had also

• .	 •	 •	 •	 106utilised his new methods upon at least one of his Royal patients.

The last third of the 19th Century is dominated, in the history of

epilepsy, by the figure of John Hughlings Jackson, 107 who took up the

work for which he became famous in 1861. For two years he worked to

10l	
cit., p. 80.

102	
Russell Reynolds (1828-1896).

l03, Russell Reynolds, Epilepsy - Its Sympton, Treatment & Relation
to Other Diseases, John Churchill, London, 1861, p. 27.

104o Temkin, The Pa1lin Sickness, Johns' Hopkins Press, Baltimore, l95,
p. 280.

1055ir Charles Locock (1789-1875), (Physician to Queen Victoria),
DNB, Vol. XII, p. 55.

lO6The Lancet & Medical Tins, 23rd May, 1857, p. 32.
107

John Hughlings Jackson (1835-1911), tXB Supplement 1901-1911, p. 356.
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find his focus of interest, then from 1864. he toiled upon the researches

necessary for his book, Study of Convulsions, published in 1870, after

which he committed the rest of his working life to further research,

revision and elal)oration.

Jackson discerned three levels which comprised the central nervous

system, all of which were sensori-motor and each of which represented

impressions and. moveunts of all parts of the body. He further asserted

that discharges could start from any of the three levels, so that there

were three kinds of fits, lower, middle and. higher. Higher level fits

were the epileptic seizures, and the middle level fits were the

epileptiform attacks. It was these latter fits which were eventually to

be designated the Jacksonian epilepsy. 109

Thus the end of the 19th Century saw a phyBiological explanation of

epilepsy and some of the dread with which it had been faced quickly

vanished, because once the medical profession could explain the ailment,

at least partially, then the ignorance of the general population could

be alleviated. In like manner, as long as it was accepted that fear or

prolonged. imitation could cause the disease, then epilepsy as a generic

term included all forms of seizure where emotions, passions or other

psychic factors were involved. Once a sharp line was drawn between

organic and psychic causes, then Jackson' s diagnosis of epilepsy combined

with Charoot's theory of hysteria explained the 'Palling Sickness' •llO

lo8 Temkin, The Pallin,g Sickness, Johns' Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 194.5,

pp. 301 ff.
109Op. cit., pp. 301 ff.
110

Op. cit., pp. 311 ff.
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Dr. Strahan, who had fulminated against society because it

permitted its mently deficient citizens to live, was equally

condemnatory of epileptics. He asserted that epilepa was the most

hereditary of all diseases and, therefore, legislation to prevent

epileptics becoming parents was completely justified. Purthermore, any

person who married an epileptic who was so badly affected that any

children were robbed of reasonable chances of health was, in his view,

committing an offence against Nature)11

As late as 1900, an eminent writer was bemoaning the fact that the

greater proportion of epileptics were still being left uncared. for

although the lead had been taken in Western Europe in providing proper

care and treatment for them. An epileptic held an anomalous position

in society in that as a child he received great solicitude from his

parents or guardians, but he was unable to participate in church services,

public entertainments or social gatherings with his conteirrporaries, so

that he grew up in idleness and ignorance with no compaxionship outside

of his fanily. This isolation led to inward brooding over his

helplessness. 112

It was believed to be for society to prevent the marriages of

epileptics, and to be advantageous if legislation was passed to prevent

the seduction of epileptic women, and the inter-marriage of epileptic,

feeble-minded or insane adults. 113 To any persons who had seen the

11Dr. S.A.K. Strahan, Marriage and Disease, Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner
& Co., London, 1892, pp. 130 fT.

112W.P. Letchworth, The Care Treatment of Epileptics, George Putnam's
Sons, New York, 1900, pp. 1 ff.

U3	 cit., pp. 11 ff,
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burden imposed upon a poor working class home by an epileptic member,

of course, it was obvious that all such children should be removed to

colonies where they would have the opportunities to enjoy themselves at

the same time as they ere educated and taught trades. A further

advantage accrued to society if this was done because in the colonies,

the procreation of degenerate offspring could be restricted)

l . The Work of School Boards in Educating Defective & Epileptic Children,
1870-1899.

As early as November, 1890, the School Board for London had

instructed one of its Committees to prepare a scheme by which children

with severe mental arid physical defects could be taught by special

115methods, not utilised in the ordinary standards by ordinary methods.

The School Management Committee recommended that to begin with, three

Special Schools should be designated in acme of the poorer districts of

London, and. should be entitled Schools for Special Instruction.

Furthermore, it was recommended that sufficient rooms should be provided

at each school so that children could be properly classified in order

that individual abilities could be catered for so that, eventually, the

child could return to normal schools. It was further recommended that

cit., pp. 19 ff.

115School Board. for London Minutes, 6th November, 1890, pp. 1202. if.
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classes in these Special Schools should not exceed 30 pupils, who should

be recommended by the Head Teachers of Elementary Schools as being of

weak intellect, poorly endowed with perception, memory and. reasoning.

In addition, before being accepted for these Special Schools all

candidates were to be examined by a small Committee consisting of the

Board's Inspector of the Division, the Board's Medical Officer and the

116
Head Teacher of the Special School concerned.

The Committee completed their proposals by asserting that only women

teachers should be employed. in these schools and suggested that the

School Board should communicate with the Education Department with a

view to obtaining official approval and securing changes in the Code to

accommodate these new classes.117

When the Education Department replied a cautious approval to the

scheme was given subject to satisfactory answers to certain queries which

were raised. Firstly, the Central Authority wished to be assured that

the schools were going to be used for scholars who were capable of

]e arning elementary subjects at a slower rate than normal and not those

children who were so feeble-minded as to be classified as idiots.

Secondly, the Education Department wanted to know if it was intended to

teach the pupils in any way according to the Standards and, finafly,

whether it was aimed to include in the curriculum all the three branches

of instruction prescribed for infants in Article 98 of the Code,118

In reply, the School Board stated that they did not feel constrained

Board for London (s.B.L.) Minutes, 5th March, 1891, pp. 797 if.

cit., pp. 797 if.

llBS.B,L. Minutes, 16th April, 1891, pp. llll i. ff.
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to be under an obligation to follow any definite curriculum for these

Special Schools although they were desirous of utilising, as far as

possible, the provisions of Article 98 of the New Code, and. they were

prepared to discuss with Rev. T.W. Sharpe, H.M.I., the genera]. lines

of a scheme of instruction to be followed.119

The Education Department approved. the provisional scheme of the

Board and serted that no thanges in the Code were necessary as it had

been demonstrated in Germany that, after some years in Special Schools,

pupils were capable of being examined in elementary subjects, and

passing. If such similar success attended the Board' s efforts then

the schools would obtain substantial grants under the current Code.

'n conclusion, the Department noted that the instruction would be on an

infant type curriculum with less concentration upon the ages at which

the First Standard was passed, and in the time required in passing from

Standard to Stazard, and that, furthermore, separate schools would be

provided for boys and girls over 8 years of age) 2° Finally, the School

Board enlarged their scheme and eventually requested approval for the

establishment of three Special Schools, each with five classrooms

accommodating 30 children.121

'When the School Board came to consider the terms of service for

the staffs of these schools, it was decided to pay an increased salary

of £10 for the first year, and if the service of the teacher was then

119SBL. Minutes, 30th April, 1891, pp. 1230 ff.

120S.B.L. Minutes, 30th July, 1891, pp. 795 ff.

121S.B.L. Minutes, 14.th February, 1892, p. 387.
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considered satisfactory, the extra amount was then raised to £15 for

the second and subsequent years. This extra money was paid for the

more 1aboous work entailed, as was the custom in Germany. Furthermore,

the Board recommended that service in these Special Schools should be

lim:Lted to five years on account of the difficulties inherent in them.

It was also noted that there was a possibility that soIne of their

assistant teachers might fear the loss of promotion prospects if they

served in these Special Schools. 122 This decision was of great historical

significance, the first acknowledgement that staffs of schools for

handicapped children should receive payments above those appertaining to

teachers in normal schools.

On 15th October, 1891, the Authority appointed Mrs. Burgwin as

their Superintendent of Special Schools and, at the same time, granted

her three months leave of absence with full salary and expenses so that

she could visit the Special Schools of Norway, France, Germany and

Denmark to study the methods of teaching adopted for afflicted children.

All these preliminary activities testify to the great thoroughness with

which the Board prepared f'the inauguration of this new specialised
123form of teaching.

However, the London School Board was not the first Local Authority

to open schools for mentally defective children because that honour fell

to the Leicester School Board which opened its first school for backward

and weaIoninded children in April, 1892, at Milton Street School, Leicester,

Minutes, 5th May, 1892, pp. 1072 ff.

123S.B.L. Minutes, 17th March, 1892, pp. 779 fT.
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three months before the first London school. At first the school catered

for about a dozen pupils in one class, and the venture rexnaineô. a small

one until 1900. By 1397, there were 16 pupils but still only one class,
yet by 1900 the number of schools had risen rapidly to five, and the

total attendance at these centres was 106 pupiis.124.

Although the Leicester scheme was much smaller than the London one,

it followed a similar method of selection for children were chosen for

the special class after consultation between a medical man who was a member

of the School Board, the Medical Officer of the Board, the Inspectors of

the Board arid the teachers. A suitable teacher was chosen from the

infant& department of the Board and twelve children comprised the first

125class which was taught by Froebel metnods.
7

By July, 18$4., the London School Board had received a letter from
Mrs. Burgwin in which she stated that there were about 237 children in

London who were excused from school attendarxe because they suffered from
epileptic fits, and she was unable to give the parents any assurance that

their children could be helped. After some consideration of her Report

the appropriate Sub-Committee recommended that the Board should seek

permission to establish Cottage Homes, each for two or three hundred

children, for the education of these afflicted pupils under optimum

conditions. It was felt that this rovision could be legally made if

the Education Department was prepared to extend the powers of the

Elementary Education (Blind, Deaf & tkuub Children) Act, 1893.126

124.
Uth Triennial Report of the Loicester School Board, June 1903, pp. 10 ff.

'25The Education of the Feeble-Minded, London, 1893, pp. 73-75.
1265.BL. Minutes, 19th July, 1894., pp . 675 ff.
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In March, 189L., the Board conmunicated with the Central Authority

and asked for the same grants for physically and mentally defective

children as were paid for blind and deaf children, because higher

salaries for the teachers in Special Schools, plus lor number of

pupils in the classes, resulted in higher costs for educating these

children compared with normal pupils. Kekewich, the Secretary of the

Education Department, believed that extra grants were illegal without

fresh legislation because some children who were merely dull, would

possibly be treated as imbeciles so that larger grants could be obtained.

Furthermore, he was not in favour of special legislation for imbeciles

along the lines of the 1893 Act, and so he advised, the Vice-President of

the Committee of Council on Education, W.H.D. Acland, M.P., that the

Education Act of 1876, Section 19, prevented any extra grant being paid

without fresh legislation, and that the Department should not be prepared

127
to introduce this.

As it was found impossible, mainly due to pressure from the teachers,

to have more than 13 out of London's 259 epileptic children attending the

Board' s schools because these pupils disrupted classes and were mimiced.

by the other scholars, the Board communicated again with the Education

Department denying insufficient evidence was available to justify the

preparation of new legislation. In the ensuing letter the Board defined

a defective child as one who was 'too defective, owing to mental. or

physical. disability, to be taught with other children, the ordinary

subjects of instruction in an Elementary School' and an epileptic child

127Fj1e F4, 50/29.
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as one who 'is certified by a ndica1 practitioner to be subject to

epilepsy'. This time the Education Department was motivated, to order

128
an inquiry into the seriousness of the problem.

Considerable evidence exists that several other School Boards were

considering how to educate defective and/or epileptic children. Some

were especially indignant that the Royal Coamission on the Blind, the

Deaf & the Dumb had made recommendations upon this subject and yet nothing

had been done, so they firmly requested action. However, Lord Cranbrook

had stated, in the house of Lords, when introducing the 1893 Act, that

he could not consider including idiots and imbeciles in the Bill, and. to

this decision the Department strictly adhered. In actual fact, Kekewich

dismissed the whole suggestion of educating idiot or imbecile children

in a most cavalier fashion for he asserted that the Poor Law was the

proper source of finance for the education of idiots whose parents could

not support them and, anyway, an educable idiot seemed to him to be a

contradiction in terms. If the child s merely lacking in intellect

then he maintained that the Public Elementary Schools were suitable)29

5, The Legal Situation, 1870-1899.

As in the case of blind and deaf children the Education Act of

1870 was a necessary prelude to any general interest in the education of

l28S.B.L. Minutes, 28th February, 1895, pp. 616 ff.
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defective and. epileptic children, but although this particular Act

stimulated the development of educational facilities for these children,

the real concentration upon their educational welfare occurred once the

Elementary ducation (Blind and Deaf Children) Act, 1893, was enacted.

In april, 1895, the Education Department, stung to action by the

constant prodding of the School Board for London, circularised. several

other School Boards in an endeavour to discover whether any real national

demand. existed for the State to concern itself with the provision of

instruction and maintenance for defective and epileptic children.

School Boards were asked to let the Government know whether they had

considered how the education of defective and epileptic children could

be best achieved and the results of any experiences they had encountered

whilst educating these pupils. In all, 19 School Boards were

130
circularised, of which 13 replied.

Apart from the School Boards of London and Leicester, the most

progressive School Board appeared to be Bradford, which reported that a

class for mentally defective children had been opened on 5th November,

1894., with 16 pupils, of which 6 were boys and 10 girls. These sixteen

children had. been placed in this special class for a number of reasons

which included an inability to do the work of the Standards, due to

defective intellect 1 illness and absence from school when younger,

defective speech; defective or weak eyesight, and nerve defects. 	 The

results of the special tuition were an improvement in reading, better

conduct and, especially in the cane of the boys, greater cleanliness.

130File Ed. 50/29.
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Basically, the aim of the instruction was to reach Standard 1 in the

3 Rs plus some knowledge of kindergarten occupations, recitation, drill

and Scripture, in addition to sewing and knitting for the girls. However,

131
due to variation in attainments, individual teaching was essential.

Birmingham School Board had done nothing for defective children

but wished for powers to initiate some action, whilst Brighton, prompted

by the circular, had voted to start a special school. Bolt on School

Board reported that it had no such children in its area and. so was unable

to express any opinion, but Bristol candidly admitted that its 20

epileptic pupils and. its 260 mentally defective children were in the

normal Board schools. Bristol required prompt legislation to cope with

its afflicted scholars, but the authorities at Hull were unable to

express any opinion which implied that they made no ecial arrangements

for these children even if they knew of their existence. At Leeds there

were 67 boys and Ai.2 girls of weak intellect in the ordinary Public

Elementary Schools, and. Liverpool asserted that in their normal schools

they had experienced no ecial difficulties with their defective and

epileptic pupils. Leicester, the pioneering School Board, reported

that they had. opened their class in response to the urgent needs of

defective children, and their results were most encouraging, with distance

the only real difficulty. All the educational materials and methods

utilised were those of the kindergarten, plus a variety of occupations)i2

Old.ham School Board was unable to suggest any special scheme for

131File Ed. 50/29.
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the education of mentally retarded children, but intimated that

institutionalisation was probably the best method of dealing with them.

However, Old.h.am itself had 12 mentally defective children, of whom

seven were in elementary schools; 19 physically defective children, of

whom three were in elementary schools, and 12 epileptic children of whom

six attended elementary schools. Of 168 defective and epileptic children

in the area of the Newcastle School Board, 132 were at normal Board

sthools because the Board made no ecial provision for them. Salfcxrd.,

a very impoverished area, male no special arrangements, but Sheffield

School Board believed that it was very difficult to suggest a satisfactory

plan for educating these children because their defects were so varied.

They tentatively recommended placing the afflicted scholars in

133philanthropic institutions.

The action taken by these 13 School Boar in addition to the work

of the School Board for London, provided a very depressing picture of'

the quality of the concern for these children and. depict, at the very

best interpretation, a complete apathy towards them. Out of the

thirteen School Boards, the largest in the country, only Leicester and

Bradford, in addition to London, had made any special provision for

defective and. epileptic pupils. Six School Boards were not even

sufficiently bothered to answer the Department's circular letter, so

obviously neither their knowledge of the size of the problem in their

areas, nor their special provision could have been satisfactory. Even

more appalling was the fact that only five Boards wanted the State to

133Pile Ed. 50/29.
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enact legislation, so that the Government could not be blamed for

delaying any action upon the subject because if the large School Boards

were lethargic, then the small School Boards, particularly in niral

areas, must have been completely opposed or, at least totally indifferent,

to the plight of their handicapped children.

At the end of 1895, the Education Department circularised. all their

HJ.Is. asking them if they thought special measures were required to

meet the needs of defective and epileptic children. One hundred

Inspectors replied, arid out of these, ten thought that special legis-

lative nasures were required while 4-2 did not. No opinion was

expressed by 4-6 of them and two others were dubious as to whether action

was necessaxy. 4- Thus Kekewich had expressed the views of the

administrators accurately when he refused to sanction higher grants for

retarded pupils, but the vagueness of the Inspectors' replies, in

themselves, confirmed that the appointment of a Departmental Committee

inquiring into the problem was necessary.

Experience of epileptic pupils in the schools was almost negligible

although one H.M.I. reported that the ston School Board had ten such

children in their area, but he asserted that the trouble was so temporary

that it would be a mistake to send them to a Special School. The work

of the London, I.e ice ster and Birminghajn School Boards was warmly

cozinended, but when the views of the ten H.M.I.s w o had advocated

legislation were analysed it was seen that they eqressed no clear

opinions on the form that the ]egislation should take. As a result of

134-File Ed. 50/29.
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the consensus of the views of their Inspectors, the officials at the

Education Department concluded that further legislation was not urgent

as the time was not ripe. Furthermore, Kekewich maintained that the

definition of defective children was not easy, and that the Royal

Commission's category of 'dull or feeble-minded children above the point

of imbecility' could be subdivided into, firstly, children who from

neglect or surroundings had their reasoning failties only partiafly

devbped and who thus needed more individual attention and closer

supervision than they could obtain from staff in the ordinary public

elementary day schools. Secondly, there was a section of children who

were simply dull and backward, and these pupils were better off in

elementary day schools. Therefore, it was only this first sub-section

of the category - dull or feeble-minded children - who needed legislation,

merely a small residuum which should be taught in special classes.'35

Kekewich defined the legal duty of School Boards as the provision

of education, although it was not part of this duty to attempt to educate

children who were not susceptible of education, in the sense that they

could never earn their livings. In his opinion the work of educating

idiots arid inibeci].es (without qualification) lay outside the scope of

the School Boards unless it was considered that they had. the onus of

reporting cases for action to the County and Borough authorities. He

deprecated the vague usage of the expression 'educable imbecile' and

concurred with doctors whc*n he understood confined the term to those

children who were ineducable, in the proper sense, and who would always

remain imbeciles and incapable of taking part in societ or earning their

135Fi1e Ed. 50/29.
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livelihoods but who, by care and attention, would improve in manners

and habits with a slight development of the imitative faculties and

some amount of reason.

The abortive 1896 Education Bill contained some provisions for the

education of defective and epileptic children, but there was no real

sense of urgency about the Government's proposals, mainly because the

circalars to the School Boards and the H.I.Is. had induced replies

which themselves portrayed complete apathy. Yet the replies of the

School Boards had shown that there were many mentally deficient pupils

in the ordinary elementary day schools, although the Inspectors had not

noticed them. This lack of perspicacity bore testimony to two features

of inspection, the unconcern of the officials for the pupils as

individuals, and the bureaucratic rigidity of the system which caused

this de-personalisation.

5, The Royal Commission on the Blind, the Deaf and the Dumb, 1888.

Accordi.g to the Royal Commission, idiots and imbeciles comprised

a class which was excluded from the Education Acts more completely than

were the blind, the deaf and the dumb. The problem facing the

Commissioners was to ascertain how many of this class of persons were

capable of education and able to benefit from training and, if they were

thus able, they had to decide whether this education could best be carried

l36pii Ed. 50/29.
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out in some ecial institutions distinct from lunatic asylums.137

Firstly, the Commissioners stressed the difficulty of obtaining

any reliable figures as to the numbers of idiots and imbeciles in England

because when the children were aged between 5 and 15 years the parents

would not even admit that their offspring were weak-minded. When the

children were aged 5 years or less the problem was even worse because

then the parents would not, at any price, either admit that their

children were imbecile, or include them upon Census Returns as such.18

It was, according to the Commissioners, generally acknowledged that

the Idiots Act of 1886 had had an extren1y beneficial affect in

facilitating the sending of children to the Royal Albert Asylum. In

addition, the Earlswood Asylum reported that access to its educational

facilities had been eased by the same Act because all, that a candidate

required, after 1886, was a certificate signed by a doctor to the effect

that althongh imbecile he was capable of benefiting from its educational

and industrial training.'39

The Commissioners in Lunacy frequently found children in lunatic

asylums and workhouses when they were making their statutory visits and,

as a result, they sometimes recommended that these youngsters should be

sent to idiot institutions, but when magistrates and Cuardians sought

vacancies the scarcity of such establishments outside London usually meant

that rio action resulted. Furthermore, nobody was legally empowered to

supervise the education given in these institutions.'°

137Royal Commission on the Blind, the Deaf & the Dumb, 1888, p. xcii.
138

Op. cit., p. xcii.
139Op. cit., p. xcii.

cit., p. xciii.
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No clear distinction existed between idiocy and. imbecility, for

the former meant merely a greater deficiency of intellect whilst the

latter meant a lesser degree of such deficiency. From the class of

children with weak minds, either from birt.i or from an early age, there

were a certain number who needed speciai. educational arrangements in

order that such limited faculties as they did. possess could be developed&1

A modern writer has claimed th1.t in the latter years of the

19th Century an important distinction arose between the severely sub-normal

and those who were less mar]dly so, the former category being known as

'idiots' or 'imbeciles', the latter as 'feeble-minded'.	 However, this

authoritative statement by the Royal Commissioners showed that2

idiocy was recognised as being a greater degree of severe sub-normality

than imbecility.

At the Royal Albert Asylum the special education of this class of

child included the .3 Rs, but prior to these normal subjects there was

extensive preliminary work which involved physical exercises, musical

drill and some manual training.3

The Commissioners recommended that power should be given to school

authorities to cominath the Attendance Officers to report all cases of

imbecile children who were not atter1ing at any institutions, nor

receiving education, and once these children had been identified, to

secure a medical certificate testifying to their fitness for entering a

suitable establishment. Once the certificate had been received by the

cit., .

Morris, Put Aw, London, 1969, p. 9.

Royal Commission on the Blind, the Deaf & the Dumb, 1868, p. xcv.
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local authority, and on the application of the parents, the school

authority should have the power to send the child to an institution, and

to contribute to its education and maintenance. As far as possible,

parents were expected to contribute to these costs, according to their

financial circumstances.

Wherever suitable institutions did not exist within reasonable

distances, then the school authorities were to be empowered to establish

new institutions out of the rates. Within these institutions there was

to be careful separation and classification of all inmates, and the

education should be continued to the age of 21 years. It was further

recommended that educable imbecile children should not be left for any

length of time in workhouses or lunatic asylums, and that the Lunacy

Commissioners should inspect and report upon the training and education

provided in all inetitutions.5

With regard to feeble-minded children the Royal Commission

recommended that they should be separated from ordinary scholars in public

elementary schools so that they could receive special instruction, and

that the notice of the school authorities should be particularly directed

to-wards this pbject.

cit., p. cvi.

5Op. cit., p. cvi.

1 °Op. cit., p. cvi.
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6. The Report on Over-Pressure in London Board Schools

On 19th February, 1884., in the House of Ccnmons, a member drew

attention to a letter which had appears in The Bradford Observer a

fortnight previously in which Dr. Crichton Browne 7 the Local

Chancellor' s Visitor in Lunacy, had castigated the then prevalent system

of allocating grants to schools, known as 'Payment by Results'. In his

letter, Dr. Crichton rowne had asserted that "over-pressure", as he

termed it, resulted in myopia and deformity of the spine, particularly
iJ4.8when homework was set by the teachers.

A.J. Munel1a replied for the Government, and stated that he had

seen Dr. Browne and had asked him to visit London and comment upon the

sanitary position in some public elementary schools in the Metropolis.

At this announcement another 1mber asked whether it was true that

fourteen certificated female teachers had suffered from nervous break-

downs, and two had died, in the Southwark area. This calamity was

confirmed by Mundel1a.9

In this Report, Dr. Browne, an Ex-Stiperintendent of the West Riding

Lonatic Asylum at .akefield, revealed himself as a very humane nan, if

somewhat prone to sweeping generalisations. He began by giving the

basis upon which he had made his original complaints, in his letter to

the Bradford newspaper. Firstly, he had received many statements, at

various meetings, from his medical colleagues from all parts of the

country regarding the pernicious results of the stringent system of State

'7Sir Jaxes arichton Browne (184.0-1938), ThB, 1931-194.0, p. 106.

House of Commons' Journal, 19th February, 1884., pp. 1330 ff.

9Op. cit., pp. 1331 ff.
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inspection of elementary schools. Secondly, his own experiences

demonstrated to him the fact that several physiological laws were being

contravened by some of the educational practices observed in the

inspection and, finally, the severe, indiscriminate brain-forcing which

he had witnessed in higher and middle-class schools, had been extended

into schools for the lower classes.150

Then foflowed a damning indictment of the Education Department, in

its own words, for the Code of 1882 was quoted as saying that there had

been many well-founded complaints of undue pressure on backward pupils,

and at ]east one H.M.I. had written letters to The Times on the subject.151

A number of aspects of the schools which did not reed medical

knowledge to condemn, merely common-sense, were such items as detention

for prolonged periods in order to give certain children special instruction.

Although some schools restricted the detention to 15 minutes for a small

percentage of some Standards, in other schools 90 minutes was common for

all Standards, even the very youngest. Teachers had told Dr. Browne

that the pupils kept behind were those who were backward with theirrk,

from any cause, because it was necessary to give extra tuition to these

scholars in order that they would be ready for their examinations. In

fact, it was always just before the scheduled visit of the H.M.I. that

the rate of detentions was accentuated, ad the teachers were adamant

that detention was essential if the children were to satisfy the

150Parliamentary Papers, 1884., Vol. 61, p. 3.

. ci ., p. .
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requirements of the H.M.I., to secure an adequate number of passes, and.

152thus maintain the reputation of the school.

Proba1y the most ill-informed section of Dr. Browne's Report was

the section dealing with homework which he vehemently denounced, upon

insufficient evidence, after first stating that there was little given

in the Metropolitan schools in poor class areas. However, outside London

the schools for the better classes at the secondary level provided ample

evidence of over-pressure, and in the schools for the better classes in

the London area homework was ,iven because the schools were unable to

153complete the year's work in the normal school time.

Teachers, as a body, were strongly opposed to the rigours of the

Revised Code, and resented the role they had to play as instruments in

its operation.

The most powerful denunciation of the system came when Dr. Browne

made his comments upon the appearance of the children because he made it

very obvious that the brunt of the over-pressure was borne by the backward

pupils. The bright and clever scholars were the targets for over-

pressure in schools other than elementary schools, but it was the slow

learners who suffered in the latter. These backward children, according

to Dr. Browne, could be divided into three types - dull children, starved

children, and delicate children. All pupils in the same class were

expected to complete the same amount of work during the year, whether

they were backward or not, and these retarded pupils in the London

152	 cit., p. 5.
153	 cit., p. 5.

154•Op cit., p. 6.
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elementary schools were estimated as 20 or 30 per cent of the total

elementary school population. One teacher was quoted as saying that

dull children broke down in health under the strain of work pressure,

and at the same time, they grew more stupid because they seemed to lose,

in general intelligence, what they gained in technical competence in

reading, writing and arithmetic. Auother unhqpy aspect was that normal

pupils who had suffered from continuous absences were included with the

dull children, and then pressed hard.155

Dullness in the London elementary schools covered a wide range of

abilities, from mere slowness of apprehension to doltishness which would

qualify for Earlswood. Dr. Browne agreed that idiocy was a congenital

disease whilst imbecility consisted in the arrest of brain growth at

some stage of immaturity. Teachers were attempting, vainly, in some of

the schools to teach some pupils who presented the obvious physical

characteristics of mnta1 defect, whereas what was needed was specialised

training. In other cases, Dr. Browne believed that the arrest in

cerebral and mental development took place late in childhood and led to

a higher form of imbecility, but the teachers were unable t o recognise

that the change had occurred until a considerable time had passed so that

the continual pressure for academic achievement caused even greater

cruelty. Owing to the nature of the inspection system it was possible

for H.M.Is. to question such children and receive a correct but terse

style of answer, and the H.M.I. would riot suspect that mental defect

existed in the child concerned, even though parents and teachers knew 156

155	 cit., p. 7.
156	 cit., p. 8.
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Dr. Browne then went on to denounce malnutrition as the most

prevalent and most easily avoidable evil in the London elementary schools,

and suggested that the school authorities should do something about

feeding the hungry pupils, because the efforts which voluntary bodies

were making at this time were inadequate to cope with such a grave social

problem. 157 Children who were weaicened by hunger easily fell prey to

the various malnutrition diseases of which the most common were consumption

and the various scrofolous infections. He went on to say, "I have seen

a girl doing duty as monitress in a class who was actually spitting

blood in my presence, owing indubitably to disease of the lungs". Many

of' these delicate children were, of necessity, forced to make numerous

visits to hospitals for treatment, and so missed school work, with the

result that they, the least able to work extra hours, did just that.

It was blatantly obvious, in all the elementary scho1s visited, that

the general health of the individual members of a class improved as the

visitor ascended the Standards after the third.158

After producing statistics to sport his arguments, Dr. Browne

asserted that lunacy in Great Britain was on the increase, and he went

on to say that as insanity occurred rarely in persons under 20 years of

age, and the Education ACt of 1870 had been passed only fourteen years

previously, it was possible that the country was, by her methods of

inspection in her educational system, ensuring a ñiture increase in the

numbers of lunatics. Purthennore, there had been in Erope during the

previous hundred years, an increase in the incidence of suicide, with

l57	 cit., pp. 9-10.
l58	

cit., p. 11.
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suicides of children aged 16 years or less, although relatively small,

on the increase.159

To use Dr. Browne's own words, it was 'in other diseases of the

brain and nervous system, to which childhood and adolescence are

peculiarly liable, that we must look at present for the pathological

consequences of educational indiscretionst.160 Of these diseases, the

one 'which had resulted in the alleged fatal consequences from educational

over-pressure, in a number of cases, hydrocephalus, under which term could

be included tubercular meningitis, and water on the brain.	 1though

many cases had been assigned. to hy&ocephalus it was indisputable that

brain fatigue and brain excitement were accepted starting points for

attacks. With iuproved sanitary conditions, hydrocephalus, the main

disease caused by the lack of such facilities, was on the wane among the

overall population, but the incidence among young persons between five

and twenty years of age had increased. So clearly some new factor had

emerged, and this new factor, contended Dr. Browne, was the educational

161
process.

As an example of the strain suffered by the pupils in elementary

schools, Dr. Browne was conscientious enough to oliain fi bures of the

number of children who claimed to suffer from severe headaches in schools.

The worst sufferers appeared to be wan-faced with dull or pained

expressions and muscular tremors. He then referred to the researches of

Dr. Warner in 1879, which had shown that children of inherited nervous

1590p. cit., pp. 13-14..
160

Op. cit., p. 15.
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temperaments suffered increasingly from recurrent headaches which were

connected with mental and. cerebral conditions. On further

investigations, L. Browne ascertained that morning headaches occurred

in 12.4. per cent of all pupils, which compared with 22.3 per cent in

the afternoons, and U.4. per cent in the evenings. He believed that

the scholars who suffered from evening headaches were those who were

given large quantities of homework, and that the decrease in the incidence

of evening over afternoon headaches was due to the majority of

elementary school children being released from school at tea_time)62

Sleeplessness was another obvious sign of worry in young children

for it was known to be a 'frequent harbinger and sympton of nervous

illness', and so this topic, too, was investibated. 	 It appeared that

arithmetic was a major cause of insomnia in school children, but the

163
research in this sphere of the inquiry was inconclusive. 	 However, the

incidence of myopia in the schools was very interesting because it

revealed an increasing proportion of sufferers as the scale of the

Standards was ascended, reaching a percentage of 9.2 for the pupils in

Standard VI. 164.

In his conclusions, Dr. Browne advocated medical inspection of

elementary schools which, he believed, would eradicate all the evils of

over-pressure from the State system of education. In addition, he

recommended that there should be a Medical Register for every child which

165would record height, welbht, head and chest girth of every pupil.

l62Op cit., pp. 2]. if.
163

Op. cit., pp. 28 if.

l64.o cit., pp. 31 fT.
165
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It was soon apparent that the H.M.I. deputed to accompany Dr. Browne
166on his visits, J.G. Pitch	 was completely unaware that his companion

had been asked to prepare a Report upon the schools. He was, therefore,

asked to comment upon the Report in an appendix, and the result was a

verbal diatribe of injured dignity by a man who, at best, was a confirmed

advocate of Payment by Results. One of the main points he made was

that no teachers had ever made similar remarks about detention and other

matters to him as they had to Dr. Browne, and he continued by asserting

that no teacher who knew his business would have made such statements.

He then maintained that 'judging from the gLee and animation I constantly

witness among the children, arid the evident pleasure with which they

always welcome my assistants and myself, I should say that the annual

inspection is a very popular ceremony and that the children enjoy it',

a1thougi he had previously admitted that he might be biased. Furthermore,

Payment by Results, if properly guarded and control:Ied, ms the best

safeguard possible against poor teaching and instruction.167

It is when the subject of Dr. Browne's suggestions upon welfare work

of various kinds is considered that Fitch finally revealed himself as

completely without sympathy for the elementary school children because

'a school is established for instruction, and not for the purpose of

dispensing new milk'. He did not want the politicians to complicate the

problem of national education by mixing it up with the administration of

166Josh Girling Pitch (l82)+-1903), DNB Supplement, 1901-1911, Vol. II,
p. 27.

l67pariiamentary Papers, 1884, Vol. 61, pp. 6t1. ff.
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food and medicine to the children of the poor. Already he had rioted

the harm which had been done by philanthropists who had provided free

dinners for some children in elementary schools, in that there had been

increases in negligence by irresponsible parents. Dr. Browne' s ideas

upon medical inspection of schools and Health Registers of scholars are,

•	 ,168in the words of .itch, remarkable suggestions . 	 He could not discuss

whether such nedical data would be of value but he did deplore the

proposed addition to the teachers' duties and responsibilities which would
•	 •	 •	 .	 169interfere with the proper discharge of teac1uri functions.

Immediately Dr. Browne's Report was published there was an outcry

in the Ho es of Parliament, and Lord Caxlingford, the President of the

Committee of Council oii Education, was compelled to deny that the document

was, in the true sense, a Report to the Education Department.17°

Meanwhile, Mundella, in the Commons, having announced the receipt of the

Report in the form of a long letter from Dr. Browne, then denied that it

was an official Report. 171 However, the Members were not satisfied and,

a week later, the queition was aain raised, whereupon Mundella asserted

that other evidence possessed by him contradicted Dr. Browne's

conclusions, but the strength of hi case was considerably weakened when

he was forced to admit that a recent death of a young school-girl had

been medically certified as due to over-pressure. 172 Durin the ensuing

week a letter from Dr. Browne appeared in The Times and this re-opened

168
Op. cit., p. 77.

1690	 cit., p. 78.

170House of Lords' Journal, 13th June, l88)^, p. 236.

171House of Corrunons' Journal, 13th June, l88-, p. 21il.

172House of Coramons' Journal, 19th June, 1381f, p. 312.
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the controversy in Parliament, during which the Government was attacked

173for their contention that the Report was not official.

£Lthou,h modern ixedicaJ. knowledge discounts the existence of

over-pressure' as a complaint, the importance of Dr. Browne' s Report was

that it divulged the fact that many handicapped children were attending

elementary schools in order to comply legally with the requirements of

the Education .kcts, although they were not, as a general nile, receiving

any special tuition. He had also drawn attention to the fact that there

was a social content in the idea of popular education and that hungry

children could not benefit fully from education provided.. 	 Fitch had

never atteted to deny Dr. Browne's contention that the Education

Department and some H.M.Is. knew of, and deprecated the maipractices

caused by the Code, a fact which was, as Dr. Browne had insisted,

recognised in the 18814. Code. Finally, he had reccnmended lines of

advance upon which the future Schools Medical Service could be developed,

and. the expansion of a service for providing school meals for necessitous

children. It is no coincidence that several important developnnts in

the social and educational fields appertaining to handicapped children

occurred within five years of this extremely controversial document.

173House of Lords' Journal, 27th June, 1881+, p . 1519.
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7. Dr. Francis Warner's Researches

Dr. Francis Warner174.had begun his researches into the mental

conditions of various school children in 1879, but it was not until

1889 when, assisted by financial assistance from the Grrants' Committee

of the British Medical Association, he became secretary of a small

committee which investigated the average development and condition of brain

function among primary school children. The members of the committee,

in addition to Dr. Warner, were three of the most distinguished doctors

ecia11aing in mental diseases in Britain. First, there was Dr. Hack

Tuke, the most eminent neurologist of the period, and then there was

Drs. Fletcher Beach and G.E. Shuttleworth.175

The Committee investigated fourteen elementary schools in London,

with a total of 5,000 pupils but they had been refused permission to

conduct their inquiries in the schools of the School Board for London,

a possible aftermath of Dr. Browne's report because the Board was

sensitive to potentially unwelcome disclosures. Nevertheless, the

members of the Coimiittee visited ten public elementary schools and four

ecial schools in which they found 23]. cases of mental dullness and

351 cases suffering from nervousness, nerve weakness or defects compared

176
with 134. cases of malnutrition.

At the Conference held to discuss his findings, Dr. Warner

ehasised that, according to his investigations, girls were inclined to

suffer from nervous conditions although they re less liable to defects

174.Dr. Francis Warner (184.7-1926), Who was Who, 1916-1928, p. 1094..

Shutt].eworth was, at one time, Superintendent of the Royal Albert
Asylum, Lancaster, and Dr. Fletcher Beach was Medical Superintendent
at Darenth Asylum.

l7GBritish Medical Journal, 27th July, 1889, pp. 187 if.
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in development and to mental dullness. It 1 a)& from the results of

the inquiry that there was a close connection between defects in

development of visible parts of the body ar1 mental dullness which, again,

were allied with malnutrition and nerve defects. A further sign of brain

defects seemed to be the defective form of the palate rather than, as had

been suggested, the epicanthic fold of deformed

Dr. Shuttleworth then reported that he had, originally, been. very

sceptical as to the methods adopted by Dr. Warner in his researches, but

that he had become increasingly converted to the validity of the

investigation as he had accompanied his senior colleague around the

schools. He wished to express his gratification at the fairness of the

examination of the pupils and the subordination of any preconceived bias
178to the observation of actual facts.

Another member at the Conference, Dr. Ireland, believed that the

establishment of special schools for very dull children would be

unpopular in Creat Britain and, therefore, recommended making special

arrangements for such pupils in separate rooms of some of the b.rge Board

schools. Yet another speaker believed that there existed a large nuniber

of all classes of children who were unfit for the general education given

in Board and public schools. Basically, this speaker believed two

categories existed, the morally defective arid the intelctually defective,

and this latter group appeared to divide into two sub-sections, those

pupils lacking in the power of application, and those who lacked the

177&'itish Medical Journal (B.M.J.), 21st September, 1889, p.

178, cit., .
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power of attention.	 In both these sub-sections there was, frequently,

an undesirable accompaniment of restlessness and, after careful

observation, he was forced to concL.ide that the worst form of intellectual

deficiency was recognisable by inattention combined with restlessness.179

The Conference adopted the Report and passed several important

resolutions, the first of which called for the appointment of a Ccanmittee

to make a further study of the conditions of development and brain power

of children, and to communicate the results to school teachers. Secondly,

this Committee was empowered to co-opt members from outside the medical

profession and to communicate about the forthcoming research with other

educational bodies. A further resolution empowered the Committee to

apply for financial grants and to publish a Report, whilst the final

resolution called for a Scientific Committee to be appointed by the

Government to develop the work begun by Dr. Warner.180

In a subsequent article, Dr. Warner continued his crusade to educate

the medical profession and teachers about the duplicate defects which

could be observed when the development of a child was abnormal. Once

again he emphasised the inter-relationship between mental dullness,

nerve defects and malnutrition, and implored his colleagues to examine

the hearts and brains of such children, in addition to collecting the

181family history.

Meanwhile, the Charity Organisation Society, stimulated by the

1790p. cit., pp. 654.-655.
180Op. cit., p. 656.

_____ 7th December, 1889, pp. 1272 ff.
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reports of Dr. Warner' s original researches, met in July, 1890 and passed

the following resolutions:- (i) that a special Committee of the Council

should be appointed to consider, and report upon, public and charitable

provision for the care and training of feeble-minded, epileptic and

physically handicapped persons; (ii) that, in the first instance, it be

referred to the Committee to (a) instigate a scientific inquiry into the

numbers and conditions of feeble-minded or semi-imbecile children and

adults; (b) to raise the necessary funds, estimated at about £500,

mostly for the payment of medical men employed in the investigation, to

conduct the inquiry, and (c) to prepare a statement for publication

which was endorsed by the best-qualified to comment, whether doctors

182
or others.

Among the members of the Committee were the original four doctors

who had participated in the research for the Psychological Section of

the British Medical Association, plus Dr. Ireland and Mr. Allen Graham

of the Invalid Children's Aid Association. The School Board for London

was represented by its Vice-Chathnan, General Moberly, and Professor

183
Gladstone.

The Preliminary Report of the Committee was published in July, 1891

and, at the same time, two resolutions - both of which were adopted

unanimously - were submitted to the International Congress on Hygiene &

Demoraphy. Firstly, the Committee asserted that a large number of

children, although not imbeciles, were to some extent imperfectly

l82The Feeble-Minded Child & Adult, Swan Sonnenachein & Co., London, 1893,
pp. vii if.

183
Op. cit., pp. xi ff.
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developed in brain and body. For these children special arrangements

for training and education were necessary, for the absence of these

special facilities threatened grave moral and mental deterioration. 	 The

second resolution maintained that the researches conducted thus far had.

led to the revelation of new problems regarding the educational provision

necessary for these children sufficient to justify an extended scientific

181k.
inquiry.

During the inquiry the Committee decided that it had to limit its

terms of reference to the feeble-minded, the epileptic and the crippled.

The term 'feeble-minded' was defined as the possession of a leaser degree

of mental weakness, whilst 'imbecility' and. 'idiocy' were terms applied

to more marked degrees of the malady.185 In reality, feeble-mindedness

was the third, or least serious, degree of a disease, of which the first,

and worst, degree was idiocy, and the second, imbecility.130

Dr. Shuttleworth and Dr. Fletcher Beach had made an analysis of

2,380 cases of idiocy and imbecility, and contended that the main cases

of feeble-mindedness were eight, namely:- Phthisis in the family history

(28.31 per cent); insane, imbecile or neurotic taint, including

epilepsy (14.1.38 per cent); consanguinous marriage of parents or

grandparents ( 2 -.20 per cent); parental intemperance (16.38 per cent);

abnormal conditions of mothers during pregnancy (29.87 per cent);

difficulties or accidents of birth (4.3.00 per cent); injuries to head

in infancy (6.00 per cent); febrile illness in infancy (6.00 per cent);

184.	 cit., pp. xi ff.
185	 cit., .	 i.
186	 cit., p. 1.
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infantile convulsions (27.39 per cent); and epilepsy and cerebral

affections (8.11 per cent). However, these doctors emphasised that

there were very few cases of feeble-mindedness in which only a single one

of these causes was operative, usually several were working in combination.

Then 'in-assorted' marriages were considered, and it was asserted that

these alliances, defined as between persons of the sine morbid tendencies,

accounted for a large proportion of imbecility and, probably, of feeble-

187
mindedness also.

IXiring the research, conducted by Dr. Warner, assisted occasionally

by other doctors, the method adopted was to observe and note physical

s,gns, as an indication of mental and nervous conditions and, if any

children seemed to be mentally defective, reports upon them were obtained

from their class teachers. Then followed a series of tests designed by

Warner which aimedto elucidate the weaknesses under the three headings

of Defects in Development, Abnormal Nerve Signs, and Low Nutrition.188

Altogether 50,027 childrenwere examined, of which 9,186 or

18.3 per cent presented visible defects, showed abnormal nerve signs, or

were reported mentally dull by their teachers. The Committee estimated

the total school population of London as 61,640 children, of whom they

considered 1.3 per cent required special consideration, but they decided

to limit themselves to Dr. Warner' s three main roups plus the mentally

dull. A scheme followed whereby these four gzoups were virtually

permutated with each other to ascertain the numbers suffering from

combinations of the complaints, and from this exercise the Committee

187Op. cit., pp. 9 ff.
188

Op. cit., pp. 15 ff.
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deduced that there were 54. children who were epileptic, and who had

suffered from fits at school. Furthermore, there were sixteen

congenitally crippled children, .l who were crippled from disease or

injury, and 32 crippled from paralysis, inalcing a total of 239 physically

handicapped pupils. Feeble-minded children numbered 234- and pupils who

suffered from all three of Warner's main categories, arid were also

mentally dull, totalled 34.9. Fortunately, the sum of these pupils

classified as requiring special care and training was totalled

incorrectly to make 817 cases, whereas it actually provided 876 cases.189

In their recommendations, the Committee requested that the

investigations should be continued by Commissioners, 	 whom Dr. Warner

should be one, appointed and. paid by the Goverument, In addition, they

asserted that the school authorities should, as had the School Boai for

London, recognise their legs]. duty to educate afflicted children, and to

this end they suggested that the Charity Organisation Society should

circulate the Report of their investigations to various educational

authorities. The methods of Froebel, modified slightly as a result of

experiences with imbecile children, were recommended as the basis of

the primary education of feeble-minded pupils, with the tuition conducted

in auxiliary day classes or special day schools. Travelling expenses

ought to be paid by the local school authorities who should be aided by

ecial Government grants to educate these children, the amount of the

grant to equal not less than one/half of the difference between the cost

of educating noxnal children and the cost of educating feeble-minded pupil?0

1890p. cit., pp. 31 ff.
190	 cit., pp. 97 ff.
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If, however, treatment in an imbecile asylum was unsuitable for

some pupils, then it was a1vised that small school homes should be

established, and partly maintained, by voluntary contributions. The

Committee then made some dual recommendations which depended upon

whether or not the powers of Poor Law Guardians regarding maintenance

and school authorities regard.ing education re revised. Firstly, if

the powers remained unaltered, then an Act of Par1ianent was

recommended to empower Guardians to nd such pupils to any certified

school-home, as they did for blind, and deaf children,	 If the various

powers were re-adjusted then it was reocuimended that where the parent

was not destitute, but could not afford the cost of special education,

then the child should be maintained at school-homes out of the rates

on a decision, and. payment, of a local school authcrity representing

Guardians and school authorities. However, if the parent was destitute,

then the child should be maintained by a grant paid by the local

administrators of Poor Relief, provided that the age to which such

payments were made should be settled according to the needs of each class.

'Afflicted classes' was defined as the blind, deaf-mute, idiots and

irnbeciles, the feeble-minded, the lame, the deformed and the epileptic.19'

Even upon the subject of teachers the Committee had some

recommendations to make, the first of which was that a college, receiving

State grants, should be founded to train teachers upon the principles of

Froebel.	 Selection of teachers shoild be made upon the basis of

cit., pp . 98-99.
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capability in kindergarten work plus, if possible, a knowledge of

imbecile and deaf-mute education. In the examination for the Teachers'

Certificate, under the paper entitled 'School Management', there should

be included in the syllabus the basis of observing the physical signs

of mental defects. Children should be assigned to the special schools

or classes only after consultations between teachers and medical experts

and, once accepted, then the school managers should ensure that any cases

requiring extra care and treatment were attended to at local hospitals

and dispensaries, nursing associations and charities.192

Warner' s work was important for several reasons, the first of which

wai that it exemplified a fervent wish, within medical and educational

circles,, to be able to diagjiose mental deficiency. 	 Secondly, although

his proposed diagnostic technique of cranial measurements was quickly to

be proved unsatisfactory he did, most emphatically, draw attention to the

problems of children with multiple defects which were to be virtually

unrecognised for many years afterwards by the Government officials.

8. The Inter-Departmental Committee on Defective & Epileptic Children

The Inter-Departmental Committee was appointed by the Lord President

of the Committee of Council on Education in December, 1896, and contained

l92	 cit., pp. 99 ff.
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seven members plus a secretary. The immediate cause of the appointment

of the Committee was the Report of the Poor Law Schools' Committee in

1896, which had recommended the separate provision of educational

facilities for feeble-minded children in Poor Law schools. 193 In the

Chair was Rev. T.W. Sharpe, H.M.I., and other members included

Dr. Shuttleworth and Lirs. Burgwin)9

The terms of reference of the Committee were to inquire into the

existing systems for the education of the feeble-minded and defective

pupils who were not idiots or iL:beci1es, and not under the care of

Guarthans, and to advise upon any changes, whether requirin legislation

or not, that were desirable. Further, the Committee had to suggest the

best methods of discriminating between the educable and non-educable

feeble-minded and defective children, and also between those who required

tuition in special schools and those suited for the normal elementary

schools. Finally, the Committee was requested to investigate, and

report upon, the provision of suitable elementary education for

195epileptic children, with suggestions for any desirable changes.

In a brief historical introduction, the Committee traced the

development of interest in the education of defective and epileptic

children and gave reat credit to the School Board for London for their

concern, over a long period, for such children.

The Committee deprecated the use of the expression 'feeble-minded'

but as it had been used in the terms of their reference they had utilised

193Parlientary Pers, 1898, Vol. 26, p. 2.
194.Op. cit., p. iii.
195Op. cit., p. iii
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it to mean 'those children who are not imbecile, and who cannot be

properly taught in ordinary elementary schools by ordinary methods'.

On the other hand, they defined 'defective' as 'those children who are not

imbecile, and. who, by reason of cental or physical defect, cannot

properly be taught in ordinary elementary schools by ordinary methods'

and, moreover, they did not object to the term 'defective'. Epileptic

children were those of 'all degrees of mental power and all degrees of

,196
epilepsy

After estimating that about 1 per cent of the pupils in public

elementary schools were feeble-minded, the Coinnittee emphasised that

this was merely an estimate and obtaining re1a7ole figures wo'fld, they

suggested, necessitate the observation of three conditions, namely, that

all the children resident in a large and representative area would have

to be examined, irrespective of whether or not they ere attending school,

by skilled persons utilising uniform standards. Then, again, there

were certain conditions to be observed before a child should be classified

as feeble-minded, and this procedure involved three elements - the

opinions of the teachers, the life history of the child and the medical

examination of the child. Furthermore, there should be four persons

present when the child underwent the medical examination - the teacher of

the school from which the child came, the Medical Officer of the School

Authority, an H.i.I. and the teacher of the special class, to which should

be added, if they so wished, the parents of the child in question. 197

196
Op. cit., p. 3.

1970p. cit., pp. 5-12.
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The Report of the Committee is notable for its extremely clear

exposition of the legal situation for it clearly and unequivocally

asserted that if children were not legally provided for as idiots or

imbeciles, they were in the sane position as normal children between

the ages of' 5 and 13 years of age. It was incontestable that these

children were subject to the same laws and bye-laws regarding school

attendance and that they were compelled to attend the same reco-iised

schools unless there were acceptable reasons for them not so doing.

However, it seemed to the Committee that it as only in London and other

large cities that attendance of these children was carefully watched.

In Indon, itself, there were about 1,665 defective and epileptic

children who were not attending school at Lady Day, 189

Dr. Warnerts researches were accepted in their entirety by the

Committee which saw no reason to instigate axiy investigations to verify

his findings) 99 however, they strongly recommended that every child

unable to attend school due to mental or physical defects should be

examined by a doctor appointed by the school authority. This doctor

ought to know the case history of' the child concerned, and should be

given the responsibility of informing the authority, after the rdical

examination, whether they should compel the attendance of the child at

a suitable school, or exempt him as an imbecile. A special certificate

should be prepared on which the doctor could state his opinion that the

child was, or was not, capable of being educated in either a normal school

or a special class, and if he was ineducable then the certificate

1980p. Cit., pp. 67 ff.
l99• cit., p. 6.
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contained space to record the facts observed and the information received

which enabled the doctor to classify the child as an imbecile, but the

200
parents ought to be allowed to appeal to the .ducation Deçartment.

It was further recommended that children should not enter special

schools or classes at less than 7 years of age and should be kept there

until l2.4 years of age, with an extension to 16 years it' the school

medical officer recommended this to the school managers.	 From the

evidence given to the Committee it seemed that there was a general

consensus of opinion that not more than 20 children could be taught

properly in one class, and with this view the Committee broadly

201
concurred.

On the question of the cirriculum the Committee possessed definite

ideas, and despite the fact that the London schools and classes provided

five hours schooling per day for five days per week, they asserted that

it was preferable that these afflicted pupils should be taught for

2 hours in the morning and. 2 hours in the afternoon sessions. Lessons

ought not to exceed 30 minutes unless they were of the practical type,

and it was further recommended that brain work should alternate with

hand work, with the 'difficult' brain work occurring in the mornings

and physical exercises between all lessons. 202 Manual work for boys and

girls, they believed, should occupy at least six hours per week as a

necessary condition of grant, with o feeble-minded being taught with

normal pupils. Such manual training ought to be taught in manual

200Op. cit., p. 9.
cit., p . 15.

cit., p. 17.
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training centres away from the special schools or classes.203

After having considered the educational needs of feeble-minded

pupils in special classes the Committee then turned to the question of

those children who were, for various reasons, unable to attend these

classes. Some of these pupils could be accommodated in special classes

if the school authorities provided conveyances or guides to the schools,

otherwise boarding them out, near the school, seemed to be the solution.

Other sufferers could be put into special institutions provided, that

their maintenance was paid by the school authorities, or other interested

parties, unless suitable arrangements could be made to educate these

children by the provision of special facilities in the ordinary day

204.schools.

Against the prevailing ideas the Committee was vehemently opposed

to the incarceration of feeble-minded children in institutions. They

believed that these youngsters should be pexaitted to become familiar

with the world in which they lived, and by good teaching and training be

equipped to earn their livelihoods. It was also beneficial to them to

mix with normal children and not to mix with low-grade imbeciles, so they

recommended that school authorities should be permitted to send some

pupils from bad environments or with bad health, or cripples, to

institutions, with the consent of the parents. All these homes were to

be restricted to children only, and these pupils were not to be retained

after the age of 16 years, nor was the number of inmates to exceed 20.

cit., p. 19.
204.

Op. cit., p. 25.
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Except for meals, lessons and recreation, the sexes were to be kept

separated, but the Committee did not feel that the power to send to

institutions would be largely used.205

A significant comment on the system then prevailing was given in

the Committee's remarks upon the provision made throughout the country

in ordinary schools for these feeble-minded pupils. They contended

that the Education Departhient knew of the unsatisfactory standards of

this education, for although in general the children were well and

kindly treated, little was achieved as far as education was concerned.206

As regaxüs physically defective children, the Committee suggested

that the school authorities should be permitted to pay for the

conveyance of crippled children to special schools or, alternatively,

for gñdes if thought necessary. If the children were so severely

crippled as to preclude either conveyance to schools or tuition, the

Committee, after due deliberation, stated that they believed this field
207should be left to voluntary effort.

Epileptics constituted one per thousand of the population, and if

they were of normal intellect the Committee recommended that they should

be left in the ordinary public elementary schools, providing that the

epilepsy was not severe. However, according to the Committee, children

with severe epilepsy tended to become insane in five out of six cases.

Por these children the Report recommended that special provision should

be made in homes exclusively for severe epileptic cases. Premises for

205	 cit., pp. 26 if.
206	 cit., p. 28.
207, cit., p. 29.
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these children should be upon one floor, to avoid staircases, and should

be in the country. At Chalfont, the costs per head for epileptics was

about £30 per annum, which was exclusive of the facilities which would

208
be needed for manual training for the pupils.

Recommendations of the Committee were divided into legislative and.

administrative aspects, and uther the )egislative recommendations they

required that School Authorities should be compelled to provide

educational facilities for defective and epileptic children who were

unsuited to ordinary public elementary schools, and that the parents

should be made responsible for ensuring the attendance of handicapped

children. Facilities to be provided could include, if necessary, homes

certified by the Education Department. Under administrative action the

Committee recoxended that the Education Deptment should issue Minutes

to standardise classification procedures and the rules for certifying

homes, in addition to the scales of grants.9

This Committee can be said to have aderuately discharged its duties

under its terms of reference, but apart from this, it did not produce a

report of great interest. It was a functional document for it was the

basis for the future legislation but it was not far-sighted.

208Op. cit., pp . 29 ff.

cit., pp. 30 ff.
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9. The E].enientary Education (Defective & Epileptic Children) Act, 1899

The original Bill was framed to give effect to the recommendations

of the Departmental Corinittee, and followed the lines of the Elementary

Education (Blind c' Deaf Children) Act of 1893. The definition of

210School Authority adopted was that contained in the earlier Act.

AU school authorities were empowered to ascertain in whatever

ways they chose, how many children in their areas who were neither

imbecile nor merely dull and backward were unable, due to mental or

physical defects, to benefit from education in normal schools, and yet

at the sajxe time were suitable for tuition in special schools. They

were also empowered to conduct the same inquiries for epileptic

children, and the parents of children required for examination by the

school authority were compelled to ensure the attendance of their

offspring under pain of a fine of £5 upon conviction for defau1t.2

The Chancellor of the Exchequer had urgently requested that careful

consideration should be given to the definition, in the Act, of

'defective children' because althongh he grudgingly accepted that the

grants for schools educating this afflicted class of child would have

to be con.derably larger than those for norma]. children, he desired

that no school authorities should be able, by lax definitions, to claim

grants for non-defectives at the higher level. In particular, he was

extremely suspicious that the Irish authorities were likely to be

212sorely tempted to do just this.

210Parlianientary Papers, 1899, Vol. IV, Elementary Education (Defective &
Epileptic Children) Act, 1899, Memo. p. 1.

2110p. cit., Clause 1(2), p. 1.

2l2piie Ed. 31/].6.
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The Treasury accepted that, in actual fact, there were three

safeguards in the Act conducive to restricting the grants .id. The

Education Department approved the arrangements for the admission of

children to special classes, and as a condition of this approval, reports

were required from teachers in the child's previous school and the local

authority's medical officer who was to ne dically examine all candidates.

Then, again, the Department would issue Minutes to reserve to themselves

the final decision on the propriety of the inclusion of any child, for an

H.M.I. with special medical training would set uniform and proper

standards. Lastly, and most important, the conditions for the

recognition of q eciaJ. classes regarding such items as the size of classes,

qualifications of the staff and facilities for manual instruction were

such that even with the increased State ,rants, the cost of these schools

to the local authorities would be far higher to the locality than the

213expense of children in norma]. schools.

Despite the safeguards which the Education Department had entered

into the ACt S the Treasury was still not re-assured and insisted that

after 'Children who, not being imbecile,' an insertion was necessary as

a precautionary measure. They suggested, therefore, that 'and not

being merely backward or dull children' should. be included, an amendment
2])^

winch was agreed to oy the ducation Department.

Clause 2 of the Act enabled School Authorities when they had

discovered defective and epileptic children in their areas, to provide

213Fi1e Ed. 31/16.
2l1fpi	 Ed. 31/16.
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for them in many different ways, including establishing special classes

in the ordinary public elementary schools, establishing special schools,

and boarding-out the pupils in houses near such special schools. Equal

powers were conferred upon the School Authorities for epileptic children,

and. in addition to the establishment and maintenance of their own schools

and pupils, they were allowed to contribute to the costs of tuition and

maintenance of defective pupils resident in their areas who attended

schools in the districts of other Schol Authorities. 215 It was not

intended that epileptic children should be boarded out, nor that those

pupils who suffered from severe epilepsy should attend. special classes;

in fact, it was really intended that the only acceptable provision for

these youngsters should be the purpose-built certified homes, and so the

original Clause had to be red.rafted several time

The next Clause empowered the School Authorities to provide guides

or conveyances for any children suffering severe mental or physical

defects to such an extent so they were unable to attend at schools

without such assistance.217 There was definite assurance from the

Education Department that this Clause related to all types of schools

arid not necessarily only to special sc.aoois.218

Clause L4- compelled the parents of any defective or epileptic

children to ensure their attendance at schools within reasonable distance,

the lack of a guide or conveyance not to be an acceptable excuse for

absence. In the case of epileptic children the School Jntiority was

215Parliamentary Papers, 1899, Vol. IV, Elementary Education (Detective &
Epileptic Children) Act, 1899, Clause 2.

2l6pii Ed, 31/16.

217Parliameritary Pers, 1899, Vol. IV, Elementary Education (Defective &
Epileptic Children) Act, 1899, Clause 3.

2lBpii Ed. 31/16.
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permitted to apply to a court of summary jurisdiction for an order

committing the child to a certified school for epileptics, and parents

were compelled to obey the court order or be summoned for non-compliance.

In their financial estimates which were being prepared as the Bill was

being drafted, the Education Department assessed 900 as the total of

epileptic children who would come within the provisions of the ct, and

523 of these could be catered for in institutions. Grants per head were

assessed at 85/- which woild, eventually, total £22,222 per annum,

although in the first year only £1,000 would be spent, and from then

the expenditure would rise by £200 annually.219

In Clause 5 there occurred the first really big charie from the

1893 Act because this item stipulated that Liost of the requirements of

Section 7 of that ct applied to schools for defective and epileptic

children, except the provision that a certain percentage of the costs

should be defrayed from private sources, a condition which was not to

apply in the case of the new special schools.22°

Clauses 6 and 7 dealt with the financial powers of the School

Authorities, the former extending the provisions of the 1893 Act regarding

expenses of the authorities, and the latter stipulating that nothing in

any Act of Parliament could prevent a grant being given by the Education
221Dejartiaent on such terms as it decided.

gain Clause 8 extended the provisions of Section 9 of the 1893 Act

219Ed 31/16.

2 Par1iamentary Papers, Op. cit., Clause 5.
221	 cit., Clauses 6 and 7.
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to parents of defective and epileptic children in that it made them

liable to contribute to the expenses of boarding and maintenance of

their children, but it emphasised that they should not be disqualified

from voting, or lose any rights and privileges as a result of not making

such a payment. 222 In drafting their Bill, the Education Department

intended that special classes should not differ in any respect from the

ordinary public elementary schools, as regarded the parents' liability

to pay fees. All that was required was contributions to the expenses

of boarding-out or boarding in institutions, plus the costs of guides and.

conveyances. As,in 1899, aU the existing special classes were free

it was obviously impossible to charge any fees in any new schools opened

after the date when the ct became operative.223

Ur.er Clause 9, Boards of Guardians were empowered to contribute to

the expenses of providing, enlarging or maintaining any certified special

schools or classes which included some scholars who were resident in

workhouses or other similar institutions. In addition, the Clause

following stated that nothing in the ct ised a duty upon School

Authorities to accept as pupils, in the special schools or classes,

pui1s who were either resident in the area of another School Juthority,

or in workhouses, or other institutions conducted by Guardians, unless

the other authority or the Guardians were prepared to contribute to the

costs of the education and maintenance, a sum to be mutually agreed

upon. 221^ The aim of this section of the Act was to prevent a drift of

222	
cit., Clause 8.

223Pile Ed. 31/16.

221̂Parliamentarj Papers, Op. cit., Clauses 9 and 10.
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handicapped children from the areas where the School Authoritie a did. not

utilise the permissive powers of the Act, to those districts wie re the

powers were aaoptea.225

Clauses 11 and 12 again extended the provisions of the 1893 Act to

defective and epileptic children, the former stipulating 16 years as the

school-leaving age, and. the latter stating the conditions under which

religious instruction could. be given. Finally, the Education Department

were authorised to require statistical returns from the School

226Authorities.

During the passage of the Bill through Parliament there had been

much activity by various interested bodies which were demanding amendments

to the 8i11. Among these were the School Board for London which

recommended that, as the Departmental Committee had advised, there should

be, incorporated in the Act, compulsory medical examinations for

candidates for special schools. In addition, they wanted a medical

officer appointed to inspect homes and classes and, above all, they

desired that the boarding-out of mentally defective children with private

families should be prohibited or, at the least very strictly regulated.227

Many of the authorities of imbecile institutions were protesting

because they were alarmed lest the special schools, especially the

boarding schools, began to compete with their establishements.

they became very pleased when theyre informed that admission I

Homes would be by ndica1 certificate, and that the Department

225Fjle Ed. 50/26.

226pariiamentary Papers, Op. cit., Clauses 11 and 12.

227Fi1e Ed. 50/29.
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probaJ..y limit the sizes of these Home 
228 

Although the Education

Department, according to the Duke of Devonshire, intended to effect this

limitation by administrative Minutes, on the 2nd Reading of the Bill,

Sir J.W. Maclur 9actin for these interested parties, proposed an

amendment which the Government accepted, the restrictive Sub-Section 6

to Section 2 under which Homes were limited in size to not more than

fifteen pupils in one building, and not more than four such buildings to

comprise the complete Home.23°

10. The Immediate Results of the Working of the Act

The Act cane into force on 1st Januax, 1903 and so, as usual in

such cases, the Education Department began issuing its administrative

circulars in which the ways of interpreting the ict were explained, as

was the method of its intended working. 	 Firstly, the administrative

circular stipulated that the main means conceived by which defective

children should receive their education was in special day schools or

classes which could be easily reached from the pupils' homes, All

principal teachers were to be certificated and classes were not to

228p.i Ed. 31/16.

229ir John William Maclure (1835-1901), LLP. (Conserv.) Stretford
Division from 188, Who Was Who, 1897-1916, p. 256.

230Pile Ed. 31/138
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exceed 20 pupils, and neither were the handicapped scholars to mix with

normal pupils for any iessons.231

Grants were arded at the rate of 50/- per child in average

attendance, plus io/ each for the older children for advanced manual

instruction, and 30/- per head for younger children for simpler manual

instruction, giving a maximum grant obtainable of 90/- per

These figures were decided upon as the result of Miss Dale' s evidence

to the Departmental Committee, in which she estimated the costs of

educating defective children as verying between £1. 3s. 6d. and

£. 8s. lOd. per head annually. However, according to the School doard

for London, their annual costs per head were £8 for defective pupils

compared with £3 ll+s. Od. per head for normal children. However, when

analysed, the difference was not so g'eat as it appeared because

1 iss Dale admitted that none of her teachers was certificated and no

manual training was included in the curriculum. Reluctantly, the

Treasury agreed to the proposed grants of 90/- maximum for older pupils,

but only after securing promises of the elimination of all waste. 233

Small boarding schools alone would be certified by the Board of

Education as suitable for epileptic pupils only if they made proper

provision for ndical attention as vell as educational facilities for

their scholars. 2	There exists considerable evidence that the

Government was not unduly worried about the fate of epileptic children

because they were hoping that the growing interest being shown in these

231File Ed.. 50/26.

232Pile Ed. 50/26.

233 l Ed. 31/16.

234Pile Ed. 50/26, Circular L432.
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children by various philanthropic bodies would result in voluntary

agencies building homes for them to which School Authorities could

contribute, if they so wished, as an alternative to building their own

235Homes.

Lhe real stumbling block to the operation, in its entirety, of the

Act was, as far as epileptic children were concerned, the restrictive

Sub-Section 6 of Section 2 of the Act itself which stipulated that the

oard, of Education would not certify any establishment, after the

commencement of the operation of the AOt for boarding and lodging more

than fifteen defective and epileptic children in one building or

comprising more than four su buildings. Although this sub-section

applied equally to defective and epileptic children, in actual fact, it

mainly concerned epileptic pils because the large majority of defective

pupils had been accommodated in certified day schools and classes, plus

some 'boarding-out', but all cases of severe epilepsy needed small homes,

according to the Board of Education, and these were not being built.236

As early as February, 1900, tle School Board for London had sent

a Memorial to t he Board of Education in which they stated that they fully

accepted the provisions of the Act, as far as it concerned defective

children but, after careful consideration, they could not adopt Section 2,

Sub-Section 6 without amendment. After careful investigations they had

come to the conclusion that there re 280 epileptic pupils in the London

area who were excused from school attendance on account of severe epilepsy.

235File Ed. 31/16.

236F.l Ed. 31/138.
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A Conference had been convened by the 3oard to discuss the situation of

these children at which several specialists had spoken upon the treatment

of epilepsy.237

The Boaxd objected to the Sub-Section in question on three grounds,

educational, a&ninistrative and financial. On the educational side the

small numbers of 60 children would include pupils of vaIing degrees of

epilepsy, some of whom would be almost imbecile whilst others would be

equal in intelligence to normal children, yet the smallness of the

numbers wouJ.d preclude the division of the children into reasonable

classes of sluilar abilities.238

The main objection on the adiriinistrative side was that it was

necessary for the iome to be moved into the country into healthy

surroundings so that the children c ould have fresh air and. sufficient

exercise. Aother desirable point was the establishment of the new

home near an adult colony so that any pupils who did not improve could,

at 16 years of age, enter the senior institutions. Finally, the main

financial objection was the disproportionate amount per head which

cottages for fifteen children would cost, compared with larger premises.

For only 60 pupils, an isolation ward, a sanatorium and gymnasium were

all necessary, in aidition to increased expenses per head for staff and.

provisions. Therefore, with great regret, the School Board for London

infonned the President of the Board of Education that they declined to

put the tct into operation without its amendment.239

237File Ed. 31/138.

238p1l Ed. 31/138

239File Ed. 31/138.
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In March, 1900, the National Society for the Employment of

Epileptics wrote to the Education Department about the same topic,

Sub-Section 6 of Section 2 of the Act. The etter informed the Board

of Education that the Society haa opened the first colony for epileptics

at Chalfont St. Peter in 1894-, after which they had built two homes,

each for the reception and education of 24- epileptic children, and had

planned to build others. In June, 1899, the Duke of York had opened

the two homes which had been scheduled to receive the first children

in Autumn, 1899 when, it was estimated, the premises would be dry.

In the ire antime the Elementary Education (Defective Epileptic Children)

Act had been passed, whereupon the Society deferred the reception of the

children in order to consider the effects of the unpopular Sub-Section

of the act.	 In the Society's experience it had been found that the

colony system was particularly efficacious in the case of young

sufferers, but nevertieless the Society, although desirous of

accommodating the children in its homes, was not prepared to do so until

the offending Sub-Section was abrogated. Furthermore, the Society did.

riot believe that it was wise to impose any set pattern upon a residential

institution, and. with all these considerations, respectfully sugested.

that the Act should be axrended.

As the number of pupils per building had been 24 maximum as

recommended by the Departmental Cojmittee, and fifteen had been accepted

in an aridment sponsored by vested interests, the recuests of the School

Board for London anc3. the Society that the law be amended were eminently

Ed. 31/138.
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reasonable, especially when it is remembered that iBielefeld. Colony in

Germany, the shove-piece of Erope, contained 1,500 epileptics of all

ages, and. both sexes. 	 It was widely acknowledged that this Germany

colony gave the fullest scope to individual character and development,

because its growth of population had not lessened the individual

attention provided. 2

Sir John Gorst, 22 the Vice-President of the Committee of Council

on Education, replied through one of his secretaries that the two vacant

homes could be easily adapted to conform to the Board's requircnnts

because the Government felt that no adequate case had been made out for

the amendment of the Act. It was suggested that the existing homes

could be divided into two semi-detached cottages each housing twelve

children, or the cottages could each be utilised for fifteen children

instead of 214., and the vacant rooms used for other useful purposes such

as schoolrooms. A third possibility was that the work could be confined

to males, as Gorst wrongly assumed that the adult colony was, and two

homes could be provided for boys with accommodation for girls elsewhere.23

In their reply the members of the Society showed obvious perturbation

at Gorst' s attitude for they declared that they had never doubted that they

would be able to convince the Board that the two homes were established

before the passing of the Act, as indeed they were, and consequently were

exempt from the provisions of the new legislation. Whilst thanking the

24lPjie Ed. 31/138.

2l42Sir John Eldon Gorst (1835-1916), flNB, 1912-1921, p. 218. (Vice-
President of the Committee of Council on ducation, 1895-1902).

Ed. 31/138.
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Board for their suggestions on the nodifications desirable in their

homes, the Society respectfully declined to comply with them because to

do so was to deny the basic principles upon which epileptic colonies

were developed and. which, in other countries, had achieved such signal

success. Sub-Section 6 of Section 2 of' the Act would deprive epileptic

children of the benefits of the only system which had borne the test of

experience, and if any establishments were inaugurated in Britain under

the Act, they would be based upon principles which had never been

applied to epileptics, and which were, in the opinion of the Society,

manifestly incapable of application. in any case the two homes were

merely the first part of the establishment for epileptic chiliren which

the Society had ii..anned, and while the limitation remained in force it

restricted the provision for children to only four homes, and so the

Society felt precluded from usefully undertaking the care and education

of epileptic pupils until the Act was amended. In fact the two hories

were, at the time of the letter, being utilised for other purposes. 244

It is difficult to comprehend the intransigence of the higher

officials at the Board of Education, particularly Gorst, in remaining

adamant about the controversial Sub-Section, because t1 largest and.,

in many respects, the most enlightened School Board in the country, the

London authority, had informed the Central Authority that they would not

implement the Act unless it was amended and then the largest voluntary

society for epileptics had done likewise. As the Government had,

previously, emphasised that they hoped philanthropic bodies would take

Ed, 31/1313.
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over the provision of educational facilities for epileptics, they were

clearly confused in their policy, perhaps because in the middle of this

controversy, the new Central Authority for Education, the Board of

Education, was being organised, but the impression given by the attitude

of the rw Board was that their opponents were expected to surrender with

the passage of time. Unfortunately, in this controversy the eventual

losers were the epileptic children themselves who were not provided for

to the extent desirable. Thus an impasse was reached, the Board of

Education making no concessions, and the various authorities making no

provision for the epileptic children of England.

A Minute prepared in January, 1903, by B.K. Chbers, 24.5 an

Assistant Secretary at the Board, commented that whilst it was probably

correct to refuse to and still fresh legislation in 1900, three years

later no authority had adopted the Act, as far as epileptics were

concerned. It was felt that the objections to the Act were based upon

two main points, the limitation of the numbers in a Eome to fifteen

children, and of an institution to 60 pupils. 	 The size of the

institution should be controlled by the issue of regulations by the Board

and not, in the opinion of Chambers, be rigidly and finally fixed by

statutory legislation which had caused the virtual non-implementation of

the Act. As the basis of the aw was conditioned only by the presence

of the controlling bodies of imbecile institutions, it was most

regrettable that the Board had persisted in demanding fifteen children

24.SSir Edmund Kerchever Chambers (1866-1954.), Who Was Who, 1951-60, p. 197.
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per home and, therefore, Chambers recommended that rio number should be

included in the act, but that all epileptic homes and institutions should

be administered by flexible Minutes, as was the case for blind and deaf

24.6
institutions.

The restrictive Clause, Sub-Section 6 of Section 2, was finafly

repealed in the summer of 1903 when the Parliamentary debates illuminated

the circu.mstances surrounding its insertion in the 1899 Act. Mr. Heywood

Johnstone 24.7 moved the amendment in a Private Merriber's Bill and contended

that his reason for supporting such a measure was the non-operation of

the 1899 Act as far as institutions for epileptic children were concerned.

During the Debates, his main opposition cane from Sir John Gorst, who

assented that the offending clause had been inserted in the 1399 Act

with the consent of the President of the Board of Education and himself.

There 'were two main reasons for their acceptance of the contentious

clause, firstly, available evidence suggested that 'eat numbers of

children congregated together constituted a health hazard as they were

prone to contaious diseases and, secondly, it was commonly believed that

the herding together of many youngsters in large institutions was

detrimental to their moral character and other desirable qualities

engendered by love, affection, friendship, together with humane treatment

and care. A further objection Gorst had to the Bill was that it was a

Private Member' s Bill whereas such legislation, if supported by the Board

of Education, should have been a Government me asure. It was therefore

24.6pii Ed. 31/138.

2)+7John Heywood. Johristone (1850-1904.), Who Was 'who, l897-1, p, 383.
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surreptitious legislation which he resented.

In answering Gorst, Johnstone referred back to the passage of

the 1899 Act and claimed that the measure had returned to the Commons

from the Upper Chamber without the offending clause and he could find

no record in Hansard of its insertion into the Act, merely a formal

statement that certain amendnts were made. No opportunity for

discussion appeared to have been provided for the House. He refuted

Gorst's arguments against large institutions by asserting that under

his measure, the Board of Education would control the size of

institutions by administrative regulations. Sir William Anson2 gave

the Bill official approval rnairiJ.y due to its non-operation with regard

to institutions for epileptic children.29

In the Lords, Lord Reay claimed that the objections to the ciuse

were educational, administrative and financial. Educationally, larger

numbers of children meant better classification and better distribution

of pupils and teachers in accordance with the varied stages of their

development and deficiens. Administratively, the ideal situation for

such institutions was in the healthy surroundings of rural areas where

they were largely dependent upon their own resources. Large staffs were

necessary and. so large numbers of children were necessary to justify

these staffs who also had to administer the infirmary attached to such

institutions. Finally, the prohibitive costs of institutions restricted

24•8Sir VIilliam Reynell xison (182+3-19)4), DNB, 1912-1921, p. 8.

22+9House of Commons' Journal, 19th June, 1903, pp. l2+31-12+5L4..
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to four buildings with only fifteen children in each were disproportionate

to those entailed by larger establishments. Again, official approval

to the measure was given, this time by the President of tF Board of

Education, the Marquess of Londonderry, for identical reasons as those

expreBsed by Anson earlier in the Commons. 250 There is also evidence

that Gorst actually wanted fifteen as the maximum number permit ted in

cottages in institutions under the 1899 Act, but that the President,

the Duke of Devonshire, refused to countenance this figure. 251

From April, 1903, Dr. Eicholz was given the supervision of all

schools arid institutions certified under both the 1893 arid the 1899 Acts,

so that although the annual reports on the defective and epileptic

schools and institutions were to be made, as previously, by the District

Inspectors, they were then to forward these reports to the Board of

Education through Dr. Eicholz. The Annual Reports upon certified

schools and institutions for the deaf were all assigned to Dr. Eicholz,

and the reports upon blind schools and institutions were to be conducted

252by the District Inspectors.

The School 3oard for London had earlier, in October, 1900, analysed

615 cases of crippling of children. They found that there had been 138

cases of hip disease in this number, plus 35 tuberculous affections of

other joints, but almost as large a category was spinal caries which

accounted for 120 cases, followed by rickets with 79 cases and infantile

paralysis with 101 cases. It was also found that other forms of

250House of LHs' Journal, 3rd July, 1903, pp. 124.9-1254-.

251F1 Ed. 50/26.

2S2File Ed. 50/22, Circular 4-76.
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paralysis accounted. for 78 cases which included some epileptic

253
casualties.

Manchester Education Committee furnished the first resicientia1

home for crippled children in the Swinton House School which was opened

in July, 1903, with 60 children. The Committee had co-operated closely

with Dr. Henry Ashby in this venture and the eminent paediatrician had

interested Professor A.D. Telford of Manchester in the scheme. Telford

had estimated that there were three categories of crippled children who

were suitable for admission to the residential homes or schools, firstly,

children deformed by rickets; secondly, cripples suffering from

infantile paralysis and, early cases of tubercular diseases of the larger

254-,joints or spine.

Originally, 60 children were accepted as inmates of the home and,

writing in 1910, r2elford reported that 157 cases had been dealt with

since the opening of the new institution. In this time, the main

diseases had been tubercular joints with spine (55), hip (38), knee(10),

ankle and foot (5), in addition to rickets which had provided 33 cases

and infantile paralysis with 11 sufferers.255

Further corroboration of the main afflictions crippling young

children in the first decade of the 20th Century were provided by the

Invalid Children's Aid Association in a tabulated form in 1902, and this

showed that of 639 cases dealt with, there were 100 cases of hip disease,

96 cases of spine disease and 86 cases of other tubercular joints.

253S.B.L. Minutes, 26th October, 1900, p. 1620.

A.D. Telford, Op. cit., pp. 12-20 ff.

2550p. cit., p. 26.
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Paralysis and heart affections accounted for 78 cases arid rickets for

4.9 cases, but a rather unusual category was anaemia and debility which

provided Go cases, chest and throat	 cases, and chorea, skin, eyes

and ears axuounte d to 4.3 case 25

A later analysis of 1,209 cases, two years afterwards, showed that

166 children had suffered. from hip disease, 162 from spine disease,

89 from tuberculous glands and 85 from tuberculous joints. Infantile

paralysis accounted for 125 cripples; anaemia, debility and skin disease

provided 150 cases, and rickets had crippled 101 children. However,

about this time a new cateory was emergin,, phthisis and this had

caused 68 cases of crippling.257

Thus, by 1905, the situation in the sphere of special education

was that two Elementary Education Acts had been passed - in 1893 and

1899 - the first of which compelled education authorities to provide

facilities for the tuition of blind, deaf anJ dumb children, whilst the

latter cxnferred only permissive powers for defective and epileptic

children. However, by the intrinsic limitations of the same Acts, the

very provisions had been restricted considerably by various curtailments

of financial expenditure upon the centres for special education. In the

case of the blind and deaf and dumb pupils the stipulation that

authorities controlling institutions should provide 25 per cent of the

costs of running their establishments had actually caused several

institutions to close, as they were unable to withstand what proved to be

256I.C.A.. Report, 1902, p. 9.

Report, 1904-, p. 9.
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a serious drain upon their resources, whilst others were unable to

expand or improve their facilities.	 The result, of course, was that

indirectly the children suffered either from poor accommodation and other

facilities, or by not being able to attend school. 	 In the .se of

defective and epileptic children, the controversial Sub-Section 6 of

Section 2 of the 1899 Act restricted the provision of residential

centres and, in the case of epileptic pupils, this was tantanount to

debarring all provision, but in actual fact the restrictive sections of

the Act precluded any residential schools for either mentally or

physically handicapped children. It was only the fact that most

defective pupils were able to attend public elementary day schools that

made the 1899 Act relatively successful for this class of pupil.

Therefore, it was apparent to the Board of Education by 1905 that some

form of consolidating legislation was necessary, but it was delayed for

two years whilst the administrators formulated their future policies

under a new Government, the Liberal Party which had assumed power in

Icember, 1905, with one of the two largest majorities of the

20th Century, and a firm committal to a programme of widespread social

reform.

However, the most serious drawback of the 1899 Act was that it

prevented instruction of any sort being given to imbeciles who han. been

certified as such. Already, before the Act was passed, the School Board

for London was attempting to secure some acknowledgement of the needs of

these children on the part of the central authority. The Board was

aware of at least 120 such children in London, half of whom had

originally attended scho1 but who had been excluded when their probation
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period had revealed that they were imbeciles. There was evidence that

these children, once excluded frori school, were frequently neglected at

home, so that they roamed the streets and gradually became a menace to

themselves and others.25

The parents of such children were often 'imable to afford the fees

at an institution even when there was a position vacant for their

offspring. So the School Board for London recommended that these children

not certified as imbeciles and not being paupers should be sent to special

schools by the Guardians, because they were beyond the jurisdiction of

the school authorities, and the parents shoald be made to contribute

although they ought not to become paupers on this account. The

children, maintained the Board, should be sent to such iris titutions on

the authority of the School Medical Officers. A rather curt response

was received from the Education Department which, although agreeing

generally with the Board that there was no legal impediment to the course

of action proposed, asserted that the training of imbecile children did

not fall viithin the meaning of the term education, as used in the
250Education Acts of 1893 and 1899, which expressly excluded them.

2SBji Ed. 50/24..

259File Ed. 50/24..
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CKA.PTh'R

HE LDICL INSPECTION OF SCHOOL CHUEN

1. The Development of Medical Interest in the Health of School
Children in the late 19th Century

As it was axiomatic that all children, with few exceptions, had

to be compulsorily educated. before any State action on behalf of

handicapped children could be expected., so again it was essential that

all school children should be medically examined before the full

implications of the problems posed by these afflicted pupils could be

realised. Many writers, inc1udin Crichton Browne, had asserted that

manutrition was a major cause of the general poor health of elementary

school children but this was an ailment which could, in many cases, be

remedied simply by adequate food. Such handicaps as bad sight, poor

hearing, mental retardation and the rheumatic roup of diseases were

neither easily detectable by teachers who were, in any case, not medical

experts nor were they capable of simple cures. However, there were

some pioneers who had shown an interest in the general health of school

children, particularly their eye-sight, long before the social and

hygiene improvements of the second half of the 19th Century concentrated

medical attention upon paediatrics.

In 1812, James Ware had published a report upon the eyesight of

school children at Chelsea and students at Oxford, but this was an

isolated case of experiment and was not followed up in this country, or

abroad, by further research. In Europe; the School Hygiene Movement

really began in 1866 with the publication of the work of Hermann Cohn

who had examined the eyesight of over 10,000 pupils in Breslau schools.
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Thus was inaugurated the widespread systematic and extensive inquiry

into the physical conditions of school life which has continued even until

the present day. Cohn's work was of vital importance for two main

reasons, the first bein. the thoroughness and extent of hia researches

far exceeded those of any of his predecessor8 and, the second, because

from his statistical tables he formulated theories on the subject of

school hygiene, particularly those aspects of it which were relevant to

the eyesight d.pupils, such items as the lighting of rooms, the

furniture and. the handwriting. Subsequently, in 1883, Cohn recommended

the appointment of school doctors and, in the same year, the first was

appointed at Frankfurt-on-Main.1

In England, there were two main movements which contributed to

the progress towards systematic medical inspection of school chi]dren,

the first of which was the action of several local authorities

respecting the control of infectious diseases in schools, and the second

of which took the form of voluntary experiments in medical inspection.

The first real interest in the health of school children since Ware's

writings was demonstrated by the actions and reports of various

investigators employed by the Local Government Board to inquire into the

causes and effects of epidemics of diptheria in several parts of the

country and were part of the general movement for improved sanitation.

In 187 6 , at Brailes, Dr. W.H. Power 2 became the first doctor to

1lst Annual Report of the Chief iiedica1 Officer, Board of Education, l9O8,p..2
2William Henry Power (1841-1925), Who ias who, 1916-1928, p. 852.
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distinguish the connection between poor school attendance and the

prevalence of diptheria. In the folio in year, Dr. Richard Thorne3

confirmed these findings as a result of his investigations at Coggeshall,

Essex. Further reports by these two doctors and Dr. Airy provided

substantial evidence that Power's original conclusions were valid.

By 1884., the Education Department were including, in their CoJe, a section

on school closure and the exclusion of pupils with infectious diseases.

This action was endorsed, in the same year, by the Local Government

Board which issued a Memorandum upon the topic.4.

In November, 1880, at Birmingham, Dr. Priestley Smith5 had

delivered an address to the Birmingham Teachers' Association upon the

subject of short sight among school children. The work of both Ware

in England, and Cohn in Germany was referred to as evidence that short

sight was more prevalent among the educated than the uneducated, and was

especially prevalent in Germany, a country which had had a national

system of State education loner than any other.

As there had been no systematic inquiry into short sight in England

up until the time he had been appointed 0ptha]nic Surgeon to the Queen's

Hospital, Birmingham, Dr. Priestley Smith had decided to obtain some

accurate statistics as to the prevalence of short sight in the Board

schools of Birmingham. For the sake of making comparisons he also

instituted a similar inquiry among the students of some of the colleges

Richard Thorne-Thorne (184.8-1899), Who Was Who, l897-l9, p. 707.
4.Sir George Newman, The Building of a Nation' s Healtb, Macmillan,
London, 1939, pp. 187 ft.

5Dr. Priestley Smith l8J+5-l933), Who Was Who, 1929-194.0, p. 1256.
Priestley Smith, Short Sight in Relation to Education,

Midland Educational Company, Birmingham & Leicester, 1880, pp. 13-16.
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training young men and women as e1enntary school teachers, because he

believed that these students, all of whom were ex-elementary school

pupi1, would show 3ignificant differences in their incidence of short-

sightedness, a feature which was attributable to their longer period of

education.7

Children in three large Board schools were examined and compared

with some students froni four Training Colleges. A total of 1,636

children aged from 7 to 13 years were tested, 873 bo,s and 763 girls,

of whom it was found, 86 were short-sighted in one eye or both - about

five per cent were thus affected. Among the College students 357 were

examined, of whom 183 were male, arid 174 female, and of these 72 were

short-sighted in one eye or both - a total of about 20 percent affected.

As these figures showed that roughly four times as many students

suffered from short sight than did Board school pupils, Dr. Priestley

Smith concluded that his hypothesis had been proved, but this did not

mean that any nation which chose to educate its citizens to a high level

had automatically accepted an increasing incidence of short-sightedness

among its population. The actual remedies were simple for they

consisted of the general improvement of the physique of the people, an

improvement in the standards of lighting in schools and ndical advice

about school furniture.

Thiring the same decade, Dr. Crichton Browne had castigated the

London School Board for the detrimental effects upon pupils' health of

70p. cit., p. 18.
8	

cit., pp. 20 ft.
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over-pressure in their schools, an occurrence which was not really the

fault of the Board but lay rather with the Revised Code of the Education

Department. The findin < s of Dr. Browne were confirmed by the subsequent

researches and publications of Dr. Clement IXikes 9 who, writing in 1887,

exhorted parents and teachers to ensure that their children had sound,

healthy bodies rather than encyclopaedic brains, for the former asset

would lead eventually to stronger intellects. He was encouraged to note

that education was ceasing to be the mere cramming of facts into pupils'

minds and was becoming the cultivation of faculties and the development

of physical powers and functions)0

In a subsequent analysis of the effects of over-work upon school

children, Dr. Dukes asserted that there were ten symptons which he could

discern as evidence of over-pressure.	 These were, firstly, "character"

and "disposition tt , which he assessed by comparing the individual with

his former self on such points as inertness, mechanical obedience to

orders, restlessness and answering in monosyllables. Secondly, the

general appearance of the pupils was sallow, the eyes were dull and,

frequently, there were skin eruptions, whilst, thirdly, the muscular

system was flabby and wasted so that the scholars walked without the

spring and vigour of youth. Fourthly, the nervous system was badly

affected, and reacted with frequent headaches, stammering, sleeplessness,

hysteria and neuralgia, in addition to a propensity to give addled

answers to questions during :lesson times. There followed a list of other

r. Clement Iikes (181i5-1925), Obituary, The Laricet, 2Li th January, 1925,
p. 208.

10Dr. Clement Dukes, Health at School, Cassell & Co., London, 1887,
pp. 2 ff.
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syinptons under the headings of Circulatory system, Respiratory system,

Digestive system, Urinary system, Generative system, and the final one,

Loss of Weight, the latter by far the most common, and the most

characteristic.11

In early 1884 there occurred another event of major importance

in the development of interest in the health of school children when a

letter appeared simultaneously in the British Medical Journal and

The Lancet appealing for assistance in founding an organisation to combine

the experience of medical officers of e ducationaj.. establishments in

matters of school hygiene, and to provide opportunities for discussions

and papers upon related topics. The writers of the joint letter were

Drs. G-.J.H. Evatt and H. Aldersmith,12 and they suggested that

prospective members should be the medical officers of the great male

and female schools of every class, and those doctors who were interested

in the subjects mentioned in their letter, plus any medical men who were

engaged upon studies of the ailments of young persons ani children.

As a result of this letter an inaugural meeting wa held at Christ's

Hospital on 16th pril, 1884 at which sixteen potential members were

present, and support had been received from 38 medical officers of

schools and others. Thus was the Medical Officers of Schools Association

formed and, at the first general meeting held on 2i-th July, 1881 4., the

rules were adopted and 23 additional members elected, after which

Dr. C. Dukes, Work & Overwork in Relation to Health in School,
Percival & Co., London, 1893, p. 4.7.

Dr. Evatt was Surgeon-Major of the Army Idical Department and Medical
Officer, the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich.
Dr. A]ilersinith was the Resident Medical Officer, Christ' s Hospital.
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Dr. James Andrew read a paper upon the topic of the control of infectious

diseases in schools. From l882. pqers upon topics of vital concern to

all connected with the supervision of school hygiene were read annually,

and were followed by discussions at each Generaj. Meetin g, a valuable
13

contribution to the sub3ect.

In 1892, the Edmonton School Board reported upon the eyesight

tests of 2,873 children in their area, with particular reference to the

prevalence of opthaJ.znia rather than the incidence of ainetropia ailments,

because discharge from the eyes was the basis of the classification,

It was found that 4-7 children were suffering from opthalmia, and so the

Board recomrnend.ed that teachers should have the pcwer to exclude pupils

who were suffering from discharge of the eyes and they should also test

their pupils sight regularly, after which they should notify the parents

concerned of any defects with a recommendation to obtain treatment. 4-

Dr. Shirley Murphy' the Medical Officer of Health for the L.C.C.,

in his Annual Report for 1892, drew attention to the dangers of measles

in school pupils and, in the following year, he divided children into

three age groups, 0 to 3 years, 3 to 13 years and over 13 years. Then

producing the necessary statistics, he asserted that there was a downward

curve in the incidence of diptheria and. scarlet fever in the 3 to 13 years

age group during August, the school holidays period of the London School

Board. He was forced to conclude that the Board schools were instru-

mental in spreading these contagious diseases.16 The year following

Record of Fifty Years' Work, 1884.-1934-, The Medical Officers of Schools
Association, Hertford, 1934., pp. 9-13.
British Medical Journai, 27th February, 1892, p. 4-59,

Dr. Shirley Murphy (184-8-1923), Who Was Who, 1916-1928, p. 762.
1GDr Shirley Murphy, L.C.C. Annual Reports, Vol. 15, Report No, 24-1,

pp. 25 ff.
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the statistics confirmed hi previous findings, and he therefore

maintained that the attention of Medical Officers of Health and of

school authorities should be especially directed to the study of the con-

ditions required to ]essen, as far as possible, the opportunities which

school attendance afforded for the communication of these diseases from

17one child to another.	 In yet another report, upon an outbreak of

diptheria in Lewishazn, Murphy's investigations led him to report that

there was a special incidence of the disease in children of school age,

a special incidence which was exacerbated when the disease occurred in

first sufferers in affected households. Amongst these first sufferers,

aged 3 to 13 years, children attending Board schools suffered four times

as much, and children attending national schools suffered more than three

times as much as children not attending any schools. It was also found

that these first sufferers were pupils in certain classes which were

specially affected, so that there was a greater incidence of the disease
•	 •	 •	 18in these particular classes than in the schools themselves.

cross the Atlantic, in 189 L., the Boston School Board became the

American pioneers in school hygiene when they appointed medical

inspectors to examine pupils and. eclude those suffering from infectious

diseases, but there was no follow-up programme, so school attendance

continued to be affected until 1905 when the Boston District Nursing

Association provided the nurses to institute treatment. This action

was so successful that in 1907 the Nursing Division was established by

the School Committee,19

Annual Reports, Vol. 19, Report 1o. 285, pp. 25-30.
Annual Reports, Vol. 20, Report No. 323.

19$pecial Services in the Boston Public Schools, Boston Public Schools,
Boston, U.S.A., 1962, p. 6.

N.B. These books, under the names of the authors, are included in the
bibliomraDhv.
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Jnother very influential agent in the dissemination of knowledge

of school and child hygiene was the printed word, and such pioneers in

this field as Henry kshby, Frederic Still, 20 Jans Goodhart21 and John

Thomson22 were instrumental in publicisin details of these topics

and recommending methods whereby the supervision of child health could

be improved. In addition, in the early 1880s two books were published

by Casseil & Co., London, which aimed at a popular circulation, and these

two books were extremely successful, each running to several editions.

The plan of the two volumes was to include essays written by leading

medical experts of the day, each of which dealt with a certain aspect

of an overall title. 23 Finally, in the early 1890s there was published

the results of the meticulous researches of Charles Booth in the East

End of London, and his revelations of the squalor and poverty in these

areas shocked the country, especially when these disclosures were

connected with the plight of children. Booth estimated that roughly

one/third of all families were living below the poverty line, and as

these particular families tended to have rather more children than

others it was self-evident that a rather larger percentage of children

214.were inadequately housed, clothed and fed.

20Sir George Frederic Still (1368-194.1), tB,l9)+l-l950, p. 839.

2lir James Frederic Goodhart (l?45-l9l6), Who Was Who, 1916-1928, p. 4.17.

Thomson (1856-1926), Di, 1922-1930, p. 839.

23The Book of Health, Ed. L. Morris, Cassell & Co., London, 1883.
Our Homes and. How to Make them Healt, Ed. S.F. liurphy, Cassefl & Co.,l89

24• Booth, Life & Labour of the People of London Macmillan & Co., London,

1392, Series 1, Vol. 2, p. 21.
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2. Dr. Kerr' s Work in Bradford and London

In November, 1889, the School Board for London resolved to appoint

a Medical Officer at a salary of £400 per annum, to report upon

candidates for permanent posts and to advise the Board upon any medical

matters referred to him. Originally it was anticipated that the doctor

appointed would give his whole time to the new post 25 but Dr. William R.

26
Smith was offered the oosition,	 arid when he accepted he also requested

permission to retain his posts as Professor at Kin's College and Health

Officer for Woolwich. This sanction was ranted because it was felt

that the University post provided trained assistants in close proximity

to the Board's offices and the Woolwich post ensured that weekly figures

for infectious diseases for one London area would always be available to

the Board. 27 Dr. Smith thus became the first Medical Officer to be

appointed by any ScIt ol Authority in the world, in March, 1890. 28

After one year' s work in his new position, Dr. Smith wrote to

the Board requesting an increase in salary, an application which he

justified by outlining the scope of his work and the likely lines of its

development, in addition to comparing the position and the salary drawn

with analagous posts and salaries. He reported that, in the first

section of his duties, he had examined 1,4-00 candidates for employment

by the Board, the majority of which were teachers and, secondly, he had.

investigated the health of the existing employees of the Board, and this

255B.L. Minutes, Vol. xxxi, p. 1217.

26Dr William IL Smith (1850-1932), Who Was Who, 1929-194-0, p. 1259.

Minutes, Vol. xxxi, p. 14-06 ff.

28 e 1ancet, 26th March, 1932, p. 697.
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work had necessitated the edical examination of 103 cases referred.

to him. Finally, there was a branch of his work which involved

special references to his department and these had numbered 66, including

references upon such subjects as P.E., the lighting of schools, the

eyesight of scholars and the sites for future schools. 29 It is obvious

from this catalogue of duties which was approved by the Board, that

the medical inspection of school children was a very small part of

Dr. Smith's responsibilities. Dr. James Kerr° writing in 1906,

asserted. that Dr. Smith was so poorly paid that he could not afford to

develop the school hygiene aspect of his work.31

Three years after the appointment of Dr. Smith, the Bradford

School Board also decided to appoint a Medical Officer, and their choice

fell upon Dr. Kerr, whose duties were strictly defined. Firstly, he

was to visit each School Board department about four times per year and

report, in writing, upon the sanitary condition of the premises and the

general health of the scholars. Secondly, he was to confer with Head.

Teachers before deciding whether certain pupils were physically capable

of promotion to higher standards or classes. Thirdly, Dr. 1 err was

expected to examine the eyesight, hearing and general physical condition

of any pupils referred to him by Head Teachers. Finally, he was to

examine candidates for employment and childxen referred to him by the

officials of the Board for non-attendance at school due to physical

Minutes, Vol. xxxiv, p. 988.

30Dr. Jans Kerr (1869-19 1+1), Who Was ho, 191 1-1950, p.

31Report of Inter-Departmental Committee on the Medical Inspection
and Feeding of School Children, 1906, p. 235.
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unfitness. Hawever, the Board made no mention of facilities for

providing treatment for ailing pupils, nor was there any sugestion that

they were desirous of establishing a Health Centre. 32 However,

Dr. Kerr's work received no real impetus until Novenber, l89, when

Margaret McMillan was elected to the Bradford School Board. She

instigated the first recorded medical inspection of school children in

1899, and. this examination was conducted at the Usr Street Schools,

Bradford, by Dr. Kerr in her presence. The success of this pioneer

venture and her later influence with the officials of the Board of

Education entitle Margaret McMillan to be considered the founder of

medical inspection in English elementary schools.33

Prior to these development, in June, l891i- Dr. Kerr had made an

interim report to the Board in which he revealed his findings after

examining 1,232 children out of 10,750 referred to him by Head Teachers.

Visual defects were present in 6.1 per cent of the children examined,

the main complaint being errors of refraction, but only one per cent

of this group were provided with spectacles. inother group, 2.2 per

cent of those examined, suffered from hearing defects generally caused

by throat £fections, but these defects were remediable by treatment.

In the group examined there were 117 children who were mentally deficient,

whilst another 113 showed defects of speech which varied from a slight

stanuner to another un-named defect which rendered their speech

unintelligible.

32Jubilee 1908-l958, City of Bradford School Health Service,
Bradford, 1958, pp. 6 ff.

33Margaret McMillan (1870-1931), DNB, l93l-l91iO, p. 587.
British Medical Journal, 23rd June, 1894, p. 1380.
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Kerr later maintained that he interpreted his duties as all that

affected or tended to affect the health of those working in schools.

To attain this end he first circularised all the teachers in Bradford,

asking them to make lists of all the children they knew who were abnormal

in any respect, as regarded eyes, ears, speech or brains. From these

lists he instituted an inspection which took four months, as a resu].t of

which Bradford established five centres for the special education of

mentally deficient children and the annual vision testing of all children

in the Standards. Another result was that for the first time a new

defect was noticed, congenital word-blindness. Among incidental findings

were that the importance of nasal breathing, postural attitudes and

physical exercises, combined with proper heating, ventilation and

furnishing, re all realised to a greater extent than ever before.35

Another aspect of this innovatory work was that Kerr found that

each subject investi,ated led to something else,	 the testing of

children with defective hearing led to the testing of normal hearing

which, in turn, led to the noting of mouth breathing and the observation

that discharging ears, with all their complications, were at least ten

times as common among mouth breathers as among other children. The

prevalence of contracted chests led to tests with physical exercises

and the conclusion that older girls, and especially female pupil-teachers,

suffered from lack of exercise, whilst other tests, upon the same theme,

led to tests of ventilation.3

35Report of Inter-Departmental Committee, op. cit., p. 236.
36	 cit., pp. 236 fT.
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Other tests were mare to ascertain the measurements of children

so that the heights and ages of pupils in the various Standards could be

tabulated with the aim of establishing standard proportions of seats and

desks. When cases of non-attendance were investigated it was found

that they raised questions of ill-feeding, ill-nutrition and grosser

infections.37

In the same year that Dr. Kerr was appointed by the Bradford

School Board, the Elementary Education (Blind & Deaf Children) .La.Ct was

passed, and this legislative measure compelled local authorities to

provide for the education of blind and deaf children who were first

medically examined before they were accepted as suitable for the new

special schools. Thus, at a most imuortant time, the medical

inspection of some school children was enforced by legislation, and

this, in itself, stimulated many of the local authorities to appoint

their own edical Officers for their schools.

In }1arch, 1901, Dr. Smith applied to the London School Board for

a further increase in salary on the grounds of the importance of his

duties and the comparable salaries of other professional officers of the

Board. A Sub-Committee of the Board recommended that his salary should

be increased to £600 per annum provided that he relinquished all public

appointments except his Chair at King's College, and gave his whole time

to the service of the Board. 8 However, Smith refused the increase

under these conditions and resigned as from .ipril, l902. 	 The Board,

570p. cit., pp . 236 ff.

36S.B.L. Minutes, Vol. liv, p. 892.

39S.B.L. Minutes, Vol. liv, p. 1119.
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therefore, decided to advertise the appointment at a salary of £800

rising by increments of £25 to £1,000 with the stipulation that the

official appointed should give his whole time to the service of the

If0Board.	 In January, 1902, Dr. Kerr was selected and appointed,

largely upon the basis of his work and reputation in Bradford, 	 and

given a staff of eight oculists instead of two, Smith's compieiient.If2

In March, 1903, Kerr was able to report that the vision of

London school children was rather better than the previous tests,

conducted by London teachers, had shown. He asserted that teachers

had erred by being unable to distinguish between bas3. sight and stupidity

and that 80 per cent of seventh Standard pupils had nonnal vision.

Hypennetropia	 refraction errors were the main complaints, but the

follow-up to the tests was cIeplorab1e because hospitals in London, to

which e pupils were referred, were flooded with p atients and many

gave only perfunctory treatment. The evidence was that this experiment

had been badly organised and Kerr must be assigned his share of the

b lame .

°S.B.L. Minutes, Vol. lv, p. 134..

S.B.L. Minutes, Vol. lvi, p. 335.

Minutes, Vol. lvi, p. 579.

4.3The British Medical JournaJ, 21st March, 1903, p. 690.
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3. The Inter-Departmental Committee upon the Medical Inspection and
Feeding of School Children, 1906.

When the Elementary Education (Defective & Epileptic Children)

Act was passed in 1899 the medical inspection of school children was

further extended, for although it was a permissive Act it was still the

first to give Medical Officers legal powers in connection with school

administration. Qualified doctors were given the task of conducting

medical inspections to ascertain whether pupils were defective or

epileptic, prior to their cornmittaj.. to special schools. 	 In addition,

various reports upon several aspects of the health of school children

obtained wide publicity and so the Government was becoming increasingly

aware of the demands for action to ameliorate the poor physical condition

of the nation' s children. Particularly important researches in this

field were those of Booth in London and B. Seerbohm Rowntree in York,

the results of which, when published, revealed a serious deterioration in

the health of the nation.

One such Report was undertaken by Mr. Brudene].l Carter in the

schools of the Metropolitan area, at the request of the Education

Department. Altogether 8,125 children were examined and, of these,

only 35.15 per cent were found to possess normal vision in both eyes or,

in other words, just under 60 per cent of London children had defects of

vision in at least onere. No evidence was discovered to substantiate

the widespread belief that progressive myopia was increasing due to the

prevalence of bad1y-i1linated and poorly furnished schools.

Astinatism was discovered to be present in 64. per cent of the number of

children examined and a moderate degree of hypermetropia was ascertained

to be the preponderating visual condition. Carter asserted that, in
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his opinion, errors of refraction were not enough to explain the large

numbers of children with subnormal vision, 80 he suggested that urban

children Buffered from a lack of cultivation of the visual po'rs which

could be remedied by teachers examining each pupil' s sight, in addition

to the inauguration of 'seeing contests'.

However, progress towards State sponsored medical inspection for

all elementary school children was halted by the outbreak of the Boer

War in 1899. Nevertheless, even this War had its beneficial effects,

because the poor physical condition of recruits volunteering for the

Army, as evidenced by the results of medical examinations, led to

demands for an investigation when the War ended. The year 1903 saw the

publication of the Report of the Royal Commission on Physical Training

(Scotland) which revealed that 10,000 children in Edinburgh urgently

needed me dical attention, and recommended that an adequate system of

medical inspection should be instituted so that the defects çz'esent in

pupils could be ascertained as soon possible and statistics obtained

regarding the national physique which would enable to downward trends to

be halted.

In the following year the Report of the Inter-Departmental

Committee on Physical Deterioration was published, and as its terms of

reference had empowered it to investigate the health of the nation, the

causes of its deterioration and to recommend the action necessary to

terminate the decline, this was a much more important Report. The

Committee found that the main reasons for the deterioration in the period

'The British Medical Journal, 29th iugust, 1896, p. 519.
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surveyed were unsatisfactory growth, bad. teeth, bad eyesight and

heart disease, complaints which many witnesses contended began in the

schools, and remained either undetected or untreated.

Thus the Government was under severe pressure to take some action

to implement the recommendations of these two reports, but the political

situation was extremely delicate with the Premier, A.J. Baif our, trying

to heal the breaches in the Tory Party caused by internal dissensions,

so the course taken was to delay legislative action temporarily by the

appointment in March 1905 of yet another investigating committee, the

Inter-Departmental Committee upon the Liedical Inspection and Feeding

of School Children. The terms of reference of this Committee were to

ascertain what was being done in the country, in 1905, in respect of

the medical inspection of school children, and with what results.

A second term of reference was concerned with the feeding of school

children, and it was the prospctive legislation on this topic that was

likely to becne the controversial issue which the Tory administration

wished to avoid.

In their 1eport the Committee included all the relevant

recommendations of the two previous inquiries, which were incorporated

into an Appendix and mentioned when relevant, in the recommendations, as

confirmation of various findings. The investigation was begun by

circularising all Local Authorities asking for details of their arrange-

ments for medical inspection of scholars, under three headings. Firstly,

they were asked whether they had, in fact, appointed Ldical Officers to

assist in their educational work and, if they had done so, a short

outline of the stipulated duties was requested.	 Secondly, the autorities
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were asked whether they had instituted a system of medical inspection

for chi1dren in Dublic elementary schools, for the detection arid

prevention of infectious diseases and/or the examnation of general

health and physical development. Lastly, the authorities were requested

to provide the details of any medical inspections organised in their

areas in connection with particular schools by the managers or other

interested persons.5

The Committee began its Report by outlining the legal situation

as regarded the medical inspection of school children in public

elementary schools for which, they claimed, there was no statutory

provision. They asserted that it was generally contended that this

power was included in their general powers with regard to elementary

education, a belief which was confirmed by the fact that no Distr.ct

Auditors had objected to SUCh expenditure, with trifling exceptions.

No instances were discovered in which rxdical inspection had been

organised by voluntary efforts, but it was found that, in addition to

London, 14.8 Local Authorities had established systems of ndical

inspection, usually under the commar of School Medical Officers. In

another 18 areas, Lthough no definite systems had been instituted,

teachers and sanitary officers had organised some work for the

amelioration of the physical condition of the pupils in elementary schools6

L:edical inspection in most of the areas was of recent origin, but

Report of Inter-Departmental Committee, op. cit., p. 1.

Op. cit., p. 2.
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in some cases the work had been started by the School Boards and then

taken over by the new L.E.As. which had, in many instances, re-organised

it. Altogether, 8 Medical Officers had been appointed and their duties

were discovered to include a fairly wide range of activities, from the

making of anthropometriC surveys to the examination of defective and

epileptic children. The majority of the Ledical Officers were devoting

only a portion of their total tire to the duties of their office, but

frequently the educational post was combined with the post of Medical

Officer of Health, althoug1inny Medical Officers retained private

practices.7

Upon a closer examination of the various methods employed by the

local authorities in areas where medical inspection was organised, it

was discovered that the school doctors did not examine every child

individually but, instead, relied upon the information provided by the

teachers as to the pupils they should examine. All the preliminary

eye tests were 4ven by the teachers who were usually splied with

written instructions and simple apparatus, whilst at Liverpool lectures

were organised for them, and. at Salford, oral instruction was provided

Li.8
as an aid.

Teachers were also expected to notify the Local uthority

promptly of any infectious diseases, in addition to submitting monthly

returns. Frequently, the local Sanitary Authorities notified teachers

of any outbreaks of infectious diseases in neighbouring schools, but it

71.\__.	 4.j' Ci.., p.
Op. cit., p. 7.
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was the teachers who were relied upon to prevent these outbreaks by

the immediate exclusion of all suspicious cases, 	 In addition to the

notifiable diseases, teachers were required to report certain other

infectious diseases such as whooping-cough and ringworm. A final duty

of the teachers was to inform parents that their children needed

treatmentY 9 and when this notification meant that dirtiness was implied,

there was often serious trouble for the teachers. Especially when

dirty heads were commented upon was animosity aroused and later, when

forms with personal questions were filled in by the teachers, many

parents objected. Several cases occurred of assaults upon teachers of

young children, or intimidatory gatherings of parents outside school

premises, which necessitatedeher police action or court proceedings.5°

The Committee eagerly anticipated the extension of the teachers'

involvement in the medical inspection of school children.51

The incidence of the visits of the Medical Officers to the

elementary schools was found to vary greatly, from once per week in

Tottenham to three times per year in Reading and Erith. Inn.ny

instances the actual ndical inspection took place in the staff room

because the schools, in general, lacked the correct facilities, but the

full value of the inspection WaS lost in most cases because there was no

arrangement for subsequent treatment. Some witnesses, including

Dr. herr, testified that treatment of the defects discovered would tend

to pauperise the parents, but the Committee pointed out that the real

9Op. cit., p. 7.

50File Ed. 50/3.

51Report of Inter-Departmental Committee, op. cit., p. 9.
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objections to the provision for treatment were the serious increases in

the costs of ndical inspection if it was followed by compulsory

treatrient, and the inevitable coLnplaints from private practitioners,

especially if the Medical Officers were themselves in private practice,

and the majority were.52

However, as long as the value of the nedical inspection depended

upon the manner in which the parent reacted to the information given

to him, then so long was the service inefficient to some degree.

Generally, parents were glad to be inforraed of ailments of which they

were unaware, and took immediate steps to secure treatment for their

children, but there were some who were totally indifferent and sought

no remedies. These parents posed the real problems because L.E.A g could

not enforce action, however zealous they were, unless it was for dirty

and verminous heads, when prosecution was occasionally possible, although

some authorities were jiot prepared to go that far.53

There was yet another class of parents, however, who although

concerned could not afford either the time or the money to obtain some

form of treatment for their offspring.	 In these cases it had been

found that hospital treatment had been provided on the production of

tickets which were given either by the Board of Guardians or by

philanthropists. Furthennore, there were localised. societies which

dealt with specialised aspects of ndical treatment, particularly

spectacles or medical appliances. Children of negligent parents were

not, however, included in these charitable provisions, and so without

520p. cit., :p:p. 8-10 ff.

530p. cit., p. 10.
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further legislation they continued to suffer, unless, as at Scarborough,

public or private beneficence accormiodated them.

After considering the cost of the new service in terms of the

fractional increase in the rates, the Committee passed to an assessment

of special features of particular areas. In general, there was little

grounds for opimism because material from systematic surveys was rare.

Oldham had kept a physical register for four years but although the

principle of recording the height, weight, chest girth and vision of

children entering the elementary schools from the infant schools was

most commendable, the irregularity of the entries was due to the length

of time required for each examination, and lessened the value of the

record. Both London and Bradford were mentioned as having collected a

few statistics which re, the Committee implied, not part of a

systematic survey, and were thus of no real value,55

The Committee then briefly commented upon the inspection of school

prerfkises which the 1902 Education Act had rationalised by incorporating

education and sanitary work under one authority. Of particular

importance were defective sanitation and unsatisfactory ventilation

which, the Committee recommended, should be inspected by the Medical

Officer in school hours as it would then impress upon the teachers the

importance of carefully supervising such matters. Another point

emphasised by the Committee was the desirability of Medical Officers

examining the plans for projected new premises and extensions.6

cit., p. 10.

550p. cit., p. 30.
56	 cit., p. 30.
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Although organised medical inspection up to the t±me of the

appointment of the Committee had been very unevenly spread throughout

the country the members attempted to assess its results. They stressed

that their comments were largely opinions rather than ascertained facts,

although the latter, where available, tended to substantiate their

beliefs. Firstly, the establishment of organisations for the prevention

of infectious diseases had had marked results, and dipthexa especially

was, by that time, under almost complete control. 	 In addition, the

teachers were more cognisant of the syinptons of these diseases and. so

were able to act more quickly when they were detected which, in turn,

enabled immediate effective measures to be taken.57

There had also been consid.eraole success in securing greater

cleanliness and freedom from vermin among school children, in addition

to some encouraging results in the treatment of such troublesome

diseases as ringworm. Thus many pupils had gained physically from

greater cleanliness, with the consequent improvement in the morale of

the schools.

Defective children had secured more careful and widespread

attention which resulted in many minor physical ailments being remedied

and there had been an increase in the provision of surgical apparatus.

However, the greatest attention had been given to eyesight, and it was

in this aspect of medical inspection thnt the greatest advances had been

made, and many previously unnoticed defects discovered.. With the

provision of ectacles much eyestrain had ceased, and this, in turn, had

570p. cit., pp. 30 ff.

580p. cit., pp. 30 ff.
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lessened the number of headaches suffered by many children, and had

reduced apparent stupidity.59

Other advances had been made in dealing with defective hearing,

and teachers had begun to taie a more sympathetic interest in the physical

welfare of their pupils. Finally, the Committee again stressed the

cheapness of a service which was obviously doing so much good but which

was failing, and would continue to fail, if treathient after inspection
'•Owas not enforced.°

2. The Education (.dministrative Provisions) Act, 1907

The Reports of the various inquiries into the general health

and physique of the people of Britain had revealed such a disturbing

state of affairs that the Covernment was morally committed to some action

in an attempt to ameliorate the situation.	 In 1906 the Education

(Provision of Meals) Act was passed, and this legislation empowered

L.E.As. to provide school meals, under specific conditions, for

necessitous children and was, thus, a major attempt to deal with the

problem of malnutrition anong school children, a complaint which the

investigations had discovered to be rife throughout the country. So

bad was the incidence of malnutrition that it was actually almost totally

responsible for one category of handicapped pupil, the physically

defective.

590p. cit., pp. 30 ff.
60Op. cit., pp. 30 if.
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in December, 1905, the Conservative Oovernzaent of .A.J. Balfour

had resigned, and had been replaced by a Liberal administration, with a

huge majority in the House of Commons and a deep and sincere commitment

to a legislative programne of widespread social reform. Augustine

Birrell became the President of the Board of Education until early in

the year 1907 when he was replaced by Reginald McKenna, who was to have

a short but extremely active period at the Board. McKenna was faced,

as a direct result of the Reports of the major incjuiries and. the results

of the experimental medical inspections already established by various

local authorities and which were increasing rapidly throughout the

country, with a popular demand for State action. This popular demand

was enhanced by professional demands from the doctors themselves through

the columns of the British Medical Journal for the introduction, by the

61State, of a systematic medical inspection of school children.

another very potent voice insisting upon medical inspection of school

children was that of Dr. W. Leslie MacKenzie, the Medical Inspector of

the Local Government Board for Scotland, who had. conducted an

investigation into the actual corxiitions of children living and working

in the schools of Scotland, for the Royal Commission on Physical

Training (Scotland), 1904-. 	 He had chosen to publish the results of his

investigations in the same year, but he also outlined a scheme for the

efficient medical inspection of school children, the objects of which,

he believed, were to ascertain the fitness or unfitness of pupils for

school life, and to indicate how the conditions of this life could best

be adapted to the degree of unfitness.62 This boolç, written by an

GlSee for instance, British Medical Journal, 19th March, l9C4, p. 638.
62	 7. Leslie MacKenzie, The Medical Inspection of School Children,

Win. Hodge Co., Glasgow & Edinburgh, 19(4, p. 129.
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acknowledged authority, sold extremely well and had enormous influence.

In February, 1907, E.G.A. Holmes, the Chief Inspector of

Elementary Schools, in a typically brusque Minute, had asked Morant to

sanction a Circular to all Head Teachers in the country. This Circular

was mainly the work of Dr. Echolz, and dealt with matters relevant to

the health of school children which had received little attention in

many of the schools. He cited posture, for which many teachers,

according to Holmes, seemed to go out of their way to do much damage

as possible by ignoring.	 However, i.iorant replied that he desired a much

revised Circular, stating the advantages of good Physical Education and

the disadvantages of bad Physical Education. o3

A rather untidy Education Lct was quickly prepared in the early

months of 1907 to deal with various anomalies arising from previous Acts,

and introducing new items. The new legislation, the Education

(Administrative Provisions) ct, secured the Royal Assent in late August,

1907. After various sections appertaining to the purchase of land by

local authorities, the Act stipulated that the restric tive clause of the

Education (Blind, Deaf & Dumb Children) Act, 1393, whereby the governors

of a blind or deaf children' s school, not managed by a local authority,

were obliged to find, a minimum of one/third of the annual costs of the

maintenance of the school from sou:ces other than the rates or

Parliamentar: grants, was repealed.°

Another section of the sane ct enlarged t}e powers of the L.B.As.

O3Fil Ed. 50/J..

6 Education (dministrative Provisions) Act, 1907, Section 9.
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under the Education Act, 1902, so that they could provide for the medical

inspection of school children at about the time that they were due to

enter the public elementary schools, and at such other tmes as the

Bo.rd of Education should later determine. The authorities were also

eiiipowered to make such arrangements for attending to the health and

physical condition of the children as the Board were prepared to sanction.

However, in the exercise of their powers under this .ction the L.E.As.

were recjuired to encourage and assist the establishnnt or continuance

of voluntary ogencies, and to associate themselves with their

representatives for this purpose.°5

The provisions of the new Act became operative on 1st January,

1908, and soon ran into difficulties of interpretation.	 There was

early evidence that some authorities were providing medical inspection

for the new intake into their elementary schools after January 1st, and.

ignoring DUpils who were already in the schools at that date. Although

the Board did not expect every child in every elemontary school to be

nedical1y exanined as soon as the Act became opertive, they did not

accept this interpretation of ito requirements. 	 It was decided,

therefore, that the 3oard ought to envisae each child being examined

three times during his school life; at 5 years, 3 ears and 11 years of

a,ge, but yet another inspection at the tiLie of schoo1-1eavir was

desirable, if possble. Thus it was decided that between Septenber,

1903, and December of the same year, it was reasonable for the 3oard to

expect all L..s. to have medicafly examined all new entrants to

elementary schools in September, 1908, and al]. other children who, if

6 Education (Administrative Provisions) Act, 1907, Section 13 (l)(b).
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the Act had been in operation ten years, would have been due for their
0second Inspection.

Another difficulty was caused by the phraseology of the Act Ii

that t stipulated that medical ins pection was to be provided for

children 'educated in public elementary schools', wording which differed

from the previous year's meals' legislation. 	 The earlier Act had

specified that the children coiicerned should. he actually attending public

elementary schools, but although the 1907 Act could have been interpreted

to include all children who had, by then, left the schools, it was

decided that children eligible for medical inspection had to be on the

registers of the elementary schools and attending regularly which

debarred pupils with long periods f absence due to diseases or

67weaknessess.

The Joard of Education was also faced with the problem of deciding

what the Act niearit vihen it empowered L.E.As. to attend to the health

and physical condition of the school children. Apart from the

stipulation that L.E.As. should encourage the establishment and

continuance of voluntary agencies, and associate with their representatives

for this purpose, there was no apparent limitation upon the exercise of

these posers. Thus the question arose as to what the Board ought to

authorise in this condition because, otherwise, local authorities could

supply every kind of medical treatment in the schools or at the children's

homes, or even in institutions such as hospitals, sanatoria and

66File Ed. 50/5.
b7pii Ed. 50/3.
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convalescent homes.	 However, it was laid down that the policy of the

Board was to proceed on the ass'ption that, at first, the L.E.s.

would confine themselves to the treatment of minor disoiers, and then,

after considerir the results of medical inspection, they would be in a

position to formulate and submit schemes to the Board for the amelioration

of the evils revealed by medical ins pection, even to the extent of

-	 .	 .	 0
providing surgeries or clinics.

5. Dr. George Newman, the first Chief Medical Officer of the Board

Early in July, 1907, iobert Morant, the Permanent SecretaI r of

the Board of Education, announced to his senior officials that the

President of the .Soard had decided to establish a Medical Department to

assist the Board in the discharge of its duties of supervising the

medical inspection of pupils in public elementary schools, under the

Education (Administrative Provisions) Act.	 He asserted that the duties

of the Board consisted in advisin and supervisinL.E.As. as to the

manner and degree in which they carried out their duties under the Act.

They were to stipulate the frequency and methods of inspection in

particlar area, in addition to sanctioning such arrangements for

treatment as were propcsed by the authorities. The Board were also

°8File Ed. 50/3.
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obliged to collect and collate the records and reports made by the local

authorities in carrying out their duties under the act, and to issue an

Annual 1eport upon the subject.°

According to Morant, the organisation and personnel of the Branch

had not, by that time, been fully determined but due to the various

factors and influences which were connecteü, directly or indirectly,

with the health and physical condition of the children of Britain, it

had been decided to establish the new Department on the broad basis of

Public HeaJ.th. The reason for this decision was that the local

authorities were going to be allowed to have sttficient freedom to

operate the Act, consistent with the securing of an adequate degree of

uniformity in the presentation of results for comparative purposes, so

that the existing sanitary arrangements could b utilised and extended

70rather than supplanted.

Then the Permanent Secretary announced that the President of the

Board had pointed Mr. George Newman as the first Chief Medical Officer

of the Board of Education. 71 Particularly relevant to the appointment

were the published writings of Newman which had covered a variety of

topics, all of which were conrcted with aspects of State rdicine,

such as the control of the milk supply, water supçlies, food poisoning

and, especially, infantile nrnrtality. Morant also announced, at the

same time, that Dr. Eicholz would join the new Department to which other

appointments would be announced in the near future.72

6 Fi1e Ed. 24-/230.

70File Ed. 24.1230.

George Newman (1870-194 .8), DNB, 194.1-1950, p. 6514..

74ile Ed. 24-/280.
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In early August, 1907, Newman was already writing to Morant to

suggest that unfavourable criticism of the appointment would be reduced

if it was alsO announced at the same time that the Boaxd intended to

appoint two or more Medical Inspectors who would be specialists in the

hygiene of childhood. Thus, Newman asserted, the Board would

demonstrate that specialist claims were being considered in addition to

administrative claims, and that the advantages of the 'ad hoc' policy

were going to be gained without its disadvantages.73

By mid-ugust, Morant was writing to the Treasury to seek the

necessary authorisation for Newman's salary to be fixed at £1,200 per

annum, a high figure, but necessary, according to korant, if a person

of the right calibre was to be secured and someone whose advice the

medical officers of the local authorities would listen to with respect.

However, the Treasury was not enthusiasc and offered £90O-1,000 with

a pension which, it was asserted, was the salary of a comparable

official, the Medical Inspector of Factories under the Home Office.

Liorant replied, somewhat tersely, that the position was analagous with

that of the Chief Medical Officer of the Ical overnment Board whose

salary was £1,200-1,53O per annum.	 In later letters Liorant informed

the Treasury of Newman's appointment but this action did not end the

petulance of the Treasury because, after sanctioning his salary at the

figure which Morant h originally requested, the question of the

pension rights of Newman arose. Miter a rather acrimonious corres-

pondence the Treasury finally consented, somewhat reluctantly, to grant

73Pile Ed. 21-/280.
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seven years addition to service, as was the usual case with medical

appointments. About four years later the L.O.C S advertised for a

Chief Medical Officer for whom they were prepared to pay £2,000 per

annum, and this post was NewmYs for the asking. However, the

threatened loss of their Chief Medical Officer was utilised by Llorant to

secure a further large rise for Newman.7

There is very interesting evidence that the position of Dr. Eicholz

was causing very serious concern to Lorant, because he found it desirable,

in late August, 1907, to write a personal letter to him, in which he

asseverated that there were political and other considerations which

necessitated that the appointment of the Chief Medical Officer should be

made from outside. Morant claimed that he had always borne Eicholz in

mind when the establishment of the Medical Department was envisaged, to

show him how much the Board appreciated his nine years' devoted service

by improving his financial situation and, what Morant felt would be

more appreciated, his position of influence. On the sane day, Morant

was writing in confidence to Newman to tell him that he had decided to

announce the new appointment to the newspapers and was worried what to

say about Eicholz whoh. been appointed second to Newman although, up

to that time, without any title. 	 It was impossible to insert as many

of Newman' s personal qualifications in the Press announcement as was

desirable, because they were so multifarious that they would emphasise

Eicholz's lack of such qualifications which, in turn, would invite

invidious comparisons from readers to Eicholz's detriment.75

7 Nle Ed. 23/199.

75Pile Ed. 24/280.
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This was an unusual action by Liorant who was not afraid to make

harsh decision, in fact he was not even averse to publicly castigating

his senior officials for mistakes. However, the writing of the two

letters, one to Newman and the other to Eicholz on the same day, is a

form of duplicity quite common to him as witness his dealings with

Gorst behind Sadler's back on the Cockerton affair anI his negotiations

with Balfour over the 1902 ct unknown to the President of the Board.

The irrefutable fact was that once the decision had been raade to

establish the new Medical Department on a main basis of public health,

then Newman was the only obvious candidate, both Eicholz and Kerr

lacking qualifications and experience in that field,

Apart from Eicholz, there was another obvious candidate for the

post of Chief Medical Officer in Dr. Kerr, whose experience as a Medical

Officer for Schools far exceeded that of Newman, but whose experience in

Public Health was far less. However, the Inter-Departmental Committee

had dinissed even Kerr' s schools' experience and activities as largely

a series of unco-ordinated inspections with no organised method or

system, so h±s claim to the appointment was not strong, especially when

Newman's superiority in forms of authoritative published vrks was

considered. However, Kerr received the news of Newman' s choice badly,

and the result was a scathing attack upon the Bo&rd of Education for the

appointment, in an article in The British Medical Journal by

Dr. A.E. Hogarth, Kerr's assistant as i.,.C.0 Liedical Officer for Schools,

in which he claimed that it was solely due to Dr. Kerr's work in Bradford

and London that a satisfactory system of medical inspection existed in

England at that time.76

6The British 1iedical Journal, 21st September, 1907, p. 772.
For a iuodern consideration of Kerr's work see The Ledical Officer,
29th May, 1970, pp. 303-305.
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This initial article provoked a very heated correspondence which

developed in the columns of that learned periodical over the ensuing

weeks with, firstly, Hogarth being backed in his stand 77 and then, in

turn, his being attacked by three colleagues, one of whom severely

castigated even his English. 78 Hogarth, hover, was not deterred and

returned to the attack in even stronger terms, 79 to be answered, this

time, by a very logical and punctilious letter in which the writer

calmly outlined the developments in the ideas of medical inspection of

school children, and gave credit to the pioneers whom he named as

80Dra. Warner, Matthew hay and Leslie MacKenzie, in addition to Kerr.

During the controversy, Newman was, by the nature of his position,

compelled to maintain silence but, in a Memor&idum to Morant, he

asserted that he was not unduly bothered by the criticisms, especially

as Hogarth was an ex-student of his for whom he had no very high opin!on.

He could claim that, previously, he had ascertained from some very

highly-esteemed members of his profession that he was most eminently

suited for the position to which he was being appointed.81

77The British Medical Journal, 28th September, 1907, p. 854.

78 The british Medical Journal, 5th October, 1907, pp. 9O-94i.

79The British Medical Journal, 12th October, 1907, p. 1019.

80The British Medical Journal, 19th October, 1907, p. 1103.

81Fjle Ed. 2./28O.
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6. The 7orking of the Act

After working for some months part-tune at the Board of Education

whilst he served the periods of his resignation notices to Finsbury

Borough Council and Bedfordshire County Council, Newman took up his new

post, full-time, on 9th December, 1907 where he was soon joined by

Eicholz. However, during his period of part-time working he had drawn

up the first circular to guide the local authorities when they instituted

medical inspection in their schools. For a man new to the routine of

the Civil Service this compilation was a superb piece of work for nich

he was congratulated by Morant and, althongh s ome modifications were

subseient1y made, the final version of the Memoridum, Circular 576

was almost entirely Newman's work.82

Before the circular was distributed throughout the country,

Newman suggested to Morant that it ±ould be issued discreetly to a

number of the most eminent doctors in England who would later have to

implement its proposals, for their observations, and to sc*ne other important

people for their consideration and comments, among the latter being

5idney Webb. The circular, in general, received considerable approval,

and even some congratulations.83

In the final edition of Circular 576, Newman began by stating that

the Education Act of 1907 was the outcome of a steady movement of public

opinion over a period of several years, during the Lost recent of which

evidence had rapidly accumulated that there existed, in some classes of

the English people, considerable physical unfitness which demanded

82pil Ed. 50/5.

8 Pile Ed. 50/5.
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amelioration and, if possible, prevention. As it was axiomatic that

the earlier these problems were dealt with the sooner an improvement

would be noticeable, the Government h5 decided to beg i n with the children

of the nation, and attempt to improve their personal and environmental

conditions and thus their health. For this purpose, it had been

decided to institute the medical inspection of sclxol children, not

merely to organise a physical or arithopometric surve, but to attain the

physical impi'ovennt and, as a corollary, the moral and mental

improvement of the coming enerations.

The Lct entailed two main duties to be discharged by the local

authorities, the first of which was the medical inspection of children

at a stated time and on such other occasions an the Board of Education

should direct and, secondly, the power of making arrangements, to be

sanctioned by the Board, for attending to the health and physical

condition of the pupils in the elementar schod. 8	A brief review of

medical work prior to the Act followed and emphasised that, until 1907,

children had been examined only when they had been specially selected as

defective r diseased, arid the inspection had usually been inadequately

followed up. Furthermore, little attention had been paid to the

conditions under which the children worked and, although it was not

intended, to interfere with the existing powers of the Sanitary

kthorities, it was intended to strengthen these powers. In fact, the

whole ct was founded on a recognition of the close connections which

Pile Ed. 50/5

85File Ed. 50/5
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existed between the physical and mental condition of the children and

the whole process of education. It also aimed to bring into greater

prominence the effect of the environment upon the personality of the

individual child, in an attempt to secure for every child, noal or

defective, conditions of life which were compatible with that full and.

effective development of its organic functions, its special senses and

its mental powers which were the constituents of a true education.8°

The Board went to some lengths to emphasise that the

administration of the Act would rest upon a broad basis of public health

because there were so many influences which i..pinged ujon the heal th of

the children of the country. Each authority was thus to appoint a

Medical Officer and other necessary personnel to enable them to conduct

the medical inspection required under the ct, for which they, not the

Board, were responsible, but care was necessary to enst'e that the

duties of the Medical Officers of Health and the School Medical Officers

did not overlap. It was recommended that the latter officials should

be empowered to extend their field of work over the whole external

environment of the children because school hygiene could not be divorced

fr home hygiene, and the hygienic conditions of the cnunity.8

Then followed a detailed account of the duties of the teachers in

connection with medical inspection, duties which had neither been sought

by the teachers, not discussed at Union level. They're praised for

the assistance which they had given in the series of medical inspections

which had already been successfully undertaken, but parents were also

86File Ed. 50/5.

87File Ed. 50/5.
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reminded that the fact that the State was doing more for the children di

not ce an that they were expected to do less. 	 On the contrary, they were

expected to do more becanse their homes vere Iikciy to Become more

involved in follow-ups to school rdical inspections. The whole task

osed upon the local authities involved, firstly, the r'3.ical

inspection of school children; secondly, the oversight of the sanitation

of the school buildings; thirdly, the preventio of the spread of

infectious and coutaious diseases, afl of which would be nullified

une ss the personal and home lives of the children were also subject to

close and sjstematic supervision.	 Then followed an outline of the

u.uestions which the School Medical Officers should consider when they

inspected the pupils, and attempted to construct medical hiries for

88
every child.

s the work of the Department developed so the staff allocated

to Newman was increased, and in June, 1903, Dr. Janet Campbell of the

Education Department of the L.C.C. 89 was appointed to the staff of the

Board of Education. Later, in June, 1909, Dr. Ralph Crowley, 9° the

Schools' Medical Officer for Bradford, was added to the Board's staff,

but only after Llorant had indulged in an crirnortious correspondence

with the Treasury, during which he was blithely inforned that he needed

no further assistance. The Treasury considered that the Board of

Education had exeeded their functions under the Education kct of 1907,

and should, therefore, reduce their involvement which would, in turn,

obviate the need for more staff. 91

88File Ed.

9Dr. Janet Liary Campbell (1877-l9), Who Was 'Trio, 1951-1960, p. 173.

90Dr. Ralph Henry Crowley (1869-1953), 7[ho Was 7Iho, 1951-1960, p. 263

91Pile Ed. 23/201.
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The Board then proceeded to prepare a Schedule of edical

Inspection with an accompanying memorandum, all of which was, again,

Lewivan's work.	 Once more leading doctors were informed that the

circular was going to be sent to all local authorities but that they

had been selected to see the preliminary draft, and were requested to

give their opinions and to suggest desirable modifications.	 .t

Newman's suggestion, Drs. LiacKenzie, Shirley Liirphy, Power, Kaye,92

Sir Alfred Keogh/ 3 and Eicholz were all circularised. In addition,

iewman proposed, subject to Morant' s approbation, that Dr. Kerr ought

to be circuLrised also because it was a question of technique rather

than of policy and administration. Newman contended that he could

well anticipate Kerr's criticisms but that it could well save future

trouble if the L.O.C. official were to see the draft in advance.

Morant' s reply showed that he was not unduly concerned whether Kerr was

circularised or not, but if he was then the Permanent Secretary advised

caution in the wording of the accompn&ying letter, so that kerr should

not think that the Board of Education was seeking either his iinprimatur

or his concurrence before issuing the Circular. On the other hand, if

Kerr had soe constructive criticisms to offer then the Board would be

glad to consider his snggestions. 9	There is evidence here that Lorant

had disliked Kerr from the time of the Hogarth attacks, in the autumn of

1907, and concurred with the opinion of the Inter-Departmental Committee

which had asserted that Kerr's work had been unsystematic and of little

92secretary of the Medical Officers of Health Society.

93Dire c t or-General, ite dical Department, Var Office.

Ed. 50/6.
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lasting value.

The new administrative memorandum, Circ1ar 582, was issued to assi

many local authorities because there were certain obstacles to be catered

for, if the Board's scheme was to be introduced with the minimum

dislocation of school time-tables. 	 Firstly, the feelings and

susceptibilities of the parents had to be borne in mind and, secondly

there was the problem of the desired co-operation of the public health

and the public education sections of local administration.	 However,

the Board had decided to accede to the manifold requests from the

L.E.As. and so a minimum schedule was drawn up which ensured that few

cases of serious physical we&cness or defect would escape detection,

but it was emphasised that wherever children were found to be defective

in the sense that special educational provision was desirable for them,

under the Education	 relating to such pupils, then it was stipulated

that such cases necessitated a special. report to the L.E.As. concerned.9°'

As soon as the new medical inspections began it became evident

to the officials of the Board that one unexpected result which was being

increasingly revealed. was a high incidence of children who were found to

be suffering, physically and mentally, froni the effects of ill-treatment

by their parents. Within six months of the commencement of the ciew

service there were letters from various local authorities asking for

advice on the action to be taken in such cases, including referral to the

National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. In deciding

policy for such action the officials of the Board were faced with an

95File Ed. 50/6.
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extremely awkward predicament, for if brutal parents were to come to

believe that medical inspection could be followed by prosecution by

the N.S.P.C.C. then they would exercise their rights to refuse pexission

for their children to undergo the examination.	 On the other hand,

regular inspections would cause a substantial decrease in cases of

cruelty if parents guilty of neglect were first warned, in confidence,

of the possible consequences of their conduct.	 It was finally decided

that cruel parents had forfeited their rights to be treated with

consideration, and their behaviour had become a matter of public interest.

The last word lay with the President of the Board, W.R. Runciman, who

agreed that the L.E.As. should be informed that they should notify the

National Society of any cases in their areas.

Right from the beginning of the system of ndical inspection the

Board was deeply concerned with the question of the follow-up of any

defects noted in individual children, yet they avoided the obvious

answer, their sanction to the schemes of some local authorities for the

provision of clinics or treatment centres, althouh they sanctioned the

application of the Bradford authority to open a clinic in August, 1903,

and later praised its pioneer work. 	 In gerral, the policy was not to

sanction any schemes which were extensive, with a consequent heavy charge

upon the rates, unless the scope and limitations of already-existing

agencies in the provision of treatment had been surveyed, and found to

be lacking. Even then it was considered necessary to ascertain which

defects could best be treated by non-public agencies, and which were

better treated by facilities provided at public oost.98

97Pile Ed. 50/3.
98File Ed. 50/3.
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However, it was soon very obvious that even where treatment was

provided and arrangemenmade that necessitous children should have such

treatment free of charge, the benefits of the new system were being

wasted because many parents would not, or could not, ensure that their

children were treated once they had been notified of their defects,

usually by the teachers. The first nnuaJ. Reports of the Chief Medical

Officer give miy instances of the prosecution of parents for their

failure to provide such treatment, and. the same Reports even cite the

Act of Parliament, and the sub-section, under which the successful

prosecutions were made.99

Such an unsatisfactory system could not be allowed to continue,

and so a new Bill was introduced into Parliament in 1909, the L.E.A.

(Medical Treatment) Act, which received the Royal Assent on October 20th

1909, but which was not, strictly speaking, an Education Act. One

clause in this ct empowered the local authorities to recover the costs

of any treatment from the parents of any children who were treated,

provided that they were satisfied that the parents were able to afford

the charges. In its wording the Act again raised the question as to

whether parents could legally be required to submit their children for

medical inspection under the Education Act of 1907, and the verdict of

the legal Department of the Board was that they were not. Thus the

problem posed for the Board was whether they should lay down prior

conditions before they sanctioned arrangements for the provision of

various forms of medical treatment submitted by the L.E .A.s. Such

99Pile Ed. 50/3.
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conditions were that the local authorities should also establish

machinery for the recovery of the costs of the treatment and that they

should notify parents of their liability for these costs, prior to the

100
treatment being given.

7. The Development of Open-Air and Sanatorium Schools

Mthouh the first Open-Mr School was opened at Charlottenburg,

Germany in 1904-, the movement associated with these schools did not

develop in England with any rapidity until the medical inspection of

school children had begun to reveal serious defects amongst the school

population in large numbers.

In early 1907 the Royal Arsenal Co-operative Socie ty offered the

L.C.C. the use of their woods and recreation grounds at Bostall Woods,

Plumstead for the establishment of the first British Open-Air School.

As the Coincil was unable to conduct the school as an ordinary elementary

school, an application was made to the Board of Education for the

recognition of the school under the Elementary Education (Defective &

Epileptic Chi]ren) ct of 1899. When this recognition was granted

the L.C.C. were thus permitted to exercise considerable por as reganis

the general well-being of the pupils. 	 On July 9th, 1907, the Council

approved the opening of the sciool for anaemic and weakly children, and

100Fj1e Ed. 50/3.
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shortly afterwards the school opened with 113 pupils, 4 .9 boys and

6L girls, who were drawn from the Woolwich, Plurnstead and 0-reenwich

101
areas.

This promisin beginning was extended in summer, 1908, when

another seven such schools were opened, three of which were in London,

two in Halifax and one each in the areas of the Bradford and Norwich

authorities. Before the Board of ducation approved the opening of

any of these new schools they laid down three general conditions, the

first being that the pupils for the schools were to be selected for

admission by the Medical Officers of the local authorities who were to

certify that any pupils nominated were incapable, due to their physical

defects, of benefiting from the teaching provided in the normal public

elementary schools. Secondly, the Regulations made under the elementary

Education (Defective Epileptic Children) .ct, 1899, stipulated that

these pupils re to be taught in small classes in order that they

could obtain the maximum individual attention, that the hours of schooling

should be short to avoid fatigue and that manual training should be

included in the curriculum to stimulate the dormant faculties of the

children. Finally, the schools could be kept open during the ordinary

school holidays as a special concession.102

The London schools opened from early June until the last day of

October annually, but the schools of the other authori.es were open for

shorter periods although similar schools in Cermany were commencing their

101L.C.C. Reports, Vol. 108, Report io. 1164..
102.	 /File Eu. 5O3l.
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activities in May every year. Accordin to the Board of Education the

choice of sites for these schools was very important and necessitated

situations where the maximum fresh air and sunshine were obtainable in a

clean and healthy environment. However, in London especially, it was

emphasised that such sites had to be within reasonable travelling

distance of the homes of the pupils to avoid physical fatigue travelling.

In the school buildings themselves there was, ideally, a necessity for

an open verandah which faced south or south-west in order to Catch the

sun. Originally, many of the buildings were Doecker structures which

103
were Russian erections utilized for field hospitals.

The schools varied in size, but all establishnnts provided meals

based upon the best dietary principles, and all xxals for the day were

iven by the authorities concerned except for Norwich which did not

provide breakfasts. Halifax actually provided breakfasts, lunches,

dinners, teas arid suppers at a cost of 6d.. per day to which the parents

were invited to contribute according to their financial circumstances

as determined by inquiries. It was estimated that halifax recovered

about one/half of its outlay on food, whilst Norwich obtained about

one/quarter of its costs. In all of the schools a connon feature was

the prolonged raid-day rest and sleep, in the open air on fine days,

which occupied about two hours and necessitated ecial equipment in the

form of chairs and rugs, although London utilized collapsible hammock

chairs in its schools)0

Bradford was acknowledged by the Board of Education to possess the

103File Ed. 50/31.
'°Fi1e Ed. 50/31.
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most efficient selection systec- for choosing the pupils for its

Open-Air Schools, and only children suffering from definite physical

afflictions were admitted, defects ascertaired by the Schools' Medical

Officer at nedical inspections prior to the entry of the scholars into

the sthools. At Halifax, a large proportion of the dildren in the

Open-Air Schools were sufferin from malnutrition, anaemia or scrofolous

glands, a group of complaints all of which were readily susceptible to

treatment. At Woolwich, the steep climb to the school precluded all

pupils who were sufferin: from heart defects. Records of the pupils'

progress were kept, and these furnished direct proof of the iiiproved

health of the pupils in increases in weight, in nearly all cases, plus

ruddier complexions and the better condition of the children's blood)05

By the middle of the year 1909 there was considerable activity

among various bodies, including L.E.As., seeking to establish ecial

schools for tuberculous children, the numbers of which, as revealed by

medical inspections, posed a serious problem.	 The statistics of the

Registrar-General f or 1907 showed that one/quarter of all the deaths

from tuberculosis in England ana Wales occurred in children under the

age of fifteen years and, of these, a total of lL4 ,539, there were

10,116 deaths of children under five years of age, e avin Li ,L1 23 deaths

among children of school age. As one in three of child T.B. sufferers

died there were gout 12,000 pupils of school age .th this disease.

Pulmonary T.B., otherwise known as Consumption or Phthisis, was the main

killer form of the disease, accounting for about twenty per cent of all

deaths. Dr. Newman recommended, therefore, that there should be

10 Fi1e Ed. 50/31.
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established special schools to deal with these afflicted children who

were, by reason of their defect, incapable of obtaining any benefit from

the teaching in iormal schoo1s.°

Cumberland L.E.A. had written, in June of thit year, to the Boari

of Education requesting guidance as to whether rants wererailable under

the Elementary Education (Defective & Epileptic Children) Act, 1899, for

recognised special schools for children suffering from consmiption.

The Board of Education replied that it recognised that there were three

forms of tuberculous child, the first being those with consumptive

tendencies, or the disease in a non-communicable form, which did not

prevent them attending normal schools. The second group were children

suffering from incipient phthisis, or with the disease in a definite

form, either sub-acute or semI-chronic in nature, who were, through

debility or physical unfitness, unable to benefit from the teaching in

normal schools, but were capable of assimilating instruction in special

schools. Finally, there were the children who had the disease in a

rapidly advancing form and needed hospital treatrnt, or others whose

presence in an oirIry public elementary school was detrimental to

normal childre because they were capable of spreading the infection.

These unfortunate children were unable to benefit from any instruction

whatsoever, and so no teaching was provided. 	 Therefore, the Board

contended, only the second category of children, the sufferers from

incipient phthisis, coild be c atered for in schools established under

the Elementary Education (fective Epileptic Children) Act of 1899.

lOGpii Ed. 50/31.
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ieverthe1ess, the offici1s of the 3oard recognised the fact that

pupils suffering froa incipient .I. constituted a. danger to the heath

of the other scholars if they remained in the classes of the ncr!nai public

107elementary schools.

The future polic of the Board towards the opening of schools for

ubercu1ous children was decided early in 1909, the review of the

existing si utior being precipitated. Ly a letter to the :orfclk L.B.t.

frori tne ilianagers of the Cnildren s Sanatorium at i-wit, Norfolk.

Reverent .0. ad.ford, the writer of the letter, had been connected. with

the Alexandra csp ital for Children with Hip Disease in ueen' s Square,

London, in 1902 when the Ionon School oard apDlied to the Board of

Education for the recognition of the Orthopaedic Hospital under the

Elementary Education (Defective 7: ELileptic Children) Act of 1899.

This plication was rejected on the grounds that the higher grant

payab:-e to ecial schools was awarded to meet the extra costs of

eciaUy ejuipped rooms and special teachers.	 As the children in the

Orthopaedic hospital were taught by teachers at their bedsides no

specially equipped rooms were needed and, furthermore, the young patients

were usually of normal intelligence but were unclassified in the severity

of their tuberculosis. 	 other factor disqutlifying the Hospital from

grants tither the 1899 Act was the duration of the tuition times, for as

the afternoons were reseived for medical and surgical treatment only

morning sessions were possible. Thus the sthool could. tiot complete

2^00 sessions annually, the minimum necessar; to qualify for grant.108

7Fi1e Ed. 50/31.
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However, the Board had finally areed to 1econse the ilosfital

classes for the awax of grant under the Elementary School Codes subject

to several provisos, namely, that the establishment was to be considered

as a part of the nearest Public Elementary School for the purposes of

registration and supervi on, and that the tuition iven was to be

provided by a member of the staff of the Elementary school. 	 In 1905

the Alexandra Hospital had also been recognised under similar

conditions, but the arrangement was not approved of by Dr. Eicholz as

a result of his inquiry into the conduct of the experimental scheme

because, firstly, the Head Teacher of the elementary school was unable

to exercise only a minimum of supervision over the work done in the

hospital wards. Secondly, the inspection of the work in the hospitals

was entrusted to the local I.L.I. who was not necessarily an expert in

the instruction of handicapped pupils and, finally, there was an air of

um'eality about the attachment of the hospitals to the elementary

schools for administrative purposes)09

Eicholz believed that, by the action of the Board in 1907, when

they certified for grant award the L.0 .C. en--dr Schools, the precedent

had been set for the recognition of the new sanatorium schools under the

Act of 1399, and his views vere accepted by Newman who recommended that

this rw type of school should be recognised as qualifying for grant

under the Elementary Education (Defective Epileptic Children) Act as

establishments for physically handicapped pupils.110

109Pi1e Ed. 50/31.
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Thus the Board's earlier attempts to secure special schools for

tberculous children at the lowest possible costs had ended in failure,

and it was this lack of success in dealing with the problem plus the

results of the new medical inspections which opened the wa,j for the new

form of ecial schools.

8. Other Results of Medical Inspection of School Children

Among the early medical investigations which Dr. Kerr had made in

London was an inquiry into the hygiene of families living in the East

End of London, and there he had discovered the existence of widespread

favus.	 This disease was so contagious that immediate orders were

issued for the exclusion of all children suffering from it from public

elementary schools, and their compulsory attendance at a B'avus school

which was opened on July 8th, 1906 with 61 pupils. By 1907 there were

81 pupils in the school which was in the charge of Dr. 'bertram brahamsU2

one of the L.C.C.'s medical inspectors of schools. On admission to this

establishment all children had their hair cropped short, a treatment

repeated weekly, and those who had various medical applications prescribed

by doctors outside the shool re expected to take them to the school

nurse who applied them at the prescribed times. In addition, the nuie

'B1aCk's Medical Dictionary (1965) defines Favus as Honeycomb Ringworm,
p. 768.

ll2Dr Bertram Abrahams 187O-19O8), Who 7as Who, l897-l9]., p. 2.
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supplied each child with its own headcloth which she washd at rcular

intervals. :-:owever, a number of children were not havirig any treatment

at all, and so, as a pxcautionary measure, each child had its affected

parts rubbed twice weekly with a 1 in 1,000 solution of perchioride of
113mercury.	 ilith such careful survellance this disease, auon the

alien population of the East End of London, was eradicated within a very

short time.

Looking back, many years later, Dr. Newman considered that the

results of medical inspection were manifold, with three great groups of

morbid conditions four. amorst elementary school pupils.	 These were

dental decay which affected upwards of 70 percent of all the children;

then came defects of vision and. various forms of eye diseases and,

fna1ly, there were diseases of the ear, nose arid throat)

In retrospect he contended that, firstly, medical inspaction had

unveiled the physical condition of the nation' s children which, in turn,

led to medical treatment, the results of which were the checking of

various diseases in early childhood. Secondly, Newman claimed that

medical insaection had initiated a social process because it had aroused

the attention of the parents cd stima1ted their acknowledgement of

their responsibi1iy for their children's health.	 other advantage of

medical inspection was that nedical and physical care of the d-iild.ren

ncessitated individual consderation, and so had actually enhanced

purils' individuality.	 .inally, he believed that it had probably

Reports, Vol. 93, Report ITo. 1095.

Sir ecrge rewman, rae u.i1din; o. a tion naa1n, iacca,
London, 1939, p. 203.



contributed, in soi1e degree, to the roceire arid content of education

itself, in that teachers h3 becone ware to a eu.ter extent of the

Potential capacity of each papil -nd. had in futux to take uccount, as

never before, of their particular oontal 	 1sica1 aptitu.de.l1

ewaan also believed that the Education	 rai1iistrative Provisior

ct of 1907 had resulted from several causes, the first of which was

rovth of ]rnowledge of the relationship be tvieen the physique of the

children and. their education, to which co 'id be addei the experience

ained from the operation of the two Jcts for the care and education of

idicppod children passed, respoctively, in 1393 and 1399.	 Thirdly,

there were the data contained in the off cial xports upon the physical

condition of children of school age and their premature emp1oymet.

Then, fourthly, there was the report upon the physical condition of the

British people which had revealed the fact thal the foundations of

public health rested upon the health of the child population. 	 asly,

there was the report of the Inter-Departmental Committee into the

administrative issues and. requirements of a system of school feedin end

medical ins ,L ection.	 11 of these i orts combined had produced a mass

of statistical evidence to justify the institution of the feeding of

necessitous children at school and. the inau:uration of a system of
116medical iispecti on and supexi sion.

Just rior to the egislation requiriio local authorities to

institute their own systems of nedical inspection of school children, a

cit., p. 212.

116orge Tewtnan, ealth & Social Evolution, deorge alien Unwin,
London, 1931, p • 133.
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nurube-r of the L.E.Ls. had beun their own insi,ections, amn thea the

L:anchester uthority. The increasing interest in the health of their

schoL.rs caused this authority to notice that stariiaering was a fairly

common comrlaint ajnon th pupils :i II the Manchester elementary schools.

In July, 1906, the L..L. began special classes for children who

suffered fron this defect, each course lasting for one month, and eight

such courses being held in the first year. Pupils had to attend twice

daily for one hour for the first three weeks, and in the fourth week

they attended once daily only.	 In gerral, the hea3 teachers of

Manchester elementary schools were most impressed with the results of

these short courses. 17

Meiwhile, the Board of Education was well aware that these

classes were being held, but apart from observing the experirit the

Board did nothing to aid or impede the Classes. 	 In fact, it was not

until the year 1913 that the Board made any couents upon the valuable

work being done in this field of speech defect. By this time the

courses in Manchester were lasting for six weeks, and there were other

classes for stammerers in Oldham, Oxford, Swansea, Coventry and Plymouth

113among other 1ares.

In actual fact, the instigator of these classes for stanerers

was M. Leon Beruand who had successfully experimented in France and who

h.d then come to England to further the work. Under the Berquand

1171.etter from Adriinistrative Medical Officer, Manchester, dated 3rd Li-,
1906.

1 Report of B.L1.. nd Bo'd of ducation, 1913, p. 39.
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system, as it later developed, a course lasted six weeks divided into

three sections of a fortnight each, during the first of which a child

was not peaitteJ. to speak at all except when he was doing voice

exercises.	 This injunction to silence was extreiiiely severe and parents

were actually interviewed arid requested to ensure that the :i.r children

communicated with them only in writing. During the second week the

pupils were permitted to read and speak in sing-song voices, and then,

in the final fortnight, they gradually passed from their sing-song

tones to normal voices. Por the whole period of six weeks all pupils

practised breathing exercises most assiduously.119

It is extremely difficult to evaluate the results of the Berquand

system especially as he died suddenly after only two or three years in

England. A rapid development of classes for stajnmerers in several

L.E.ri. areas antiguous to Manchester such as 0ldha, which Berquand

could have instructed during his short time in England, suggest that

he achieved impressive results. However, the rapid decline of classes

after his death may have been due to one of two reasons, either he

trained nobody well enough in his methods to continue the pioneer work

or, alternatively, interest waned as the results did not justify the

expense of the classes.

Prom the point of view of special education, the great &chievemext

of medical inspection was that i revealed the existence of Thur new

categories of handicapped pupils, the delicate, those suffering from

speech defects, the partially deaf and the partially blind, all of whom

were incapable of benefiting from the education offered in the Oiinary

119Pile Ed. 50/159.
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public elementary schools. However, although these four new

categories were recognised 'de facto', they were not recognised

'de juTe' until many years afterwards and, in fact, pupils in Open-Air

and Sanatorium Schools were called delicate by the officials at the

Board of Education but were obtaining grant as if they were in schools

for physically defective children.

With the recognition of the categories of partially deaf and the

partially blind pup1l there was immediate action by some local

authorities and special classes for partially blind scholars were

quickly established in London, Nottinghn and Brighton, whilst Bristol

becarne the first L.E.A. to institute such special classes f or partially

deaf pupils when they opened the first at their Pupil Teacher Centre

on April 11th, 1910. This original class contained 22 children by the

end of the year, 12.,. of whom were girls, and ages ranged from 6 to iL,- years.

The subjects taught were speech and speech-reading, the latter subject

being intended to assist the defective hearing, in addition to the usual

elementary subjects. Special attention was paid to faulty articulation2O

In March of the same year the Education Committee of the L.C.C. had

debated a report from their Day Schools' Sub-Committee which recommended.

the formation of special classes for the partially deaf. This report

had emphasised that such classes should be held in schools for normal-

hearing children so that the afflicted scholars could mix, as far as

possible, with ordinary pupils. The L.C.C. accepted the recommendations

of their Education Committee that such schools should be established and,

120Letter from Bristol L.E.A. dated 15th July, 1910.
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accordingly the first London classes were opened just after the original

121
Bristol classes.

A further result of the introduction of medical inspection for

school pupils was the acceleration of the movement towaxs the

establishment of a nationally recognised qualification for teachers of the

blind and deaf. Negotiations to this end had begun in early 1906, but

the discussions were extremely protracted until the results of medical

inspections were publicised. They demonstrated in their bare statistics

that there were manifold complexities within each of the categories of

handicapped children which necessitated the issue by the Board of

Education of rules controlling the training of teachers for Special

Schools in order that nationally recognised certificates could be

awarded.

In general, the teachers of the blind were rather better trained

and qualified, at the Royal Nornal College, than were the teachers of

the deaf, but as pupil-teachers were not permitted in the Special Schools

there was no organisation for the simply of teachers of the blind and

deaf, apart from the Supplementary Teacher class, an extremely

unsatisfactory source of supply. 	 The policy of the central authority

had originally been to leave these schools and staffs to develop as

untraamelled as possible, but by 1907 they were well established and

experience had been gained supervising the training of teachers which

would, with advantage be applied to them. Eicholz and a colleague were

asked to confer and then to make soriie recommendations concerning the

l2lThe British Medical Journal, 12th March, 1910, p. 662.
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qualifications of teachers in these schools. 	 This they did, after

visits to schools for blind and deaf pupils in the Creater London area.

The first of their recommendations was that Blind : Deaf Committees

should be compelled to notify the 3oard of all appointments of teachers

to blind and deaf schools. With regax to all unqualified teachers of

the blind and deaf, the two inspectors advocated that they should either

prepare inmiediately to sit for the Board's Preliminary Certificate

Examination in order to qualify as uncertificated. or assistant teachers

in blind or deaf schools, or they should formally undertake to sit for

the Board's Certificate Examination after threeears' service in a

certified school for the blind or deaf. In addition, it was suggested

that no unqualified teachers should be recoiised other than temporarily22

Certificates of proficiency in the techniques of instructing the

deaf were, in 1907, issued by three independent bodies, the Fitzroy

Square College, the Ealing Trainirg College and the College for Teachers

of the Deaf, but the Board did not recognise any of these certificates

because there was no preliminary educational	 uirennt necessary prior

to acceptance for the courses. 	 It was not disputed that these

certificates were somewhat easier to obtain because 191 out of 31 teachers

in deaf schools possessed them, as compared. with only 8 possessing the

overnment Certificate. The inspectors reported that the three colleges

were engaged in negotiations for the merging and unification of their

certificates into a Joint Diploma which they intended to ask the Board

of Education to recognise, and the two officials advised that t Board

should confer recognition upon this diploma provided that certain

122File Ed.. 0/23.
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conditions were complied vdth, the first of which was the possession of

lnrLrnuln educational qualifications such as the Oxford or Cmbridge

Certificates.	 Secondly, it was recommended that the combined colleges

should submit an approved Syllabus of their Final Examination to the

Board, and that all successful candidates sho:1d be recognised as

qualified for admission as uncertificated teachers in schools for the

deaf.123

A similar recognition was recommended for teachers of the blind,

provided that the British c Foreign Blind Society could be induced to

hold an proved Braille examination. However, difficulties arose when

the position of the many older teachers of long standing in blind and

deaf schools was considered because there was some evidence that a

number of these teachers who had given excellent service for many years,

were Head Teachers and were obstructing their own staffs from becoming

better qualified by obtaining certain certificates. 	 The reasons for

these actions were that these particular teachers believed that their own

status as Head Teachers was likely to be placed in jeopardy once their

staffs had secured qualifications superior to their own. To solve this

dilemma the two inspectors advocated that all unqualified teachers over

thirty years of ae who had served for ten years th ould be recognised

and awarded full certificates of the Board, provided that this action

depended upon a satisfactory recommendation frora the H.L:.i. concerned.

In all, it was estimated by Eicholz and his colleague, this course of

action would affect about one hundred teachers in schools for the deaf,

arid about thirty in schools for the blind.l2

123File Ed. 50/122.
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lready, in July, 1902., the Board of Education had officially

recognised the certificates of the National Froebel Union as conferring

the status of qualified teacher upon assistant teachers in schools for

defective and epileptic children, subject to the three considerations

which they now insisted upon for teachers of blind and deaf pupils,

namely, the requirement of a good preliminary eneral education, the

attainment of a satisfactory standard as regarded the special

requirements of the handicap of the children being taught and, finally,

the approval of the arrangements for conducting the e xaminations.

Negotiations with the blind associations proceeded amicably and the

first examinations were held in early July, 1909, when 32 candidates

entered for the examination, although two subsequently withdrew.

Dr. Eicholz was present, as the official observer of the Board of Education,

and he was able to recommend that the Board should recogdse all the

nineteen successful cRndidates as qualified teachers.'25

Nowever, negotiations with the deaf associations did not proress as

rapidly as the other discussions because Dr. Eicholz had recommended one

other modification to the submitted schemes of these bodies, in addition

to the three basic requiements for the blind associations. 	 This fourth

modification was that the members of the examining committee should be

acceptable to the Board of Education which, in the future, would insist

on approving the names of all examiners prior to their appointments, and

that it should then have the right to appoint a representative to act as

assessor at the examinations. Eventually the Joint Committee accepted
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the modifications proposed by the Bod and the first exam.natiorts

under the new constitution were conducted in July 1911.126

A final, most important result of the introduction of medical

inspection nto the e1emertary schools, was the series of interesting

and valuable experiments in teaching in the Special Schools, some of

which have alrea	 en delineated..	 Basic.ly these educational

experiments were valuable for two reasons; firstly, they helped to

indicate the future lines of development towds more efficient education

of children who, by reason of their multifarious handicaps, were unable

to benefit from the type of education offered in the ordinary public

elementary schools and, secondly, ceatia successful experiments in the

Special Schools could be adapted to the rBeds and conditions existing

in the schools for norma]. children to the obvious benefit of the latter.

The period of experimental education began about 1907 when it supplanted

a period of consolidation and comparative quiescence, a change basically

due to the focusing of the attention of the public on handicapped

children, resulting from medical inspection. In addition, there was

the increased concentration upon the defective children of the nation

consequent upon the formation of the Ledical Branch of the Boa'd of

Education.	 Basically these cx- eriments fell into one of two categories,

the establishment of entirely new types of schools sach as the 0pen-ir

Schools and the Sanatorium Schools, or educational experiments within the

l7schools themselves.

l26	 Ed. 50/17

l27F.1 Ed. 53/150a.
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The most striking ex1:erirents made in the Special Schools ur

until the outbreak of the first 'dorid 'ia:' were undoubtedly those

connectad with Open-Jir Schools arid the conditions existing in t}se

schools.	 Many of these new schools were housed in costly new pernanerit

buildings, particular attention havirii cc raid. to the design of these

structures, so that tho general standazs of architecture of all types

of new school buildings had irujcroved imserisely.	 The concentration upon

the various aspects of teaching in otdoor conditions had also led to

some verL interesting developments. 	 Kettering, for exaule, had added

a wing for mentally defective children to its Open-kir Schools, and

Leicester had begun to send some of its necessitous children to ssrner

cnps. This development was a natural extension o a system of teaching

wch utilised the idea that the pujils moved, in the first miace, from

the classroom to the school rlayground and then proceeded to neighbouring

parks, recreation ;rcunds and other open spaces, all the tinc ineasin.g

their knowledge of the ir.mediate environment. The logical deve1onent

of this work was recognised by the local authorities of uucJcn,

Livxa;oo1, Keighle, irminghain, Halifax and Southariptoll, :iailst soile

other riaces were starting to send chiJArerc viit joor hysicjue to the

seaside or comtr' for holidays, the begiiui 	 cf the sytew of School

ourneys.	 : urther develornent of ti:. Lh	 :t oe Ahorities

were securing jants for schools wh ch were l'eallj hnliic schools or

camrs to which children were sent for ericJs :f seve 	 months with

their attendances ceing 'egistered icd counting for the awaxd of State
123rants.

123.File Ed. )O/lOa.
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s r rJs the school curriculum there had. also been several

imsting new developments, the first of -ich was that in the Opeu-

ir SchcoIS hygiene had become practical because the children had special

opuoriunities for C orthig habits of personal cleanliness, e .arnirrg to

take care of their clothes and becoming used to regular meals with tho

necessar concomitant of better table m-iners and scientifically

prepared diets. All these improvements had beneficially influenced

the formation of the pupils' characters, their self-control and their

self-respect, which were further enhanced by securing the co-operation
l"o L.e chidrea an the conduct of the schcol.

There had been other significant developments at the various

schools for cripcled children where special handicraft teaching had been

instituted, particularly as far as rls were concerned. At Fuihan

and Lambeth drawing, fine needlework, and the maJdng of children's

garments n-crc sui)ects of 1nstriction, in addition to dress-making,

blouse-maJdng and eriihroidery. Some other Special School experiments

had included the basing of the whole systeii of discipline upon Scout

or Girl Guide orgarLisations, and the Lingfield Epileptic Colony had

produced plays and operas with handicapped children as the cast)0

'29Plle Ed. 50/150a.

130Pile Ed. 50/150a.
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CHAPTER 4.

DEVELOEENTS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION TO 19]4

1. The Work of Some Specialised Agencies

After the passing of the Elementary Education Act, 1870, Head

Teachers and others connected with institutions for blind and deaf

children united in efforts to secure State assistance. They wanted

sxne form of legislation which would benefit their own pupils and other

neglected sufferers by increasing the provision of educational facilities

for them. By iuean of Conferences, !moria1s delivered to the Education

Department, letters to the newspapers and their own periodicals they

began the vast task of educating the general public about the needs

and problems of blind and deaf children. With the appointment of the

Royal Commission on the Blind & Deaf in 1881i. and the subsequent passage

of the Elementary Education (Blind & Deaf Children) Act, 1893, they not

only achieved their objectives but they stimulated persons interested

in other types of handicap to co-ordinate their efforts. Firstly, they

founded societies and then institutions, the annual reports of which,

coupled with letters to newspapers and. campaigns for funds, concerted

actions in the last decades of the 19th Century and culminated in the

passage of the 1899 Act. From about 1890 to the outbreak of the

1914.-lB War was a period of increased philanthropic interest in the

welfare of young children, an interest enhanced by the revelations by

Charles Booth and others, of the sordid conditions in which many of

them spent their early lives. Thus, the caais for State aid for

the education of handicapped children and a general desire to better

their social conditions led to the foundation of several voluntary
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agencies, some of which exercised. a powerful influence upon the central

authority and endure today either under their original nans or,

alternatively, under modernised titles. In some cases the new names

have arisen from amalgamation with some other less successful bodies,

in others the few remaining aims of soae agencies were absorbed in

other associations after they had achieved the main goals for which

they were originally founded.

(a)	 CIISTIAN SERVICE UNION

The impetus for the foundation of the Christian Union for Social

Service, later to be called the Christian Service Union, was the

existence of widespread unexnp].oyment amongst unskilled working men in

the latter part of the 19th Century, many of whom were of low

intelligence and some of whom had epilepsy. The very successful German

colony established at Bielefeld in 1867 exerted a profound influence

on developments elsewhere in Europe, particularly in Britain, when

visitors to Germany returned to their native lands and described or

discussed the achievements of the colony. Such publicity caused a

Congregational minister, Rev. J.F.B. Tinling, to circularise all Pree

Church ministers seeking united action to deal with the adult epileptic

who were unemployed. A Conference ensued as the result of this

circular and a Committee was formed to discuss ways of developing

coarable work to the Bielefeld operation, in England. Progress was

very slow until the assistance of the remarka:ble Christian philanthropist,

Rev. J.B. Paton1 was secured. He immediately enlisted the assistance of

1John Brown Paton (1830-1911), tB, 1901-1911, p. 76.
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some influential mbers of the Church of England, as well as of the

Free Churches, and he also managed to persuade Dr. Percival, the Bishop

of Hereford, to become the new Chairman of the Union, with the Earl of

Meath as the first President, whilst he, himself, retained the

influential position of Chairman of the Executive. A plan was produced

to establish a farm colony for unemploy le men from workhouses,

nominated by Boards of Guardians which were requested to finaxx3e, in some

measure, their maintenance. Thus, a very early example was achieved

of co-operation between statutory and voluntary services.2

In 1895, a suitable farm was purchased at Lingfield, Surrey, and

on its 250 acres a colony for fifty unemployed men was established.

A system of House Brothers was the basis upon which the colony operated,

these supervisors receiving training as well as the epileptic men and,

after this practical experience, they were expected to proceed to posts

as asylum-atter3.an or prison wanders. On the other hand, the

colonists, after their training, were found employment with farmers in

England or they were assisted to emigrate.3

However, once a beginning had. been made with epileptic adults

it was not long before the Union Executive Committee considered the

afflicted children of England, for by 1899 there were between 60,000 and

70,000 non-imbecilic epileptic children in the country who lacked both

care and. attention. Many of these unfortunate children were in imbecile

or senile wards of workhouses, so the Committee decided, where possible,

Brief History of the Christian Union, l89L -l963, compiled by
D. McClellan, p. 3.

30p.cit., pp. 3 ff.
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to provide care, education and training for employnent for such young

sufferers. To begin with a Home was built for 30 girls and this was

immediately filled, after which a large philanthropic donation paid for

a similar Home for 60 boys and a somewhat smaller donation provided

another Home for a further 30 la.s. At aboat the same time, another

Home for epileptic boys, at Sta.rnthwaite, Westmoreland, which had got

into administrative troubles, was absorbed by the Union. Subsequently,

although the provision for both children and men continued to develop,

the increase in the State-sponsored field of education resulted in a

very rapid expansion of the Homes for epileptic children. In 1905,

for example, the Homes were recognised by the Board of Education, and

this meant that L.E.A., in addition to the Boards of 3uardians, could

place pupils with the Union. By 1911 the epileptic work had begun to

supersede the Farm Training, a trend accelerated by the fact that

epileptic inhabitants were practically permanent residents whilst the

non-epileptics were transient visitors. Purthermore, it was also

becoming evident that emigration authorities and others were associating

Lingfield too exclusively with epilepsy and its occupational hazards so

that the opportunities offered to would be emigrants were diminishing

11
rapi fly.

In 1912, Turner' s Court Farm was secured and modern buildings

were erected so that by the outbreak of the l9lli- War the work in NortFrn

England was conducted by Starnthwaite and Marple Date, near Manchester,

4 0p. cit., p. Li..
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whilst the southern work was centred on Lingfield and Turner' a Court

at Wallingford. At the Lingfie].d centre, a sanatorium was added, in

1911i., to the memory of Dr. Paton, although at Waflingford. activities had

almost ceased due to the War.

(b) CH.ALFONT COLONY

On 19th December, 1893, a letter in the newspaper The Tim signed

by the Duke of Westminster, Dr. Crichton Browne, Canon Duckworth and

E. Montefiore Nicholls, appealled for support for the founding of a new

association, the National Association for the Employment of Epileptics,

with the object of establishing some industrial homes where persons

auering from epilepsy, yet capable of work, would enjoy the advantageB

of regular life in healthy surroundings where they would, according to

their age, sex and. ability, be educated, trained and suitably employed.

The famous Victorian philanthropist, Paasmore Edwards, 5 who had become

impressed with the urgency of founding an epileptic colony in England,

offered to donate whatever sum was necessary to purchase a farm of the

required area, for necessitous cases. Thus was founded the National

Society for the Employment of Epileptics, and. for several months

afterwards the Committee members visited farms to decide which should be

purchased, their choice finally falling upon Skippings Farm, Chalfont

St. Peter's, almost an ideal site, being not too near any large town

yet within easy reach of London, and situated at a height of nearly

4.00 feet, in surroundings of great natural beauty. When Passmore

5John Pasamore Edwards,
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Edwards was notified of the choice of the site he gave the purchase

price of £i.,OOO plus £1,000 to the Committee which agreed to occupy

the site gra1ually, beginning with only l acres and, at the same time,

charging the previous owner a rent for the remaining area as long as it

remained unoccupied. The first colonist entered in late Ju.ly, 18%.,

and was accommodated in an iron building, specially designed for later

service as a recreation room, which had been erected whilst the Society

awaited the construction of brick buildings, the first of which was

honoured by having Passmore dwards iay its Foundation Stone on

)Jfth November, l894.

As early as 1899 the Society had arranged to provide some

accommodation for children, but the restrictive Section 2 (Sub-Section 6)

of the Elementary Education (Defective & Epileptic Children) Act, 1899,

had contained conditions which were, in the opinion of the Executive

Committee, wholly incompatible with the colony system for the treatment

of epileptics. As the Board of Education refused to amend the Act

the accommodation already provided for children was utilised for adults

so that the effects of the Act which had been passed to permit L.E.AS.

and. voluntary bodies to make some provision for the education of

epileptic pupils was, in actual fact, to postpone for ten years, the

necessary educational facilities for children at Chalfont. It was not

until 1909, after the offending sub-section had been repealed., that

enough funds vre again available for the Society to build new premises

for thildren.7

6NationaJ. Society for the Employment of Epileptics, 1st Annual Report, 1895,
pp. 6 ff.

7N1S.E.E., 17th Annual Report, 1910, p. 11.
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Once established, the Children's Homes jrogressed rapidly, and

Miss Peyton, the Head Mistress, in her Report to the Society, in 1911,

ascerted that regular food and sleep combined with an open-air life in

ideal surroundings, had niaie the pupils scarcely recognizable from the

original children who had entered the school in 1909, and this physical

improvement had greatly facilitated the work of education. As far as

literary attainment was concerned, Miss Peyton estimated that about

one/third of the children were of average ability; about one/third

were slow, possibly within a period of a few years developing the

ability to read easy books, write letters and make the simple

calculations necessary in ordinary life with intelligence, but the

remainder possessed very limited brain power although it was possible

that they might develop more in time. She felt that the greatest

achievements of the Children's Homes had been in manual training for

all the pupils learnt to draw, colour and model in clay, whilst, in

addition, the girls learnt needlework, knitting and mending and the

boys were taught brushwork, basketwork, string work and rug work.

In all, the pupils had 12 hours weekly of manual training plus teaching

in other subjects by Proebel methods. The total number of scholars

was 14.9, aged frc*n 7 to 18 years, of which only 10 were boys.8

8N.S.E.E., 18th Annual Report, 1911, p. 114..

The work of the Society on behalf of children of compulsory school age
continued to develop until 1956 when, after joint consultations with the
Ccnmittee administering Lingfield, it was agreed to rationalise the
provision of facilities for sufferers fran epilepsy by restricting the
Cha.lfont Colony ec1usively to adults whilst the Lingfield Colony was
to be zEstricted exclusively to children. Thus, today, the Lingfie].d
Hoital School is the largest school in Great Britain to cater for
children of compulsory school age, 5 to 16 years, who suffer from (cont..)
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(c) Tl1 CENAL ASSOCIATION FOR }tENTAL WELFARE

As an association formed with an immediate and ecjfic aim,

the National Association for Promoting the Welfare of the Feeble-Minded

is a good example. It was founded in 1897 to benefit the class of

near-imbeciles who were unable to earn their own livelihoods, and

claimed that it was unique in that the methods of no other existing

agency were suited to this class, a section of the populace which was

a source of pauperism, crime and immorality and, thus, a danger to the

public welfare. Originally, the Association intended to cater only

!	 for children who had left school because it was then their troubles

began, for they were able to perform unskilled work only, and even that

they did badly and slowly under constant supervision. The result was

that they rarely earned enough to maintain themselves and were thus

exposed to moral and mental dangers, so that the new agency attempted

to co-ordinate existing efforts for their benefit and, also, to supply

8 (cont.)

epilepsy and, at present, it caters for 320 pupils who are supported
there by more than 70 local authorities. Once a child is admitted to
the school an intensive policy of treatment is follod with the
purpose, firstly, of controlling the fits and. then discharging the
pupils for continued education in the norrnaJ. schools. The school
consists of Infant, Junior and Senior Departments, each of which is
sf-contained with its own cloakrooms and playgrounds, and there are
two streams throughout the sdiool, the Normal stream where the time-
tables and schemes of work are similar to those in normal Primary and
Secondary schools, and the Second stream for educationally retarded
pupils who learn more slowly. Throughout the school the average size
of classes if 12 to 15 pupils and this includes classes for some children,
over 16 years of age, who are specially selected to undertake commercial
education in classes provided by the Ministry of Labour. 9

9Lingfield Hospital School Brochure.
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what was lacking. However, by early 1898, the Association was compelled

10to open a new hostel in Hendon for young boys of school age.

The work of the Association continued to develop until the

controversy over the Mental Deficiency Bills evoked a need for the

activities of several independent philanthropic societies to be

co-.ordinated. if the exigencies of the plight of these unfortuate persons

were to be appreciated by the wider public. At the instigation of the

National Association for Promoting the Welfare of the Feeble-Minded, a

Committee was convened on which all voluntary organisations dealing with

!	 feeble-minded persons were represented, and. which was supported by the

Archbishops of Canterbury and. York. Later, when the Act had been

passed, but six months before it becan operative, the National Association

summoned another Conference of all organisations interested in the

co-ordination and maintenance of the standards of voluntary work because,

under the Act, these bodies were eligible for grants from the Board of

Control and the local anthorities wherever t heir help was required, the

quality of the aid given depending upon efficient organisation. At .ie

Conference, held in London in October, 1913, it was decided to hol' a

follow-up meeting, and at this second meeting it was resolved tc found

the Central Association for the Care of the itentafly Defective, with

Leslie Scott, K.C., H.P. 11 as Chairman, and Miss Evelyn Fox 2 who had

been an active member of the National Association, as the first Secretary

of the new body. 
13 

In July, 1921, it was decided to alter the title of

10PR0 Ed. 50/29.

Sir Leslie Frederick Scott (1869-1950), Who Was Who, l9 1 l-l95O, p . 1033.
Dame Evelyn Fox (1874-1955), Who Was Who, 1951-1960, p. 361.

Hargrove, Serving the Mentally Handicapped, N.A.M.H., 1965, pp. 18 if.
(Miss Hargrove served the C.A.M.W. from its earliest years and wrote
this account of its work immediately she retired.)
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the ..ssociation to the Central Association for Mental 7(elfare because

the older name had conveyed to the general public the idea that it was

concerned solely with mental defectives, whereas it was doing valuable

work for adults and adolescents who were certifiable under neither the

Lunacy nor the Mental Deficiency Acts, in addition to mental hospital

natients.

In later years, the Board of Education was to assess the work of

the Central Association by agreeing that its services to the Board and

the L.E.As. had been of great value in many ways - firstly, by the

formation of local associations in urban and, particularly, rural areas

which had led to the ascertainment of many defective individuals who

might otherwise have escaped notice, and had. thus enabled some supervision

by visits of social workers, which LE.As. could not have provided due to

the shortage of Special Schools. Secondly, knowledge and information

possessed by the Association was always freely available to the Board

and, freqntly, the Officers of the Board and the Officers of the Centr

Association met to discuss not only complex individual cases of defects

children but also to consider future policy affecting development in

edncation cr other provision in various parts of the country. Thiedly,

and most important, was that branch of the activities of the Asscciation

connected with the training of teachers which had greatly expanded since

1915 when the first courses of periods ranging from 10 to 14. days had been

instituted for teachers of mentally defective children, at various centres

once or twice per year.15

Op. cit., p. 31.

15P.R.O. Ed. 50/3.21.
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Once the two Elenentary Education Acts benefiting handicapped

children had been passed and new schools had been estlished for these

children it was only a matter of time before some of the more progressive

teachers in these schools expressed a desire to n et and consult with

their colleagues doing similar work in other parts of the country.

Thus it cane as no surprise when, in February, 1903, the Head Mistresses

of the Liverpool School Authority' a Special Schools decided that a

select Conference of teachers in these schools, and various friends of

these schools, should be convened, for which purpose a circular was

despatched to all those towns within reasonable access of Liverpool.

Such was the response that a Conference was arranged for 28th March, 1903,

at which a resolution was unanimously passed that the meeting considered

it essential that an association of Special School teachers, Mana6ers

and all those interested in the work of educating handicapped children,

16should be forrriedwith the minimum possible delay.

Thus began the National Special Schools TJnion, later to be called

the Special Schools ssociation, which originally had the following aims -

firstly, to use every available method to advance the methods and

education of handicapped children; secondly, to enlist the sympathy and

interest of the general public on behalf of these children and, thirdly,

to consider and evolve the best methods of tra jrljflb teachers for service

to these children. Other aims were to further the interests of teachers

in special schools, and to interchange experiences by Conferences and

meetings, either locally or nationally. FinLly, the new Association

lGNational Special Schools Union, inute Book, 'ebruary, 1903 - May, 1912.
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also intended to consider especially the after-care of mentaJ.ly and

physically defective children. These aims are still the basis of the

Special Schools Association today, althouh the work of achieving these

ends has become increasingly iore complicated as the handicaps have

altered and. the numbers of teachers increased, but the officials of the

ssociation have coped well and have united their members throuh the

medium of a national publication d.evoted to special education and its

17needs.

(a) EUrICS sociri

On November 5th, 1907, a meeting was held at the Caxton Hall,

Westminster at which a number of the members of the Committee of the

Moral Education League were present, in addition to several other persons

who were interested in the subject of eugenics. After a very long and

detailed discussion a Provisional Committee was formed to prepare a

constitution for a new society to be called the Eugenics Society.

This Provisional Committee convened a meeting, in early December of the

same year, when the rules of the new 'oody were approved, and the officers

elected. Among the illustrious names recorded as either mnbers or

officials in the early years of the new society were Crichton Browne,

Dukes, Langdon Down, Dean Inge, Predgold, Burt, Havelock Ellis and
18Evelyn Fox.

The aims of the new society were threefold, firstly, to publicise

17National Special Schools Union, Committee Meeting, 9th May, 1903.
18Eugenics Education Society, 1st Annual Report, 1908, pp. 16 ft.
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the national importance of Eugiics so that all matters pertaining to

parenthood were influenced by the domination of Eugenic ideals. Secondly,

the Society disseminated a knowledge of the laws of heredity with the

intention that this improved knowledge should effect an improvement of

the English nation and, thirdly, it was proposed that the Society should

encourage the teaching of Eugenics in the homes, the school arid anywhere

else that was suitable. 19 Although, originally, Francis GAlton2° had

done nothing to assist the formation of the new Society except to

express his good wishes for its success, in July, 1908, the old man

accepted the honour of becoming the first Honorary President of the

body. 21 This astute move by the Executive secured a greatly enhanced

prestige for the Society which had already exerted its greatest influence

before the outbreak of War in 1914..

Although the passage of the 1893 Elementary Education (Blind &

Deaf Children) Act had compelled Local Authorities to provide educational

facilities for these afflicted children, it	 became evident that,

especially in rural areas, there was partial evasion oi 	 duties.

Furthermore, the provision of facilities for deaf children lagged bt.

that for blind pupils because blindness was more understandable to he

general public. A wealthy deaf banker, Leo Bonn, 22 decided tha there

was an urgent need to secure a reliable documentation centre fc: all

available evidence so that a strong case could be presented to the central

I
19Eugenics Education Society, 1st Annual Report, 1908, p. 21.

Sir Francis Galton (1822-1911), DNB, 1901-11, p. 70.

Eugenics Education Society, 1st Annual Report, 1908, pp. 22 ff.

Bonn (1850-1929), Who Was Who, 1929-194.0, . 133.
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authority for further legislation to improve the lot of deaf persons.

In 1911, when he set about his project there were about 14.0 local

agencies catering for regional needs of the deaf population, each of

these agencies pursuing their own aims, largely without reference to the

work of the other associations. Many of the periodicals for the deaf

had been demanding a central co-ordinating agency for years when Bonn

decided to summon a Conference of representatives of all the various

agencies, at his residence at Newbold Revel, Warwickshire, in June, 1911.

At this meeting	 offered to establish and maintain, for two years, a

National Bureau for collating all the availal	 idence and statistics

relating to the welfare of the deaf. Thus w L'ounded the National

Bureau for Promoting the General Welfare of ti Deaf with its

administrative headquarters in .i.aondon. A goc guide to the prospective

work of the new Bureau were the titles of the ib-Committees which were

the first to be constituted, for, firstly, the was one for Lectures

on the Prevention of Deafness; then there was xe for the nployment of

those Afflicted with Deafness in du1t Idfe and finally, one for dds

to Hearing. However, the adopted aims were thi 	 the first being to

contact and promote co-operation between all exi ing agencies and

charities for the deaf. Secondly, the Bureau a d to collect all

information available from Annual Re;orts, period als, d.ily pQers,

Government publications (home and foreign) and ci, ssify this material

for dissemination. Thirdly, it was intended to nake special studies

of any serious problem affecting the deaf ar to submit the report of

such research to the Council of the Bureau to publicise suggestions

for reforms. 23

23The National Bureau for Promoting the Welfare of the Deaf,
1st Annual Report, 1912, p. Li..
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The Committee was a:ble to secure the services of Dr. Kerr Love21+

to give the first ]ectures upon the causes and prevention of deafness

and afterwards they were ual1y honoured that such an eminent authority

remained, for the rest of his life, a devoted worker on behalf of the

organisation which eventually altered its title, in 192 14., to the

National Institute for the Deaf, when Arthur 3. Storey 25 infused new

life into the Bureau which had constantly struggled with inadequate

finances since the end of the 1st World War.

21i., James Kerr Love (1858-19 1+2), Who Was Wno 191+1-1950, p. 699.

25Arthur John Storey (1861+-1938), Who Was Who, 1929-191+Q, p. 1300.

In 1932 the Charity Commission decided to entrust the Institute with
the administration of funds which had belonged to the National Association
for the Oral Instruction of the Deaf, and these monies are still shown
in the Institute's accounts as 'The Oral Foundation'.2 6 This title
remained until the occasion of the Institute's Jubilee Luncheon held at
the Mansion House on 7th November, 1961, at which the Patron, the Duke
of Edinburgh, made the principal speech at the conclusion of which he
announced. that the Queen, Elizabeth II, had granted to the Institution,
as a birthday present, the appendage 'Royal' .27 However, despite the
changes of title the work of the R.N.I.D. is still based upon the
original three aims promulgated by the first Committee of 1911 although,
with advances in medical knowledge, the complexity of the activities is
far greater than the founders could have foreseen.

2Gpjfty Years of Service to the Deaf, 1911-1961, N.I.D., 1961, pp. 6 ff.

27The Silent Wor]4, December, 1961, pp. 199 ff.
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2. The First Special Schools' Re&u]ations

Apart from the Minute of the Committee of Council on Education

dealing with grants for schools for blind and deaf holars, dated l89-,

the first Regulations for Special Schools concerned with defective and

epileptic children only were another Minute of the Council, dated

February, 1900, consequent upon the passa,ge of the Elementary Education

(Defective Epileptic Children) Act of 1899. At this time L.E.Aa.

had provided only day schools or clas8es for defective pupils attached

to public elementary schools, but these special schools or classes were

differentiated from the normal public elementary schools by special

rants made for them and. the conditions which had to be met before

recognition was granted.

Each child was allod 20 square feet of floor space arid all

rooms were to be on the ground floor with a wide and well-lighted

corridor for drill and. assembly wherever there was more than. one class.

Toilet facilities had to be provided, whenever possible, especially for

pupils in special classes and restricted to their use. Each child in

28these special schools or classes had to have a single desk.

Upon entry to the school proper records had to be kept of the

pupil's capacity, habits, attainments, health, plus his family history.

At stipulated times all pupils in these schools had to be medically

examined and records kept of these inspections, the basic idea being to

return him to a normal school as soon as possible. Parents could

demand a medical examination if the preceding one had been over six

28Minute of the Committee of Council on Education, 26th February, 1900,
Article 1.
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months previously, but the decision as to ;vhether the child was to be

retained in a special school or class was that of the Education

Department alone. Pupils in the normal public elementary schools were

never to be mixed with those attendiiig the special classes.29

Each class had to have its own teacher whilst the head teacher

had to possess either the certificate of the Education Deparuient or that

of the National froebel Union, unless there were less than 50 children

when the qualification necessary was that of rtic1e 50 of the Code.

No men were, as a rule, permitted to teach in special schools or classes

although uncertificated teachers were allowed to be in charge of classes

if a certificated teacher with at least six months experience was the

Head Teacher. Numbers in classes were restricted to 20 pupils unless

there were more than two such classes when 30 pupils per class were

allowed after the first two classes.	 These schools or classes were

opened for a maximum of 2 hours in the mornings arid two hours in the

afternoon with a minimum of 1-i- hours lunch break. The subjects of

instruction were the 3 Rs; singing and. recitation; object lessow

drawing; needlerk for girls; physical exercises, and manual

instruction. There had to be a minimum of six hours manual ins	 tion

per child weekly but a division was made on the basis of 'young

children' and 'older children', a classification of capacity a skill.

The Education Department provided a list of suitable subjectF ;or each

of the categories of tuition although needlework for girls could occupy

two hours of this time irrespective of the age of the girls. A maximum

of ten pupils per manual instruction class were allod by the

Department which paid grants for defective and epileptic pupils at rates

29	 cit., Article 4.
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of 50/- for tuition other than manual instruction, and for the latter,

30/- for the younger children and LFO/- for the older pupils

Then followed a set of Regulations confined to schools which

boarded or lodged, defective children certifiable uther the Elementary

Education (Defecive Epileptic Children) Act of 1899. Firstly, the

controversia. clause Section 2 (6) was reiterated and then classroom

space for these pupils was permitted to equal that for day schools, but

boarders were given 30 square feet of recreational space per child with

separate facilities for boys and girls. Furtheriore, there was to be

a large shed or covered gymnasium, open on one side, well-ventilated.

and lit so that boys and girls could use it together, under supervision.

In the dining rooms there was a minimum of 10 square feet per child. with

space to seat each child comfortably and ample gangways for waiters.

Dormitories were to be a minimum of 18 feet wide with the minimum area

of 50 square feet and the minimum cubic capacity 500 cubic feet per

pupil. Each child was to have a separate bed. with space be tween beds,

with each dormitory supervised from a window in the bedroom of the

officer in charge. 	 In homes with a1l bedrooms, supervisors' rooms

had to be adjoining, on the same floor with doors of pupils' bedrooms

left open at niht. No boys of over nine years of age were to be

lodged with girls, unless they were in a separate wing with a separate

staircase, and even under nine years they had to have separate

dormitories. All teachers were to have their own bedrooms with distinct

sick rooms for each sex and a bedroom solely for the nurse in addition

300p. cit., ,Article 16.
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to a detached bui1din for infectious cases wherever there was rio nearby

hospital. Bathrooms were to be provided with hot and cold water for

one bath weekly in winter, and twice in summer, whilst the wash basins

were also to be provided. Rigid requirements were enforced for latrines

which had to be 10 per cent of the number of boys plus a urinal, and

15 per cent of the number of ir1s, for day-time use, whilst for nights

one or two closets were to be provided. close to the dormitories but

disconnected from them by a lobby which was well-ventilated. by air from

windows on two sides. All staircases and corridors were to be fireproof

and fire escapes were to be built wherever necessary.31

ages of admission were 7 years on entry and. a maximum o 	 ears

for leaving, and applied to both defective and epileptic pupils	 The

Regulations for epileptic children were alniost identical except

their schools catered not oniy for the education of their pupils

also for their boarding, lodging and medical treatment. Manual	 ning

was to be utilised to train the haids, eyes and brains of these c 	 ren

so that they woulci be fit, eventually, to earn their livelihoods,

the particular form selected was to be chosen with a view to ipro

the health of the scholars. It was stressed that more highly skil

types of manual training could be provided for epileptics than for

defective thildrer although it was necessarj to guard against dangei

tools or machinery. As regards grants and the other requirements,

epileptic pupils were treated exactly as were defective children.32

31	 cit., Section 11, Article 3.
32	 cit., Section 111, Article 12.
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The Regulations of 1901+ applied. to defective and epileptic

children only and amended the subjects of instruction slightly by

replacing Object Lessons with a topic called 'Knowledge of Common Things';

by making arithtic a subject on its own, and by widening reading and

writing to include English Language alone with speaking, enunciation and

recitation. 33 Morant, himself, altered Eicholz' $ suggested 'articulation

and the art of speaking' to 'training in clear enunciation', as the former

was, in his opinion, too bombastic.

E.F. Pooley, a Senior Official, had really provoked Morant's

anger by expediting the passage of these Regulations through the

Department, neither submitting them for the prova1 of the Permanent

Secretary nor seeking Treasury approval as regards the financial changes.

The unfortunate Pooley was castigated in several Minutes from Morant

who admitted, however, in a Memorandum to Sir William Anson, that two

major changes had been me in the new Regulations, the first being

consequent upon the Elementary Education (Defective : Epileptic Children)

Amendment Act, 1903, in that the limit of children per home was altered

to 30 with no future restriction on the number of such homes. Secondly,

four guineas per annum was, in the future, to be paid for each child in

boarding schools on the basis of the number of months spent in the Home,

instead of on average attendance and general work plus manual training.

This change was made because average attendance in boarding schools was

not a suitable basis for all pupils were present unless they were ill.

33Defective Epileptic Children Regulations, 11th July, 1901+,
Articles 6-12.

31+P.R.0. Ed. 50/21.

35P.R.0. Ed. 50/21.
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For the first time men were a1lod to teach in schools for

defective male pup ils, provided that the boys were over 12 years of age.

Some security of tenure of posts was iven to the teachers by the

requirement that they should be employed under written agreement

eliminating non-teaching duties and prohibiting interference with out-

of-school activities, unless they affected the teachers' performances

in the schools. The rnininnmi daily attendance qualifying for rant was

1-- hours, but the grants remained the same except that any pupils who

had attended at a school for part of a year earned grant at the rate of

7/- per month. An &ditional condition of grant recognition was that

no schools for defective pupils were to be conducted f or private profit

nor farmed out to the teachers.3

Interesting changes were made in the rules for epileptic schools,

the first being the broadening of the curriculum to inClUde history and

geography, in addition to the modifications made to the subjects of study

in defective schools. 37 It is intriguing to note that although the

regulations stipulated that boarding schools for epileptic pupils should

be in the country, there was no Nature Study among the list of recommended

themes arid, therefore, it seems that any such work would have been

instituted, under the broad topic 'iowledge of Common Things'.

The new Regulations of 1907 commenced with the Prefatory

Ieniorandum so characteristic of Morant' s period as Permanent Secretary of

the Board of Education, d they assembled, in a single volume, all

3°efectiw Epileptic Children Regulations, 11th July, 19O/i-, 	 ticle 12.
370p. cit., Section III, ,frtic1e 33.
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regulations appliCable to schools for handicaed children. 	 together

six sets of previous Regulations re aiinarised by the 1907 Regulations,

none of these six sets being made under express statutory authority

although they had to be laid before Parliament, as required by the

Elementary Education ct, 1370.	 In actual fact, all the statutory

provisions were contained in the two Acts of 1893 and 1399, and the 1907

Regulations were unusual in that they contained provisions relating to

two distinct Education

However, the main architect of the new Regulations was Eicholz who

revised the rules applicable to Defective : Epileptic schools and then

constructed those for Blind Deaf schools on similar lines. The Chief

Inspector based his revision upon a number of points, the first being

that the Board should insist that the Certificate Examination was the

highest qualification for teachers of blind and deaf pupils, and that

supplementary teachers should be prevailed upon to qualify. Secondly,

he wanted recognition of forthcoming external examinations as the

qualification for teachers of the deaf, provided that there were suitable

basic guarantees. A further recommendation was that all existing long-

servin, teachers in schools for the blind and the deaf ought to be

recognised by the Board as Certificated Teachers, possibly without any

of the rigl of superannuation.	 Finally, Eicholz acivocated that the

Regulations for Training Colleges and Public Elementary Schools should

be amended so that teachers from schools for afflicted pupils should have

the opportunity, in their examination papers, to display their knowledge

5Regulations for Special Schools, 1907. Prefatory Ueorandum.
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of ecial training methods, a privilege hich the uestioris already set

by the Board had conferred, but conditions which had not really been

advertised previously.39

after 1907, no person under eighteen years of a,ge could be

recognised as a teacher of blind and deaf children and no person under

twenty years of age could be ecognised as a teacher of defective and

epileptic children. The modifications introduced for the benefit of

blind and deaf children as compared with those for defective and epileptic

pupils were that blind children should attend school from 5 to 15 years

and deaf children from 7 to 16 years, although the latter categoI r of

chiljren was to be permitted to attend at 5 years of age if facilities

were available. For blind and. deaf pupils manual instruction was to

be . hours minimn per week, and in English Language particular attention

was to be given to oral work especially for deaf children. The macimun

number of pupils per class was to be 10 for the deaf and 15 for the blind,

but although Eicholz had recommended the abolition of separate grants

in favour of a Block Grant of 5 guineas, this advice was ignored and

the old two-tier payments remained for 1.00 qualifying sessions per ye r

whilst the grants for schools for defective and epileptic pupils reained

unaltered.

lthough Morant himself believed that the greatest innov' ion in

the new Regulations was the power conferred upon the Board of Education

to recognise as Head Teachers or assistant teachers, any members of the

3'P.R.O. Ed. 50/30.

Regu1ations for Special Schools, 1907, Chapter 111, Articles 16-19.
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staffs of ecia1 schools who had served satisfactorily even though

they possessed no qualifications needed for recognition, the really new

section of the Regulations were the rules tout the boarding-out of

handicapped children, edicts almost identical for aU handicapped

children except that a Home was restricted to one defective child whereas

it could have either two blind or t deaf children. A limit of four

was placed on the number of children already in a home vI]aere an afflicted

child was to be boarded-out, and an official certificate of medical

suitability for boarding had to be provided for each pupil and each

foster parent had to sign a written undertaldng to care, protect and

train the prospective boarder as they would their own young children.

In hovember, 1906, Augustine Birre1l, 2 the President of the Board

of Education, had infornd a delegation from representatives of various

ecia1 schools that a general case for increased Treasury aid had been

substantiated. The proposal made was to increase the grants to

residential schools for the deaf and the blind, with the possibility of

an extension to schools for defective pupils also. Selby-Bigge,3

the official in charge of elementary education, believed that the

proposal was sound but that there was one very important objection, in

principle, which was that it was setting a precedent which could be

interpreted as giving educational grants in aid of intenance - the

board and lodging of scholars as diffeientiated from their education.

However, he was prepared to defend new scales of grants for the education

Op. cit., pp. 21 ff.

)+2Augustine Birrell (1850-1933), DNB, 1931-2+0, p. 80.
President of Board of Education, January 1906 - February 1907.

2+3Sir Lewis amherst Selby-Bigge (1860-1951), Who Was Who, 1951-1960, p. 982.
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given in these residential institutions was, of necessity, better than

that given in day schools or classes. Such items as gmmasia, simming

boths and playing fields were never supplied in day schools because they

i.posed heavy demands on the rate-payers and, furthermore, the education

given in residential institutions did not cease after school but

continued, less formally and more beneficially, out of school hours.

So Selby-Bigge advocated increased grants to residential schools and

resistance to any claims for grants for boarding-out afflicted pupils

who were attending day institutions.

Reliable figures showed that the cost of residential voluntary

schools varied from £30 to £4.0 per head per annum, and vthen the costs were

further analysed it was discovered that the average cost of teachers'

salaries was about £9 9s. 3d. in a Blind School and about the same in

Deaf Schools.	 In Reformatory Schools the Treasux )r grant defrayed

50 per cent of the costs, in the Industrial Schools about 61 per cent

and. in Blind and Deaf schools onlj about 13.8 per cent was accounted

for by grants which were five guineas per head for day and residential

schools alike. Less than one/fifth of all children in Blind and Deaf

Schools were attending Council schools, so practically all the

accommodation provided in the residential institutions of voluntary bodies

was utilised and paid for by L.E.As. or by Boards of Guardians. So

great was the influence of these pupils from the local authorities that

in many of the institutions the schools were conducted on broad and

almost undenominational lines. There was, however, a possibility that

Ed. 24./51.
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objections would be raised in Parliaent and in the country to the

further subsidising of voluntary as distinguished from L.B..k. schools.

iowever, these strictures could be countered by the assertion that most

L.E.As. did not have enough handicapped pupils to form an efficient

school although it was admitted that this inadequacy would be solved if

local authorities combined. Nevertheless, twenty-five years after the

passe of the Elementary Education (Blind c Deaf Children) Act, 1893,

only the North Staffordshire Joint Authority existed as the result of

the combination of several local authorities. The voluntary residential

schools at both Norwich and Nottinghaiu had been forced to close due to

inadequate financial resources, leaving the education of the children of

the areas to the L.E.As. concerned and the provision made, in both

cases, was lamentable. Even London, which had begun with a purely day

school system, had had to adopt a 'mixed' system with the younger

children up to the ae of 12 years educated in twelve day schools and

older children in residential schools. As the 1907 Regulations had

tended, contrary to intentions, to lover the standards of the

qualifications of the teachers, Selby-Bigge suggested that increased

grants could be linked with requirements for increased efficiency if the

Board insisted that grants should not exceed the total amount spent on

salaries of teachers, books and equipment, a requirement which would, in

effect, stipulate that State grants were for educational work alone. He

therefore proposed that the grants for residential schools should be

raised from 5 guineas per head to £10 per head, which would cost the

Treasury a total of £l5,9L 5 and to anticipate the complaints of day

schools, he recommended that they shoild receive a small increase in
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grants of 15/- per head to £6 per pui1 per annum. Whilst he

acknowledged that BirreU had made specific promises to seek Treasury

pex1ission to increase the rants, ::orant believed that the proposals

would be attacked by either anti-denominational or anti-private

management ( roups, or both. Reginald L cKenna25 the new President of

the Board of Bducation, considered that Selby-Bigge's proposals

justified an approach to the Treasury for the necessary sanction for

grant increases although he stipulated that the allowance requested. on

behalf of residential schools should be £9 and not £10 per pupil.6

For the first time the 1907 Regulations empored the Board to

pay only a portion of the grant if the stipulations were not complied

with, a prerogative which was most important for any new rules imposed.

Again the new Regulations adopted, for the first time in special

schoO, the requirements of the Elementary Schools Code that Inspectors

were not compelled to visit every school every year as a condition of

grant award, a modification made on the strong recommendation of

Dr. Eicholz.7

After the Regulations were published he recognised that the

question of the age at which children bece eligible for grants in the

special schools had inaive:tently been left soiewhat indefinite. 	 Since

l89L , in practice, both blind and deaf pupila had been allowed to enter

schools at any age over 3 years, and grants had been paid for them

although, in fact, not many scholars had. been admitted before the age

Regina1d McKenna (l863-19 L 3), IlIB, l9L.1-50, p. 551.

Ed. 50/0.

7P.RS0. Ed. 50/30.
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of 7 years. Then later Regulations hai allowjui1s to be admitted

at not less than 7 years of age a1thouh, in fact, pupils between the

ages of 5 and 7 years had been allowed to enrol at the schools without

rants being paid. The 1907 Regulations stipulated that no child should

be admitted into special schools under 5 years, but there was no further

guidance as to the ages at which the pupi1s were allowed to enter the

different types of establishments or as to their grant eligibility.

Dr. Eicholz had informed senior officials that, in certain cases,

defective children ought to be admitted into the schools below the age

of 7 yeais because difficulties had occurred with the retention of

mentally deficient pupils in infant schools until 7 years of age. He

believed that grants should be paid. for these children and it was decided

to implement his advice althouh to do so necessitated the prior consent

of the 2'easury as a small increase in disbursements was entailed. 	 s

the proposal invo:bied the discontinuance of grants paid to children

under 3 years of age in blind and deaf schools, in addition to the

payment of rant on behalf of children under 7 years of age attending

defective and epileptic schools there was, in fact, only a slight

increase amountin to about £200 in total grants which the Treasury

sanctioned only about six weeks after approvin the new Regulations.

During the period 1907 to 1908 the Board of Education had to

contend with agitation by interests representing deaf persons, little of

which was concerned with the general improvement of the education of

deaf persons. Firstly, the British Deaf Dumb Association passed a

Ed. 50/15.
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resolution that no deaf child sho'ld be forbidden to use finger

spelling and, secondly, that every school should include deaf-mute

teachers on its staff.9

The Association of Teachers of the Deaf Dumb seeking increased

grants, higher salaries for teachers in these schools and an increase

in the numbers of qualified teachers, were next to visit the Board.

A few months later a letter signed by two d3y school head teachers was

received by the Board in which it was asserted that the case had not

been adequately presented by the Association's okesmen because the

advantaes of day schools for the education of deaf pupils had largely

been ignored.	 However, when the letter was placed before Eicholz he

rejected their clairns in the main although he accepted that contact with

the parents and the rettion of some home life were very valuable

unless, as was frequently the case, the home circumstances were poor, when

such contacts were of little value. 50 This increased interest in the

education of the deaf waa largely attributable to the improve

consultation among various bodies representing the deaf which had occurred

increasingly since the beginning of the new Century and which was to lead

ultimately to the foundation of the National Bureau.

Then revision of the :eg :lations began in the early months of

1909 it was decided that se minor alterations were desirable, although

most of these were slight modifications needed to correlate special

schools Regulations with the Elementary Schools Code. 5' However, Morant

50P.R.0. Ed. 50/27.

P.R.0S Ed. 50/27.
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insisted that the greatest ch&.nges were those relating to the

qualifications of teachers, because not only were the Special Schools

Regulations altered but the Regulations for the Training of Teachers, for

1908, a year earlier, had also been onended. He conceded that

specially trained teachers would not be available in adequate numbers

for years and would, therefore, have to be supplemented by persons who

qualified as certificated or uncertificated teachers in the usual

mam-ler, and who had not received anr special training. Under the

amended rules such teachers were granted. such recognition provisionally

for two years from the date of their appointments. 	 If these teachers

decided to seek recoition as permanent assistant teachers they would

later have to pass an officially approved examination in the methods of

teaching necessaxy in schools for the blind and the deaf.52

Teachers who had already received official recognition continued

to be recognised without being required to undertake any further

examinations. In addition, the Board of Education was prepared to

recognise other persons over the ae of 18 years who possessed any

alternative qualifications which they might, froLl time to time, specify.3

The passing of the Education (Administrative Provisions) Act of

1907 which had instituted medical inspection in the elementar,- schools

of England, necessitated the alteration of rticle 21+ of the Regulations

which was amended to require evexy pupil in defective and epileptic

sthools to be medically examined annually with the purpose of deciding

52Special Schools Regulations, 1909. Prefatory Memorandum.

cit., Prefatory Meiorandum.
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whether he had attained the mental and physical Condition to enable

him to be returned to the normal elementary schools or, alternatively,

whether he was so defective that he could not profit by education of

-jr kind.	 An ulterior motive of the Board's in the	 endment of this

2ticle was to show that it disapproved of the attempts then being made

at Sandwell Hall, Cheshire, and else-where, to educate, out of public

funds, children to whom the ct of 1399 was not intended to apply - the

ineducable. 54. Policy for these children was to hand. them over, as

soon as possible, to the Board of Control so that they were no longer

an educational charge to the Board of Education.

With the inroved training that was becoming available for

persons who wished to teach in the special schools, it was essential to

offer the students some facilities for observation and practice in the

schools for which they were being trained, a1thouh pupil-teachers and

student-teachers as such were not recognised. in special schools, nor

did the Board envisae any reed for such reconition in the future.

s the Regulations H. tood, in 1907, students could attend special schools

only for observation and Dractice on the request of their colleges,

and so it was decided. that the rule should be amended to include powers

for the Board to reqezt such concessions for students from officially

approved schools.55

However, the interretation of the Regulations proved to be :ost

interesting when the L.C.C. queried the amount of ronts they had received

from the Central Luthority for their special schools.	 then the Board

Ed. 50/27.

Ed. 50/27.
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was asked to define what they considered the meaning of 'Due regularity'

as applied to attendance, the L.C.C. emahasised that no figure or

percentage was included in the rules. In their reply to this query,

the Board revealed that the phrase was interpreted to nan 30 per cent

of possible attendances whilst the child was on the register of the

school in qistion, but there were no rigid applications of this ruling

because aU permitted absences exceeding a week were deducted before

the 30 per cent calculation was made. Further concessions were made

where the Board was satisfied that any absences, even though they were

less than a week, were due to illness when the months in question would

be omitted from the calculations provided that they formed only a small

proportion of the whole period of attendance. £.fter these concessions

had been made the Board was then intolerant of any breaches of the grant

regulations and children failing to attend with due regularity received

no grant at all even for those months when they had attended reguiariy.6

At the same time as this correspondence with the Board, the L.C.C.

was involved in wrangles with several Boards of Guardians over the costs

of maintenance of blind and deaf children at special schools. Whereas

the Guardians claimed that the passage of the Elementary Education (Blind

Deaf Chi]ren) Act of 1393 relieved them from all responsibility for

dealing with blind an deaf children under the age of 16 years, except

for those children in workhouses or in institutions to which they had

been sent from workhouses, the L.O.C. solicitor had informed his client

that in his opinion circumstances which caused the Boards of Guardians

Ed. 50/21.
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to become liable for the custod; of destitute blind or deaf children

also made them liable for the costs of the riaintenance of such children

at special schools. Despite correspondence with the Board of Education

and regotiations with several Boards of Guardians, the L.C.C. could make

little headqua, and so it was decided to bring a Test case against one

of the many Boards of Guardians. Eventually it was resolved to

institute legal proceedings against Southwark Board of Guardians during

the latter part of the year 1909, an action which the LIC.CS won, so

establishing a precedent for other L.E.As. faced with the same problem.57

Diring the second half of the year 1910, an interesting anomaly

in the new Regulations was revealed when, firstly, Birmingham and then

0ldhati, applied . to the Board of Education for pennission to enrol a

number of deaf pupils under 5 years of age. When referral of the

applications was received by Dr. Eicholz he obseived that, in his

experience, congenitally deaf children often possessed a remnant of

hearing, arid a large number of them also appeared to retain, during

their infancy, an inherited power of acquiring language through speech.

In view of these two conditions it was advisable to begin the oral

training of deaf children as soon as posstble because the two assets

mentioned were lost if this training was delayed. Eicholz therefore

recommended that the two applications should be granted provided that

two pre-conditions were fulfilled, the first being that these young

children should only be taught orally and, secondly, that the teachers

should always be experienced in the tuition of young deaf children.58

57F.R.0. Ed. 50/15.

58Ed. o/io.
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These various anomalies exemilified the difficulties of the

Board of Education in the application of bureaucratic principles to the

supervision of education and. care for handicped children. Such

difficulties arose for a varietj of reasons which included the many

varied. causes and tj-pes of the different handicaps; the advances in

medical science which altered or reduced the actual handicaps themselves;

multiple handicaps and a too rigid classification system.

After due consultation among the administrative officers of the

Board, it was ascertained that earlier permission had been given

previously for the admission of under-age deaf children to special

schools without grant being paya)1e. The decision to pay grant was,

apparently, based upon no statutory authority because nothing on the

subject was contained either in the relevant Act or in the Regulations.

As neither Birmingham nor Oldha had. mentioned that they were offering

to forego the grants, it was assimied that they required them, and so

in view of the 3 oard's weak legal position, it was decided, subject to

Eicholz's provisos, to permit the two L.E.As. to enrol the young pupils

experimentally.

In June, 1910, the Board issued a Lanute which revised the

Articles in the Special Schools Regulations referring to the qualifications

needed for Head Teachers in blind and deaf schools. Under the arnded

Regulitions any Head. Teachcr who had been recognised under previous

Regulations was also eligible for recognition as the Head Teacher of any

other blind or deaf school. Further:ore, anyone recognised as an

59Ed. 50/10.
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assistant teacher in either blind or deaf schools for a period of

ten years before August 1st, 1910 was eligible to be recognised as a

Head Teacher in such schools.°°

By 1911 it was becoming obvious to the senior officials of the

board of ducation that the arrangements for revising the Special

Schools Regulations were too haphazard. Prom 1907 a file called

'The Code Revision (Special Schools) File' had been kept for copies of

references to Minutes containing suggestions for alterations. 	 In

addition, there was another file which contained 1moria1s from L.E.s.

dealing with various topics, most of which were acknowledged and then

filed without any further action being taken. No records were kept of

the suggestions made by outside bodies for legislation or alteration of

the Regulations although the Law Section kept notes as did various

committees dealing with particular Regulations. However, the Law

Section had no system of periodical review of their notes, they merely

supplied cases if and when they were required. In actual fact, the

Code Committee did the major work of revising the Special Schools

Regulations of 1909 and so to preclude this course of action in the

future, it was recommended that the Srecial Schools File was to be

brought up every six months for insertion of any relevant notes from

the Law Section.	 In this way, the Ldical Department and not the

Elementary Schools Department, becane the reviewing body.°1

The Regulations and the grants continued unaltered until

April, l9li-, when another Minute was issued to increase substantially the

of Education Minute, 27th June, 1910.

GlEd 50/18.
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financial contributions of the State, and. to rationalise the pajuent

of these monies by establishing a uniform school year, beginning on

pri1 1st, 1915. 62 .s the basic grants hd grown increasingly inadequate

there had been mounting agitation by various interested parties

culminating on 23rd January, l9]J-, with a large deputation of 80 persons

representing those interests, to interview the President of the Board

of Education, Joseph Pease,° who considered that his visitors had. raad.e

an overwhelming case for increased financial support from the Treasury.

Protracted. negotiations for increased grants had been conducted with the

Exchequer, in a desultory fashion, for three years, but by 19)4 the

position was critical because the local authorities were continually

asking the Board' s permission to increase their contributions to those

institutions, many of which were in serious financial difficulties.

Firstly, the Treasury agreed to grants of £12 for residential institutions

catering for mentally and physically defective and epileptic children.

Classes in these schools contained 20 to 25 pupils, but as the Board

maintained that schools for blind and deaf children were more expensive,

they asked for £13 per head grant for them, a request which was granted.

For day schoo1 for mentally defective children the Treasury first granted

an increased payment of 30/- to 2+0/- to make the total allowance to £6

which they later extended to schools for physically defective and

epileptic pufils, and then, conceding that the costs of blind, and deaf

schools were greater they authorised a grant of £7 per head for day schools

of Education I:inute, Special Schools, 19114..

°3joseph Albert Pease (1860-194.3), DNB, 192+1-50, p. 664..
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for blind and deaf pupils. Finally, to improve the efficiency of

grants' payments, the Board were empowered by the Treasury to make the

allowances in all special schools payable on the basis of average attend-

ance, as was the case in schools for defective pupils under the 1900

Regulations, and not for average attendance combined with manual

instruction. 014.

These protracted negotiations had begun in February, 1911, as

a consequence of the recommendations of the Royal Commission on the Care

of the Feeble-Iünded, and the Treasury had originafly accepted the

contention of the Board of Education that State grants should be equal

to about one/third of the maintenance costs in residential schools for

mentally defective children. Using this one/third contribution precedent

as an argument the Board secured similar proportionate increases in

State grants for other residential institutions, the first increase for

blind and deaf schools for twenty-one years and the first for defective

and epileptic schools for fifteen years. 	 It is possible that the

troubles erupting at the Board of Education early in 1911, as a consequence

of the Holmes Circular, after which both the President, Walter Runciman,6

and the Permanent Secretary, Robert Morant, were transferred, at

appropriate intervals, to other situations in an atteut to conciliate

political pressure by various opponents, were a partial cause of the

failure of the Board to press for grant increases.

Ed. 50/106.

6 V1a1ter Runciman (1870-194.9), iB, 194.1-50, p. 275.
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3. The Royal Commission on the Care of the Feeble-Minded, 1908

When the Royal Commission examined provisions made for the

education of feeble-minded children they found that the distribution of

the schools throughout the country was very uneven, the North of England

having only 31 establishments, of which Yorkshire had 12 and Lancashire

15 with all of them sited in urban centres. London alone had. 79 schools

and the üdland Counties had 13 schools whilst the S.W. of England had

only 4. establishments, the total number being far too few. It was

obvious that permissive legislation had failed to ensure that mentally

defective children were adequately catered for educationally because there

was sufficient evidence that many feeble-minded pupils received little

or no attention in the classes whilst numerous others had been enrolled

in schools or classes and then, later, expelled as ineducable at the

first signs of disciplinary problems. There were also several witnesses

who spoke of imbeciles and idiots who were not even, given the chance to

enter special schools as they were, in the words of the Act of 1899,

un le to profit by the education provid.ed therein. Mancher, for

example, had 1,328 defective children in. all, and only 273 were in special

66
schools.

All the Commissioners asserted that medical inspection of school

children, with the compilation and. maintenance of a register of defedive

pupils, was necessary for efficient progress in the care and treatment

of the mentally defective because it was only throngh the medical officers

O6Royal Commission on the Care of the Feeb1e-,anded, 1908, Part 111,
Chapter XII, pp. 85 ff.
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and the assistants that there was adequte notification of cases of

these children.	 iy ins stence that parents should be compelled to

notify cases of feeble-minded children was doed to failure because

relatives rarely admitted that kinsmen were mentally afflicted. Past

histories of mentally defective children had often shown that the

community had become aware of idiots, imbeciles, epileptics and other

handicapped persons at an age when they were too old for any suitable

training, and these false economy measures had eventually thrown the

unfortunate individuals upon the rates. Many mentally defective

children had been ill-treated in their homes and any attempts at

educating them had soon been abandoned. Early notification was,

therefore, essential if afflicted children were to become self-supporting

throuh suitable trainiri in institutions, and many families were to

benefit from the removal of weak-minded offspring. A general

disinclination of doctors to undertake notification was detected by the

Commissioners, and to eliminate aiy qualms of the medical profession

they recommended that the committee of any authority for the care of the

mentally defective should be compelled, through official regulations, to

ascertain the numbers of mentally defective persons n their respective

aras. For this investiation the school registers wold serve as the

basis and these documents should te ii:iplemented by enforcing the duty

of notifying- any cases of mental deficiency encountered during the course

of their duties by various officials.°1

Observation centres re recommended. by the Commissioners as aide

cit., Chapter XIII, pp. 93 fl.
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to the faster d roses of mental retardation, because the eventual

treatment adopted depended upon the efficient obseivation of the p.tients.

The Commissioners were not repaired to re comme cu 	 Jng the permissive

legislation of 1899 compulsory in orüer to increase the nabers of

sc1oo1s for mentally defective children, because without other

modifications and changes the 1&t could aot :et the needs of the

feeble-minded. Special classes ought to be ased only for children who

would probably be able to care for themselves and do useful work under

supexvision,and also for observation.	 Jill the aforementioned classes

would have to transfer from the Boa1 of ducation to the Board of Control,

and where there were no special classes, the committee ought to be

empowered to establish them subject to the approval of the Board of

Control and confonning to its regut±ons, or to arrange for their
68establishment by the L.E.ts.

When the Commissioners considered the results, up to the first

decade of the new Century, of the education given in the special schools

and classes, they asseverated that if the educational opportunities

provided in the schools and classes established were fairly equal, except

in some fairly backward rural areas, then the numbers of afflicted

children leaving the sciools and able to provide, to some extent, for

themselves, ought to be proportionately the sane everywhere.

Unfortunately the varations in the after-results were most unsatisfactory

so that the discrepancies could be largely attributable to the general

affects of the teaching and training rather thai as precise statistics.

Op. cit., Chapter XI'1, pp. 95 ff.
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The Commissioners found that one London witness maintained that there

were five rades of earning capacity, the first of which vias 'not eaniing

at all', which meant that these persons were imbecilic and in need of

permanent institutional care. 	 Secondly, there was a groi. of

adolescents who worked 'occasionally' and who were likely to become a

chare upon t1 rates as they would never be self-supporting. Thirdly,

there was a roup engaed in fairly regular unskilled work which gave

soiie indications that they could eventuly becoue self-supporting.

Forthly, caine a class 'earning good wages' amongst which were several

feeble-minded individuals who would hardly qualify for ecial classes

because they ;vere enrolled when the classes began and the demand was

not so great. Finally, there were a few women who were supported by

their husbands and this class posed a very difficult problem for anyone

attempting to evaluate the results of their education in special schools.

In toto, it was estimated that out one/third to one/half of mentally

defective children educated in special schools were successful in later

life, a figure which Dr. Kerr considered over-sanguine. However, the

evidence led the Commission to declare that the results of the survey

confirmed that the special school 'was incidental to a eneral organisation

of industrial and institutional training, the central focus of the

education of these children.09

It was conceded that the results of the operation of the Elementary

Education (Defective Epileptic Children) .ct, 1399, had been beneficial

in many ways. Originally it had afforded the opportunities for

experiments in the teaching of afflicted pupils by mes of special

Op. cit., Chapter XV, p. 103.
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curricula, and it had improved the cleanliness and habits of the pupils.

However, if the training after the age of 16 years was the crucial

factor in the education of these children then it was necessary to jge

what subjects and methods should. be taught in the special schools.

If the child's family was competent to train him in these basic ideas

then it was not necessary that the pupil should enter an institution,

for the local authorities should be empowered to point social workers

to visit homes and advise the parents upon the best methods of preparing

their children for the industrial training so necessary to their future

well-being. In this manner the Royal Commissioners believed that the

characteristic relapse after the period in the ecial classes would be

eliniinated.7°

This particular section of the report of the Royal Commission

raised the vital question of the merits of institutional after-care as

compared with home training. Witnesses testified that many mentally

defective children came from working class home backgrounds to which they

returrd, in considerable numbers, when they left special schools. In

such surroundings the value of the education received rapidly diminished

and, eventually, they bece a charge upon the rates as recipients of

Poor Law relief. This infringed an unwritten rule of Victorian charity

donations that money should be utilised to enable beneficiaries to become

self-supporting.	 fter-care institutional treatment arose to achieve

these ends.

Prom the evidence given it seemed to the Commissioners that

weaknesses existed in the system of educatin the feeble-minded. There

70	
cit., Chapter xvi, p. 105.
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was, first of all, some mixing of dull arid, backward pupils with

feeble-minded children. Secondly, the general ae of transfer of these

pupils back to schools for normal chflren occurred at about the age of

twelve years and had, according to Dr. Eicholz, two serious defects;

the child moved from classes of twenty into classes of sixty and ceased

to have any manual instruction, a subject not provided in the lower

classes of public elementary schools. It was therefore recommended that

special classes for dull aa. backward children should be formed by

L.E.As. whilst the classes for pupils suffering from mental defects

should be retained and supplemented by a greater provision of

institutional care under the control of the CoLunittee for the Care of

the Mentally Defective. Furthermore, in these institutions there should

be increased manual training because it stimulated the brain through the

senses and taught the control of movement, both of which ]d to self-
71control, the ultimate aim.

The Commissioners felt that additional training was necessary for

teachers of feeble-minded pupils so they recommended that in addition to

the Elementary Froebel Certificate, the minimum qualification, there

should be the registration of certain institutions and special schools

as recognised places of teachin. It was also recommended that all

arrangements for the training of teachers for mentally defective children

should, in future, come under the aegis of the Board of Control.

Juiother suggestion was that all Head Teachers should have special

certificates in mual training or, alternatively, assistants who were

710p. cit., Part 111, Chapter X'1I, p. 108.
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particularly well-qualified in this field should be appointed although

they were not certificated.	 Other witrsses testified that general

experience with feeble-minded children could, in many cases, be

considered. to be equivalent to any course of training devised by the

Board of EducatiolL, and. so they believed that local authorities should

be given considerable freedom of choice in this matter.72

When the question of the education of children with corrthined

defects was discussed it was felt that, as a general rule, feeble-

mindedness had been esteemed a lesser defect than epilepsy, blindness or

deafness when, in actual fact, it was a greater affliction than any of

these and should govern the methods of teaching adopted when any other

defects were combined with it. 	 In the whole of England and Wales the

numbers of blind children who were also mentally defective were quite

small - about 160, so it appeared that one or tv! institutions would

suffice for their needs. The majority of the 230 feeble-minded deaf

children were catered for inadequately by institutions for the deaf

although the L.C.C. provided a school for such pupils at Homerton, the

only one devoted to such pupils in Britain. There were no special

arrangements for mentally defective crippled children and the predicament

of imbeciles or idiots who possessed other afflictions in addition to

mental retardation was disgraceful, only the Eastern Counties .sylum

accepting epileptic idiots, and no epileptic colonies accepting idiots

or imbeciles. Dr. Tredgold asserted that where feeble-inir3.edness was

accompanied by handicaps other than the mildest epilepsy then the

72, cit,	 iii, Chapter XVI, p. 112.
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expense of attemptin to train such persons was not justified, all that

could be done was to supply the means of ixe dica]. care in a home that was

more an infirmary than a school.73

For the first time an official comment was made upon the problem

of thildren with multiple handicaps and. the difficulties they posed for

educationists. As by far the greatest number of such cases involved

mental afflications combimd. with one or more other defects it obviously

behove the Commissioners to consider and make recommendations on this

problem. However, apart from stressing the fairly obvious fact that,

in general, the mental affliction should primarily govern the teaching

methods utilised and also drawing attention to the lack of facilities

for such children, the Royal Commission produced a disappointing report

on this aspect of its inquiries.

As no system existed for the permanent needs of mentally defective

children, the Commissioners maintained th.t the child should be the

responsibility of the Committee for the Care and Control of Mentally

Defective Persons as far as was necessary throughout life, The

Reguations for detention would be replaced by a system of wardship and

supervision up to the age of twenty-one years, after which there would

be prolonged care of control. As this comjlete organisation would deal

with adults as well as children it appeared to the Commissioners that

the Board of Education was not the most suitable body to undertake the

work. Furthermore, the age of sixteen years sufficed to educate most

handicaped children, but ment.ly defective pupils were frequently

Th op. cit., Part ill, Chapter XL, p. 116.
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lacking in other senses besides intellect. Finally, the Board of

Education existed to administer the system of education for normal

children, and the feeble-minded child rver attained normal mental

levels, so such children were likely to be better off if supervised by

another Government department.7

Walter Runciman, the President of the Board of Education75 was

most concerned 'by this suggested re-organisation of the educational

facilities for ment11y defective children. In a letter to the Home

Secretary, Winston Churchill, under whom the proposed new Board of Control

was to function, he assessed the position by analysing the facilities

available for the l. -3, 000 feeble-minded children in England and Yales.

In special schools supervised by the Board of Education there were

12,000 which left 36,000 yet to be provided for in day or residential

schools. Under the 1899 ct thei were 155 such schools rtified by

the Board in England and four in Vlales, a total of 159 PlUS five

residential institutions for epileptics. Runciman praised the progress

made by the L.E.is. and blamed the duration of the Royal Commission's

in ,uiries for hindering even reater advances because the authorities

were reluctant to over-commit themselves pending the Report. The Board

contended that a further six years' experience had been accu1ated since

the appointment of the Royal Commission, during which it h. been

realised that many of the mentally defective children could be taught

and traihed to earn substantially their own livelihoods, and with the

cit.,. ,art lii, Chapter Xfl, p. 116.

75WaJ.ter Runciman (1370-192+9), DiB, 192+1-50, p. 725.
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methods continu&.ly improving this proportion of children would be

materily increaseä.6

Purthermore, since the appointment of the Royal Commission the

administration of the Board of Education had been widely extended and

made more efficient with compulsory medical inspection in public

elementary schools, and its network of school doctors and County iledical

Services, in addition to whch increased experience had been ained in

the working of the special day and residential schools and the follow-up

work of After-Care Committees. Runciman felt that these two major

points, the medical and educational improvements, had not received the

attention which they deserved.77

According to Runciman' s interpretation of the findings of the

Commissioners, they had recommended custodial care for all feeble-minded

persons because they considered that day schools had. been a comparative

failure. This notion, coupled with desfres to protect these persons

yet also to prevent their propagation, had led to the recommendation that

a Board of Control, formed frors an enlarged and strengthened Lunacy

Commission with statutory Asylum Committees under each Local Authority,

should be established. Hov.ever, whilst acknowledging that there was

a case for increased custodial care, Runciman argued that the existing

system for children was broadly an educational one whilst the new system

proposed was a broadly custodial one. 	 It was, in the President' a

opinion, desirable that the Government should adopt a middle course

7 Ed. 24-1167.

77Ed. 2L3/l67.
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by borrowing frou the existing system its educational ideas, ax. from

the official investigation, its ciitodial ideas. 	 This middle course

could develop the natural evolution begun by the passage of the

Elementary Ethication (Blind Deaf Children) ct of 1699 and continued

by the new work of rredical inspection.78

Dr. Newman was critical of the recommendations of the Royal

Commission for they implied that 'feeble-mindedness' was mainly a disease

transmitted by heredity and therefore the vital need for the future was

to prevent these afflicted children growing up, ma'rying and propagating

their kind. In actual fact, there was no conclusive evidence one way

or the other, and the whole problem was one of considerable intricacy,

partly because there was the tremendous difficulty of defining the

disease in ndical terms, and the Commissioners had. avoided this pitfall

by defining 'feeble-mindedness' in social terms only, a definition open

to severe criticism, and partly because there was scant reliable evidence

that heredity rather than environment was the main cause of the

affliction.79

The influence of Dr. Tredgold Can be detected in these ideas

which Newman could not accept for, unlike the former, he was not an

advocate of harsh, repressive measures against haioapped persons.

A1thou >h the Chief Medical Officer' s views were confined to written

comments in confntial Memorida they do show that he was not prepared

to be influenced by the alarmist campaigns of the 'National Degeneration'

78Ed. 21+./167.

79Ed. 2L4/l67.
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school of thought.	 Instead, he looked ir.parti.1y at the evidence

available on this topic and drew his own conclusions by deductive

processes.	 Thus, at the time when the President was being pressurised

by various groups to prepare legislative action against the inter-

marriage of handicapped jersons, Newman was advising aginst precipitate

action.

Before the recommendations of the Loyal Commission were implemented

by legislation, Ncnan believed that there was much information available

which should be consulted. Firstly, it had been established that many

feeble-minded children were educable and could be trained to some extent.

It was therefore undesirable to segregate them in useless penal servitude

at the expense of the State then they could be trained to obtain some

return for their efforts which would achieve two goals, the saving of

State monies and the development of the individual' s mental capacity to
80his own advantage and the furtherance oi. his own livelihood.

Secondly, Newman asserted, experience confimied Dr. Kerr's opinion

that one/third of all mentally afflicted children could be trained to

contribute materially to their own livelihoods; one/third to partially

contribute but needing an iter-Care Association of some kind to watch

over them, and the remainder mixing with the rest of the coLlmunity whilst

receiving some kind of custodial treatment. In fact, Dr. Eicholz was

prepared to maintain that 30 per cent of all feeble-minded children who

were admitted to the special schools would, after completing their

education, be able to earn their own livings as semi-skilled or unskilled

80	
21167.
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This opinion reflects a considerable

change of attitude by icho1z who, teti years previously, had claed that

the majority of mentally defective children were parti.1y educable but

that after 1eavin school only five per cent of them ever became

independent so that unless supervision was provided they would largely

come to grief. At this time he believed that the majority of these

school leavers becie aimless md lawleSs.U2

Thirdly, Newman quoted the recent improvements in the administrative

machinery at local and central overnment levels. 	 However, it was not

sufficient merely to criticise the Conissioners' proposals so he

advand the sug;estiona of the Board of Education, the first being to

make the Elementary Education (Defective Epileptic Children) Act, l399

a compulsory ct. Secondly, there was a vital necessity to define

exactly 'feeble-mindedness' medically as well as educationally, for this

would prevent the mixin3-up, in he future, of dull, feeble-minded,

idiotic and imbecilic children. 	 Thirdly, Ievtm accepted the idea of

the Board of Control catering for all ineducahie ersons b providing

custodial ca:e for them art, t'ourthly, he insisted that all special

schools, day and residential, should be retained under the agis of the

oard of Lducation for all educable puils u to the age of 16 years, and

should be increased in numbers to meet clemanis. Fitthly, the curricula

of speOial schools needed modifying for feeble-minded putils by increasing

manual id :Lndustrial training, and retairiingviell-qualifjed teachers.

1Ed. 224./167.

S2ne Eritish liedical Journal, 6th September, 1902, p. 636.
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.ny pupils in the special schools requiring custodial care should be

transferred to residential institutions supervised by the Board of

Control.	 Finally, iTeian suggested th;t in County areas, and possibly

in small towns, it would be necessar; to have comoound institutions,

partly custodial and partly educational, and he envisaged that it would

be the duty of both the Board of Control and the Board of Education to

certify these, as was arcady the case. Such a scheme as recomnded

by Newman had the merits of economy and practicability, because the

evolution of the Schools Led.ical Services, nationally ath locally, had

entailed at least seven types of Medical Officer working under State

supervision in each area and any new organisation should be adapted to

work with this existing network of officials.

In a further analysis of the problem facing his department,

1 ewman estimated that of the 16,000 mentally defective children who were

wholly educable about 2,000 from rural areas required education in

residential institutions whilst ),0O0 of the 16,000 partially educable

children also needed residential schools, partly because they were lower

grade defectives and partly because they lived in rural areas. Day

schools would have to accommodate the remainder of the pupils, 12,000,

who were partially educable, so residential institutions needed to

provide for 6,00 out of the 32,000 who were educable in varying degrees

For efficient administration, Newman was anxious to ensure that

all the educable feeble-minded hildren passed through the hands of the

83 d. 24/167.

Ed. 21-/62Q.
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L.E.As. fo the purpose of determining two things, the first being

whether the child was, in fact, mentally defective - a medical diagnosis

for which a Schools' Medical Seiice already existed. 	 In addition, the

L.E.As. should ascertain whether the children were sufficiently educable

to fend for themselves after leaving school, a question of practical

education in the special schools.	 If, and. then, the local authorities

decided that children re ineducable, then they should hand them over

to the custodial authorities although It was impossible to fix an age

for this decision to be made, and neither was it possible to estimate

the numbers of ineducable children who would be ascertained.

With enlarged rants from the State for special schools, the

question of inspection arose and Newman suggested that these inspections

should be of two types. 	 In the first the H.L.Is. should visit the

schools incidentally whenever convenient and, secondly, with one of the

Board's medical officers, once every two or three years. 
00

Dr. Janet Campbell suggested to Newman that Liedical Officers

should visit all mentiLly and physically defective schools as and when

convenient, rreferably annually, although attnpts should be made to

notify the Elementary Schools' H.i:.Is. whenevea' possible. 	 Furtherriore,

she believed that H.Li.Is. could ast Ldica1 Officers in the inspection

of the residential ecial sthools. However, physically handicapped

children were often mentally normal, and so the i1..Is. for the

elentary schools were capable of inspecting the quality of the teaching.

In schools for mentally defective pupils the teaching was entirely

different, being based upon the psychology and physiology of the

85Ed. 2L/620.

86Ed. 50/109.
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mentally defective child.	 For these schools the Ledical Officers

were the best judges, as they vre also for the hospital schools and

sanatoria for tuberailous children who suffered from definite and active

diseases. The curriculum had to be modified carefully in order to

meet their needs, restricted by physical incapacities, but the normal

Ii.i'L.Is. could assist in these establishments.	 On the other hand,

Eicholz thought that the elementary school H.1.Is. should relinquish all

duties in epileptic schools because the mental condition of the pupils

was subject to such serious changes of either tporary or peaxient

nature, as to necessitate all educational arrangements being skilled

medical supervision. All these recommendations were incorporated in a

circular issued to local authorities and Board of Education officials,

87iucluding	 .Ii. Is.

Due to the contentious nature of any State financial assistance

to voluntary institutions, the Royal Commission considered the place

of these establishments in the com2lete system for the care of feeble-

minded persons. Charitable institutions for the care of idiots and

i.ibeciles represented one aspect of two distinct movements, and had.

originated with the foundation of the Earlsvjood Asylum, followed by

other foundations, all of which were, to a large extent, educational.

1ost aimed at providing education for any patients who could eventually

to some extent earn their own livelihoods. A reference was made to the

difficulties experienced during the 19th Century of obtaining a suitable

method of classification of pel'souis suffering fror-i various mental

87Ed. 50/109.
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defects.	 It was concluded that lunacy was a disorder of the mind, in

a person who had been in full possession of his faclties; idiocy was

mental incapacity which had been e 'vident at birth or in early childhood,

and imbecility was included with feeble-mindedness under the wider

38
heading.

Idiots, prior to the Idiots .ct, 1836, had even included the

category of mental defect known as 'feeble-minded' but this Act had

legally recognised the further sub-class of the 'mentally defective',

sufferin. from a lesser degree of defect than idiots and inbeciles,

Just aftervards, as a direct result of the dem&id for specialised

treatment for those with lesser mental defects, and especially for the

better protection of mentally defective girls and women, another sub-

class was recogn:sed, the 'feeble-minded', suffering fro a lesser

degree of nnta1 defect than the imbeciles. Certification under the

Idiots ,t.ct, for idiots and. imbeciles, was simple, being merely a

statement fron a qualified medical practitioner that the person in

question had been an idiot or an imbecile from birth or from a very early

age. This document accompanied by an affidavit signed by a parent or

;uardian, plus a record of any previous detentions, was suffient to

commit a person to an asylum until he came of full ace, after which,

with the consent of the Commissioners in Lunacy, he could. be  detained

even lotiger.	 It was felt by the Royal Commissioners that the ct was

very suestive of lines for futire developnnt because it had several

88Royal Commission on the Care of the Feeble-iiinded, 1908,
Part V, Chapter XXIV, D. 155.
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very obvious advantages. 	 These were the simple nethod of

certification, congenital idiocy or imbecility being the single,

essential issue; that asylum Lsidence would be beneficial was the sole

condition of entry and, firlly, there was the principle of continuity

89of control.

Idiot asylums had several characteristics which the Conirnissioriers

sought to enumerate. All of them were both custodial ar educational

establishments for all classes of congenital defect. Again all of them

were voluntary institutions supported largely by paiments made for

individual cases, but althouh cases were usually accepted from all

parts of England, the establishments were largely concerrd with the

needs of particular groups of counties from which they received

voluntary support. With only one exception all were managed on the

admission principle of acceptance of candidates by the votes of

subscribers. Finally, as a generalization, all of them showed

considerable aptitude for expansion and adaptation.90

Voluntary homes for feeble-minded patients, the second of the two

distinct movements, could be classified as homes for improvable boys and

girls; homes for the permanent care of children, working women and

girls and, one home only for mothers an3. ther babies from the maternity

wards of Lietropolitan workhouses. 	 Once again the accommodation available

in all these institutions was considered to be totally inadequate for the

numbers of children and adults needing scine form of custodial care.91

890p . cit., Part V, Chapter 0CtV, pp. 157 ff.
900p. cit., Part V, Chapter XXIV, pp. 157 ff.

91, cit., Part V, Chapter xxv, p. 173.
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fter hearing the evidence on these institutions, the

Conissioners concluded that there was an urgent need for a better

definition and classification of all cases of congenital defect, for the

confusion which existed between the terminology of the Idiots ct and

the Linacy cts of 1890 and 1891 needed clarification. If this was done

by new legislation then the provisions plicab1e to lunacy and those

to idiocy would be separate and. distinct.	 Idiot asylums which received

all cases of congenital mental defect were recommended to modify their

^icies by better analysis and more varied treatment. 	 s the varying

degrees of mental defect were unravelled, it seemed to the Commissioners

rational that instittions should specialise, some catering for improvable

patients whilst others dealt with ineducable persons who required less

generous staffing. Nomenclature of these establishments troubled the

members of the Royal Commission because they asserted that the expression

asylum' had derogatory connotations and was not true in many cases,

for some institutions were virtually hospitals whilst others were

traiüng centres/

Locally, the Commissioners recommended that a new authority

connected with the county borough or county councils be established with

the statutory duty of providing adequate facilities for the care and

control of the mentally defective in their areas. Such an authority

was to be empowered to undertake building and purchasing, and to use

the Exchequer grants for min contracts with voluntary bodies or

private persons to maintain, care for and educate any feeble-minded

92	 cit., Part V, Chapter QVI, p. 177.
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persons. In this manner the method by which voluntary institations

were chiefly financed, fees paid for indvidual patients, would become

established and regularised.93

Future nomenclature, according to the Commissioners, recjuired

clarifying and so they recouimended that the term 'mentally defective' be

used as indicative of all classes of mental disorders, replacing the

expression 'lunacy' which, in certification at least, stood for the

entire class.	 Statutes had, in the past, used the terms, 'of unsound

mind', 'lunatic', and 'insane' as virtually interchangeable, and this

was undesirable and. should cease. They su< ,ges ted that 'of unsound mind'

should replace the tern 'lunatic', and should be defined as one

requiring care and control owing to disorders of the mind which rendered

him incapable of managing himself or his affairs.9

'Idiots' were defined as deeply defective at birth or from an

early age and incapable of guarding themselves from common physical

dangers, and 'intheciles' as capable of protecting themselves from these

dangers but incapable of earning their ovn livelihoods. 	 'Feeble-minded'

persons were those capable of earning their own livings under favourable

circumstances but who were unable b coiete on equal terms with their

normal fellows, or of managing themselves or their affairs adequately.

Then followed several categories of definitions of variants on these

main classes - moral imbeciles were mentally defective persons who

combined strong vicious or criminal propensities upon which punishment

930p. cit., Part V, Chapter XXVI, pp. 177 ff.

9 Op. cit., Part VI, Chapter rcviii, p. 186.
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was no deterrent; epileptics were also mentally defecti, whilst

inebriates were alcoholics who were mentally defective and there were

also deaf and dumb or blind children who suffered from mental deficiency

also, severe double afflictions.95

As the relationship between epilepsy and mental defect was very

close, the Commissioners next turned their attention to the provisions

made for epileptics which they concluded were totally inadequate.

However, it appeared from evidence that good results fo1lod from life

and treatment in a colony, whilst there was no evidence to show whether

equally good results follod when an epileptic child of affluent

parents was reared carefully nd trained at home and at day school.

On the whole, the Commissioners believed that education in day schools

anong normal pupils was not desirable for epileptic pupils, although if

parents so wished it should be possible. The Commissioners were

extremely reticent about the inter-marrie of epileptics despite some

testimony to the effect that an epileptic family history was regarded as

especially damgerous. Fin.1y, they considered whether epilepsy should

be regarded as so closely allied to mental defect that the same public

organisation should deal with both ailments. 	 On this point they took

a very firm position and asserted that sane epilepsy was the exception

because usually some de;ree of mental defect was usually found in all

cases of epilepsy. It was impossible to provide for sane epilepsy

separately with a separate authority, especially as it was so rare arid,

therefore, they recommerüed that the i3oard of Control id the local

950p. cit., Part VI, Chapter XXVIII, p. 136.
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committees catering for mentally defective persons should also provide

for all cases of epilepsy.9°

Althouji the latter recommendation, if accepted, would have removed

all epileptics from the supervision of the Board of Education, this was

no criticisn of the Board because the Commissioners had previously

analysed the existing provision made fox' these persons. 	 They had found

that many epileptics were dealt with by lunatic asylums whilst other large

numbers were housed in workhouses which were, frequently, ill-adapted for

their requirements. A small number were receiving education in certified

epilep tic schools, another small number in idiot asylums and a few in

philanthropic institutions. 	 Soe of these institutions were inspected

by the Board of Education some by the Lunacy Commissioners and some by

the Local Covernment Board whilst the relieving authorities were just

as diverse.	 It was to better the situation of epileptics as a whole that

the Royal Commissioners made their recornrnend.ations, not to denounce the

work of the Board of Education.97

Although the Royal Commission made many excellent recommendations,

educationally it was disastrous for it started the process of passing

severely sub-normal children into custodial care supervised by the Home

Office.	 Later during ihe depression years, bore and nore children \-Jere

passed from tha L.E.Jks. into the care of the custodial authorities. By

this action during the 1920s, educational economies were reguL.rly

effected although little further interest was shown in the children

concerned in the transfers. Despite occasional demands for these

severely subnoxnaJ. children to be returned to the care and supervision of

°Op. cit., Part X, Chapter	 II, pp. .320 ff.

70p. cit., Part X, Chapter )II, pp. 320 ff.
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the education authorities, it was not until 1970 that leisl.ation was

prepared with this end in view.

L. The De-limitation of the 7ork of the IJedical Branch.

s medical inspection developed and the treatment of school

children becrne the concern of the local authorities, supervised b; the

oard of ducation, and as the special schools increased in nunbers vth

the consequent irproved training of teachers for these establishments,

the work of the oard of Education expanded, both in amount and in

complexity.	 orant deemed it necessary to re-allocate t1 work amonBst

the various departments, and with this purpose in mind he issued a

series of hinutes, in mid-1911, outlininB the demarcation lines between

the responsibilities of the a±ainistrati sections of tle 3ord, with

relevance to their :alationship ith the new hedical Branch. 'E' Branch

which dealt with public elesientary schools, ws the departeut most

a2fected and until this time the iwo departments ia.d existec jithout any

formal definition of their respective functions, iarely b cons1nat

i:ersnal discussion and. consultation Between Dr. hear.ian and 3elb;-iie,

the Principal ssistant Secretar of '' Branch.	 1thouJ ::orant

desired to transfer all responsibility for medical work to the Bedical

Branch, he em-iasised that any boundaries should be elastic for the

definition of duties wasouly necessary to prevent over1oppin, confusion

and inconvenience in routine matters.	 :e stressed that officers of the
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other departments should always utilise to the full the experience of

the medical officers of the Lelica1 ('h') Branch, especially with regard

to matters of school hygiene and other yuestions affecting the health arid

physical well-being of school children. The medical officers were

exhorted not to cake or advise aCtions wküch would conflict with the

various reguations of the Board98

Firstly, Lloz.nt announced. that the iledical Branch would, in future,

be known as tilt Department and that it would deal with all matters coming

under headinBs which he proceeded to enumerate. To begin with, all the

work, including grants, relating to special schools under the Elementary

Education (Blind Deaf Children) Act, 1893, and the Elementary Education

(Defective : Epileptic Children) Lot, 1899, including the cases of

defective children who had been reported by iI.ii.Is. as attending ordinary

public elementary schools, was to be dealt with by ':.' Branch, as were

all the administrative arrangements inposed. on the central government by

Ledical Inspection.	 Correspondence relating to the loss of grants owing

to the exclusion Of school children on Ledical grounds was also, in the

future, to be the responsibility of 'h' Branch, which was also to advise

Brch of the details of any children removed from the rsgisters of

public elementary schools for medical reasons.	 urther responsibilties

pluced upon	 Branch were the supervision of all medical certificates

submitted by the teachers in elementary schools, either under the Code

or the Superannuation cts, and the general supervision of physical

education, including he orgnisation of its systematic inspection and

any ensuing action.	 In an advisory capacity ':i was to counsel 'E'

98
Ed. so/k..
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Branch on all matters of hygiene in the schools, especially instruction

in hygiene and in temper..nce, plus premises arid furniture. again, in

questions of infant Care and management the edicts of	 were to be

coaplied with and, finally, the new depaitment was to supervise all the

work connected with the feeding of school children under the Education

(Provision of L:eals) .ct, l906.

iilthough 'B' Branch was the main deparent with which Mewman and

his staff had to deal it was also necessary for Morant to de-lirsit the

work which concerned both 'M' and '3' (Secondary) Branches. All physical

training and syllabi became the responsibility of 'L' as did the

provision of gymasia for this activity and absences from school of

pupils, bursars or pupil teachers on medical grounds, in addition to the

teaching of hygiene, medical inspection and treatment including remedial

gymnastics and anthropometry. any bursars or pupil teachers who were

seeking recognition but whose health was in question became the business

, -, 100
O.i.	 j.	 •

A further two Minutes were issued by Lorant to de-lirait the work

of	 and 'TJ' on the one hand	 'T' on the other hand. 	 'U'

Branch dealt with the training of teachers and 'T' Branch with technical

courses, and the former branch was to consult 'h.' on the medical

certificates of students in Training Colleges and applicants for these

colleges, and the courses of study in Hygiene and Physical Education at

these establishments. In addition, 'U' was urged to seek the advice

99Ed. 50/4..

100Ed. 50/4..
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of 'lJ' on the training of the specialised P.E. teachers lus all

instruction in hygiene and other subjects related to health. Furthermore,

any courses orepared for defective students were to be arranged only after

due consultation with 'I.' which was especially concerned with technical

training for these persons as an aid to their eventually sup•orting

themselves to s orile extent. 01

This re-allocation and de-lirnjtation of worh between several of

his administrative departments was to be one of the last major functions

carried out at the Loax. of Education by :orant becanse at the end of the

year he was iaoved to the new National Insurance offices. However, in the

early months of l91, Newman was again pressing for aU inspection of

special schools to become the responsibility of 'L' Branch, plus all the

relevant administraftive work still leing done by 'B' Branch. The new

Permanent Secretary, Selby-Bigge, did not accede to this request for

control of all inspection work in the special schools because he believed

that reater demands would be made upon 'I..' in the near future and, in

any case, it was not easy to obtain suitable recruits to increase the

medical staff but he conceded. that the transfer of administrative work

was possible. He therefore proposed to retain the assistance of 'B'

Branch at inspections held by 'L' but he then discovered that the Treasury

was not willing to sanction the new staffing establishment, so that no

clerks being surplus elsewhere at the Board of Education, he could make

rio administrative changes either. The President, Joseph Pease, 102 agreed

10a.

102Joseph Albert Pease (1860-19 )+.3), LB, l91 l-50, p.
President of the Board of Education 1911-1915 Coalition.
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with the Secretary that administrative changes were necessary and

thought that any - Treasury refusal would be only temporary as the work

103would expand.

5 The Hobhouse Grants and Tuberculous Children

After the Report of the Royal Commission on Tuberculosis in 1910,

a Departmental Committee was set up in February, 1911, to report upon the

general policy to be followed in respect of the problem of this disease

in the United Kingdom. Waldorf Astor, E.P. 10 was the Chairman of the
105Committee ann Dr. iewman was a member, in addltion to Dr. Addison 	 ot

the Local G-overnment Board. This body reported that separate pavilions

or departments of sanatoria should be provided for children suffering

from tuberculosis, and. they recognised that L.E.As. played an important

part in the detection, treatment and prevention of T.3. It was

recommended by the Committee that School L:edical Officers should co-

operate with .B. dispensaries which, in turn, should correlate with

various institutions for children, including clinics, Open. Air Schools

and sanatoria.	 In all, the Committee estimated that £200,000 was

required for the provision of institutions for children. 	 L.E.As. were

103Ed. 50/109.

104Waldorf Astor (1879-1952), Who Tas Who, 1951-1960 , p. L.2.

105Christopher Addison (1869-1951), Who ias Tho, l95 l-l96O p. 7.
1st Viscount of Stallingborough, President, Local Government Board, 1919.
1st irister of Health, 1919-21.
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expected to take their proper share of the institutional treatment of

any T.3. cases in their areas, but the financial resoarces were to be

made available under the atioaal Insurance Jct, 1911, which was

administered by the Local Government Board (L.G.B0°

Thus, at a time when the Board of Education was facing the

challenge of the reduction of its responsibilities for feeble-minded

children, by the removal from its jurisdiction of all mentally defective

and epileptic children, another contentious issue had arisen which

involved the Board in complicated negotiations with the L..B.

In Auust, 1912, Lloyd George had announced to Henry Hobhouse, 107 the

Chairman of the County Councils ssociation, in an open letter to the

newspaper The Times, that the Government was prepared to bear half the

costs of treating non-insured persons, including children, as well as the

dependents of insured persons, who were sufferin fro:;i tuberculosis. 	 The

Local Government Board was to distribute the money Ly paying grants to

the Councils of County Boroughs and Count±es and so, probably unwittingly,

the Chanceflor of the Exchequer was making further provision for the

medical treatment, in the context of a wider scheme, of chi].ren in

108
addation to the iioard of ducation grants.

Dr. Newman had just been considering the question of relations

between the Board of Education and the Local G-ernment Board in regard

to Capital grant, in so far as the Finance ct, 1911, related to

institutions for children. He classified these institutions into three

lO6Ed 50/lli.1.

I-iobhouse (185L+.-1937), DITB, 1931-40, p. L.32.

103Ed. 50/lLO.
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cateories, the first bein the Children' s Listitutions form±n part of

institutions for adults.	 Secondly, came Independent Children' s

Institutions without sdools and, finally, Independent Children's

Institutions with schools. In all cases in the first cateoxy, Lewman

recommended that the L.c-.3. should predominate provided that the Board of

Education was consulted about children' s sections and all correspondence

with the L.E.is. was referred to the Board of Education. 	 s far as was

applicable the same practice was to be followed in Independent Children' s

Irsttutions without schools, but in Independent Chidren' c Institutions

with schools, the	 was expected to refer the whole matter to the

Board of Education except when questions of loans and. sites vre raised.

iewman believed that ;inen the Board of Ediation were satisfied that the

children' a Institution should be recognised for grants they would

recommend that the L.C-.B. paid the capital raxit whilst the Board of

Education would paT maintenance rants.109

Discussions were opened with the L.3.. represented by

Dr. iTewsholme° whilst Dr. Newman represented the Board of Education, and

in these talks Newsho1e proved recalcitrant because 	 asserted that the

Chancellor's announcement meant, in effect, that the L.. would have

control of all institutions for children su.fferin from tuberculosis.

Bowever, Neinan responded by contending that all grants in aid of the

medical treatment of children should be disbursed as previously by the

Board of Education rather than by any other C-overnznent department in

109Ed. so/ii+o.
110Sir arthur Iewsholme (l857-19)̂ 3), DIT, 19i .l-5O, p. 625.
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order that conflicts of policy might be averted and, also, to prevent

any possible over-lapping of rants. Finally, the Lied.ical Branch was

already responsible for over 300 special schools containing 22,000

invalid children, many of whom were tuberculosis sufferers. Therefore,

he strongly advocated that the President of the Board should seek an

apointment with the Chancellor to discuss the transfer of considerable

powers connected with the medical treatment of these children fra the
111Board of jducation to the L.G.B.

112Sir horace Ltonro, 	 the Permanent Secretary of the Local

overnment Board, then wrote to the Board of Education agreeing, in general,

with the precedure suggested, but insisting that all tuberculosis work

had to be regarded in the wider context of public health. Therefore,

in his opinion, it was essential that in the case of Independent

Children's Institutions with schools the Board of E&xcation should

conduct all correspondence leading up to their p rovision but that the

L.C.B. would have to be consulted before final approval was given.

Treasury approval was then secured to earmark £100,000 out of the Capital

grant for the purposes of aiding the provision of sanatoria for

tuberculosis children. Finally, it was agreed that all sanatoria which

undertook prolonged treatment of children and which were certifiable under

the Elementary Education (Defective Epileptic Ohildren) .ct, 1899, or

were likely to become so certifiable, were under the admnistration,

supervision and control of the Board. of Education. However, where the

11'Ed. 50/14.0.

ll2Sir Horace Cecil Mon.ro (13l-l94.9), DNB, 1 94.1-5 0, p. 604..
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institutions for the treatment of T.B. children kept ptients for only

a short tine, nd. there was no school provision necessary, then this

establishment was to be controlled. admiui-stratively by the L.d..B., but

inspected by the Board of Education. 	 It vias 1913 before the L.c-.B.

agreed to hand. over glOO,000 to the Board of Education under the terms of

an agreement which had. received the assent of both Boards.'13

For these sanatoria there were three sources of grants available,

the first of which were the educational grants under the Elementary

Education (Defective S pileptic Children) ct, 1399.	 Secondly, there

were iedical Treatment grants paid. under the Ledical Treatment G-rant

Regulations of the Board of Education and, tiüd1y, there were the

Hobhouse grants for which sthools provided or supported by the local

authorities were eligible, and by which the maintenance grants provided

by the G-overument could. be increased to a sum not exceeding half the

total for which the rates were responsible. The last of these grants

was awarded by the L.C. .B., but administratively it was decided to ay

the two Board. of Education rants in full and then to make any necessary

adjustment of the hobbouse grants. ::ovlever, Newman was still not

satisfied with the concessions made by the L.d..B. and in a further 1iinute

he pressed the Secretary, Selby-Bigge, to seek additional powers when

detailed questions of procedure were discussed. In this manner he secured

reluctant agreement that all the major institutions should be certified

under the Defective Epileptic ct and administered by the Spe cial

Schools Regulations. Furthermore, he proposed that all tuberculous

children under compulsory school age, who required treatment, should have

113Ed. 50/14.1.
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this attention in the seine institutions s children of school e, arid

that the education authority should reconuiiend. the aent of grants, to

which the L..B. aain areed)

iowever, there was one adninistrative point that wns overlooked

and that was that whilst the hod of Education grants were payable to

the Managers of the Institutions, the L.C-.3. grants were payle to

whichever local authority had sent the child to the institution, and thus

the rants were paid to two different bodies. Local authorities which

had anticipated receiving a full half of the costs, as the Chancellor's

letter to Mr. iiobhouse had promised were, therefore, not going to be paid

as much and could consider this a breach of a G-overnment pledge, unless
115another plan was adopted.

Newman therefore suggested that the M6bhouse grants should be

paid in full for all children sent by County or County Borough Councils,

and that the Board of Education grants thould be reserved for all children

ineligible for these grants.	 Under this plexi Eobhouse grants coul be

claimed for any children who were treated for tuberculosis in residential

institutions, but it confined the Board of Education grants to tuberculous

pupils in the day schools, arid other defective scho1ra. 	 The Legal

Depatment of the oard of Education was unhappy with this urojected

solu. on because they considered that there was no power to withhold

grants payable anger the Se cial Schools hegulations, and that it was

dubious whether even medical treatment grants could be withheld. 1. second.

objection was that the vo1untay institutions hd been iriford tht they

1 d. so/io.

115Ed. 5o/l1.o.
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would receive :rants for all children in their schools. 	 It vias

thorefore undesirable to inform them nstead that for all pupilo sent

bu County or Count, orouh Councils, they would receive no monies at

all. Finlly, there were admin±strtive difficulties inherent in

sitution where tlic bord of Education had to check all hrarits to ensure

that no institutions received. Hobhouse oaoents and Bo'd of Education
plbrcnts also.

The third plan to e considered was sugested cy the representatives

of the Local G-overnroent hoard and involved paying the hoard of Education

brants and the hobhouse grants to two liffeient Lodies. 	 Thus, hoard of

Education grants, paid to the hane;ers, would enle them to reduce their

charges to the local authorities sending the ch: idren, and the L.h.h.

would be payin only half the amount actually paid by the L..Ls. 	 12,

however, the sanatorium school Was 1:rovided by the local authority then

it was considered th.t the Board of Education should pay the :aucatioi

grant but not the Ledical rant. Iowever, this third scheme was also

rejected because it had the fundajoontal wedness of combining two

entirely different grant s , stems.	 hh&t v,ao really wanted Was a clear

recognition of the fact t1.t the L.d.B.'s sphere of influence was adults

whilst the concern of the hoard of Lducation was children. 	 IC was

therefore proposed by SelbBie that for the financial year l9l3— 1 the

Board of Education would pay only hie four guineas arant wider the Special

Schools Regu]tions whilst the L.G-.2. would repay to any L.E.. sending

children to such schools one half of the carents made to the m.nagers

hOEd 5o/1-o.
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or their behalf, and that the reconitior of spheres of lafluence

should be introduced for the financial jear l9_1.i17

By cember, lJJ^, Saatoriim Schools certified by the Board of

Education had 19 beds for ch1dren sufferiiig from oul..onary tuberculosis

and 558 beds for thildren suffering fro;.i surgical tuberculosis, of which

one cjuarter or less were iobhous thilchen. Proposals lefore the Board

were for providing 500 extra beds for puLaonai	 .B. end 520 extra beds

for surgical .3. mean±i that at some time in 1915 there would be

1 ,75 0 school places availle and this figure discounted other existing

unrecognised institutions and other new schemes unknown to the

Government.	 Estiates gave a minimum of Go,00o elementar; school

children (or 1 per cent of those on the registers) suffering froi T.B.

of whom one/fifth or 12,000 recjuired resiiential treatment, and this

necessitated about 1-,303 eds. 	 Data about ?.3. in children was scarce

but it was known thit urban children, under-nourished children, feeble

children and debilitated children were iiost affected. These children

could not bo dealt with on a populatlon basis although the Board of

Education carefully considered the geograJica1 location of ever

existing and prospective institution vihen grants were claimed. Thus

the Board of Bducatioa had robab1y oba1ned about half of the desirable

accommodation for tuberculous children. 	 owever, the astor Committee

had. recommended institutional care of tubercu].ous children as the

responsibility of the education authorities. These financial difficulties

had arisen because the L.G.B. had allocated $l million on a population

117Ed. o/iio.
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basis arid wanted the Board of Bducation to do the same. 	 In view of

the d sparity in the sums available to the two Boards on a child

population basis the yield in each area was, in the opinion. of the Board

of ducation, too small a sun. 	 In making combined schemes which were a

very sisal1 minority, under the local authorities, co-operation. between

the two Covernment Boards was essential and this co-oDeration rapidly

became irksom.e to the L.G.I. ?urthennore, there was a shortage of

money and, in December l9lL th . L.c-.B. asked the Board of Education to

refund their share of the monies but the latter department refused because

they were half waT through their schene and their monies. 	 hevruan was

incensed by the recuests of the L.G-.3. for the return of the original

lOO,OOO and in this attitude he was backed by the President of the

Board, Joseph Pease. However, Selby-Bigge believed that the various

policies suggested to him omitted one very important point, the fact

that the development of a national system of various schools invo-1vd

a tendency to organise State assistance through the local authorities

and to decrease the role played by private or charitable institutions.

Therefore, he contended that his department had effective control over

children' s institutions if the L.d.B. were penitted to ay i-lobhouse

118
grants only on the basis of a certificate of the o-urd of Education.

As the hatior Insurance Lct, 1911, empowered County Councils,

as the T.B. authorities to provide education for tuberculous children in

sanatoria, then Selby-Bigge maintained that, by implication, the State

had made the County Council into an 'ad hoc' education authority for

tuberculosis for the vhole of its area, even including the Part 111

118Ed 50/140.
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autonomous areas. As the L.0.. had agreed that sariatoria for

children should be conducted as residential .ichools then the loard of

Education was entitled to pa education grnts to Count; Councils in aid

of their expenditure.	 grants thus paid would not a:pear in the

education accounts of any L.E..-s., but the County nberculosis nthority

would rate the Part 111 authorities for the expenses of the sanatoria

and the education grants would be used to relieve the tuberculosis rates

raised over the whole county area. 	 It was to the advantage of the

teachers and the sanatoria schools that certification should be maintained

because then the teachers coLLtinued to recive superannuation benefits

and the schools obtained good teachers with y n the education seIice.

The Secretary discounted taking over the whole of the sanatoria for

tuberculous children by a.ding theni with a special 50 per cent grant

which would obviate their need for the Tohliouse grants. 11e was prepared

to concede that, in the case of pulmonary T..3., the sanatoria were

uaually joint institutions for small numbers of children and adults, with

about 250 beds accommodating 1,000 children in the course of a year.119

iTeiaan was vehemently opposed to mdng any further concessions

to the L.G.B. and in this attitude lie was firmly supported iy the

President of the goard, Joseph Pease, The main basis of IJewinan' s

objections WJ.S the belief he cherished that the L.0.B. were utilising the

Hobhouse grants in an attempt to absorb all medical work among thil1ren.12°

119Ed. 5o/iL.O.

120Ed. o/i)+i.
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These administrative squabbles were juite common at this period

when long-established G.overninent departments appeared to resent intrusion

into what they believed were their affairs, by newer departments.

Newman thouht that all medical matters relevt to children should be

the province of the Board of Education for, only by this arrangement,

could an overall picture of child health be obtained. Relationships

between Lewsholme and Newman, at this time, were far from cordial so

that the prospect of a combined Chief Liedical Officer for both

departments was not envisaged.

However, Selby-Bigge differed from his colleagues and advocated

that the Board of Education confined themselves to inspecting the

educational part of pulmonary T.3. sanatoria, a policy which he postulated

because, basically the interests of these sdiools was medical more than

educational, and the children remained there for only about three months.

In the case of surgical tuberculosis the situation was different because

there the patients remained for long period, often up to two years, and

were comparable with cripples in physically handicapped schools. Here

the educational interest prevailed and the sanatoria d.d not, as a rule,

contain any adults, although it was probably a voluntary iristitution.12l

Later, Seiby-Bigge developed his arguments in a more analytical

form when he recommended the refund to Pease, basically because residential

institutions were sanatoria rnther than schools and the L..B. was

supeising a comprehensive rrovion of sanatoria organised on the basis

of the Sanitary Authorities as distinguished from Part ill 	 Again,

121Ed. 5O/lLO.
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owin to the comparatively mnall nurifoers of children involved, the

interest of the Board of Educr - tion was very little ani as these tuberculous

children were usually collected into a comparatively small number of

institutions they were tain out of the province of the local Schools

Ledical Service. 1owever, before the refund was made he demanded that

the L.C.3. should honour all the conmitments me by his ofiice. 	 In

addition, the Board of Education was to furnish the L.G.B. with a

statement of the total acconmiodation required in children's sanatoria

and a scheme indicating the best national distribution for future

developments.	 For Dulmonary tuberculosis children, Selby-Bigge desired

that the L.-.j3. should be regarded as responsible for the adrninistrtion

and maintenance of the whole of t} institutions subject only to

educational inspection by the Board of Education and recognition under

the fective & Epileptic ;cts for non-Hobhouse children.	 The st'gica1

cases were to retain their inspection and maintenance under the Defective

& Epileptic Acts with no grants to any Hobhouse children. Thus, in

April, 1915, the Board of Education abrogated any real control over

residential institutions for tuberculous children and f'om 1st April,

191!,., they had prepared for this eventuality by announcing increased

grants for residential schools in the Scial Schools Regulations. They

stipulated, hvever, that they were not payable for tuberculous children

whose iintenance grants were paid by the local authories bec.use the

combined grants paid would be well over 50 per cent of the costs, and so

from this date rio further rants were payable under either the Special

Schools Regu]ations or the Medical Treatment Regulations.122

l2. 50/107.
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Thus the Board of Education lost control over aaother group of

handicapped children but it should be rerrnered that T.B. was one of the

poverty diseases id that with medical treatment it could be completely

cured.	 This was not true of t1 other recognised afflictions at this time.

6. The Liental Deficiency ct, 1913

The questica f legislation on behalf of the feeble-minded

consequent upon the Report of the Royal Commission aroused considerable

controversy. The Eugenics Society were probthly the greatest

protagonists of the repressive legal enactments and they were backed by

the National association for the Care of the eeb1e-Hinded, both bein

violently opposed byJiah 7edvood,	 In the House of Commons

debates on the Bill, 1edgewood opposed the measure with the most

persistent de1ring tactics although he commanded no real sustained

support. This Bill was a much improved measure compared with the Bill

of the previous year which had been withdrawn after meeting sustained

optosition from many quarters when the Closure had terminated its
consideration a1thouh only 19 members voted aainst it. Reginald

L::ea, the Home Secretary, was encouraged by the small number of

dissentients to believe that the principles of the rrasure had been

accepted by the Commons because members realised that unless legislation

Josiah Clement edgewood (1372-194.3), ThJE, l94.1-3, p. 94-1.
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was forthcomir many defective individuals who might be trained to

lead useful lives within limits would be left to live miserable

existences and to become a source of degradation, misery and poverty to

others.	 The new Board of Control was to co.. prise originally the eight

paid Lunacy Commissioners although it was intended that, later, there

should be twelve paid and three unpaid Commissioners with at least one

paid and one unpaid female commissioners. It woald deal with all forms

of mental deficiency which contrasted with the 1912 Bill which established

the board of Control for feeble-minded eisons only.	 Other alterations

in the new bill had been m.e largely to answer the criticisms of Messrs.

Booth and 1edgewood which hd been noted during the previous year' s

debates.	 Originally any person could be regarded as coming within the

definitions in the Bill by a subsequent Order of the Secretary of State

but this proviso had been dropi:ed and, furthermore, any reference to

Eugenic ideas had been deleted from the Bill because it was thought that

the opponents of the Bill of 1912 still believed that these ideas underlay

the whole promotion of the Bill.12

Tithin the compass of the Bill came any children who were certified

by L.E.Ps. as being too low mentally or morally to benefit by the education

in the special schools or, alternatively, they could be children who had

left the special schools but whom thelocal authorities notified as in

need of further protection. For all these children the local authorities

were to have certain duties imposed upon them for which they were armed

with special powers. The State undertook to pay a maximum of one/half

of Commons Journal, 25th May, 1913, pp. 219 Cf.
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of iy extra financial burdens im)osed upon the local authorities.

Booth, the Leraber for Pontefract, 	 oke vehe:ently	 ainst the Bill

because he believed that not only id it impinge upon individual liberty

but it was not conscious of the correct methods of treating these

unfortunate persons.	 It was L-lonsense to assert that he favoured feeble-

minded people having numerous progeny chaz'gele upon the rates for he

thought that it did not follow that feeble-minded p'entshad feeble-minded

children. However, Leslie Scott, speaking for the Opposition, conceded

that he wished that his party was responsible for an excellent Bill, but

as they were not he offered his congratulaons to the home Secretary and

stressed that the opposition to the Bill offered by !iessrs. edgewood and

Booth represented the nallest Dossible minorit of thought in the

country. The Home Secretary had sought and accepted much advice from

the Opposition on how to improve the 1912 Bill and Scott believed that

party recriminations had been absent from these deliberations to an

almost unprecedented degree. :rle then dealt, comprehensively,	 th three

major points - whether the Bill infringed the libert of the individual;

how the children should be dealt with under the provisions of the Bill,

and. the provision of proper rxEdical research.	 Using actual case

histories provided for him by social workers, including 1rs. Hue pinzent2S

he contended that deprivation of liberty was, in the case of afflicted

persons, necessary for their well-being. 126

125Ellen Prances Pinsent (l866-l9 L 9), DL:, 191^1-50, p. 673.
126h0,Jse of Commons Journal, 28th yay, 1913, pp. 235 ff.
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Together with the Llental Deficiency Bill the House aJ.so

discussed the Elementary Education (Defective & Epileptic children) Bill,

for this latter measure embodied the concept that it was best in dealing

viith feeble-mindedness to 1gin with the children.	 Basically, the idea

behind the two Bills was that the L.E.As. with their experience of

conducting special schools, should be utilised to classify the children

into those capable of being educated, and the ot1rs who were to be

passed on to the local authorities unìder the Iental Deficiency .ct.

Scott felt that as long as children were capable of beciin independent

citizens they should be educated in sthools but when it became evident

that certain pupils would never be able to lool: after themselves entirely,

then the children concerned should be sent to the mental deficiency

authorities because they would be happier and noderately usefti if taught

by the mival method of training then prevalent in all institutions.127

Tledgewood began his assaults upon the Bill by stating most

emphatically that he was opposed to both ills, the Lle.ntal Deficiency

Bill ar the Defective H Epileptic Children Bill, because he believed that

under the two Bills it was possible for a young child of the working

classes to be tain from its parents at the age of seven years into an

institution and to remain there permanently. He denied that his

opposition to the Bill reflected only a minority of inion in the country

as a whole, and contended that the ideas of the measure were contrary to

all true Liberal sentiments because the entire Liberal press had denounced

the Bill in the previous year and neither iLcKenna nor iy other Cabinet

127House of Cooimons Journal, 28th May, 1913, pp. 238 ff.
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L:inisters had atterted to defend it in the country. 	 Purtherrnore, no

midate had been given by the people for this legislation which, he

maintained, none of the Cabinet Lanisters, excluding L:cKen, had ever

read. According to reliable estimates there were about 100,000 persons

at that tiie at liberty who would be incarcerated in prisons, not 1-lomes

like Sandlebridge 'thich he strongly commended as suitable for treating

feeble-xnind.ed children ar which t he Bill aimed to olisii in favour of

institutional asylums. However, he wanted the measure amended to make

it impossible for anybody to remove children from the care of their

parents against their wishes. Despite the assurances of the Home

Secretary that his assertions about the removal of young children were

not correct, Wedgewood adhered to his original statement.128

Another 1mber deplored the fact that the defective persons of

London were not to be transferred to the local authorities under the

L.O.C. but were to remain within the control of the ietropo1itan isylums

Board and that the special schools would stay under the aegis of the

Loa'd of Education which was introducing a new Bill to compel the L.E.s.

to establish ecia1 schools for educable mentally defective children.

Furthermore, there was no provision in the Bill for dealing with any

defective individuals who were the concern of the Poor Law Authorities,

unless it was proposed to deal with these persois by the issue of Home

Office Iegulations. The Royal Commission had recommended tht the

special schools should be transferred to the Board of Control and that

their establishment should not be made compulsory yet, as the Bill then

l28	 cit., pp. 2L2 ff.
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stood, it appeared that there woald be two sets of institutions dealing

with defective children under the ae of sixteen 2/ears, one under the

l2Board of Control and the other under the Board of Education.

Special schools existed only for the category of pupils defined

as being feeble-minded and, apparently, the i-iome Secretary had decided,

contrary to the views expressed by the Royal Commission, to retain these

schools under the Board of Education in order that he did not poach upon

the preserves of his ilinisterial colleague and yet the board of Control

was expected to report :Ln some instances to the iiome Secretary and, in

other cases, to the Lord ChanceUor° 	 riother Lernber felt that the

proposed legislation was aniue because no other caintry in the world had

considered such a ne asure necessary, mainly because it empowered the

local authorities to imprison for life, three classes of citizens - the

feeble-minded child or adult who, according to the Bill, was capable of

mannging his own affairs, the moral imbecile and the merely dull child

who wis referred to the mental deficiency authorities by the educational

authorities. Yet another 1ember deplored the fact that the education

system then in existence was giving certain feeble-minded Bins a veneer

of learning and then sending them into the outside world to become, in

their turn, the mothers of more feeble-minded children. Then Vfedgewood

returned to the attack by citing the Bill as heinous because it gave the

the power to recomrend to the local ..D. authority that certain

pupils viho were about to leave schools or classes should be placed in an

129	 .Or. ci., pp. 2o2 II.
l3O	 sit., pp. 285 ff.
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institution or under ivardianship. 1l this could e done, according to

7edgeviood, without the advice of medical experts but, as other LLembers

quickly pointed out, it was not even necessary for a child to go to a

special school because t} Bill provided the Board of Education rith

powers to certify axy pupil unable to benefit from the education in the

public elementar schools, as suitable for removal to a Home if there

were no special schools cr classes available.'31

These Parlismentary debtes provide one of the few confrontations

of the different sides in the Natioial egecrac/ coiitroversy, edgewood

being represertat:ve of the anti-Eugenics t opinions.	 He had first

secured the withdrawal of ecific Eugenics' clauses in the first Bill

and then had asserted, most vigorously, his rejection of ideas that

handicapped persons should not inter-marry Uecause they produced

sub-normal off sprin. By his defence and praise of Sandelbridge Colony

he also attacked another view prevalent in some quarters, the Board of

Education not excepted, that handicapped persons incapable of producing

so!ne economic retur should be catered for at minimum expense.

During the changes of Linisters which occurred in the general

re-shuffle of several Cabinet posts, conseqnt upon the repercussions

of the Haes Cicular, it was fortunate that Liclenna, an e;:-President of

the Board of Education, became i-iome Secretary because he was amenable to

changes suggested by Joseph Pease in the Mental Deficiency Bill whereas

Churchill had shown no such tendency to appease tie anxieties of Runciman.

The Board of Education had suggested, and icKenna had accepted, that the

13 House of Connone Journal, 28th July, 1913, pp. 96 ff.
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Act should co.ipe1 all L.E.s. to regser all the mentall d defective

children in their respective areas, and to notify the names to the

local control authorities, just before t:e pujLils reached the age of

sixteen years.	 Ilewmsxi had estinated ti-t the numbers of these children

would be about 16,000 out of the Royal Commission's estimate of L3,0O0

feeble-minded children,'32

In a letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Pease had asserted

that it was essential that the State rovided more generous grants for

the special schools, day and residential. 	 Thus 'icKenna would be able

to outline, in the Commons, the inducements which the overnmit vias

prepared to offer to the L.E.As. to maJe further non-compulsory provision

for feeble-minded pupils, of whom 16,000 were, according to the Royal

Commission, being neglected as only lL.7 out of 318 local authorities

had adopted the permissive powers given by the Act of 1399. Thus, under

the guise of aiding a colleague in Jbates in the Commons, 1ase secured

Treasury approval for an increase in grants for the education of mentafly

defective chi]dren and, later, using this precedent, he obtained increased

grants for all types of special schools, an achievement equafled by no

previous President of the i3oard. As a palliative to the Treasury, Pease

contended that the larger educational provision for this neglected

16,000 feeble-minded children should be in cheaper day schools which

st about £12 per head at that time, of which the State contributed

four guineas. He wished to suggest that the grants should be increased

to £6 per head which conceded that the State should provide half the costs

l32	 24./620.
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vo1ved in conductinìg these establishments.	 Pease asked for about

£25, 000 to begin with and he contended that the total amount involved,

as numbers of special day schools increased, would never exceed £5tJ,000

The actual Parliamentx legislation, the iLental Deficiency ct,

1913, devoted onlj a small section to the education of chi1dn. Firstly,

it provided for the notification of mentally deficient pupils unle to

benefit from education in special schools or classes or who were suitable

for institutional care due to bad homes, together with children who

needed supervision or guardianship after leaving special schools)3

Then the duties of the L.E.s. were outlined as the ascertainment

of all defective children within their areas, plus the decision as to

which pupils were not educable in special schools or classes. Finally,

they had the duty of notifying the local control authority of the

addresses of the school-leavers for whom further supervision was considered
135e sseritial.

Early in 1914 the Board of Education issued Regulations for the

notification of mentally defective children, under which the Schools

Medical Officer of the	 concerned and any other qualified doctors,

were nominated as the Certifying Officers. The course of action to be

pursued in aU cases of the notification of children by the L.E.Ls. to

the local authority under the Mental Deficiency Act, 1913, was detailed.

The cases cited were children of 7 years of age and oiler who were unable,

through nntal defect, to benefit fror.: education in special schools or

133Ed 24/620.
ental Deficiency Act, 1913, Section 2 (2).

135Mental Deficiency Act, 1913, Section !.,
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classes; feeble-minded children who could not be taught in size cial

schools or classes without detriment to the interests of other thildren;

any children who were capaLe of educa;ion in special schools or classes

but who, for other reasons, needed supervision and, any children who

'.7ere about to leave these schools buL who were deemed to require

supervision or guardianship. All of these children could be sent to

Hocies conducted by the local control authorities on notification by the

L.E.As. accoia anied by a signed certiuicate.13

is early as cember 11th, 1913, the first Confrence was held

at the Board of iducation between officials of that Board and of the

Board of Control with a view to establishing harmonious relo.tionships

between them. The initiative had been taken by the Board of Education

which had firstly submitteds prospective hegu]atioris for Notification

under the L:ental Deficiency Act, 1913, to its sister Board for

consideration, although it was under no legal obligation to do this.

At the meeting the Board of Control was represented by six merers,

mnongst whom were Brs. Pinsent and Sir Til1iama Byrne, the Chairman of

the 3oard. 1	After sore ajnicable discussions which began a period of

friendly co-operation between the two Boards, Byrne expressed the Board

of Control's pleasure at the approach made by the Board of Education and

gave his department' s total agreement,with few reservations, of the new

133regu1at ons.

13G ental Deficiency (:otification of Children) ea1atiors, 191.

13'Sir 7Tilliam Patrick Byrne (1859-1935), 7ho 1as Jho, 1929- I O, r. 20.
1

tEd. 50/115.
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Later, in March, l9l), t anothe: ieeting Byrne and 1ewinan

considered the question of the insuectiori of reiJential iris;itutions

under the Lental Deficiency ct, 1913,	 £fter oue discuion it ws

agreed that theiu. were three groups of residential institutions under

the ct and the )efective : Epileptic Children .ct of	 These v;ere,

firstly, institutions of a wholly educatioal character and. these, it

was felt, should remain the responsibility of the board of ducation

which should inspect, certify, and administer them. 	 Secondly, there

were institutions of a wholly custodial character and these were to be

the coliLpiete responsibility of the board of Control and, finally, there

were other institutions which were partly educational and iart1y

custodial.	 It was decided that this third group of institutions should

be doubly certified, by both Boards, and that the board of bducation

would be resaonsible for education in its widest sense and for the medical

care of all educable children, whilst the Board of Contxo 1 would be

responsible, in itsturn, for the custody of all the others in the

institutions,139

Thus, this legislation removed more children, the severely sub-.

nozrnal, to use aodern terialnology, from the aegis of the board or

Lducation. bven though the year was ll3, no use had been made of

Binet-Simon tests to establish set limits for each of the categories,

feeble-minded, idiot and. imbecile.	 So this border line was left

elastic which, in its turn, led to the board of Education abnegating

responsibility for man r more children in the 'Depress i on t years as an

e c onoiay measure.

13 'ECI. 50/113,
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7. The Defective	 Epileptic Children Act, 19l2.-

Liediate1y the Home Secretarj h. secured the passage of the

iiental Deficiency Act of 1913, the Board of Education resented a Bill

to Parliament with the aia of m&ciJg soe of the permissive i,rovisions

of the 1399 Ac comDulsory.	 At one time it was necessary to consider

carefully whetbr it was preferable to hLve l the educational provisions

in the Lcntal Deficiency ACt of 1913 or, alternatively, to have a separate

Bill. In favour of one Bill only were the advantages that it eliminated

the difficulties inherent in conducting two ills at the same time on

the same topic for, firstly, such items as suitable amendments were

impossible when a future Bill was being drafted at the same time.

Secondly, there was a distinct advantage in dealing with the mentally

deficient in one Bill oniy for thus would the total system appear

completely and, furthermore, if the prozosaJ.s for anending the 1399 .ict

were going to be confined to the mentally deficient th it was obvious

that their proper :lace was the Lental Deficiency Act.°

Despite the obvious advantages of one Bill it was eventually

decided to have two Because the disadvantages of a single measure outweighed

its advantages. The first of the disadvantages was that the 1399 ACt

was more closely allied to the Elementary Education ACtS and the School

Attendance laws than it was to the Lental Deficiency Act. Again it was

most inconvenient for a number of substantial amendments to the 1399 Act

to be embodied in an Act with which the Board of Education had, otherwise,

no interest whatever, and whch was also extremely long and liable to be

0Ed. 31/190.
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merely the first of several cts dealing 711th the topic of siental

deficiency.	 In addition, the two cts of 1893 and 1399 were almost

identical and te regulations under which the .cts were administered

were bound in the same volume and canducted by the same office staff,

so that any amendment of the 1399 ct ought to make it identical with

the 1393 ct.	 It further followed th;t if ever the Education .cts

were codified then the laws relating to the education of defective

children ought to be included in t1e Code.	 Therefore, drafting a

separate Bill would be a sinpier war of amending the Ifective

Epileptic ct, 1899, because the definition of the term 'defective' in

the two cts was different and thus conillications could ensue. 	 gain

the two different cts would emphasise the importance which the Board

of Education attached to the distinction between educable and ineducable

children.

Other vital points which had to be considered were whether the

Bill should conpel the 	 .ns. to educate phs1ca1ly defective and

epileptic children in addition to the mentally deficient children, partly

because the expression 'physically defective' was so all-embracing and

could include tu'oerculous and crippled children, in adition to blind

and deaf pu:ils.	 Ho;Tever, the worsening jo1itica1 situation in Eizope

made it essential that pro'ess in Parliament should be rapid and to

ensure this an uncontroversial Bill niinimising the financial demands on

the L.E.As. was required, otherwise bitter opposition could be anticipated

because the i:ental .Oeficiency ct was already iuosing considerable

financial burdens uron then.

31/190,

31/190.
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In rural areas the hsically handicapped children could be sent

only to residential institutions and there was reason to doubt whether

the removal of cripd children from the care of the r parents was

justified. Selby-Digge agreed that physically handicapped children

should be excluded from the coLipulsory provisions of the Bill because

the new ct arose solely from the :ental Deficiency ct, 1913, vñth its

concern for mentally retarded children. Jowever, epileptic children

were more akin to mentally defective children, although the officials

at the Board had no real idea of the number of epileptic children in

the country, despite a vague estimate of about 5,000. 	 By mid-1913

there were about six residential epileptic schools caterin, for 530

pupils, but containing on average under L.00. 	 Unfortunately, it was

considered that no encouraging results had been obtained by these schools,

and so Newman recommended that it was inexpedient to include epileptics

in the new tct on these grounds.	 lso because epilepsy was merely

intermittent, being either disabling or merely inconvenient, and varying

in its degree of intensity and severity. 	 a consequence its resjonse

to treatment varied arid, in any case, many of the worst cases of

epilepsy were feeble-mijided and were thus already included under feeble-

mindedness. Finally, it had been estimated that only between one/fifth

and one/tenth of epileptic children required institutional treatment, the

others being better at home, and thus epilepsy was in a somewhat different

category from feeble-mindedness, esecial1y from the administrative

1I3
aspect.

50/150a.
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Senior officials at the board of Education even advised the

Secretary that he should incorporate the two rrvious cts of 1893

into one because, unhappily, there were several ninute differences in

the two .tcts which were extreuely puzzling to theia, althou 6h in all

major trovisions they were similar except that the 1399 ct was pezaissive

whilst its predecessor was compulsoiy.	 o sections of the 1893 ct

were urgently in need of arndiaent after twenty years' operation of the

measure, the first beii that miratory p arents were causing considerable

trouble to L.E.As. because the ct mote the local authority in which

area the child resided, res:onsible for its educ.tion.	 A solution to

this pantialr problea was not easy but it seemed that it would be

eased if the Boad of Education was made the arbiter in all cases of

disputes between local authorities over this zmtter. 	 The second

weakness of thc 1393 ct was that there was no power by which a parent

could be coapelled to send his child o a residential institution except

by continuous fines. 	 If any parent failed to send. his child to such

places then the only punishment was that the child was sent to an

Industrial School instead, but in other cases scale usage had. been rande

of a devious process under the Children's 4ct of 19O8)

These two points were dealt with in the Defective Epileptic

Children Act, l9l!j, because it became possible for L.E.s. to apply for

Court Orders, both to compel attendance at special schools and residential

institutions, the latter if parents would not agree by diving their

written consent and. withheld it unreasonably, or if the parents could
1L.5riOt be found.	 Pease had been con::ellea to appease he •edge;xood

1 d. 31/190.

Eleintary Education (Dcfective Epileptic Children) ct, 1914.,
Sections 5 and 3.
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roup, and thus secure an unop osed bill, Toy roposng an inndnent

whereby no parent could be cooroelled to send his child to a boarding

1L6school unless has sanction was unreasonaoly viathheld. 	 ..s regards

residence, this was to be where the child was living at the :.'t:culur

time, unless bordirig-out was necessary whereupon the L.b.. responsible

for Ias education beforehand would contT.nue to Toe so Dending aa appeal

to the Board of Education)

3y uid-1913, the number of authorities who had adopted the powers

biven by the Act of 1399 was 176 ont of a total of 313, arid of this 176

there were 106 which did. not maintain schools of their own but, with

the approval of the Board of Education, contributed to the maintenance

of de±ective children in special schools either outside their areas or

their Jurisdiction. Another 52 local authorities utaintained special

schools and, of these, 35 also contributed cjaxds the maintenonce of

defective purils, either in voluntar special schools or in residential

schools outside their areas. 	 However, there were 13 L.E.As. which had

utilised their powers under the Act only to ascertain the nnbers of

defective children in their districts by reason of being defective or

epileptic. If to these fibures was added the number of L.E.As.., namely

20, which had pointed Aedical Officers acceptable to the Board, it

seemed that about 200 local authorities had t3:en so:ae action under the

legislation of 1b99.	 s there rere, therefore, about 120 L.L.Bs. which

hid done nothing whatsoever it ;vs vital thit the Defective Epileptic

ct of 1399 be made compulsory, in order to ensure thit there -ias universal

llfGEd 2L-/4.

7E1eraentary Education ..ct, 191L, on. cit.
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rrovs1on of educational facilities throuhout the country for

handicappef children, in aciditioi to ythich the eventual control of

feeble-minded children was an essential preliminary to the control of

the afflicted adults.

It was acknowledged at the Board of Education that the l9li nct

compelled the L.E.s. to mace residential provision for mentally

defective children under two cond tions only, and these were that,

firstly, the Board ha to be satisfied that the children in question

could not be educated in any other way and, secondly, that the rants

from the Exchequer should not be less than half the costs. So, in

effect, the Bill compelled the L.E.As. to provide day schools for all

mentally defective children over seven years of age, immediately, and

residential accommodation for all those pupils needin it only when

the State paid half the costs.	 The L.E..s. had been convinced that

the Bill compelled, them to build residential institutions wholesale, But

to counteract their fears, Pease introduced the amendment whereby there

was no oblidation to board a defective child unless Parliament paid half

the costs, and nodligation to build a residential institution unless

there was a minbium of 3 mentally defective urils in the area fr

whose education no other provision v/as suitable. L'nfortunately, these

andments made it almost impossibe to enforce the duty of Boarding

children and, worse still, practically me the establishment of

residential institutions optional for the grant for rsiderit!al institutions

was only £12 per head so that the stipulation that half the costs of

' 8 d. 50/150a.
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board.in, hou1d •be defrayed out of Sthte rants was umiikely to be

achieved, except in exceptional circwustmices.9

It therefore recjuired speculation about the education the L.E.s.

could be expected to provide iiaediately, and fter consultation the

Board. of Education decided that children who were isolated cases of

mental deficiency ovld be able to attend the ordinary public elementary

day schools under the special supervision nd instruction of the teachers.

It was also possible that mentally defective children would be numerous

enouh to form small classes in the normal schools, and receive the same

education with modifications, as the other pupils.	 ain it was probable

that in some areas the numbers of feeble-minded children would justify
ic:

a special dy school.

To begin with, it was decided, the ct would have to be

administered on very broad lines with the Board of Education, using

Circulars of advice and instructions, tryin to obtain the best possible

conditions and education for these children in the prevailing

circumstances.	 If such were achieved then it was possible that many of

the pupils would be merely retarded. Due to the pressue of the numbers

of mentally defective pupils who had to be accommodated under the new

ct, the original proposals of the ill to compel the local authorities

to Frovide certified schools for boarding and lodgir mentally defective

children wherever there was a minimum of .30 such pupils was altered to

a minimum of 4-5 pupils.	 This figure was fiiiafly decided upon after a

id. 2+ L)-H-.
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particularly important letter fro Lord Sheffield' 5 ' had been received

and commented upon by the senior officials of' the Board. 	 In his letter,

Lord Sheffield snggested that 160 was the minimum iumbcr of mentally

defeciive children which shoulL exist in the district of any L.E..-..

before they were compelled to establish residential schools. Newman

completely rejected this figure for he, personally, believed that it

should be about 60, although any number between 50 and 100 suited. him

because there were several uestious which had to be answered before

definite figures could be stipulated. Firstly, there was the problem

of the medical and mental diagnosis of the case because there were wide

ranges of degree of defect or capacity with the ineducable pupils being

referred to the Board of Control whilst the others returned to the

elementary schools for modified courses. 	 Smaller authorities with

fewer mentally defective pupils could combine to provide mutual

residential institutions.	 Then there was the problem of classifying

the children into categories on the basis of the educational courses

recommended, in addition to the consideration of the possible provision

of day schools in the vicinity. Finally, it was desirable to consider

the relationship of residential schools with colony life and for this

pulTose it wac recommended th. t residential schools should be associated

with the adult colonies, and thus make the coriibinei arrangements necessary

for the true interests of mentally defective pupiis)52

The Board of Education did not deem it essential that ever age

151Edward Lyulph Stanley, 14.th Baron Sheffield (1839-1925), DLL, 1922-30,
p. 305.
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group ouht to have a class to itself, a. Lord Sheffield had profosed,

because IJUIlS of two consecutive age groups could always be taught

together tjuite well.	 In fct, it h.d been found by experience that

five classes were sufficient to cater for all the children in a school

where the ages ranged from 7 to l years. Therefore, it was suggested

to Lord Sheffield that the c-overnmerit would not oppose an aindment

altering the minimum from 30 to up to one hundred. pupils, for in this

way the Board of Education could escape any allegations that it

encouraged the estaJlishment of small and unsatisfactory schools. It

was also w'thy of note that even where only 30 children necessitated

the rovision of a new residential school, building could not occur

unless the State :aid grants eçual to half the costs of mai.ntence, and

as the new £12 grant did not, as a rule, cover hf these costs, the duty

of estlishing a new school d±d not arise253

Selby-Bigge then engaged in the requisite correspondence with the

Treasury by which he secured their approval to the increase expenditure

on behalf of the mentally defective children, aithouji the uajor part of

the financial inplicat±ons had been worked out by Uevirnan in a hersorandum

to him.	 It was reckoned that n the year 1915-16 there would be

roughly 500 children in residential homes fT the mentally defective,

a nufoer which would rise to 600 in 1916-.i7 aad to 2,Li-OO in 1917-la, the

first year of the new Lct under which several children then in day

schools woalc transfer to residential institutions, once they were

153Ed. 2L-/&Yj-.



avai1h1e.	 The adJit on1 cost, in excess of the revious

assessments v;aS, at	 Icr head, to be b,OD; 25, )+33 and 21,603.

The uaz±ng ivelation cf thece rjstiates was that from 1918-19 it was

believed that an increase of about 30 ch±lden annually froni the group

of non-attenders at special schools would have to be absorbed, for the

ensuing five of six j ears. Added to the total of '.bl,00 another

1,630 pupils at 9 each would add another £16,200 to the bill

eventually; but it was Se1by-bige's esti:.iate that the complete

rovision under the new ct would not be attained until after six years

beyond the three years sfosequent to the Act coming into operation, a

total of nine years. Iüs subordinates had reckoned that the full

implementation of the ea.ire would take between five and six years.

In his final figure of an extra £37,300 Selby-Ligge believed that a

deduction of the order of 10 per cent miht be nade for children sent

to voluntary residential schools by agencies other than L.E.ts. and,

in addition, at the time of .iriting, it "las not anticipted that the

board of Education would pay the additional £9 for any ch.fldren sent

by these other uencies.1

Pressed by the Treasury to elaborate upon his facts and estiaates,

before increased rants could be sanctioned, Se1by-bige was forced to

confess that any figures which the board could -provide were purely

speculative.	 It was accepted that the bfective & pileptic Children's

Bill would, if it Le came law, bring nian nore mentally defective pupils

into scial schools of some type, although it was imrcssible to assess

how far this bill and the idental Deficiency ct would reilt in sending

'5 d. 2/44.
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a larger roiortion of children to residential schools in the future.

2t the beginning of l9lL there were only eight residential schools for

mentally defective children, with about 30 patients, whilst there were

169 day sciools with about 12,000 pupils of whcm o:oout 2,000 might

eventually transfer to residential schools. 	 In addition, it was

estimated by the Board. that there was another 12,000 pupils who ought to

be in special schools but these chilirenre still in the elementary

schools, or they were not attending any sdoo1s. So it hd to be

accepted that a proportion of this latter 12,000 children would also

enter the residential schools, probably about l,300.

0rigina.1y, the Board of Education hd included in their befective

& Epileptic Bill, 1913, a clause giving themselves the power to fine

any L.E.As. which did not satisfactorily discharge their duties, br the

deduction of State grants. This proposed power was strongly attacked

by the local authorities because they asserted that it introduced a

completely new concept into relation±ps between local and central

government, in that they could e fined on one service for their flure

to perform an entirely different service. 	 It was felt at the Board that

there was no other remedy, although ie difficulty of deducting from any

grants which were not earned vas acknowledged. gnother defect in this

idea was the fact that grants for defective children were paid to the

institutions and, not necessarily to L.E.s, so that there were many

cases where there was no fund from which fines could be deducted. So,

reluctantly, Joseph Pease agreed to remove the controversial clause and

155Ed. 221./6L4i^.
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accept the fact that, in rractice, the Board had to rely upon the

willingness of the local authorities to carry out their duties, L:ost

local authorities had conscientiously fulfilled their duties under the

provisions of the Blind & ieaf Children's ct, 1393, but exceptions had

shown that the Board could not exercise adequate pressure upon

recalcitrant local authorities. 	 Ja the projected ducation Bill of 1914.

was due to initiate a system of general fines to begin with one exception

was iiiost undesirable. 156

Thus the amended Bill was very weak in that t coinpe lied the local

authorities to provide for the education of nntally defective children

but not for either physically defective or epileptic pupils, and it

relied for its efficient working upon the goodwill of the local

authorities, plus the stimulus of larger grants. 	 However, despite all

its inperfections it did, at least, ioroose this duty to educate the

aentally defective children and so, as it was non-controversial. It

obtned a 1uick passage through Pariient and so was probably better

than a more stringent Bill which would have had a contentious passage in

both HoLEes and have taken much longer to secure the Royal Lssent, or

even have en crowded out for want of Parliamentary ti;oe.

2/64J^.



357,l6l extra.	 If all these additions were conceded then

Physically Defective arid Enileatic Scioo1s also reeded Lie: rants,

at a cost of £7,200, but if Cen ir Schools were omitted ther the

arnomt would be reduced h	 2,7244.	 However, Selb-die could foresee

tht the increased raits for children sent 'ri 	 on1 wolid not

finish the business because State arants would ultimately have to be

about	 er cent of ti:e costs of the education in snecial residential

sChOols. The COncept of education had. widened since 1903, mainly

because the Schools ::edical Services hal developed and, also, because

there were special funds for tn'b:rculous children. 	 These punils, when

roerly cured , were caa'o1e of renderiLr bi. retrns for the

exrenditure of State

Thus, at the outbrenh of the 1st Torld 7r, l912--13, the situation

was that five catedonies o handicapped children were lea11y recognised -

the blind, the deaf, the defective (riientally 3efective and physically

defective) and the epileptics.	 Of these oateorPes, L.E.Ls. were

1eal1y coapelieO. to provide educatinnal facilities for three handicaps,

abe blind, the deaf end the mentally defective, whilst the powers to

provide si '.nlor facliUes for the f sicell defeative arid the	 eptics

.erc reercl perimassave. 	 Fanally, there was tao v: 	 :alailclai

achaovz1ed.eroent that, in the future, the	 erriLment	 conised that it

was oblidated to rovide half the costs in Sate rants for xler

establislieents.
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8 The Financial Lspects of SLecial ducation, 1910-15

For so:e time iTcwi.ian had been extremel worried, about the

increasing costs of special education and the heavy burdens imosed

financially upon the local authorities. 	 y December, 1912, he, Eicholz

and other officials were seeking to reduce costs L: a caxfuJ.

investigation of the various buildind reuirements, for the erection of

a ecial school cost between £30 and £35 per head.	 xiother undesiralle

feature was tht socie local authorities had asserted that it was the

advice of the Board' s inspectors which had, in conjunction with the

Special Schools Reulations, substantially raised the costs of these

establishments)'5

One of Eicholz' s colleagues felt that there were several features

which could not be econoursed upon and these included the necessity for

complete structural separation plus the area in classrooms which was

about 50 per cent more than that required in e1ementaI schools ar.

which was necessitated by the relatively smaller nus!thers and t need

for single desks. Pooms for medical inspectionere essential and did

not materially increase the costs whilst arrangements for dining could

well be reduced to eight square feet per child. Dormitories, also,

could be reduced to 20 square feet per child but it nevertheless h. to

be conceded that the reason that special schools were so expensive was

that they were usually built for comparatively small nurnLers.9

Eicholz hLiself believed that the essential fact in considering the

153Ed. 50/133.
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expense of CCial schools ias that the Board of Education dealt only

viith those children able to benefit from education, and so all provision

had to be b means of schools. For twelve years the )efective

Epileptic Children' 	 ct, 1399, hod allowed experiments because it was

permissive in the powers it conferred.	 The local authorities had been

free to tske or renounce action under the measure with the result that

there had been no consideration of costs during this period, as the

authorities had been determining the best thods of dealing with these

afflicted pupils. 11th the passage of the rw Defective Epileptic

Children' s .ct, however, heavy financial burdens were irposed upon the

local authorities and so the Board stipulated minimal necessary standards

in the new schools. He agreed that individual desks were essential in

special schools, both for mentally defective and physically defective

pupils, for the former category especially where the children were

morally defective and for the latter cateory because of physical

deformitie s.	 This reçuirement of a special desk was the principal

factor resoonsible for the hih costs of special schools because wreas

pupils in elementar schools were allowed 10 square feet of space, in

schools for mentally defective children the area was 15 square feet and

in schools for rhysically defective pupils it was 13 sauare feet.

Furtherr.tore, there was reat emphasis upon manual instruction in special

schools and many local authorities had. provided separate roons for this

subject, and the furniture of these rooms was benches and tables which

occupied more space than disks, and. accooinodated fewer children.

owever, It had been the practice of the oaxd of Education net to

allocate any number of riipils to these rooms unless required to do so by
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the local autority, ar then only where the rooLIs uere utilised for

the full time. The result of this had been that manual instruction

rooms had been arproved in ulans su'ouitted to the Board but had not

been reckoned in the certified accommodation, a rrocedure which had

udded about l2 :er lace in costs.	 Therefore, Echolz recommended that,

in the future, the Board should pass only those plans including manual

instruction rooms where these rooras were reckoned as rart of the

accommodation. lrO

Eicholz also agreed that economies could be effecter3 in the space

requliements for dormitories, din rig rooms and dining/play rooms but not

as regards the provision of baths which were essential for hygienic and

educational reasons.	 The various sites ffered, in the opinions of

the H..Is., the most fertile ground for economies because the uractice

had been to approve separately the site and then the plans and this had

led to heavy expenditure upon walls, foundations, drainage and water

supplies. Economic planning demanded that the Board should pprove the

site and buildins at the same time, so that officials could determine

the whole cost of a proposal with the full scheme and full knowledge of

the expense cf the 'variables'. If provisional approval was requested

'oy nap local authority then the Board of Education could gi it on the

submission of the plans rovidei that they were satisfied as to the

reasonableness of the cost of the buildings. Similar reductions in

specified areas were recor.uaendd for residential ir titutions plus a

further recommendation that the L.E.s. should be advised to adopt

1GOEd	
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specifications providing for the use of lijit and cheap building

materials instead of the heLvier, and costlier, brick and stone then

being used.	 11 these recorrLnendations were accepted by the senior

officials of the Board of Education, and were afterwards incorporated

in the Building Regulations applicable to the special schoolz.161

These investigations were the first signs of an increasing economy

cacaign by the Board of Ed.ucation through which it was hoped to reduce

the costs of special schools.	 It was cornplementary to the reduction of

operating costs by transferring pupils to centres where they vre

supeivised by other 0overnnent departments. 	 The basic intention was

to educate more handicapped children for the same costs ratker than to

educate the existing children more efficiently.

9. . Summary of the Position of Special Schools at the Outbreak of Yiar, l9Ji

Before an assessment of the rosition of the special schools at

the outhreo of war in l9lL can be achieved it is essential to remener

that the year 1908 is the c rucial year because before that date the only

handiceppe children recognised, legally, by the oaid of Education were

the blind, deaf and dumb, mentally defective, physically defective and

epileptic.	 ov;ever, from 1908 wIn medical inspection began and

developed there was a tremendous growth in the diagnosis of types of

162affliction.

13L,, 50/107.
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Eicholz considered that tiie ctegories of the partially blind

and the partially deaf had emerged as a result of medical inspection,

hut he further divided the categor 'deaf t into the slihtly deaf and

the 'hard of hearin', the latter osess1nd residual hearing but

requirir1 trainiri in speech-reading, riot articulation.	 In addition,

he reckoned that the class 'ment1ly retarded' included the sub-divisions

of 'feeble-minded' and 'backward'. 	 Sub-divisions of the 'physicallir

defective' were delicate children; phthisical children; crippled

children; includin. those with tuberculous joints, paralysis, cardiac

diseases and chorea; skin diseases neediri educational treatment such

as favus and ringworm; opthaJ_riics and pupils defective in speech.

Epileptics were divided, by Eicholz, into severe cases and mild cases,

the classification ending with ineducable children who included

iLfoeciles, idiots and chronic invalids. 	 It was possble, according to

this official, that the fut'e development of nedical inspection would

dianose other categories.' 3

To deal with these handicaps, E,cholz estimated that at least four

tyes of educational Irovision had to be nale, the first being the

special schools for chldreri urger 16 years of age, under the lementary

Education cts, 1895 and 1i99.	 Lcluded o1ongst these sthools were

iospital and Convalescent Schools, Phthisis Schools, Schools 	 Lecovery

and 2.ingworm and Eavus Schools, in addition to the more normal special

164.schools.

l63Ed 50/109.
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Secondly, there were secia1 school classes under the Code,

admij.iste1'ed as e1eiuentar: schools for children uier l2- years of age.

fhese classes included those for b.chward pupils; Oen ±r sthools,

Summer Homes, chOol Camps, Playgrond Classes, Open ir Classrooms and

Stammering classes. Thirdly, there were the special education

arranaeiaents in the public elementary schools for slightly deaf pupils

and mild cases of epilepsy. Finally, there were the special schools

and classes for abnormal pupils under the Technical School Regu:lations.

In the future development of the special schools, he recommended that

'::' Branch should not serely concern themselves with those abnoinal

children who came within the a cope of the 1393 and 1399 Acts but should

also consolidate the Special Schools Legulations as as to cover the

schools and. classes then covered by the Ce and the Technical and Evening

school Re1ations.

Under the new Uedulatiois for 1915 which e stablished Aril 1st

as the start of the school year, and came into force on 1st January, 1915,

the Board of Education estimated that the financial costs would entail

extra monies from the Treasury as from A1;ril 1st. raising rants to

B1nd and Deaf Schools to £6 for day and. £12 for residential institutions

would cost £55,530 on an average attendance of 5,0C pupils, on increase

of £26 , 13 0 .	 To this amount could be added £25,-3i which was the SU

of the increased a'ants to mentally defective schools, a total of

£51,561 but it was decided that the costs of educating blind and deaf

chdldren was Iaviest so £7 a.d £13 were recommended, and would cost

lLEd 50/109.
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CEAPTER 5

8IOIAT EDUCXION IN	 TMMRDIA POST-WAR UARS

1. The Co-orIination of Social Agitation on Biha1f of CrjpD].ee

Although no definite line can be drawn by the 1914-18 War in

the development of special education, there is, nevertheless, an

economic barrier to be discerned. During the years of relative economic

prosperity prior to 1911,. it had been extremely difficult to obtain monies

for the various fora of special education, so much so that the grants

paid by the Board of education and its predecessors had remained

unaltered for many years. For the physically handicapped child,

particularly, the situation was most unsatisfactory because no

legislation exl.sted to compel the L.E.AS. to provide for his education.

One factor that obscured the plight of these children was the lack of

any reliable figures as to the extent to iich the number of places

provided for theni in special schools fell short of the total figures

of crippled.

Mrs. ffumphry Ward was, by 1921,,, a very sick woman but ie did not

permit this to hamper her interest in physically handicapped children,

In early 1911,., she formed a group of interested people, the Standing

Joint Advisory Committee, who included rniiirly Ilembera of Parliajaent and

female social workers. The purpose of this Comnittee was to investigate

the óducational facilities for physically handicapped ttildren throughout

ngland, and from these figures, obtained by circularising the local

authorities, the members intended to ascertain the extent to which the

provision was inaiequate.
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Mary Ward attended the first meeting of the Comeittee on

22nd April, l9]J., at the House of Coemons. At this meeting, Sir Charles

Nicholson, 1 was elected as Chairman and, in his opening address, he

explained that the aim of the body was to consider all legislation

concerning women and children that came before Parliament excluding any

matters connected with the franchise, for which purpose all the lady

members had been selected on the basis of their expert knowledge of acme

facet of the Committee' a investigations, He further revealed that

prior to the meeting two or three pre1i mi nry talks had. been held at

Ward's house. Then he suggested that the work of the Ccmnnittee

be organised into two sub-committees, one for all Bills emiinating from

the Home Office and the Local Government Board, the other for relevant

Bills or proposals from the Board of Education or Board of Trade.2

lio,,ever, when War came in the summer, the work of the Cosmeittee

was suspended temporari]y but, in 1918, the proposed Education Bill,

plus the increased interest in the plight of the ipples due to the

many injured and crippled servicemen, prompted Mrs. Ward to re-convene

it. She intended securing the insertion of a suitable olanee in the

new Bill to compel L.E.Aa. to provide facilities for the education of

physically hanili capped children, so she wrote to the Board of Education

in March, 1918, requesting the figures of L.K.As. which had. adopted the

permissive clauses of the l9lli. Elementary Education (Defective &

Epileptic Children) Act.3

1Sir Charles Nicholson (1857-1918), Who Was Who, 1916-1928, p. fl7,

Ed. 50/152.
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In a cautious reply, the Board submitted the names of the

2 L.E.A. which had. provided schools for these children plus the name

of a G].oucestershire authority which had provided a school in their

Public Health capacity, in addition to several schools provided by

voluntary bodies. The Ward letter caused an internal re-definition of

policy at the Board for it was laid down that the term 'physically

defective' included four types of children, the first being

non-tuberoulous cripples oatered for in day or residential cripple

schools; secondly, there were crippled children suffering from active

surgical tuberculosis who were educated in residential sanatoria schools

provided by L.:E.As. and, also, Local Sanitary Authorities under the

Insurance Act; thirdly came children suffering from pulmonary

tuberculosis who were also the responsibility of the same authorities

as the previous group and, finally, pre-tuberou].ar, anaemic and generally

delicate children whom L.E.As. could educate in day Open Air schools or

in residential Schools of Recovery. Mrs. Ward was primarily concerned

with the first group of afflicted children, the non-tuberculous cripples,

but officials felt that Parliarnt could not pass legislation for one

group only and when the question of T.B. children arose it was doubtful

which local authority should deal with them. Purthennoxe, the Board of

Education believed that it was, at least, contentious that the moat

urgent priority was the extension of Open Air schools, as Mrs. Ward

asserted. On the contrary, the officials believed that it was

impossible, in 1918, to define the type of hi1ii to be provided for and.

the type of provision to be made with sufficient acouracy to justify

legislation. It was also decided not to encourage her by akirrg her
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to submit her projected clause for the new Bill but, instead, the

deciBion was made to send her some copies of the most recent Reports

of the Chief Medical Offioer. 	 Thus, in her philanthropic endeavours,

s. Ward had encountered the bureaucratic approach of the period with

its virtual obsession with classification of children, but she was not

the person to be deterred by this administrative rigidity.

She pursued her inquiries, both at the Board of Education and,

assisted by special investigators, throughout the remainder of the

country, especially Lancashire and Yorkshire where the provision of

such schoole was notably deficient. In particular, the researchers

were asked to determine the need for the schools and their economic

effect upon the pupils' after-lives, whilst Ira. Ward, in yet another

letter to the Board of Education, was utilising a most effective weapon,

a quotation from Sir George Nean's Report of 1915 wherein he stated

that there were 30,000 physically handicapped children in England and

Wales of whom only 5,000 were acccodated in specially-provided schools.

She advocated that each county ought to have its own residential school

but could foresee that it would be very difficult to compel parents to

send their children there. Unfortunately, she could not support the

moveunt desiring Open Air schools as cheaper than P.L schools because,

she believed, it was not possible to acoonmodate most crippled children

in Open Air schools without the special care and appliances of the P.H.

ohoola.5

Furthermore, the permissive clause of previous Acts was a failure

for only 28 out of 318 local authorities had provided special schools

'gd. 50/152.
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for the instruction of physically handicapped acholars and although,

in England and Wales, there were 35,000 to 37,000 cripples of school

ago, the total roll of 154 . schools was only 10,84.9.6

In yet another letter, Mrs. Ward requested an interview with

H.A.L. Fisher, 7 the President of the Board, because she wished to convey

to him the important find{nga of the surveys. The investigators had,

apparently, revealed that there were many large towns with no facilities

for physically handicapped children or delicate pupils. AU

investigators discerned a growing feelinE in the country that P.H.

children ought to be systematically provided for educationally without

any reservations as to the expense involved. In conclusion, Mrs. Ward

enclosed her prospective new clause.8

On 2id April, 1918, she obtained an interview at the Board of

Education, the central authority being represented by Newman, PeIhain9

and another official. The topic under discussion was the compulsory

provision of educational facilities for physically handicapped cMldren.

Mrs Ward claimed that her Caittee had oircularised. a].]. local

authorities regarding this subject and that most were desirous of making

the permissive clause compulsory. Mrs. Ward emphasised that she was

especially concerned with children suffering from surgical T.B., certain

types of heart cases, chorea and infantile paralysis. Newman r lied

that even in a compulsory iasure it was essential to have a precise

definition whilst, in peiwissive clauses, this was not required.

6Special Schools Quarterly, March-June, 1921, p. 10.

srbort Alan Lauxens Fisher (1865-194.0), 114B, 1931-40, p. 275.
50/152.

9Sir Edeard Henry PeihAm (1876-194.9),Who Was Who, 194.1-50, p. 901.
Permanent Secretary of Board, 1931-31.



Physical defects, according to Newman, were very difficult to define

with the ezactitude necessary for legislation and, in addition, there

was the very important pñmlnl strative point that no previous Education

Acts dealing with general education had ever mentioned abnormal children.

In the case of physically handicapped children there was the necessity of

granting local authorities powers to take pupils from their ha into

residential achoola for which one clause would not suffice. Nean

and his colleagues were concerned that the projected Bill should not

be overloaded. However, Mrs. Ward asserted that the House of Conmtona

was likely to be moat smpathe tic to the claims of handicapped children,

as well she could, for her son, Arnold Ward, was LP. for West Herts,10

and he was both eager and willing to advocate this legislation. If,

asked Newman, the local authorities were so keen to see the p ez,nissive

clauses made compulsory, why were they so tardy in adopting them? He

felt that Mrs. Ward was also raising the larger qiestions of compulsory

medical treatment and the care of abnormal children which, he believed,

would be a great investment to the national benefit but a major matter.

However, Mrs. Ward insisted that if the various points were dealt with

piecemeal then the solution of the whole problem would be advanced.

The interview concluded with Mrs. Ward still asking to see Fisher and

New'ai' agreeing to forward her request, but actually reconinending that

he should not see her.11

After the War when the Committee resumed its work in real earnest,

Ward (1876-1950 ), Who Was Tho 1941-SQ., p. 1200.

Ed. 50/152
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Mrs. Ward circularjsed 95 urban education authorities asking for

details of their experience of physically handicapped children, plus

any statistics of the numbers of such children in their areas. About

75 of these authorities replied, their aners substantiating her own

estimate that there were, in England, so 30,000 crippled children who

were uncared for and uneducated.12

Manchester, the worst, or to use Mrs. Ward' a own words, "the

shocking example in the whole case", had permitted physically handicapped

children to grow up untaught and untrained because of its failure to

provide special schools. She cozared the total numbers of pupils in

Manchester' a two residential schools with the number of such pupils in

one London P.R. school. Another P.R. school had been fouthed by the

Ancoats University Settlement, as distinct from the Manchester L.E.A.,

in 191]. but this had a massive waiting lIst. The grand total of

physically handicapped Manchester children acccmnodated, in 1918, was

210 so that it was not sirprising that the Director of Education was

evasive in his reply to Mrs. Ward. Among large authorities making no

provision whatsoever for these children were included Birkenhead,

Brighton, Burnley, Croydon, Darlington, Deiby, East Ham, Thidrefield,

Leicester and Lincoln, whereas by way of contrast, Bristol reported

encouraging econcmic results, for it was estimated that 89 per cent of

the leavers from the city' a physically defective schools were self-

13supporting.

The Special Schools Quarter],y, March-June, 1922, pp. 31 ft.

13PJt.0. Ed. 50/152.
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Only about 51 local authorities returned sufficiently full

replies to enable their statistics to be contained in the Final Report

which was a careful arialyai of the returns which were then printed,

together with a brief account of the whole cripple school movement

written by Mrs. Ward. This document with its powerful statistical

argtents was then despatched., one copy to every LP. and various other

influet&tial persons.

Another strand of the development towards co-ordination of the

social work for the crippled child in g1aud. began through the efforts

of yet another of the remarkable band of women social workers of the

early 20th Century, Agnes Hunt.'5 has Hunt had suffered a severe

attack of ostectylitis at the age of ten years which left her

permanently crippled. After a sojourn in Taan1a, she returned to

England to train as a nurse and, after qualifying, opened the facily

home at Baschuroh, Shropahire, for crippled children. Almost

immediately she realised that the stairs of the house were totally

unsuited for badly crippled {ntea, so she arranged for the erection

in the garden of several three-Bided sheds and thus, in 1900, the first

Open Air Hospital for Cripples in the world was opened.16

This aU experiment expanded rapidly and Agnes Hunt began to

call upon the services, as consultant, of Dr. Robert Jones17 who became

absox'bed by the in,ortance of the work and the successful results which

Special Schools Quarterly, op. cit., pp. 31 ft.
mt (i)	 ,	 p. 4.16.

16F0r the full story of the early struggles at Baachuroh see
A. Hunt, This is my Lit., Blackie & Sons, London, 1938.

Robert Jones (1857-1933), IVB, 1931-40, p. 4.98.
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it was achieving. During the Great War the hospital at Daachuroh

housed many crippled soldiers but, after the krmi atice, it resumed its

activities on behalf of phyaicaily defective children. leauwbile, a

young doctor, Robert Gird].estone18 had settled in Osiestry in 1911 and

had camenced a small General Practice • Jones and Girdle stone had

frequent discussions concerning the work at Baschurch and, as a result,

they produced an outline scheme on a national level, for the cure of

crippled children.19

From their work at Baschurch and its sister institution at Stoke,

Jones and Girdlestone amassed figures which thowed that 4.0 per cent of

the crippled children in these two areas were suffering frc rickets

and surgical T.B., the former disease caused by an accumialation of the

effects of alum habitats and inadepate food, whilst the latter was

caused by the poor social environment and tuberculoua {lk• Children

under treathent for congenital deformities and paralysis constituted

4.5 per cent of the cases at the two hospitals, but these c1ainta were

not sufficiently understood to enable hopes to be entertained for thOir

cure although suitable early trea1nent was extreme].y beneficial. Thus,

many cases of crippling were curable whilst the rest could be greatly

benefited by early diagnosis and treatment although England had, up to

that time, made no real effort to face the problem. Orthopeedic

hospitals existed in several parts of the country but their efforts were

unco-ord.inated and, usually, the very hospitals, thselvea, had been

Dr. Gathorne Robert Girdle stone (1881-1950), t!B, ].%l-50, p. 299.

19British Medical Journal, Uth October, 1919, pp. 457 ft.
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provided by voluntary efforts and. not the State. Jones and Gir&lestone

proposed that England and Wales ahodd be divided into a number of

districts, in each of thich should be established an open air

orthopaedic hospital and scattered oat-patients clinics. Prom this

basis would follow the establishment of an efficient system of treanent

to be controlled by committees working unA3er the Ministry of Health.

Using the Baschurch and Stoke figures, the authors estimated that about

one bed per i4. 000 population would be the minimum requirement, or a

total of 10,000 beds. They they calculated the total costs to the

nation, concluding that 10,000 beds would cost about half a million

pounds and that 2 per bed would oover the costs of the Country

Orthopasdic Hospitals, en annual outlay in excess of £1 million. In

addition, the out-patients clinic would charge an attendance fee of

2/6d. or 3/6d. for an estimated A 000 patients per annum for one

attendance per month, giving a total income of £8L, 000 at the higher fee • 20

Later, in March, 1920, Jones and Girdlestone met Newman and a

colleague at the Board of Education where Girdle stone put forward the

seven-point plan of the Central Committee. Pirstly, a Central

Co-Ordin.ating Coimnittee would work under the Vipi stry of ealth and. the

Board of Education whilst England and Wales were divided into a number

of units, each with a rural Central Hospital School with open air wards

and school-rooms. These country eatablisheents were to be conducted

under their own local cmitteea of Management and. Education, with their

own teaching staffs and handicraft workshops associated with scattered

20British Medical Journal, op. cit.
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out-patients clinics for the examination of children sent for

consultation and the treatment of cases which could be dealt with as

out-patients, the after-treatment and &Lpervision of children discharged

from the hospital school and, fim1ly, the maintenance of contact with

old patients for help and advice. Day Invalid Schools, for those who

needed them, were to be established as Zesidential schools, a part of

the hospital-schools in which the children could benefit from the

teaching, handicraft shops and surgical provisions. Fourth].y, all

responsible for the treatment were to be experienced in orthopaedic work

and. there was to be some provision for fee-paying patients. Wards were

also to be available for adolescent and adult cripples and others

needing orthopaedic treatment. Finally, any efficient organisations

existing for crippled children were to be welcomed into the scheme which

was to be elastic enough to cover some diversity of methods.

Encouraged by the success of Mrs. Ward hi her fight, Dr. Jones,

Mias Hunt and Dr. Gird.lestone enlisted her assistance, in 1919, together

with certain other members of the Joint Advisory Coranittee, the I.0 .A.A.,

the British Red Cross and certain other surgeons in consultations on

their scheme, The result of their talks was the decision to form an

association, the Central Committee for the Care of Cripples. Mrs. Ward

was by now a vexy sick woman, in the last months of her life, yet she

nevertheless devoted considerable time and energy to the new body,

although the real drIving force was Jones assisted by Agnes Hunt. For

its main aims the Cosmnittee adopted tour general objects, the first being

to investigate the causes of crippling and to promote measures for their

21Ed. 50/153.
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elimination. Secondly, the Cc*mnittee envisaged the formation of

local associations whioh would provide facilities for the early discovery

and efficient treatment of those who would otherwise become cripples, in

addition to which they were expected to organs. sdiemes for the

treatment, education, traininE, employment and genera]. welfare of

cripples, plus the maintenance of a ccinplete regiBter of all cripples.

Thirdly, it aimed to act as a central oo-ordinitting body for all

organisations wo*i for the benefit of cripples and. to keep in

close tonch with public authorities and Government departments, especially

the Vinistry of Health, the Board of Education and the Ministry of Labour

with the intention of pressing for legislation in any matters connected

with cripples. Pina].]y, as its fourth aim the Cou.iittee desired to

maintain touch with the progress of all international work on behalf

of cripples and to act as a Central Bureau of Information in all matters

concerning their welfare arid treatment.22

The Board of Education was invited to appoint a representative

upon the Caisnittee by Sir Robert Jones, but Selby-.Bigge decUried, on

Newman's a4vioe, on the grounds that the Council migit, in the future,

desire State grants.23

One of the first actions of the new Committee was to initiate

a new survey into the numbers of crippled children in the country and,

for this purpose, they utilised the eanqling technique, being influenced

22Central Council for the Care of Cripples, Annual Report, 1935, p. 5.
d.. 50/152.
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in this respect by a similar research conducted in Birmin2J1e in 1913.

which had included only those children known to social agencies. In

this survey, the results had suggested that in a population of 500,000

there were about 1,001 cripples over 16 years of age (two per i,000)

and 728 under 16 years of age (i.). per 1,000) giving a total of 1,729

or 3.2 per thousand.

Pour areas of widely contrasting character were selected for the

new study which was conducted by houae-to-houae visiting. Woolwich,

the County of Oxtordahire, the Dock district of Silvertown and. the town

of Plymouth were the chosen counities for this investigation. The

results of the survey established, indisputably, that there were in

existence large numbers of cripd children who were unknown to any

authorities, comprising a total of 1,1 4.12 in the four areas, or in

excess of three per thousand of the total population.25

For the purposes of this investigation the Cmittee adopted the

definition of cripple as 'lacking the normal use of skeleton or skeletal

muscles' • It was also discovered that crippled children suffered unduly

long absenoes fr school, and from 30 per cent to 50 per cent of them

lost six months' schooling annually. Another result of the research was

that it confirmed that the main scourges were paralysis, rickets and.

surgical tuberculosis, in that order, other complaints being insignificant

by comparjson.26

2 'Centrai Council for the Care of Cripples, kmual Report, 1922, p. 7.
on the Welfare of Cippe, 1937, p. ]i..

26	 50/152.
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At shout the same time, and acting upon the advice given by the

General Council for Infant & 0hi]4 Welfare, a Joint Coomittee of the

Invalid Children's Aid Association and the Central Council for the Care

of Cripples was held to delineate their respective spheres of action.

It was agreed by the two societies that they should each have equal

representation upon this Comeittee with an. independent Chairman.

I.C.A.A. spheres of activity were delineated as the individual care of

the invalid and crippled child whilst to the Central Council was

delegated the role of general inquiry, propaganda and organisation.

Each Committee was granted the powers to conduct its work along its own

lines, but it was agreed that spy proposals for new work were to be

submitted to the Joint Committee prior to action. Thus was completed

the post-War rationalisation of the agencies working on behalf of the

crippled populace of England and Wales.27

Thus, when firuUy the Education Act, 1918, was passed it oontaiuod

a clause, Section 20, under which the compulsory clauses in the

legislation of l9l1i affecting mentally defective children were extended

to physically handicapped and epileptic children. As such innovations

as contiwiption schools, in the Act, were later virtually annulled by

financial economies, this Section 20 was probably the major enduring

improvement affected by this legislation. Once again a pattern had

emerged; agitation by interested groups of people organised by

influential leaders, plus the experience gained in some schools for a

particular category of handicapped child when combined had forced the

27central Council fcr the Care of Cripples, Annual Bepor, 1922, p. 16.
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Government to take action. Once legislation had been enacted then

the various associations raticnaliaed their activities to secure more

efficient operations.

Furthermore, the 1918 Act marks a eat change from historical

traditions in that it was the first Edxzatiou Act to deal with

handicapped children within the memo legislation as normal children.

This set a precedent which was copied in the Education Act, l94L..

2. The Departmenta1 Canmittee on the Welfare of the Blind, 1917

In a debate in the House of Conmions on Uth March, 19]Ji., George

Wardla, the Member for Stoc]cport,26 moved a motion which was carried

without a division, recognising that voluntary efforts in aid of the

blind of England and Wales did not admilately meet their necessities.

He believed that the State should ensure that capable blind persons were

made industrially self-supporting whilst the incapable should be

maintained in a huniae ivazmer,29

The passage of this resolution provided another link with the

pre-War years, for the ]partmental Committee on the Welfare of the Blind

had been appointed, in early May, 1914., by Herbert 8nue1, the President

of the Local Government Board. Its task was to inquire into the

28George James Wardle (l85-l9Z,.7), Who Was Who, 194.1-50., p. 1202.
Handbook on the Welfare of the Blind, H.M.S.O., 1934., p. 6.
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coa'ition of the blind in the United Kingdom and the means avi1ab1e

for their assistance and, finally, to make any necessary recommendatians.

The Cittee met, for the first time, on lay 15th, l9lJ , and it held

ten meetings before it adjourned upon the outbreak of War, reaum(rg its

sittings on March lffth, 1915 and reporting in 1917.

Early in June, 19])4., the Chairman was informed that Dr. Eicholz

would give evidence on behalf of the Board of Education and deal with

any matters arising frc*n a Msmorandwa submitted. Eicholz was also

empowered to comment upon matters which had incidentally one before

him as the Chief H.M.I. responsible for special schools. Such matters

included the adequacy of the existing provision of workshops for urban

areas and of means of hcsse employemtn in rural areas; the suitability

of the existing workshop provision; the earnings of the blind and the

extent to which blind men and wmn could become self-supporting plus

the need for co-ordination between the various agencies concerned with

their welfare31

At the first session on 12th June, Eicholz asserted that the

Board of Education believed that there was adequate accoimnodation for all

blind children in England provided that the parents utilised it,

although there were possible deficiencies in some minor Welsh counties.

In answer to a question regarding some children between the ages of

5 and 15 years 'who should have been at school but who 'were not, Eicholz

emphasised that these children were frmi rural areas and so their

30Departmental Ccmisittee on the Welfare of the Blind, 1917, Report, p. 2.
31EcI. 5O/8.
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education necessitated removal into residential institutions, a course

of action for which parental sanction was difficult to obtain.32

Th most seriOUs defect discerned by Eicholz in education for

the blind was the problem of reading books which 'sere very heavy,

expensive to produce, very bulky and which catered for a limited maxtet.

For these reasons the blind pupil did not possess access to the same

variety of books as a normal child. The provision of open spaces for

games and recreation was also unsatisfactory in some cases.33

When Eioholz was asked whether he approved of removing all myope

pupils from schools for the blind, and establishing them in their on

special schools, he replied that the Board of Education held the L.C.C.

myope schools in high esteem, but he stressed that they were only

experimental. This category of special school, the myope school,

established by the London County Council, was only one of the two

experimental types which the Board of Education had encouraged, the

other being myope classes in institutions. On the results of these

trials they were going to make decisions as to whether either or both

categories should continue and which method was best. However, he did

explain that, in the experimental classes, the policy was not to teach

xryope pupils in the same nianmer as the normal children but to withdraw

them from elementary schools to the special centres for reading, writing

and all other subjects which required strain on their remnants of aight.

32Departniental Cocnmittee on the Welfare of the Blind, Minutes of Evidence,
p. :14.

330p. cit., p. 15.
3 bp. cit., p. 6L
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Eioholz later conceded that the education given in residential

institutions for the blind was superior to that in day schools in its

physical, manual and industrial aspects. Purthermore, it was not the

policy of the Board of Education to separate all myope children from

the totally blind, because it preferred classes for partially blind

pupils to be in centres and institutions for the blind. Mthiy blind

children entering the institutions were of poor physique but it was

impossible to compare the general health of blind and irmal children

although Eicholz advocated institutional life because the children

experienced improved conditions conducive to good health. The Board

of Education also laid great stress upon physical traim4rg which was

better catered for in the various institutions.35

(i the question of the employment of blind teachers for blind

pupils, the official view, as expressed by Eicholz, was that there

should be a marimiim of 25 per cent of the staff blind. He disbelieved

that there was higher intelligence in blind schools but thought that

it was the obvious result of the mnaller classes, a maximum of 15

scholars as compared with a possible 60 pupils. Furthermore, the

teachers of the blind were specially qualified for they were certificated

and, in addition to t his, they possessed extra qualifications in

specialised methods of teaching the blind. In fact, Zicholz was so

satisfied with the British system that he could cite only the Saxon

method, used in GexTnaiy, as a ays tern which might improve British teaching

350p. cit., p. 6..
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of the blind, although, he believed, there were already more English

schools using the best features of it than there were German institutiona6

The secondary education provided for blind girls could, however,

be improved and. Eicholz foresaw that there was a demand for such a achool

with, initially, about 30 achool places. If this eatablisheent was

provided then it would be a comparable school for girls, to the

Worcester College which already provided ich facilities for boys, with

its 30 to 36 places.37

Iter in the year, in November, 1918, the Board of $ducation

actual. ly informed Worcester College that it could not be recognised under

the Secondary Schools Begulations but in view of its exceptional

qualifications it would make a special grant-in-aid, subject to the

acceptance by the Governors of certain conditions. Firstly, they 'were

to promote the national character of the institution as a secondary

school for the higher education of the blind. Secondly, they 'were to

conduct the school in accordance with the Secondary Schools Begulations

insofar as they were plicab].e to the special oirctmstancea of the

school. Finally, in view of the terms of the Trust Deed, the Board

of Ednoation required the Governors to adopt a Conscience Clause and

also, in default of entrants who qualified under the Trust Deed, to

fill the vacancies with other suitable students. On compliance with

these conditions the Governors received a grant of £25 per pupil with a

maximin of £550. Eioholz visited the College in October, 1919, for an

inspection when he defined the objects of the institution as the pre-

paration of students for the Universities but, nevertheless, he

36	 cit., p. 67.
31op. cit., p. 67.
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complimented the Governors on their inauguration, in 1918, of a

oonuaercial section.

Other evidence to the Ccinmittee disclosed that optha1mie.

neonatort (infantile optha1 nia) caused roughly 10 per cent of all cases

of blindness, a figure that had remained relatively unaltered f 25

years, mainly because it had become compulsorily notifiable in l9l1. aud.

the statistics since then were not available. The Comnittee seriously

doubted, in the light of the evidence given, whether thia notification

was uniformly efficient throughout England and Wales. To effect an

improvement it was recommended that arrangements should be made for the

imsediate treatment of .1 oases notified, preferably by the extension

of the Infact Welfare Scheme. Grants from the Local Goverzent Board

were available for nurses and health visitors, and local authorities

were urged to utilise them for the purpose of combating this scourge.

In addition to a recoennendation that deficient hospital accommodation

should be made good, the Conmittee also advocated that instniotions to

mid-wives should also be altered accordingly.39

The Committee deplored the fact that the Board of Education

estimated that fewer blind childreu were at school than should be in

attendance because the Act of 1893 was not being strictly administered

for children under 10 years of age and asserted that the new register

of blind pupils to be compiled by 'M t Brunch would remedy this situation.

In general, the Committee believed that educational facilities were

adequate and the curricula most satisfactory except that some institutions

38Ed. 32/205.
39Departmental Committee on the Welfare of the Blind, 1917, pp, pp. 13 ft
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provided too much trade trpint'ig before the age of 16 years, which

was deplorable if it prejudiced a good elementary education.

Nevertheless, it was emphasised that all problems of blind persons

centred upon the question of their future emp1oyaent.

11 witnesses testified to the critical shortage of suitable

school books for the blind, and oven those few who had expressed

satisfaction with the supply for elementary schools had complained

about the shortage of more advanced texta.

This particular problem had been the concern of the National

Institute for the Blind for some years, and in summer, 1915, a small

working committee had investigated the position. Dr. Eicholz had long

been the adviser on suitable books to be set up in Braille, but the

real inqroveinent in the situation was the actual work of the Chairman

of the National Institute, C. Arthur Pearson.42

The recommendations of the Committee typify the late 19th and

early 20th Century attitudes towards the employment of the blind, with

a slight modification. Whereas, in the time of Armitage and Campbell

it was a fixed idea that blind adults should be trained as either

piano-tuners or basket-makers, the ipartmenta1 Committee stressed

training as musicians and felt that the existing elementary school

system lacked adecjuate means of discovering aptitudes in young thildren,

especially for music. Whilst most schools provided vocal music there

1'Op. cit., P. 17.

4'Op. cit., Pp. 17-18.

42Sir Cyril Arthur Pearson (1866-1921), ](B, 1912-1921, pp. 428 if.
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was a lack of facilities for detecting musical ability. Two witnesses

had asserted that to become a first Class n*isician, a child needed to

commence serious musical tr1jiin at the age of 10 or U years.'3

On the question of day schools as opposed to residential

institutions, the Committee felt that their witnesses bad expressed

marked differences of opinion. The protagonists of the day schools had

always stressed the undesirability of teking young children away from

their homes and segregating them with similarly afflicted contemporaries.

The members felt that there was considerable merit in these arguments,

particularly as regarded the education of blind pupils with sighted

children, for the former improved and the latter were not adversely

affected. Nevertheless, on the balance, the Committee assessed

residential institutions as preferable (especially for children from

bad homes) mainly for the reasons given by Eichols in his testimony.

Despite the evidence of Eicholz, the Cittee recoinded the

employment of blind teachers in the ratio of one to every three sighted

teachers, although they recognised that many of these teachers had

difficulty in maintaining discipline. Again, despite the comments of

Sicholz, the members commended the system in use at the Royal Glasgow

Asylum for the Blind where the classrooms were all sound-proofed with

glass partitiona, enabling sighted teachers to overlook the work of

their blind col1eagues.5

As regarded myopee, the Cwsittee deprecated the fact that their

numbers were increaaig, partly due to bad working conditions in the

4 Beport, op. cit., p. 18.
44Op. o2t., pp . 18-19.
'50p. cit., p. 19.
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schools. Only the L.C.0 had. seriOusly attempted to take special

nasu.res for these children and. they had established seven tuition

centres for them alongside partially-sighted children in the usual

ratio of two to one. Pupils were sent to these centres after an

exanintion by an eye specialist and, afterwards they were medically

examined every six months. Opthalinic surge one supervised the provision

of all the apparatus in these schools and spectacles were included as a

part of the eqiipment. Results obtained were cnded by the Cnmittee

becanse the auth'ity had aimed to prevent these pupils becoming blind

aid, equally, to hinr their classification as blind. Success, in

bare figures, was astounding because only three children out of 300 myope

casOs, had become blind, whilst of the partially sighted pupils,

3 per cent had improved so much that they had been transferred to normal

schools. In addition, a large nunber of those who left these schools

worked as normally-sighted adults, ad so in the light of this evidence

the Comnmittee found that the need for sudi schools was soundly established.

Furthermore, one form of the complaint, school myopia, was caused by

undue strain of young eyes in the infant schools owing to the reading of

small print, doing email writing and bending over work. In such

circumstances, the meulbera felt that it was imperative that the attention

of the school withoritie g should be drawn to these serious hazarda.1

The Commiittee noted that the recommendation of the Royal Commission

of 1889 on the compilation of a register of all blind pupils for the

purposes of after-care, had been neglected except in certain specified

areas. It was stressed that the after-care system should begin with

the children in the elementary schools, and they agreed with Bicholz

0p. cit., p. 20.
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that this method was the only way of testing the value of the education

given, in addition to being the &rest guide in the planning of

educational schemes,

In the view of the Committee a careful selection ought to be made

of suitable occupations for each child, after which the necessary steps

should be taken to obta:in for them the requisite industrial or

professional training. Following the successful completion of the

training, assistance was then essential in securing employment, during

which the person' s career should be supervised and recorded for at least

two years by the use of visitors to follow up cases and the compilation

of records by means of a card index system.

The Conmittee thought that even where a blind person was destined

to earn his livelihood in an industrial occupation, secondary education

should be available. It was recommended that facilities for secondary

education should be provided as widely as possible, even though Eiehol

had claimed that the professions were difficult occupations for the blind.

Records from the Royal Normal College for the Blind showed that over

80 per cent of past atudenta had successfully followed professional

careers but these 'professional' carrers consisted of school teaoMtg,

music teaching and pianoforte tuning. Worcester College records also

showed that most of the former pupils were engaged in some professional

occupations, not specified.9

In their general recocmendations the Committee proposed that a

special department should be established, firstly at the Local Government

cit., pp. 20-21.

8Op. cit., pp. 20 ff.

'Op. cit., pp. 21 ft.
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Board and, subsequently, at the Ministry of Health, the function of

which should be the general care and supervision of the blind.

administration of this new section should be supervised by a strong

Advisory Committee of persons associated with the blind, with the

Parliamentary Secretary as Chairman whilst the executive functions

should be exercised in accordance with their reccinaendationz.5°

When the Report was publithed, it was lisnediately studied by the

senior officials of the Board of &Iuoation whose first reactions were

gratification that the Committee had not recommended any subatantial

changes in their existing policy, for the proposals were based upon

the Memorandum of the Board which had been prepared by Eioholz, and

his extensive verbal evidence. it was felt, that in many cases the

recommendations represented only the established practice and policy of

the Board. However, a major defect of the recommendations was that

they were based upon information and evidence given before the War so

that, in sane instances, they were somewhat out-of-date.51

substantial increases had occurred in grants payable as the result of

the Special Schools Regulations of l9lli., this was an extremely valid

criticin.

Later, when more time had. been devoted to the reading of the

Report, W.R. Davies, 52 one of these officials, drafted a Memorandum upon

the question of secondary schools for blind girls. Late In 1917, the

National Institute for the Blind, led by ita Chairman, Sir Arthur

Pearson, had purchased 'The Cedars', Chorley Wood, with the Intention of

50()p. cit., pp. 14.9 if.

5 Ed. 2L/138l.

52William Robert Davies (1870-1%9), Who Was Who, 191.1-5Q, p. 296.
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foui'ilhtg a secondary school for girls there, although for the duration

of the hostilities, the building was used as an Officers' hospital.

Davies reconnnded to Fisher that there should be a close link between

the new school and Norm ad College, mainly because the College had had

long experience in prcrriding SUCh higher education for the bli nil as had

been atttpted. Furthermore, it appeared that the only obvious

opportunities for better educated bUxid wanen were in teaching, a course

conducted by the College assisted by State grants. Fmanoe was one of

Davies' a main concerns so he pointed out to the President that the other

two mp1 reoo.mnendations of the Depariental Coasittee were that there

should be increased aid f or professional training and, also, improved

arrangements for industrial training.53

Capitation grants for professional training were £7 per head

which, acoording to Davies, represented only a very small fraction of the

cost in residential institutions. Therefore, he estimated at about £20

per head the increased capitation grant desirable for a].1 courses of

professional training in existence plus any new ones which might be

established for se years, the existing secondary school for boys at

Worcester and any new secondary school for girls which might be founded.

A total sum of about £6,000 would, he believed, adequately cover the

projected outlay if it were restricted to professional courses and

secondary school courses. However, industrial courses were far mere

numerous than professional courses and so if the new grants were extended

to thsm a vastly increased sum would be required.

53Ed. 50/84.,
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In the dilenuia facing the Board of Education Davies reccxxended that

some officers of the Boaxd should meet the Advisory Coeittee for further

discussions on financial aid to blind welfare.

Nean asserted that the Board of Education should do nothing

without consulting Sir Arthur Pearson as HE was the new Advisory Cimittee

and he h4 his own ahoeme, This plan, the Objet ed.ical Officer

acknowledged, would be advanced on the best possible lines whenever it

began, whether or not the Board of Education recognised it, because

Pearson poa8esaed great wealth to back his ideas. At the same time a8

Newman was onmitting these views to a Minute, other officials were

revealing their under-estimation of Pearson by doubting, in a review of

various aspects of the Xeport, whether he arid his colleagues

a1nistering the funds raised in recent campaigns on behalf of the

blind, believed that the provision of a secondary school for blind girls

had a strong claim upon them. 	 iese officials concluded that it could

be inferred from the Cmmittee's Beport that the provision of such a

girls' adool was not of pressing importance, for that body had stated

only that the Education Authorities should consider whether the provision

of such a school would be an advantage.55

5ga. 50/84..

55Ed. 50/84..
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3. The Early Work of the Advisory Committee on the Blind

Earlier, in February, 1918, Eioholz had attended a Conference

at the National Institute for the Blind where he had heard Pearson

announce, to 230 delegates from 117 institutions and societies for the

blind, that the Government had decided to :hnplement the recommendations

of the Inter-Departmental Committee on the Blind, with reference to the

establishment of, first]!y, a central authority and, also, an Advisory

Committee. Pearson then asked the members to present themselves on the

platform as he cafled out their names, and he began with the Chairman,

Stephen Walsh, 6 the Parliamentary Secretary to the Local Government

Boaid, U. Wilson, 57 Guy Campbell58 and H. Stainsby59 who were the

leading members of the Cmiittee which numbered 11 persons.

Among subjects which would not be debated because, accorM to

Pearson, they were uncontroversial, were the definition of blindnea,

the notification of opthi1mi a neonatortin, defective blind children,

some educational measures not specified and the secondary education of

blind girls. He continued by announcing to the Conference the scheme

of the N.I.B. to establish a new secondary school for blind girls at

Chorley Wood, after which the functions of the new Comnittee were

outlined. These were to ernttrie and :initiate proposals covering the whole

field of blind welfare incli4ing education, after which they were expected

to make recommendations to the Local Government	 6l

6Stephen Walsh (1859-1929), t*B, 1922-30, pp. 80 if.
57H.J. Wilson, Secretary of Gardner's Trust.

Cuy CampbeU, Principal of Norwood College.
Stainsby, Secretary of the N.I.B.
50/88.
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It was also announced that consultations had been held with

H.A.L. Fisher, the President of the Board of Education, who was favourably

disposed to iiiroving the education of the blind, either through the

Education Bill or otherwise. The President had also suggested that

the Advisory Coninittee should exajnire the Bill and make any

reczimendatious for it improvement, for although their elementary

education could hardly be bettered, there were considerable opportunities

for the improvement of secondary and technical facilities. Another

speaker mentioned the iestion of the provision, in the Education Bill,

of facilities for blind education after school age by mesus of

continuation achoola, but after further discussion it was decided to

refer the whole matter to the Advisory Committee for their deliberationa2

In April, 1918, it was announced that the Advisory Cittee had

formed a sub-committee to consider the qiestion of the prevention of

blindness and, at a preliminary meeting on 30th April, 1918, the

secretary, E.D. Macgregor6 was directed to ask the Board of Education

for details of the number of centres and schools for pupils with

defective vision, and the number being educated at these establishments

in proportion to the total population. In addition, the sub-committee

sought details of the general system of training in these schools and

the outstanding differences amongst the various systems. It is

symptomatic of the esteem in which he was held that this letter was

addressed to Dr. Eicho1z.

62	 5(),/5

Dickson Macgregor (1886-1950), Who Was Who, l9Zfl-5Q, p. 728.
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e suisnarised the existing situation in a most lucid Minute,

in the course of which he explained that the education of partially-sighted

children was conducted, generally, in one of three ways. These were

education in L.E.A. special schools, other than schools for the blind,

in separate classes, apart from totally blind pupils in residential.

institutions and, thirdly, in ordinary classes for blind pupils which

were not, officially, considered wholly suitable. Then Eicholz traced

the agitation for the education of partially-sighted children back to

1912 when the L.C.C. had begun schools for pupils with this affliction,

so the movement was a comparatively new one. After this important

exploratory work several other L.E.Aa. had expanded their provision for

those children although the powers still at that time were permissive

and the country was not adequately furnished with such eatablislaents.

London, the best example, had possibly provided sufficient aceunodation

but this had only been recently achieved by the extension of temporary

acconmiodatiort so that, by May, 1918, the Metropolis possessed 300 school

places in 114. centres throughout its vast area.6

Classification of the various types of partially-sighted children

then followed, an inevitable procedure in these times, and one not

wholly dispensed with yet. Pupils suffering fran myopia astigmatism,

interstititial. keratitis, choroiditis, cataracts (after operations) and

corneaj. nebulae and opacities constituted the category of partially-

sighted children in the offical view. Of these afflications, myopic

cases provided fran 50 to 80 percent of the pupils in average attendance,

but there were still isolated cases where partially-sighted children were

65	
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taught along with blind pupils by nthods appropriate to the latter

66affliction.

Once again the usual L.E.A. classification was extremely rigid,

because according to Eicholz, myopes were pexitted to attend these

special schools only when the cane within the range of 5 to 15 diopters

at any period during their school life. At Bradford, on3y, the authority

attempted to p1ae myopic children in special schools at the earliest

ages possible. To achieve this, the teachers in the elementary schools

were exhorted to watch for pupils suffering from ccnstant headaches;

for children who continually knitted their brows during lessons; for

any pupils who constantly peered at their work, and to report any other

scholars who failed to see distant objects. After medical eXamination

the children then attended the speoial school as early as possible,

provided that vacancies existed. There, these pupils were fitted with

spectacles and given opthalmological eza,ninations every three months

and, as a result of these punctilious arrangements, it had been

discovered that, after about two years, the affliction remained

stationary in most oases. Therefore, Eicholz believed that once the

procedure had. been established for a few years, it would be possible to

return the pupils to the elementary schools at a later age and then to

keep them under close observation with periodical optha].mologica].

exeinations.6

The Bradford authority believed that, apart from cases of

congenital defect, the opic children probably suffered from the strain

66 50/88
50/88.
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of weakened tissues after exantheinatous diseases and that special Care,

including education in Open Mr schools, should be provided for them,

especially if they were in the early stages of iopia. However, the

rigid classification principles were again the barrier, for Bradford

reserved its Open Air schools for delicate children and. n*yopic pupils

did not cane within this category, so until the end of the War they were

debarred froe the most suitable schools. 8

Special methods of instruction in the myopic schools included

good lighting of the clasarooma, specially constructed desks and. wall

and roller blackboards in addition to curricu].wn adaptations. To avoid

any possible eye-strain, there was a liberal inclusion of oral wk in

the lessons whilst the P.T. and manual training 'were specially modified.

Usually, myopic pupils were not taught to read Braille but if the

Medical Officers of the local authorities or the institutions diagnosed

certain pupils as likely to suffer from total blindness eventually, or

as being unable to lead 'sighted' lives, then Braille was taught to them

Although there had never been an inquiry into the education of

partially-sighted children, Eicholz contended that the available figures

showed that children leaving the myopic schools obtained fairly steady

employment. However, the occupations cited as suitable - messengers,

shop, paper and cardboard industries, box making, dock labourers and.

errand boys - were only menial. He was not able to c ornpare the quality

of the situations obtained in the London area by these children with

the positions secured in Bradford, a oczaparison 'ich would have been

68	 50/88.
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most interesting because, in London, myopic pupils spent some time in

the ordinary public elementary schools for their oral work whilst, in

Bradford, their whole school life was spent in the myopic schools, a

70
policy auited only to large schools.

In May, 1918, Pelh*m aid EiCholz discussed with L.G.B. representa-

tivea the source from which maintenanoe allowances should be provided

for Poor Law scholars, and explained that there were precedents for the

Board of Education aiding audi expenditure, although the alternative was

for the monies to be dealt with as a part of the genera]. problem of

aiding the indigent blind. Once Eioholz and his colleague. had explained

the permissive powers of the L.E.Aa., the L.G.B. representatives

admitted their previous misinterpretation of the permissive powers and

suggested that the course of action preferred was to encourage the

L.E.As. to exercise these powere aid, if they did not respond, then

other means would have to be devised.71

PeTh proposed that the grants paid by the Board of Education

to residential institutions should continue at fixed rates, which was

simpler than assessing amounts on a percentage of the expenditure, for

there were often insurmountable difficulties in deciding what

expenditure ranked for grant. Uiillk!e some talks in the past between

the two Goverxent departments, ti. meeting adjourned with a general

agreement over policy to be pursued and an understaiing that, in the

future, the two Boards would act closely together.72

7°d. 50/88.
71Ed. 50/88.
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A month later, in the light of a re-consideration of the

Memorandum of the Advisory Caninit tee as affected by the discussions,

Peiham wrote to the L.G.B. clAlm(ng that the experience of the Board

of Education was that grants were most effective in encouraging L.E.Ag.

to utilise their permissive powers when they were paid direct to them.

It was, therefore, the intention of the Board of Education to pay to

the LE.AS. a grant of 50 per cent of any expenditure they incurred on

training and malntenance but this still left the problem of the p&yment

of grants to children not sent by the local authorities, a category

which included Poor Law pupils. In such oases, the Board of Education,

concluded that the system of fixed grants was the most satisfactory,

so they intended, subject to Treasury approval, to pay grant at a rate

of £9 per day pupil and £16 lOs. Od. for a residential student.73

The activities of the Advisory Conit tee continued and, in late

1918, it set up an Educational Sub-Caninittee which inediately invited

Dr. Eicholz to meet them for some general discussions. To his

iimazement he discovered that the Sub-Committee had a roving commission

to foUow its own interests and to make reports of the discussiona and

inquiries as and when it felt such a course was necessary. Eicholz

realised that the discussion was informal, to the extent that be was

ccmpeUed to rebuke some members who attented to strengthen the

position of the Board of Education by proposing resolutions on educational

affairs outside the scope of their investigations. Yet despite his

difficulties, Eicholz found that the discussions were friendly and, he

believed, helpful to the members of the Sub-Committee, so much so, in

73Ed. 50/88.
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fact, that he recommended that if the terms of the reference altered

then the Board of education should be ready to assist.7

Firstly, the Sub-Committee wished to discuss the P.T. provided

in day schools for the blind, particularly in L.C.C. ohools. In the

majority of schools, the time allocated for P.r. 	 three periods of

20 minutes per week which was identical to the allocation of time in

normal elementary schools and, due to the demands of other subjects,

Eicholz believed that extra time could not be requested. On the

problem of apparatus drilling in day schools there was dissension ainorg

two members of the Conmiittee but it was impossible to insist upon such

a form of P.T. when the staffs in the L.C.C. blind schools were either

blind or elderly women. Myope schools were another topic upon which

there was some unease, but Eicbolz resolved these problems by an

explanation along the lines of his report to the Advisory Committee

where he had described, in sane detail, the position of myopes who

m{ght become totally blixd.75

Musical training was raised by the Sub-Committee and, once again,

there was internal diasention among some members, particularly Campbell

and Stainaby, about the age at which ath training should begin. Only

day schools for blind pupils 'were criticised and both Stainaby and

Campbell urged the adoption of aural methods, sometimes known as the

York-Trotter system, a method of modern teaching developed for sighted

children in private families and which included tuition in rhythm, tone,

recognition and simple harmony. This method was, in the opinion of

Ed. 50/68.
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Eicholz, attractive arid intelligent and he recommended that it should

be fitted in to the curriculum of schools for the blind, but unfortunately

the signs re that the excessive emphasis placed upon musical training

for the blind, a legacy of the late 19th Century, was already out-moded

for not only did Sir Arthur Pearson expreBs strong doubts as to the

value of this training compared with commercial training for blind

persons, but some institutions were opposed to musical treining except

for students with exceptional ta].ents.6

Campbell then raised the question of the standard of minimal

educational teats for instructors of handicraft in blind schools, a

problem that Eioholz had raised some months previously with the College

of Teachers of the Blind, for he had often been appalled at tI ir lack

of erudition. He had advocated that the College should examine

handicraft teachers in the same mariner as they did the teachers of the

normal subjects in schools for the blind and the College was seriously

considering the problem. As Campbell, himself, Wilson aid Stainaby

were all members it seemed an irrelevant question to raise before the

College produced a scheme aid submitted it b the Board of Education for

recognition, but it was evident that Campbell had raised the issue in

order to ventilate yet another disagreement with Stainsby. Their

discord was, apparently, over the ciestion of the type of man to train

as handicraft teachers, one desiring good craftsmen who would enter the

College for general education whilst the other wanted unakil]ed men to

enter the College for general education aid the specialiaed craft tuitionT?'

6Ed. 50/88.
77Ed. 50/88.
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Earlier in the year, Eioholz had been astonisbed at the low

intellectual level of craft teachers in the senior blind schools.

He felt that they ca, aLmost entirely, from the artisan classes and

were unable to promote a real educational ideal whether as regarded

mode of life, commerical outlook or industrial intelligence. As a

result of Eicholz' a complaints the College had formed a sub-committee

to consider the situation and had been assisted by the Education

Sub-Committee of the L.C.C. Advisory Committee on the Blind.

Sir Arthur Pearson had obtained the country house known as '1 Cedars',

Chorley Wood, Hertfordshire, as a gift and he invited Eicholz to inspect

it as a suitable establishment for a Training College for Handicraft

Teachers and as a normal practising school. Ejcholz had been delighted

with the premises when he visited it and. when Stainaby had asked one of

his staff to investigate the possibility of utilising the house under

such a scheme, the H.M.I. called at the National Institute for the Blind

and. suggested suitable headings for the inquiry and the report.78

To Eioholz, however, with his usual concern for the handicapped

child and his deep interest in the teaching provided for them, the

immediate problems were connected with two comments made by the

Departuental Committee regarding the teaching in blind schools. These

critical remarks referred to physical training and musbál training plus

the methods of detection of aptitudes for training. Eicholz was so

concerned that he immediately met the recently constituted Educational

Sub-Committee of the Local Government Advisory Cittee on the Blind,

in October, 1918, to discuss the situation with particular reference to

the L.C.C. day schools for the blind. In all, 6 day centres and 2 centres

7 d. 50/88.
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for older children which were partly day and partly residential centres

were disonased for the day centres were, apparently, staffed largely with

blind wn teachers and other elderly wen who were neither qualified

nor able to give more than simple instructions in P.T. or music, These

unsatisfactory circumstances meant that these particular schools were,

therefore, certainly no better than ordinary public elementary schools

whereas blind pupils required more attention in these vital abjects

than did normal children,79

Eicholz believed that musics]. training had two distinct purposes

as far as blind education was concerned, the first of which was the early

detection of qecia]. aptitudes in the subject so that the pupils could

be transferred, at early ages, to suitable schools for the blind with

a view to vocational training. Secondly, Bicholz suggested that music

brought new interests and new modes of expression to blind children who

were restricted frcn most of the environmental necessities of life.

Still most concerned after this meeting, Eicholz contacted Sir Robert

Blair who had also given evidence to the Departmental Committee on

behalf of the L.C.C., and another meeting was arranged, this time with

all the Head Teachers of the L.C.C. blind and myope schools. It appeared

frc*u this Conference that unqualified class teachers gave their blind

pupils about 15 minutes daily in organised P.T. lessons although about

10 minute a extra had been given in pre-War days, the reduced period

being due to the shortening of sessions during War time. To Eicholz,

7 a. 50,/88.
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this total time spent on P.T. lessons was cipletely inadequate as he

considered that, with 5 hours daily for schooling, at ].eaat hour

should be devoted to P.T. For the majority of pupils in the schools

under consideration it appeared that music lessons consisted solely of

a form of vocal training, mainly imitative singing to pianoforte

acoosupaniment.

Deliberations then occurred and it was agreed unanimously that

a higher standard of teaching in both of the se subjects could be

achieved by using peripatetic staff, a system already practised by the

L.C.C. in their special schools for deaf and crippled pupils. Eicholz,

therefore, reconmiended to the Board of Education that it should submit

proposals to the L.C.C. for the appointment of specialist teachers in

P.T. and in the aura]. methods of musical training, the latter appointment

to be made with the proviso that the musical training should take the

form of one lesson of 30-40 minutes per week. Both these specialist

teachers were to be utilised to visit the schools and. to standardise

the tuition in their respective subjects.82

A main theme of the policy of the Board of Education in the

inzaediate post-War years was the improvement in the quality and

quantity of the teachers in the special schools. This desired

improvement was to be achieved by close co-operation with various

exajnining bodies and organised unions of teachers. In the case of the

blind, the College of Teachers of the Blind was the body which concted

an exaaination in Methods of Teaching in Schools for Blind Children.

This exaination was officially recognised by the Board of Education and

81Ed 50/88.
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if the College ever failed to conduct their examinations, then the

Board would have had to t aIce over, so that when the College applied

in April, 1920, for financial assistance in their examination work, the

Board of Education conirred and obtained Treasury approval to pay them

a sum of £10.83

Thus the Advisory Coisnittee maintained a supervisory brief over

blind education and by frequently calling upon Eicholz for his advice,

they maintained a gentle but continuous pleasure upon the Board of

Education in this sphere.

24., Developments in the Education of the Deaf in the Post-War Years

Teachers and others connected with the education of the deaf

children of Britain felt aggrieved that the blind were receiving such

attention whilst there was no equivalent interest in the deaf.

Towards the end of 1917, the Executive of the National Association of

Teachers of the Deaf corresponded with the Board of Education to suggest

that a comprehensive survey of deaf education was overdue as the Royal

Commission report of i88z-.88 was then a]most thirty years old. A

Depar1nental Committee was proposed to study the trends of various

movements which re in progress althougja, it was conceded, there hail

been substantial progress since the Board of Education had commenced

its operations.

83Ed. 50/85.
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Matters for consideration, according to the Executive, were

the prob].eias of school age and. whether there should be earlier admission

or later duration of the tuition. Nursery achoo1 for deaf children

was another point upon aicb the N.A.T.D. felt there could be some

investigations as was also the question of trade teaching during the

schooling period aiid its possible extension afterwards. Again it was

suggested that methods of teaching with a view to the recomnendation

of improvements was a further subject for the inquiry and then there

was, in addition, the persistent theme of the era, the question of the

classification of the afflicted pupils. Finally, the Executive's

proposals included the investigation of the needs for the special

training of teachers of the deaf plus an inquiry into the after-care

work for deaf persons and their employment and superv'i sion.5

Eicholz felt that the N.A.T.D. was not only actively campaigning

for a Ipartmental Coimnittee but that it had other demands. Criticism

of the Board of Education for the in.foxnation on deaf education contained

in the Reports of the Chief Medical Officer had appeared in the journal

of the Association as had a claim that the administration of deaf

education should be conducted by the Elementary Branch of the Board of

Education rather than the Medical Branch. 86 This latter claim was

influenced by two recent occurrences, the first being the announcement

of new supplementary grants for public elementary schools from which the

special schools were excluded, and the improvement in the salaries of

teachers in those schools which, again, did not ply to staffs of the

special schools.

85	 50/84..
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Peiham was faced with a difficult task when he attempted to

assess the situation for he was aware that the teachers of the deaf were

already aggrieved at the extra attention focussed upon the blind. ail

that they believed that the interests of the deaf were being overlooked

in the various schemes for re-construction.	 irtherniore, he believed

that Eicholz was at sce disadvantage in expressing opinions upon the

recent coninunication because if it was accepted that a Departmental

Conmittee should be appointed to investigate the proposed points in

the letter, then their main business would be to survey axid, if

necessary, to criticise the tharacter of the education given in special

schools for the deaf. For the previous twenty years, the BoarI's

educational policy toeards these schools had been based largelyton the

HJLI. 's advice so that a suggestion that the inquiry, as proposed, was

unnecessary could well be misunderstood, although Eicholz, himself,

professed no misgivings about it. 87

The necessity for this proposed survey was, in PeTh.am' s view,

insufficient at least so far as the education given in the special

schools was concerned and, furthermore, he doubted whether the suggestion

had any substantial backing. Eicholz believed that the special

instruction in schools for deaf pupils was on a more satisfactory basis

than in the special schools for the blind, so no disagreement was likely

in this aspect of the proposed inveatigatiori.

Urgency, in the case of deaf education, existed only on this

question of the triining of teachers and on this point there had been

several discussions.89

8 Bd. 50/84..
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Also, it is worthy of note that the consu].tationa between officials

of Manchester University and the Board of Education, plus son

representatives of the National College of Teathers of the Deaf, were

in progress at this time with the aim of foimding a Department of

Education of the Deaf in Manchester where teachers of deaf pupils could

be trained in the most suitable environment. 	Deapite the subsequent

success of these negotiations, the Board of Education remained

consistent in their policy of seeking an improvement in the quality and

quantity of the teachers in special schools by enlising the co-operation

of ermining bodies and teachers' association, in this case the N.0 .T.D.

Through this body, the Board continued to recognise the teaching

diplomas issued since 1909 by various coninations of teachers of the

deaf but, in 1921, aided financially by the Board of Education, the

Erayn(nation Board of the N.0 .T.D. took over arid awarded its diploma to

aucoesaful candidates, all of whom were teaching in schools for the

deaf but who were officially unqualifled for this work although they may

have possessed a noimal teaching qm1i-fication.

Newman felt that discontent amongst the teachers of the deaf could

be lessened considerably when, ax]. if, the Board of Education was enabled

to arinounoe increased grants for special schools, but that bigger

financial aid would necessitate greater supervision by the Board over

the schools and the trwinlng of these teachers.9 	 However, the problems

905ee A.C. Ewing, British Journal of Educational Stwlies, May, 1956,
Vol. IV, No. 2, pp. 103-128.
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of the training of teachers of the deaf continued to exercise the

iwjji of the senior officials at the Board and so a Deputation was

received in November, 1918, when the negotiations for the foundation of

the Manchester school were oomple ted. Lord Sheffield 92 introduced

the delegates of whcm the most vociferous was WiUiam Nelson?3 the

Headmaster of the Manchester Residential School for the Deaf, and he

objected strongly to any proposed institution for training teachers of

the deaf being situated in London because the schools in London were

so sinai]. and unevenly distributed when what was wanted was a large and

specially classified institution in which studies could be conveniently

pursued. Nelson was pressing the claims of his own school which had,

already, been adopted as the Practising School for the students of the

new Department of the Education of the Deaf, University of Manchester,

and there are, also, good reasons for suspecting that he was seeking to

ingratiate himself with Sir James Jones 9 in order that he might be

appointed as the new Lecturer in the Education of the Deaf.95

By November, 1919, the shortage of trained teachers of the deaf

was very critical for no suitable male teachers, qualified, or unqualified,

could be obtained in response to advertisements with the result that

some schools were so short of teachers that they were placing 16 to 20 deaf

children in their classes. Nelson claimed that, in his establishment,

he had no difficulties on this particular point for he had sufficient

teachers to have less than 10 pupils per class. Pe].ham and Eicholz

var1 Liyulph Stanley, !fth Baron Sheff].d (1839-1925), ]B, 1922-30,
p. 805.

93William Nelson (1863-1926), Obituary, The Teacher of the Deaf,
February, 1926, pp. 1 ft.

94.Sir James Jones (184.3-1922), Who Was Who, l916-28, p. 565.

95P.H. itterfield, British Journal of Educational Studie g, February, 1971.
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represented the Board of Education at an interview about this time

with some eminent Headmasters of Deaf Schools, amongst whom were Nelson

and. A.J. Storey and during the discussions Storey asserted that

improved propaganda in the normal Training Colleges on behalf of teaching

of the deaf was most desirable, although salaries, also, were important.

Eicholz urged upon the delegati the importance of unqualified teachers

taking the exminatione of the Joint Examination Board, but Storey did

not be].*e that the difficulty isy there becanse teachers obtained

increased salaries and prospects for the successful completion of their

Diploma studies. He suggested that careers as teachers of the deaf had

proved sufficiently attractive in the past and would continue to do so in

the future provided that prospective teachers were informed of the

possibilities of teaching the deaf at an earlier stage of their training.

The Board of Education, in his opinion, could improve the position if

they recognised and then paid grants for student teachers in deaf schools,

but here Peiham pointed out that the Board were paying grants for Bursars

definitely committed to teaching, one condition being that the candidates

should spend a year as student teachers or in attendance at Training

Colleges, although Schools for the Deaf were not recognised for this

purpose. The policy of the Board of Education in this respect was that

student teachers should observe ordinaxy school work and, furthermore,

they did not usually reside sufficiently near to special schools to attend

there part-time. Although Peiham accepted the constrmctive suggestion

that the Board' s Regulations on this point should be modified, he believed

9 Arthur John Storey (1861p-1938), Who Was Who, 1929-4Q, p. 1300.



that such action would not rapidly affect the existing situation and,

in any case, he foresaw that the Manchester scheme would, in the long

term, provide all the necessary teachers,97

Howeier, the delegates did not accept these suggestions and it

was pointed out that the real difficulty was the scarcity of male

teachers for they disliked the residential life and the superv-isary

duties. These added to the extra year' a training involved and the

further em(ntion, resulted in lower salaries than they would have

obtained in the public elementary schools without the extraneous duties.

Amelioration of the situation was proposed by the adoption by the Board,

of a two—point plan which involved the attraction of teachers at an

earlier stage through the award of grants for student teachers in special

schools, to the local authorities.96

Secondly, the delegates pressed the Board to insist upon adequate

salaries at certified special schools, for some schools were virtually

wasting the grants of the Board by employing inefficient and inadequately

paid staff. With such extra ocinwitments in deaf schools, Storey believed

that to compete with the public elementary schools, the salaries for the

teachers in special schools would have to be about 10 per cent greater

for, despite the high cost of living, subsistence was not very attractive.

When Peiham asked if the delegates required the Board to fix the minimum

salary, the members at first agreed, but after further dá'liberation, they

modified their attitude because Nelson pointed out that minimum scales

97Ed. 50,1]J4.
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were likely to make it difficult to give high salaries in special

instance a.

Peiham then questioned the delegate 8 on the topic of the number

of men teachers training for careers in deaf schools, at Manchester

University school and was informed that there were none and that it would

be difficult to attract ay students from normal Training Colleges at that

time. Possibilities of obtaining ex-officers for training were then

discussed with the condition that the costs of their training were to

be financed by the Ministry of Pensions' grants. It was thought that

this action might lower the standard of teaching if these candidates were

permitted to teach in deaf schools after short courses. Twenty teachers

of poor quality would seriously affect the stathards of deaf education

in Britain, especially as they rose to senior positions in the schools,

but it was agreed that a slight modification of the entrance qualifications

was acceptable as demobilised men were already being accepted for normal
100Training Colleges.

All the delegates doubted whether these men could pass the

examinations of the Joint Examination Board and so there appeared to be

two alternatives, either to grant this Diploma after a lapse of time or

to grant it on the receipt of a recndation of Head Teachers.

However, the discussions proved inconclusive upon this point although it

was agreed that they still had to take precautions to ensure that neither

the standards of teaching were lowered nor the prospects of these new

recruits to the profession damaged. Peiham suggested that a pilot scheme

with six ax-officers of minimum educational qualifications equivalent

to the Cambridge Senior Local Examination, should be initiated to inoitBie

99Ed. 50/144.
oo 50/144.
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a year' a course at Manchester.101

Not for the first time, there was criticism of the administration

of the Board of Education, mainly voiced by Nelson who casplained

bitterly that demobilised teachers who had not passed the eemir'ations

of the Joint Board were being summoned to appear before that body for

the purposes of practical tests. He asserted that his three best men

were concerned and that they had refused to ccinply with such requests

which, if repeated, would result in their departure to the ordinary

elementary schools. Nelson believed that such requests were infringing

the arrangements previously made with the Board of Education, although

his three teachers were prepared to submit to inspection of their work

by H.M.Is. In answer to these criticisms, Peiham appeared quite

concerned and conceded that such requests might seem rather unnecessary

but that they were justified as they provided a uniform procedure for

those cases.l2 Even in such cases and in such critical times, the

bureaucratic approach was more concerned with the regularity of

administrative procedures than it was with the essential problem of the

times, the shortage of men teachers of suitable quality in schools for

deaf children.

Finally, although the Board of Education agreed that ex-soldiers

should receive most rnathe tic treabsent, they believed that, in the

interests of the men themselves, they should receive diplomas equal to

those obtained by other teachers in deaf schools. So each maii had to

provide a statement of his service, a report upon his efficiency as a

l01	 50/)J
lO2	 50/11,4.
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teacher prior to his enlistment in the Forces and another upon his

efficiency by his present Head Teacher. A report fran his Head Teacher

was not to be given until he had served six months in the school after

1u demobilisation and, to qualify for the diploma, he also had to have

taught in the school from two to three years)03

At this time, Eicholz was demanding that the raising of the

school leaving age to 18 years in the case of blind pupils althgh deaf

pupils were leaving at 16 years of age. He also wanted the age of corn-

pu].sory attendance at school of blind and. deaf pupils lowered to five

years of

Storey had, in fact, by a coniprehensiv Memorandum influenced

Eicholz's views upon the desirability of equipping the National Bureau for

Promoting the Welfare of the Deaf properly so that it could control the

work of obtaining the full anmnities necessary for the well-being of the

deaf because by their scattered incidence and physical detect, they were

unlikely to benefit by the Board of Education's provisions for hearing

persons. In the opinion of Storey, the National Bureau for Promoting

the Welfare of the Deaf had the duty of ensuring that this work was done

105but not of doing it.

War had interriip ted the work of the Bureau and with many of its

staff joining the Forces it had. had to operate during the course of the

War with any part-time assistance available. However, Storey contended

that the Bureau had conferred many benefits upon the deaf including most

lO3	 50/87.
l0L 24/1380.
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of the credit for the establishment of the new Department at

Manchester and. the institution, through Dr. Kerr Love, of research

into the origins of congenital deafness which had, undoubtedly,

established the relationship between syphilis and deafness. In addition,

the Bureau had. published the first Directory of Schools and Afteru.Care

Societies for the Deaf besides which the Arnold Library, the most

valuable collection of books on the deaf, was housed in its preinisea)

Then Storey drew up a plan of the lines along which he believed

the Bureau should develop, the first of which was the inevitable

classification and then the prevention plus the care and treatment of

the affliction. It was also necessary to consider the suitable

educational treatment of the deaf infant, the lowering of the compulsory

school age and any other matters which were conducive to the greatest

efficiency of school work. Subsequently, the Bureau should be

responsible for the care and training of deaf adolescents and adults

v&iilat, at the same time, conducting propaganda to educate the gexra].

public on the plight of the deaf in society.107

Although Eicholz, in a Minute to Pelhwn, sane time previously,

had claimed that the alternative venues for the ireau were Manchester

or London, he emphasised, most fervently, that the proper situation for

the National Bureau was London because the Metropolis possessed the

greatest concentration of deaf-mutes in the country. Furthermore, the

interest and. influence of the deaf had to be centred upon the Capital,

the natural position for the centralisation of such an important national

concern. A further point was that although he admitted the power of

6Ed 50/814..
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the Nelson-Jones alliance, backed as it was by Jones's vast wealth,

to make it assume a permanent character, he was influenced by the fact

that Nelson was due to retire, sooner or later, and then the personal

centre of the grants might not remain in Manchester. In any case, he

was strongly opposed to the location of a national movement where it

was at the mercy of temporary circumstances such as the presence of a

dcenjnant Headmaster. London, finally, had the great advantage that

when the Bureau was re-established upon a sound basis, it would always

be possible to secure good administrators provided that the salaries

were suitably high)°8

At this time, also, Ejcholz was actively advocating increased

salary scales for teachers in schools for the deaf With the additions

to be made by increments, one for effective service and a second for

professional qualifications. In this way only, be believed, could the

teachers' apprehensions about the future treatment of special schools be

alleviated.109

of the C
of

Another group of people who worked assiduously during the Great

War for their cause were the supporters of the Central Association for

Mental Welfare, led by their Secretary, the formidable Miss Fox, another

of the number of female social workers of outstanding calibre who

108Ed. 50/&i..
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emerged during the early decades of the 20th Century. However, before

the new body could determine its course of action it had to discover

the exact interests and powers of the two Government departments

concerned with the supervision of mentally handicapped. persons.

The Board of control was set up as the result of the

recoendationa of the Royal Conunission on the Care & Control of the

eeble-Minded, and in December, 1915, a conference was held between the

representatives of the Board of Education, Eicholz and Peihain, and the

new Department. At this meeting, the discussion centred upon the

problem of institutions which had to be certified by both departments

and so, foreseeing causes of possible friction, Sir William Byrne°

suarised the points at issue. According to this epitome, the older

institutions had become certified establia1mienta under the Mental

Deficiency Act, 1913, so that the Board of Control was responsible for

them by Statute in all n.tters connected with their supervision,

management and control. In addition, the Secretary of State was

empowered by the same legislation to make regulations for the

administration of certified institutions, so Byrne asserted that the

Board of Education had no powers at a].]. in respect of these establishments

and he firmly expected Eicho].z and Pe].ham to acknowledge this.111

What was required, according to Byrne, was to devise a scheme for

the joint administration of any institutions which would become special

choola under the Elementary *ducation (Defective & Epileptic Children)

1108ir ViUiam Patrick Byrne (1859-1935), Who Was Who, 1929-J4.0, p. 205.
'11 zd. 50/151.
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Acts. Although it had been agreed between the two departments that

there were no insuperable difficulties in the regulations issued by

the Board, Byrne felt that two sets of regulations for n'k.gers of

institutions was the cause of substazitia]. trouble to them, 50 he

advocated that the two Boards should attempt to frame a set of joint
112

regulations to cover the statutory obligations of both.

Byrne, therefore, proposed that with regard to inections all

the reports and suggestions to the managers of certified institutions,

made by H.M.Is. should be sent to the Board of Control which, if they

agreed with them, could forward them to the institution concerned.

Any differences of opinion on this point could, in his view, be resolved

by either a joint inspection of the institution concerned or,

alternatively, by a consultation between the two departments.

Classification, inevitably, was the next topic and, in this respect,

Byrne recommended that this should be left to the authorities in charge

of the institutions but that it ought to be subject to the supervision

and control of his Board, which would always be amenable to advice and

co-operation from the Board of Education. Then, with regard to

institutions which were certified by the Board. of Control but which

contained a ama].]. number of cases under the Board of Education, Byrne

advocated that they should be dealt with along the lines already proposed.

However, in the institutions which were mainly the concern of the Board

of Education, the special achools, where there were a limited number of

cases supervised by his department unler the Mental Deficiency Act, 1913,

112Ed. 50/151.
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he suggested that the Board of' Education should be the fin1

authority for all cases aged 7 to 16 years and. that the regulations

of his Department should be adapted, as far as possible, to the

regulations of the other Department, with all reports and suggestions

frau the Board of Control going first to the other Board before being

despatched to the Managers concerned. Pinafly, it was agreed that if

any institution, in the future, which was wholly or mainly a4n'4nistered

by one Board wished to alter its status, then the other Board should

be consulted.3

However, the superficial cordiality at the meetings was not a

true reflection of the sentiments entertained by the senior officials

at the Board of Education for the new Department. In their dealings

with the Board of Control, these officials had stressed that it was

essential that the Board of Education did not do the work of the the

Board and emphasis was laid on two points, the first being that any

schools for mentally defective children were useless unless an

institution existed for any pupils needing further residential treatment

when they left school. Secondly, they contended that the teaching given

in the special sth ools should have direct reference to the fonu of

colony life which they would lead after their transfer at 16 years of age.

Schools for mentally defective pupils were of three categories, the

first being day schools provided by the L.E.As. and then there were two

types of residential institutions, those provided by L.E.As. out of the

rates and those by voluntary bodies. It was conceded that in

institutions provided by L.E.As. out of the rates, the Board of Education

U3Ed 50/151.
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was in a weak position because the Board of Control had responsibilities

there under the Mental Deficiency Act, 1913. However, in day schools,

there was a minority of pupils needing to be sent on to re8identia1

institutions in urban areas which, frequently, were incapable of

providing direct preparation for work in colonies which were in rural

areas. 1314.

Other conferences were held in May, 1961, and M, 1917, at the

first of which Byrne, frs. Pinsent and Dr. Rotherhamli5 represented tle

Board of Control and Eicholz and Peiham the Board of Education, this

group becoming the co-ordinating comnittee of the two Boards. At this

first Conference the proliferation of bureaucracy was discussed in the

problems arising when three Government departments, the Home Office, the

Board of Control and. the Board of Education all certified particular

institutions. In such instances, it was felt that it was undesirable

for numbers of these establishments to increase without any provision

being nude for the permanent care of any leavers who required it.

In addition, it was also agreed that in all cases of this certification

by more thai-i one department, the two departments which did not have the

controlling interest in the institution should limit the entry of the

cases fir which they were responsible. Thus eventually it was agreed

that Byrne's policy of the ultimate authority resting with the department

which possessed the predominant interest, was adopted. The second

conference developed the theme of permanent after-care of ].eavers from

4.Ed. 50/113.
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the institutions and, here, it was Peiham who asserted that his Board

fully accepted that it was e2tremely important to associate residential

schools for mentally defective children with colonies althDugh there

was the great difficulty that there was, frequently, insufficient space

for a colony and a school of adequate size. However, the Board of

Control representatives expressed the hope that the Board of Education

would, in the future, refuse to recogiiae axiy new residential schools

unless they also provided for children er the age of 16 years.

PeTham, however, could not accept this suggestion on behalf of his

department because there were economic difficulties at the sane time,

plus the fact that often the L.E A. and the Local Control authority

were not the sam, so he once again proposed the principle that the

final decisions should be left to the Board which had. the predominant

intere at. ii6

One of the reasons behind the detennination of the Board of

Education to secure after-care treatment for mentally defective pupils

was the fact that, even prior to the War, many L.E.As. were releasing

mentally and physically hanlicped pupils at the age of 14. years due

to parental pressure and. during the War this process had been accentuated

in the case of mentally defective pupils. It had become so bad that

even the L.C.C. had stopped prosecuting for non-attendance at M.D. schools.

Eicholz could not recommend retaining these pupils at school until the

age of 18 years so the legal position was that mentally defective

children renlal nirig at ath ool until 16 years of age and then not being

notified, statutorily became merged with the general population.117

50/151.
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By late 1917 the C .A.M.D. had prepared a Memorandum which set

out, in great detail, the policy which they recomnended for the

development of the services for the mentally deficient. They outlined

the circwnstanoes surrounding the passage of the Mental tficiency Act,

1913, after which they stated their serious concern that the Act was

in virtual abeyance. According to the available tatistica there were

about 66,509 persons in need of care in institutions, either for their

own safety or that of the populace. Then followed an urgent warning,

even for this enlightened body, of the prevalent fear of the era, that

defective women were more fertile than normal wn ath passed their

taint on to the next generation. Preservation of the individual of

defective stock and then allowing him full liberty not only to corrupt

others but also to reproduce, was to encourage racial degeneration and,

therefore, the C.A.M.W. deplored the fact that the Government and. the

comntry had unconsciously drifted into such a policy during the War)8

Tne C.A.M.D. recognised that the L.E.As. were responsible only

for those mentaUy defective children who were incapable of being

educated in a special school; children who were leaving these schools

unable to care for themselves and mentally defective children living in

undesirable circumstances. It was the duty of the L.E.Az. to notify

the Local Control Authority of these children but, the Association

contended, mary of them had seriously neglected their duty. As a reai1t,

many Local Control Authorities were ignorant of the idiots, imbeci].es and

moral imbeciles in their areas and, an even more serious matter, they

were also unaware of the feeble-minded boys and girls over 16 years of age

U8Ea. 50/151.
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iii their districts. No preventitive measures could be taken to

safeguard them, without notification, yet they could not be dealt with

under the Act until they had proved themselves incapable of safeguarding

their persons. Therefore, the Board of Education was exhorted to

insist, as far as possible, that the local education authorities should

carry out their duty of notification.119

As with other associations or groups of people interested in the

well-being of certain categories of handicapped children, the C.AJLD.,

from its earliest inception, took a great interest in the training of

teachers of the mentally defective children in special schools.

However, they had to ensure that the Board of Education recognised the

courses of training because lower salaries and longer training meant

that no recruits would ccine forward. To advance their views they

instituted three courses of training for these teachers, one annually

from 1915 when the first was held at Birmingham, for which purposes they

claimed grants from the Board of Education. Originally, the B1rni1nghan

course was recognised and grant paid under Chapter 2 of the Technical

Regulations, but it was subsequently decided, in February, 1916, that

future full-time vacation courses would be recognised under Article 42.

This decision meant that the basis of the grant award altered from 5/-

for every 20 student hours to one payth].e per student at rates determined

by the Board of Education, but the result was a slightly higher grant.

The London course followed and with its further anticipated profit, it

was decided to lower the fees for the Liverpool course and, also, to

restrict the number of students to forty, the aim of this action being

to give the participants more individual attention; to provide some

119Ed 50/151.
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practical work in the schools and to provide actual handwork, not

merely demonstrations. With these inrovements in the course, it was

hoped that the Board of Education would pay increased grants.12°

However, in March, 1917, the Board decided to review the basis

of their grant aid to these courses with the intention of settling upon

some more definite principles than had been. utilised previously.

A suggestion was me that the basis for fixing the grants was that all

fees charged to students should be low and. then any deficit due to an

excess of expenditure over income should be borne equally by the Board

of Education and the C.A.M.D, provided that the accounts of the

various courses were received very promptly. Nevertheless, the C.A.M.D.

would not accept the fact that it might be necessary, in the future,

to receive lower grants than they had been awarded for the earlier courses.

If the rate of grant per student was to vary with each course then

the Association felt unable to continue to organise the courses on a

purely speculative basis, as they were thus prevented from fixing the

fees of the students to cover the expenses of conducting the courses.

It was also contended by the C .A.M.D. that the Board of Education was

exceeding its powers in requiring that part of the expenditure should be

met from sources other than fees and grants, for Article 12 merely

stated that at least 25 per cent of the expenditure should be met from

sources other than grants. Such unimaginative administration by the

Board of Education would, in the opinion of the Executive of the C.A.M.D.,

discourage voluntary efforts in the organisation of similar COuraes)21

l20 50/117.
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In the opinion of Chambers, 2 the senior official in charge

of the finance of such courses, the real question was whether the Board

of Education considered it iiuportant that courses should be conducted

by bodies other than themselves and, secondly, whe thex' the State was

prepared to pay the whole costs after deducting any receipts which could

be claimed from the fees. Pullinger, 123 the H.M.I. concerned, believed

that the Board could organise the courses much better than any

voluntary bodies, unless these bodies were prepared to purchase the

privilege by bearing a part of the costs of such ventures. Chambers did

not conir on this issue because he felt that it invo]ed the Board

declaring that they were ready to conduct all the required courses at

their awn eenae. Furthermore, such a policy would not be popular

with such voluntary bodies at the C.A.M.D. which might claim, possibly

with some justification, that they could more efficiently conduct such

courses on behalf of the Board of Education. As much of this work was

non-local which meant that L.E.As. would not undertake it and bear part

of the costs unless they thought it was necessary for the benefit of

their own teachers, he saw no alternative to the voluntary bodies as

course organisers. Therefore, in his opinion, the essential point was

that where an L.E.A. was obtaining special value from courses for its

own teachers and conducting such courses on its own lines, subject to

the supervision of the Board of Education, there was no reason why it

should not contribute to the costs. However, when a voluntary body

122Sir Edmund Kerchever Chambers (l866-l95Z), Who Was Who, 1951-6Q, p. 197.

Puflinger (1866-1920), Who Was Who, l9l6-l92, p. 861.
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undertook non-local work, merely because it possessed a general zeal

f or the advancement of education, it was extxeme].y difficult to insist

that they should pay part of' the costs before they were allowed to

continue such work. Finally, Chambers accepted Scott' a assertion that

his Association should be given some idea of the total sum of the grants

they should be able to e xpect from the Board.12'

As a result of' the review of' the circumstances surrounding grant

aid for courses, the President of the Board of Education, H.A.L. Fisher,

met Scott, Miss Fox and Dr. Brackenbury125 at the House of' Commons in

early November, 1917. At this meeting, Fisher acknowledged that his

department would have to provide such courses unless the C.A.M.D.

continued their work, and so he offered to treat the Association as the

Board's agents if such an arrangement was acceptable to the Deputation.

On behalf of his colleagues and his association, Scott accepted the

offer and stated that he and his colleagues would regard the position

as imposing a fiduciary obligation to do the work both efficiently ath

economically. Such an arrangement, according to Fisher, would

necessitate a more intimate interest in the work of the C.A.M.D. by the

Board of Education, but Scott welcomed thia.126

At a subsequent meeting with Miss Fox, Peiham expressed a desire

to know whether the teachers attending the courses came mainly from

Board. of Education schools or Board of Control institutions, as he did

l24.d 50/117.
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not want the C.A.M.D. to assU that his department could financially

assist the training of the staffs of Board of Control institutions.

Evelyn Fox re-assured him that course members, in a large majority,

came from Board of Education schools, mainly because the C.A.M.D. had

been unable to devise a satisfactory course for teachers undertaking the

training of children who were trainable but not teachable in the

ordinary sense. However, she contended that her association believed that

it was vital that all teachers in such athools or institutions should be

127included on the courses. 	 This was yet another instance of the

uneasy relationships between the Board of Control and the Board. of

Education which, unfortunately, persisted until the eventual demise of

the fonner department.

After this meeting, the C.A.M.D. began to advertise its courses

and the fees which they proposed to charge, a s of £5, which was

recoverable in most cases, from the local authorities. Another

undertaking by the Association was to let the Board of Education have

an early preliminary estimate of the costs of the proposed courses and

the amounts which, it was estimated, the State would have to bear.

Selby-Bigge believed that the Board of Education could trust the officials

of the C.A.M.D. to treat his department candidly, although he had,

firstly, to obtain Treasury proval of the new arrangements.l23 it was

thus that the Contra.l Association established its excellent relationship

with the Board of Education which resulted in its securing priority in

127Ed 50/117.
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many dealings with the central authority and, as an agency of the

Government, its treatment was actually unique even though there was,

already, a one-year course of fufl-time training for teachers of mentally

handicapped children being conducted at Manchester Day Training Coflege29

The excellent relationships existing between the Board of Education and

the C.A.M.D. contrast most strongly with those existing between the sa

Government department and the Board of Control,

In early May, 1918, Evelyn Pox was again writing to the Board of

Education on behalf of her Association, to req.iest that the points

raised in a Memorandum submitted to the Department should be discussed.

A Committee appointed by the C.A.M.D. had been a reflection of the

serious concern felt by the Association at the existing position of the

training, education and protection of mentally defective children,

especially with regard to the practical difficulties involved in the

administration of the Education Acts of 1899 and 19]4 plus the Mental

Deficiency Act, 1913. The Conittee had considered the possible

amendments of these Acts which would improve the position, the first

being a low-grade child whose presence at 1ine was an intolerable burden

to the mother, and possibly injurious to the other children. Such a

child was not necessarily neglected so he did not come within the

statutory duties of the Control Authorities, yet the Committee felt that

L.E.As. would welcome this opportunity of securing institutional care

for such cases.°

Another amendment proposed was that the L.E.Aa. should be empowered

to notify children for any of the three fonns of protection whIch a Local

l29 50/117
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6ontrol Authority could p rovide - supervision, guardianship and

institutional care. This new power would, therefore, involve the

extension of the L.E.As. duties to the notification of pupils requiring

supervision, and was v-Ital to the protection of the higher-grade

feeble-minded children who left the special schools. Whilst many of

these children were at school it was often impossible for them to be

diagnosed as requiring institutional care for, at school, they were

working in highly artificial conditions and under the persona]. influence

of teachers. Yet under the stress and competition of life, together

with its temptations, many defective pupils were discovered to be in

need of protection for their own sakes and. that of others. It was,

indeed, a paradox that such children had actually to be exposed to

serious dangers which, legally, constituted neglect, before they could

be adequately protected. In mid-May, 1918, there were, in addition,

an abnormal set of conditions in the labour market which accentuated

such problems for many defective children had been retained at home

because their work had an economic value when, otherwise, they would have

been sent to institutions. This unprecedented situation ha given such

young persons greater opportunities for mischief although, it was

conceded, any reduction in the demand for labour would result in

defective boys and girls losing their jobs first. To protect such pupils

the Central Association proposed that such oases should be placed under

the supervision of the Local Control Authorities. 131

Greatest perturbation was expressed by the C.A.M.D. concerning the

position in many areas of the country where the L.E.AS. had done nothing
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whatever. As higher grade mentally defective children could not,

under the existing laws, be notified to the Local Control Authorities,

they were thus precluded from supplying care aM protection for such

cases. Although the Association knew that efficient L.E.As. had

surmounted the difficulties by utilizing the special circumstances'

provisions, they were not, in actual fact, compelled. to notify such

cases to the Local Control Ju.ithorities. Conseqntly, only very special

cases had been dealt with and. this was well short of the total nwnbers

which would have received attention if special schools had been provided.

Such a state of affairs affected practically all defective children in

rural areas and nm11 urban areas. To remedy such a situation, the

Association proposed either that the Board of Education should use its

full powers to compel the L.E.Aa. to implement fully the conditions of

the Elementary Education (Defective & Epileptic Children) Act, l9l1., by

providing all facilities for the education of defective children. Or,

alternatively, it was advocated that it should be the duty of the L.E.Aa.

to notify to the Local Control Authorities the names and. addresses of all

the defective children for whom no provision in special achool or classes

had been made. However, the C.AJ1D. was freely prepared to admit that

its members were far from unanimous about these proposed remedies for,

at that tine, there were members in close touch with the L.E.&g. who

believed that where these authorities were not actively interested in

the education of defective children, the practical difficulties of War-

time would enable them, through this clause, to find further excuses

for evading their duties. Therefore, the Association requested that

they should be permitted to ascertain the views of the Board of Education
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before the advanced this anendment.132

Yet another amendment proposed by the Association would have had

the effect of ensuring that any teachers who entered special schools

for limited periods in order to obtain additional experience, should not

lose their Superannuation benefits. Continuation schools am provided

for in the new Education Act, 1918, hail raised some difficulties with

regard to M.D. children because pupils leaving special schools at the

age of 16 years could not be compelled to attend Continuation schools.

Mentally, it was felt, soiie of these 16 year old young persons were

likely to be of equal or lower mental ability than l2i. year old children

from the elementary schools who were compelled to attend.133

Nursery schools were also seen to present some difficulties

because the presence of defective children in these schools was a problem

although there was the obvious advantage that many of them would benefit

greatly from earlier training. Such early education would probably

lessen the difficulties of the are cia]. schools especially as many mthers

would be delighted to send their children to them. However, there was

the additional problem of those mothers who were desirous of working yet

who could not send their defective children to nursery schools although

they were able to dispatch their normal offspring to such establishments.

Nevertheless, the C.A.M.D. was so impressed with the practical

difficulties of the problem that they were not ready to come to any

definite conclusion with regard to this matter until they heard the
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Solutions to the problems postulated by the Central Association

were very much conplicated by several other factors, the first of which

was the general overlapping of the duties and responsibilities of the

Board of Education and the Board. of Control which appeared likely to

increase if the Mental Deficiency Acts remained unamended. Then there

was the presence of many children of school age who were below the normal

attainment standards or who showed marked abnormality in moral conduct,

acocsnpanied by some degree of mental defect or disturbances, As there

had been a great deal of publicity on behalf of these pupils by

psychologists and mental specialists and the Board itself, the C.A.M.D..

believed that marked developments were likely to occur in special classes

for such pupils. Epileptic pupils provided another contentious problem

for the L.E.As, were not cxapelled to do anything for this particular

affliction unless they specifically adopted the Elementary Education

(Defective & Epileptic Children) Act, 1899. However, according to the

Association this particular Act of Parliament was a source of great

discontent throughout the country becanse it posed such extraordinary

administrative difficulties. Therefore, the C.A.M.D. suggested that

the Goverr*nent might well remember some, at least, of the recommendations

of the Royal Commission on the Care & Control of the Feeble-Minded with

regard to the relationships of the Local Control Authorities and the

LIE.Aa., as changes which would have been highly controversial before the

outbreak of War could possibly, in the light of subsequent experience,
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135be accepted or considered.

Peihani siimm-rised the considerations raised as directed towards

extending the types of cases which could be notified to the Local Control

Authority. However, in his view, previous experience had shown that any

such proposals would prove extremely controversial and would require a

special Act of Parliament. He did not hesitate to direct his superiors'

attention to the fact that or nendxnent proposed gave L.E.As. the power

to notify even those children who were suitable for special schools but

for whom, due to the exigencies of the time, rio such facilities had been

provided. Neither did the alternative proposed by the Association appeal

to him for he considered that the Elementary Education (Defective &

Epileptic Children) Act, 1914., had placed on the L.E.As. the duty of

providing school accommodation for mentally handicapped children and,

subsequent to tis Act, the available accomxuuodation had increased by

about 10 per cent, so he could not advocate any action by the Board of

Education to accelerate this provision under the existing conditions.

As school medical staff were heavily depleted d to the demands of the

War, he could not agree with another of the suggestions of the Association

that L.E .As. should be encouraged to ascertain systematically all the
136mentally defective children in their are as.

Superannuation difficulties discussed by the C.A.M.D. were easily

dealt with by certifying any institutions in which eligible teachers

'were obtaining experience as special schools for that purpose. On the

two alterations proposed to the Education Act, 1918, Pelhajn was
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unenthusiastic because the question of the Continuation Schools was

beset with practica]. problems whilat the question of the nursery schools

was that L.E.As. were cunpailed only to make provision for M.D. pupils

over the age of 7 years although there was nothing in the Act to prevent

provision for children below that age. As the Board of Education

already contemplated taking the opportunity of the revision of the grant

system to modify their Regulations in order to peimit the admission,

wherever au.itable, of children down to the minimmi age of two years, he

considered no further action necessary.137

Newman thought that the Deputation could reasonably have been

asked to wait for a suitable period before they obtained their interview

but the points raised with regard to the Education Bill of 1918

necessitated the early attention of the President. Accordingly, the

Parliamentary Secretary, Hexbert Lewis, met the Deputation on 3rd June,

1918, and was informed that the Association believed that the Board of

Education was remiss in the execution of its duties because, even under

the existing conditions, there was a great deal that could be done to

enforce a fuller discharge by L.E.AS. of their duties under the Mental

Deficiency Acts and the Defective & Epileptic Children's Acts. Lewis

therefore requested that the Association should subnit to his department

138sone constructive proposals for the amelioration of the situation.

About ten days later the representatives of the Association

returned with their proposals and were seen by Peiham and Eicholz. At

this meeting it was suggested that the Authorities should largely be
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expected to discharge their duties of ascertainment even though it

had to be remembered that the determination of the exact degree of

mental deficiency was a highly skilled matter. However, the Association

believed that the existing Soheol Medical Officers and some private

practitioners could nidertake this work although they conceded that, in

the early stages, some mistakes would be inevitable. A safeguard was

that Inexperienced persons would tend to err on the side of leniency

when certifying children and, In the urban areas, teachers and Education

Officers could draw up lists of possible cases. Also, in many other

areas, the number of such cases would be small so that the necessary

examinations would not take an inordinate amount of time. Rural areas

posed a more difficult problem but it was suggested that even there the

Authorities should be able to deal with urgent cases whilst, at the

same time, arranging for the reports of local private practitioners to
139be acted upon.

During the W&r, it was acknowledged by the delegates, it was

very difficult to provide all the necessary acconinodation due to the

shortage of teachers and the Impossibility of building. A possible

solution iggested to this problem was that the Board of Education

should not insist upon unreasonable requizements and then the majority

of the LJ.Aa. should be able to find one or two spare classrooms or,

alternatively, existing houses which could be utilised temporarily

without any material alterations.°

Although it was acknowledged by Evelyn Fox and her colleagues

that many of the Local Control Authorities were not doing all they could
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under the Act, this fact, in itself, was not sufficient to relieve

the L.E.As. of their duty to notify. Any cases notified, they felt,

would be dealt with as it was usually possible to find accommodation for

girls even if it was slightly more difficult to place boys. Circulars

needed to be issued to remind the L.E.As. of their duties under the

Acts and these official notices should urge the local government

authorities to survey the situation with a view to the early discharge

of their duties when the War ended. Larger authorities should be

encouraged to prepare schemes for the provision of the new aocomniodation

The Deputation then reviewed the history of the development of

facilities for special education since the passage of the 1899 Act.

In their opinion, it was a deplorable story of one excuse after another

to justify delays in fulfilling the intentions of Parliament, beginning

with the temporary dislocation caused by tie passage of the Education

Act, 1902. Later, there was the appoinent of the Royal Commission

on the Care & Control of the Feeble-Minded followed by the discussions

on the adoption of its recommendations that the provision of school

accommodation should be the concern of the Mental Deficiency Authority

and not for the L.E.As. Then the War had ensued and. this was put

forward as yet another excuse for doing nothing, in addition to which

there was an impression, rightly or wrongly, that the Board of Education

and the L.E.Aa. did not care about this business and, this fact, in its

turn, ensured that fresh agitation for the re-opening of the whole

question was likely and. this would occasion yet more delay.
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Peiham discounted the idea of a circular devoted entirely to

mental deficiency because he recommended the issue of a document which

would draw the attention of the L.E.As. to the necessity for a wide

survey of the problems of the Schools Medical Service in each area and.

for the preparation of plans for after the War. Newman suggested that

the matter should be dealt with by the enlargement of relevant sections

of his Annual Report, but Peiham countered this proposal by claiming

that he had already considered this alternative and dismissed it because

the Annual Report was due for issue at the time when the final shape

of the new Education Bill was unknown. Secondly, he stressed that the

Circular would be more influential if it was accompanied by the

announcement of increased grants and, thirdly, the C.A.M.D. would, in

his opinion, prefer a Circular as it would be an official statement of

the Board' a own policy)3

Finally, Selby-Bigge decided that the matter should be raised in

the Annual Report, as suggested by Newman, because he believed the issue

of a Circular would be inopportune and b&.ly received by the Local

Education Authorities. As little progress could be expected during the

War, he felt that the best method of drawing attention to the matter

was the Annual Report.

Despite these answers to the agitation of the C .A.M.D. the Board

of Education was still mpeUed to inform the Ministry of Be-Construction

of their views on the proposals of the Central Association. In their

letter, the Board of Education pointed out that under the Mental

3Ed. 50/152.
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Deficiency Act of 1913, it was the duty of the L.E.As. to ascertain

the numbers of mentally defective children in their areas and, where

necessary, to notify them to the Local Control Authority. The Board of

Edw ation was satisfied that the majority of these authorities had, in

fact, made such arrangements for which they had secured official

approval, although others had been unable to perform these duties,5

Under the Elementary Education (Defective & Epileptic Children)

Act, ].9].14., it was also the duty of the L.E.As. to provide education for

all educable mentally defective children in their areas. 'When the Act

was passed, the school acconmiodtion for such pupils in England and

Wales was about 13,750 places or about half the accommodation necessary.

In March, 1915, the Government had forbidden all further loans by local

authorities yet, despite this ban, the recognised accommodation for

mentally defective pupils had increased, by August, 1917, to 15,000

places, largely owing to the exertions of voluntary bodies in

establishing institutions and the work of L.E.As. in forming classes in

temporary premises. It was, in the opinion of the Board of Education,

iiossible to expect aiy rapid extension of accommodation until normal

conditions were restored.

With regard to the recnmendations of the Central Association

that the L.E.As. should be officially conxpelled to carry out their

duties of notification, the officials at the Board of Education were

unable to concur. Piratly, notification was based upon thorough and

detailed medical examination of every child, a procedure entailing

114.5
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considerable strain upon School d.ical Officers even in norma]. times.

With the depletion of such staffs the personnel available were barely

able to carry out the minimum essentials of the Schools Medical Service,

so that it would be totally impossible for them to undertake additional.

medical examinations. Even if this notification was made, in the

existing circumstances, there was little likelihood of' the children

concerned being dealt with quickly. In the opinion of the Board of

Education, there was no reason to suppose that the L.E1Aa. were uxi].ling

to perforn their duties, or that they would be slow to carry theni out

when hostilities ceased.7

At the end of the War much of the energies of Evelyn Fox and her

colleagues was devoted to the courses for teachers of mentally defective

children as the .4.rnistice had resulted in an increased demand. for these

limited, opportunities for some training in the specialised techniques

of teaching retarded pupils. In May, 1919, Miss Fox and some other

delegates were again at the Board of Education for an interview with

Eicholz and Peiham. The Deputation had three points to make, the

first of which was the great demand for the courses and, secondly, the

practical difficulties involved in arranging such courses, including

adequate facilities for visiting schools. So great had these problems

become that the C.A.M.D. did not think that they could guarantee t)

organise any further courses after July, 1919 if the existing conditions

prevailed. A third point raised was that the Central Association

believed that the courses would be of greater value if better facilities

were available for practice, which could be achieved only if there were

regular arrangements for continually using schools where they were
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assured of sympathetic staffs who appreciated that the students

requ.ired.

Peiham admitted that these Vacation Courses were doing valuable

temporary work but he believed the Board should alE at providing two-year

courses of training for these teachers. Such courses would enable a

teacher to obtain certificates and, at the same time, gave him training

for this specialised work. Then, later, there should be some provision

made for thin3 year courses for certificated teachers, along the same

lines as those organised by the Central Association.

Whilst agreeing that such full-time courses were necessary, the

members of the Deputation suggested that they would not meet the demands

of the existing emergency. Not only was it essential to staff the

many new schools which were in the process of erection but, also,

facilities were necessary for the training of certificated and also

uncertificated teachers tho wished to teach in these special schools.

In addition, there were the needs of the staffs of institutions under

the supervision of the Board of Control and. so, to achieve their ends,

the Association proposed to take over a house on a seven-year lease with

the power of renewal, but this would involve some capital expenditure

for alterations plus a working balance. Permanent domestic staff were

to be employed aria, also, possibly one full-time permanent off.oer

responsible for the organisation and arrangement of the courses.

Although Peiham's reception of the proposed scheme had been very

50/152.
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reserved, Eicholz advocated that sa means should be found to assist

it. New teachers were required Immediately, arid in considerable

numbers - a need so pressing that the Board could not wait for the first

training colleges to arrange such courses because they had more

important issues to consider. Therefore, the needs of mentally

defective pupils could not, for some time, occupy the requisite amount

of attention, so the Board was extremely fortunate to have the C.A.M.D.

available and prepared to organise the work)51

Newman analysed the situation as providing three ways of training

teachers - through the C .A.M.D., the local authorities or a suitable

University. Local authorities posed serious difficulties of personal

and. local character even if they were prepared to train such teachers,

whilst Universities tended to dislike miscellaneous students for short

courses and preferred undergraduates, in addition to which, negotiations

with them were always prolonged. Selby-Bigge recommended that the

Association should be assisted although he doubted their financia].

bi1ity to start such an institution, However, Fisher refused to

sanction permanent recognition of an establishment conducted by an

Association which had no place in the ordinary educational organisation

of the country. He was, nevertheless, prepared to aid the proposed

training centre if it was brought under the University of London where

it would be closely associated with mental research and, as the result

of this deOiaion, the project foundered.'52
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After the end of the War the constantly increasing financial

stringency delayed, for some time, the establishment of ftzll-time courses

for mentally handicapped pupils whilst, at the same time, the Treasury

exerted pressure upon the Board of Education, through its Accounts'

Department, to restrict the activities of the C.A.M.D. A.H. Wood,153

the Assistant Secretary of the Medical Branch, estimated, in July, 1920,

that the courses cost the Board an average sum of about £600 per annum

but as they were conducted by official requeSt he felt that it was

impossible for the Board of Education to organise them, except at a

greatly increased cost. These undertakings were the only courses for

teachers of mentally handicapped pupils in the country and they were

conducted solely with the aim of improving their qualifications so, he

concluded, he thought that the Board had made an excellent bargain with

the Central Asaociation)

Aministrative inefficiency during the summer of 1920 had caused

trouble again with the The asury, for the Accountant-General, Sir Hugh

Orange, 155 informed the Medical Branch that no further payments for

such courses could be made without the express permission of the

Exchequer because the arrangements for previous anta awards had had no

official approval. Then followed an extremely complicated correspondence

with the Treasury over the question of official recognition for the

courses during which Wood asserted that he oonLdered that Miss Pox had

received deplorable treatment. In a letter to the Treasury he had

'53Lrthur Henry Wood (1870-1964.), Who's Who, l96, p. 3352.
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explained that the Board considered the courses were essential to the

operation of the Mental. Deficiency Act, 1913, and that they were

econc*nically organised. £Lternatively, if Treasury sanction was refused

then he proposed that the Board would either have to accept the fact

that there were no available courses for these teachers or, start their

own. In actual fact, Wood had the agreement of Eicholz in his desire
156that Evelyn Fox and her colleagues should continue to supply the courses.

However, the Accountant-General did not accept the arguments

advanced by Wood because, as he iterated, a Procedure Minute in

January, 1920, had stated that the payment of lump sums was to be

considered irregular and shonid be discontinued. Then sanction had.

been obtained to genera]. proposals which fixed limits for expenditure

on the various items included in the programmes for the short courses,

but arrangements for one short course had been too far advanced to be

included in the agreement, and so they had not followed the correct

procedure. Consequently, the Accountant-Genera]. had been compelled

to seek Treasury approval for the increased financial expenditure as

an exceptional case. However, then the Central Association had

continued to organise another course, acting as if they were the agents

of the Board of Education and necessitating a further appeal to the

Treasury for recognition of the exceptional financial outlay. In the

view of Orange, the cause of the whole unpleasantness was the total

inefficiency of the Medical Branch in tardily advancing proposals which

were inconsistent with the Procedure Minute and ithority received from

the Treasury.157
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Althougi apparently Orange was unaware of the fact, this incident

revealed even greater inefficiency in the Medical Branch than that he

had castigated for the C.A.M.D. was the agent of the Board of Edu.tion

in respect of these courses and he had been kept ignorant of this fact.

Afterwards, in late 1921, when Evelyn Fox was informed by the

Board that they were unlikely to be able to aid financially the courses

of the Central Association f' 1922-23 on the grounds of econy, she

protested most strongly. Her reasons for considering that the courses

should continue to be held were outlined concisely as, firstly, the fact

that there were many teachers who had tan only one part of the courses

and the Association believed that they were under an obligation to enable

them to attend the remainder of these courses. Yet another point was

that although the L.E.As. were not obtaining further accmmtodation for

mentally handicapped pupils they were, in actual practice, dealing with

these children by placing them in uncertified dull and backward classes.

Thinly, w:ithout ape cialised training the ordinary class teachers were

quite helpless when confronted with classes of mentally defective

children. Eyelyn Fox suggested that the L.E.As. might be prepared to

pay the expenses of the teachers attending these courses if the

Government refused to aid. the courses directly any longer, then they

would have also refused to pay grants on the aid given by the L.E.As.1

'When Wood summed up the position in late 1921, he was totally

unrepentant for he maintained that the Treasury had always taken a strong

objection to the courses even to the extent that at a Comnittee of the

Heads of the Office which had. discussed possible economies in the Medical
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Branch, he had actually suggested reductions which would have saved

hundreds of thousands of pounds but, he had discovered, the only

interest shown by the Treasury officials was when the short courses

were mentioned, and these cost only £900 per annnm. He deprecated

the fact that annually the Treasury had been asked for their sanction

for the expenditure on these courses for this had given the unfortunate

impression that they served only to neet some transient or occasional

need whereas, in actual ct, he believed them to be as vital as the

training college courses for ordinary teachers. In the main, the

teachers who attended the courses for mentally defective pupils which

the C.A.M.D. organised were already teaching in the special schools

although they had never had any opportunity of special training for

159the work.

Events were, however, moving in other fields for in November, 1920,

the C .ALD. and the National Special Schools Union had held a Conference

attended by over 1,000 delegates, representatives of the Local Control

.Authorities, the L.E.As., Poor Law Guardians and J.Ps. At thia meeting

a resolution was passed asking the Government, in the interests of

economy, to amend existing legislation so that the Local Control

Authorities and the L.E.As. could combine to provide institutions for all

grades and types of defective children certified by both. Leslie Scott

stressed that this resolution was aimed at only two objectives, the

first being to increase educational provision for mentally defective

children and, secondly, to eliminate duplication of officials. Wood
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then defined the responsibility of the Board of Control as dealing

with all mentally defective children under 7 years aiid all other persons

over' 16 years of age plus all notified children.

The Board of Control, according to Wood, had been consistently

opposed to the existing law for they detested the legal distinction made

between educable and ineducable children because this had resulted in

the L.E.As. and the Board of Education having £1 the interesting work

whilst the Local Control Authorities and the Board of Control were left

with idiots, imbeoiles and other lower grades of mentally defective

children. Thus the Board of Control favoured any legislation which

tended to blur the distinction between the two rpes of' mentally

defective pupils and the Board of Education believed that the views of

the C.A.M.D. were unduly influenced by their sister Board,161

Thus, from an early period, the Central Association for the Care

of the Mentally Defective exerted a great influence upi the training

of teachers for M.D. schools and although they gradually ceased to

organise courses of training for these teachers as Universities axxl

Colleges developed their own specialised courses, the initial interest

of the Association never diminished. Too great a tribute to the

tenacity of puxpoae of Evelyn Fox at this period is not possible because

her single-mindedness of intent was, in large measure, responsible for

any advantages secured for the C.A.M.D. including the special

relationship with the Board of Education.
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6, The Special Schools Regilationa after the War

The Special Schools Regulations which came into force on

let pri1, 1915, with their increased grants remained in force until

the last years of the War although it was found that they produced

several anomalies, the first being that although the Board of Education

was empowered to in.form the Managers of any school for montally defective

pupils that they should or should not retain certain pupils in their

schools, they were unable to prevent the Managers fran excluding any

children, even though the Board thought that these children were

suitable. Eicholz, seconded by Newman, recommended that the Regulations

should be altered so that the Board took the power even though they did

not intend to use it, but Wood was totally opposed to such aotion.162

The case for not altering the Regulations was that they had. had

no previous trouble over unreasonable exclusions and, even in the unusual

Worthing case, the dispute was settled by persuasion. Al]. that the

Worthing Managers had wanted was to be recognised as final arbiters and,

once this was done, they 're prepared to act on the advice of the Board

of Education. A further point was that each certified school should

have been full of' suitable cases, and in most instances they were because

it paid the Managers to do this, and thus the Board of Education had a].].

the sibstantial security it required. Wood felt that many difficulties

would arise once the officials of the Board attempted to interpret the

proposed amendments because medical, social, religious and territorial

points would need to be settled and he believed that these items, in
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the long run, would necessitate extensive alterations to the Training

College Regu]ations. Whilst accepting the principle that the Board

of Education should possess the powers to decide all case a of reason le

rejection and exclusion, Wood reminded his superiOrs that üie experience

of many years of dealing with the managennt of these special schoo1

showed that there was no practical need f such powers which would,

in any case, arouse resentment and cause practical difficulties.163

Eventually, the views of Wood prevailed because it was seen that

although the Board could decide the medical and social points mentioned

by him without any great difficulty, the territorial and religious

aspects were a totally different matter. Denominational institutions

were not, at that time, compelled to accept any children who were not

of the same religious persuasion. Serious political difficulties were

foreseen if the Board was empowered to compel Non-Conformist children

to attend Catholic schools or, alternatively, to insist upon any other

similar actions. PinaUy, it was decided to let the proposed revision

lapse due, mainly, to the exigencies of War' .-tiiue and also to the logic

of Wood' s advice.'

By early 1917, the Board of Education had he en preparing for

eighteen months to issue revised Regulations governing the special

schools, and Pelham was in charge of this work. He asserted that the

time was inopportune to impose any new requirements, or even to insert

in the Regulations any new provisions which would involve sibstantial

hanges in existing practices. Despite the disadvantages, he believed

163Ed 50/134..
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that it was desirab)e to issue new Regulations although any changes

made merely embodied standard procedures. Such items as medical

inspection and treatment were not mentioned in the old Regulations and.

provisions respecting staff, curricula and buildings were also, in some

aspects, out of date. Although Newman approved the issue of the

revised Regulations without comment, the Permanent Secretary, Selby-

Bigge, was not so sanguine and he rebuked his senior officials for not

consulting him about the proposed revision befQrehand, as he deprecated

the issue of any new Regulations during the War, except in such cases

where they were essential to adapt the administration to emergencies

arising fran the hostilities. Staffs of the Local Education Authorities

had been seriously depleted. and those officials remaining were pre-

occupied by various difficulties arising from the War so that it was

undesirable to ask them to put new rules into practice. However, as

a new draft had been produced he was not prepared to order its withdrawal

but he insisted that certain experts among the local authorities and

voluntary bodies were consulted.165

Acting upon these instructions, Peiham secured a revised proof

of the Regulations and. submitted them for any comments to the Chief

Edtat1on Officers of London, Manchester and Bradford, the latter

authority being selected because he greatly admired the attention given

in that area to Open Air sthools. In addition to the administrative

officers, the Board also consulted. Storey and Illingworth, the Principals

of the Stoke and Manchester Blind and Deaf Institutions, plus the

l65	
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Principal of the Catholic Institution for Menta].ly Defective

Children, Mr. Hunter. Finally, as a matter of courtesy, the Boaxü of

Control was advised of the intention to revise the Regulations, although

166Peiham believed that there was no real necessity to do this.

When the Regulations were eventually issued they incorporated a

brief review of developments in the seven years since 1910 when they

had last been revised. In this section, it was claimed that remarkable

improvements had occurred during this period in the character, scope

and. number of special schools provided for handicapped children, as new

types of schools had. come into existence and the numbers of pupils

attending these schools had increased by 50 per cent. Most of the

credit for these developments was assigned to the new Schools Medical

Service which had improved and. increased facilities for the medical

diagnosis and ascertainment of physical and mental defects. This work

had. led, in turn, not only to the collection of more complete

information about the various handicaps but, also to a more effective

consideration of the needs of such children and the nature of the

provision to be made for them. It was claimed, that the Board of

Education was encouraging the efforts being made to meet the particular

needs of partially blind and partially deaf pupiis.167 This was an

astonishing declaration to be made in the era of "Classification" fcr

no such category existed, either in statutes or in Regulations.

However, the "Classification" approach was again obvious in the ensuing

l66	
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sentence when the Board acknowledged that the category 'physically

defective' was more clearly appreciated for it included, in addition

to cripples, tuberculous and delicate children who were unable to attend

the Public Elementary Schools without sustaining serious injuries.168

Some changes were made in the sections dealing with the

qualifications of teachers aiid these had been stated in ox3er to set out

more clearly existing practices. Whilst mentioning its interest in the

development of ideas on the training of teachers for service in schools

for these pupils, and welcoming the proposals advanced for the

establishnt of special courses at training colleges and for vacation

courses, the Board was not then prepared to express any definite opinions

either on the nature and length of the training desired, nor to the

extent which teachers in these schools iould be expected to have passed

such courses. A further concession nde was that whilst the Board was

not prepared to modify the existing practices under which Student-

Teachers and. Pupil-Teachers were not recognised in special schools, it

would not object to their gaining some practical knowledge of the

169
particular conditions in these schools, a rather ambiguous statement.

Curriculum rules had been revised to cater ese cially for

defective and epileptic children with the intention of stressing the need

for practical instruction, and varying it to suit the needs of tuberculous

and other handi.capped pupils. In addition to the subjects recommended

for the curriculum in schools for mentally defective children, it was

168
Op. cit., Prefatory Memorandum, Section 3.
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reccmnerided that schools for physically handicapped and epileptic

pupils should also include cnposition, the study of literary matter,

history and geography as additional subjects but that these extra lessons

should be adapted to the conditions under which the children were taught

and connected, as far as possible, with their malua]. occupations. In

schools for tuberculous and other delicate children, it was advocated

that all types of exercises likely to be fatiguing should be curtailed
170or omitted.

The most important development in the adm:inistration of the

special schools was paradoxically occasioned by the publication, in

ser, 1917, of the revised grant regulations for Public Elementary

Schools which had, as their maim provision, an improvement in the

salaries of teachers in these schools. These new rules permitted

L.E.As. to pay their certificated teachers in public elementary schools

a minimum salary of £100 per annum for males arid £90 per annum for

females, and there were also better scales for unoertificated teachers

and teachers of domestic science. Thus the Medical Branch was faced

with the problem that unless the salaries of the teachers in special

schools were raised by similar amounts, it would be impossible to obtain

an adequate supply of efficient teachers for these schools because, in

the past, it had been f ound necessary to pay somewhat larger salaries

to special sdiools' staffs, to induce them to undertake the more onerous

duties involved.171

170	 .	 /Op. cit., Article 20¼c
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Peiham advocated additional expenditure on teachers' salaries

for several reasons. Firstly, there was the increase necessary for

parity with Public Elementary Schools' staffs plus the corresponding

increases for uncertificated teachers whilst, in addition, the extra

£30 to £LfO received by residential staffs was, in his opinion,

inadequate, for it was supposed to include not only a board and ].odgirig

payment but also an emolument for extraneous dutie a connected with the

normal conduct of these schools. All these factors necessitated a

substantial improvement in the salaries of staffs of special schools

yet no increase of rates from voluntary sources could be hoped for in

the case of voluntary institutions, o that the whole of the increased

costs would have to fall upon either the local rates or the Exchequer.

Anticipating Treasury objections, Pelham remarked that it could be

contended that substantially increased grants had been paid as recently

at l9]Ji., but he countered this by claiming that these increased grants

were necessitated by the increased expenditure which had occurred since

the grants were first established.172

However, in Peiham' a view, the most serious objection which could

be forwarded was that special schools grants, with very limited exceptions,

were paid at a fixed rate so that they did. not comply with the

atiministrative principle in respect of all other grants in aid of Part ill

expenditure, namely that the payments should bear a definite relationship

to the expenditure incurred and should increase as the expenditure

increased. Therefore he foresaw that the L.E.AS. would object very

strongly if they were asked to bear the whole burden of the increased

172Ed.. 50/131j..
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salaries in special schools whereas for public elementary schools

similar salary increases obtained a 60 per cent grant from the State.

It was, therefore, in the light of these arguments that Peiham

recczmnended that the Board of Education should re-consider the whole

question of these grants to special schools with a view to their

modificatioi to bring them into line with grants for other expenditure

under pj 1].1. Nean concurred in these proposals and Pisher, besides

agreeing also, laid it down as fiture policy that the minimum salary

f or teachers in special schools should not be permitted to faU below

the figure fixed for public elementary school staffs.173

Discussions followed the Board of Education between the Medical

Branch and the Accounts Branch, during which Orange advocated the

elimination of the per capita grant and the adoption of a 50 per cent

expenditure grant and then, utilising the opportunity afforded by the

announcement of the changes, to lay down some stringent conditions as

to the minimum salaries and qualifications of the teachers. Orange

further recommended that the Board should not be satisfied with the

employment of unoertificated teachers in special schools at minimum

salaries but should stipulate a superior qialification to that of

uncertificated teacher with a minimum salary of £100 for men and £90

for women. The crucial time for these new requirements was, in Oringe' a

view, the changeover of the methods of grant assessment, and if this

opportunity was missed it would never recur so favourably for the total

sum involved was estimated at about £60,000 and the number of teachers

was about 1,700.174.

173Ed. 50/134.
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However, Pelhazn, in consultation with Eicholz, could not

concur with this opinion that the time was opportune for the insertion

of more stringent conditions in the Regulations, a point of view that

was undoubtedly inspired by his rebuke at the hands of Selby-Bigge a

year previously when the topic of revision hai first arisen. Immediate

priorities, in his opinion, were the raising of salaries of the staffs

in the special schools to, at least, a parity with those for staffs of

the public elementary achoola, otherwise the Medical Branch would be

forced to face the innninent loss of their teachers. Then, secondly,

itwas necessary to improve the work done in the special schools, which

could be achieved by more teachers with higher standards of natural

ability coupled with better general training and better facilities for

special training. Unless there was a general improvement in the numbers

and quality of the personnel becoming elementary school teachers, Peiham

believed that the special schools could never hope to obtain an adequate

supply of efficient teachers. Furthermcae, there were practically no

training college facilities for special schools' teachers and so they

had. to obtain their experience as best they could in the schools, and

this specially applied to teachers of the blind and deaf. Thus, i.uitil

improved facilities were available, Peiham could not see his way to

advocate any conditions of increased stringency in the Regulations.

He also pointed out that, recently, some Supplementary Grants had been

allocated to elementary schools without any extra conditions attached,

and this confirmed his view that the time was inopportune for Orange' a

suggested Btipulations. Nevertheless, he thought that it was desirable
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to insert in the Regu.lationa, preferably in the Prefatozy Memorandum,

a note that any increased grants were ma4e with the intention of

encouraging the improvement of staffing.175

When Newman received these Minutes, he acknowledge that there

were, in fact, two questions involved, salaries and. qualifications,

the moat important being salaries, for he did. not believe that training

and qualifications were equafly urgent. At that time, the total grants

annually to special schools anounted to about ZL98,000 and Pelhajn had

estimated that the cost of altering the grant structure from a per

capita basis to a 50 per cent of expenditure basis, would be about

£61,000. Pressure for increased grants was being exerted upon the

Board of Eduoation at this time by the special schools which were finding

great difficulty in meeting increased expenses for food and salaries.

Newman was not prepared to place these two items in order of priority

but he believed that from the point of view of the children's health,

there was little doubt that the food crisis was assuming serious

176proportions in those special schools which econoinised upon food..

Selby-Bigge immediately placed the proposals before the President

of the Board of Education, H.AIL. Pisher, with the recommendation that

new grants should be paid on the basis of L.E.As. expenditure, whereas

in the case of voluntary institutions and. children sent to them by the

L.E.As., a system of per capita grants would have to be retained,

although they needed to be increased to about 50 per cent of the cost

per head in an economically managed institution. He referred to the

175Ed 50/134..
176Ed 50434..
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increased rates of grants obtained for special schools in 1914. as

tinkering with the problem for the claim of these establishments to be

liberally subsidised was at least as great as that of the normal schools.

The Permanent Secretary also agreed that the teachers ought to be better

paid. but felt that the moment was inopportune for increased salaries for

the teachers although he did advocate that the Board should insist that

all teachers should be paid the minimum rates. Fisher assented to the

policy outlined by Selby-Bigge and authorised a letter to be sent to the

freasury seeking official sanction for the increased financial outlay,

which the Exchequer granted on the contlition of the retention of the

per capita basis, in time for the Board of Education to issue a Special

Minute in mid-February, 1918.177

Under this Minute, which came into effect on 1st April, 1918,

grants were increased for blind and deaf children to £8 lOs. Od. for

each unit of average attendance in a certified day school and

£16 lOs. Od. for a certified boarding school on the sane basis. For

certified schools for defective or epileptic pupils the rates per unit

of average attendance were £7 lOs. Od. for day schools and £15 lOs. Od..

178for boarding sth ools.

By mid-June, 1920, the Medical Branch of the Board of Education

had sufficiently recovered ftom its War-time shortages of skilled staff

to take over the inspection of all the special schools. This proposal

had first been made in 1913 but had been postponed due to the advent of

the Great War, so that the 'E' Braui LM.Is. had remained responsible

177Ed. 50/134..

178Minute of Board of Education modifying Regulations for Special Schools,
dated 15th February, 1918.
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for the inspection of special schools for the blind in the extra-

Metropolitan area and day schools for defective pupils, under the

general supervision of the Chief Medical Officer and his staff.

Special factors, such as blindness, myopia, ttiberculosis, rickets and

mental deficiency necessitated adapting the school arrangements to the

handicaps so that, in every case, the nature, the extent and the

variations of the curriculum were affected, Such matters were, of

course, determined by medical or medico-psychological grounds, and

were already applied in the case of all residential institutions so

that the extension of these principles to the day schools catering for

pupils with the same haudicaps was a logical development.179

'E' Branch officials were a trifle reluctant to concede that

'W Branch should take over the work and claimed that there were two

categories of special schools, those in which the pupils spent their

total childhoods and, seconâly, those in which they iere taught for

limited periods. Although it was admitted that, in theory, both types

cajne within the purview of 'M' Branch, it was claimed that the secondary

category concerned 'E' Branch because it was desirable to keep the

tuition in physically defective schools similar to that in the elementary

schools so that these pupils would not lose too much due to their
180afflictions.

However, the final decision was that there was a need for some

co-operation in the inspection of special schools, but the extent of

179Ed. 50/109.
180Ed. 50/109.
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this co—operation varied. In the case of schools for mentally

defective pupils, it was asserted that the majority of children

permanently lost to the ordinary elementary schools so that the problem

of their education and treatment were almost wholly the concern of

medical experts. The duties of the normal District Inspectors in these

schools were to be nil although they could, if they so wished, visit

181
them.

In all the other special schools the pupils re, broadly

speaking, mentally normal and often only temporarily removed from the

ordinary elementary schools. Thus both teachers and doctors were

intimately concerned in these schools so that Board wished to utilise

the services of the District Inspectors although the main responsibility

for inspection would rest with the Board's Medical Officers. However,

it was to remain the duty of the District Inspectors to visit all the

day special choo1s at regular intervals and to report t 'M' Branch upon

any noteworthy aspects whilst it remained the onus of the Medical Officers

182to arrange for joint visits.

7. .Aftainistrative Developments after 1918

Early in 1919, the President of the Board of Education,

H.A.L. Fisher, received a letter from Dr. Addison, the President of the

Local Government Board, requesting permission for the transfer of

18 Ed. 50/109.
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Sir George Newman to his department as Principal Medical Officer, in

preparation for the establishment of the new Ministry of Health.

Althougi Fisher felt constrained to agree to the request in view of

Newman' s pre-eminent qualifications for the post, he was deeply concerned

lest the removal of his Chief Medical Officer unduly affected the

operation of the Schools dical Service, for he believed that this

section of his department would always be an integral part of the public

service of e ducation.183

Due to the difficulty of replacing Newman with someone of equal

calibre, experience and qualifications, Fisher had ma.e one stipulation

be fore he would give his consent and. this was that Newman should continue

to act, for the time being, as his Chief Medical Officer. Addison

readily agreed to this condition, allotting to Newman the duties of the

direction of the policy of the Medical Branch of the Board of Education

and the supervision of the British system of medical education. With a

Committee he was also to assess the Board's grants in aid of medical

education whilst also advising of possible new developments in its

medical work. Finally, he was to exercise general control over the work

of the Board' s Medical Officers with regard to medical inspection and

training an, finally, for the production of the Annual Report.

According to Fisher, theoretically there re di8advantages in the

proposed organisation, but the great advantage was that all policy

dissensions betieen the t, departments would disappear and the general

development of the Schools Medical Service would occur under the aegis

of the officer who would, once the Ministry of Health was established,

183Ed. 50/88.



be responsible for advising the Minister of Health of the basic policy

upon which the health work of several Government departments should

develop and be co-ordInated)

At the same time, rather belatedly, Eicholz was promoted, after

20 years of outstanding service, to the post of Chief Medical Inspector

and placed on a par as regarded status and emoluments, with the other

Chief Inspectors of the Board. This promotion was necessary for

administrative reasons and does not appear to have been made for merit,

merely on the basis of seniority, but it was essential in order that

Eicholz should undertake the responsibilities for the supervision of the

inspectorial arrangements, hitherto the duty of Sir George Newman.

By March, 1919, Newman had completed his arrangements for the

operation of the Medical Branch. The Schools Medical Service was to be

equally shared but the inspection of blind and deaf schools, plus the

inspection of North London mentally defective and physically defective

schools was undertaken by Eicholz.

Crowley was to inect all day mentally defective and physically

handicapped schools in Ingland and Wales, plus all day Open Air schools,

whilst the inspection of residential mentally defective and. physically

handicapped schools plus epileptic schools was divided. All the routine

work of the office, as far as it concerned the Inspectorate, was to be

referred to Dr. Eicholz and Crowley was to be the Chief Examiner in

hygiene, whilst all the work of the Medical Branch was to remain under

Newman's direct supervision28

l8	
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Thus, Eicholz lost his greatest opportunity to succeed Newman

as the Chief Medical Officer at the Board of Education and. his

appointment would, undoubtedly, have been received with great approbation

especially by the teaching unions. However, it was the personal

influence of Morant which had reconmended the selection of Ike. Newman

and Campbell for high posts in the new Ministry of Health and it was

possible that he was opposed to the succession of Eicholz to the post

of C.M.O.

Speaking to a meeting of the London Head Teachers (special

Schools Section) in late 1918, Eicholz had outlined the future

development of schools for mentally defective children. Intelligent

and enlightened though he undoubtedly was, this lecture epitomised the

bureaucratic approach to special schools in the first part of the

20th Century. Firstly, Eicholz carefully defined a mentally defective

child, utilising for this purpose the appropriate sections of the

Defective & Epileptic Children Act, 1899, and the Mental Deficiency

Act, 1913. He then asserted that the two classes defined in these

Acts included different categories for mentally defective children;

covered a wider scope and needed classification which he postulated as,

firstly, children who were likely to need supervision; secondly,

children about whom there was a doubt; thirdly, children who would not

need supervision or control and, finally, backward children on

probation. 186

He contended., on the basis of statistics possessed by the Board,

that at least one/third of mentally defective school leavers wonid be

l86Special Schools iarterlyi, March-June, 1919, p. 2.
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able to care for themselves whilst another third were capable of

irregular employment. Therefore, he postulated that an improvement

in the quality of teachers in special schools was essential and that,

for M.D. schools, teachers needed four main requireinta in their

training. These were a practical knowledge of mental defects, coupled

with a knowledge of the individual child, his sptitude, his mental

crook, his powers to express himself in speech and to respond to speech,

and his aberrations. It was, in his opinion, also necessary that these

teachers should be acquainted with special educational methods such as

speech training, group and individual work arid the simplification of

subject tuition plus the mastery of the techniques of manual training as
187applicable to mentally defective pupils.

icholz concluded his address by asking his audience to request

their Committee to consider several pertinent questions. Those dealt

with the classification of children; the sc*ool attendance of older

children; the training of teachers; the frening of schemes; the

p].arining of suitable tests; Open Air class work; parental responsibility

and After-Care.188

About a year later, Eicho].z outlined his own views on the treatment

of epileptic children consequent upon the passage of the Education Act

of 1918. He first stressed the vital importance of a4mi tting epileptic

pupils to special schools immediately the malady was detected, so that

medical and dietetic treatment with Open Air education could benefit

the pupils. Early treatment was vital because many children improved

187Op cit., p. 5.
188Op. cit., p. 9.
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considerably under good conditions although few were cured of fits.

Small hcnes for 20 or 30 pupils under house matrons were recommended

and. so long as educational classification continued there was no

objection to institutions for 200 or more children. He felt that day

schools and boarded-out homes did not provide proper facilities for the

medical and educational treatment of epileptic pupils who needed training

for colony life because the best chances of both boys and girls lay in

agricultural work)89

Permanent care was essential for epileptic persons although the

main difficulty with them occurred at 16 years of age because L.E.Aa.

possessed no powers to retain pupils beyond that age in residential

institutions, so that the afflicted adlesoents tended. to leave school

and return to normal life at the precise moment they ought to connaenoe

their colony life.190

However, the greatest agitation in the innnediate Post-War years

was on behalf of the crippled and mentally defective children of England

and Wales, and Wood observed that up to about 1920 the Board acknowledged

that ecial schools for physically defective pupils were centres where

serious types of physical defect were treated. SLaoh afflications as

heart case a, crippling and tuberculosis were the maladies involved and he

believed that local authorities, being under no convulsion, had given the

few places available to t ho children who were worse afflicted. This

interpretation that special schools should be reserved for only the most

serious hathicaps had., according to Wood, set the staxa.rd for the

189Ed. 50/103.
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Special School Regulations which demanded a hig1 level of efficiency

as demonstrated by the standards of staff and premises required. In

his view, by mid-1920, the time was opportune for a new and different

fan of special school to be recognised. There were various

considerations which made him advocate this course but one of the most

influential was the number of experimental proposals before the Medical

Branch, three of which from the L.C.C. were seeking recognition under

the Education 1ct, 1918 and, by thus doing, were avoiding various rules

laid down in the Special Schools Regulations. Administratively, the

new establishments could be seen as either the extension of the Schools

Medical Service or, alternatively, as special schools, but the offending

Section 17 of the Act also allowed four categories of rather vaguely

defined facilities. The first of these was a place where children's

attendances counted for the purposes of the Code; secondly, was a

School Camp for pupils in norma]. health; thirdly, a Camp School for

ailing children and, finally, a special school.191

For administrative efficiency, Wood thought that it was vital for

the Board of Education to decide upon certain fairly definite categories

of institution so that future proposals could be dealt with correctly.

There appeared to be one general principle emerging from these schemes,

the certainty that any plans substantially remedial in their nature were

'M' business. It was acknowledged by the Board that the L.E .As. were

beginning to re&.ise the great importance of preventitive work and that

what was needed was the encouragement of large-scale experinnts so that

handicapped children were detected before they deteriorated and needed

192
expensive treatment.

191Ed. 5O/131.
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There were, furthennore, a considerable number of children

attending the elementary schools who were, probably due to adverse hcne

conditions, ailing, allae)fliC or sub-normal to such an extent that although

they were not totally unsuited for education in the normal schools they

were, at least temporarily, incapable of benefiting from the instructii

given in these schools. Some L.E.As. had recognised that special

circumstances did exist and wished to provide athools where such pupils

could be educated under conditions especially favourable. Such proposals

involved passing many children through the institutions with the intention

or raising the average standards of health by temporary and le

elaborate treatment of large numbers than by the prolonged and more

expensive treatment of smaller numbers of pupils. It was estimated by

Newman that about 10 per cent of the child population of the country

was eligible for such treatment and the problem facing the Board of

Education was that these new centres should not be recognised under

Section 17 of the Education Act, 1918, because theywere, in effect,
193remedial centres.

Wood, therefore, proposed that the Special Schools Regulations

should contain a short paragraph encouraging the furtherance of such

schemes, without ary changes in the Regulations themselves. Fisher gave

his approbation for the continuance of the experiments, not merely for

the medical benefits but also because the efficiency of the public

elementary schools would probably be raised if the pupils who were so

languid, lacking in vigour and uninterested were withdrawn, for these

children hampered the teachers in their work. However, he had certain

193Ed 50/134..
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reservations regarding the amounts of money which the local authorities

should spend because he did not want economies in their general schemes

for the development of educational facilities. He also recommended that

the conditions should be made more elastic to permit these experiments

within the Special Schools Regulations, but when the Accountant-General

demonstrated that the cost per head of Camp Schools was about £70 dearer

than similar costs of elementary schools, It was decided to place a

paragraph in the Prefatory Memorandum of the Regulations.1

The Central Committee for the Care of Cripples held a Joint

Conference with the Invalid Children' a Aid Association at the aui].dhall

in November, 1920, when two resolutions were passed, the first being

that a National Inquiry should be made into the nature and extent of

crippling among children with a view to its prevention or remedial

treatment. Secondly, the Conference recommended that the age at which

grants were available for the treatment of cripples should be raised to

18 years, the maximum age for Continuation Classes under the Education

Act, 1918. When Eicholz was asked for his comments, he advised that

nothing should be done about the grants during the period of financial

retrenchment and that the National Inquiry should be made by means of

the Census of every area in the Kingdom, begun but not completed for

the Report of the Chief Medical Officer, 1920.195

Wood' a final decision, backed by Newman, was that the inquiry was

best made through the Schools Medical Services arrangements ithereby the

local authorities had to ascertain all physically defective children in

their respective areas. It was admitted that some L.E.AB. were remiss

1 Ed. 50/134..
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in this matter, but Wood insisted that they should be encouraged, in

the existing era of financial e conomy, rather than made intransigent
196by unreasonable demands.

8, The Departmental Committee on the Causes and Prevention of Blindness

In September, 1920, Dr. AjLdison, the Minister of Health, had.

appointed the Departmental Committee on the Causes and Prevention of

Blindness which had reported in the last months of 1922 just when the

economy campaign was commencing. Some of' the members of the Committee

were also members of the Advisory Committee on the Welfare of the Blind

including Stephen Walsh, M.P., E. Macgregor and Eicholz, whilst

Gr.H. Roberts, MP 197 was Chairman.

On the question of Opthalmia Neonatoruin, the Committee felt it

to be desirable that abnormal children should be kept under continuous

observation by the Health Authority until they attained school age when

details of their health records should be har.ed over to the L.E.As.

It was recognised, however, that the Ministry of Health had not, by 1922,

been able to do this, so the members recommended, instead, that any

infant whose vision was impaired for any reason should be notified to the

L.E.A. at the earliest posaible age)98

6Ed. 50/153.
George Henry Roberts (1869-1928), L*1B, 1922-30, pp . 724. ft.

'98Departmental Committee on Causes & Prevention of Blindness Report, 1922,
Para. 4.7.
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Eicholz, in particular, was very keen on this recommendation

because, he felt, many blind and partially blind children were deprived

of several years education due to this lack of co-operation between

Public Health and L.E.As. He further recommended that the matter should

be stressed in the next Annual Report of the Chief Medical Officer.'99

On the topic of the treatment of chronic external eye diseases

of children in general, the Committee reported that, in the elementary

schools of London there were probably 300 pupils suffering from thia

affliction and it was suspected that a similar condition existed

elsewhere. The effect of these diseases was to produce a certain amount

of blindness and serious impairment of vision which was almost wholly

preventable. For the complete prevention of this disease, the Committee

advocated ixrovements in housing, diet, sanitation, ventilation and

personal cleanliness whilst, for its treatment, they recommended special

institutional accommodation which was, at that time, noticeably lacking.

The environments of the children nurtured the diseases, so removal fran

their surroundings was essential to their cure, for treatment in clinics

was useless if, afterwards, the patients returned to their homes.

Therefore, it was forcibly recommended that adequate provision should be

made for the education and. treatment of these Children in special

residential schools for sufferers fran phlyctenular keratitis and other

chronic external eye diseases.2

On this point, too, icholz possessed very strong feelings for he

believed that, in London and other large urban centres, residential school

199 a. 50/91.

2 Departmental Committee, op. cit., Para. 92.
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accommodation for children suffering from chronic external, eye diseases

was a real necessity. Open Air schools were what was required, for the

Metropolitan Asylums Board had, for the previous two years, provided free

places for 70 such cases from the L.C.C. schools at great benefit to

the pupils. As a result of these experiments, the L.C.C. desired

compulsory powers to make additional provision. He advised the Board

of Education to support the L.C.C. in its work because the measure was

important in the prevention of suffering and the imp airment of vision,

201
as well as in the interests of educational efficiency.

Repeatedly, the Committee drew the attention of the C'rnment

to the need of an overall improvement in the general. social conditions

then prevalent throughout the country, before the remedy for the

afflictions could be completely successful. However, as interim

measures, they advocated that the Board of Education should seek

additional. powers to enable the L.E.As. to compel parents of suspected

pupils to submit them to medical inspection and. adequate medical

202treatment wherever the local autnority considered it necessary.

During the course of the investigations of the Committee, Eicholz

had had consultations with many School Medical Officers and other

officials and he had discovered, to his deep concern, that there were

many children who suffered from chronic inflammatory diseases of the

eye (and also of the ear) which endangered their sig1t (or hearing),

owing to the neglect of parents who refused to present them for

inspection and treatment. The ordinary rights of the parents with

201Ed 50/91.
202Departmental Committee, op. cit., Para. 98.
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regard to medical inspection permitted this neglect without the

L.E.A. being able to intervene. Local officials wanted the power to

prevent these cases occurring and. desired an extension of powers uther

the Education Act, 1921, by which they could compel the parents of

these children to submit them for medical inspection with a view to

commital to special schools. Eioholz strongly supported the proposed

increased powers for the LE.As. but he also recommended that they be

adopted for deaf children too, in order that blind and deaf pupils

could then be treated the same. 203

The Committee recoiised the value of special classes for myopes

with the minimum strain to their eyes and, also, in indicating methods

which might, in the future, be utilised to improve their teaching.

Further provision was advocated by classes, or by similar methods for

pupils with serious defects of vision. In addition, they wanted steps

to be taken to discover these children at an early age so that

preventitive measures could be instituted.2

Eicholz'a cotnments upon this last relevant recommendation of the

Departmental Committee was that it merely punctuated the existing policy

of the Board of ducation, in that new myope classes were permitted

wherever the urgency and magnitude of the problem necessitated such

classes. 205

Later, after due speculation, Eicholz re-considered the

recommendations of the Departmental Committee together with the deaands

203Ed 50/91.
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of the various local officials for wider powers to deal with children

suffering from chronic external eye diseases. With the prevailing

economic situation and the consequent desire to avoid any educational

legislation conducive to tra expense, Eicholz was faced with the problem

of assisting L.LAs. to deal with cases of parental neglect and yet, at

the same time, avoiding delays due to the amending of existing laws or
206regulations.

Children contracting these diseases suffered for long periods and

the ordinary treatment at clinics or hospitals often failed to ameliorate

their condition or to cure them, whilst at the same time, slum conditions

served to aggravate the severity of the disease and endanger their sight.

The affliction was inflammatory and attacked the lids and front coats

of the eyes and, If the attack was prolonged, the cornea became inflamed

and. scarred so that the child became totally or partially blind, Thus,

he became incapable of education in public elementary schools arid could,

Eicholz believed, be treated as physically defective within the meaning

of the Education Act, 1921 - Sections 54. and 55(5) 
207

Mter detailed consideration by Wood and then the Igal Department

which was prepared to agree reluctantly to Eicholz' s suggestions, it

was decided that the L.E.A.s should be encouraged to utilise the powers

for these pupils which they possessed over physically handicapped childre?8

Thus, indirectly, the Departmental Cnmittee achieved some

betterment of the plight of children suffering from chronic external eye

2O6Ed 50/91.
207Ed. 50/91.
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diseases and, at the same time, had. extended the scope of the Education

Acts. However, this example was yet another case to prove that the

blind were receiving exceptional treal2nent from the authorities for,

since the beginning of 1924 until 1935 a series of committees inquired

into various aspects of the education of the blind, whilst it was not

until 1930, after continual agitation, that the first official Post-War

investigation into deaf education was ordered.

Other bodies, notably the L.C.C. Central Council for the Blind,

were also keeping a careful surveillance upon educational facilities for

blind children and, by early 1922, they were becoming most perturbed by

economies restricting expenditure upon handicapped pupils. The Council

strongly denounced the Board' a policy as retrograde and detrimental to

the Interests of both the afflicted children and the community as a whole,

because children, after leaving school untrained, could not become

effective workers. According to some experts, the law gave blind

children the right to be educated and the Board of Education, in their

opinion, had no power to expunge this right.209

9. The Education Act, 1922. and the Geddes' Axe

Had it not been for the economies demanded by the Post-War

Depression Years, the Education Act, 1921, may well have bec 	 a more

important educational neasure than the Act of 1918. Its main purpose

209Ed 50/93.
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was to clarify and correlate all previous educational enactments and,

with this intention, it included a whole Section dealing with special

education.

Pirst].y, it laid down that the parents of a blind and/or deaf

child were legally responsible for ensuring that their children were

educated, and that it was the legal duty of the L.E.As. concerned to
210provide these educational facilities.

Similar provisions followed for the duties of both parents and

L.E.As. towards epileptic, physically defective and mentally defective

children. Then the Act laid down that blind, deaf, defective and.

epileptic pupils should remain at school until they reached the age of

16 years, the provision of several earlier Elementary Education Acts.

However, the financial situation worsened considerably during

the year 1921, and, in the latter part of the year, the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, Sir Robert Horne,2l2 appointed a Committee under the

Chairmanship of Sir Eric Geddes, M.P. 213 to recommend a £100 millions

reduction in public expenditure. In early 1922, the Chancellor

reported to the House of Commons that the Committee had suggested that

£18 millions could be saved in the Education Estimates, part of that

amount being merely a transfer of £3 million from taxes to rates. The

Ceddes Committee also recommended that teachers* salaries should be

reduced arid that all children below the age of six years should be

excluded from schoo1s.2

210Education Act, 1921, Part V, Articles 51-53.
2ll	 cit., Articles 61 ff.
2125ir Robert Home, Viscount Home of Slamannan (1871-194 .0), EVB, 1931-4.0.

213Sir Eric Campbell Geddes (1875-1937), IRB, 1931-4.0, p. 310 ti.
of Commons Journal, 1st March, 1922, pp. 4.32 ii.
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The Board of Education had been under financial pressure since

the appointment of the Geddes Conunittee and their attention had been

especially directed to the costs of special schools. In 1921, orders

were received to permit the estab1iahint of new special schools only

after careful scrutiny, owing to their high costs, and this directive

had resulted in ax' almost complete stoppage of new building. Other

queries raised which affected costs were the hig)i fees charged and the

standards of staffing required by the Board. Wood, therefore, believed

that the time had come to approach the problem of special schools in a

much more thorough manner and, to assist this re-appraisal, he reviewed

the history of their provision. He believed that the fact that the

Elementary Education (Blind & Deaf Children) Act, 1893 was compulsory

and the succeeding Elementary Education (Defective & Epileptic Children)

Act, 1899 was permissive, had led to axi irregular and spasmodic growth

in the provision of special schoo].s.215

Blind and deaf children were, in his opinion, adequately provided

for in the country, as was to be expected when compulsory educational

provision had been enforced for thirty years. Thirthermore, the numbers

of such pupils were fairly small, about 6,000 of each including the

partially blind and the partially deaf. Real difficulties arose when

the education of physically and mentally defective children was coneidered

for provision for them had. been made spasmodically without any reference

to national requirements, so that by 1920 the ground had not been covered

215Ed. 50/150b.
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and the cost of doing this, if relevant Acts of Parliannt were

23.6
enforced, appeared prohibitive.

Permissive legislation, until at least 1914, had naturally

prevented the Board of Education from developing a rational system of

special schools. An idea]. plan would have necessitated plotting areas

of the correct size to support schools for physically and mentally

handicapped children, and then to have ensured that the suitable schools

were built. In fact, the Board had welcomed any authorities or body

of voluntary managers which had offered to erect schools for any types

of schools in any localities. Apart from London, there were few local

authorities which had even attempted to provide all types of special

schools. Some of the L.E.As. bad concentrated upon mentally defective

scholars whilst others had favoured physically handicapped pupils and

others had done nothing whatsoever.

Parliament had intended facilities to be available for all

eligible pupils but these benefits were almost wholly withheld in large

areas of the country. In addition, the Board. possessed no accurate

figures of the numbers of defective pupils in the country although it

was estimated that there were about 56,000 physically handicapped children

and 30,000 mentally defective pupils. Special schools in England and.

Wales were educating about 11,000 physically handicapped pupils and.

15,000 mentally defective scholars, of whom the greatest number were

being taught in urban day schools. Rural children normally attended

residential schools or institutions, although only about 1,200 out of

216Ed 50/150b.
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an estimated 12,000 were receiving education. If the laws were

enforced, Wood estimated that the Board of Education would zed thout

£3 million of which only about one/third was for day schools, whereas

only £750,000 had been paid for all defective children during

192122. 218

Prom these facts and figure 8 and, in view of' the financial

stringency, Wood drew the general conclusion that, in the immediate

future, policy would have to develop on an entirely new basis that a

limited sum was available for the purposes of these Acts and the Board

had to decide how the limited sums at their disposal should beat be

spent. This contrasted very forcibly with previous policy which was

that Parliament should finance any demands m1e by new legislation

whilst the Board of Education ensured implementation of the various

Acts. However, it was believed that this new policy might be beneficial,

as it entailed a cnprehensive review of general administration which

was essential, regardless of financial pressures. 219

Wood considered that essential future questions included the

decision, if money was to be limited in the future, upon which category

of handicapped child to concentrate this expenditure. A second decision

to be ina4e was whether there was to be a national or local standard of

affliction for physically handicapped pupils and, thirdly, it had to be

decided whether all tuberculous children should be handed over to the

Ministry of Health. Yet other decisions were necessary in the cases

of sanatorium schools where children resided for only short periods and

2l8Ed 50/15Gb.
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where the Board insisted on more than a minimum of instruction.

Wood suggested that a].]. the standards of the Board in regard to

educational requirements in schois for physically handicapped pupils

could be lowered without real hardship. Wood questioned the boundar

line drawn in the various Acts, between educable and non-educable pupils

and suggested that the Board of Education retained only those children

who could becon self-supporting whilst handing over to the Board of'

Control all pupils who would always need so fox,u of custodial care.

Finally, he posed the most awkward problem for his superiors, whether

the Board of Education intended to leave the relevant Acts in tIir

existing state and nullify them by administrative action, thus

acquiescing in their total disregard by some L.E.As. or to enforce them

and court animosity.2

Wood was prepared to submit tentative suggestions as a basis for

discussions. Firstly, he advised that as it seemed impossible to fully

implement the Acts relating to a].]. defective children for many years to

come, so it appeared that amendment of the laws was the solution. In

general the proposed amendment should be based upon a policy of raising

the standard at which the actual obligation to provide for defective

children began, and enforcing this standard uniformly. For blind and

deaf pupils, he felt that no amending legislation was necessary because

he had been assured by Eicholz that most of the really blind and. really

deaf were already receiving instruction.22l

Upon the receipt of Wood's Minute, Selby-Bigge read it with great

220Ed 50/15Gb.
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interest but dismissed the idea of amending legislation. In this

222
view he was backed by Fisher.

Previously, Eicholz had submitted his proposals for economy in

special education uther which he suggested savings of about £100,000 in

grants by curtailing services. He advised leaving alone the schools

for the blind, deaf, epileptic and tubercular children, plus Open Air

schools. In schools for the mentally defective, Eicholz suggested that

about lO per cent of the inmates would become useful wage-earners and.

so he recommended that, in the future, anission to these schools should

be restricted to the children with I.Qs. laying between 60 and 75.

Higier grade defectives should, he recommended, be returned or remain

in backward classes in the public elementary schools, whilst lower grade

cases should remain at home until notified that opportunities for their

instruction were again available. In all, Eicholz estimated that his

suggestions would. reduce numbers in the mentally defective schools by

about half, thus saving about £U2,000.223

In London it had. been found that 65 physically defective pupils

out of a total of 691 actually walked to school. Eicholz suggested

that this meant that about 650 pupils could be withdrawn from special

schools thus saving about £10,000 in grants. For such an en].iglitened

person as Eicholz, this was probably the most untypica]. Minute that he

ever wrote. Myope schools could lose about 300 of their estimated 500

pupils which would permit a saving of about £Lf,500 in grants and

partially deaf pupils could be entirely dispersed to the public elementary

222w 50/150b.
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schools which, in turn, would save about £3,000. However, it

should be emphasised that Eicholz mai3.e these recommendations only on

the assumption that monies saved in the more advanced areas would be

u.tilised in neglected districts. Wood was particularly interested in

Elcholz's definition of mentally defective pupils for retention in

special schools and recommended it to his superiors for consideration.224.

In the same month, January, 1922, the Board of Education

distributed Circular l2li.5 to the L.E.Az. and Managers of Voluntary

Institutions. This document warned them that they should restrict

their total experiture in making provision for blind, deaf, defective

and. epileptic children in 1922-23 to the identical sum spent during

1921-22. The reception afforded to the directive was hostile and the

N.U.TS and other teachers' bodies fulminated against it. Rapid

deterioration in the situation caused Wood, in June of the same year,

to modify the negative Circular 124 .5 by the issue of a more positive

document which announced that financial rationing would be applied to

mentally defective and Open Air schools as well as blind and deaf schools

but that these schools would be permitted to utilise the full extent of

their accommodation although sanatoria schools were to restrict their
225expenditure to the 1921-22 level.

Nevertheless, the pressures for further economies in this vital

social .evvice became greater and Wood was soon compelled to produce

another Minute recommending additional economies on the special schools.

In his new Memorandum, he stated that the objects of the Minute were to

224.	 50/15Gb.
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lower the costs of these schools by reducing the quality and quantity

of the teachers. He accepted that there were fundamental differences

between various types of special schools so that in schools for blind

and/or deaf pupils, he advocated no alterations because these children

were wholly arid. permanently removed from the elementary school. Their

total education and training thus occurred in these establisheients and,

as they were taught by special. methods, the teachers in these schools

would always be few and. well-qualified. In sa.natoria schools, he also

advocated no change because many of the children there had to be fraught

in bed so that there were physical reasons for restricting the number of

pupils taught by one teacher, otherwise these youngsters would suffer

from both bad physique and indifferent education.226

It was the staffs of Open Air schools that Wood considered should

be reduced because the pupils therein were mentally normal and remained

for only short periods, so that the teachers were neither numerous nor

well-qualified. As mental defects varied greatly, he could make no

recommendations in respect of M.D. schools so, eventually, he made his

substantial financial concessions in the staffs of physically handicapped

schools. He believed that his proposed reductions would persevere

indefinitely because previous standards had been too high, being

originally intended for the era when the experimental schools provided

were few. Such high standards had. become too onerous with the rapid

increase in the numbers of the schools and the expansion in their scope27

Thus, the standards of high quality in the schools for physicaUy

226	
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handicapped pupils were lcered and, surprisingly, there was little

objection in the country about this for Mrs. Humphry Ward was dead.

With the great propagandist gone, Agnes Hunt remained bizt she inspired

by personal example rather than by refined but effective agitation and,

at this time, she was not like Mary Ward, a famous personality in her

own right.

However, Wood advocated giving Managers a long period to implement

the changes because the natural susceptibilities of teachers were

already aroused. So he proposed to proceed gradually because the

improvements were intended to be permanent and. it would be advantageous,

in the long term, if a lasting reduction in costs was effected without

creating any unnecessary ill-feeling. Newman agreed with Wood' a views

and suggested that the alterations would result in some immediate

economies and xnore later on, but he also foresaw a definite lowering of

the standards of education provided. He was adamant in his belief

that schools for blind and. deaf pupils required a higher quality of

teacher and smaller Classes than other special schools. Nevertheless,

in. defective and. Open Mx' schools reductions were being forced upon the

Board, so there was no hope of development in these establishments nor of

any constructive work. Available money was too little to attempt to

make mentally defective pupils self-supporting or, at least, the 3O per

cent who could be so trained, for with such finance, the Board could

228
provide only custodial care.

Selby-Bigge seconded the ideas on blind, arid deaf education

advanced by Wood and Newman but advocated the justification of the costs

228Ed 50/150b.
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by their eventual self-supporting capacity, and he imagined that this

was also true of badly crippled pupils. On epileptic and mentally

handicapped pupils, he contended that there was considerable doubt

regarding the value of special schools to them or to society. He

suggested that if a large proportion of M.D pupils were transferred to

the Board of Control the special schools for M.D. children could become

testing schools or schools from which, after a relatively short period,

pupils passed either to the Board of Control or returned to the public

elementary schools. Anticipating the criticisms that the economies had

been made at the ecpense of the moat unfortunate and defenceless, Selby-

Bigge asserted that the response was that there would always be sonic

handicapped children who would never enter special schools due to the

lack of accommodation and the reluctance of some local authorities to

maintain them. Although Fisher accepted Selby-Bigge' a proposed course

of action, he asked that further economies in the costs of open air

schools and. establishments for defective scholars should be investigatea29

Thia request caused dismay &nong Newman and his colleagues, who

manfully obeyed their orders and. re-considered the problem. However,

they felt that they were committing undesirable actions in lowering the

qualifications of the teachers for they were also increasing the numbers

in the classes and making their new staffing ratios maximum requirements.

Furthermore, they stressed the peculiar afflications involved and the

dangers inherent in lowering the standards of supervision and tuition

any further. Wood suggested that, for the present, his figures should

be accepted and that they should be reviewed two years later when the

229Ed 50/150b.
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effect of the proposals, coupled with the reduction in school fees,

could be estimated, together with their result upon the efficiency of

the schools. Newman concurred in these views and. Selby-Bigge passed

the Minute on to Fisher with the comment that he had no reason to doubt

the conclusions arrived at by the Medical. Branch. Reluctantly, Fisher

agreed upon the trial. period.	 This particular incident is an

excellent illustration of the power, during this period, of certain

officials in the Civil Service for, having endured s.oua financial

restrictions in the initial economy drive immediately following the

Ced.des Report, the senior officials of the Board of Education would

yield no further. They were backed in this determination by the

Permanent Secretary, Selby-Bigge, and, faced with this polite but

united opposition, Fisher yielded.

Pressures, however, continued unabated and Newman, himself, was

compelled to lay down a scheme of priorities for the expenditure of

monies allocated. His first priority was universal medical inspection

of all school children, for this was the basis of an efficient system of

physical control of the child population. Then came medical treatment,

as defined and practised in the past, but he was astounded to discover

that his department was spending almost as much on special schools as

on medical inspection. He therefore recommended that attempts should

be made to reduce their costs by decreasing the numbers of pupils who

were unable to become self-supporting. However, there were great

compensations in the economy campaign, as Wood discovered, when he

prepared a most comprehensive Memorandum upon the future policy and

230Ed 50/150b,
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responsibilities of the d.ical Branch. His aim was to ensure that

money available was utilised in the most efficient manner possible with

no social service either neglected or over-financed. He discovered. the

evils inherent in permissive legislation which were largely responsible

for the administrative chaos evident in the LIIE.A. areas. Firstly,

by 1922, there were 27 local authorities which did not provide any

facilities for a single tfective child and, a total of another 215

which spent less than 3/- per head on such children, less than half

the national average. Then there were authorities which had. decided

to concentrate upon certain aspects of the work of the Medical Branch

and totally neglect other activities. His remedy was to compel the

local authorities to spend sums on the Schools Medical Service which

were proportional to their expenditure upon special schools. Sporadic

expansion of various special services should be replaced by systematic

efforts to secure more uniform facilities for the country as a whole,

with a minimum below which and a maximum above which no authority should

231
be permitted to go. 	 Thus, the embryo policy of the Board of

Education which had been slowly emerging since 1918, the improvement of

the quIity of special education by increasing facilities and improving

the qualifications of the teachers in co-operation with various

professional and philanthropic organisations, was destroyed and a new

policy formulated. This new policy was, from the point of view of

special education, that medical inspection came first in the priorities

for new finance and medical treatment second, followed by special schools.

This caused attempts to lessen the numbers of children who qualified for

231Ed 50/150b.
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special schools by returning many to the public elementary schools;

by passing others over to other Government depariments such as the

Board of Control aud the Ministry of Health and by eliminating some

categories of handicaps such as the partially sighted.

For the year 1922-23, Wood recommended that no changes should be

made in the requirements for schools for the blind, deaf, delicate and

crippled pupils so that any economies would be made by transferring

certain mentally defective children to the Board of Control and

tuberculous children to the Ministry of Health. For most special schools

he advocated that expenditure should not exceed that for 1921-22.

Further economies would be made by the reduction of fees paid in special

schools which would save £50,000 in 1922-23 and the revision of the

staffing ratios in these schools.232

These projected financial retrenchments brought an instant

response from the C.A.M.D. when Miss Fox wrote to suggest that Occupation

Centres might be recognised by the Board of Education for the training

of low-grade feeble-minded children who were not eligible for special

sdiools under the relevant Education Acts. She 'wished to krow whether

the Board of Education was prepared to recognise such centres so that

Education Committees would send low-grade children to them and pay fees.

However, some members believed that if such recognition was granted,

then there were dangers that high grade children would be sent to the

centres so that all mentally defective children would be in either

Occupation Centres or in backward classes. Miss Fox informed the Board

that the C.A.M.D. believed that Regulations could be made to meet these
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eventualities arid, in any case, the new establishments would lower the

costa of special schools for she estimated that they would attract

about 10 to 20 pupils from each of the special schools in the country.233

Financially, Evelyn Fox hoped that the Board of Control would

give small grants to assist in starting these Centres, but this would

not cover the whole expenses, and so she wished to know whether the

L.E.As. could contribute to the costs of children they sent, estimated

at between £7 and £8 per head for 20 children per year for five half-days

per week, depending upon the rent of the premises utilised.2

Consequent upon this letter, Miss Fox visited the Board of

Education for an interview with Wood and Eicholz, during which she

conveyed to the officials concerned her misgivings about the exclusion

of mentally defective children from special schools and the virtual ban

on building new schools. Wood explained to her that this was a

misunderstanding but he admitted that the Board was anxious to reduce

the costs of special schools and. that there were many mentally defective

children in the country who were not receiving any education.235

The proposed new expenditure did not appeal to the officials of

the Board even though Miss Fox contended that the desired economies

could be realised with the least possible detriment to the children.

She thought that if they were merely turned out of the schools or the

schools were partly closed, then public opinion would be greatly incensed.

Although she suggested that L.E.As. should be given the opportunity to

3Ed. 50/].50b.
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provide such centres for themselves, she contended that no economies

would be achieved if this occurred and, in addition, she believed that

teachers would raise objections to the lowering of educational standards.

So, in her opinion, it was preferable for the new centres to be

independent and. not connected with any existing schools. Eicholz advised

Miss Pox to start with a few centres and then work out the cost so that,

later, she could visit the Board with more definite statistics.

evertheless, the meeting concluded with wood and. Eicholz assuring her

that the Board would give her proposals serious considerations because

it would, at least, obviate throwing such children back on the streets6

Correspondence folloved between representatives of the Board of

Education and the C .A.LD. during which it was agreed that Occupation

Centres would cater mainly for ineducable children. Once they had

begun it was felt that the question of admitting limited numbers of

Board of Education children of a special category would possibly arise.

If this situation arose it was necessary to devise a method whereby

these establishments could be certified so that L.E.As. could incur

expenditure upon pupils sent to them and the Board of Education could

pay grants. As the Centres were to be open only half-time, the problem

was that the Regulations demanded 2+00 openings before grants could. be

earned, and. so the rules needed amending before grants could be paid.

for them. A second approach was to permit L.E.Az. to notify children

of very low grades more freely by raising the Board' a standards of

educability. This action would place the Occupation Centres entirely

236Ed 50/15Gb.
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under the Board of Control and lay the Board of Education open to the

charge that it was taking advantage of the Mental Deficiency Act, 1913,

for economy purposes. Thirdly, the Board of Education could utilise

the Occupation Centres as receiving houses where all the children were

on probation and under the supervision of the School Medical Officers,

with the intention of diagnosing what they were really suited for, so

that they would eventually be sent either for notification or retained

237for further investigations.

At a time of stringent economy, the senior officials of the

Board of Education were obviously concerned to prevent any extra

expense and these new establishments threatened exactly that with new

funds being required for low-grade defectives. It was also obvious

fran various Minutes circulating at this period, that low-grade mentally

defective children were receiving an extremely 3.0w priority.

Nevertheless, Wood advooated that the C.A.M.D. should be allowed to

establish a few of these Centres with a view to the observation of their

238
working by the Board of Education.

In December, 1922, a Conference was held between representatives

of the Boards of Education, of Control and the C.A.M.D. at which

Sir Frederick Willis239 announced that the Treasury had agreed to permit

the Board of Control to pay grants for children attending Occupation

Centres, although the sum available was small. Willis asserted that

the Board of Control considered that these new centres were a type of

237	 50/120.

23BEd 50/120.

239Sir Frederick Willis (1863-1914.6), Who Was Who, 194..1-5Q, p. 12414-.
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supervision arrangement under which children would be better fitted to

pass into institutions. Ie also suggested that an administrative

distinction should be drawn between those places where there were special

schools plus Occupation Centres and those places where only the Centres

existed for, in the fonner case, only low-grade mental defectives would

be admitted whilst, in the latter case, all children could attend.

It was also pointed out that L.E.As. should not be permitted to think

that they could cease their provision of new special schools, whilat

Eicholz maintained that his department did not wish to retain lower

grade mental cases in special schools if there was an alternative.

However, up until that time, it was the school or the street for these

unfortunate children. The session closed with the decision to open a

few Occupation Centres and to let future policy be dictated by the

experience gained from them.2

This particular action by the Board of Education completed the

retrenchment policy which was typical of their post-Geddea economies in

that they saved money by excluding low-grade mentally defective pupils

from their special schools and yet, at the same time, catered for

additional children by passing on the responsibility for their education

and training to another Government department. At first they conducted

this policy in two particular spheres, low grade mentally defective

children were handed over to the Board of Control and tuberculous children

to the Ministry of Health, but as no definite limitation existed, the

Board of Education continually extended the non-educational categories in

order that they could pass over more children. Then, later, additional

children were transferred from M.D. special schools to these Occupation

Centres, a third outlet.

2l4.Og 50/120.
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CAPR 6

END OF AN A - EICII)LZ RPTRRS

1. The Ear]j Development of Child Guidanoe

At about the same time that the Royal Coamission on the Blind,

the Deaf & the Demb was cducting its inquiries, from 1884. onwards,

Sir Francis Galton was setting up a small anthropometric laboratory at

the International 1alth Exhibition of 1884.-85, in which he gave

persona]. demonstrations on children. Subsequently, he moved the

laboratory to the Science Museum at South Kensington before taking it

to its final abode, University College, London. Thzring his

investigations of various children at thia laboratory, Galton evolved

a case-history sheet for systematically exanining and. reporting upon

individual children, a method which was to be copied, later, in the

schools of the London County Council and the first psychological clinics.

1ius, this laboratory of Ge].ton' a may be regarded as the first Child

Guidance Clinic for his consequent suggestion that the mental. differences

between indivilual children could be scientifically tested and assessed,

with the results utilised as a basia for practical guidance, created

widespread interest.1

In 1893, John Sully2 was appointed Professor of Mind & Logic at

University College and, within a year, he had. established an Education

Section in his Department. Later, in 1895, he founded the first

laboratory in Great Britain devoted exclusively to psychology and followed

1C. Burt, "The Historical Development of the Guidance Movemmt in England",
Tear Book of Education, l95, p. 83.

2Profeasor James Sully (184 .2-1923), Who Was Who, 1916-28, p. 1014..
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this by including, for the first time, systematic instruction in child

psychology in the courses for student-teachers. From 1899 to 1907, the

laboratory was directed by McDougall3 who invited teachers and other

people to take their more difficult children there for examination and,

afterwards, as demonstration cases for students in training. 	 In return,

the parents and teachers received systematic reports which summarised the

children' s mental and physical characteristics with sptcial recommendations

plus instructions as to the most suitable treatment.4.

As a result of their work, both G.alton and Sully demanded further

large-scale researches with extensive surveys, as a preliminary to more
ptU tla h%v

effective workin child guidance. They both required. more exact

information about three aspects of the children of Britain - firstly,

details of the average or normal characteristics of children at successive

stages of life; secondly, the proximate numbers of children requiring

special attention, special treatment or special types of schools and,

finally, data about the changes in mentt]. and educational levels from

year to year or from one generation to another. So both alion and. Sully

embarked upon a campaii to educate the public by means of lectures and

addresses, frequently given under the auspices of learned societies or

academic institutions. In addition, in 1893, Sully had founded the

British Child Study Association in London and the work of this body and

its affiliated associations or branches was an extra propaganda weapon.

3Wllliam McDougall (1871-1938), DNB, 1931-4.0, pp. 570-572.

4.G. Keir, "A History of Child Guidance", British Journal of Educational
Psychology, Vol. xxii, February, 1952, p. 9.

5 . c	 i\ (LC	 H'f. o(4\ov	 &s q SSe y*d. (-kt-

cessor o	 sjJob& o (koict t-

UtL(k€	 4\T	 pU&ALtj sutJ.. tAic
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Other medical experts founded the Society for the Promotion of Hygiene

in School Life three years later, but the emphasis in this latter body

was the diagnosis and treatment of feebly-gifted children and those whose

physical or mental condition was abnormal. Dougla3 alton was the first

Chairman of this new as8ociation but the active nmbers were Drs. Warner,

Shuttleworth and Langdon Down. Later, the title of the group was

altered to the Childhood Society.5

The Liverpool Branch of the Child Study Association was an

extremely active body, partly because it received great encouragement

from the Director of Education for the City, J.G. Legge° and. Sir Charles

Sherrin,gton, 7 the Professor of Physiology at the University who was,

also, the Vice-President of the Association. In 1907, Cyril Burt, who

h. established psychological studies of children in Oxford schools, was

offered a Lectureship in Psychology by Sherrington and there, in

Liverpool, he began similar studies in co-operation with the education

authorities and the police courts, amongst backward, delinquent and

8
defective children.

All this work and its results convinced both Sully and McDou.gafl

that for any effective work to be done amongst school children, it was

essential that local centres should be established, particularly in those

areas where the need seemed greatest, the cities, and that there should

be psychologists working under the aegis of the education authorities.

50p. cit., pp. 10-12.

6james Granvil].e Legge (1861-1940), Who Was Who, 1929-4.Q, p. 797.
7Sir Charles Scott Sherrington (1857-1952), Who Was Who, 1951-6Q, p. 994..

iceir, op. cit., p . 13.
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These recommendations coincided with a serious crisis in the London

schools for the L.C.O. had quickly adopted the pexnissive powers of the

Elementary Education (Defective & Epileptic Children) Act, 1899, under

which they could provide and maintain special schools for mentally

defective children. Under the Act, a].]. the potential pupils for these

schools had to be medically examined by a doctor who was controlled by

the County Medical Officer aria not the Education Officer. In the

beginning, the doctors tended to commit any pupils to these schools who

were likely to benefit from the snaUer classes, the individual teaching

and the more practical curricula. Consequently, after a few years,

many children were returned to the normal schools as cured, with the

result that pupils who were merely backward were being educated at a

cost of about three times that for ordinary pupils. Conplaints were

submitted from the Education Codttee about the vastly increased costs;

from the parents about the st1na and from the teachers about the faulty

diagnoses due to the doctors lacking any educational or psychological

training.9

As the result of this uproar, the Education Officer, Sir Robert

Blair, and the Chief Inspector, Dr. C.W. Kimznins 1° prepared a Imoranö.um

setting out the reasons for desiring the appointment of a psychological

expert to the L.C.C. Education Service. The primary duties of the new

official were to examine dull, backward or, possibly, feeble-minded

children, aria to assist not only in the diagnosis of special school cases

C. Burt, op. cit., pp. 89-91.
lO	 Charles William Kimmins (?-194.8), Who Was Who, 194 .1-50, pp . 639-4.0.
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but also to provide guidance for teachers and others in regard to the

treatment and education of 'problem children' in the elementary schools.

Thus was established the first official Child Guidance Centre in Great

Britain, with Cyril Lodowic Burt as the Psychologist, originally for an

experimental period of three years.

Burt was selected from a list of 38 applicants and appointed as

a psychologist working half-time in the Education Officer' a Department,

at a salary of £300 per annum for a period not exceeding three years'2

for the Education Corimittee believed that the appointment of more dical

Officers to e xaniine all the children from public elementary schools who

were nominated for M.D. schools wc*ild not solve the problem.13

In his work for the L.C.C., Burt adopted the general lines of

procedure which he had developed in his investigations in Oxford and

Liverpool, and which comprised four main lines of inquiry, educational,

social, medical and. psychological. Data were accumulated from many

sources, particularly fron information provided by teachers, checked

wherever necessary, by the psychologist visiting the school; other

information was provided by Care Committee representatives about the

home conditions and family history, again checked where necessary by the

personal visits to the homes by the psychologist and, fiüaUy, reports

on the	 lds physical and medical condition from the Schools Medical

Officer, supplemented, where necessary, by a further examination by a

Keir, op. cit., p. 15.
12L.C.C. Minutes of Proceedings, November-December, 1912, p. 14-10.
130p. cit., July-October, 1912, pp. 286 ff.
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specialist, e.g. fl(lJlLkqi5k. When this information had been

collated, the psychologist usually interviewed the parents of the child

and then, frequently assisted by voluntary personnel, conducted a

comprehensive study of the chlds intellectual, educational, emotional

and moral characteristics using for this investigation, standardised

tests, observations in a Play Roon and, occasionally, Wither' s device of

'diagnostic teaching'. Usually, both a parent and a teacher accompanied

the child to the psychologist' a office but, in complicated cases, a Case

Conference follod between the psychologist, teacher, social worker

and. doctor. Finally, a systematic report was sent to the person who

had referred the case to the Centre, suggesting practical measures for

treatment, training or further observation. In a small proportion of

the cases, remedial treatment was actually undertaken at the Centre by

the psychologist or an assistant working under his close supervision.

In the immediate post-War years after 1918, the work of the

L.C.C. Centre was connected with the courses for the training of teachers

and. educational psychologists at the London Day Training College,

organised by the University of London, but maintained by the L.C.C.

From then until l93 	 6iaP	 *'±, a na2l number of

cases were still referred. to what was, in effect, a Child Guidance Centre

attached to the Psychological 1artment of the College, and were used

for the training of educational psychologists.15

Keir, op. cit., pp. 15-16.

l5	 cit., p. 16.
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Information received from the persons who had. originally

referred the cases to the psychologist, two years or more afterwards,

suggested that, of this sub-normal group, treatment appeared. to have

been successful in 61 per cent of the cases and, in particu].ar, It was

found that nearly 12 per cent of the children certified by School

Medical Officers as mentally defective and sent to special M.D. schools

could. be 'cured' of their alleged defects with appropriate teaching

and training. As a result, it was urged that a].l chiliren with I.Qs.

over 70 could be dealt with as dull or backward in special schools or

classes without certification, but with psychological assistance.16

The success of the new methods in London and elsewhere led to

the confirmation of Burt's appointment and. the adoption of similar ideas,

usually in connection with psychological or education departments of

universities throughout the country. It soon became evident, however,

that the facilities available were totally inadequate for the numbers

requiring attention, for estimates m.e in London and Birmingham had.

suggested that, at the very least, about 15 per cent of the child

population needed psychological examination. Of this 15 per cent about

13 per cent appeared to present comparatively simple problems but the

other 2 per cent necessitated more intensive study.17

Psychological treatment was so successful amongst shell-shocked

soldiers during the 1914-18 War that after 1918 the growing demand for

psychological assistance was met by several private organisations, often

started originally to advance the values of scne special types of

cit., p. 16.
l7, cit., p. 17.
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approach - those of Freud, Jung, Adler or Mad.ajne Montessori.18

One of these estab1ishnnts was an Institute of Medical

Psychology (subsequently re-nied the Tavistock Clinic), founded by

1k. Crichton-Miller19 at a house in Tavistock Square, London.

Chrichton-Miller was an early enthusiast for Montessori methods and

Jungian analysis and he established the Clinic to provide modern

psychological treatment for adults and children suffering fran various

psycho-neuroses ad certain disorders of conduct. It was especially

intended for those persons unable to afford specialists' fees, but to

begin with its patients were mainly children. As official permission

was required for children to attend during school hours, the L.C.C. had.

to be formally consulted. Cyril Burt was then working as part-time

psychologist to the L.O.C. and part-tine as Professor of Psychology

at the London Day College. He and Crichton-Miller discussed the scheme

before the official documents were drawn up and it was decided that the

vacant house in Tavistock Square would be suitable premises for the new

clinic as it was conveniently close to the College, for Burt was

especially eager that all the sutdents training to be educational

psychologists should attend demonstrations of diagnosis and treatment

which he was conducting on a restricted scale in his own roan. When

later, in 1931, Burt became full-time Professor of Psychology at University

College, with Crichton-Miller he arranged for the Clinic to move to

larger premises off Malet Street, practically on College ground.

Regulations for the University of London's Diploma in Psychology

l8	 cit., p. 23.

191k, Hugh Crichton-Miller (1877-1959), Who Was Who, 1951-6Q, pp. 256 ff.
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(Education section) had m3e attendance at the Tavistock Clinic

demonstrations a necessaxy condition for the awards, and at University

College, Burt's assistant in charge of the course was also appointed

part-ti.i educational psychologist at the Clinic. As the patients'

fees were inadequate to cover expenses, Dr. Crichton-Mifler and members

of the L.C.C. helped to raise funds, although later, grants were obtained

from the Rockefeller Foundation and the Halley Stewart 2° Trust which

enabled the staff to be increased and a certain anount of research to be

2].
unde rtajcen.

As a part of the post-War plans under the Education Act, 1918, the

Education Officer of the L.C.C. asked Cyril Burt to aibmit a report upon

the future development of the psychological service for schools to

include detailed schemes for centres in particular areas for specific

cases. In early 1926, the plan for dealing with delinquents was

published as The Young DelinQuent, and shortly after its publication,

Mrs. St. Loe Strachey, an experienced juvenile magistrate, visited Burt's

clinic at the London Day College. She was most impressed and later she

informed him that she believed that with her husband, the editor of

The Spectator, she could enlist the assistance of Mr. Harkness 22 the

benefactor of the Commonwealth Fund. At her suggestion, a conference

was summoned at the London ]y College where leading psychologists,

educationista and education officers were invited to express their views.

20Sir Halley Stewart (1838-1937), DNB, 194.1-50, p. 832 ft.

letter from professor Burt.
Edward Stephen Harkness (187) -l94.0), Who Was Who, 1929-4.Q, p . 595.
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Although Mrs. Strachey proposed that a programme for the prevention of

delinquency, similar to the American one, should be a5opted, it was

decided to initiate a wider programme in view of Professor Nunn' 23

suggestion that children probably needed some guidance whether they

were sub-normal or not. In addition, it was accepted that the work of

such a clinic would be more of an educational. id social character than

of a medical and clinical type. Later in 1926, the Secretary of the

Commonwealth Fund, visited Eng'and and, following this visit, negotiations

proceeded. throughout the first part of the year 1927. As a result of

these discussions, the Fund invited certain persons to visit the United

States for periods extending up to three months. Among those selected

were Evelyn Fox and. Professor Speanuan2 but it was also hoped to include

some representatives of the Juvenile Courts, the Board of Education, the

Home Office and the Ministry of Health, although none of the three

Government Departments eventually co-operated.25

Following the visits, it was decided to form a Child Guidance

Council and. this was done with Evelyn Fox elected. as Honorary Secretary

and Professor Burt as the Chairman of the Executive Committee. The

inmiediate object of the Council was to submit a plan to the Commonwealth

Fund for a psychological clinic or centre to be established on the lines

suggested in the L.C.C. report, but with the proviso that all forms of

child guidance were to be covered. With minor modifications, this

23Sir Thomas Percy Nunn (1870-1944), DI'1B, 194.1-50, p . 636.

24.Professor Charles Edward Spearman (1863-194.5), DUB, 194.1-50, pp. 8U ff.

We1f, 15th July, 1927, pp. 77-80.
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scheme was accepted by the Commona1th Fund and Burt was invited to

become first Director of the Clinic, but he declined and Dr. Moodje2G

was therefore appointed. Sir George Nenan had intervened in the

negotiations to insist that as children were to be pennitted. to attend

the clinic during school hours, the Director of the Clinic was to be

medically qualified. In 1928, the Demonstration Clinic opened at

Islingtcn with the guarantee of finance from the Commonwealth Fund for

its first five years after which, it was hoped, it would be taken over

by the L.C.C. However, although the Clinic was successful, the

unexpectedly high costs, compared with the numbers dealt with, prevented

the L.C.C. from fulfilling these intentions.27

hen the Child Guidance Council was established it rqresented

the chief bodies which dealt, directly or indirectly, with the

maladjusted child. Amongst these were the C .A.M.W., the Charity

Organisation Society, the Institute of Hospital Alinoners, the }!agistrates'

Association and the National Council for Mental Hygiene, but there were

also many individual members who included medical men, paychologist8,

justices and social workers. Straightaway the Council realised the

necessity of publicising its work so that the general public were made

aware of its aims, particularly of the fact that adequate treatment in

the early stages of maladjustment could prevent subsequent delinquency.28

The Commonwealth Fund also granted feflowships for one year's

special training to five experienced social workers nominated by the

26Dr Williaju Moodje (1886-1960), Who Was Who, ]351-6Q, p. 780.

Keir, op. cit., pp. 23-24.

2B fltal Welfare, op. cit.
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Council, and then agreed to finance the first clinic in time for it

to open in the autumn of 1928 provided that suitable arrangements could

be made with the University of London and the L.C.C. These two latter

bodies were required to recognise the Clinic, the first as a Training

Centre for social workers, the latter as a school clinic.29

In November, 1929, the first of the independent Clinics,

established by the Jewish Health Organisation, opened in the East End.

of London with an initial staff of two part-time psychologists to which

was later added a part-time psychiatrist. For the first six months of

its existence, the social work of the Clinic was carried out by the

Local School Care Committee of the L.C.C. but then a specially trained

social worker was appointed full-time. Accommodation avail&.1e was in

the Jews Free School and consisted of a waiting room, a room for

psychological examinations and an office. Educational Retardation was

the main reason for cases being referred to the Clinic, followed by

nervousness and lack of aijustment in the home rather than delinquent

behaviour. During the year 1929, the nature of cases were as follows -

backwardness 27 children; nervousness, excitability and restlessness 20;

eneuresis 17; unmanageable at school 14.; tempers 13; beyond parental

control 12; stammers 11; unusual fears 10; aggressiveness, spitefulness 9,

theft 6; masturbation 6; night terrors 5; habit spasms Li-; sex

difficulties 3; trtancy 3; wandering 2; solitariness 1; retardation

in one subject ]., and lapses of consciousness 1 case. 	 However, some

children were referred for more than one of these varied problems.3°

29	 cit.,

30 The Health of the School Ch11d, 1929, p. 26.
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In 1931, the L.C.C. Education Committee rt-considered its

future policy towaZ'is the Islington Clinic for, in this year, the

Clinic completed its first three years of existence. Reviewing the

original agreement, the Committee commented that no charge had been

made for these three years for the attendance of children sent by them,

as irevious1y agreed. The other conditions had been that the L.C.C.

was to receive reports on each child sent pitis an Annual Report of the

work of the Clinic. The third point of the agreement of 1928 was that

the members of the L.C.C.'s medi3al staff should have access to the

Clinic at any time and, fourthJ.y, that all the previous conditions 5hoUld

be observed without prejudice to the eventual decision of the Committee

in 1931. However, the Committee were not prepared to make their

announcement of futu.re policy without sufficient grounds on which to

base it so they sought information on the usefulness of the Clinic from

Borough Consultative Cumittees of Head Teachers and local associations

of Care Committees in the immediate neighbourhood. Unanimous approval

of the work was received from all these sources because it was contended

that valuable service was being rendered to those using the estabiishmeat,

especially the parents whose co-operation was of supreme importance.

Any failures of the Clinic were attributed to the lack of this

co-operation but, nevertheless, the work done had streesed that any

attempts at ameliorative action necessitated a previous careful diagnosis

of the troubles with doctors, psychologists and social workers all

contributing information.31

In the saxr year, the L.C.C. recognised the Maudsley Hoital as

31L.C.C. Minutes, op. cit., 1931, Vol 2, p. 288.
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a Child Guidan Clinic under Section 80 of the Education Act, 192132

followed, in 19314., by recognition of the West End Hospital, after the

Education Committee had carefully considered a report of a year's

working.33

A detailed analysis of the cases referred to all their Child

Guidance Clinics in 1932 was provided for the L.C I C. and the relevant

figures showed that at the Islington Clinic there had been 4.96 child

patients, of which 276 were boys. Of these children 173 were referred

by the L.C.C. of whom 107 were boys, and of these 173, 118 had been

referred by head teachers, Care Committees and school doctors; 37 had

been referred by parents, hospitals and children' s courts and 36 by

other diverse eources. The main causes for referral were, in 138 of

the 173 cases, backwardness, nervousness, theft, behaviour at home or

school, eneuresis or temper. Similar conditions prevailed in the other

Child Guidance Clinics, the East London Centre and the Maud.sley Hospital

Despite this original financial aid in getting this woxc started,

the Child Guidance Clinic in Tavi stock Square was always, in the years

before 1939, in serious financial straits and it was not until 194.8 when

it was incorporated in the National Health Service by the legislation of

that year, that its administrators were finafly eased of their continual

money troubles. Nevertheless, three years previously, in 194.5, the

special Schools Regulations had, at last, given official recognition to

maladjusted children as one category of handicarped pupil so that, after

28 years, its major battle had been won.

32	 cit., p. 191.

33L.C.C. Minutes, 1934., Vol. 1, p. 692.

34.Op. cit., 1933, Vol. 1, p. 678.
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2. The morandum on the Development of the Post-Geddes Policy

By the middle of the year 1923, Wood was seeking further

economies by reviewing the whole administration of the special schools

with the intention of proposing some method by which a certain standard

criteria for the ascertainment of handicapped children could be imposed

throughout the entire country. Even in the case of the blind and deal

children there were, according to the availa)ile statistics, large and

unexplained differences. He accounted for these discrepancies by

asserting that laggard authorities had not undertaken the process of

ascertainment with sufficient thoroughness or, alternatively, some

authorities had given much stricter interpretations to the definitions

than others. London, for instance, hatI included not only blind children

under the category of that handicap but, also, those children who were

partially blind and were able to move about by themselves but who were

unable to read normal tex4-books without injury to their sight.35

However, it was the categories of mentally and physically

handicapped pupils iich really concerned Wood because the statutory

definitions left scope for wide and natural divergencies. It was, in

his opinion, impossible to expect all the School Medical Officers in the

country to have the same standards of administering or interpreting the

approved tests and then, in the case of physically handicapped pupils,

the possibilities of inconsistencies were endless. Some authorities

provided education for children suffering only from serious crippling

whilst, in other areas, more conscientious L.E.As. were claiming that

hardly a single child in certain schools in slum districts was fit to

35E&. 50/150b.
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benefit from the instruction provided in normal schools. Thus, for

the practical purposes of the uniformity of the national system of

special schools, a universally accepted standard of bfectiveness was

essentiai.6

It is a tribute to the thoroughness of his approach that Wood had

actually secured. lists of ascertained defective children from every area

and. had. had them carefully analysed. From this meticulous research,

the figures had been set out, area by area, to show what percentage of

each type of child had been certained in each district throughout the

comtry. Wood intended to take the percentages of the areas which had

made satisfactory provision for educating afflicted children and then

cataloguing the districts where there were wide divergences from the

accepted standards. After this virtual 'black-listing', some of the

more recalcitrant L.E.As. were to be visited by the edical Officers of

the Board and, in consort with the School Medical Officers, certain test

cases were to be subjected to medical inspection.37

The statistics amassed by Wood. were staggering in their impact

for they revealed an almost unbelievable shortage of facilities for

educating handicapped children. Of an estimated 10,361 blind. children

in the country, only 3,265 were in special schools and of an estimated

7,252 deaf children only 3,711 were in special schools, but in 1922 these

two categories included both partially blind and partially deaf pupils.

Moat of the other afflicted children in these two categories were in the

public elementary schools but 630 blind and )i.27 deaf children were not at

36	
50/l5cfb.

37Ed, 50/150b.
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any school. Once again, the great deficiencies in special education

existed for defective children, especially the rnta11y defective, f or of

an estimated 64.,772 children in the country only 15,4.00 were in special

schools and 3,4.73 not in any schools. This pattern was repeated for

physically handicapped children estimated by Wood as 80,325 suffering

from tuberculosis or crippling or a combination of both of whom only

7,160 were in special schools and 9,296 not in any schools, plus

122,235 other d.efectives, usually asthmatic or rheumatic cases of whom

4.,370 were in special schools and 5,34.7 not in any schools. Epileptic

children were also equally neglected for their nunibers in the country

were estimated at 15,54.7 of whom an].y 4.,269 were in special schools and

2,132 in no schools at all. Such then was the problem, but the potential

solution was complicated by te necessity to decide which of the

neglected children required residential care and which would be satisfied

in day schools. Further complications were that, on the estimates made

it needed an urban population with an average school attendance of

7,500 pupils to provide one class of 15 blind pupils, and almost as

large a population to provide one class of deaf scholars. On this

basis, Wood recommended that where populations fell below certain figures,

then the children would have to receive institutional care but that

otherwise, day schools were needed. He concluded his provisional

estimates by assessing the sts of such increased facilities, utilising

a financial basis of £30 per average annual maintenance cost per head for

day schools and £90 for residential schools.38
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As the expenditure on special schools for the year 1923-24- had

already been estimated as £1,260,383, Wood was being fairly cautious

when he described his new estimate of £16,863,360 as staggering. However,

he contended that the figures were a reliable estimate for they were

based upon London percentages which were not appreciably different from

those in the tropo1is. In addition, the London figures were actually

the numbers of pupils in the London. schools. Furthermore, if these

figures were accepted, they were likely to be an underestiinate for they

were based upon equality of conditions whereas London was wealthier

than the provinces and possessed a lower death rate than the other 105

big towns. Finally, there arose tFe perennial question of the post-

Geddes years, whether the Board. of Education was, in fact, responsible

for all the children who had been enumerated by Wood in his detailed

emorandum.39

Economies were the next to be considered and the first

recommendation was that all tuberculous children should be handed over

to the Ministry of Health and then certain lower grade mentally defective

children should be transferred to the Board of Control. Other certain

higher grade mentally defective pupils were to be returned to classes in

the elementary schools for tuition with d.ul]. and backward pupils. So

complicated were the various aspects of economies that Wood warned his

superiors that he proposed to devote a separate Minute to the problems

at a later date, but he suggested that as a temporary measure, agreement

should be achieved with the Board of Control over the proposed transfers.

Otherwise L.E .As. should provide educationally only for higher grade cases
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whilst, at the same time, exercising only supervision in their own

homes for other mentally defective children although, ostensibly,

retaining them under the control of the Board of Education.

Wood then proceeded to the problem of the adoption of a uniform

method of ascertainment which could be enforced throughout the country,

one standard below which no anthority would be permitted to fall and

another, hher one, above which no authority would be permitted to rise.

He doubted that his estimated 15,000 epileptic pupils was an acceptable

figure under the terms of the various Education Acts for if it was, then

the Board of Education would have to re-consider seriously whether they

ought to remain responsible for this expensive form of school

accommodation. Epileptics were, he understood, likely to be too short-

lived to make it economical to spend too much on training them for life

and he was, also, rather perturbed lest some authorities were providing

for some partially blind or partially deaf pupils, the more expensive

education necessary for totally blind or totally deaf pupils. Physical

defects also required reviewing and the standard and type of affliction

which the Board of Education was prepared to recognise under a definitive

national system, for eligibility for special education, needed to be

defined. Crippled children often required not only a school but also

a close relationship, on one side, to an orthopaedic centre arid, on the

other side, to the remedial potentialities of the Schools Medical Service.

A final enlightened comment followed that, at that time, the education

authoritie s largely confined themselves to instructing cripples but, in

the future, it must become somebody's business to act to prevent cripp1ing

40Ed 50/].50b.
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Wood considered that there was a notorious deficiency of special

school accommodation but that the Board of Education was faced with the

fundamental difficulty that they did riot really know how many defective

children required educational provision. Writing in l92, he commented

that the last difficult decade had made it impossible either to build

new schools or to give much attention to the ascertainment of defective

children. Efficient ascertainment of defective children absorbed the

time of schools' medical staffs and L.E.As. were unwilling to grant this

time when they saw no means of providing f or these children once they

were discovered. All the available returns re almost entirely inaccur-

ate and. the dical Branch also resented devoting much time to obtaining

statistically accurate returns which were of no abstantia1 benefit to

the children. However, 'M' had finally decided to plan ahead, in

anticipation of better conditions in the future and. so by 1925 Wood had

d.e signed, as an essential preliminary, a careful and reasoned document

dealing with the whole problem for the benefit of the LE As. He

prop osed adding a chapter to the Chief Medical Officer's Jnnual Report,

followed by a Circular letter to the L.E.As. drawing their attention to

the prob a as set out in the Report and. telling them that the time had

arrived to tackle the tasks in their own districts. This letter was to

be accompanied by a schedule giving estimated numbers of defective

children in each of the areas of the L.E.As., the provision already made

and, finally, requesting their prospective development plans.

ny immediate action was, in Wood's opinion, undesirable until

certain preliminary inquiries and investigations had been utade to
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establish future policy upon a sound basis. However, he did recommend

that the Board of Education should. not stand aside during this period

but should press local authorities to fill certain gaps which existed

in the supply of special schools. Such iediate action by the Board

was to be confined to allow or encourage new educational provision to

be made for the blind, deaf, crippled and delicate children but attention

was also to be paid to many vacant places in the existing special schools3

Although some of the recommendations made by Wood at this time appear to

be extremely callous, he was not proposing the future policy on the basis

of his own feelings, but advancing ideas which were acceptable to his

political masters. Post-Gedd.es econc*nies in education, at least, were

based upon the notion that any money spent should produce some visible

return and if this return was absent, then the money was not made

available. As limited finaxxe prevented expansion of special schools'

facilities there was, therefore, no incentive for the Board of Education

to seek the total numbers of handicapped children for, if more were

discovered, as was certain to be the case, nothing could be done for

them unless they were potential Board of Control or Ministry of Health

responsibilities. This was, indeed a vicious circle, Wood's genuine

concern is exemplified by the manner in which he attented to compel

other Government departhients to take over the responsibility for the

education of any children whom the Board of Education were obliged to

discard from their aegis.
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As the major problem for the Board of Education was the category

of mentally .ndicapped children, Wood devoted a special Minute to the

possible future policy towards these pupils. With meticulous care he

enumerated the provisions of the relevant Acts of Parliament under which

all these children were classified as coming under one of four headings -

idiots, imbeciles, feeble-minded persons and moral imbeciles. It was

the feeble-minded group of children which posed the problems for they

were divided into two groups, those who were able to benefit from

education in special schools and thoae who were not. Provided that the

tacit consent of the Board of Education was obtained the latter group

was then handed over to the Local Control Authorities but, in general,

the policy was that where mentally defective children were educable they

remained with the L.E.As. and. the Board of Education, otherwise they

were pl.ced under the Local Control Authorities and the Board of

Control.

However, experience h dictated that there should be exceptions

to this general policy and there were, in actual fact, three types of

case which necessitated unusual treatment. Firstly, there were pupils

of suitable educational standards for the special schools who could,

with the sanction of 'M' be notified to the Local Control Authorities if

they constituted a danger to the interests of the other pupils, which

moral imbeciles did. Secondly, if the Board of Education certified

that there were special circumstances which justified placing certain

children under the Mental Deficiency Act for supervision and/or

guardianship, then these childrelL could also be notified to the Local
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Control Authorities. Although this exception was sparingly utilised,

it catered for mentally defective girls of lL. and 15 years of age who

might have been in moral danger without special protection. Thirdly,

there were children who were about to leave or be withdrawn from special

schools at about the age of 16 years and whom the L.E.AS. considered

could benefit from institutional care or guardianship and these also

could be notified. Wood took great pains to stress that all mentally

defective children caxne, in the first instance, under the L.E. As. and

not under any other jurisdiction until the local authorities took the

necessary legal steps to transfer them. Therefore, the first essential

for the !vdical Department was the thorouh and efficient performance of

the duties of ascertainment conducted under the L.E.As. by the statutory

committees under the Mental Deficiency Ict, 1913.

Yet another problem of interpretation was also troubling '7ood

during the sunnier of 1924., the borderline between high grade (mentally

defective) children and low grade (nntally defective) children, for

the forner category only was the responsibility of the Board of Education,

D1cusions were hold with the Board of Control aid it w agreed that

these high grade childreu needed s.ifficient mental attainment to ensure

that they could benefit fron the instruction given in special schools

and so that they could man.ge their own affairs. However, it was

difficult to decide whether a child would ever manage his or her own

affairs without the benefit of skilled obseivation which ought to be

conducted in the special schools, and so, Wood contended, except for

clear cases of imbecility , all M.D. children should be given trial
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periods in these schools.+

further confusion in the 'borderland' area arose over Occupation

Centres for both Boarutilised. the same expression, but 7ood was

clearly correct when he stated that if the two types of Centres were

identical then this suggested a confusi3n over the limits of

responsibility of the two Boards. However, he then eihasised that if

the respective Centres re dif'erent establishments then it was

unsatisfactory to use the same i-omenclature for them so the two

departments agreed that the Board of Education should not, in the future,

utilise this expression either for their certified special schools or in

any other way.17

All these points of administration and interpretation appeazedin

a relevant chapter of the Chief Medical Officer's Report where Wood

smarised his t major Memoranda, but this epitome ended with the

categorical assertion that the main pre-occupation of the Schools Medical

Service was the prevention of the defects.

The exceptions to the general policy were in harmony with the

general tenor of the Mental Deficiency Act which Wood considered was a

social measure rather than an educational one, for it protected the

mentally helpless against the cosmunity whilst, at the same time,

protecting the community fr the mentally degenerate. Furthermore, it

provided degrees of supervision and guardianship even during childhood

and after, for those who needed such attention. Moreover, it ensured.

50/121.
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that children )e aving the special schools should be specially sted.

to ascertain their ability to care for themselves for their future was

then decided by that ability and no by their educational or vocational

4.9capacity.

It appeared from the relevant Acts of Parliament that there was a

bias in favour of children remaining under the Education Acts, if possible.

However, the definition of mentally defective children was vague in the

1921 Act where they were defined as children capable of profiting from

instruction in a special school, nor was the nature of these schoo].s

defined. As the M.D. Act had not been passed until fourteen years after

the first measure dealing with mentally defective children, the situation

needed clarification for the 1913 Act had sugested many different methods

of providing for these pupils. Once again, in order to provide a

national standard Wood decided to utilise the London criteria because

H.M.Is. had assured 'M' that the classification methods adopted there

were extremely satisfactory. Figures showed that London had 12.3

educable mentally defective children for every 1,000 nonnal children in

average attendance in the public elementary schools. This average was

then compared with other areas and. it was found that many possessed

simi1artios, notably Manchester which had 12.5 per 1,000 and Blackpool

with 12.2 per 1,000. Other authorities were remiss in their work as

was shown by Birmingham which counted only those mentaUy defective

children for whom they found school places and, conveniently, ignored

those whom they had not forn.ly certified. When the London figures were

applied to the whole cantry, Vlood estimated that there were 64.,772
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mentally defective children for whom special schools' accommodation was

needed an that only in urban areas were there the necessary numbers to

fill them, residential schools were needed at a cost of £90 per child

per annum. For this comprehensive provision for the M.D. children of

England and Wales, Wood estimated that £3,49,520 would be needed, an

extremely large sum, particularly as in the full year of 1922 all special

50
schools were costing only £1,500,000.

Hoviever, the Board of Education thought that mentLly defective

children were the least meritorious type of defective child, so such

a vast scheme could be undertaken only for unassailable reasons. The

politicians would have to be shown that the plan was, ultimately, an

economical one for the national as it cost comparatively little for

the education of these children whilst as adults they earned their own

livelihoods and cost the nation nothing. If the scheme was not directly

economical then it had to be essential either to protect the community

against a social menace or on mere humanitarian grounds. Neither of

these arguments was, in Wood's view, sufficient to sistain the case for,

at that time, a certain percentage of children left special schools to

return to the community but the remainder, whatever their educational

standards, required permaxne nt protection necessitating either confinement

in colonies or institutions for adult feeble-minded or placement under

supervision or guardianship. For these pupils, the special schools

were a orne thing of a luxury although they probably improved their

capabilities and increased their happiness, yet it was, he thought

50Ed. 50/155.
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extravagant to provide highly paid, qualified teachers for them.

Only a country which had provided adequately for all its other children

and then ha1 money to spare, could justifiably eiribark upon expensive

schemes of the type envisaged. Thus, Wood proposed that if the other

authorities built schools for mentally defective children using L.C.C.

standards, the expenditure would be excessive, yet for less than full

compliance with these standards there were the relevant Education Acts

51
to be considered.

Without amending legislation which he co:isidered undesirable at

that time, Wood suggested utilising the technical right of the Board to

raise the standards of admission to special schools. He recommended

that these schools should be reserved for those children whose character

and mnta1 attainments made it probable that they could earn their

livelihoods, partly or wholly, when they left school and that they could

live normal lives, either totally free or under supervision, a course

of action which would practically halve the problem. All the children

below this qualifying standard should be notified. to the Board of Control

and. thus a substantial saving would be made.52

He foresaw that notified children between the ages of 7 and 13

years would, in most cases, remain under supervision at home but, if

they were removed to institutions, the costs would be less than in

residential schools. Such a solution had been suggested several times

by 'M' and was extremely acceptable to the Board of Control, but Wood

51Ec3.. 50/155.
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disliked it. After careful consideration, he acknowledged that

there was great distaste of the certification of anyone as a 'lunatic'

and many parents had, in the past, resented sending their children to

the "silly schools". So the mass transfer of children from the L.E.A.

and the special schools to the Mental Deficiency Committee axid the

asylums would cause turmoil. Furthermore, Parliament had always been

very sensitive about mental afflictions so that it could be assumed that

the legislature intended the powers of notification to be used extremely

sparingly. Thus, any administrative change involving the notification

of mentally defective children of higher grades of intelligence could

not be insIe without parlianntary sanction. Therefore, the only

possible solution was to adopt non-controversial measures for anding

legislation was not favoured by either the Board of Control or the

Board of Education until much greater eerience had been obtained of

the working of the Mental Deficiency Act.53

The non-controversial measures advocated were, firstly, to permit

some higher grade mentally defective pupils to be educated in special

classes for the dull an backward in the public elementary schools, but

this would not greatly reduce the 65,000 figure, besides which it was

possible only i urban areas. Then there was the possibility of

developing cheaper special schools for lower grade defectives, such as

the Occupation Centres which could be brought under modified Regulations.

Yet another course of action was that the Board of Education could

require the L.E.As. to supervise all mentally defective children with
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discretion to permit certain children to leave the special schools at

14. years of age instead of 16 years for beneficial employment. Economy

could also be achieved by requesting all L.E.As. which had provided.

special schools to generously re-consider their standards with a view to

a gradual reduction of their work.54.

Newman read Wood' s Memorandum and commented upon those features

where his opinion differed slightly from his anborclinate. He saw the

problem twofold - whether legislation was necessaxr and, if not, wh.at

immediate steps could be taken to further implement economy. Legislation,

in his view, was inopportune because the Board of' Education had not

exhausted the powers which they already possessed and many L.E.As. were

backward in providing institutional treatment for defective children and

in regard to ascertainment. Secondly, the mental tests introduced about

a decade earlier had not proved satisfactory, so it was a transition

period for diagnosis and treatment of these children. He believed that

mental tests would never be accurate enough to provide the sole basis on

which to decide whether a child was or was not mentally defective. Such

matters as the total physical and mental condition of the children had to

be taken into account and the process of individual development recorded.

Pinally, the amendment of the Lunacy Laws as a whole was an essential

preliminary to the aneridment of the relevant Education Acts and the

Mental Deficiency Act. He concurred, in general, with the recommendations

of Wood regarding the immediate courses of action open to the Board of

Education but, as did Selby-Bigge, he believed that the oniy real hope
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of major economies lay in the reduction of the costs of the special

schools.55

3 The Hadow Report on Psychological Tests of Educable Capacity

Wood's concern regarding the existing methods of ascertainment

of children suitable for instruction in special schools for M.D. pupils

and. Nenan' s doubts as to the possible future use of Intelligence Tests

were both being considered by the Consultative Committee which had. been

re-constituted in July, 1920. At this time, the new body, under its

Chairman, Sir Henry Hadow, 6 had been given two terms of reference, the

first being an inquiry into the differentiation in curriculum between

boys and girls in Secondai Schools, had been completed in late 1922.

The second reference had been to investigate the use with.in the p1ic

system of education of psychological tests of educable capacity.

The Consultative Committee completed their work in the summer of

1924. and their Report was published a little later, but from the very

beginning of their task they had realised that the second. reference was

highly technical and. required much expert advice id assistance ar so

they had, early on, appointed a Sub-Committee of six of the members of

the full Consultative Committee, and with power to co-opt members from

55Ed. 50/115.
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outside. Thus, although they were not members of the Consultative

Committee, the invaluable services of Dr. P.B. Ballard, 57 ' Dr. C.S. Myers58

and Professor Spearman were obtained. Dr. Cyril Burt gave evidence

and also wrote some invaluable memoranda for the Appendices IV, V and VII

and most of Chapter ]. of the Report.

The Consultative Committee decided to interpret the expression

'test of educable Capacity? fl its widest connotation and concluded that

only three types, the so-called 'intelligence tests', standardised

scholastic tests and, in a lesser degree, vocational tests, were aiitable

for use in schools and other educational in.tutions as distinct from

psychological laboratories. Despite their findings, however, they

deprecated the fact that comparatively few rstematic experiments had

been conducted with the .ests in England and Wales so that there was no

wide experience under national conditions availa:ble as in the United

States and Germany.59

In the first section of the Report, the historical development of

psychological testing was described, including the 19th Ceiituxy research

in England to establish reliable scales of head measurements upon which

diagnoses of mental deficiency could be based. Anatomical Stiata
60methods of analysis were then outlireo. and the work of Lombroso

discussed, because his findings and those of his followers, were the

apogee of the doctrines of this particular school of thought in the late

57Lr. Philip Boswood Baflard (15-l95o), who Was Who, 194.1-5Q, p . 54..
Dr. Charles Samuel Myers (1873-194.6), DI1B, 194.1-50, pp. 613-6]4.

59Report of Consultative Committee on Psycho1oical Tests of Educable Capaci
p . xi.

60Ces	 Lombroso (1836-1909), who Was Who, 1897-l91, pp. 4.36.
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19th Century.
61

Professor Karl Pearson	 and hs followers, with their

detailed researches into the relationship between intelligence and size

and shape of heads, had. refuted the claims advanced by the Italian

criminologists when they concluded that correlations between intelligence

and dimensions of the skull, though positive, were far too small for

trustworthy preductions. These researches had been confirmed by

Dr. C-oring's work with English convicts in H.M. Prisons, so Burt was

thus enabled to stress a basis for diagnosis - reliance upon mental

62
criteria rather than physical measurements.

Then Burt traced the conception of the mental test back to

Sir Francis Galton and his laboratory of 1883, when the reat geneticist

had announced the poss5bility of measuring intellectual abilities by

simple tests. Although Galton' a interests had, later, tended to veer

towards anthropology and eugenics, he had still retained an important

irxf1tnce in the development of mental tests and had suggested some of

the chief statistical devices then in use arid, occasionally he even

designed special apparatus relevant to methods of testing.6

As the British psychologists had advanced in their researches

utilising the methods of correlation, Binet, in France, had reached the

same conclusions by studying the relationships existing between different

psycholo4cal processes. He then devised tests for ten separate functions

which he hoped. to utilise so that, in a period of one or two hours, he

could obtain an exhaustive survey of any given personality. The stimulus

°'Professor Karl Pearson (1857-1936), ]JNB, 1931-4.0, pp. 681-683.
Mathematician arid biologist.

G2Report of Consultative Committee, op. cit., p . 4..
63	

cit., p. 5.
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of Binet's work was the vital necessity, in Praice, of providing an

efficient means of testing the intelligence of Parisian children who

had been proposed for transfer from normal to special schools. Once

the success of the Binet Scale of tests had been established, visitors

from other countries travelled to Paris to examine the veracity of

clains made. Among the observers were many English experts, one of

whom published an English translation of Binet's 1908 scale which was

followed, later in the same year, by a critical account of the tests by

Dr. P.C. Shrubsall who also outlined the uces of the Scale in the

examination of children Cor special schools. 	 These writings were

fol1ovd in the 1912 annual report of the Chief Medical Officer for the

Board of Education where their use was first off icily recommended for

cases of suspected mental defect.6

The Consultative Committee found that the Binet Tests had been

utilized, especially by Burt in London, since the year 1911. However,

the actual data. obtalicd by the application of the Tests h not been

utilised alone but had been supplemented by infornation on physical

condition, educational attainments and social details, with the aim of

ascertaining whether the children were suited to their ncxaJ. environment.

In practice, the Tests seemed to be more efficient for younger pupils

than for older groups, but it was generally agreed by all the medical

'witnesses that they had proved an invaluable aid to the ascertainment of

suspectedly defective children, as a supplement to the medical and

pedagogical methods hitIrto employed.66

'Dr. Frank Charles Shrubsall (? - 1935), Senior Medical Officer, L.C.C.,
Who Was Who, 1929-40, pp. 1232 ff.

°5Report of Consultative Committee, op. cit., p. 23.
cit., pp. 82 ff.
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When the Hadow Coiurnittee summarised their findings they

opined that ind±vidual tests of intelligence should be applied only 'by

persons who had received adequate training in the technique of plying

and niarking them,at least as far as retarded children were concerned.

xisting procedures of detennining whether sp4cific pupils were stited

for transfer to special schools for the mentally defective were approved

of unanimously.	 It was emphasised that no child should ever be treated

as mentally deficient solely on the basis of the data given by

Intelligence Tests, irrespective of th care with which such tests were

administered. o7

fter recmendixi that longer courses in Experimental Psychology

should be established by Universities and Universit'; Colleges co—operating

with the local authorities, the Commit tec defined the ootentjaj. students

as experienced teachers and those persans taking deferred professional

courses. Any such coares required, in the opinion of the mernoers of

the Committee, some tuition in ele:rientai statistical metho2s.	 Only

persons who had successfully completed such courses were competent to

administer psychological tests to children suspected of mental deficiency.

Therefore the Oomiaittee recoimnended that the Board should secure this

standard of competence y supplementing the conditions under which, at

that tim, they approved School Medical Officers whose duties involved

diagnosing M.0. children for special schools or, alternatively, otherwise

ensuring that i experienced person was available for this purpose.2

Modified versions of the Binet Scale tests were recommended for

Op. cit., p. 126.
'0

Op. cit., p. l3L.



use viith blind an. deaf Up1is b the Committee which ac1vcated the

3cottisb modi'ication of the tests b:j Drummond for the former and the

American rnodifid scale for use with the latter afflicton.9

The Had.ow Coioi t tee had stressed th.t the use of Tests of

Educable Capacity re particularly valaable in work with pupils

sufferi or suspected of suffering from xnta1 afflictiOns but, in

mnakin< its recommendations, it had provided an essential guide for

Newman, 7ood and their subordinate administrators in their endeavours to

ensure that, in the prevailing econoraic stringency, those children most

in need of remedial treatment for mental retardation, would secure it.

Qpen Air Schools in the Depression Years

With the lowering of the qualifications of the teachers in Open

Air Schools consequent upon the economy measures introduced as the result

of the Geddes' Axe, the Board of Education maintained a closer vigilance

over these schools in order that the pupils should not sufrer unduly.

An attenpt at some form of staridard.isation was made by Newman in his

Annual Report for 1923.

In this Report, the C.N.O. stressed again the vital importance of

clean, fresh air and sunlight as factors in the maintenance of full health

in childhood and emphasised that although Open Air Schools vere the most

conprehensive type of Open Air education, other forms were Open Air

cit., p. 78.
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classes in playgrounds or parks, Open Air school journeys and various

types of Open Air classes. However, these provided. one factor only

for good feeding, rest, spray baths and a modified curriculum had been

other benefits. As the War had. been over five years, Neian felt that

considerable development of Open Air schools for delicate pupils was

overdue, even though the economic situation was bad., especially by large

urban authorities which had previously done nothing. By 1923, there

were Le.O day and 20 residential Open Air schools accommodating ),69O

chidren so some progress had been made.7°

Although Newman claimed that rheumatic children, including those

suffering from chorea, were not usually acceptable for Open Air schools,

he gave nine types of handicap which were suitable. firstly, came

pupils suffering from aJ.nutrition, rickets and ad.aemia followed by

delicate children living in houses where there were notified

tuberculosis cases. Then came children With tuberculous glands in the

neck and certain types of crippled pupils. Myopic children needing

special educational provision were also suitable as were nervous and

highly strung children. Then Newman included convalescent children if

they had been ill with debilitating diseases such as pneonia, meaLes

and whooping cough or, alternatively, had been operated upon for adenoids

or glands in the neck. Pinally, children suffering from chronic non-

contagious diseases of the eye associated with malnutrition such as

blepharitis, were also suitle for Open Air education.71

70The Health of the School Chi]4, 1923, H.M.S.O., pp. 80 ff.

710p. cit.
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It was acknowledged by the Board of Education that these schools

presented their awn peculiar probleras, mainly due to varied individual

differences of pupils attending them and it was necessary to recogiise

the limitations thus imposed before p.y attpt was made to outline the

purely educational functions. Teachers in these schools were expected

to possess outlooks and methods radically different from those of the

teachers in normal schools. Wherever teachers had moved to these

sthools owing to their sympathy for the pupils attending them, there had

been a tendency for old methods to be continued, especially when the

teachers had received no special training.72

As the majority of the pupils remained at the schools for

relatively short periods, this precluded the teachers from undertaking

any new work and, therefore, the first concern of these schools was to

exercise their pupils in such operations as they had already mastered.

Pull advantage Was expected to be taken of the great asset of these

schools, the more intimate personal contact between teachers and pupils.

Open Air schools possessed. a richer environment than the elementary

schools in that most had their awn gardens or fields and. dining rooms and.

kitchens. For the teaching of personal hygiene, these schools possessed

unrivalled, opportunities and the results cxild be actively demonstrated.

to the children by their improved health and. increased weight. Another

opportunity offered in Open Air schools was the training in social habits

and duties which, if accepted, relieved the teachers of several

supervisory dutie s.73

72Ed. 50/127.
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Open Air schools provided unique opportunities for oral tuition

so that all pupils leaving these centres could speak more freely in

better English, an asset which to some extent, coupensated for the lack

of written work. Activities in speech, song an dra were also

recommended to assist articulation, whilst individual treatment coild be

given to backward readers, such remedial measures being aided by good.

libraries. Basicafly, the ideas of the Board of Education were that

stress upon subjects with the consequent failure and unrewarded toil of

the handicapped. pupils sho.ld be replaced by the absorbing pursuits of

a happy and natural social life.7

As the re3llt of widespread visits, disquiet was expressed by

several H.M.Is. over the design and structure of Open Air schools, in

addition to doubts about the curricula. Eicholz, in particular, was

scathing in his denunciation of conditions in some of these schools in

Northern England. lie found that, even in winter, long huts were

completely open on the weather side so that both teachers and pupils

were living in a state of acute discomfort. Eicholz deprecated.

conditions which exposed children to cold and wet and believed that

wherever necessary the Board. of Education ought to recognise certain

premises for the sumner only. The winter Occupation of Open Air

schools necessitated, in his opinion, adequate indoor accommodation for

cold, wet and snowy weather with the proviso that classrooms could be

closed on all sides when necessary. Finally, the Chief Inspector

desired heating arrangeine nt s ensuring a minimum temperature of 50 degrees

for indoor accommodation, all his recommendations emphasising that

7 Ed. 50/127.
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inadequate allowances had previously been made f or the different

winter climate in Northern England. As an additional precaution, it

was agreed that theumatic pupils and cardiac cases should not be

admitted to Open Air schools, residential schools being advocated instead5

In effect, this decision meant that these children were to be restricted

to schools for delicate pupi1 which, in turn, placed these pupils in

a new, unofficial category.

5. The Encephalitis Lethargica Epidemic

Encephalitis lethargica or sleepy sickness is a disease which

appears from time to time, especially in rtng, in the form of

epidemics. Basically, it is a virus infection attacking, mainly, the

the bisaL ganglia, the cerebrum arid the brain stem, all of which undergo

dropsical swelling, haemorrhages and, ultimately, the destruction of areas

of tissue involving both nerve cells and fibres.6

Historically, there had ien several other possible occurrences of

this complaint in 1658 and 166]. when there was an epidemic of fevers

affecting the brain and spinal Drd and, in the years 1673-75, there

was a serious epidemic of comatose fevers at Sydenhaxn. Then, in 1775,

rant identified the disease in London but it was not until 1917 that

Von Economo and Von Wiesner produced the first definite record of the

75Ed. 50/127.
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sickness from clinical and pathological studies of 13 cases occung

in Vienna. However, during March and pri1, 1918, a large number of

cases of an obscure disease were reported in Englaxid.77

In the year 1919 there were 538 cases in England rising to 1,4.70

in 1921 and to 14.,722 cases in the first eleven months of 1924.. 	 A

further serious feature was that of the 1,273 cases investigated in the

years 1919-20 no less than 4.8.3 per cent proved fatal, but an equally

vital aspect was the serious mental thanges which occurred as a result

of the disease. These changes could, basically, be divided into those

occurring during the active stage of the disease and those occurring later.

In all cases there was, firstly, the characteristic lethargy plus the

most prevalent sympton, a complete obliviousness to the patient's

surroundings. In cases reported by Dr. Tredgold, patients had been

unable to recognise their ovzn children or wives, whilst one man knew the

right side of his body but was totally unable to say to whom his left

foot belonged. Drowsiness by day was followed, in some cases, by

extreme restlessness at night, almost amounting to delirium tremens,

and when this was combined with excitability, a small proportion of

children suffered from hallucinations and incoherence of language which

produced a state of almost acute mania during which they were placed

under restraint. Patients, in general, were not interested in food and,

in many cases, there was a distinct impairment of memory.78

Originally, when encephalitis lethargica struck patients the

77Memorandum on Encephalitis Lethargica, Ministry of Health, February 1921.
13
Mental Welfare, 15th January, 1925, pp. 1-3.
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doctors were totally unaware of its complications and believed that

if a sufferer did not die during the active stage of the malady, then

his recovery would be complete and unimpeded by any after-effects.

Later, with increasing experience, it was acknowledged that sequel of

the utmost gravity could supervene months, or even years, after patients

had apparently recovered. These complicated seque1were of two

possible types, the first being physical effects, mainly paralysis and,

secondly, there were the mental after-effects which were usually far

more serious. Some cases suffered from impairment of the mental

faculties with prolonged disabling effects so that school children in

this condition not only frequently failed to make progress but, actually,

lost most of their scholastic accomplishments. Damaged mental

faculties were often accompanied by a marked lack of attention and

memory and a liility to fatigue on fairly slight mental exertion.79

Another of the after-effects was a lack of interest and

initiative, but undoubtedly the most serious was a profound alteration

in character which was so symptomatic of encephalitis lethargica. Such

patients appeax to have recovered froni the disease with only minor

defects aich as a slight impairment of memory, yet their whole

disposition and moral character had undergone a profound change.

Although fairly rare in adults, this type of after-effect was much more

common in school children, many of whom suffered from a marked

intellectual or moral degradation, a feature which soon began to

constitute a very real am]. pressing social problem. There were,

actually, by the end of the year 1925, between 200 and 300 pupils in the

79op. cit., p. 3.
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London area suffering from these after-effects. In many of these

cases, the mental impairment ccr.formed to the definition of mental

defective given in the Education Acts of 1899 and 1914., in that they were

incapable of benefiting from the instruction in the public elementary

80schools.

However, t he real dilemma for the Board of Education which the

epidemic of encephalitis 1e thargica caused was occasioned by the

provisions of the Mental iticiency Act, 1913. To be certified under

this Act the chi]tlren had to have suffered from the mental defect from

birth or from an early age, the latter definition usually being taken

to me an infancy. If, theref,re, certain children were attacked by

encephalitis lethargica and, as a consequence, their mental development

was arrested around the ages of 12 to 14. years, it appeared that they were

not certifiable under the Act.	 Tredgold, himself, was quite definite

that the ct should not be interpreted in this fashion and, as the

expert of the Board of Contrcl, he was in a most influential position

to advance his views. 	 Firstly, he re.1ed that the Royal Coimnission of

1908 on the Care and Control of the Feeble-Minded, had proposed that the

expression 'mental defective' should be applied to three chief classes -

persons suffering from various degrees of i:perfect mental. development;

those suffering from mental disorders and, finally, persons suffering

from mental decay. To assist in distinguishing between those who were

suffering frord imperfect mental development and those whose minds had

developed normally but had, subsequently, become disordered, or were in

80
Op. cit., pp. 4.-5.
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the process of deterioration, the Commissioners recommended that the

woxs 'from birth or from an early age' were applied to the first of

these classes. Then the Mental Deficiency Act, 1913, was passed it

did not incorporate all the recommendations of the Royal Commission, but

it did include this particular phrase. When an andinent was proposed

in Parliament to state a specific age, nanly 3 years, this was defeated

as it could not find a seconder.

Tredgold believed that the purpose of these words was to indicate

an imperfect development of mind, and so an indefinite expression was

utilised for this very reason. As mental development was spread over a

number of years after the birth of the child and the various sentiments

of moral and social sense, together with feelings of obligation and.

responsibility appeared later, as did the higher mental functions of

judgment, reasoning, ability to profit by experience, provision and.

control. Often the latter functions of mind did not pear until the

period of adolescence and, therefore, he considered that 'from an early

age' meant the period anterior to the age at iich mental development

was usually completed, 16 years. 	 kirthermore, he contended that

arrested mental development could occur under two sets of conditions, the

first of which was an innate inability for this development to proceed

beyond a certain stae and, secondly, where develotment had been

teiinated "by extraneous factors of which encephalitis lethargica was one.

He thus decried any suggestions ich were currently being proposed that

'froi an early age' was to be interpreted as mein the early years

of chlldhood.82

"1Ed. 50/122.
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Senior of&ials of the Board of Education saw the r•roblerc as

possessing two features, the ?rst of which had been so adeuate1y

discussed by Tredgold, but there was another point which merited some

attert:Lon and thi& was the reference in the enta1 Lficiericy Act, 1913,

to the permanence of the defect because the ozdinary mentally defective

child could be trained and iapred in his bits ai- cuirerents, but

not aired of his organic defects. Considerable numbers of children who

had shown sptons of mental deficiency as the result of attacks of

encephalitis were, in actual fact, permanently cured so it waa not possible

to assert that any individ.uaj. cases, however violent or unpromising,

re incurable, until a reaaonable time had elapsed and this period was

83
usually betweer 2 and 3 years.

After co:sideratle discussions arid altercations with the Board of

Control, the Board of Education agreed to join in conferences summoned

by the Ministry of Iealth to consider the problei. 	 Two conferences were

held t the offices of the Jinistry, the first in December, 1923, and

the second more important neeting in June, 1924.. 	 At these talks,

apart fro the inistry of iealt i, the Board of Control and the Board of

Education, the Hone Off ioe cid the L.O C. were also represented.

Dr. Crowly ani Joo ri represented the Board of ducation but they

contributed little to the ectin, malnly ecaus the nterest of their

department was minimal although 'ood explained that L.E.,s. were

responsible for dealind with childrea who required education in special

schools an o.ly ased to be ressonsible when such ujls were notified

to the Local Control Authorities. 7Tood then stressed that the 1)Yflt at

83Ed. 53/l.
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isue bet,veii th tv	 cr1s	 .hetho.i children who becwne mentaily

defective at a coi j r.t!vely late -e could be certified under the

Mental Deficiecy	 1913, which, in effect, meant that the two Doas

differed in their iterretations of the ter 'from an early age'.8

Despite all these conferenco and etings, the nost lucid

srmary of the Lncidence an complications of encephalitis lethargica

was iven by Dr. 	 cho1z who, not fa the first time, epitnised a

difficult problem with siperb clarity. He analysed the after-effects

of the disease in children after the symp tons of the acute attacks, as

falling into four rair categories.	 These were crippling defects of all

grades; mental defects of the loss of memory, attention or volitior;

mental disturbences such as suicidal or homicidal tendencies; lying,

th'.eving an corojihaia and, finally, the Parkinsoniar syndrome with

its mask-like face, stiffness and hurrying gait with or without paralysis

aitans. Apart fror, this latter category, which occurred as a late

se juela after three or four years and ias entirely a concern of the

hospitlz, hert. were educational iaplications about these categories.

Of tI GO cases iported in the inistry of Health survey of school

chi1dre suffering from the after-effrcts of thc :iaJ.y, 30 posses:ed

crippling defects and 13 mental lefects, whilst the rnaLairig cases
85suffered froni a multiplicity of ailments.

Eido1z assessed the problem of the 3o&r3. of Education as having

to deal with a prolonged convalescence froii an infectious disease, for

a period varying between months and three or more years. Therefore, he

proposed that the solution was to establish Schools of Recoverr,

84 d 50/122.
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residential institutIons where open air, good food, restful conditions,

tact, discipline and radified schooling could be provided.	 It is a

matter of regret that none of the3e suggestions were alopted, probably

for the sune reasons of economic stringency which were, at the te,
06

dictating all policies.

Eventually, after Consultations with the Legal Branch, Vrooa.

recommended the adootion of a policy under which the Board of Education

informed the Board of Control that whilst they did not agree with the

interpretations of the expression 'from an early age' whereby all

cases invoring children up to about 16 years of age, the period of the

completion of mental development in normal children, came within the

Act. Nevertheless, the Board of Education did not specify any age when

the Act ceased to operate, mainly because Wood believed that their

interests were not materially involved. Furthermore, it provided a

means whereby several diffiilt Cases could be transferred to the Local

Control Authorities and the Board of Control uther the Mental Deficiency

ct, 1913.	 Therefore, he recommended that the Board of Control should

be informed that the Board of Education could not accept their

interpretation of the phrase 'from an early age', but in view of their

limited interest in the matter, theyw ere prepared to accept the view

held by the Board of Control. Therefore, should any L.E.As. notify

children to the Local Control Authorities under these circumstances, the

Board of Bducation would offer rio objections. 	 Sir Charles Treveiyan,8

86Ed. 50/122.

8 ir Charles Trevelyan (1870-1958), Who Was Who, 1951-6, p. 1099.
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the President of the Board of Education, eventually gave his

authorisation to the adoption of this policy.88

Fron the social viewpoint, the most serious consequences of the

epidemic were those of conduct changes which 'were of two types, the

least serious of which were those associated with disturbances of the

sleep rhythms. The second type was really serious and consisted,

mainly, of spasmodic outbursts of quite violent behaviour after which

most children became extremely contrite until the next demonstration.

Cf the Cases at the Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Glasgow, it was

found that 27 per cent suffered from the Parkinsoni syndrome,

21 per cent were mentally backward, 4.8 per cent were suffering from

marked changes of conduct varying from irritability to criminal acts

and the remainder were cured, although they were not quite so

intelligent as they had been.89

The encephalitis lethargica epidemic was a good example of the

difficulties facirg the administrators when they tried to observe the

rigid restrictions on special education caused by the wor'iing of the

Acts. If legislation proved impracticable it ok mary months to amend

whereas, as occurred in 1944, if the Acts delegated to the central

education authority the pover to atnin1ster special schools by

administrative regula tions, greater flexibility was achieved.

88Ed. 50/122.

89The Special Schools Joux, June, 1930, pp. 30-38.
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6. The Controversy over Circular 1297

The issue of Circular 1297 had produced strong reactions from

various teachers' organisations which considered that it lowered the

quality of the education provided in special schools. 	 It was,

undoibted1y, a badly-worded document but the causes of the resentment

provoked were, basically, two - the restrtions imposed upon the sizes

of classes and the question of the qualifications of the teachers.

Wood was so concerned that 'M' should have acted correctly that he

circalarised. senior officials for their opinions of the document.

If the policy adopted was not in the best interests of handicped

children he acknowledged that the sooner mistakes were admitted the

better of, alternatively, if it were correct then he wanted to possess

convincing answers to its critics.90

Therefore, he proposed that in autumn, l921i, every Medical

Officer visiting special schools should insert, in his Report, suitable

comments upon these two salient points.	 On sizes of classes the Medical

Officers were to ive the average attendance in each plus their comments

upon them, including observatioa whetir any 1arge classes were too big

for efficiency or ax)y small class was essential for special circumstances.

Secondly, on the qualifications of teachers, 'M' desired to know whether

unqualified teachers were justified. So, for each special school

visited, a list of teachers with tIir Code and academic qia1ifications

was required, plus an estimate of their respective values.91

Wood foresaw that the Board of Education was on the brink of a

90Ed.. 50/150b.
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great expansion of' special education which necessitated a policy for

classes and ua1ifjcations. Statistics were needed to assist in the

fozu1ation of such a policy and. so the series of special inspections

began in the third week of October, 1924., and continued for about six

months. Prior to the special inspections, Eicholz had visited 23

schools and institutions, but only 17 inspections compared with the

special inquiries subsequent to October, 1924..	 In these visits, he had

found that all the special schools had attempted to comply with tFe

requirements of Circular 1297 but there were sorae classes which had

exceeded the stipulated numbers, although the head teachers had jtified

the arrangements on ethcational grounds.92

Eicholz discovered many cases where the numbers of children in the

classes was less than the stipulated figtes due to one or more of

several reasons. Firstly, there was the exceptional character of the

pupils who were defective and backward in blind, deaf and epileptic

schools. Secondly, there were classes which were enaed in new

experints and, in addition, many of the teachers were ageing and

physically feeble which rendered them unfit to cope with full nuers in

their classes. Other schools kept temporary vacancies for new pupils

but there -were several schools where the size of the classrooms did not

allow the full pennitted complement of pupils. Most unsatisfactory

examples had been adjusted by re-distributing of the pupils or increasing

the staffs, most of which had worked with great zeal to maintain

educational efficiency. Nothing which EichoJ.z had witnessed in his

inspections had caused him to change his opinion that the Board of

92Ed. 50/15cm.
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Education sho'. persevere in its endeavours to secure only the best-

qualified teachers for this work. However, it was worthy of note that

several of the best head masters of the various institutions had reached

their positions without foal qualifications, so this avenue of entr

into the special schools should remain open to permit candidates of

exceptional ability to enter these establishment.93

In all his inspe ctions, Eicholz found no teacrs who had

incurred heavier teachin,g burdens as the result of Circular 1297, for

those who had suffered some inconvenience had had their grievances

rectified within the texns of the document. Furthermore, there had been

no diminution in the quality of the instruction, in fact sore teachers

had improved their work due to the st!iaulus of this notice. Therefore,

Eicholz concluded that the Circular had not had any deleterious effects

but he asserted that the Board should, nevertheless, make it clear that

they were always ready to ctify any difficulties caused by the doment

He followed his report with a most important survey of the

recruitment of staffs for special schools during the course of which he

analysed the circumstances which militated against the attraction of the

most alle teachers into the special schools. 	 post teachers, in his

opinion, preferred to serve in the elementar, sohool which offered

better chances for advancement. Added to this general factor was the

requirement that teathers in special schools should possess higher

qualifications than teachers in the public elementary schools and the

93Ed. 50/150b,
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alleged inadequacy of the increments givr as an attraction to transfer

from elementary schools. Finally, there were the problems associated

with the strangeness of the teaching of handicapped children, and

especi.ly for mentally defective pupils this was represented as a kind

of bogey.95

In a succinct review of official policy for the training of

teachers for special schools, Eicholz insisted that no inexperienced

persons should teach in these establishments. The training of a teacher

for public elementary schools was most frequently the sole full-time

training most special schools' teachers obtained despite the provision

in the Training College Regulations for two or three year courses for

this service, Unfortunately, only a few individuals had taken

advantage of these provisions and even the two training colleges which

had, prior to 19lLi, provided one year full-time courses for teachers

of mentally defective pupils, had not rested their courses after the

cessation of hostilities. Only the Deaf aiing Department of the

University of anchester took full advantage of these special conditions

and, even in this particular instance, nothing would have occurred had

it not been for private effts of Sir Jjnes

Chapter VII of the Training Ccllee Regu]ations was, in the

opinion of Eicholz, the solution to the problem of the teacher shortage

in the special schocls, provided that the conditions of this section

were extended and publicised. When he reviewed the inducements to

teachers to transfer from public elementary schools to special schools

95 i. 50/150b.
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Eicholz decided to analyse the considerations which led persons to

take up teaching in these schools. Interest was his first consideration

and, in this case, he cited many individuals whose sons and/or daughters

had followed them into special schools. Other teachers had entered the

work as a vocation and, in fact, formed the most successful teachers in

the special schools. Another source of staff for these schools was

young women with good qualifications from secondary schools who usually

did very well as unqualified teachers. Sheffield. Blind Institute

specialised in training such girls as qualified teachers. Then they

found posts for them elsewhere and, at the same time, profited from the

low salaries offered to unqualified teachers. Extra increments of a few

pounds for work in the special schools attracted some recruits from the

elementary schools as did the smaller numbers in the classes, a factor

that appeafled especially to women. Yet another source of teachers for

these schools were the few qualified teachers who were themselves,

physically handicapped, whilst others were attracted by the comfortable

facilities offered by the residential institutions.97

Another method of recruitment which the H.M.Is. had discovered

was the practice of some residential institutions of transferring

domestic attendants to the staff when vacancies occurred. Although some

teachers entered special schools with their own health impaired, Eicholz

believed that these schools did not have more than a fair share of

incompetent teachers. Exceptional cases of staff thus recruited turned

out very well, although it was conceded that the handicapped pupils

suffered to some extent whilst they were learning their jobs. However,

97Ed.. 50/150b.
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he was most insistent that eveX newly-appointed head of a special school

should be certificated and that from this policy there should be no

deviations on educational grounds.98

Eicho].z asserted that different teaching methods were necessary

for blind, deaf, mentally defective and epileptic pupils but not for

physically handicped children. 	 The facilities available for special

training included experience in all types of special schools, plus the

courses organised by the	 the foxner being the main means of

acquiring 'ecial qualifications. He highly commended the schemes of

the National Colleges of Teachers of the Deaf and the Blind by which

teachers could obtain special cial1ficationz through a combination of

examinations coupled with in-service experience. Besides the obvious

professional training given on courses, the Chief Inspector pointed out

the other advantages of such courses, the opportunities to et and

discuss the work with teachers from other schools which led to new

educational ideas.99

Above all, Eicholz felt that the time had arrived for the general

public to cease regarding the special schools as enclaves into which

various categories of handicapped childrenvere relegated, for these

schools re wi integral part of the educational system, doing vital work

in efforts to minimise the effects of afflictions and preparing children

for vocations.	 In addition, the special schools provided education

under abnoxal circumstances so that they were essentially centres of

experiments in pedagogy where new nthods applicable to the elementary

schools were devised.100

98Ed. 50/150b.

99Ed. 50/150b.
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In conclusion, Eicholz sunnarised the results of the series

of special inspections in four succinct points, the first being that,

as a matter of future policy, no umaalified teachers should be permitted

indefinitely to teach handicapped pupils. 	 xar.nations should be

continued for teac1crs of the blind and deaf and new compulsory

examinations should be organised for teachers of mentally defective and

epileptic children under the supervision of the Board of Education.

Secondly, he reconnended the implementation of Chapter VII of the

Training College Regulations and sup1lemcntar. cue 'ear ccures of

in-service training for other teachers. 	 A third recortunerdation was

that short courses should be continued an others etlishd in the

cases of teachers of blind, mentally defective arid epileptic children

with a double aim of providing either special training or, alternatively,

refresher courses for teachers serving in speci.1 sehccls.	 Finally,

he advocated, that larger increments of saliry sho.ld be paid to these

teachers in the hope that the best types would he attracted to special
101education.

After the Christmas vacation the special inspcctions resud

until March, l92, after which E oholz extended and re-;vrote his

original Minute at the conclusion of which he otulated his the aims

of special scho1s teaching which were, firstly, to neutrali!e the effects

of mental id physical aff1ictiorL through the application of appropriate

educational rethods; secondly, to raise the dornt powers of afflicted

children to the highest powers aria., thirdly, to ecjuip the children of

10"affliction more fully for cit:.zenship arid for life.

101Ed. 50,'150b.
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Thus, the Board of Education pursued, in a limited manner,

its poiicj of in1provin the ulifications of teachers in speciaj.

schools.	 Origina2ly, after the l912-l3 7ar it had attempted to do

this by increased expenditure on training colleges, but after the Ceddes'

economies, it had to devis ther methods or abandon it plos.

In-service trainir an-i examinations were the oi..it1on.

7. Developments in the Care of Epileptic Chi]ren to 1930

On 17th March, 1925, the Medical dvis	 Sub-Coi:ittee cf the

Charity Organisation Society caj.led an informal conference on the care

and treatment of epileptics at the instigation of sevoral interested

institutions.	 At this etiig a number of resolutions were passed,

all of which bore testimon to the deep concern felt throahout inforsed

circls at the ii de.ucy of the educatioiial accomoodation for these
103

pupils.

The firs; resolution deplored the lad: of faci1ties and

requested an inquiry into the extent of the reed for such edu.catioriaj.

provision and the plans proposed for dealing with them. In their

second resolution the conference proposed that a Permanent Comiittee be

formed to act on the prvious resolition and to dealwith any other matters

cegarüi:g epileptics. This Committee was exPected to communicate with

the L.E.As. to obtain relevant infor.xiation for ascertaining the total

103Ed. 50/103.
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nunLers of such chIldren in thc whcle country an the plans of each

-	 .	 104.
local auttiority for caterin for sicn pupils. 	 Rev. .. Prinle,

the secretary of the Charity Cr anisation Society, cotteri the Board

of Education for assitance in this task and '7ood decide3. that such

co-opexation niht bcprove the lot of epileptic childrcn. 	 L irrviez

was arranged f or PriLle uni	 co1leouc with Dr. Croviley and. one other

official during vhich it eiaereJ that tiat Coniaittee had iO definite

proposals bu'; wished, first of all, to ascertain the exact position.

Coufide.itia1 official minutes reveal that Prin1e, hitiseif, was so

ignorant of the tree situation that he believed, prior to his correction

by the officials concerned, that once defective children and epileptic

children in particular, were exc1wei froii the public e1eaentary schools

they were no longer the coecern of the L.E.s. F'urthermore, Crowley

infonned PrLrigle that the Board of Education was unaware of any pressures

on the acconpdation of existing epileptic schools and neither did they

know of any L.E.Ls. which had shortages of school places for these

pu ils, although it was c * ceded that London had temporary difficulties.'°5

Later, Pringle sent copies of a Report of the iriuiries which had

been made in every	 except London to the Boari of Bducation with

the intention of securing official approval 1)efoe publiCation.

ueotionn.re had been addressed to the 3chool Medical Officers of every

L.E.!.. in &gland and 7ales, i total of with a total average school

attendmcrt of 4.,4-33,017 children. Two hundred and three areas had

104.,.,xtev, Joan Christian Prine (1372-1938), Who ?Tas Who, 1929-4.0, p. 110's.
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answered the circular ad when analysed this number ccsi.ted of

14 Counties, 69 County Boroughs, 65 Boroughs and 25 Url.ian Districts.

It was foind that, in these 203 authorities, there were 1,939 children

suffering from severe epilepsy of whom only 379 were in spe cial schools,

75 in other institutions, 520 in public eleaentary scho1s and 965 not

at any type of educational establishment. Although the incidence of

epilepsy varied greatly between the different areas investigated, the
106average for the 20; areas was 0.55 per thousand.

About 52 per cent of the authorities approached felt that

accormnod:.ttion for these pupils was insufficient for their satisfactory

education.	 From their inquiries, the Committee concluded that the

machinery for ascertainment was still incomplete and that there was an

actual shortage of residential accommodation for epfl.ep tic children.

Furtherthore, except in the case of a few authorities, there had been

little consideration of the problem of extra facilities for these pupils

so that there was little proect, in the future, of any new accommodation.

owever, the numbers of epileptic children in many areas were recognised

as insufficient to justify single authorities building new accoiilmodation

unless combinations with other authorities were formed with this puose°7

From the time of the inauuration of this Coiamittee, the Board

of Education closely co-operated with it, a co-operation which coijared

with that afforded to the Central Council for the Care of Oripples on

physically handicapped children an. that afforded to the Central

ssociation for Lntal '7elPare as retarded mentally hendicped children.

lOGEd 50/103,
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However, when the Perianent Committee on Epi1etic 1roposed, in ate

1927, to institute an inquiry with the ai.n of discovering how marty

epileptics there were who caine under the care of the various public

authorities or needed provision mode for them, the reception of their

proposed research was not erthusiastic. 	 Methodologically, the Committee

proposed to make a kind of census of a section of the country utilising

a samp1in technijue and beginning, with the permission of the Board of

Edw atlon, with the local authorities of Surrey and Croydon. Despite

the enthusiasm of several of his junior colleagues, Newman could not

agree to co-operate with the Committee whei this body proposed yet

another national census of epilepsy, similar to that already conducted

by 'M', evi thoug1 the Committee was an influential one able to

publicise its work. Lfter referral for a decision to the new Permanent

Secretary, A.S. Symonds, 108 the recommendations of Newman were confirmed

109
as the policy to be adopted.

By this time, the year 1927, the numbers of children ascertained

by the L.E.As. to be unable, due to severe epilepsy, to attend the

public elementary sthools, was 2,652 and for the accommodation of severe

cases there were six residential special schools catering for only 525

epileptic pupils. However, Newman's final comments on the work of the

Permanent Committee on Epileptics was that their census had revealed the

magnitude of the problem, but although the find.ngs of the Committee had

shown that this problem was greater than was usually recognised, the

inquiry had revealed no fresh points in regard to the incidence or other

108Sir Aubrey Vere Symonis (1874.-l93l), Who Was Who, 1929-14.0, p. 1321.
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110features of the disease wtn regard to children.

The work of the Permanent Committee suffered from a lack oC a

doruinant personality organising their researches and publicity o that

they obtained little success in their endeavours.	 chievemerits secured

by Mrs. 7ard for cripples, Sir Arthur Pearson for the blind and. Sir James

Jones for the deaf all illustrate the necessity for this influential

leader. In addition, once this personality had taken over control of

a philanthropic movement there was a tendency for all interested bodies

to coubine in one national association to further common aims and this

action, in its turn, usually ]ed to greater 8uccesses.

8. The Treatment of Children with Multiple Defects

In 1926 the j.ssociation of Education Committees became very

interested in the problem of children suffering frori nultiple defects

111and Percival Sharp	 the secretary, led. a Deputation to the Board.

There it was agreed that the mentally defective and epileptic, together

with the mentally and physically defective, the two largest groups,

should be omitted as the concern of the Board of Control and any others

who combined mental defects with additional handicaps should also be

omitted as the Report of the Mental Deficiency Committee was awaited.

However, it was also contended that epileptic cripples could best be

110The Health of the School Child, 19, H.M.S.O., 1928, pp. 35 fl.

1115ir Percival Sharp (1867-1953), Who Was Who, 1951-60, p. 989.
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dealt with in epileptic institutions and that the remainder, blind-deaf,

blind-cripp].es and deaf-cripples, numbering in all about 60 children,

should be dealt with by small existing blind and deaf institutions.U2

The Director of Education for Shipley was asked to investigate

the position for the Association. He obtained returns from 195 L.E.As.,

about one/thi of the total number, which shod that in the areas in

question, there were about 1,619 children with multiple defects. 	 Over

1,4.00 of these afflicted pupils suffered from mental deficiency combined

with one or more other defects so that mentally normal children suffering

113
from multiple defects presented a minor problem for the L.E.As.

Hcwever, the investigations of the A.E.C. had not found the

Board of Education lackUi, for the problems of children with multiple

defects had been exercising the attention of senior officials for sane

time previously. In early 1926, a return was prepared which showed

that there were 217 mentally defective blind, children between t}' ages

of 5 and 16 years in England and Wales of which only 115 were at school.

Of the 102 children not at school, some re ineducable whilst for the

others there was no availalTh educational provision. In addition to

these cases of multiple defects, there vre 4.3 children aged 5 to 16

years who suffered from blindness complicated by mental defects, physici.

defects or deaf mutism, but only 7 of this number were in schoo1)'

In England and Wales, the total number of blind children aged 5 to

16 years was 2,154. of whom 260 were also faentally defective. For such

children, there was accommodation in several places, but the size of the

112Ed 50/126.
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establishments was invariably small - Hastings & St. Leonard's School

for M.D. Blind Children housing 16 pupils was a good example. The

majority of blind. M.D. children were distributed in special school& and

institutions for the blind, but the authorities of these schools did

not like accepting them amongst their mentally normal pupils and did.

so only in exceptional circumstances. Moreover, whenever their school

places were required for nientafly noimal blind children, then the M.D.

were not accepted or retained. Eicholz analysed the situation of the

M.D. blind. children as existing in two categories, the ineducable who

could id should have been notified to the Local Control Authorities

and the educable whom, he believed, could be taught a certain amount of

handicraft, read.ng and writing by Braille and a little knowledge of

practical arithmetic. In addition, he advocated. some physical training

to benefit thea and he agreed that soste of these children were not

really backward. but were suffering from backwardness due to rg1ect in

early life and the lack of adequate individual attention in school.

It was the duty of the L.E.As. to provide education. facilities for
11them as they were undeniably educable.

Eicholz conceded that there were about 150 blind educable defective

children who ought to be engced in special training but he doubted

whether money spent upon their education was ever likely to be of

vocational advantage. He prophesied. that at the end of their school

lives the majority of these children would never qualify as blind wage-

earners. Instead, they would continue to burden either their homes or

the workshops by their presence and, he foresaw, in the future the

workshops refusing to accept them unless there were extenuating

115
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circumstajj.ces. Such r.dividuals would never be able to manage their

own affairs and so it appeared reasonable to Eicholz that the Mental

ficiency Act should be amended so that mental defect co1ed with

blindness was a circumstance justifying notification. As the Mastings

Institution was about to close and the blind special schools and

institutions would tend increasingly to exclude mental defecti'ves, thus

copying the Ministry of Health which was excluding them from blind

workthops at the xpiry of their training period, Eicholz was compelled

to mit that the Board of Education had no advice to offer to thobe

authorities which had asked what they should do with such cases. All

he could d was that any serious private ventures should be encouraged,
116subject to adequate safeguards.

In the Report, it was contended that the education of children

suffering from multiple defects had been almost wholly neglected with

the result that many hundreds of educable children had grown up very

heavily handicapped aM with no hopes of impxved mental or physical

conditions. However, he conceded that these children were scattered

over the entire country and were not found in large numbers in any single

area, a fact which had, in itself, hitherto prevented the L.E.As. from

making the necessary educational provision for them. Then some dismal

statistics were cited to support his arguments, that there was only one

institution catering for children who suffered from feeble-mindedness

coupled wit1 blindness and that this establishment acconunodated only

18 pupils; that there was only one institution educating children who

suffered from deafness combined with either mental or physical defects

including total or partial blindness. There were in existence two

other institutions which were not certified by the Board of Education

50/126.
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but which took cases suffering from, in the main, all grades of mental

defect but which also included small sections for children uther 16 years

of ae who were also blind. However, there were no facilities in these

places for the special education of such children who had usually been

given an opportunity of receiving such an education and had failed to

benefit from it. These cases were, legaly, the reaponsibility of the

Board of Control provided that the L.E.As. concerned had carried out the

correct notification procedures, as were similar cases of deaf and dumb

patients admitted to institutions,	 It also appeared that epileptic

pupils were received only 'when their fits were slight and infrequent and

when mental deficiency was the primary trouble with epilepsy the minor

ai1men.. For crippled children arranements were even more haphazard

for they were received only when accommodation was available and there

was no acceptance of patients who were un1e to work without some

assIstanCe. 117

Some local authoriti:s had temporarily solved their problems with

children suffering from multiple defects by securing their admission into

schools for pupils with only one handicap but the instituticns had

frequently been found to be unsuit le and the children were, therefore,

withdrawn or discharged. Such chi)ren were, subzequtly, placed in

the special schools of the authorities where they were very inadequately

dealt with or, alternatively, they were kept urder observation by nurses

or vi tors to Local Voluntary Associations for Mental Welfare, although

some were, unfortunately, ignored altogether. 118

7Ed. 50/126.
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Undoubtedly the most successful institution for children

su.fferin from multiple defects was the L.C.C. school at Penn,

uckinghamshire, catering for puils who were deaf or partially deaf

plus one or more other defects and accommodatin 79 children, Training

was provided in this school in habits of cleanliness, tidiness,

regularity of meals and rest, industry and religious exercises. The

subjects of instruction included such reading, writing, arithmetic and

singing as they re able to assimilate whilst the girls played indoor

and. outdoor games. In addition, these female pupils were trained in

p lain and fancy needlework, dressmaking and domestic duties, including

the cleaning and sweepin of rooms, the washing of floors and clothes,

the laying of tables for nals and the abseuent washing-up. 	 For the

blindeaf and those who were partially-sighted, 1iitting machines were

provided to prepare the girls vocationaiy whilst the boys loarnt

basket-making. Dsite the fact that this school was operating in the

late 1920s the curriculum bears a distinct Victoric flavour whereby

girls were trained as domestic searits and boys as skilled craftsmen

serving their 'betters'.

The L.O.O reported that of G chldrer. who had left the school

lxi the preceding 5 years, 25 were in full emrloyment, 4. were working at

home, 10 were in training for 5pciai esployment, 7 had been transferred

to other institutions, had died slre they left school, U were either

excluded from the school or withdrawn, and the remairing 6 were unestloyed.

en it was considered that of 70 children resident in 1927, 7 were

suffering froi	 defects and 3 fror.. three defects, these fiures were

exceptior.ally good especially when t is remeibered that the late ienties
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were ;.'ears o severe cconcn' 'eression, a priod when even fully

fit men found opportunities for employment everel:r restricted.119

The e:ort contended thatm ny of the local authorities were keen

to make some provision for these unfortunate children and s''g-ested that

the ultimate solution 1r in one of two possibl.e co'iraes of action,

firstly, that owing to the small numbers of such children in any one

ares several L.E.As. should combine to provide one establishment to wheh

afl could send their own handicapped pupils or, altrntively, that one

authority sh1d ct:blish its own institution and shld accept, unon
120

suitable paient, chi.d.ret frs other authoratics.

ThIS arument was considered ly the senior officials at th oard

of dacation who believed that the findings of the research h	 cci

very Well resented.	 Uthouh they admitted they were :ot in fcsiession

uf all the relevant statistics, they confthned thL hi fiares arreed

with those they lid josscss wherever verifia:ble a-id so, therefore, they

accepted all his othar fiurs as reasonably correct. orever, the:r

a;ored that there wo io ossi1ility of aything like the n1cer of

children reauirin residential acosmodat3.on that he hd rcdicted.

'hey s1 their opinion or three factors, the first being the objection

Of .rents to let1Li	 h1drn _eava thir aeo; the OCCOLII beinc that

the fius included •iaçJ 1uvi-rode mental 1fctivu who 	 re, lealiy,

the responsibility of th:: oard of Control ani, fi.l1y, th.t of the

l,00 cases in the Re j ort about	 O, or a total cf 6O in the v:hole

country, were ment.11y defective anf- ejiletic so that they vere Louad to

19Ed. O/12.
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deteriorate fairly rapifly r3., t:'ierefor, ro j re1 itit'itIonal

l , 1treat.nt ..uer the ental )eficiency ct. -

On the biLs of these	 cts, the officiai	 tod th the

ot;1	 of educaLle chi1th'ei with multirle defects was 	 ween

122200 and 300.	 osiori-Snu.n,	 oi of thes3 oiTiials, actu1y

su: ested that the roLle would L solvolLy the irovisiorL of one

iuztitutioi for about 130 childreii with multiple defects, durin:r the

followjn t,vo or three jears.	 The iOI1c of the 3oard of d.ucation at

this period was one of discourin the development of secia	 hool

accommodation, Lut I3osworth-Smith felt unable to resist recoiition of

ew special chool Cr multiple defects ir th reuests Caine fron

for such aHIi atonn,V3Ui obvicnl Le iported L the

the Directors arid the Secretaries. It was, therefore, reed Lo

couinriuilcate with the A.E.C. to inforn hea that they w.re reatl

impressed j the .eL.oian	 nd ireea. enera1ly with the Conclusions.

In addtiou, they infon.d the L.E.e that amç jJ1'OpOsalS from either

L..As. or voluntar bodies, to establizI schools for chilreri with

inaltil defects would receive favourle consideration from the

193overnment,

s a result of this eiort a T)e1armenta1 Conference was held to

consider the need for educational prov;L-iion for children with multiple

defects.	 Eicholz, Crowley, Bosworth-Srnith ii Eaton' 2 participated

121Ed. 50/126.
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in this 1iscussion durir which the t'm. 1otors	 inta,ned th.t of the

er. ort' s 1,600 cases of children with multiple def'ects, about 1,L-00

s'ufered fro r:eztt&l deficiency plus one other defect and n additional

100 were iaenafly deficient plus a multiplicity of other defects.

The; contended that such children sho1d be dealt with by the Board of

Control for the najority reqaired pezaanent care and would have to be

dealt with immediatly they left school. Hovver, the Board of

Education, in the past, had not agreed to the notification of children

•vho were menL.11y defective and educable simply because they possessed

some other defect also.	 In their opinion this fact, in itself, did

not constitute the 's pecial circumstances' mentioned in the Mental

Deficiency Act. 	 A furthet point was that the Board recognised that the

relevant; Act and Regulations did not contenlatc the notification of

children when the sole ourose of this action was to couimit children to
1:'institutions.

7h this large number of mentally defective chiliren was oziiitted,

a course of action recommended by the four civil servants, they saw that

the prt'olem was the rovision of additonal accormnodation for children

suffering from any two or more of the following defects - blindness,

deafness and crippling. The total numbers of these childre was aboit

50 beuse the remaining 50 were r::ot1y epileptic or tubercular as vl1,

but many children were wrongly classified in the se returns as mentaly

defective when they reqired a ro1onged trial, at a suitable school, to

assess their intelligence correctly. Therefore, accommodation was

probably required for about 100 to 150 children, but if it was provided,

12 Ed. 50/126.
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then the Board of Education would ensure that this schooling was

confined to those children who were most likely to beuefit from the

tuition rovided and who ha some prospects of being industrially

employable at the en of their training or who could become self-

l'G
sufficient. -

The four officials sugested that the Penn Institution catered

fairly adequae1y for London and the South of England so that any new

institutions should 'be centred in Northern England, preferably catering

f or children stfferin from blindness or partial blindness lUs deafiess

or some physical defect coupled, possibly, with some mental retardation,

If one such school was founded, it would suffice economically for all

educable children with multiple defects, and would also allow individual

authorities with isolated children with multiple defects to deal

efficiently with their problems in addition to relieving some spcia1

schools of children whose presence interfered with the education of

other pupils for whom the schools were primarily intended. It was

conceded that sone children could not benefit from the education at such

a school but that they could best be dealt with 'by assignment to the

Local Control Authorities. 	 lthouh Bosworth-Smith agreed that the

foundation of one such school would be economically possible and. would

also show the public that the Board was sympathetic to the p1iht of

these childiii he conceded that such a solution would not satisfy the

L..As. because they encountered more cases of mental deficiency coupled

with other defects than any other types of multiple defects. Thus,

126Ed 50/126.
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although the Boaxd of Education contended that educational provision

for mentally normal epileptic children and for other children suffering

from the after-effects of encephalitis lethargica should receive

priority the local authorities were constantly faced with problems

caused by the shorte of accommodation for mentally defective children

127
and demanded a solution.

Eaton, coununicating with Sir george Newman, summarised the

results of the investigations by claiming that they had omitted 1,000

mentally defective epileptics, mainly because epilepsy was associated

with progressive mental deterioration. Secondly, they had also omitted

700 mentally defective children who were suffering from physical defects,

for similar reasons. Thirdly, the Report had estimated that there

were about 600 mentally defective children with either blindness or

deafness, of whom out a half were educable. Then there were about

100 children who were mentally normal but who suffered from varied

physical defects. °n the basis of these figures, Popple stone had

estimated three new special schools were necessary, the first being for

100 P.11. pupils of normal intelligence, the second for 130 blind or

partially blind mentally defectives and the thiri for 90 deaf or

partially deaf mental defectives. However, the officials had.

differentiated between a small school for mentally normal children

suffering from two or more physical defects aM t}e proposals for

mentally defective children because the latter was the responsibility

of' the Board of Control. Purthermore, mental deficiency allied to

blindness or deafness was so 'eat a handicap that such cases were

127Ed. 50/126.
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almost certainly in need. of permanent care.128

Drs. icho1z and Crowley believed that most chi]d ren who were

mentally defective and also blind or deaf owed their afflications to

comenital syphilis but when ñirther evidence was sought upon this topic

it was discovered that of 11.3 cases of such multiple defects only 10

children had these symptons. However, both Eicholz and his colleague

asserted that the incidence of syphilis in children had been falling in

the previous few years so the Board of Education was entitled to cpect

a diminution in the incidence of multiple defects. Nevertheless, Neaan

was not convinced that the Report had produced any real revelations

because most defective pupils in special schools suffered, in his

opinion, from more than one defect.'29

On Friday, 21st October, 1927, Eichnlz, Eaton and Bosworth-Smith

received another deputation from the A.E.C. to discuss the points raised

by the Report. The members of the delegation admitted that they ha not

obtained any opinions from L.E.As. because they wishes, first of all, to

secure the views of the Gument. Eicholz explained that children with

multiple defects could not attend day schools but that provided there was

sufficient accommodation, they could mostly be dealt with in existing

re8idential institutions as separate units in annexes to the main

institutions. 130

Thus one of the great problems of the special schools in the late

1920s received considerable publicity and. cane into the news at a most

propitious moment because the Mental Deficiency Committee Report was

published in the same year and, despite the expectations its propo3ed

l28Ed 50/126.
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publication aroused, t studiously ignored the problems of children

with mental defects combined with other defects. As this group of

children was the largest group within the category of children suffering

from multiple defects, this omission had a disheartening effect on the

nterested parties although planning continued.

Once again, the weakness of the classification approach to special

schools was demonstrated by children with multiple defects. The

administrators had attempted. to draw rigid limits between categories of

handicaps, a policy further enforced by economy measures yet these

children could not be placed in these narrowly-defined divisions.

The unfortunate solution was to exclude them totally a1thougi they

continued to perturb the Cvi1 Servants.

9. Children under Five Years of age in $pecial Schools

When the Elementary Education (Blind ani Deaf Children) Act, 1893

was passed, it compelled Uind children to attend special schools from

the age of five years and. deaf children from the age of seven years.

However, no minimum age for attendance or grants was stipulated and so

a policy evolved whereby the Board of Edncation.ised no objection to

the admission of any child over the age of three and regarded them as

eligible for grant.	 revertheless, the low numbers of blind and. deaf

children entering schools before the age of seven years caused the

Regulations of 1904. to decree that no children cold be admitted at less

than this age into special schools. However, in tF period preceding
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the new Regulations of 1907, the Board continued to permit children

under this age to attend schools a1thouh from 1904. no ants ere paid

for them.	 In 1907 the Regulations specifically forbade children

entering special schools under five years of age nd although occasional

altercations arose the zituation remained unaltered until 1919 when

the Linistry of Health and the Board of Education produced a common
131policy for cases in whicri both departments were interested.

Thereafter, it was agreed that the Board of Education pay

50 per cent grants for expenditure incurred by L.E.s. in sending

children aged between 2 and 16 years to special schools. The Board

also uri.ertook to paz.' grants to the Managers of voluntary special schools

f or children in the sax age rarie for whom no payments were nde by

L.E.As. or other Government departments.	 In the latter cases the rates

of grant said varied immensely from £7 lOs. Od. per annum for each unit

in a day school for defective and. epileptic pupils to £24. lOs. Od. for

residential Open Lir Hospital Schools. According to figures possessed

by the Board, the numbers of children between two anJ five years of age

had remained far1y constant except for pp1ed children in hospital

132scuools.

Siigit increases in the number of blind children had occurred when

three residential schools were established specially to deal with very

young tupils whose circumstances necessitated their dispatch to

institutions. In the year 1924.-25 there were 30 youn blind children in

131Ed. 50/129,
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these three establishments and about 20 deaf children aged from two

to five years attending specaJ. schools. Cases of very young deaf

children were unlikely to increase but many authorities advocated their

early admission to special schools to prevent hardship caused if children

under five years of age were prohibited. fron attendance at these schoolsP3

However, Hospital Schools presented an intractable problem for

the numbers of children under five years of age in these centres had

increased to 226 in 1924.-25, all earning grants from the Board. of

Education, in addition to which there were many chi]th'en under five years

of age maintained by Public Health Authorities uther their schemes for

the institutional treatment of tuberculosis, all earning grants from

the Ministry of Health.

The Hoital Schools also had. a few non-tuberculous children under

five years of age sent there by the Maternity Child Welfare Authorities,

whose expenditure on their treatment and education had hitherto been

aided by grants from the Ministry of Health. It was here that the

problem arose for the Legal Branch of the Ministry had. advised. the senior

officials that this practice was, in their opinion, a contravention of

Section 1 of the Materity & Child. Welfare Act. This ct permitted

financial assistance to be given only on behalf of children who had. not

attained the age of five years and who were not being educated in a

recognised school.	 On admission to any Hospital School certified by the

Board these children 're immediately educated. along with the other

133Ed. 50/129.
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non-tuberculous pupils and so they, uritting1y, infringed the

135
provisions of the relevant Act.

Officials at the Board recald that policy over the previous

years had been based upon the premise, agreed by both the Ministry of

Health and the oard of Education, that education was a vital ancillary

to the treatment of children attending Orthopaedic HOspitals and

Sanatoria. So great was the emphasis placed upon education that the

Ministry refused to recognise any institutions for the treatment of

tuberculous children unless provision wasmade for the education of the

children. Hover, lcgal advice to the Ministry had jeopardised the

vicrking of the entire arrangement because whe. the Maternity & Child

Welfare Authority sent a child to ax' Orthopaedic Hoital the patient's

name was entered in the register of the school. Irrmediately, the

Authority was comiitting an illegal action if ± paid any maintenance

grants for the child concerned and, where this had occurred, it was

suggested that the L.'.As. should assume the responsibility. 	 nfavourable

responses had been received from the local authorities wIn approaches

hal been made to them on the groands that the Veifare Authorities had

acted without their coDlizance or that the children concerned had not

been certified as physically defective within the meaning of Section 55

of the :ducation Act, 1921 whilst other L.Js. actually denied

responsibility because it was rot their policy to send aiy children under

the age of five years to special schools. Thus, an unhappy situation

had developed whereby certain childre:. were likely to be denied er1r

preventitive treatment for defects with the possible result that their

13 Ed. 50/129.
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t&ment later on v,ou1 be far ore difficult.13°

Hurriedly, discussions were arraned between 'L:' and the

Mnstr of Health in an. e.ttemçt to solve the dilemnaa. 	 At these t3ikz,

it was decided that the Boord of Education would limit their

certification of Hospital ScLools to exclude all children under five years

of age. At the same time, the Ininistry was to ercouraj Maternity &

Child Telfare uthorities to increase their provision for the in-patient

treatment of children aged two to five years at Crthopaedic Hospitals

and, also, to commence the provision of out-patient treathet and

after-care for these children at centres and clinics.13

Thus, the direct result of them actions was to give recognition

to Hospital schools o1iy for children aged five to ? years an2. tit no

rants were pay3.ble by the Board of ducation to L.F.A. or volintary

instithtions on occoant of cthildre: under five years of age, nor wanld

s'ch chil r9ren 'one within th scope of the Bducation Act, 1'21.

In extremely ra.i cases where such :oun children were attending public

elementary schcola prior tc their admission into Hospital Schools, ti

T..B.s. were ean-oiered t 	 1 with them under Section 90 of the

1921 Act.

Under the new arrangements, the Board. of Edction anticipated

that the 7elfare Autoritics would becoe responsible for these children

rn.& that, in the	 ed.L..te future, these authorities wo:d i-rovlle

adequate fci1itis fcrascertainir crppled children and decUing

wheth-r they re1uired in-patient treatment at hospitals or o"t-ptient

Ed. 50/129.
50/129.
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and fter-cc.re t thr o;iu cerres or L...t. clinics.	 L etual

fict,	 reot furore had lDeei caused by wh.t was a comparatively minor

rrcmlem statistically for the L.E.As. bectuae the r.umber of children
io

involved was ory 29 in 1924.-25 increasing to abont 10 the year after.

Much rnor difficult was the probleri of the larger numbers of

children sent to the Hospil Schcc1 z h voluntary bodies Beards of

uardiris ari priite 1erono, for	 iou1' tho Boar•.l of Education had

been paying these bodies a 1 er capita rart of 22L los. Cd. per aununi,

approirnately a cjuarter of their oal costs. The zithdrawa]. of these

grants would have deprived about 300 juu childrei cf their treatment

unless the Vielfare uthorties fin.nceJ thei, or .1litioJ funds were

forthcoming from vclt' soi'cec, • wi1ioly occurrn-. 	 It v:s

ackacwle'iged that there woild be del's before the gais Ij the system

cf treatxient	 oiirinated by the 7e1f:rc uthoritiea cc, to zter for

this contigency, the oar.l cotnuei their reconitic: of :ioit.J

3chool for chilth'en ui.ier five ,ars of age for a further l months,

until iri1, 1929, and alSo they mie	 car1 - iourcent of the

withdrawal of their rcJ; r:oogiitio.	 Tijuc the cc:ut-eneral

esticatcd that the oad would	 ve aboat 27,00) - 2,00C to L.0..A.&. id

about £5,000 to vol ntr	 'hoos.	 Cn the other had, it ,-;;.

that the 7elfare nthorities would obtaii at leact 25,000 in cnra

arnus fron the Linis try of Health if they assucne.fl the res sibility for

ftc L.E..t. •o e	 d	 jurter of the cases supported by vlwr

139,,, _)/

10:. 50/129.
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IL letter to the Tr	 se	 sio: tu ch:- Lhe

ogations of the Board, Orange, the ccountant-eeral, stressed that

the prjL.ls of the Board of Education	 re a r ioia	 tio of the

ThtiI th. ti;;, there were three sets of ;cwers attchin to

Local thurities with r	 Lu chi rca. under fIve years of age, the

dnties of the Maternity ChUrl	 3:therjtjes under the Maternity

& Child Vlelfare ct of 1913; the responsibilities of the County nd

County Borough Councils uncle: the Public ealth 	 iij;rcu1osLs) ct, 1921

to :rovide adejuate facilities for the I! titutioL. treatment of

tuberculosis iLciuding all bereulous hiidren edii such tretunt

rnid, fal1.;, the L.E.s. which under the EJucatoi ct, 1921, could

place childre between two iu five yrs of age an special schools.

Thcrefore, he explained, the Borc1 desired to relieve themselves of the

resjionsil)ility of physically defective children unler five yars o ge

as they had oerious doubts whether such expeuditure wa. lega]..

Furtheriore, it had been the policy of the Bosd to discourage the

admission of children uu&r five years of age to elementary schools

because such pupiis were unlikely to benefit from the tuition in

proj ortion to the ex.;e i. volvcl.

Orange therefore proposed to alter the rnt Begulatono to

prc1ude the ac1mision of chi].dreri under five years of age to certified

schools for defective or eileptic pu;ils so that patients of this age

sent to hospitals or sanatoria, in the future, would enter solely for

treatment. Nevertheless, the oari did not intend to raise the lovrer

age 1mit for add:ion to schools for the b1id cr deaf because they

11 Ed. 50/129.
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were satisfied that the unusual rcu taac-s cf these j141lS

justified their enterin the special school3, in su.itabi 	 nstan.es,

l2
between tue ages 01 two anit IVC /ears.

T:us, oce again, the Boai.'. of Education mardfested their post-

Geddes po1ic r f' successfully passiri th xsponsibi1ities for some

children to other Government departme:rits so that they, themselves, would

save money and jet, at the same time, the chilthen did :ot suffer by

complete neglect.	 Lii that occurred, in actual fact, ws thai; the

financial outlay involved caaae out of th Vote of the other department

end not fron the Vote of the Bo'd of Education. 	 Yet anthcr basic

feature of this stringent contral of expenditui was here exemplified in

that when rioritie s for financial outla' were drawn up, educationally,

the maximum importance was as.ined to those prjects fro: which puilz

could obtain cct benefit.	 This 'benefit' was utilised to iui 'becone

self-suppting' for to prevent persons becomi charges on the national

funds was vital.

10. The iental Deficiency P.eport, 1927

The decade of the nineteen-twenties was a period when considerable

attention was focussed upon mental deficiency and th iadow teport Upon

PsyciiclogiCal Tests was folled soon afterwards	 the Re port of the

Mental Deficiency Coumittee, a joint body costin of repreaeritatives

from both the Board of Education id the Board of Control. Sir eore

Ed. 50/129.
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ewman hd aj. oiribad the Coittee in June, 1924., and hl iveia it

terms of reference to inuire into the pro'olem presnted by the iienta11y

defective child. Vood :s the Thnu of the Conittee which also

included icngst its members such e .ncnt perscalities as Dr. Crowley,

Evelyn 'ox, Cyril Burt, Lrs. Hurne Pinsent, Dr. Shrubsall and Dr. Trerio1d.

E.r1y in 1925, the .irLvestations were extended to cover the consideration

of adult defectives. Various sub-coimittees were appointed to consider

different aspects of this rob1e upon which indIvidual rambers jossessed

expert	 zlele.	 1thouh 4iie Committee did riot submit their Report

until Janunr, 1929., they hal conducted the uajority of their worh in

the previous twelve months for Dr. E.O. Lc;is too': 3- years to conduct

a statistic.ly accurate sample research into the incidence of mental

defect in 6 selected areas, each of about 100,000 poi1at.ion. 	 Until the

results of t riis survey were available, the Coumittee made little 1roress

as they believed that Lewis' s sale was probably the nosf comprehensive

investiatioi ever made of mental defectiveness ad it incidence in

Ejalsnd and

Once aain, the Report illustrated the uncertainties facir the

administrators in their atteçts to draw a clear boundary line between

their own responsibilities and those of the Boad of Control. 	 In

Part 1 of the Report which was a enera1 section, they dealt with their

o\vn origins and purpose during which they stressed that they owed their

inception to the uievenness of the provi.sion of educational facilities

for menally defective purils throuhout the co'mtxr, lare1y caused by

14.3Report of the Mental Deficiency Committee, 1929, H.U.S.O., p. Iii.
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the inadecjuate discharge of the dutie3 of ascertavLrjjnent by the L..As

under the Education Acts.	 Psnalysies of stati3tical returns froi various

L.E.As. showed aJ.arming liscrepancies between the figures from different

areas whilst the subseient estimate of the nunber of mentally defective

children in the country was 1 aJ.so, iicovered to be completely

unrealistic so great were the differences in the incidence percentages

submitted from several comparable areas. Consequently, it had been

impossible either to a•minister such a system efficiently or to for.n any

constructive polir for the education of mentally defective children.

After surveying the entire field of the azninistration controlling

the educational facilities provided for the mentally defective child,

the Committee returned to the vexed problem of the best definition of the

terms 'mentally defective' and 'feeble-minded', both of which they

believed were inadeqiately covered in the two relevait Acts, the

Education Act, 1921 and the Mental Deficiency Act, 1927. After sane

deliberations, the Committee concluded that whatever the correct legal

intexretation, the real criterion of mental deficiency was a social one

and that any mentally defective person was oie who, throug'n incomplete

mental development, was incapable of independent social adaptation.5

Statistics supporting many of the assertions of' the Committee were

extremely relevant to the investigation for, without reliable figures,

the Board of Education wotld have been po'rless to improve the situation.

L.E.As. in Enghnd and Wales had ascertained 33,000 educable rentaily

cit. 1 p. 1.

50p. cit., p. 12.
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defective pupils an. that the total special school accorodation for

them consisted of 1,800 places in residential schools ani about 15,000

places in day schools, ivin about half the chi]dren ascertained

educatioaal facilities. Annually, the L.E.As. notified to the Local

Control Authorities about 2,4-00 children between the ages of 7 and 1G

years, but there were no figures available from these ltter authorities.

Occupation Certres, mostly provided by volunt'y bodies although finced

by Local Authorities, numbered 111 ancj- these provided some training for

1,200 defective 14-G

However, Dr. lewis' s researches hai suggested that the 105,000

children who were mentally defective within the meaning of the Act of

1921, was proximate1y three times the number actually ascertained and

certified by the L.E.As.	 Imbeciles and idiots, the lower grade

defective chiUren, under iG years of age, totalled at least 30,000 but

even this figure was believed to be an under-estimate because the

ascertainment of younger children was incomplete. Of the 105,000

rnentlly defective children urd.cr the dication Act, 1921, in England

and 7ales, it was estimated thnt about 35,000 were educationally rather

than socially defective, whilst the remainder vre notifiable within the

ters of the Mental Deficiency Acts. Therefore, when the 30, 000 lower

grade defective children were added to this 70,000 reiainder, then the

total number of 100,003 represented the national figure of these children

with incompletely developed minds who re not capable of independent

social adaptation.	 The Committee comented th.t, as a result of the work

14-6	 cit., p. 154-.
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of Dr. Iiwis, the national incidence of mental defect was approxiriately

twice as great as that estimated by the Royal Commission of twenty

years before, arid that it was most nirked that there was a large

djf'erence between this incidence in rural and urban areas, with the

former having higher rates possibly due to various social problems)4-7

uring his invstigatioi.s, Iwiz disL'overed that 77 per cent of

the feeble-minded or educable mentally defective children in the research

areas, were attending public elementary schools and, in two areas, where

there was unused. day special school acconuiod:tion, 69 per cent of the

feeble-minded children re again in these normal schools. As the costs

of supplying residential special schools for all feeble-riinded rural

children were prohibitive and it was impracticable to materially increase

the provision of these special schools, the Cotmittee believed that a

chsnge of system was essential for, except in a few large towns, the

existing system had collapsed and was, in anj case, incapable of general
14.8application throughout the countrj.

Another feature of Dr. Lewis's inquiry which caused considerable

disquiet was that it had been impossible to class considerable numbers of

children as feeble-minded althouh they ere undoubtedly menaUy and

educationally retarded and. belonged to the group generally kncrNn a dull

and backward.	 For this large group, estimated at 300,000 children aged

7 to 15 years, there was no spccial educational provision, so it was felt

that these large ruinLeis lu the close genetic arid educational

relationship between thc 'dull' section of th group and the mentally

,J -,
p. cit., p. 15o.

'4-80p. cit., p. 156.
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defective made it irnpcssible for the-Lr deliberations to overlook the

problem posed by this section of the child oplation. In general,

this particular ro.p comprised al] children who had Intelligence

Quotients raring between 65 and 80 but if all children with I.Qs. below

35 were included, then the group aizo contained all the dull and backward

plus all the merally defective children too, comprising abcut 10 per cent

of the schoci pcpulation.9

In the light of the facts revealed by their investigatiis, the

Committee made several recoinmend.otions for the dfcatioii of the

existing Lystem of education for mentally defective and retarded

children, for the redistribution of the functions of the local authorities

and for the aundment of the current laws. First1, it was advocated

that all chi1drn known as educable mentally defectis and all those

iaiown as dull and backward should, in the future, be recognised as the

'Retarded' Group. All these children re to be :ven education suited

to their reta.ation in the public elementazy school system except for

those few who were in riced of immediate care and control under the Lienj.aJ.

Deficiency Acts. Local Education Authorties were compelled to modify

the organization of their sthools so that suitable educational

150
accommodction shotkl become avaalable for these children.

Administrative reauirements were circumvented by abolishing the

ru.le that L.E.As. should certify certan types of children as mentally

defective before they were provided with the educational provision most

suited to them.	 Such	 innovation necessitated modification of the

cit., p. l6.

l50o	 cit., . 157.
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legal status of special schools for mentally defetive pupils but

they desired that. the subst e of these invaluacle institutions should

be retained. They were to be integrated into the general public

elementary school system although the appropriate modifications of

curricula and orgal2isation should he undertaken to achieve this desirable

151reform.

If this reform was carried out, the Committee anticipated that the

special powers and duties of Jiiithorities and parents wcld lapse so that

it would become necessary to give L.'.As. a general povver to enforce

attendance of individual children at sutable schools. In addition,

the Local L.D. Juthorities needed new powers to conel retarded' children.

to attend suitable clay schools or centres.	 However, the Congaittee

warned the overriment that the abolition of certification should not be

1nteI)re ted as diminishing the educational obligation of the L.E.s.

towards retarded pupils of all grades. 152

The Hadow Report of 1926 had contended that there should be a

break in the education of normal children at 11 years. To conform,

the Committee advocated that separate classes or departments should be

established for children urder the age of 11 years and that courses for

retarded pupils should form an essential part of all L.Js. provision

of senior or post-primary schools. In the larger towns, finer degrees

of classification were possible with larger numbers of retarded pupils,

so tie Committee recommended that there should also be junior and senior

schools for the more seriously retarded pupils with I.s. of 70 or less,

ici- Op. cit., p. l7.

cit., r• 157.
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corDarable with existing M.D. jecial schools but that they should

be exterded23

Maintaining the pr:valert classificat!on approach, the 'orittee

expatiated on the internal oran!sation of these schools. 	 In the

proposed new junior schools, they advised a sub-division into higher

and lovrer groups, the former to include all dull and bacciiard children

whilst the latter was to incorporate all pupils then attending day

special schools in larger tcns. Furthermore, although the Coittee

ha' previously suggested an I.. of 80 as the upper border line for all

retarded children, in the large towns they believed that this limit

should be extended upwsxds to I.Qs. of

Whilst the Committee wanted the L.E.s. to remain rspon.sible for

the higher :rade I.s. in these schools they reccmrnended that the

children of lower rnentalit r should be nctifiod to the Local II.D. authority.

Ho;ever, for the chldrer in these lower groups, the Conmittee proposed

that upon pasent b- the Local 1.D. Authority it should be the DU of

tic L..Is. to nrcvide facilities for their education and trainir: at

suItable centres. The new 11+ review should be extended to cover all

meutally handicapped children, provided that appropriate medical and

psychological examinations were also conducted. Thus, there would be a

eneral sifting of retarded children into various roup c.r.d decisions

iaie upon whether additional pupils should be transferred to the Local

::.:. A-'thor±ties. Moreover, any pupils who had made no substantial

r,roress in scbool work and wLc were also in aced of care under the Mental

1 'Op. cit., p. 13.

cit.,	 .



1 5Deficiency Acts coulJi be nctifd.

The 'orimit;ee t1'e arado:dcoi1y recoLmended tht for children

over 11 years of age, the L..Ls. should merely be empoaere. to provide

educational facilities when requested b: the 	 Authorties.	 Only

a majority of Cormittee meobcrs fa' cured tLi iifferentiatio- which was

made for three main reasons, the first 1ein the relative difficulty of

fitting. 1or grade retarded children into senior schools due to the

low nrnberz of childrer sent to these schools with mental ages of 7 years

or 'rider. Snch pa ils would require special facilities com::arable

wit} Occupation (tres.	 Secondly, the Oornm ttee believed that ivincr

the L..s. compulsory powers would erode some of the p c-,ers of the

Local ::.D. ithorities, powers conferred by Parliament anJ, thirdly,

it was contended that such ecmulscy powers would ontaoaise both thc

ad th Local n.J. ;uthoritio, thE foer readi	 them as an

imposition whlt the latter could consider theli as robbin them of

their rijito to make decisions upon chilrer for v,hom they were

stutorily rcsponsible.	 ::oreover, the local i.D. Authorities should

in the effective control of the t in.ra, in their lnter

y:ar of childhood, of defective pupils for whom they would eventually

17he rera.onsLle.

For children who werc of too low a grade to attend day schools or

cextres or who v:ere unable t dc so, the Committee advocated residential

institutions or colonies, unless tho: could Fafely be left in ther own

ir
cit., j;.	 ff.

i Op. cat., n • 19.
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hores.	 •rura1ly, the Cornmotee wishec1 this resi rtL1 9rcorroatic:.

to b proded by th Lo.:a. '.D. Athorities 	 th	 iente

er po;;ereci to rrovi1 boi	 schools for oeiecti rtore rurl: wo

were riot scedir perroarient care sr	 otro1.	 Bot'ri edioation ani mental

efcienciy athorties wero 1.',o to he eripoyterecl t: sen9 tLeir -hres

to .r:sttutis provided by th othor o. thrites or by vo1nto;

The Ldow etort had proposed that the huo1- 	 ae for

orina1 ii1jlls hou1d L. raisod to l 'ears wheh wo1d auto .tioaliy

o1viatr.	 fertiat.os withIn thr uper or 1wer ae li'aits,

bttwei ionrial con L:fli	 roup I torto e1e1 ineett1ly -lefective

under Lh	 dactori ct, 121.	 2L1 L.E.... :e: to itain their powers

o oertifyi	 iab1e oh 1'1rn, LuL thy;	 ; Y -iii1oh these po-;ers

1ce ooerativ; vj-' to e )LtO iith the	 2 oopulsoi schoo1ir

159for normal piis.

.ftr re.i1Ldin tL1 Chef' iieici )ffic	 Lht the ezital

Deficiencj ct, 1927, ws oci in tht th. tern 'fe ;cic,:iided' as

ap1ied to childrn eo:fiicted :1iti the terr :4 tal i .y lfeLive' in the

:uec;:t)oi ct, 1921, it was S	 dht it should	 .rl eli.i

tht h: e .1 tio:;al crtcrin alone vas not sefficint ud Lht	 iter
-T -

to foele-.	 hIldrnn •era those for feel;lc-uindc3. adnit

::ere	 wa evider: tht the civil	 ivants we:e not consistent in

thei' defitto' i intal .T1ieicns even after the 3ret Tests were
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After re1.T aii;	 tUe r:v	 :	 :.:er.tal	 !e:cj

Act, 1927, an the E catic: ;ct, 	 3h1ca Ic:i.1: :11.;'.tL11

:ro . tive hilre in Poor Law iust:t it 	 an thcr	 th: c: of

t:.	 tho Ce; i!tt	 seteil tht L.E.A.t. shoci9. be con

v;h1:ver thc:e ;iere j ossitilitLes of iv .i1	 tn1s Lo Pefuriatories

or uiustriai CoUuolc. 	 3coh chlre; noelci spl	 lTh1 oil

"OOIOH Ca]. examinations whlst.D. ch.1'hc in 	 'ffio Schools

lje oc:c ..'±iLn the •.ysteni of oxamination of tho elesieuta

schools i'or coLrt cJtioi.1 Losf'ication cxii etion under the
1

Lenta1 Defiiiency Acts	 necessor,,.

'iai1,', U: 'Of:1ittee CC.C15iC1 with	 1/si.3 of the tODjCs

re.:juirL, fUrther re earch	 this :t ;c	 t i f1I of study.

'irstl, sp'ciai iiv	 at1us ho .1 be •Jicc.	 tc .'cc	 Lt5itIL.

	rcvoltion of' mctc1 Jifect with: iphasis cpen ti: Jtf	 ns in

ito	 oLioacn. li. iUTal	 uru. .ioao.	 an in jur, ito the

rel ie1 hip ic h;;oen :sevtJ defect cud other	 cia1 oroiclems was

proposed and, third1, vre he	 CuOLl r1c1ems pz'seuted by the
16:	 -entire roup ot retarded children. 	 cod ha: of;. :cial retor: and

cis 1st seivice to rublic education ws the Chair r;hij cf this official

body.	 Certain of the recoeeend-itions suest very stronli that he

wielded aJi extreLely powerful influence upon the work of the Committee.

One exiple of this was the suZestio male that	 l-;; the L...o. were

to rovide for the ed'ication an training oO eotif'ici children, elthr

comrn.scril or at 'rh, dependent upon theraes, the Lucc1 Mental

'p.j_o
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Lciec, .' iirties ore to	 the	 s the

of t,he eilie.i	 .vrttc-n by cc :oveai, for soi dears

revioubly, he v- moot .ert'irLJ by the effects of (eddes' s econoiiies

uoi thio -centlly defective rouj of chilth'on ani :ihflt :uully

s-ek1n to inrove th. e?foiency- or th- education irj.ri1ei for ta,

at the	 e time, so.:ht	 airse its	 Th ropos	 t}nt some

•osts should be transferred to aother O-overrnent deartm.nL, the

Cormittee iere jiroj oi	 corse of otiori already lc1j?te rd O ,00d

so:.euonths previously when he hd s es ted to the Chicf ::edil Officer

the Pennanent Secretary that costs of Occupatioo Centres &ould be

:re by voluntary bodies ih!eh founde'I ti	 :he Locl ijcation

Ijthor.t±es which a1d for their o2erat j on.	 Ls tho volantarr L;dju.

then obtimed rant frof the oari of Control to firiaac these

e tahlishnien to which, in th vntal outcomo, trained virtuajly

i:cducable childre. of statutory school ate, this was a precea.ent for this

re coinend eti Oi..

11.	 itation on Behaf of the Deaf Builds

jlthoujh agitation on behalf of the deaf and dumb had been

cecurr!n sporadically since the early twenties nhcn blind aeroons were

ajparently securing all the pnblicity and officiaJ. oncerri, towards the

end of the decade efforts x';ere re-doubled for this movement sen:ed to

be near-ing success.	 The imiiediate cause of the re-activatjor of demands

for an ino1iry into the needs of the deaf and dml. by a Departuentcj



,.	 I

0oi.mittee :i.s the is	 of	 .:tio:iraire Ly the 3ritich Deaf	 Dunfo

Associatioi t all candidates ía the Pail eitary Elections of l92L

akin them whether the:.r sul)portel the appointment of such a Ooitte.

1thouh thc i:s of th	 socttion were to draw attention to the

+-0,000 leaf persons for whom the State lid nothing afte the end of

their school lives, the uestiojraire dii serve the vital function of

elicitin from the Bo.'d of Education an outline of their policy towards
-'(-

deaf and dunth childrcn.3

Firstly, the Joard co'tended th.t theac vna no real analoy

between the eases of blin and :leaf and dumb persons as the prohlem of

deaf we1faz vas largely oi.e of od.cation, so they refuted the su;eotiori

of the .tcSeciatio1 tha. i:ecauso Otate a istance was iveu to the blind

it should also he given to the deaf ar dumb. 	 It was pcintd out tht

the oard alra made ra• ts of 50 per cent of th costs for both

elementary and hibher education of the deaf under special arrangements

and that the accommodation in special schools was almost sufficient for

all deaf children althouh L.E.:.s. were being urged to fill all existiri

vacancies. Pupils trained in deaf schools copared favajrably with

pupils frori the cublic elementary schools and, provided they were sent to

school early enough and were suitably tauht, deaf and dunth pupils later

earned their livelihoods without sbsidies, for their afflictions did

not interfere with their manual dexterity. On the other hand, the adult

blind always needed assistance from the State or local charitable funds

despite previous education arid industrial training.	 Moreover, it was

50/108.
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conceded that complete provision for leaf pupils would not cater for

all emergencies for larly Deople became deaf in later life whilst others

dropped out for various reasons!°4.

In 1924. aJ..o, the National Institute for th Deaf was founded to

re-olace the National Bureau for the af which had declined durjn the

YTar years, and Lord Charnwood 	 became Chathoari of the new body in

addition to being Chaiman of the Oollee of Teachers of the Deaf.

Immediately, the National Intitue or.nised an investliation of this

problem and the Board stated that they would re-appraise their existin

policy if evidence co1lecte- by the Institute appeared to justify such
166act ion.

In 1925 an International Conference on the Education of the Deaf

was held in London and opened by the President of the Board of Education,

Lord Eustace percy.167 At this conference a resolution was passed

ca11in for national inquiries to be oonducted into the education,

training, industrial and social conditions of the deaf in the many

countries represented at the mectin. When these investigations were

completed the resolts were to be collated by the International

A lull then occurred during whch nothing of importance happened,

but in April 1923 Sir Arthur Holbrook revived the aitation by zpeakin

in the Ho.ise of Commons in favour of the appointment of a Departmental

Committee. This followed in June, 1928 when, in the House of Lords,

i61	 50/108.	 --

l653offrey Rathbone Benson, 1st Baror. Charnwood ( 1364-194.5), DNB, 194.1-50,
pp. 71-72.

iGGEd 50/108.

lG7Lord Eustace Percy (18 87-1958), Who '7as Who, 1951- 6Q, p. 864..
President of Board of Education, November 1924.-June 1929.

168A Study of the Deaf in gland arid '7a1es, 1930-1932, (The 1cholz Report),
.N.S.O., 1932, pp. 1 ff.
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Lord Charnwood moved a similar resolitior1	 the hope of achieving

a similar objective, b'it he failed, so that in February, 1929, anl July

of the same year, he again attempted to secure the irvctigation by

seeking interviews with the President of the Board of Edc . tion. Despite

his failures, the &gitation continued by the issue of a Mesiorandum by

the National Institute after the General Election of 1929 to the newly-

elected members in which attention was called to the waste of puiDlic

expenditure upon educating deaf children when there was ro provision for

follow-up training.

!eanwhi1e, in early 1923, there was a dl3ClSOIOfl at the premises

of the Board of Education between Eichclz ar Eaton on the one side and

representatives of the N.O.T.D. on the othr s±de. The topic under

discussion was the Higher Education of the Deaf, the subject of a

: Qrium issued by the Goflegc in October, 1927. Eaton asked the

delegates to explain what the authors of the iiemoranduni desired for the

Board agreed. that there were gaps in the educational pl'oviziori for the

deaf and wished to ascertain the views of interete parties as to the

rrecise form any institution for higher learning should tak-. Such

matters as te of school conte1ated, the ae range and the curriculum

were all points at issue upon which the Board wanted clarification)'°

Two secondary schools for the deaf existed in England, both of

which were in p rivate hands with fees too high for parents with small

or moderate e ans. 	 The representatives advocated the p rovision of a

p1o9Op. cit., p. .
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secondary school for about O deaf children where the fees woul be

equal to thoso at the ¶orcester and Chorleywood Colles for the Blini.

Thi3 chol was needed for the brightest children in the special schools

for the deaf for, in the existir circumstances, ti	 puils reached

the highest classes at the ae of 13 years and then rernnined 'marking

time' until they reached the statutory leaving ae of l ,nars. Eaton

then queried whethcr there was a Dossibility tha.t eci Teachers of the

special schools would object to the removal of their most intelligent

pu.ils.	 This, the delegates adaitted, was likely at first althouh

eventually the eads wold realise that it was to the advantae both of

themselves and their pupils if they ;eitte these few childn to

leave for greater opportunities. 	 The Deputation pointed out that

retardation of the deaf was about tvo years for the brightest upils

and considerably more for the others, so t hey recommended that this

secondary school catered for th admission of its pupils at the ae of

13+ years for a f5.ve years' course.	 As regarded the curriculum, the

delegates stressed that such occupations as doctors, clermen, lawyers

and Civil Servants were barred to deaf persons so they advocated that

these pu2ils should be trained in the hihcr crafts of irau:htslnan±ip,

designing, sculptin,, and art, for deaf persons had achieved succass in

these spheres but whould, undoubtedly, have achieved even better results

if their intellectual facultis had not been ignored in their school

171
dars.

ihus, such a school should give its pupils a broad eeondary

e.ucation with a stroxt vocational bias and shcali b as:;cciated with a

171.,, 50/108.
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Technical College so that it would have to be situated near a town

which possessed such an institution.	 Real co-ordination 1etweeri the

staffs of the school and the co11ee was an essential je-reuisite for

it meant that the school staff would be acquainted with the training

provided in the Co11ee and would, thus, be able to coelate their work

with the :rjore advanced training.	 College staff could also be utilised

as visiting teichers at the school which would have to be mainly

residential with some local d supils.

Fo1lowin this De utation, the Iationl Lctitute summoned a

canference to discuss the uestion of a secondary school for deaf

children an1 other issues re1atin to the welfare of the deaf. Prom

this meet5ns emerged an areement amori3 the ixicere sted parties to press

more closely for an official iiiui r into these topics.	 further

StL:iU1US to the publicity was a Court Case, in early l29, whea a

Mrs. Dorothy Maher was summoned by the L.C.C. for her failure to send

her deaf ir1 to the Oak Lodge Pesidenal School without a reasonable

excuse.	 Mrs. Ma1r's defence was that she objected to sending her

little daughter to a residential scho1 nd that as no clay school was

within t miles of her hoac she had attempted to have her thud educated

elsewhere.	 In the view of her counsel, this constituted a rea8on1e

e::cuse because the mother was prepared to send 	 dauhter to c non-

residential school certified iy the Loard of Education. J.s Oak Lode

school was about 12 miles froa the Maher home it necessarily followed

that the only tvio courses of action possible were either the h!ld hd

172Ed. 50/103
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to beco;e a bo;xder which the mcther refused to permit or, alterr.tively,

the L..A. had to provide so:e fona of truisport for her and this the

L.C.C. h not done.	 after havin lost the case, the L.'.C. appeoalod

ad their peaJ. was dismissed by the Lord Chief Justice in prU, 1929

Then this case was followed by an incident in which a deaf and

dumb boy of 1!- years of ae was charged by the p1ice of Anglezey with

stealin,, the officials at the Board of Education hecairie extremely

concerned about the legal position of deaf children. 	 This particular

boy had never been educated, mainly due to the fact that the father

wo'ild not permit h!s son to be sent to an institution althouzh the boy

was intelligent and would probly have benefited by sLich action. The

Home Office requested the Board of Educatior. to nile whether it was

possible for the Court to commit the ld to a residential special school

for the deaf or whether he could only be committed if such a school was

certified by the Home Office as an Industrial Schccl.'7

Undir the Education Act, 1921, the Courts of Sumar Jurisdiction

were empowered to ni:e an order committirj a defecti7e or epileptic child

tc a suitable class or school if the parent had, without reasonable

excuse, failed to easure the child' s attendance at such a school.	 Once

the order was isade then the rent could merely select a suitable class

or school and if he or she failed to do this, then the Court had the power

to select for them. Houever, the same Act did not give similar 1ers

to the Courts in respect of blind and deaf children unless it coul3 e said

173Ed. 50/97.
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tht ouch chil!.rcn were 3efcLve i-çisica1lv	 th1 th L'i rach

d..d not cosjd:r Lossibie.	 Deaf	 blind chi1drn	 ded a rather

mon elaLoro.te rceedure to eisure attcu.arce at educatien estblioiento

for, firstly, th0 L.E.As. had to summou tie	 ents for the non-attecdarice

nf their offsrria by ap1yin for ei Order to enforce atteaIe at oC

certified school and if the only suit abe school was residential then

the Order	 lied to that school. Ho;iever, if the Order ws not

conj 1id with then th; first recourse was to the finiii of the j'cnts

after which the orocedure -aas to ajply for ai. Order committing the ohil

to a certified day school if ou ws avilah1: other7ie to a certifia.
C

reseutial school.

Tbus ended the twet.ies, an era which had bern so aus;iciously

with the çasoir of the cororrehensive Education .ct of 1921 but which

h d enerted into a decade of stantion dc t the effects of the

ies xe.	 T'rs P rc.inny nc?sure h-d TrLd'iced a nolicy of strit

e-ajrra!sl rY' th f ane	 orn±trncnts of the ox.	 1eoior ','ith

the inention of otritly J init. thc variou.o h	 so that

children not oordn ri±.0	 i4rits eold b handed over to other

t de .nto'.e.to with	 nueut ecouoieo.	 ::.ever, th

-tod rol hv: h. scr cuc	 ns. nforirp te of thes' be

the herdir over oi severel-- o ;b-n:r'nJ. children to thc	 vd of Oo:trol,

is. essence t1e Tone Office, a nost retrorra	 steo ThioiL is onl r just,

in 1970, heiri reverse.	 Paradoxically, at the 000e tine, th. offic-1,5

of the oord ncr. . sirir', for the first time, the i olicatior rf

n"1tnlc dfeets ucn the seecini sohools for, is. their c:;7lclenct

17
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, £	 tht chi1Jri	 ''lti11 defco

ertin th.t no ri!. bonry lnr	 i	 rav1n betvex types of

Tho 'o'e vi	 aitc; oe of notable rleet of -ertai of the

h'i:	 to the mutual dv to;e f oth.'. 	 Blnne, for exanle,

reve3 n nIue	 o'mt of' atteritior. a	 cficincy wh1t,
on the other L'o, t11epj	 n.	 &fnez -;ere	 iui.

L.	 O, th fiaJ. 'eir of the 3ecade, Eicholz retire

7	 a	 .i.I. ut uh	 Li	 thusasii f'or he cs of

h1L	 that .o oc	 ., h• or: than he .ccopte several

uorr,,	 the	 .f	 ).roi Cfficer (Corii.iois

aft	 ai'u), t t	 :u	 r ::e;uth with	 directiv

o	 Lhe	 .t	 U, the	 rious deaf societiè,
a jiece of reearci1 kii. Look t	 to eulote.	 Etchclz also

ce1ted	 .lce o	 Ln. 2.	 of th. ikt. al institute 'or the

Blinri anJ, n S tie, 131, k	 n oei Chairman of the Jont

ittee to ±nquire into th':c ion of the l!nti ii. Bngl.ni
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1. The	 'c: . of' th. Loc1 overument ct, 1)29, nd the P.	 CCL Lttee1'3.

m 192,	 3cretry, ::T!:	 C?	 eii4:i steered a most

coujrehe.2v ;e.ur; throh	 iown	 t.h Lue:1 C.ovornment

ct w1i.ch Lega to iLf1uoce Uc seci;j	 tz	 ij±oi tz

effect,	 those C1f'. cc:	 .	 cf

Exchicr rcts	 to the Ioc.ii authcrii.	 a;ll, a

-.	 -. ..................-	 -	 L_ -axoc u' rco ., i	 oi. _i r.	 WU.	 -	 T

;rczsi	 1ie y th ::er,- of H1th or the	 of Contrc L

i:	 •:	 :•	 The oar2 of' Education, un	 th guise of'

the i - e. .cL tnd tha lati. fin;1 urey u Se;tcntber, 1931,

reuested .11 irrs of vol.;ta.y itos s:f'cc-t a 10 or cent

cut in thr	 i11,	 ccva	 1c'1.te1	 rue: the o.e f' fees

charged to	 ihich sCnt h.e2 chi1dci L the	 co.tres.

Thus, froe 1st 0ctoier, 1931 the Boar's	 nts ae:c	 ".lated o the

tia. o' th	 1 per cent deductio. fr 	 th	 total of tii

toc.chers'	 1are otheiie

ne auro	 the firct of' ..	 c-f roductions in the

finacia1 out1y of the	 upo:	 ueion, tho L:con major if1uence

being the R Ccmittee, ct p in July, 192 L the Chnceilor of t1

xohe-uer, Neville ChiLer1ain, rho invitci the L..C. an various

associations of local authorities to rovie	 ctin LLL.e: ;f

cvi11e Ch'uer1ain (l36'-194.o, 1B, 1)31-4 .0, p. 15-1.
2!:
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to form s Co!arnittee o. Local	 oth. :Iise kncWfi as he h.y

Ocmittee ft	 its hairmari, 311' illiii	 This 1ioi vs chareci

vtth the	 i&r4-.	 of the ihole field of lal expenditure with the

duty to nke recommendations, at the eorliest possibli dato, for securii

-rei'.etio.is i such expenditure res;etive of whether it was defrayed

from xchcuer ruto, rats or other sources ii, frrespcctive alSO, of

whether or not it was imposeri UpO1 bc a'.zthorities as a duty br

statute,	 der, rle or r.ilations.

.1thoug the Co!naittee surveyed the whole field of education, it

paid special attertion to the costs of the Cchool ldical 	 Lces, fr

it discovered a :ojrked varitio in costs bet'een different us for

these serv-ices, outlay upon spial schools, as a typical oxale,

varying frora i/-. to 21/id. per capita for .s±rnil_r schools in coparle

areas.	 The were so concerned at the high costs of these seriices that

they recommended coiarehensive inquiry by the Central !itherty into

ther.

7hen they ixiwstigaid the educational focilities nd costs of

the special schools the Committee looked first at residential schools for

the deaf axd blind, for the incidense of these afflictions nongst

children had been failing in previous years. This decrease had resulted

in cc.apa2'atively large numbers of vacit plaes in residential schools

for these pupils so that, by 31st :rch, 1932, the total accomitodation in

residential schools for the blind was l,92 1j. places with 29 vaca.cies

Sir 7ilUais ay (l7-l937), Vlho TTas Tho, l929-O, p. lb.

eprrt of Committee on LocJ. xpenditure ay Committee), ::overnLr 1932,
Foreword.

Cp. cit., para. +6.



wh'13t	 similr schools for the deaf the figures were 2,731 ;Lce

with 561 vaoanie3. Therefore, the Oojitte recomx:erñed the closure

of' siie schools and the e-distr.butionof their	 i1 to the remaining

schools, an action which would result in a reduction in the existing

costs,

On schools for ntafly defective children, the Committee commented

that the average cost for a normal h!1d in a jub1ic elementary school

was 12 guineas per year compared with about £23 for a day sje ciJ. school

and between £60 and. 70 for the s.jn.: handicapped child in a residential

school,	 It was also noted that a new factor was essential to provide

for, the Hadow re-organisation of elementar schools. Thus, by late

1932, there were several urban senior schools for normal children which

provided short courses of three years duration which were specially

modified for varying abilities so that arrangements for the education of

very dull children were much better than they had been. The Committee

recommended., therefore, that certifying Medical Officers should bear new

developments in mind when they interpreted the relevant Acts of

Parliament because many of the children sent to special schools in 1932

could, in urban areas at least, be absorbed into lower grade classes in

the re-organised. schools. Thus could the ststantia1 outlay f many

1oc1 authorities upon special schools be reduced especially in London

and other large county boroughs. In the rest of the country,

accommodation for those mentally defective children who could not be

educated in the re-organised shoo1s arid yet could be in special schools

cit., para. 52(a).
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was inadeui.te so that noaJ.ly it wo'ld have been desirable to

increase such provision. 	 However, the Oonnnittee rioted thai; the tistes

were not opportune because, at a tine when expenditure upon the education

of normal children was being curtailed, it was uridezirJle to increase

the a].ready heavy outlay upon mentally defective pupils. 	 They,

therefore, felt reluctantly that they were obliged to recommend that

ftrther developnnts in that direction should be postponed.7

Already, in Jugust, 1932, the senior officials of the Board of

Education had detected ominous signs that further econoiiy cuts in tF

eiucatio-ial expenditure of both local and Central Covrnment were

impending and they were deeply concerned lest such action altered many

baziC methods of implennting policies. 	 For exaie, in normal titis

the Medical Officers of the Board had conducted area inspections of the

Schools Medical Services and inspections of special schools primarily

for the purpose of assessing the efficiency of the Service or of the

schoolz, with the intention of suggesting the lines of development

desired by the Board. dical Officers, at these inspections, in the

past hadnot concerned themselves with any excess expenditure which was

not due to cross extravagance.8

Hocver, the times were not normal and the Board of Education was

being urged siinu)neously, from two yuarters, to reduce expenditure -

from the Treasury cae deinanis to lower estimates and froi.i the Local

Authorities which were woied about the owth of the expenditure

especially the variations in different areas of conparable sizes.

70p. cit., para. 3.
3Ed. O/lO5.
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T Corrnittee were originally incliued to sugest oi ootsie

investigation into the whole policy of the Schools Medical Service

because they felt that the Bord of	 cation, being responsible, were

net the CoITect Ldy to do this. 	 Irevertheless, the senior officials

maxued to pacify the :nerers of the Cotrrnittee and also to convince then

that in reality they were dealing with two different points. Pirstly,

it was adniitted that the general frajc,jk of the 5choo1 Medical

Service was the result of official jolicy initiated in 1907 and generally

maintained for 25 years by Sir eorge Tewiaan, so that any investigatiou

considered necessary, iou1d be undortaken by some oitside body.

The secor. aspect worthy of investiation was the discrepancies in the

costs of irn11ementing the Board's polic in different areas, a complex

subject which an out1e Committee could never unravel. 	 It was

therefore recommended that a thorough iruiry into the eorking of the

Schools Medical Service in rarticular areas was rejufred and that this

could be best conducted 'by the Board of Education.9

Officially, it was &omitted that for the special schools the

administrators were faced with several difficulties Nheri they attempted

to compute their costs.	 U1 available statistics were inadequate as,

in the accounts of the L..As., the figures depicted the total costs of

maintenance of ail types of special schools, both day sad residential.

Therefore, informaJ. approaches were made to several Directors of Education

of large towns to ascertain whether they could conveniently pv-ide more

detailed statistics.	 o:e L.C.C. figures suasted chat their sjja1

9Ed. :0/105.
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schools were extracritriarily expensive for a d. blind. schcl in

London cost a much per child as a rural residential school whilst

their residential schools cost much uort than cimilai' accommodation in

voluntair residential sChOC)l5.0

The recoriendtion of the Tay Comm±tte that acne schuols for

the blind arid the deaf should be closed. and the pupils transferred to

other schools thus lower±n the costs per head in thes atter

ctablishments and the fees charged to L.2.Ls. did not impress the

administrators who felt that the economies would be less than forecast.

Secondly, the Board of d.ueation would dislike stiestin the ciosre

o their chocls to L:arers of lon-established and efficient

institutions and, thily, the reduction of the totaa available

accommodation would prevent the use of the vacant places for the

partially blind and partiJ.ly deaf. A further obect on was that the

closure of some of these institutions would involve increased expenditure

on travelling whilst the close association which existed between man

schools and Coaitzivation Co'rses and 7orkshops could result in the

ulosure of these facilities if the schools were cled. 	 Finally, it

was stressed that cveraJ. of the schools possessed voluntar sources of

income and., thorefore, charged. L.EJs. less than the fill ccuts of

educating individual pupils. It ws therefore impassible to be sure that

the I'ull reduction in costs jer head. due to the increase of numbers woilI

be passed on to the L.E..s. in reduced fues.11

10Ed. 50/105.
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After inquiries had been made to put the recommendations of

the ay Committee into effect, further complications arose when It was

discored that there was no correlation between the scale of fees and.

the size of the schools. Although aU schools were usually the most

expensive this was not the case wth blind and deaf residertia]. scho1s,

Rhyl Blind School, for example, possessing the lowest fees and beir,

at the same time, the smalle-:t blind school. 	 In addtior, there was

also no correlation between efficiency and the scale of fees, all of

which led to the conclusion that they could not recommend the closure of

mall schools on the grounds that they were necessarily the most inefficient

However, it was not possible tc recommend the closure of the most

expensive schools because, in the majority of eases, they were the most

eff5cient of all and certainly the largest schools. 	 All these

considerations convinced Ld Ixvin, Presient of the Boerd of Education2

that there was most no savig to be achieved by the closure of a number

of schoo1 and the filling up of those left open. 	 It was therefore

decided that if efficiency was ta1n as the criterion of excellence then

all the schools were not equally efficient but then none were really

inefficient except the Rhyl Blind School. Nevertheless, the closure of

some chool v,ould be welcceied by the Medical Officers of the Board, so

it was resolved to incclement the recommendation of the Ray Comnuittee and

close those schools which were undesirable by the official standards.13

12Ed.ward Frederick Lindley Wood, 1st Baron Iin, later Earl of
Halifax (1881-1959), Who '7as 7lho, 195 1-60, D.

esident of Board of Education, October l922-Jruay l92L. and 1932-35.
13Ed 50/99.
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The salary cuts c;nse juent upon the pasin of the Local

overnment ct, 1929, re red in force mtil 1st July, 1931, when the

economic situation had improved which en1ed t1e overnncnt to restore

hf of t}n oriinal cut,	 ei- cent.	 This was followed by

aflrLouncelaent, by the Chancellor o the Exche juer, in the Bu&et cf ;;ril,

193, that the remainin 5 er cent would be restored fcrs it July, 1935.

these two i.creases in teachrs' salaries involved noers of vclunta

special schoc'ls in increased expenses, the Board of Educetion, in e y, 1931k-

and ain in May, 195, placed the onus of iuestin increases in State

rants uporL the Mena,ex's of these schools arid where there was no resjrsc

fros. them, the Board let the ivatter drop.	 In actual fact, in i:-, 193L.

a Mernorridurn on this topic hd been circulated te l? vclunty

insttutions an only )^ had responded, 10 declining to ask for icrases)

Jci isn±nent gradual easing of restrictions on expenditure fros

suirer, 11^ lea. the Boerd to irviestiate the adequacy of the total

accorraiodation available in all the residential special schools. 	 The

findings of' the Py Con.ittee were ccr.firmed in that the vacancies in

b].ind ani deaf schools were increasing. a the inciderco of the hndi.aps

decreased. There were alse many vacancies in schools for physica]Jy

icj ed puj Ic althrj. vaccies in sChOOi v1tii hospital treti:ent

for cripples were iiusiLed.	 Idlly. hospital schools dealt with areas

of about i) iailes radiun sc sciac districts in the country were inaeivate1y

otcrcd for	 this rrant that. there was a need for nore schools. 	 Open

ir sdicols for delicate children appenred adecaate frc the st.tistics

/
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tut th South #	 roesse	 o '	wh1t th' orth was

deficient lthouh	 Ld	 hi1'r	 1i	 uc'; f. lties th

i	 South.

Epi1;t	 eh1dr	 ver ar:. arently e:il :lce i. :hols,

t'z w 'osthl: rThe t	 th. cooç p:i od, sediig

fevier epilc" hLldren va'.	 Several such chilcizn rrchL1y di n•t

reach iCOlF fr few ;ars previously the Board of durati o: h

' deficicrc rf "00 riaces rd there Ld beer. no' fsecunt
1(c

1rovtsi.n.

Ridorti1 rrovion for rneita11 defec:;e pu-il. was 'r'vc1y

aeficier.t and it ws nrobab	 tht	 cul1 r.ot jil.ce chil1re:. of

mci': th..n 10 or U	 ars o2 ae i these sch'o'ls whil&t, evei "el: thiS
1'

age, there wa: a lo	 period of aiti::.

In the enoin	 :.rer a	 u	 vias also ccmpletei of ch11dr.

-:i'-h ilrpli efects •bt, oe ain, cate:oreo	 r the resultn

'1soificton wer mct xid althu Th th uimbers rjotifi et. were

oreacing nnal1y frci. 1,531 .. l9 Ti to	 ici 193,	 Thirteen

of u1tie1 defects were e:umerated, of which feeble-mi:dcc1

and crippled 's the 1rgest ari1 fecb1e-inidet5 'nd epllejtie next.

owever, nc prctic:al ction -as taken a the result o.' t o orve';, the

rrly olteration beizC . efLneient of the jrocire hr	 1Ia

itic :f Aile Jfects fron local autoritic	 nd Lhe i1Lci

fcreeith	 bcr - 'other coinLinio	 ?
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Doficuc Oo ite	 d	 th.t the ?itJ	 lay: ;c1i not be

foroed, e:ecet,	 the .re	 ei	 ifficient children

d;	 i:l OChOOI, t. be ;rovid.	 Of Yi D,000 eucab1e

rnontally defective chfldre	 twr-hc	 of 7 ani L crE In

England an3 a1es, only 16,000 were being e cote n	 1 cehools

but, with strict eiiforcerrrnt of the aw, special schools wouH have to

be rovi'dec1, lare1 in coideotial bui1drs, for the re 2 nin 39,000.

Ouch extra jrov±siou v:o totally iopracticab1e, urt1' for fizicial

rn on.. j: art1r becatse it wo"1d often 1e irn j. csb1e to obtain the

consent of . rnts to their children ttenii	 r• ietio 2	 hol-s.

For these reasons, th Committee advocated thot educabl ;nent:-ly

defective children sho'iH, us a rule, re:iain In the rotudcd units within

1entory 3choo1' oystein.21

cissif;ion	 th	 i wh:h eiucablc.D.

children ccaprioeJ. those with cientul rtic. ct..een 0-	 nd 73 ued

dull 'children those vui.th mental rotios beteen 70 -d 30. 	 :owever, it

vus conceded that if a cid othocic ceeoed to be providci for these

children then the2 wo':lI be s'foeet to the or.ry laws of school

tht k nr.cuts vuld no iouccr hn;re to kej. thc - ochool

.intil the	 c 16 years.	 T fortunate1y, the 1.D S Comnittee had sade

their rec	 etio..o on the assuniption that tie so ol-1vin oe ws

oin to be robot to 1 years but, cons uently, the Bill hai been

defeated.	 i.s sone enta1ly defective 4Il5 -,:re jrmitted to leave

-'1
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schools before they reached the s;atutory a anyway, the Office

Coimnittee could not assent to the prop osals of the M.D. Conaittee on

thia point for the not result would be a recoiem3.ation that the johool

lives of wch pupils would be reduced by two years. Such were the

unsettled cirowiatanoes surrounding the work of the Office Cittee that

they felt obliged to make three wets of recommendations, each depen'iing

upon different legislation being enacted. The first set of reondations

asaed that the Elementary School leaving age was quickly raised to

15 years whilst the second set catered for the legislation being delayed

for a considerable time and, thirdly, yet another set allowed for the

Govexnt finding it impracticable to secure the necessary Parliseentaz7

time for legislation.22

In rlity it was only the third set of recommendations of the

Office Committee that re valid because the Government had no intention

of passing legislation. Without euch legislation, it was very difficult

to improve the existing unsatisfactory position. Two important points

appeared to the Committee to be of primary importance. Firstly, there

was the difficulty of 4 ni stratiou when the 1 imposed duties upon the

L.LAa. towards the more retarded children which could not be enforced

and, if they were enforceable, it was educationally undesirable that they

should be. Secondly, there was the a]most insurmountâ)le difficulty of

securing adequate provision for the majority of the retarded group within

the pnblic elementary school gtsm, in the absence of a statutory

obligation. Such problems could be overcome only be legislation although

22Ed 50/12/i..
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improvement could be achieved within the limits of the existing law,

possibly bh means of a Circular. This wou outline methods of paying

greater attention to the whole problem of retax3ed pupils including the

need for asoertaining them at an early stage23

On the topic of the training of teachers, the Office Committee

rejected the idea of a three years' course of training because it was

essential that future teaohera of classes for retarded pupils should have

had some experience of teaching normal children. It thus appeared to

the imhers that the best solution of this problem was the extension of

the existing system of short courses conducted by the C.A.LW. spnnally

When the C.A.LW. were consulted they regretted that the

Qoverrent had not taken stronger action but commended the reference, in

a new Circular, to the need for snall classes. It was eventually decided

that it was impossible to make any decisions on the issue of this

Circular until the May Report had been publiehed. 	 However, mentally

defective children in the public eleaentaz7 schools were a recurrent

problem and in March, l93i., yet another Circular was iestmd upon their

schooling. This time the new docient was for the benefit of the

LM.Is. who, apparently, had completely misunderstood the earlier official

explanations of the policy to be pjraued towards mentally defective

children. It enabled an Inspector who was consulted upon this topic to

advias LJ.As. although it was stressed that, during the existing period

of fbneial stringency they should not incur any additional expenditure
upon staff or jfl?eJIIiaSs.26

Ed. 50/12L

2 Ed. 5042L

25Ed. 5O/l,..

Ed. 5O/l2.
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In this Circular, the first concern of the wiin{nistratcrs a

to present a rigid classification of the various types of mental

deficiency, although it was first conosded that these pupils could not

be defined solely in terms of Intelligence Quotients because other factors

had to be taken into account. With this latter reservation, children

with I.Qs. between 50-55 and 70 were classified as educable mentally

defective.; those with I.Qs. below 50 or 55 were 'imbecile.' or 'idiot.'

and were to be notified to the Mental Deficiency Authority, in addition

to being excluded from the educational ystew although, it was admitted,

some of them were already in special schools or even in the public

elementary school.; pupil. with I.Qs. between 70 and 80 'mere 'dull' but

not mentally defective. 27 !Liia classification was, in actual fact, a

definite zetirment of that suggested by the Mental Deficiency Cittee

of 1929 which had proposed that the entire group of children with I.Qs.

between 50-55 and 80 should be regarded as 'retarded', forning a

'retarded unit' within the ordinary el.eaentary schools syatem.28

It was emphasised that only a ,m11 proportion of M.D. children

attended special schools for it was financially impossible, even if

otherwise desir le, to strictly enfoz'oe the lr. Therefore, various

types of provisian were suggested, varying from concentrating all retarded

pupils in or elementary school, in certain areas, to arranging special

classes in several elementary schools where the n*mber of snob children

were suitably great, to providing a differentiated crrioulum within

27	 50/124..
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certain of the ordinary classes. 29 it is symptcsatio of tJe political

pressures cm the officials of the Board at this time that although the

Circular ended rather loosely be asserting that these handicapped pupils

should share in as many of the ordinary athool activities as they could,

the entire trend of the document ii the stress on soonc rather than the

welfare and best arrangent for the children. Th. restrictions imposed

by the eoonaic situation are, thua, for the first five years of the

nineteen-thirties just as obvious and daging to truly educational

advancement as the more publioieed oocncmies conaeqmnt upon Geddes' Axe

in 1922.

3. The Orewley Citt.e on Part iali Sizhted Children

In Deoembor, 1931, Sir George Newman, the Chief Medical Officer

of the Board of Education, appointed a Cc.naittee to inquire into the

medical, educational snd social aspects of the problems affecting

parti*lly blind children. The Chairman of this Committee was Dr. Ralph

Crorwl.y, a Senior Medical Officer at the Board of Education, and its

secretary was Dr. 1T.3.A. Underwood.3°

Almost the first act of the Cnittee was to classify the blind

into three distinct categories, only the first of which, the totally blind

29Zd. 50/l2.

30Dr. John Ernest Alfred Underwood (1886-1960), Who Was Who, 1951-60, p.11.09.
Msdiosl Officer, Board of Education, 1925-41. Principal. M.O. 194.1-51,
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did not concern them. 0hildren with defective vision who could not

follow the ordinary school ourricul'.ai but who could be taught by special.

methods involving the use of eight and those suffering from conditions

such as yopia which oculd be aggravated by f allowing the ordinary school

curricula were both, in the view of the Citt.., partially sighted

children. These children would follow the activities of life as sighted

persons but the Cittee condemned the practice of Ci)-li'g them

'partially blind', instead they proposed the nomenclature 'partially

sighted'. They also stressed that, originally, such children had been

t&ght in schools for the b14m by the same methods as were applicable

to blind pupils. Dr. Kerr, the former Schools' Medical Officer for the

L.C.C. and Mr. Bishop Harman, the optha]mologist to the sane body, were

given the credit for instituting the separate educational provision for

partially sighted pupils. At the time of the Report, there were 14.,842

partially sighted children in England and Wales of whom 1,990 wer. in

special schools, 572 in schools for the blind and 1,952 in the public

elementary schools. 31 There were also, significantly, at institutions

other than special schools for the blind or partially sighted, 86 other

partially sighted children with niltiple defeats of partial b14iness

added to deafness, mental defect or physical defects. As there were

approximately 6,000 partially sighted ch i ldren in Eng1sn and Wales and

were known, it therefore followed that there were 1,200 who were

unasoertained. Moreover, when this 1,200 children were added to the

Beoort of the Coittee of Inauirv into Problem.. relatin g to
,	 pp.

A
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1,952 who were attending the public elentary schools, it was obvious

that about 3,200 partially sighted children were not being provided with

special schools. In England and. Wales there were 37 day schools for

partially sighted pupils with a total accomodation of 2,030 place.

provided by 22 different L.EJa. Once agidn, the L.C.C. was the most

munificient authority and provided U schools with acoosmodation for

820 pupils, nearly a half of the national total of available accoiodation2

Other acco.odation was provided for partially sighted children in

schools for the blind of which 27 admitted such pupils although only 18

Bupplied the essential special equipment necessary for their efficient

instruction. However, the Ccsittee found evidence that the nwxbers of

partially sighted pupils in blind schools varied considerably because they

were admitted only when the niber of available places was not fully

subscribed. The Conmit tee claimed that schools for partia].ly sighted

children were established for two reasons, the first being to preserve

eyesight by preventing any deterioration through myopia and, secondly, to

educate children who could see sufficiently well to learn in the ordinary

schools and yet would not fall within the scope of the Blind Persons' Act.33

The Coisnittee noted that the number. of totally blind children were

decreasing due to preventitive measures so that, consequently, the

aocodation in schools for the blin& exceeded de*and. Lhus,

accod.aticn 'was beco(ng available for the partially sighted so that the

rners of them in schools for the blind had been increasing for se

32	 cit., p. 12.

330p. cit., p. 11.
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years previously. However, despite the acoeptanoe of many partially

sighted pupils by some blind schools there were still .pproTi*t.ly

550 vacant places in these schools. The desirability of ad4 tting

partially sighted children into schools for the blind was a point which

the Committee believed to be worthy of some diacussion.

Once again, an fioial Report described a category of children,

86 of them, who were not in schools for the partially sighted because they

were suffering from multiple disabilities. Most of this group were, in

actual fact, suffering from partial b14idss combined with other

handicaps such as deafuess or mental defects and were in institutions or

schools which dealt with the other defect. It was casually observed by

the Comittee that it was probable that for these 86 pupils, adjustments

were made in the curricula, but as each was an individual case, this

group was outside their terms of reference. However, the Committee did

conosde that another 22 children not attedig schools were possibly

also suffering from multiple defects resulting in their inability to

secure a ii( seion to any schools. In all, it was estimated that about

3,000+ extra places were required for the special education of partially

sighted children throughout the entire oountry.	 Iere again, was an

official body drawing attention to the problems posed by children with

multiple handicaps and, having done this, to avoid reoending any

action by d1a4ssing them as being outside their terms of reference.

Such a group, in themselves, proved the futility of the adeinistrative

approach of rigid classification and yet apart from the recognition of

34bp. cit., p. 12.
MOp. cit., p. 13.
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their existence they were studiously ignored.

An Rnálysia of the ascertainment of partially sighted pupils

revealed an inefficient procedure far, in the last resort, it depended

upon the class teachers to notify to the School dica1 Officers any

pupils unsuitable for elementary schools and, amongst this varied group

were the partially sg1ited children. The weakness of medical inspection

was that although five year old children were ee! 4 ned on admission to

school and at the ages of eight and twelve years èQ no eye test was

given at the earliest inspection so that children reached the age of

eight years bef are they were given eye tests. A further complication

arose train the tact that no two areas had exactly the se standards of

classification so that this ma$e it almost impossible to estimate the

nnmbers of partially sighted children in ig1and and Wales who needed

Special Education.

From statistics submitted by all local authorities the Ccmeittee

asserted that the education of most partially sighted children appeared

to be conducted in naU scattered units. On tim average, one class

schools had 18 pupils per class whilst larger schools had 22.7 children

per class. However, there were 207 partially sighted children in seven

blind day schools and another 365 in 20 residential schools for the blind,

but of this 365 there were 110 who were being educated without the

special equipment necessary. They were thus being taught as b11i pupils

of, to use the expression of the Cosmit tee, 'thrust into the b14v world

during their school life'.

cit., p. 1.3.
POp. cit., p. 26.
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At the end of their school lives these pupils re sent out into the

world ill-equipped educationally and socially and also ineligible to

obtain assistance from philanthropic agencies which aided totally blind

school leavera. This practice was entphatical. ly condemned by the Committee

who regarded it as a deplorable failure in educational administration

because it resulted, in maxy instanoes, in maliâjustfl%er1t and hardship to

partially sighted children. After this indicnt of existing prooedures,

the Ocemittee then stressed that evidence from both American and n&4ah

witnesses opposed the admission of partially sighted children into the

thoola for the blind, under any conditions. In addition, the Committee

quoted the late Dr. Eicbolz who had always contended that the partially

sighted person belonged, socially, educationally, psychologically and

industrially to the sighted world, so that harm had always resulted to

thea from their association with the totally bUM without compensating

advantages. All these points against teaching partially sighted with

blind pupils applied equally but with greater force to residential

schools for the blind because then, except at holiday periods, the foimer

pupils never entered the world of the sighted. A recoimndation was

made that the Board of ducation should initiate a scheme of re-

organisation whereby aon of the blind residential schools with vacant

places should become residential schools for the partially sighted and

their blind pupils moved elsewhere.38

The emphasis placed by the Committee upon the treatment of the

partially sighted child, as far as possible, as a nonsal child was

especially evident in their two recommendations, firstly that there was

SOp. cit., p. 51.
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a tendenoy to retain pupils in special schools once they had been

sent there, without any consideration of improvements affected. It

was, therefore, desirable that more attention should be paid to the

possibilities of transferring partial ly sighted pupils back to the

elementary schools. Secondly, in view of the vital importance of

educating partially sighted children to live their lives among the

sighted, they should be educated in special classes in ordinary

elementary sohooli alongside sighted contemporaries.39

The Cittee suggested that there were three broad fundamental

differences between the public elementary schools aM schools for the

partially sighted. Firstly, in the latter sIiools there were severe

limitations imposed in respect of reading associated writing materials.

Secondly, hazidwork played a greater part in tiw education of the

partially sighted child, in fact some witnesses thought it of aupre

importance. Thirdly, physical train4 was provided in a devitalised

tons for the handicapped pupils, m.iily due to their physical

restrictions. Modifications to the normal curricula were wuggested,

emphasising two aspects, the first being to stress the development of

those normal aptitudes that the partially sighted poasessed and in 'ich

exoellenoe would bring cponeatory advantages and, secondly, to uMerline

those parts of a south general education conducive to mioceas in the

IL I-ited employment open to partiaUy sighted peracè,s.

The emphasis placed upon the training of teachers for different

types of special schools throughout the nineteen-thirties was strongly

390p. cit., p. 73.

'°Op. cit., p. 77.
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in evidence in the Crowley Report. Once again, the classification

approach was in evidenoe right through the Report for not only acre the

children classified but the qualities desirab]a in their tesohers were

also enumerated. 	 They were expected to be clear and effective speakers

with wide interests and ordinary adaptability so that they could quickly

master special techniques appropriate to teath1 the partially sighted.

Furthermore, they 'acre expected to be acquairted with some knowledge of

the hi *n eye so that, assisted by the optha]mologists, they could confer

upon the educational progress mad. by their pupils.'1

Thi8 Report followed closely upon the Report of the Newean

Committe. which had investigated defective vision in school children,

and once again gave the unfortunate impression that bllndneas in its

different manifestations was receiving priority over the problems of

deaf.ess, even though the Eioholz Report was being prepared. However,

it was redly an instance of one inquiry ensuing as the result of a

previous one for the Newean Committee had reported that myopia was rarely

evident in ohildren under five years of age but that there was a gradual

increase in incidence as age advanced. Prom this observation followed

the recommendation that as young children aged about six years tended to

know their letters, it was advisable to give theta an eye test at about

the time when they were transferred from the Infants to the Junior

Schools, a most important reondation. Ihen the Report of the later

Committee was correlated with it this meant that the ohoes of

ascertaining pupils sfering from defects leading to partial aightedneas

acre greatly enhanced.

4'10p. cit., pp. 112-113.
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4, Tb. Eioholz Report on the Deaf

At conferenoe held at Brighton in 1929, the National College

of Teachers of the Deaf, acting independently of the N.LD., decided to

appeal officially for a Goveromit inquiry into the deaf ar du in

glanaI and Wales, based on their detailed proamee. In February,

1930, representative, of the Col2ege met the Parliamentary Secretary and

discussed their three fmdsmenta1 proposals. Firstly, they urged the

lowsring of the compulsory school age for deaf children from 7 to years

on th. basis of equity, health, mental development and economy, because

some L.E.As. did not deal with deaf children until they reached the age

of 7 year.. Equity demaiided that deaf children, in view of their serious

affliotica, should begin their formal education at. the same age as normal

pupils. Early education also obviated many of the hazards of mental

retardation of the deaf ilst economy was served by proper attention to

the establishment and maintenanos of health during the years of school

1ife.

liowever, the College was not satisfied with suggesting impvovements

in the education given to deaf children, they were also ccii oerned with

the prospects facing school-leaver, and they asserted that the increa1ng

development of trade training and vocational tuition in the schools

noes saitated an extension of the time available for general education.

They therefore recmeended that the existing period of s ducation should

be extended to the age of 20 years, the period fran 5 to 15 years being

for general education whilst the ensuing five years were to be utilised

Eicho1z Report, H.LS.0., 1932, pp. 3-4..
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for vocational training which ahould be undertaken directly by ti.

State. Pinafly, the attention of the Board of Education was drawn to

the varying types of pupils then educated in schools for the deaf f,

in addition to the totally deaf, there were also semi-deaf, semi-mute

and the backward deaf. To deal with these children properly, the

College advised classifying these groups and educating each category in

a separate school unit. The adoption of all these points necessitating

6 years additional e ducation was then costed and an estimate of about

£170,000 was produced. 4.3 Here, once agiin, is evidence of the

classification approach which did so much to handicap the early develoent

of the system of special schools, for although it was essential when the

first legislation was passed it remained so rigid that it restricted

progress.

Pressure from a].]. these sources, cail&nating in this f11l

interview, finally influenoed the Board of Education and the Ministry of

Health in April, 1930, to omniasion the Eioholz investigation with

term, of reference to obtain the fullest knowledge available on the

position in industry of deaf persons and of the facilities for their

education and vocational training. Although the N.I.D. had not beau

directly agitating for this inquiry they had, since 1924., maintained a

steady stream of prapaganla aimed at improving the conditions of the deaf

and dumb. Their basic theme was that after spending about £300,000

annually in educating deaf children, the State had ordained that they

left school at 16 years of age with no provision made for their care so

that any attention given to them depended almost entirely upon voluntary

4.30p. cit., p. 4..
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welfare societies which were uiaaaiatect by Government funds.

As about 40,000 persons were concerned, these facts bore certain

implications, fit' atly, that any education given to deaf children was

ineffective because it did not influence their earning power and,

secondly, that deaf persons were left in undesirable isolation as the

result of this neglect by the State. This remissness intenaified the

waste in the educationa] expenditure upon these pupils.15

Sichols who, himself, had by experience been trained in the rigid

methods of 19th Century bureaucray, divided the deaf into two categories,

those who were totally deaf or possessed no hearing and, secondly, those

who were partially deaf and possessed some useful hearing. Although

the methods of ascertainment of the various type. of affliction had,

orig4n.'lly, varied considerably, the advent of Medical Inspection

Schedule., since 1908, by the Schools Medical Service, had gradua3.],.y

developed a unifoxm plan. Under this sytem the Chief Medical Officer,

in his Annual Report, published Table ill which classified all children

according to their defect. aud the areas in which they resided. Within

this Table the deaf were, tn effect, divided into two categories, those

suitable for education in schools or classes for the totally deaf or

deaf and dnmb and, secondly, those suitable for tr L{ni nE in schools or

classes for the partially deaf. However, Eicholz was able to report that

between the years 1921 -l930 the numbers of deaf children had fallen from

i ,l73 to 3,621, a 13 per cent decrease. Of the 3,621 deaf children

reported in 1930, a total of 3,21i5 wet'e attending certified special schools,

131 were at public elementary schools, 68 at other institutions and 3.77

cit., p. 5.

Op. cit., p. 5.
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were receiving no edzacation.

Eicholz was able to report that only 79 per cent of daf children

started schooling at or before the statutory age and he stressed that this

2]. per cent 'leakage' as he termed it, was unique amongst the general

population. H. had noticed that the least delay in admitting pupils

occurred in the schools where the educational arrangements were most

efficient. Analysis of the reasons for delays in accepting deaf

children abowed that the attendance for too long at public elementary

schools was a Rain cause as was previous attendance at other schools

for the deaf.	 mis overlong attendance at elementary schools was due

to fallible diagnostic techniques and, even in 1970, it i. still extremely

difficult to detect deafness in young children, a problem heightened

with the increase of autiam. Furthermore, this long retention in

elementary schools usually memit virtual neglect for the unasoertained

deaf child was frequently treated as mentally retarded.

Unfortunately, in almost half of the cases of 3a te admission into

schools, Eicholz had been unable to obtain figure.. Parental objection.

appeaxed to come under cue of two beading., either there was great

reluctance of the mothers to part with very young children for their

attendance at residential institutions or, alternatively, some parents

were financially unable to accept the obligation to defray part of the

expenses of deaf children attending residential institutions.1

Another interesting analysis made by richolz concerned the reasons

why 171 ci1dren suffering fr deafieu, were not attending any schools

6Ope cit., pp. 33-35.
470p. cit., pp. 33-35.

480p. cit., pp. 37-38.
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at all. Ba found 50 were attending, or about to attend, oertified

schools when he made his survey, whilst another 36 were under the

statutory age. Apart from these two categories, the largest section

was parentI objections again, 38 cases, in 6 of which the authorities

had refused to prosecute whilst, in another 2 cases, the magistrates ha1

refused to convict. Ha,iever, the total numbers of deaf children not

attending certified schools was estimated by the ex-H.M.I. as 225 or

6 per cent of the ascertained deaf children ani, of these, 55 were under

the statutory school age, 7 years. It was these 55 children aged from

5 to 7 years for whom the National OoUege of Teachers of the Deaf and

the National Institute for the Deaf were demanding legislation and which,

after the initial 55 pupils, would be passed for a mere 30 ohi]4ren

annually.

Improved medical techniques had reduced the incidence of deafness

for, in 1930, there were 30 day schools for the deaf, 20 residential

schools and ii. vocational courses which were providing a total of )e,95l

school places. The numbers on the registers of the schools, excluding

the vocational courses, was 3,951, a total which fail to 3,735 by 1932.

An excess of 760 places available would have been more but for the

increasing inclusion of partially deaf children in the schools.	 i*tolz

pointed out this meant that considerable space was not utilised and

that with the available space likely to increase as numbers of pupils

continued to fall, it followed that the decline must in'ease the

expenditure per head. He therefore advocated the use of this vacant

490p. cit., p. 39.
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apace for the admission of yotmger pupils and the training of the

partially deaf for whom aceoiodation was lacking. In towx he

suggested, these pupils should attend the residential institutions as

day pupils and thus avoid the coats of residence whilst rural partially

deaf children would have to attend residential sohools. Other uses

postulated for this vacant accaemodation were rfllrsery classes for very

young deaf children and extra vocational training for seniors.5°

According to Eioholz, the aims of deaf accommodation were to

establish means of communication between the deaf and the hearing world

and, secondly, to load the way to economic independence in industrial

life. These aims were the cause of education for the deaf being directed

along three channels, elementary education, health education and manual

and vocational training. In elementary education the distinguishing

feature was the teathing of language for, in this way, the deaf child

was enabled to communicate with others and ask questions, two activities

previously denied him. Eicholz then divided the scheme of instruction

in elementary schools for the deaf into three categories, English,

manual training and physical training. Of the 3,951 children attending

schools for the deaf, 1,6114. were taught in d. schools and 2,337 in

residential schools. 51

Uaintairdng the classification methods which were so mu in

evidence throughout the whole of his Report, he then proceeded to outline

the educational classification of the deaf which varied according to the

500p. cit., p. 4.2.
5l	 pp. 4.8-4.9.
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degree of deafness and the mental capacity, in addition to age and sex.

There were tour categories of deafness, the first being the Deaf-lute

which included the congenitally deaf and those devoid & useful hearing

and speech. Secondly, there were the Semi-Mutes, a group which included

children who had acquired deafness in infancy and possessed no hearing

but who were amenable to speech train tng methods as they had oie

possessed anditory senses. Thirdly, there were the speaking deaf who

bad become deaf after learning to speak and, although totally deaf, were

readily educable by speech methods. Finally, there were the partially

deaf, a group inoinding the hard. of hearing, and it was the quality of

the hearing possessed which determined the type of educational institution

suitable for them. Each of the previous three groups needed tuition in

sohool for the deaf in which partially deaf pupils could also be taught,

but the latter could also attend either schools for the partially deaf

or, alternatively, sit in the front rows of the d.ementary schools2

Kithols believed that deaf children fell into three categories

of mental capacity, the majority being mentally normal, a minority being

mentally retded and a small fraction mentally defective. 	e fervently

advocated a scheme of classification for all deaf children in Kugland

and Wales but could see opposition to this proposal fran L.E.A.n, parents

and the governirtg bodies of residential institutions which might be down-

graded in the type of their pupils. London, Marhe ate; Margate and

Doncaster had all adopted their own schemes of classification and were

praised by lioholz, although he particularly cnded the London scheme.

52, cit., pp. 9-5O.
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Unfortunately, in these awda he could claim that he was supported

by the teachers of the deaf' who insisted on this national system of deaf

o1asificat ion which divided the entire country into seven regions for

the puxpoae. Although this ornisation had. been suggested ten years

previously, there had been litti. development since, so Eicholz proposed

that a start should be ide in the North-West area and in the South by

14nHg two institutions in each region, Preston and Manchester in the

former district and Margate and Brighton in the latter. Preston and

Brighton were m11er and. should educate backward deaf pupils, leaving

the other two institutions free to raise the levels of their educational

efficiency.53

Dr. Eicholz thought that one of the moat iortant features in

deaf education In the previous 25 years hail been the growth of more

advanced manual training throughout the schools, mainly as the result of

the realisation that the deaf had to earn their livelihoods in industry

and that, with eiitable vocational instruction, they were capable of

doing this effectively. However, he warned that these new vocational

lessons took a great deal of time and that there was a serious danger

that unless special arrangsmenta were made, the ordinary subjects so

necessary to the deaf for attainment would be neglected. For boys,

tuition was provided in boot-ma4ng and repairing, tailoring, cabinet-

m&ril E, bakery and confectionery, plus printing and farm woit, whilst

girls were taught dress-making, lingerie and houseoraft. This

vocational instruction waS provided in the London and Margate institutions

53op. cit., pp. 51-53.
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for children aged 13-16 years of age, and up to the age of 19 years

at Manchester.

On tri4ning teachers of the deaf, Eicholz was an authority as he

had been connected with the Fitzroy Square and Ealin,g Colleges, two

establishments which had trained the first teadaers for schools for

the deaf. In g1an& and Wales, in 1930, there were 395 tehers of

the deaf of which 269 were women and including 8 head teachers of whc

27 were, again, women. Of this number, 165 were college-trained

certificated teachers and 82 non-college trained certificated teachers,

whilst the rainJr were unoertificated teachers. In the opinion of

the ex-H.LI., the qualities required by a teacher of the deaf were

unusual patience, control, tact and a generous sense of fellowahip with

a group of afflicted persons who were prevented, by Nature, from giving

vocal expression to their ordinary impulses. However, he struck a note

of discord when he claimed that the teachers of the deaf were strongly

biased in favour of oral methods of instruction whilst issicnaxiea and

welfare workers amongst the adult deaf were in favour of finger-spelling.

Such aisunderatanMng were detrimental to the welfare of the adult deaf

and, therefore, Eicho].z recoiew3ed that inmiediate steps should be ta]cn

to end this lack of co-operation between the two encies.55

Costs of educating deaf children in the special schools had. risen

by 1930 to £ I.O per anmmi in a day school and £80 per annum in a

residential institution, a comparatively high outlay which was caused by

two factors, the first being the teacher-pupil ratios of 8 children per

54.Op. cit., pp. 64. if.

Op. cit., pp. 64-65.
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class and, secondly, the necessity of col ctiug children together in

the special schools in sufficient numbers to secure the most advantageous

educational conditions. Total expenditure on the education of deaf

children was about £28,000 on each age group from 7 to 16 years per

annum, but it the National College of Teachers of the Deaf secured their

aims, pupils would commence their education in aohool for the deaf at

5 years of age, a course necessitating an additional expenditure of

£56,000.56

Pour main aspects needed analysis, according to Eioholg, it the

effect of deaf education was to be assessed. These were, firstly,

general attainment, secial status in life, followed by character and

employability, but before this analysis was made it was emphasised that

only about 80 per cent of the deaf pupils were mentally normal, the

remainder being either mentally backward or mentally date otiye. It was

this latter group which provided the failures amongst the school-leavera

but, Eicholz believed, improvements in e ducationa.1 ptimi ni stration could

substantially reduce thia 20 per cent. Earlier diagnosis, earlier

schooling, and better facilities for vocational training were only three

items which could be adopted to secure this desirable improvenent in

their education. Of the 80 per cent normal deaf children, Eicholz

asserted that they compared favourably with ordinary elementary sehool

children in their general knowledge and their o extra years at schools

overcame their educational retardation. He belb ved tl*t deaf pupils

excelled in physical exercises and field ges in addition to activities

MOp. cit., pp. 65-66.
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such as scouting and Guides and that they aurpa'aed normal pupils in

their maXnlkl and craft work. It was this supreme physical fitness that

gave the beSt hopes to deaf school-leavers for their main ht1jap was

in language communication and, unfortunately, aft*r fifty sears'

experience, the success of the oral methods in teaching deaf children was

only very limited.57

For the first time, Eicholz then assessed the influenc, of

deafness upon the social life of these children. He advocated oral

tuition because it normalised the attitudes of deaf children to the

everyday world and rendered them fairly intelligible, whilst their oral

expression developed normally. However, to a'sist social intercourse

amongst themselves, he recommended teaching senior pupils finger spelling

and finger reading whatever their individual powers of speech. It was

when be left school, in the opinion of Eitholz, that the d eat child

reached the zenith of his life for he had enjoyed the amenities of

corporate lift and free communication with deaf contemporaries so he was

keen to enter the outside world. It was then that the opportunities

provided for him in vocational training influenced him. In Lndon, about

75 per cent eventually made themselves understood in the ordinary matters

of life and this percentage dropped to about 50 per cent in areas with

inadequate facilities. Therefore, he assuned that the national

proportion was about 60 per cent but some deaf persona deteriorated later

as their energy flagged or, alternatively, they had little opportunity

for social intercourse whilst others, fired by personal ambition and

keenness, improved considerably in their powers of expression and their

570p. cit., pp. 67-68.
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range of activities. The quality of their occupations depended upon

many facts, but they entered the labour market two years later than

their normal conteuorariea which greatly reduced their thanoes. However,

it was generally easier to secure employment for deaf girls than it was

for deaf boys, although there was no place in industry for the un&d.11ed

deaf worker.58

Then Eioholz categorically asserted that the arguments for

lowering the age to 5 years were incontestable, the first being that an

early start in speech training me8nt saving the faculty before it had

disappeared through disuse. Secondly, the later this speech training

began the less certain a the chance that they would ever learn to

speak and, thirdly, the development of language itself depended upon an

early beginning being made.59

Ical anthorities were securing the attendance of more deaf

children at special schools by a policy of gentle persuasion, but he was

forced to adeit that the ief obstacle to their early education was

still tie parents and so he contended that their objections needed

careful consideration before decisions were made to lower the age of

ccmpulsory attendance for the co-operation being received might be

endangered by precipitate action. With these most serious considerations

in his mind, icholz felt that he could not reccznmend a lower crzpulaory

school age for deaf children, even though there were obvious benefits to

them in such action.60

580p. cit., pp. 67-7k.
590p. cit., pp. 82 ft.
°Op. cit., p. 81.
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The old classification methods still endured in the bureaucratic

approach of the ex-Gornment officials and Eicholz opiltomised this when

he made an extremely rigid category for the 700 partially deaf children

in Englarvi and Wales for whom only London and Bristol provided education

in separate 8th0018. !e advocated this course although he also

recommended that further provision should be made foz' them even to the

extent of utilising available apace in residential and day schools for

the totally deaf. Despite this latter concession, his entire

recommendations were based upon the recognition of the partially deaf as
6i

a completely separate and distinct category.

The value of the Report and itg inortanoe rest not only upon it

as a survey of the state of the deaf at a certain time, namely 1930, but

also upon its revelations of the bureaucratic approach which, largely un-

influenced by modern developments, insisted upon rigid classifications of

handicapped oh±].dren and, furthermore, ignored to all extents and

purposes, the question of multiple defects , the recognition of which

would have nullified the entire classification policy. Yet auch a

perspicacious individual as Dr. Eicholz could mention that many deaf

children were also mentally defective and others were blind and des.?

without drawing the obvious conclusions that separate classification

categories were not possible or even tenAble.

Ome of the first reactions to the Report was a request from the

Association of Education Cosuittees that the Board of Education inform

them why there was a oonulsory age for starting school of 5 years for

6l, cit., p. 91.
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blind and 7 years for deaf children, 1iis letter reached the Board

at a very awkward moment for nobody in authority had actually read the

complete Report, so a decision was made to avoid answering the direct

question. They responded by pointing out that, by a most tanuu5). anomaly,

there was actuafly a greater proportion of deaf children between the ages

of 5 and. 7 years atten'ing special schools, without ccs,ulsory legislation,

than there were blind children of the same ages attending special schools

compulsorily.	 e board., therefore, with considerable justification,

advocated a policy of gentle persuasion by the local authorities.62

After the AJ .C. representations there quickly followed.

oounioations from the N.I.D. arid the N.C.T.D., both stressing the

stupidity of this anomaly. Although the senior officials were unaware

of any reason for the disparity in these ages, one actually confessing

that if there were any differences it should be the other way, the

College delegates had done their research very well for they contended

that the difference in ages was the direct result of the Royal Commission

of 1886. In this testimony it had. been claimed that no systematic

language tuition could be given before the age of 7 years to deaf pupils,

a view which the College claimed had been out-moded for 30 years.

Furthermore, the College atated that as there had been no compulsory

legislation since lB9 and the sole advances had been made by th. extension

of permissive powers it was, therefore, a suitable time for compulsory

legislation on their beha3.f.6

6E& 50/97.

6 M 50/97.
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The Board of duoation were defending an illogical position

especially as certain officials disbelieved that legislation would arouse

an educational turore. Moreover, even *L th compulsion, there were

2]. per cent of deaf children who did not begin school even at the age

of 7 years. Furthermore, magistrates were more reluctant to convict

parents of deaf children for not sentiirig their children to school than

they were those of blind children. Nevertheless, this was an extremely

poor case which had been aaaembled by the Board to defend its policy of

inertia especially as the statistics from the Maiohester Institution

suggested that children admitted at the age of 5 years reac*ed the top

forms more often than children admitted at the age of 7 years, 64. per oent

as opposed to 18 per cent.

Roalising the weakness of their n Case and the strength of the

opposing arguments, the Board's senior officials decided to win the main

issue by offering a sop to the associations representing the welfare of

the deaf.	 icho1z had. suggested a series of three further inquiries,

firstly, a medical one into the prob]..ins of the deaf; secondly, an

educational research into the education and training of the deaf and,

fiiaUy, an investigation into the partially deaf. It was therefore

decided to agree to the institution of the latter review in the hope that

the deaf societies would thus be moUitied. £1.1 other ticn on arq

other octendations made by nichols were nullified by either economic

.tringen r or, alterng ively, the inopportune moment for iegia1ation.6

50/97.

50/97.
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Nevertheless, the pressures were too great fcr the Board of

Education to procrastinate much longer and, finally, by the Education

(Deaf Children) Act, 1937, the statutory age for school attenisziee fcr

deaf children was lowered to five years.

5 • Epileptic Children in the Thirties, the Cinderella of Han1icei,e

Epilepsy has always suffered, as a handicap in its own right,

from the fact that it had always been investigated within the fraimework

of other afflictions, usually that of mental defectiveness. Interest in

pupils affected by the extremely debilitating complaint had noticeably

lagged during the years after the Geddes Report and progress in their

education remairtd relatively stagnant until questions were suddenly

asked in the House of Commons in May, 1931. This probing caused a stir

at the Board of Education arid investigations were hurriedly promoted to

discover the total numbers of children who suffered from severe epilepsy

and who were not in ay schools. A series of infoxiaal inquiries revealed

that about 250 children existed in this category, all of whom were unable

to find suitable accomsodation. 6

In July, 1931, two interviews were convened with senior

representatives of the Chalf'ont and Lingfie1d Colonies at which several

important points were discussed. When Penn Gasicell, the secretary of the

66	 50/103.
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Chalfont Institution viaited the Board he was aaked whether the extra

aoocsodation necessary ought to be provided by extensions to existing

estab1ia1nts or new institutions. Gaskell replied that he, personally,

favoured the extension of existing institutions and, in his n colony,

he was prepared to reoomnd an extension to house 50 children. However,

he could not ccuit the Society without first inforiwing the ecutive

Committee because at that time Chalfont Colony was being extended to

aocoodate 50 ox-servicemen at the request of the Ministry of pensjoni.6

There quickly foUoued a visit to the Board by Dr. Tylor Fox, the

Medical Superintendent of Lingfield, who could not agree with Penn

Ge.ekell, although Idiigfield had no objections to Chalfont expanding.

He felt that his Managers would possibly agree to the erection of two

aU Homes for children under 10 years of age, although he was more

concerned by the problems of multiple defects, the large numbers of

children sent to Lingfield who were also mentally defective as 'well as

epileptic. 30 per cent of these children had I.Qs. of less than 70

whilst another 28 per cent registered between 70 and 80, about half of

these deteriorating &uing their school lives and an even greater

proportion deteriorating after the age of 16 years. Dr. Pox regarded the

function of the choo1 as 'hanging on' until such pupils could be notified

to the Local Control Authorities after the age of 16 years, although he

felt unable to refuse them admission as many LJ.AS. contended that it

was precisely due to their multiple defects that it was necessary to

send them to institutions. However, he advocated an official statement

67	 50,/103.
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that places at TAgfield should be reserved for those children able

to benefit from the education provided there. If this p robibition was

enforced, Dr. Fox believed that the neoeasity for extra aocodaticn

would disappear for the empty places freed would thus become available for

epileptic pupila with I.Qs. in excess of 70. 68

Basically, the reason for the aooaaodation shortage was that

L.E.&s. were not carrying out their duties under the relevant Education

Acts due to the economic depression. Mknegers of certain of the special

sohools were therefore waiting so that they could consider inoreas(ng

their available aooceaodation 'when the f1nincia1 circumstances became

more favourable • However, the Board of Education adiooated that the

intervening period should be utilised to review the whole general problem

of educational facilities for epileptic pupils to secure better

co-ordination and a more satisfactory organisation throughout the entire

country. Moreover, in the opinion of the senior official, of the Board,

there was the problem of deciding whether to segregate mentally deficient

epileptic pupils from those with a normal range of intelligence.

A Conference was therefore sumeoned in late October, 1932. 69

uua.aiay, 70 one of the senior officials of the Board, began by

announcing categorically that finatoial considerations were so iu,ort ant

that the prohibited the Board from sancti ctiing any increase in the

accommodation provided for epileptic children. He conceded, however,

50/103.
69	 50/103.

70Ceoil Wiiiton laudalay (1880 - ?). See Who' a Who, aim nafly 1965-70.
Assistant Secretary, Board of Zaucation, l921p-35, Principal
Assistant Secretary, 1935-40.
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that the 4nivent closure of Starnthwaite peitted any other

institution to expand sufficiently to replace the aocommodaticn lo5t

there, without infringing any financial r illine. He then suggested that

epileptic children likely to deteriorate should not be admitted to

special schools because they rendered worthless the expenditine which had

been inourred upon them. In addition, he claimed that their very

presence increased the difficulties of the system of classification in

71these schools.

Maudalay then suggested three possible methods of dealing with

these pupils, the first being their notification under the Mental

Deficiency Regulations on the grounds of their multiple defects; their

education in separate special schools associated with colonies for adults,

certified by the Board of Control and, thirdly, their segregation wit Mn

the schools they attended. 72 Here again was evidence of the administrative

aims of the Board of Education in the post-Geddes years, that they should

abnegate their responsibility for the education of certain categories of

children by passing them over to some other Government departments and,

thus, achieve two ends, having more money available for those children

for shorn they remained liable and passing the coats of the most handicapped

children on to some other Ministry. Moreover, this urge to delineate

what children should be handed aver from those who should be retained was

also, in large measure, the cause of the maintenance of the rigid system

of classification.

71Ed1. 50/103.

72M. 50/103.
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The Conference decided that the only way of providing more

accommodation without extra finance available was by a process of rigid

selection of pupils for all the institutions had. long waiting lists of

o&nd±dates, the delays before acceptance rsingin,g from three mouths to

two years. However, the real initiator of rigid selection policies

was undoubtedly Newean, for he stressed that epileptic children varied

in intelligence, emotional stability and physique and that they should

be classified in terms of these three categories, in addition to the

looser terms of 'severe' and 'not severe' cases. He claimed that

epilepsy could occur at any age so all children would not be admitted at

7 years of age even though the years of compulsory schooling were from

7 to 16 years. However, he asserted that the earlier a child was

received into the special schools, the better were his chances medically,

educationally and socially. Then cax his statement that to admit a

child at 14. years of age to special schools was uneconomical whilst, on

the contrary, to admit a child at 7 years of age was to use a school

place best. Therefore, he advocated the elimination of 'waste' by

refusing aclmisiion to any children who were over 13 years of age.73

n laprovement in the quality of pupils, he believed, could be

achieved by the Implementation of a process of three stages beginni

with the total exclusion of all, ineducable Chi ].dren, those with I.Qs.

less than 50, a decision to be made by the School Medical Officers after

full consultations with the Head Teachers. A second stage envisaged

was the stricter application of the compulsory annual medical inspection

Thme Health of the School Child, 1932, pp. 68-73.
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in special schools to ensure that they were correctly retained in these

schools for experience had shown that the children's mental ability had

not always been considered 'ithen this eYa(vuition had. been made. He

therefore reoozended that a maxznizi of six months should elapse before

decisions were made about any new child although he emphasised that

where deterioration occurred so that any particular pupil could no longer

benefit from the education provided, then he should be excluded

iimeediately.7'

Finally, Newman suggested that every new applint for a vacant

place in a special sthool for epileptic children should urdergo a careful

examination with the Binet Test supplemented, wherever possible, by the

use of a Performance Teat of intelligence when the pupils was not

partially paralysed.75

Thus, relatively little was done as the result of the original

questions in the House of Coimnone, but Sir Arnold Wilson, M.P.' was not

prepared to let matters rest for in November, 1935, he asked further

questions. The Ministry of Health referred to the National Society for

Epileptics and the Permanent Coomittee on Epileptics of the Charity

Ornisation Society. Finding this trealmient rather perturbing, Wilson

then put down further questions in the House of Ccsimons to be answered in

November, 1937, requiring responses relevant to the nimebers and age-

groups of epileptics, research and mortality of epileptics and, finally,

with the number of Homes, their ownership and supervision. Onoe again,

cit., pp. 74-76.

750p. cit., pp. 74.-76.
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the administrators were flustered because they admitted that they

possessed litt].e material, for answering these questions.77

The Ministry of Health was able to infox Wilson, after assistance

by the Board of Zduoa.tion, that on 31st December, 1936, there were

l,9lJi. children suffering from epilepsy and, of these, 589 were in special

schools, 91 in public elementary schools, 50 in other institutions

suffering from multiple defects and 78Z 1. were at no school or institution.

Local authorities owned five institutions devoted to the care and

treatment of epileptic pupils whilst nine other institutions were privately

aimaged. It appeared that the local authorities had about 190 epileptic

children whom they might be prepared to send to residential institutions

if facilities were provided.78 Thus, the situation remained unaltered

for there was no real alternative to the provision of new edioci

accciaodation and yet, in the year of Munich, 1938, there 	 little mey

available for education for epileptic pupils although some financial

improvement had occurred after 1935. However, in 1938, with the

introduction of conscription, expenditure upon Defence was the first

priority.

77MH 58/281f.

58/284.
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6. Another Category of Hidicap erges - Children with Speech Defect.

By the early months of 1932 there had been sufficient deve1opnt

by two U .Aa. of facilities for the ape cia.1 education of children

suffering from speech defects for the Board of Education to review the

existing situation. Leioester and Lancaster had submitted proposals

for the establishment of classes for such pupils azd, consequently, the

senior off i1s of the Board recamnended the revision of the existing

policy of recognition for such classes. Two types of classes for thi.

type of pupil had been previously provided, the first being by collecting

all epileptics in one school, their own or a conveniently situated one,

and then educating them in one class taught by one teacher who was

usually an ordinary member of the school staff, qualified to teach only

the normal schools subjects but with some experience in the treatuent

of speech defects. Secondly, there was the organisation whereby

children continued, to be educated in their own schools but were sent for

varying periods to special classes conducted by specialist teachers.

This ]a tter type of instruction occurred for periods varying from half

an hour to t hours although the most oozon practice was for afflicted

pupils to attend them twice per week for an hour on each occasion. In

the handicapped cases the teachers were specialists with no Code

qualifications but who taught several different classes during the course

of a week, part-time, although in large towns the oconpation could be

u-i.

The tuition given in these classes was mainly concerned with

remedial instruction with wiy gerral education provided being merely

79
Ed. 50/159.
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incidental and, as the former type of teaching pred.om(nr4 ted, it was

acknowledged that 'IL' Branch was directly concerned. However, the

administrative point arose that full-time classes were not certified as

special schools and, in the opinion of Itauds].ay, it would probably be

impracticable ever to recognise them as such. Therefore, it was advocated

that full-time classes should be the responsibility of 'E' as, in these

classes, the children received the whole of their education and, under

Section 80, they could not be recognised as solely a School Medical

Service arrangement. However, the position of the part-time classes

was a different matter for, in the past, they had been the divided

responsibility of both 'E' and 'U' Bzaxchea with no systematic basis for

this division. Until the year 1920, they appeared to have been the sole

concern of 'E' but then it was decided to recognise sane new classes to

be established in that year by the L.C.C. as a term of medical treatment,

owing to the difficulties of ocmp]jin,g with the many conditions of the

Code regarding the registration of attendanoes. Since this time, the

system of recognition by both 'K' and 'U' Branches had followed a most

haphazard pattern, depending whether the proposals for establishing such

classes had been submitted by the L.E.Aa. as, firstly, a development of

their Elementary School systems or, alternatively, as extensions of their

School Medical Services.80

Matters had cone to a head with the 10 most recent proposals to

establish such classes because the Leicester application had been dealt

'with by 'K' Branch, on the basis that the authority wished to enploy a

80Kd. 50/159.
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full-time teacher for conducting its part-time classes, whilst the

Lancaster proposal had been dealt with by 'M' Branch because the

relevsnt letter of application had been addressed to the Medical

Inspection section. In actual fact, these two applications caused

consternation in the Medical Branch for the Office Minutes show, quite

clearly, that the officials of tka t section of the Board of ducatiou

were completely unaware of the iuqlications of the two different types

of recognition for they were totally unable to decide whether the

Lejoester L.E.A. application, if accepted under the Code, involved the

recognition of the teacher as qualified under the Code. .tter reference

to 'E' Branch it was resolved that the question of the teachers' salary

was irrelevant as it was unaffected by recognition but, if this

recognition was given by 'M', then other expenditure would qualify for

50 per cent tranta whilst recognition by 'E' qualified for only

20 per cent grants.81

Maudslayj summarising the position, stated that no real benefit

as far as grant was concerned, occurred whichever Branch recognised the

classes although, apart from the London classes, 'M' had been loath to

adopt such classes under the Schools Medical Services. He therefore

reccended that in the future any proposals for part-time classes for

children suffering from speech defect, should become the responsibility

of 'M' Branch. Thia suggestion, a new venture, was advocated by

Maudslay because the work in the part-time classes was almost entirely

curative with very little ordinary education end, with the concurrence

of Sir Henry Richarda2 the Senior Chi,t Inspector, this new policy was

8 Ed. 50/159.
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adopted. 8 	The recognition of the necessity of deciding upon a

definite policy towardi pupils with speech defects was an essential

prelude in the developmental process. In the past, distinct categories

of handicap had evolved and it was not until the special schools

Regulations of l9i,5 that this specific affliction was acknowledged as

an official category. This progress was del&yed by the insistence of

the bureaucracy that there should be a rigid definition of the affliction,

the result being that, eventually, the same handicap was recognised in

two different ways by two different Branches within the Board of

Education, an instance of the complications which the classification

policy could introduce into special education.

Prior to this incident, the development of special arrangements

for pupils with speech defects had pursued a slow course with reoognitic

obtained a]iaost as a formality. However, once the affliction had been

drawn to the attention of the senior officials it was obvious that,

within a fairly short space of time, there would be developments with

regard to the training and qualifications of teachers in those schools

or classes, for this latter consideration h been a conspicuous feature

of the official peat-War policy for special schools. Once again, this

was what actuaUy happened for within 18 months of the decision on the

allocation of responsibilities for classes for pupils with speech defects,

the Board itself convened a .maIL informal meeting of interested p ties

to discuss the general problems of speech trAining.

83E 50/159.
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The meeting took place in early October, 1933, in Dr. Crowley' a

roam at the premises of the Board an, in addition to Crowley,

Dr. Williams85 represented the intere eta of the Central Authority. Seven

other perscñs had been invited to this meting of whom probably the most

noteworthy were Elsie Pogerty, the Principal of the Central School of

Speech Training & Dramatic Art who had, as early as 1898, worked out a

three years' course of tri irg for teachers of speech and drama

followed, in 1912, by the opening of a eech clinic at St. Thomas' a

1iospital which msde her a real pioneer in speech therapy; and Maxian

Richardson representing the London county Council.8

Tediate1y the meeting commenced Miss Fogerty spoke moat

authoritatively upon the topics under discussion. She estimated that

since 1906 30 students had passed out from her establishment, all of

wham had had same training in remedial methods for speech defects. She

believed that there were enough teachers available for the existing

classes for these pupils but she did stress the necessity of appointing

ape oislly trained experts as Inspe ctora. An unfortunate fact emerged

from Miss Fogerty' s statement, that thre. of evezy five applicants for

her school were refused due to the difficulties of obtaining suitable

emplojnt once they were qualified. Other ideas advanced by the

various masthers of the Cenference were that certificated teachers should

have a one year course of speech therapy if they were particularly adapted

85Dr Ralph Paul Williams (1874-1939), Who Was Who, ].929-ii., pp. 1461-62.
86Eje Fogerty (1865-1945), EWIB, 1941-50, pp. 263-264..
87E 50/159.
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88
for this wcik.

Several. points were proposed. for discussion at future meetings

including the suggestion that students in colleges trai ning for Infants'

teatthi ng should have sone tuition in phonetics to assist them in their

future schools. Moreover, certificated teachers should be allowed to

attend post-graduate courses dealing with minor speech defects, lisping

and slight stammering. Students who wished to quality as trained

teachers in classes for stameerers should have a three years' course,

the normal two years' course follod by a year of special study of

rhythm and, eventually, work under the Schools Medical. Officer, but not

dealing with major defects. Finally, the suggested points for future

discussion regarding the qualifications for teachers ended by the

recomeendation that speech therapists dealing with these major defects

would have a ape daily advanced course •89

A further topic discussed was the desirability of publioising the

treatwent of speech defects and so it was decided to approach some

Directors of Education, training college authorities, hospitals, $chool

Medical Officers and dentists with information and invitations for

co-operation. This meeting also considered founding an Association,

and upon this point it was suggested that the members present might be

called "A Oosmnittee of Inquiry into Therapeutic & Certain Educational

Defects of Speech' with their expressed aiim being, firstly, the raising

of the level of speech in schools and, secondly, speech therapy. With

this recc1sudati4m the prooeeding terminated, but other meetings followed

88Ed. 50/159.
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in quick succession. 9° This particular Conference was an inaugural

meeting of influential persons intereited in the treaisnt of speech

defects and led to further meetings which thoroughly investigated all

aspects of this problem. Also, afterwards, the Board of Education

realised that it was impossible to divorce speech training of children

with markedly defective speech from the general question of speech

training in ordinary schools and training colleges. Thus there was no

possibility of a rigid olaaslfioation into those suffering from speech

defects and others, for what was needed was a general all-round

improvement in speech throughout the sthool population.

By late 1933, the original Citteo had divided themselves into

sub-ocamittees, one dealing with certain educational aspects of speech

of which Elsie Fogerty and Sir Percy Nwin were members, and the other

concerned with speech therapy. However, the Board was not prepared to

appoint representatives upon these unofficial cciittees although they

agreed that there should be a deparental discussion between the members

of the Inspectorate and their n administrators during which it emerged

that even in an era of finAncial stringency, the Board was prepared to

treat as urgent the establishment of classes for staiemerera. The

bureaucratic approach was iga4 in e 'videnoe in the suggestion, by one of

the HJ.Is. present, that the problems of speech defects concerned two

Branches of the Board, articulation being the province of the Elementary

section whilst therapy was the responsibility of 'X' Branch. In general,

it was agreed that the question of speech defects was not important enough

90Ed. 50,/].59.
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to justify the opening up or the whole subject of speech trRining.

Thexefore, it could not be recommended that the Board should be

represented at the deliberations of the Ccsrisittee.91

Later, in 1935, this policy or non-co-operation was carried a stage

further when the Board refu.sed to appoint Dr. Williams as a member of a

committee being established to oonsider the establishment of a Diploma

in Speech Therapy. It a not officially believed that the knowledge

of, and the teaching upon, speech defects had reached such a stage of

development that the Institution of a Diploma consequent upon an

examination was desirable. Purthermore, in the opinion of the Board of

duoation, such an important step ought not to be taken until after full

consultations with the medical proteseion.92

However, the problem of suitable qulificatione for teachers of

children with speech defects continued to interest the senior officials

at the Board and, at one time, serious consideration was given to the

adoption of Miss Pogerty's methods, utiliaed by the L.C.C., whereby nine

pupils attended at selected centres for two seBsiona of 50 minutes twice

per seek, the tuition consisting of periods of zest, relaxation and

rhythmic speech. Unfortunately, a Memorsudum by two ami ners, of whom

Bn't was one, for the Diploma in Dramatic Art of the University of London,

deprecated the fact that several students who had quill fied in this

Diploma were practising as speech therapists, although the subject was

covered only minimally in the examination. he result of this Report was

that the Committee approached the University of Lcculon with a reqist that

93Ed. 50/159.
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the Senate should grant a Diploma in Speech Therapy for which they

submitted an elaborate syllabus but, unfortunately, this request was

rejected. Consequently, two members of the ocmanittee visited several

large cities of the United Kingdom where they interviewed the staffs of

leading hospitals and some School Medical Officers upon the topic of the

correct training for speech therapists.93

The result of these discussions was a very favourable reception of

the suggestion that a Society of Speech Therapists should be established

to consist only of trained persons in established praotiøes, with the

most important function of corduoting eaminationa and. granting certificates

in speech therapy. It was further recommended that a course of three

years' duration be required with, possibly, a one year course ialifying

a student to sit for an examination in speech therapy as regarded

stannering and minor defects only. Finally, it was notified that the

prospective Council would have an Advisory Council on which would be

several well-known London physicians. 9' Thus was founded the Association

of Speech Therapists despite the lack of encouragement ficm the Board of

Education, an association which owed its foundation to the tenacity and

single-minded purpose of a small group of dedicated people interested in

the educational and social implications of corrective speech therapy.

It was also yet another example of the multifarious influenoes upon the

development of the present system of special education whereby a number

of persons working in several establishments concerned with a particular

aspect of special educational treatment, discovered that their influence,

93. 50/159.
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appe ala and exple as Individuals, availed them nothing when they

approadied the Central Authority. When, however, they costhined, even

though without any encouragement to do so, they soon discovered that

their representations were heeded and, eventually, acted upon so that

the work of such an individual as Elsie Poger1' passed virtually

un-noticed until she joined with others to trm the first unofficial

ccmimit tee.

Thus, the original classes for stainmerers inaugurated by

Manchester L.E.A. in 1906 with Professor Berquand as the tutor, were

the forerunners of this movement, the connection being lsie Pogerty

who, after the l914-l8 War had arranged for her staff a students to

attend the Out-Patients' Department, St. Thomas' a Hospital, for half a

day per week to treat select cases of speech defects under the supervision

of physicians.

7. Child Guidance in the Th ties

Whilst the State-aubsidised special schools existed precariously

throughout most of the thirties, starved of the necessary financial

backing to develop adequately, the position of child guidance was even

more uncertain. Even such a well-established aM famous institution as

the West th Hospital for Nervous Diseases could not obtain the sanction

of the Board of ducation to the payments of contributions by L.E.La. in

return for the usage of a Child Guidance Unit at the hospital, although

the Board was prepared to recognise the Unit as a suitable centre for
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this epocia].iaed consultation and treatment. Nor would the Board

define their future attitude towards such payments when it was asstd

that the financial oUate would be more opportune, although it was

prepared to recognise attendances at this Unit for the purpose. of the

records of School Attendance Officers. In other wda, no recognition

was given to anything which invoed extra financial outlay, but

anything free was approved, almost without any exception.95

Thi. policy came under severe criticism from several iarters,

especially the Child Guidance Council. In the suer of 1933 the

Chairman, Mrs. Montagu Norman, was deputed, with Dr. Moodie, to seek an

interview with senior official, of the Board of Education to discover the

attitude of these officials towards grant recognition of contributions

by L.E.As. to Child Guidance Clinics. At the interview, the Board being

represented by Crowley and Maudalay, Mrs, Norman claimed that the work

of the clinics was preventative in nature and thus resulted in econanies

by the Home Office ad the Board of Control. Originally, the Child

Guidance Clinics had been financed by the Commonwealth Pund, but this

source of revenue was due to cease in the immediate future so that new

monetary backing 'was required, in addition to the always precarious

voluntary contributions. Moreover, these latter contributions

strengthened a suspicion that still existed in many minds that Child

Guidance was related, in s marvier, to a spurious form of "psychol-

analysis' and some official form of one ouragemeut would help to eradicate

these suspioions.6

95Ed. 50/102.
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Apart frc*n conveying to )(rs. Norman that the attitude of the

Board towards Child Guidance Clinics was sympathetic as was evidenced by

the approval, in IniIcn, of attendarices by pupils at the Clinics,

Maudslay could not offer much hope of f{nncial assistance from official

sources. Educational policy, at this period, had. to be f1naoiaUy

constrained, a policy whioh had. forced upon the Board of Education the

task of distingui h4 rg between projects which were urgent and necessary

and others. In such a situation, katslay conceded that the Board had

to make a rough sort of rule under which certain developments, such as

special schools, were not approved because other aspects of the Schools

Medical Service were considered to be more important. lurthermore,

there had recently been increased unemployment which was tenAii to

increase the expenditure on the provision of meals, an outlay over ioh

the Board of Education exercised very little control. Pinacia].

limitations were the only barrier, in all probability, to financial aid

for the Child Guidance Clinics, but this sanction, if given, would be a

ccelete reversal of these policies and would necessitate a referral to

the Beads of the Office. 97 This particular incident portrays, once

again, the policy of the Board of Education at this time for the officiâ

just could not accept the fact that hawiicepped children by the very

nature of their condition, needed a more expensive form of education than

normal pupils because çecialised equipment was often essential for their

efficient tuition, ret the Board of Education persisted in judging the

education provided by the amount of financial tudependence these school

leavers could attain because if the individual was going to remain a

97Ed. 50/102.
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charge upon the cormaunity for his entire life than they vetoed the

expense of providing him with a place in special schools.

Whilst preciating the diffioulties of the Board of Education,

Mrs. Norman re-iterated her previous remarks that expenditure upon the

Clinics would, eventually, save money for the State, and as ocumnitta].a

to reformatories were oontantly increasing it was extremely likely that

many children would never have been sent there had they been dealt with,

at an early age, by psychigrists. Moreover, it was certain that

financial assistance given by L.E.Aa. to the Clinics would, for many

years, be quite "&fl because eatabli h1 ng a Clinic on a souM basis took

several years md even the Child Guidance Council was averse to

proceeding too quickly.98

Maudalay, himself, was in favour of acceding to the requests for

the recognition of contributions by L.E.As. to the costs of the clinics

as qualifying for grant purposes, as was 8ir George Newman, both being

influenced, to some extent, by the recognition of Dallington Home for

Maladjusted Girls in November, 1931, tothich the L.C.C. contributed pupils

and funds and by the fact that so few applications for such aid had been

received. However, Peiham, by now the Permanent Secretary, ruled that

no concessions could be made, an interpretation in which he was seconded

by the Accountant-Germ ral E.G. Howarth99 who advocated that in times of

financial stress any funds available should be utilised to complete the

Schools Medical Serioe.

Ed. 50/102.
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'With the easing of tinanoia.]. restrictions in the ser of 1934.,

the Board of Eduxation was able to survey the whole field of special

education with the intention of deciding where to sanction increased

expenditure. After teachers' salaries had been restored to the pro-

crisis level, an urgent priority, the Board decided to permit limited

contributions to be made to the Child Guidance Clinics by L.E .Aa. and to

recognise these donations for the purposes of grant awards. Once again,

the ultimate decision was male by Peman who empowered his senior

official. to èal with individual applications upon their merits. In

this decision, PeTham was prompted to a oartain extent by the Home Office,

for this latter department had become very pertuxbed by the pressure on

the accommodation of Approved Schools and. it was acknowledged that often

treatment at a Child Guidance Clinic could save the type at child for

101
whom these schools catered.

Thus, Child Guidance secured limited financial aid, which was also

its first official recognition of a practical sort, an essential

preliminary to recognition of its patients as lRala4jU8ted children, a

distinct new official category of handicap. In this manner, was a

recurrent historical pattern repeated, facilities for the treatment and

education of thil&'en suffering from a specific handicap being established

by either local authorities or vo1mtary associations, followed by

agitation for grant recognition; the rejection of these requests by the

Central Authority but, at the same time, verbal acceptance of the value

of the work being done and then, begrodgi ugly, ftnancial assistance awarded

Ed. 50/102.
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after further agitation and, eventually, official recognition of the

disability as one category of official handicap. The work of the London

and Leicester School Boards on behalf of the mentally defective ohildren

of their two cities are only two examples of deve1oments following a

parallel course as did the work of the London School Board on behalf of

cripples or physically defective children, a development greatly

accelerated by the influence and personality of Mrs. &imphry Ward..

The Glover Corxiittee was appointed by Sir George Newman, in 193L,.,

aud met for the first time on June 15th. Its terms of reference ere

to report upon the medical, educational and social aspects of the problems

of children suffering from defects of hearing not amounting to total

deafness. It was the last of a series of Reports upon medical and

educational problems posed by certain type. of e xceptional. children and

this particular investigation actually ed its inception to a coement

made by the late Dr. Eioholz, in his Report upon the Deaf, when he

suggested that an agreed standard should be laid down to he applied in all

cases presented for admission to a school or class for the partially deaf2

Almost the first ooement mad. in the Report is the emphasis placed

102GloveT Committee, 1938, pp. 1-2.
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upon the necessity for a classification of children suffering frcan

defective hearing, "ainly because, according to the Coiiittee, there had

been considerable confusion over the ind.iscriminte application of

various terms. It was therefore their intention to provide such a

classification based upon an educations]. foindation. Grade 1 oases

were pupils with defective hearing who could benefit from the education

provided in ordinary schools. The next grade was divided into two

sections, hA and 113, the former consisting of those children who could

make satisfactory progress in ordinary classes provided that they xe

given ae assistance, whilst the latter section included pupils who,

even with aids, could not make satisfactory progress in ordinary schools.

Finally, Grade U]. consisted of those pupils whose hearing was so poor

and whose speech and language were so poorly developed that they required

education by methods used for congenitah]y deaf children.103

However, the Ccaaittee agreed that, if possible, it was desirable

to keep handicapped children in the ordinary sthools provided that they

could benefit ed ationally there. Therefore the Coninittee, in its

discussions of the educational provision necessary, considered only

Grade 11 sufferers. Firstly, the members of the Cc,nittee outlined the

arrangements within the ordinary schools for Grade hA pupils, the first

essential being that ohi1iiien with hearing defects should be biown to the

teachers who should a]so know the techniques necessary for alleviating

their difficu]tiss. The best positions for lip-reading were then

examined and the Coittee suggested that pupils needing hearing aids

l03, cit., pp. 2-3.
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should have them provided. All the children in Grrade 1]. retained in

the ordinary BOhOOlS needed instruction in lip-reading to supplement

their hearing by visual proeption.

After considerable discuss ion of the exact terms of nomenclature,

the Coomittee recoamendad that the description 'partially deaf' ahonid

be applied only to those children who came within their category 1IB

and. that children who were only hard of hearing Bhould be in category hA.

They admitted that they did not expect to see the expression 'partially

deaf disappear after the publication of their Report because they

believed that the term was too firmly embedded in the vocabulary of

those dealing with these children)05

When the Committee came to investigate the position of Grade UB,

pupils who were seriously backward in their work because they were unable

to benefit from the education provided in the ordinary public elementary

schools, they discovered a parlous state of affairs. In rge centres

of population such as London, Bristol and Oldham, these pupils were

taught in classes for the partially deaf in day special adiools for the

deaf whilst, in other areas, they were taught in the same classes as

the totally deaf because they were not numerous enough to form separate

classes. Nowhere were the Coemittee able to discover any special

cla8ees for partially deaf children in the elementary sthoola or in

schools in separate premises, in fact they reported that many, if not

most, of these pupils were left in ordinary sthoola without any form of

cit., pp. 54-56.

cit., pp. 57-59.
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106special instruction.

The recommendations of the Committee on the Partially Sighted

that the pupils with whom they were concerned should, whenever possible,

be edncted in special classes within normal schools, was firmly borne

in the minds of the mmbera of the Grover Commit tee when they considered

the question of education for Crade 113 pupils. After serious

deliberations they concluded that they could not recommend that partially

deaf pupils ahould be educated in special classes as an integral part of

the ordinary schools. Neither did they recommend tInt day schools for

partially deaf children ahould be established as separate unite, mainly

because this segregated them from hearing children and, more important

still, the segregated pupils would find themselves in a tiny school of

one or two classes, containing children of all ages and both sexes, for

the amafl numbers of partially hearing children in any given area ensured

this. Having dismissed two of the three possible courses of action,

the Ccimnitteo concluded that partially hearing pupils should be educated

in day schools for the totally af although they re-iterated that this

did not mean in the same classes as totally deaf pupils. Alternatively,

the Committee was prepared to sanction the education of partially hearing

childri in residential schools for the deaf but as 'day' pupils, for in

this way the children segregated from hearing pupils at school, returned

to the hearing world at home with their familiea)07

Por partially deaf rural pupils the Committee recommended the

establishment of separate resntia1 athoola, mainly because these schools

cit., pp. 58-59.
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were not reatric ted in the sizes of their oatchment areas. However,

penling the foundation of such schoola, the members could. see no

alternative to sending these rural children to residential schools for

the deaf wherever there were rio day deaf achoola.

A very important point considered by the Corxunittee was the

sutab].s tra{" ing of the teachers of these pupils, the Grade liD partially

deaf children. After comparing the professional requirements necessary

f or the two types of teaching, they concluded that teachers of these

children should be required, by the Board of Education, to be trained

certificated teachers and, also, to possess a qualification to teach the

deaf. Furthermore, they desired that the bodies granting qualifications

to teachers of the deaf should continue their laudable policy of

including, in their examination papers and syllabuses, problems relating

to the task of the teachers of the partially deaf and, wherever possible,

extending them.109

This Report represents the absolute apex of the era of the

classification period in the treateent of handicapped children, although

the Conmittee members did attempt to excuse their rigid classification

system by asserting that their wide terms of reference made a refined

system of classification imperative. However, the outbreak of War

intervened before much action could be taken on their isomuaendations,

although it is most informative to discover that financial eoony still

controlled many decisions for, in their consideration of giitablo hearing

cit., pp. 67-69.
1090p. cit., pp. 90-93.
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aids to be provided for the partially deaf pupils, the Committee

could not advocate any devices nt(lising pocket dry batteries because

considerable expenses for upkeep were involved. On the other hand,

aurl.oles were xeocmneride& because their great advantage was that they

were nan-electrical, possessed a miiiimum of mechanism and involved no

maintenance expense s11°

9.	 Survey of Orthopaedio Needs and Facilities in the Outer London Area

In an era so sterile of official encouragement for the expansion

of special education as the nineteen-thirties, it was left to philanthropic

bodies to continue to prompt officialdon from time to time with suggestions

or the results of privately conducted researches. It should have corns

as no surprise, therefore, to the Board of education when the Central

Council for the Care of Cripples, the Invalid Children's Aid Association

and the Shattesbury Society decided, in April, l93., to combine their

resources in a survey of orthopaedic needs ad facilities in the Outer

london area. Originally, the stimulus for uoh an investigation had. come

from a desire by the Central Association to discover whether, in fact,

there were adequate facilities for the care of the physically handicapped

in districts where the development of housing estates and new industries

had led to rapid increases in population during the previous years. In

addition, it was known that some local authorities in the areas around

cit., pp. 99-101.
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London were thinking of extending their work on behalf of cripples and

it was thought that some measure of co-ordination might increase the
111efficiency of such extensions.

For the purposes of the investigation, 34. County Boroughs, Boroughs

and Urban Districts in the counties of Kent, Surrey, Essex and.

Middlesex were selected for detailed inquiries whilst the full County

of Middlesex was also utilised in a more general way. The general tenor

of the final report was one of totally unco-adinated efforts with such

diverse standards of ascertainment that the resultant complications were

infinite. Of the 27 a.xtonomous education authorities, 18 had established

complete orthopasdic schemes and 7 had physically handicapped schools of

their own. Practically a].l the areas investigated had acme arrangements

for the medical treatment of cripples but the reaearoh worker found that

there was a gfeat need for more charitable efforta.

As the scope of the inquiry was 1imited the investigator felt

obliged to comment that questions regarding tie ability and methods of

the individual ageons and. the educational standards of the physically

defective achoo1 were outside his purview, he had merely accepted the

fact that they were provided and had not questioned their quality.

However, he did stress that orthopae&tc eunice required very good

follow-up work because althongh specialist treatment and subsequent

after-cam were relatively expensive, they were economical if they

transferred dependents into producers. Therefore, in districts where a

certain number of refusals of treatment or falling off in regular

U],d 50/59.
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attendances were noted, he suggested either voluntary visitors or

sterner measures by authorities who found appreciable numbers of

113bad parents.

Once again, the comments of yet another inve stigator revealed that

there were widespread discrepancies between the figures of physically

handicapped children in different areas of comparable population. This

unsatisfaotoxy state of affairs suggests that not only were many local

authorities not carrying out their statutory duties but that the Board

of Education was not troublin.g them to do so mainly because general

policy dictated that expenditure upon education should be restricted.

In general, it appeared that local authorities which provided most

facilities for cripples aløo had greater numbers of these children.

In aidition to orthopaedic cripples the research worker detected another

group of children, those with rheumatic hearts, which had come into

prcminenoe since the Central Council began its work and who were found

in the schools rather than their homes due to the later incidence of

their affliction. From his study of this particular complaint the

worker was able to make two revealing comeenta, firstly, that there was

a serious difference in the incidence of rheumatism arid, secondly, that

an equally differing standard was being used to ascertain its effects.

When the investigator turned to the problem of the physically

handicapped schools, he castigated the general policy of the Board of

Education because he believed that the emphasis of the Central Authority

on long treatment in Hospital Schools had led local authorities to think

113]M. 50/59.
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that they would thus cure the worst cases and then they needed. to

provide no further for these children. Such a policy had led to the

minimum of provision of physically handicapped schools in the Outer

London area, a situation which could be ameliorated by autharities sharing
115schools,

After a consideration of the problems of school-leavers and adult

cripples, the researcher then turned to the position of the L.C.C. area

for this district presented a unique picture for two reasons. Firstly,

there was such a vast provision of orthopasdic treabsent available that

the L.C.C. had. not needed to set up clinics and, secondly, the authority

were the actual proprietors of some hospitals and other institutions

so that they were not usually dependent upon any other organisations for

they could supply their own beds. 116

In all, the tnquiriea, the investigator had been unable to discover

any eazaples of the perfect area which, he contended, should provide three

separate aspects of fadilities f or dealing with cripples. Firstly,

there should be Orthopsedic, Rheumatic and Infection Clinics linked with

hospital schools and then, in the educational. field, there should be

Physically Defective and Open Air Schools plus acme type of after-care

connected with employment and welfare, after the age of 16 years.

Finally, he acknowledged that the voluntary aspect was of vital importance

and desired an I.C.A.A. Branch, a Canmittee of the Charity Organisation

Society or a similar body, a Shaftesbury Society Cripple Parlour and. a

Guild for aiding adult cripples, all of which should co-operate with the

15	 50/59.
U6! 50/59.
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official administration. Only Walthsistow, Wifleeden and Xlrgston,

all of which he coninended, approached anyithing near this ideal.U7

Reooninens3.ationa made by the investigator dealt with the provision

of adequate faoilities in areas where they were particularly lacking so

that such districts as Twickenham, Biolmiond and. Acton were amongst those

which needed additional orthopaedic clinics provided, whilst rheumatic

clinics were deemed necessary at Uford ax Hendon. Certain other areas

were considered to be remiss in providing physically defective sohoola,

aid to aid the provision of such extra clinics and schools it was proposed

that the Central Council should aumaon a conference at which both the

local authorities and voluntary agencies were represented. This

particular suggestion was followed by further advice upon how to organise

the respective areas for the purposes of joint action and, also, some

recommendations for the extension of the work of the I .0 .AJ. amongst

children through the formation of extra branches, particularly in the

South-West London area, and the foundation of new After-Care Coittees

in connection with every physically defective school or group of schools8

Since the Education Act, 1921, there had been several changes in

the system of education and ascertainment followed by treatment, of

physically handicped children, one result being a notable decrease in

the incidence of acute deformity. Although the greatest share of credit

for thia desirable improvement was due to the earlier ascertainment and

treatment, some coirimendation was due to the Board of Education increasing

50/59.
U81 50/59.
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upon the local authorities their responsibility for exceptional

children. However, some of these local authorities were grud,gin,g in

acknowledging their responsibilities and others refused to act as

requested in certain cases. Others disdained to supply full facilities

in their districts but, despite these defects, the fact rema2ned that

the local authorities had generally accepted their statutory

responsibilities and duties. It was noteworthy that by the time of the

Report, it was exceptional for a local authority to refuse to pay for

oases of acute deformity referred to them for institutional treant

and, consequently, these changes had resulted in considerable
119deoentrali sation.

Referring back to the notorious Victorian argument that the State

provision of social and educational facilities would have two deleterious

effects, the recipients would do nothing themselves and, secondly, that

voluntary efforts would peter out, the research worker maintained that

these dismal prophecies had been falsified owing to the increase of

intelligent parental co-operation and the inception of new schemes by

various voluntary bodies. Nevertheless, during his survey, he had

detected a decrease of voluntary effta as there was a tendency to pass

everything connected with cripples to the Town Halls without checking

what action had been taken there. He also noticed that there was no

conception that there might be a great deal left to do for voluntary

effort. In conclusion, when all shortoomings had been recognised and

improvements suggested, the general impression left upon the investigator

was one of fair progress due mainly to the enterprise and gooifl of most

U9Ed 50/59.
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local authorities which were conscientious in their health sexices20

Statistically, it was estimated that, in aid-suer, 1935, eight

out of every 1,000 children under five years of age were crippled or

required orthopaedic treatment whilst, in the age group 5 to 16 years,

there were nine crippled children in every 1,000. These figures, added

to those of crippled adults, suggested that there were, in the United

Kingdom, four crippled in every 1,000 of tkm total population. These

estimates of the incidence of orippling utilised the term 'cripple' to

refer to 'potential cripples' also and these were defined as persons,

mostly children, who needed some iediate orthopaedic treatment to

prevent them from becoming cripples. Apart from being noted and filed,

the Report caused little reaction at the Board of Education except that

a Menorazium was prepared upon the history of educational provision for

physically defective uhildren, for with no extra money available nothing

could have been done in any case •

In actual tact, the estimates of the numbers of cripples were based

not upon any official statistics or researches, for none existed, but

upon partial unofficial censuses of various districts made earlier.

The mere lack of such figures indicates a certain amount of official

complaisance regarding the numbers of such children, plus a certain

unwillingness to acknowledge that any problem existed for, if it did, then

further financial outlay would be necessary and this the Board of Eduoation

was not able to countenmi oe under any conditions. Moreover there is

detectable throughout the entire Report a sentiment that sugge ats pious

120	 50/59.
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hopes that voluntary effort. would provide the financial means whereby

deficiencies in the system of physically handicapped schools, cauaed by

the sucoessive economy measures would be remedied, but thia was, at best,

a vain and forlorn hope.

10. The Report of the Committe. on the Education of the Blind

On 29th November, 1930, a Cceunittee of the Union of Counties

Association for the Blind had been formed to report on the certification

of blindness and the ascertainment of it. causes. They coiassnted that

they were impressed with the necessity of obtaining precise information

concerning all cases of serious visual defects occurring in children up

to the age of 16 years arid, to this end, they advocated the fullest

co-operation possible between Central and local authorities who were

responsible for the &mft'istration of the Maternity & Child Welfare,

Education and Blind Persons' Acts. In their opinion, the Board of

Education ought to have ensured the adoption of their reconinended system

of certification by the LJ.As. in connection with the education of blind

pupil. and training of blind students. Wherever School Medical Officers

did not possess qualifications in opthA1ology then the Conmittee

recussnded that Officers with such .ialifioations should be appointe&1

A month after this meeting, in December of the sane year,

l22	 50/97.
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Dr. Eicholz, who had already retired from his position of Chief Inspector

of Special Schools at the Board of Education, first received a promise

of f1ncial support from the National Institute for the Blind and then

vi ted the College of Teachers of the Blind to solicit their support

in his proposed detailed investigation. Teachers of the blind were

aware that whilst their work was based upon general pedagogical

principles, the adaptation of these principles to the teaching of blind

pupils was almost entirely empirical. A scientific inquiry was

considered essential for the beat future development of the educational

system for the blind pupil and this Eicholz proposed to provide by

seeking answers to a series of very pertinent iestiona. Firstly, the

inquiry sought to discover whether it was possible by modern methods of

testing and analysis, to ascertain to what extent the mind of a blind

child had been afflicted by his ailment. Secondly, it was hoped to find

the differences, if any, between the thought processes of persons born

blind and those who were nozwally sighted. Thirdly, it was beliøved

that the inquiry might reveal whether the level of intelligence in blind

children compared favourably with that of sighted children of camp arab].e

ages, and whether blindness caused a retardation in native intóiligence

or only in the acquirement of knowledge. Finally, if the investigation

showed the nature and degree of mental variation, it was hoped to decide

what modifications would be required within the curriculum to cater for

such variatians.3

However, the course of this very nbitious project was totally

altered by the psychologist whom the Committee appointed to conduct so

l23 Education of the Blind, Edward Arnold, London, 1936 , pp. vii-viii.
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research for them because, after nine months' work, he discovered that

his results were extremely disappointing in that no genera].isations

could be adduced from them and so no qualitative estimate of the nntal

life of a blind child was possible. These results completely changed

the entire nature of the work of the Coomittee for, consequently, its

investigation became a survey instead of a piece of reaearci)2

A most significant aspect of the eventual Report of the Cotanittee

was that a complete chapter was actually devoted to children possessing

u].tiple defects, in this case blindness combined, with other defects,

The categories considered were blind/mentally defective; blind/epileptic;

deaf/blind and other defeats, all of which required separate consideration.

It was also pointed out that some of the blind/mentally defective group

were also physically handicapped, a further serious complication.125

The members of the Conuittee claimed to discern a tendency during

the previous generation, for the focal point of educational concern to

be the individual child arid this had been undesirable because it had been

at the expense of studies of the manner in which individual children

matured into social beings. In addition, there had. been a neglect of

re search into the ways in which the individual could best be trained to

serve his fellow men or into the growth of those qualities that made a

child into a oitizen,'2

H.LI. P. Lavender, a member of the Committee appointed by the

Board of Education, was an assiduous worker on behalf of the investigation

2 Op. cit., p. x.
5Op. cit., pp. 26-36.

l26, cit., pp. 3944.
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and Eicholz felt that a report by him upon the conditions existing in

echo ole for the bltnâ would be extremely useful as Lavender was a

detached, expert observer. Accordingly, ioholz sought the permission

of the Board for Lavender to undertake this report, an appeal which was

quickly acceded to by the administrators. Permission having been granted

for his visits to blind schools, Lavender spent one week in the schools,

nbering a total of six. ha first reaction was bewilderment caused

by the realisation that the teachers of the blind faced a. most ocnplex

and difficult task, further ocmplicated by the fact that there were wide

differences in the ages arid social bao1cgrmda of pupils in those schools

or clasaes)27

The general tenor of his Report was that the academic tradition

appeared to overshadow all, the teaching in the schools for the blind

which he had visited and. he soundly deprecated this influence which he

considered detrimental to all but a few of the very brightest pupils.

This defect in the curricula of the achools was further heightened by the

fact that the schemes of work the syllabuses and the modes of treatment

of these aspects of the curriculum, in addition to the text-books, were

very similar to the comparable provisions of the ordinary schools, in

fact, Lavender actually found ideas which had been directly borrowed frcei

these normal schools regardless of the fact that they were totally

unsuitable. Yet the undeniable fact was that these rather narrow

interpretations of the education suited to blind children were not due

to unsympathetic teachers of Managers, but firmly embedded convictions

l27	
50/99.
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that blind children should be given the sa educational opportunities

as the sighted. As blind children were handicapped in the quality of

their knowledge and the background of their experiences, he believed

that the altruistic ideals so often expressed to him during the course

of his visits, was totally unrealistic especially as the concentration

of the teachers upon academic instruction tended to focus their attention

on the subjects to the exclusion of the effect these subjects would have

on the children.

To overcome these unsatisfactory teaching methods in the schools

for blind children, Lavender advocated that the first charge on the

efforts of the staff should be to lay a foundation of experience on which

valid and fruitful analogies to unfamiliar topics could be based but,

he admitted, there were three main difficulties in the way of this type

of approach. Piratly, there was the small size and the conventional

equipment of the classrooms, particularly the former which appeared to

M to have been designed when it was considered that blind children ought

to be inactive whereas what was needed for them was more space to move

around. Secondly, there were the text-books which were usually written

for sighted pupils and depended upon visual aids but, he conceded,

special books for the blind were expensive mainly owing to the limited

demand so he optimistically conoinded that time and goodwill ought to

find a solution. Thirdly, he castigated the attitte of passive

recipiency of verbal knowledge so often Itne seed in most of the schools

he had visited and he suggested that to surmount these difficulties the

3 Ed. 50/99.
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adoption of sane sChemes similar to either the Gary or Project methods

might be suitable or, alternatively, acme system comparable to the spirit

and. method which animated the tra ining of Scouts and Guides could be

adopted)'	 The point to be deplored about Lavender' a remarks was

that, once again, there was evidence of economic stringency which had so

paralysed the development of special education ever since the Geddes

Report, in that the provision of Braille books, so essential for the

tuition of blind children in the basic asset of literacy, were obviously

in extremely short supply and that all the H.LI. had been able to do

was to express pious hopes that the situation would improve.

There were very few signs that the strictures of Lavender had

InaI1 any real. impact upon the members of the Coimiittee, on the contrary,

the final Report was most complacent upon all the points he had raised;

in fact the observations of the members inolth3ed many statements of fulsome

praise for the teaching being conducted in the schools for the blind.

They contended that great advances had been ae in the teaching of

various subjects of the curriculum and that many teaching aids had been

introduced but they did concede that, amidst these improvenents, there

had been little synthesis with the intention of obtaining a single

directive purpose that would guide and unity all the activities of the

schools. Yet, on the other hand, they asserted that the schools for

the blind had shared freely in all the undonbed advantages which thess

improvements in educational techniques had engendered plus the greater

concern for the individual.

l29	 51)/99
l3O	 Education of the Blind, op. cit., pp . 41-42.
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The Committee was obviou4y very impressed with the recc,miend.ation

of the Crowley Committee that partia].ly sighted pupils should, wherever

possible, be ta'ght in classes as an integral part of the ordinary school.

It was their responsibility to consider whether this reoendatiou

could be equaUy applied to totally blind pupils for they could foresee

two serious administrative difficulties if this was to be adopted.

Piratly, there was the tabliahed fact that blind children were very few

in number, only one blind child, to every 3,500 sighted children and,

secondly, there was the re-organisation consequent upon the Haduw Report,

occurring at that time. If there were less than a sufficient number of

blind pupils to fill two classes, then it was felt that the education of

blind children in schools for the sighted was impractioable. Moreover,

in rural areas, the children were scattered over wide expanses of

countryside and the facilities for transport in such districts were not

adequate to cope with these children. Therefore, if it was

intrinsically desirable that blind children should be educated in normal

schools it appeared that this could occur only in urban areas because the

numbers of such children were, elsewhere, insufficient. The Committee

postulated two benefits supposed to accrue from teaching blind pupils in

normal schools, always supposing, of course, that the administrative

difficulties could be surmounted.. Lhese advantages were that it ,&

beneficial for the blind children to be retained in their own environments

but, as the Coomittee was obliged to state, although basically rely an

argument for the day schools, this depended entirely upon the quality of

the environment in question becanse, for certain children, removal from

their poor environments was a basic e asentia]. to the commencement of any

worthwhile education. Another advantage claimed for educating blind
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pupils in schools for sighted children was that the former benefited

socially and educational ly from their contacts with normal children.

However, the Cittee believed there were serious disadvantages, one

of which was that the education given to blind pupils would become even

more an imitation of the teaching provided for sighted pupils than it

was already at that time, whiløt the argument that competition with the

sighted children would stimulate the blind pupils was quickly dismissed

as it was felt that inferiority complexes were much more likely to
131develop.

The whole of this Report is an extremely insipid document for

it served merely to outline the existing situation in the schools for

the blind and made no recomeendatione whatsoever for future improvements.

Had Eicholz survived to the time of the completion of the inquiry it is

very difficult to feel that he would have consented to his name being

attached to such a nebulous report. Misunderstandings abound within

the Report, a good exa,le being the discussion of the benefit or

otherwise of educating blind children In schools for sighted pupils,

for during the examination of the advaxttags and disadvantages, it is

apparent that the Committee ia investigating the problem under an entire

misconception of what the Crowley Committee had actually recommended f or

the partially sighted children. It is transparently obvious that the

Committee thought that this latter body had actually advocated that

blind children should be educated in the same classes as sighted pupils.

The real importance of this document is that it did stress the vital fact

13l, cit., pp. 218-223.
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that most hai 1(oaps did not occur alone, that multiple atflictions were

the rule rather than the exception. In fact, after ex lning the

problems posed by these children, they actually devoted a complete chapter

to the consideration of the teaching methods best suited to mentaUy

retarded blind pupils. Unfortunately, this Report is important in

another way; it showed conclusively that although the officials of the

Board of Education were, if anything, reactionary in their attitudes

towards handicapped children with their insistence on striot classification,

the teachers' organisationa were no more far-sighted. This Report was

the last of the independent unco-ordinated investigations conducted by

voluntary bodies in their efforts, during the Depression Years, to stir

the Board of Education into some activity on behalf of handicapped

children. Needless to say, such a badly presented document failed

entirely in its main objectives - to raise the quality of the alucation

provided for blind children.

1].. The Peversham Reort on the Voluntary Mental Nealth Sexvea. 1939.

As the decade of the thirties neared its end there was a distinct

movement towards the co-ordination of the various societies working on

behalf of the mentally ill, the voluntary health services. Towards the

end of 19314., representatives of the National Council for Mental Hygiene

and the Child Guidanoe Council met to explore the possibilities of closer

co-operation between theac various bodies. At this meeting a joint

sub-committee was appointed and a constitution was drawn up, but before a
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limited merger was undertalcen, it was decided to attempt to secure a

wider co-ordination of the services. With this intention, it was

resolved as the result of a proposition by the National Council that a

layman unconnected with any particular voluntary health service, should

be invited to form a temporary reconstruction committee comprising two

representatives from the following organiaaticns - in addition to two

each from the original two bodies - the C .A.M.W., the Home & School

Council of Great Britain and the Mental After-Care Association. This

reconstruction committee was to be entrusted with the task of preparing

a Report embodying suggestions, along broad lines, for incorporating on

a national footing all the voluntary mental health services of the

United Kingdom.132

Lord Peversham133 was the layman chosen for the position of

Chairman of this Coii'xnittee and he accepted the invitation to conduct the

investigation on certain conditions only, the first being that the

Committee had to be an independent body, with it8 own secretary and

office premises and each society contributing towards the expenses.

Secondly, he asserted that if the Report was to become a valuable

contribution towards the co-ordination of the voluntary nntal health

services, then its procedure should follow the lines of a Government

Departmental Committee, with its first task being to take evidence from

all the official and voluntary bodies conoerned. 	 The wisdcs of

Lord Feyerhy' a second stipiiiation was that he had. observed the lack of

132The Voluntary Mental Health Services, 1939, pp.

33Char1es lilliam Slingaby Duncan, 4.tb Ear], of Peversham (1906-1963),
Obituary, The Timees, 6th September, 1963, p. 14..

Report, op. cit., p. 5.
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success of previous reports by philanthropic bodies 'which did not

reach the wider public when they were published, thus losing much of

their potential influence • Furthermore, if they were quietly submitted

to the Board of Education this suited official sources for it meant

that undue publicity was not given to the various reports. The leversham

eport never committed these follies for its Committee consisted of the

most eminent personalities connected with mental services, people 'who

could be relied upon to secure some action, such as Evelyn Fox,

Mrs. Hums Pinsent and Dr. Crawley, and when the actual compilation was

published it appeared in a binding which was a replica of the H.M.S.O.

Reports of officially commissioned investigations and thus secured a

considerable sale even though the outbreak of War and the destruction of

many of the first printed copies reduced much of its potential impact

upon the public.

Having constituted the reconstruction committee and appointed

a Chairman, the next task was to provide the terms of reference of the

inquiry. Originally, it was decided to adopt a phrase from the letter

of invitation sent to the Earl of Peveraham that the duty of the Committee

should be to prepare a report which would exribody suggestions for

eventually bringing together on a national basis all the voluntary mental

health services in the United r4ngdost. However, it was decided to

submit these terms of reference to Counsel in order to ascertain whether

the Committee was in a position to cover as wide a field as possible

without engaging in work which was irrelevant to their main purpose.

A much enlarged field of inquiry emerged with the new terms of reference

which were to consUer the scope and activities of, and the la'w affecting,
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the existing voluntary orgauisations providing mental health services

and to report upon the possibilities of increasing their usefulness to

the community, particularly in relation to their co-operation with

Goverrment departments, local authorities and. other bodies interested in

mental health work. Furthermore, the Conmzittee was to recnd ways

of co-ordinating their activities and the extension of the services

rendered, 135 In this maimer was established one of the moat influential

investigation, ever undertaken independently of Government inquiries,

for the voluntary agencies had recognised the necessity of the

co-ordination of their activities and had themselves provided the means

to this end without waiting for a State sponsored survey of their various

responsibilities.

The Fevershan Committee distinguished three aspects of mental

health in childhood, on a basis of rough differentiation, the first of

which was prevention, the least obtrusive aspect of child guidance and,

in the opinion of the members, the most important. Although it 'was

contended that voluntary efforts had a vital part to play in the

promotion of mental health in childhood, it was conceded that preventative

work operated most effectively through the existing agencies for child

welfare and education d it was only by co-operation with these bodies

that the voluntary agencies could achieve their 	 the meeting of

parents and teachers on equal terms. The work of the Home & School

Council was warmly commended as this body concentrated solely on prevention

l35	 cit., pp. 7-8.
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and did no therapeutic work. 	 In the opinion of the Council,

informali ty was the basis upon which all thorough mental health work

was conducted and. the atndy of children ought to occur in their normal

environments during the course of their natural activitiea.136

On the question of guidance it was, the Cmitteo felt, the

ordinary educational system which should deal with the great majority

of difficulties and maladjustments arising from clashes between the

BOhOOl and hone environments. Parent-teacher associations were

especially reccmnendad as suitable for smoothing out these stresses and,

furthermore, it was undesirable for the children to know that they were

being observed. Children' a Centres were postulated as the answer to

many of the problems facing the authorities for they could fulfil three

functions, preferably utilisiig an adapted house as their headquarters

in preference to purpose-built premises. Firstly, the Centres could act

as information bureaux for a].]. agencies and persons interested in child

welfare and, secondly, they could form guidance centres for assisting any

children who were not developing normally. Finally, they could create

a recognised premises for voluntary leisure societies dealing with

children, such as the Scouts and Guides. Child Guidance, as an L.E.A.

service, was provided by the variou.a Centres under the aegis of the Child

Guidance Council and it was advocated that this system should be expanded

to cover the entire cowitry.

Although the work of' the Child Guidance Clinics was highly ocaended,

Op. cit., pp. 146-14.7.
cit., pp. 14.8-14.9.
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it was pointed out that financial pressures were causing restrictions

upon the numbers of full-time staff employed in them. In an endeavour

to ma.ke the financial bases more secure, Bixminghi actn&ly

incorporated their Child Guidance Clinics into the regular school

medical eervice.18

AU the L.E.Ae. should, in the opinion of the members of the

Committee, provide Child Guidance organisatione in which appointed

psychologists advised them on their educational programmes and e4ned

backward pupils with a view to advising on their treatment in addition

to examining children presenting cases of severe maladjustment. Special

cases of marital defects or behaviour disorders necessitated the appointment

of full-time or part-time psychiatrists who would be based upon Child

Guidance Clinics, and assisted there by mental health social workera)39

The Pave rahaza Committee thus produced a most comprehensive review

of the voluntary mental health services and although any ixanediate

action was delayed due to the outbreak of War, the reccininei4ations of

this independent body were the basis upon which much of the post-War

legislation involving the voluntary mental health services were founded,

especially the National Health Services Act of 1948.

l33	 cit., pp. 153-154..
l39, cit., pp. 155-156.
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CONCLUSION

When War broke out in September, 1939, any fther development of

the Special Schools' system was postponed for a miniaum period of six

years so that this serves as a very useful date on which to conclude a

review of the progress male in the evolution of the service. By late

1939 the officially recognised categories of handicaps were five -

blindness, deafness, epilepsy, mental deficiency and physical handicaps -

all of which were apecifically acicuowledged In legislation whilst

partially sighted. and partially hearing children merely received State

grants and were provided with Special Schools. In July, l95, the

Handicapped Pupils School Health Regulation. were issued by the Ministry

of dncation which thus embraced the powers given by the Act of the

previous year.

However, the major influence of the era was, undoubtedly, the

Education Act, 191*4., which legislated for the education of all children

including handicapped pupils. It did not, nevertheless, as has been

asserted by one authority, 1 define categories of handicaps but instead,

by Section 33, delegated to the Ministry of Education powers to

supervise Spa cial. Education by the issue of Regulations. These

Regulation. recognised eleven categories of pupils with handicaps, all of

which they carefully defined - blind, partially sighted, deaf, epileptic,

partially deaf, delicate, diabetic, educationally subnormal, maladjusted,

physically handicapped and those suffering from speech defects. Pour of

1Baroneas Wooton, Child Guidance Inter-Clinic Conference Report, 1953,
pp . 33-35.
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these categories had never previoua].y received aoknow]acigemit so

that the definitions appertaining to them are more than usually

interesting. Delicate pupila were described as those who, by reason

of impaired physical condition could not, without risk to their health,

be educated under the regime of an ordinary school. Diabetic pupils

were those suffering from diabetes who were unable to obtain treant

at home and thus required residential care. Than, maladjusted pupils

were defined as those showing evidence of emotional instability or

psychological disturbance who required special educational treatment in

order to effect their personal social or educational readjustment.

Finally, those pupils with speech defect were those who reajaired special

educational treatment on acoount of staumiering, aphasia, or detect of

voice or articulation not due to deafness.2
occxa

Amongst these newly-recognised categories, that of maladjustment

was particularly important because, for the first time, official

acknowledgement was given to a bsiioap which was neither intellectual

nor physical but aotional or psychological. Again this new category

was almost a tine example of the repetition of the old development

pattern of the other major hilicaps prior to their official recognition.

There was, firstly, the decision of an interested person or persons that
far4; cr	 bc. E.oL

such work needed doing, , Orichton-Miller in this case; then came the

provision of the necessary finance by philanthropic assistance, the

Coicnwealth Fund, followed by the struggle, without fully adequate

2 liadicaDped Pupils & ecial Schools Regalations, l9i.5., Section 3.
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resources, to convince various offioia]. bodies that the work was

essential and deserved financial backing. However, there was one

exception in this particular case, the fact that by the 1945 Regulations

official recognition was given to maladjusnt as an affliction before

an official Ccittee had investigated its claims to Special Eduaation.

]licate as a category had developed from the old category of pbyaicafly

handicapped which had, originally, inoloded tuberculous children who

were, by the definition of 1945, delicate.

The Regulations also stated emphatically that unless the Minister

determined otherwise, all pupils who were blind, deaf, physically

hapt3Aoapped, epileptic or aphasic should be educated in Special. Schools

which, in the case of blind or epileptic diildren, were to be boarding

schools. All other pupils suffering from the other hax3icapa were, as

far as possible, to be educated in normal schools provided that special

facilities were avilable and that the education of normal children was

not adversely affected. The methods appropriate for the schools were

then described in fairly general terms.3

For certain of the handicaps, the maximum number of children per

class was then laid down, ten being the requisite figure for the deaf,

partially deaf and pupils with speech defects whilst fifteen was the

maximum for blind, partially sighted or maladjusted pupils. E.S.N.,

epileptic or physically haidicapped pupils were limited to a marlmum of

twenty and delicate or diabetic children could number thirty per class.4

30p. cit., Sections 4. and. 5.

4 Op. cit., Section 27.
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These Regulations were of vital importance for they were

utilised by the administrators to enunciate a new concept of special

educational treabnent. Previous legislation and regulations had

enumerated children who needed special schooling on account of their

particular defects. Later, the 1953 Regulations reduced the number of

official handicaps to ten by absorbing diabetic children within the

category of delicate. Regulations were again issued in 1959 with no

alterations of any substance although the number of years between successive

editions together with the decrease in the ount of su* rules suggest

adequately that the central authority is delegating increasingly more

power to the L.EJ.s. in respect of eoial educational treatment.

None of the Regulations of 194.5 mentioned multiple handios and

this uaisslon troubled. the Central Council for the Care of Cripples which

invited the National Association for Mental Health to co-operate in an

inquiry into the educational needs of physically bwtdioapped children with

the aim of investigating the kind and degree of educational retardation

and emotional Iaatjuai2aent moat oosonly found in this group of children

together with the best methods of examining, assessing and reporting

upon them. The Coittee were also expected to advise upon the kind of

oxanisation within schools or area units beat suited to these pupils

without prejudice to the needs of non-retarded physically haxlicapped

pupils.5

Amongst their reccumsendationa was one that no educable child,

N.A.M.H., 191..9, p. 3.
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otherwise able to live at home, should be transferred to a residential

school purely for reasons of intellectual sub-normality. The basis

of the whole Report was that, wherever possible, haMioapped children

should live at borne and. attend either normal or special day schools,

although it Was suggested that there might well, be an experimental school

where only physically handicapped pupils of high intelligence should be

established for children so gravely disabled that they were unsuitable

for admission to ordinary P.11. schools and likely to require lifelong

institutional care. 6 Once again, an iidependent Report was drawing the

attention of the educational administrators to a 'oup of children whose

needs were basically unoatered for by the Education Act, l92 4, and the

Regulations of 194.5 as they were interpreted by these officials. In

actual fact, the very flexibility of the Act and the scope it gave to

the Ministry of Education to frame rules allowed these pupils to be

provided for within the compass of the legislation.

Yet another theme carried over from pre-War days was the question

of the training of teachers for the Committee contended that teachers

in these schools should have qualified after a normal course for the

ordinary schools and then should have received further training in

individual techniques, remedial methods aid the causes and prevention of

emotional difficulties in physically handicapped children. 7 Thus was

repeated the assertion that a specialist type of training was necessary

for al]. these children and not merely the blind, the deaf and the mentally

6	
cit., p. 55.

TOp. cit., p. 59.
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retarded. This pronouncement was moat far-eigited because more

than twenty years after the Report the numbers of courses conducted by

Universities and some Colleges of Education for the specialist training

of teachers for the different types of special schools is constantly

increasing.

In October, 1950, the then Minister of Education, George Tom].inaon,

appointed the Underwood Committee to report upon the medical, educational.

and social problems relating to maladjusted children with reference to

their treatment within the educational system. The Coittee found

that, in 1939, there had been 17 clinics wholly and 5 partially maintained

by the L.E.As. in aMition to which there mere others establithed by

voluntary bodies or hospitals. Furthermore, the C.AJL.W. and the Child

Guidance Council approved of 4.6 schools for mervous, diffionit and

retarded children and so maxy applications were being received from

L.E.Ae. by the Board of Education for their sanction to the boarding-out

of maladjusted children that an official form was printed to enable them

to be dealt with more expeditiously. Evacuation was found to exacerbate

these problems for some Children who had been perfectly behaved

previously developed anxieties and disturbances as a result of their

change of environment. Such was the need for child 8eidance that by

194.5, despite war-time difficulties, the number of clinics had risen to 798

Demands for places in schools for maladjusted pupils continued

to increase and despite the building of new schools the local authorities

port of the Committee on Maladjusted Children, H.M.S.0., 1955, p. 12.
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were compelled to send some of their charges to independent schools,

so that by December, 1954., there were 1,077 pupils in these schools

ccunpazed with 1,157 in boarding special. schools. There were, at this

tine, 32 of the latter type of school, 3 day special schools and 4.5

approved boarding homes for maladjusted children whilst the numbers of

Child Guidance Clinics bad risen to 300, moat of which were part-time.9

AU these statistics show quite definitely that there was a great

national realisation of the need for child guidance services, exeilified

by the Nations]. Health Service Act, 1946, which emphasised that the

improvement of people' s mental as well as physical health was envisaged

and. that the prevention of illness as we].]. as its diagnosis and cure,

were aims of the new service. This Act, therefore, placed an obligation

upon regional hospital boards to provide specialist services including,

in many cases, child guidance clinics.

However, the provision of child guidance services was not

specifically atated in the 194.6 Act and so the usual reaction in England

occurred, acme areas supplied extensive services whilst others did

nothing whatsoever. The result was that the aacertaimnent of

maladjuebsent throughout the country was extremely uneven in different

districts whilst, for the country as a whole, the facilities existing

were totally inadequate. At most clinics the waiting period varied

between three and six months although longer intervals were not unknown

and the numbers of maladjusted children awaiting at1mi ssion to special

schools was 681.10

9tTnderwood Report, op. cit., p. 13.
l0	 cit., p. 13.
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To remedy this desperate situation the Commit tee recommended

that for every LE.A. there should be a comprehensive child guidance

service involving a school psychological service, the school health

service and child guidance clinics, all working In close co-operation.

In their opinion, each child guidance team should consist ideally of a

psychiatrist, two psychologists and three psychiatric social workers who

should serve 5,O00 school children. It was also suggested that the

L.E.AB. should provide the clinics and employ the educational

psychologists arid psychiatric social workers whilst the regional hospital

boards supplied the psychiatrists.

Schools for maladjusted pupils, whether day or residential, should

not contain less than 20 nor more than 50 pupils who ahould be in classes

of not more than 10 thi].dren,12 This latter recommendation was

opposed to the existing practice of placing 15 such children in a class

as was laid down by the 1%.5 Regulations but no real reason was given by

the members for this suggestion except that only i.th such small numbers

could the teachers fully meet the needs of their pupils. However, the

Committee had inquired into a system which had already been in existence

for ten years and had developed relatively unhampered by the requirements

of the central authority. Thus, they were restricted in their

investigations to the consideration of the situation after then years

evolution and. were not, therefore, in a position to control the

organisation of the service from its birth. Their reconmidations,

cit., pp. 4-5-4.7.

l2, cit., pp. 56-58.
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therefore, appeared to be rather pedantic in that they suggested

that future developments should be an extension of the systems already

in existence in acme of the more progressive authorities.

Upon the basis of the figures quoted in the Report, a modern

authority has estimated that in a school population of 5,OOO about

5 per cent, or 2,250, would become patients of any one clinic. In her

opinion, this proportion of patients to staff was totally inasequate and

would lead, in the future, to a selection of the finctions to be carried

out. Otherwise there would be a serious lowering of standards. It

was, therefore, essential to draw up a list of priorities but these would

vary from district to district although there was a moat definite

necessity for the professional associations concerned to co-operate in

an expansion of the teaching facilities for staffs of the clinics.13

Professor Jack Tizard has conducted some interesting researches

on the topic of couvaunity services for the mentally handicapped which

are relevant to the future development of Special Education. At the

Brookianda Residential Unit he observed subnormal children carefully over

a period of time and. has made cogent suggestions for the future

development of these facilities whilst, at the same time, confirming

the findings of some other eminent researches particu ny those of

Bernstein upon the development of language. Firstly, the tremendous

progress made by the Brookiands children emphasised the importance of

dealing 'with mentally retarded pupils in small groups ami teaching them

Davidson, The Implications for Child Guidance of the Report of
the Coir.ittee on Maladjusted Children, Child Guidance Inter-Clinic
Conference Rejort, 1956, pp. 13-16.
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by 'individual' arid 'developmental' approach methods. The whole

daily prograe was a combination of Consistency and variety modelled

upon a nursery school tine-table, with especial attention concentrated

upon linguistic development. Thus, Tizard concludes that if mentally

handicapped pupils requiring residential care went directly into units

similar to Brooklands, then muth of the maladjustment he witnessed there

could be prevented, which would result in the children learning more

quickly arid efficiently. The teathing methods to be employed in such

establishments should, in his view, be based upon those utilised in

infant and junior schools combined with those appertaining to

educationally subnormal pupiisY

For a complete system to be provided for all mentally retarded

children in the country, Tizard estimated that for each 100,000 of the

total population there should be out-patient diagnostic and counselling

services dealing with all infants and pro-school children, and. from

1-3 per cent of each group of school age • A paediatrician arid a

psychologist working with a public health nurse who together dealt with

babies and pro-school children could, with some strengthening, provide

the staff for the school age counselling work. This oo-oriination

ensured that the medical problems of all handicapped children were dealt

with by the same team, an inestimable advantage. Secondly, it was

recommended that every effort should be me3e to take the treatment to

the child rather than the converse so that physiotherapy, speech therapy

. Tizard, Cci%mtIn4 ty Services for
0.U.P., 1961,., pp. 135-137.
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and remedial reading should all be undertaken in the schools, if at

all possible.5

Within the population area described, Tizard then estimated that

a school or special training centre with 50-60 places would probly be

adequate for imbecile children of school age who would attend there both

fran residential institutions and their homes. For children in this

group who were so severely incapacitated mentally or physically, to

attend these centres, Tizard. suggested a Id.nd of day hospital attached

to paediatric hospital units for normal children where they could be

under the supervision of trained nurses.16

Thirty places in residential institutions should suffice for

the 100,000 population area, 15 of these being for idiots or children

with severe physical handicaps who primarily needed nursing and medical

care and 15 for imbeciles capable of attending training centres. It

was proposed that the severely physically handicapped group ahould be

placed in an annexe attached to a children's wani or hospital whilst

the others should be in separate residential hanes. In this way,

hospital servicea would be available for all children whose main need

was for nursing or medical care • For idiots and those with gross

physical handicaps, under hospital care, medical treathient would be under

the supervision of the thi].dren' a physician in charge of the paediatrio

department of the hospital noerned whilst daily management would be in

the hands of nurses and medical auxiliaries responsible to thie doctor.

cit., p. 168.

16, cit., pp. 168-169.
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Such a unit needed at least one sister who remained permanently on

the ward in charge of its ina,gement. To this unit grossly handicapped

children, living at home, could also go for treatment and education

would then be provided by qualified teachers working within the wards.

From this system paediatricians would benefit because they could gain

experience in dealing with a wide range of chronic physical diseases,

many of which are still undiagnosable and a challenge to medical research

whilst the patients would secure the advantages of the wide range of

specialist services and individual attention possible in such an adjunct

to a hospital.17

Finally, Tisard suggested that residential. homes should be provided

for those mentally subnormal children who required institutional care

but who did not need hospital care in order to survive. In such

institutions, the warden in charge should have had training and experience

with young normal. children in addition to some experience with the

mentally subnormal. This person would be assisted by a nursery nurse

who had also had some experience with young normal children in addition

to s experience with the mentally subnormal whilst the routine medical

care could, in most homes, be provided by general practitioners, although

a psychiatrist should also be available.18 These reccmmend.ations deserve

a considerable measure of stport because they have been based upon

results achieved at Brookland$ where outstanding successes have been

recorded and axe in direct contrast to the deplorable picture painted by

l7	 cit., pp. 170-171.

l8, cit., p. 172.
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Tizard of the usual residential life for the subnormal elsewhere in

his book, He detects four baaic undesirable characteristics in these

homes, the first being the large size of the wards; then come a the

general lack of facilities, followed by the homogeneity of the grouping

arid, fourthly, the problems arising from the chronic shortages of staff

arid the use made of them)9

Of all the closely defined categories of afflictions, probably

the most altered one is physically hanM capped because it has changed

constantly as medical science has advanced throughout the 20th Century.

When the century opened, the main scourges were the malnutrition

diseases, particularly tuberculosis and rickets which gradually died

out until, by the outbreak of the second World War, they were almost

negligible and crippling caused by policmylitia had become the major
A

physical affliction. Many of the first new post-War Special Schools

were therefore built to cope with this form of crippling arid, in their

construction, staircases were often omitted in favour of sloping rans.

However, tuberculosis and poliomylitis were acquired handicaps which

were gradually e14m{nited whilst the	 physical handicapa cerebra].

palsy and spina bifida, are congenital and far more disabling, for they

can adversely affect children's capacity for learning and adjusthient.

There has also been ar ithprovement in the provi& on of

educational facilities for children with multiple defects so that

distinctive Special Schools now exI. st for blind pupils who are physically

or mentally handicapped also; for children who are deaf and maladjusted

19	 cit., pp. 78-80,
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and, thirdly, for physically handic,ped children who are deaf or

subnormal. In general, thexe has been a very definite trend for

children who have previously been considered unable to benefit from

education to be included in Special Schools and this trend will be

reinforced, in the near future, by the transfer of severely subnormal

children from the charge of the Home Office to the Department of

Education & Science and the L.E.As. Nevertheless, there are no definite

patterns of set handicaps because needs change as the result of social.

and economic factors and, even today, there are children who are not

being educated owing to their affliction, autism, being unrecognised

as an official handicap. The result is that unless such children are

able to attend the few schools which axe provided by the Society for

Autistic Children, they are unacceptable in other Special Schools

because even the Manchester L.LA., which has just opened anew builthng,

the Ewing School, for pupils with communication difficulties, has

expressly barred autistic children from this school.

Dr. Kel]mer Pringle and her associates have recently concluded

a study of children with special needs and. in their Beport the arguments

for and against a rigid system of classification of handicapped children

have been discussed at length. A new categorisation is suggested based.

upon special. needs, personal and social in a4dition to purely educational

ones, for it is thought that the old rigid system of strict definitions

of either handicaps or children baa become outmoded. Under the proposed

new achene there are ten categories, (i) visual handicaps; (ii) bearing

impairment; (iii) physical handicap; (iv) speech and language disorders;

(v) specific learning disorders; (vi) intellectual handicap;
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(vii) emotional handiCap8; (viii) severe personality disorders;

(ix) aevere environmental handicap iTh (x) severe multiple handicaps.

Afterwards the individual categories are each discussed at some length

and the merits of the new approach axe delineated with particular

attention being accorded to the baz of the pre-1939 administrators,

the child with multiple defects. 20 This projected new oategorisation

system appears to offer an extremely sound basis for the future

development of Special Education. However, even this new classification

system weuld not aolve the problems of most of the smaller authorities

because they would have insufficient children in each category to

establish separate schools. The solution fbr these L.E.Aa. may well

be one large ocinprehensive Special School for their respective areas,

this school to include a boarding wing.

20LivinR with Handican, edited by LL. Xe].lmer Pringle et al.,
London, 1970, pp. 204-225.
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